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Abstract 
Over the last few decades, a large number of new equity derivatives have emerged in 
the international financial system. Examples of these innovations include equity 
options, stock index futures, and more recently, futures on individual stocks. 
Whether the creation of these new derivative instruments has social or economic 
value is of central concern for both policy-makers and scholars. Advocates argue that 
the new derivative instruments make markets more complete, enhance information 
dissemination, and allow a more optimal allocation of risk in the economy. However, 
there are many who argue that derivatives have a negative impact on financial 
markets, by allowing more investors to take highly leveraged speculative positions. 
A considerable amount of research has been directed towards examining the impact 
and performance of different commodity and financial derivatives markets. However, 
as a recent entrant to the global derivatives market, the evidence on Universal Stock 
Futures (USFs) market is very limited. This thesis, therefore, aims to provide new 
evidence in the literature by examining the role and functioning of USF contracts. 
Given their unique characteristics, the investigation of USFs provides more reliable 
and wider ranging insights into the economic benefits and costs of futures market. 
The empirical results can be summarised as follows. First, the introduction of USFs 
has not had a detrimental effect on the underlying markets. On the contrary, the 
influence appears to have been positive leading to a small reduction in noise trading 
and improved efficiency. Second, USFs perform the price discovery function 
efficiently since futures prices contribute to the discovery of new information. 
Furthermore, many USF contracts influence the volatility of the relevant stock, and 
therefore, further support the notion of price discovery. Third, the market also seems 
to perform its risk management function satisfactorily, although some contracts fail 
to reduce the price risk to the extent evidenced in other markets in the literature. 
Finally, sub-period/sub-sample analysis indicates that the effectiveness of USF 
contract as a centre for price discovery and risk management has strengthened over 
the years; and are influenced by market-specific factors (liquidity and trading costs), 
futures characteristics like contract size, and geographical origin of underlying stock. 
The overall finding of this thesis is that USF markets are well-functioning and do not 
undermine the existing markets. These results should provide useful reference for 
other emerging markets which have introduced and/or been considering to launch 
single stock futures to their markets. 
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1.1 Introduction 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Over the last few decades, a proliferation of new financial instruments has emerged 
and changed the financial landscape dramatically. Nobel economist, Merton Miller 
characterized the surge of new financial instruments from mid-1960s to mid-1980s as 
a twenty-year "revolution" in the history of financial innovation (see Miller, 1986). 
In the years since Miller's (1986) view, financial markets have continued to produce 
a multitude of new products. Alan Greenspan, Chairman of US Federal Reserve 
Board, stated that "By far the most significant event in finance during the past decade 
has been the extraordinary development and expansion of financial derivatives." I 
Derivatives trading is now the world's biggest business, with an estimated daily 
turnover of over US$ 5.6 trillion and an annual growth rate of around 22%.2 Yet, 
despite the large and important role that derivatives play in the financial markets, 
there is considerable controversy about their benefits and risks on the economy. 
According to Alan Greenspan, "Although the benefits and costs of derivatives 
remain the subject of spirited debate, the performance of the economy and the 
financial system in recent years suggests that those benefits have materially exceeded 
the costs." However, Buffett's view is that "Derivatives are financial weapons of 
mass destruction, carrying dangers that, while now latent, are potentially lethal. ,,3 
1 This quote is from an address by Alan Greenspan to the Futures Industry Association (FIA) in Boca 
Raton, Florida on March 19, 1999. In chemistry, the term "derivative" is defined by Merriam-
Webster's Collegiate Dictionary as "substance related structurally to another substance and 
theoretically derivable from it". Economists use the word "derivative" in a similar fashion to describe 
a financial contract whose value is derived from an underlying asset such as a commodity. security, 
index or event. The main types of financial derivatives include forwards. futures, options and swaps. 
See Swain (2000) for a comprehensive account of the history of derivatives. 
C From the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) Quarterly Review, March 2006. 
3 These two quotes are from Alan Greenspan's Speech on May 8 to the 2003 Conference on Bank 
Structure and Competition. Warren Buffett's (Forbes-listed as the second richest person in the world) 
Annual Letter to shareholders of Berkshire Hathaway, March 8, 2003. 
1 
In spite of the debate, derivatives trading has proven to be highly popular and the 
number and scope of derivative markets have grown considerably in recent years. 
One of the most interesting developments on the derivatives scene is the coming of 
age of Single Stock Futures (SSFs). These instruments, which allow investors to buy 
exposure to individual stocks very economically, have been traded for some years on 
small regional markets such as Australia, Sweden, South Africa and Hong Kong. 
However, many big exchanges shunned them, and they were even banned in the US 
because of the regulatory concern for their potential negative impact on the economy. 
All that changed in 2001. During the year 2001, the London International Financial 
Futures and Options Exchange (LIFFE) launched a major programme of nearly 100 
Universal Stock Futures (USFs) - its brand name corresponding to SSFs - on a wide 
rang of blue-chip stocks from 10 countries.4 Later that year, the US Congress passed 
legislation that reversed its ban on SSFs, opening the way for the large US derivative 
exchanges to enter the field. By the end of 2001, there were 15 exchanges around the 
world trading over 300 SSF contracts.5 These numbers have continued to grow in 
recent years as more exchanges have come on board and started trading SSFs. 
The success of the SSFs has been remarkable as witnessed by the phenomenal 
growth of the volume of contracts traded which has significantly surpassed the 
volume of contracts traded in stock options markets. For example, volume in USFs 
now exceeds volume in single sock options traded in the LIFFE (see Table l.2). 
Furthermore, the rapid growth of single stock futures is not a phenomenon 
experienced only in the London market. Several smaller exchanges, such as the 
Spanish Exchange for Financial Futures and Options (MEFF) and National Stock 
4 Following the purchase of LlFFE by Euronext in January 2002, LlFFE became part of 
Euronext.liffe, comprising of Amsterdam, Brussels, LlFFE, Lisbon and Paris derivatives markets. For 
convenience, the term "LIFFE" is used throughout this thesis for either LlFFE or Euronext.liffe. 
5 See Lascelles (2002) for a survey of exchanges trading SSF contracts in 200 I. 
') 
Exchange of India (NSE), have actively traded futures contracts on indiyidual stocks. 
Thus, the impressive success of these new instruments is indeed a global innovation.6 
Although SSF is arguably the most exciting new product launch within the equity 
derivatives arena in the 21 st century, whether the creation of these derivatives has 
economic or social value is of central concern for both policy-makers and scholars. 
While most authors acknowledge that SSF revolution (as any other types of 
derivatives innovation) has both positive and negative impacts on society. their 
conclusion regarding the net impact of these new financial derivatives in general 
reflects a diversity of opinions.7 On one hand, proponents of SSF trading believe that 
it enhances the efficiency and price discovery of financial markets, allows for low 
cost trading and provides an avenue for investors to hedge risk. On the other hand, 
there are many who argue that SSF trading is destabilising in that it attracts 
speculative traders who induce excess volatility in the market (see USGAO, 2000). 
Unfortunately, despite increasing usage and growing interest, little is known about 
the economic benefits and costs of the new SSF contracts.8 In particular, while a 
body of evidence exists for the role and functioning of derivative markets, academic 
studies on derivative instruments have typically focused on the stock options and 
stock index derivatives (see, e.g., Mayhew, 2000). As a result of their lack of history. 
SSFs have been subject to very little attention in the academic research. 9 Therefore, 
6 In a survey conducted in 2002 by the Centre of the Study of Financial Innovation (CSFI), the SSF 
contract is described as "ultimate" derivatives, representing another "revolution" in derivative trading. 
The popular press also espouses a similar view (see, for instance, Young and Sidey, 2003). 
7 For example, new derivative products in Australia created much disagreement between Sydney 
Futures Exchange (SFE) and the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) engaging in legal battles over the 
introduction of the Individual Share Futures (lSF) contracts (see McKenzie et aI., 2001). 
8 See, e.g., Zwick and Collins, "One year in and the jury is still out", Futures, January 2004. 
9 Exceptions include Dutt and We in (2003) who suggest appropriate margin requirements for the US 
SSF market, and McKenzie et al. (2001) who investigate the impact of ISF listing on the underlying 
stock market in Australia. See also Brailsford and Cusack (1997), Lee and Tong (1998), Hung et al. 
(2003), Ang and Cheng (2005a, 2005b). 
the main objective of this thesis is to fill this gap in the literature by proyiding a 
detailed investigation into the role and functioning of Universal Stock Futures (USF) 
contracts, the only SSF contracts written on both domestic and foreign stocks. 1O 
More specifically, this thesis investigates three different, but interrelated, issues 
regarding the impact and functioning of USF markets. First, it analyses the impact of 
USF trading on the underlying stock market. Second, it investigates the price 
discovery function of USF market. Third, it examines the risk management function 
of USF contract by measuring its hedging effectiveness. 
The analysis of these three issues should be of interest and direct benefit to both the 
academic and financial communities. For instance, an understanding of the impact of 
USF trading on the underlying stock market should provide important insights to 
policy-makers and exchange regulators in formulating appropriate policies on these 
innovative instruments. Moreover, if the findings show that the USF market 
contributes significantly to price discovery, this indicates that some information is 
first reflected in that market, and movements in these markets will be relevant to 
investors trading the underlying shares. In addition, an analysis of the hedging 
effectiveness of USF contracts should be of particular interest to those investors who 
have concentrated holdings on an individual stock, and enable them to design more 
efficient hedging strategies to minimise their risk to individual stock exposure. 
The purpose of this chapter is to provide an introduction to the thesis. It is divided 
into three main sections where each section considers the following issues. The first 
section discusses the economics of futures trading. It begins with an oven'iew of the 
10 Although SSF contracts based on overseas stocks was briefly trialled before in some smaller 
exchanges such as Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing (HKEx) in 200 I, the trading of these initial 
contracts was suspended after a short life due to the slim market turnover. The HKEx has argued that 
the lack of volume in international stock futures was due to the large contract size (e.g. 10,000 shares 
for Taiwanese stocks) and the immaturity of the market. 
importance of derivative markets in the complete financial system, and presents an 
appropriate framework that the presence of new financial derivatives should be 
analysed. Subsequently, the role and functions of futures markets are discussed. It 
describes the social benefits that futures markets provide to the market participants. 
The second section presents an overview of USF market. It provides the contract 
specifications and a historical background of the evolution in this market, illustrates 
the potential uses of the contract, and assesses the unique characteristics of this 
market that set it apart from other futures markets investigated so far in the literature. 
Finally, this chapter concludes by presenting the three research topics that are 
investigated in this thesis as well as their contributions to the literature. 
1.2 The Economics of Futures Trading 
1.2.1 The Importance of Derivative Instruments 
Derivatives are now an integral component of a complete financial market system. 
This is despite derivatives being the subject of much recent controversy, arising from 
their much-publicised use as speculative trading instruments. For example, the 
magnitude of derivatives-related losses such as Barings pIc through Nikkei index 
futures, Metallgesellschaft AG through oil futures hedging, Procter & Gamble 
through interest rate swaps, and, more recently, Enron' s active participation in 
derivative markets, have exaggerated popular fears of these products. These (and 
other) losses and a growing cautiousness in the market have led to an increased focus 
on the role and use of derivative instruments. As the academic society has struggled, 
in the early days, to reach a common verdict on the economic benefits and risks of 
derivatives, there have been strong calls for increased regulation of these instruments 
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from both within and outside the financial markets. II However, any further 
restrictions imposed on derivatives trading, if not fully documented, may result in the 
trading anomalies causing a disruption in the efficient wealth allocation. 12 
As Merton (1990, p.263) points out "The core function of the financial system is to 
facilitate the allocation and development of economic resources, both spatially and 
across time, in an uncertain environment." To fully appreciate and assess the role of 
derivative markets, perhaps it would be very useful to put the above into perspective. 
In the absence of capital markets, members of the society have to balance earnings 
and spending over every period. The presence of a financial institution will enable 
individuals to reach this equilibrium across time. 13 However, the intertemporal nature 
of financial decisions implies uncertainty and market participants start to face the 
risk of deferring spending into less favourable future and having to assess the 
available information. Nonetheless, the capital markets should provide a wide range 
of instruments to either eliminate or re-allocate the uncertainty among market 
participants, from those who want to avoid risk to those who are willing to accept it. 
As Gibson and Zimmermann (1994) states "In order to achieve an unconstrained 
Pareto-efficient allocation of these risks within a market system, capital markets 
must provide sufficient opportunities to trade and price the various kinds of risk." 
Hence, it is obvious that the socially required role of financial markets is to expand 
the opportunity sets for investors and to facilitate the flow of relevant information. 
II There are more than 200 proposals to prohibit, limit, tax or regulate derivatives trading in the US in 
the last century. For example, see the Presidential Task Force Report (1988), the Group of Thirty 
report on aTe derivatives (1993), and the US Government Accounting Office Report (199.+). 
12 For instance, there are a substantial number of studies showing that short-sales restrictions increase 
the level of mispricing and impose a serious limitation to the allocative efficiency of a market system 
(see. e.g., Kempf, 1998; Fung and Draper, 1999). 
13 According to Gibson and Zimmermann (1994), the economic function of financial markets can be 
seen in three dimensions: time, risk, and information. Borrowing and saving are the major functions of 
the financial systems in order to achieve an efficient intertemporal allocation of funds. Capital markets 
allow households and firms to match earnings and expenses in each period by issuing or acquiring 
claims against their future income. To achieve this purpose, they would write financial contracts. 
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It is within this framework that the presence of financial derivatives should be 
considered. In particular, there are two pertinent questions to be answered with 
regard to the existence of new derivative markets; (i) whether they have detrimental 
effects on the underlying market and (ii) whether they really serve the socially 
justified requirements of a financial system (price discovery and risk management). 
An assessment of these issues in relation to the new USF contracts forms the main 
part of this thesis. However, before going on to undertake analysis of these issues, it 
would be appropriate to begin with a brief summary of the role and functions of 
futures markets in general, and then proceed to present an overview of USF markets. 
An understanding of the environment in which USF markets operate and the way in 
which they operate is a prerequisite to a proper appreciation of the subject matter of 
this thesis. 
1.2.2 The Role and Functions of Futures Markets 
A futures contract is an obligation (i.e. a legally binding agreement between a buyer 
and a seller) to receive or deliver a standard quantity of a particular commodity or 
financial instrument at a future date for a price which is agreed at the time the 
contract is drawn Up.I4 Organised trading in futures contracts dates back to the mid-
nineteenth century with the opening of Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT) in the US. 
Since then, there has been an explosion in both the range and trading volume in 
futures contracts. Currently, there are 65 exchanges throughout the world, trading 
more than 1,000 futures contracts written on different underlying instruments such as 
commodity, currency, financial securities or index. IS This growth in futures trading 
14 Futures contracts have a number of characteristics in common with equities. forward contracts and 
over-the-counter (OTe) derivatives, as well as a number of dissimilarities. The distinguishing 
characteristics of these instruments are discussed in many good texts. See, for example, Kolb (2000). 
15 From Futures and Options Fact Book published by The Institute for Financial \1arkets (IF~1). 
which is available at: http:/\\~y\V .theifm.org 
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activity and the variety of contracts reflects the increased economic benefits that 
futures markets provide to market participants. As Kolb (2000, p.2S) points out "Any 
industry as old and as large as the futures market must serve some social purpose. If 
it did not, it would most likely have passed from existence some time ago." 
In general, the two main social functions of futures markets are price discovery and 
risk management through hedging. Price discovery is the process of revealing 
information about current and future cash prices through the futures markets. Risk 
management refers to investors using futures contracts to control their spot price risk. 
These dual roles of price discovery and hedging provide benefits that cannot be 
offered in the spot market alone and are often presented as the justification for 
futures trading (see, e.g., Garbade and Silber, 1983). For example, in determining 
approval for trading in a new futures contract, the US Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission (CFTC) requires the contract to pass the "economic purpose test", 
which provides that a proposed futures contract should meet the following criteria; 
(i) must contribute to price discovery in the market, (ii) must be useful for hedging, 
and (iii) must not be detrimental to the existing cash market (see, e.g., Figlewski, 
1987; Hahn and Tetlock, 2006).16 Undoubtedly, the performance (success or failure) 
of a new futures contract is dependent upon the contract providing benefits to 
economic agents, over and above the benefits they can get in the spot market alone. 
These benefits are price discovery and hedging. However, while this thesis intends to 
examine the role and functioning of new USF contracts in detail, it is important to 
have some understanding of the social functions of futures markets in general, and 
single stock futures in particular, before proceeding. 
16 Also see the CFTC's publication on "Economic and Public Requirements for Contract Market 
Designation", in 1998 (which is available at: http://www.cftc.gov/foialfedreg98/foi980717b.htm). 
According to these requirements. an exchange must demonstrate "economic justification" of a 
proposed contract prior to approval. In other words, there must be proof of economic purpose/benefit 
before any new futures contract can come into being. 
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1.2.2.1 Price Discovery Function 
Physical and financial asset prices are determined through the interaction of supply 
and demand forces in the economy. The existence of futures markets provides a 
mechanism in which the supply and demand for an asset are brought into alignment. 
For example, if new information becomes available which suggests that the future 
supply of an asset will be tighter than previously expected, the futures price for a 
later delivery period would be expected to increase. Also, the spot price which is 
finally observed in the later period should be higher than it would have been without 
the new supply information. By allowing investors to send a collective message 
about how new information is expected to impact the spot market, futures markets 
playa crucial role in gathering the information about current and future spot prices. 17 
The existence of a strong relationship between futures and spot pnces also has 
implications for the risk management function of the market. The greater the degree 
of interdependence between spot and futures prices, the greater the effectiveness of 
the futures market in terms of hedging. Specifically, if spot and futures prices 
respond in a similar fashion to the arrival of new information, then they will tend to 
move closely together over time. As a result, market participants can use futures 
contracts to effectively control their future spot price risk since any loss in one 
market (spot or futures) will be largely/entirely offset by gains in the other market 
(see Table 1.1 for an example). 
17 According to Edwards and Ma (1992), the process of revealing spot price information through the 
futures markets has two main parts. The first part relates to the ability of futures price to form 
unbiased estimator of the spot prices that will prevail at the contract expiration date, which has 
manifested itself in what has come to be known as the "unbiased hypothesis" in the literatur~. The 
second part examines whether futures markets help to discover information regarding current spot 
prices, which has been regarded as the analysis of the "lead-lag" relationship between two markets. 
Following the more recent literature, see Mayhew (2000), this thesis deals mainly with the latter. 
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1.2.2.2 Risk Management Purpose 
Market participants are confronted with various risks that arise from the ordinary 
conduct of their business. The existence of futures markets provides a way in which 
these risks may be transferred to other individuals who are willing to bear them. 
Hedging (i.e., the trading of futures contracts with the objective of reducing or 
controlling future spot price risk) is seen to be the major function of futures markets. 
According to Kolb (2000), the opportunity to control price risk through futures 
hedging is " ... perhaps the greatest contribution of futures markets to society" (p.85). 
If price risk can be controlled efficiently through futures hedging, then profitable 
investment opportunities involving a high level of risk can be pursued and, as a 
result, society as a whole benefits economically. 
Hedging involves taking a position in the futures market that is opposite to the 
position that one already has in the spot market. For a futures contract to be an 
effective hedging vehicle, any gains or losses in the value of the spot position, due to 
changes in the spot prices, will have to be countered by offsetting changes in the 
value of the futures position. Generally speaking, hedges are either "short" or "long". 
A short hedge involves selling futures contracts as a protection against a perceived 
decline in spot prices, whereas a long hedge involves buying futures as a protection 
against a price increase. 
The above discussion clearly shows that futures markets play an essential role in 
economy and provide economic benefits to the market agents through their price 
discovery and risk management functions. The extent to which different commodity 
and financial futures markets have served as efficient centres for risk-sharing and 
information gathering has been the focus of considerable research in the literature. 
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The full list is too long to provide a census, but notable examples using currency 
futures markets data include studies by Kroner and Sultan (1993), and Chatrath and 
Song (1998). Examples of studies examining stock index futures markets include 
Figlewski (1984), Butterworth and Holmes (2000, 2001), and So and Tse (2004). 
More recently, the E-mini index futures has also attracted the attention of academics. 
Examples using U.S. data include Hasbrouck (2003), and Kurov and Lasser (2004). 
Despite this plethora of studies in various commodities and financial futures markets, 
the evidence on the Single Stock Futures (SSF) contracts is very limited, primarily 
due to their lack of history and the unavailability of data. Although these contracts 
have been the focus of some recent research, the issue of whether the market serves 
the price discovery and risk management functions has been subject to very little 
attention in published research. This is particularly true for USF market. Such a lack 
of understanding also exists regarding to their impact on the underlying stock market. 
It is the obj ective of this thesis, therefore, to investigate these issues and provide new 
evidence in the literature regarding a futures market which has unique characteristics. 
These characteristics are described in more detail in the following section. 
1.2.2.3 Speculation Role 
While futures markets can be seen to be enhancing economic welfare by allowing for 
new positions and expanding the investment sets or enabling existing positions to be 
taken at lower costs, they have been criticised for destabilising underlying markets. 
This criticism has its origin in the debate over the impact of speculators and the fact 
that it can be argued that futures encourages speculation. This '"encouragement" of 
speculation emerges through the nature of the futures contract itself. As discussed 
earlier, futures is a highly standardised contract in which the buyer of the contract is 
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purchasing a claim on the spot asset at some time in the future. Furthermore, 
engaging in a futures market transaction only requires the posting of a margin which 
is a fraction of the price. Thus, as Goss and Yamey (1978) point out, futures markets 
make a distinctive contribution to speculation since they allow individuals to 
undertake speculative activity without them having to become involved in the 
production or processing of the commodity or asset. In addition, because they are 
standardised contracts, futures facilitate the specialisation in speculation without a 
large amount of funds being committed. Therefore, there has been considerable 
concern regarding the impact that futures markets might have on the underlying spot 
market. Indeed, this concern dates back almost to the inception of futures trading. 
In general there are two main beliefs among market participants. The classical view 
is that the speculators in futures markets have a destabilising impact on spot markets. 
In contrast there have been a number of market agents/economists who have argued 
that the activities of speculators will have a stabilising impact on spot market prices. 
It can also be argued that futures markets require speculators providing its liquidity 
and enable hedgers to transfer risk. This controversial issue has been the subject of 
considerable theoretical and empirical analysis and has received the repeated 
attention of policymakers. Despite the volume of research, futures trading is still 
viewed with considerable suspicion by market participants and policymakers alike. 
Such suspicion has led to suggestions that futures trading should be further regulated, 
including, for example, higher margins (the Presidential Task Force Report, 1988). 
However, further regulation may have a negative impact on the working of financial 
markets and hence on economic welfare and it is therefore important to carefully 
consider whether such action is justified / beneficial. This thesis aims to investigate 
this critical issue and to provide new additional evidence in the literature. 
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1.3 Universal Stock Futures (USF) Markets 
While the history of futures trading is replete with examples of significant 
innovations, the onset of Single Stock Futures (SSF) trading in the world's financial 
markets is arguably the most important of such milestones (see Lascelles, 2002). As 
the name suggests, SSFs are futures contracts on individual stocks and, as with any 
futures contract, they represent an obligation, in this case the obligation to buy/sell 
shares of an individual company, some time in the future at a price agreed today. IS 
Futures contracts on individual stocks are not an entirely new phenomenon in the 
international marketplace. During the 1990s some small European, Australian and 
Asian exchanges introduced SSF contracts on a limited number of domestic stocks, 
but for the most part these contracts registered modest trading activity. However, all 
this has changed dramatically in the early 2000s. In January 2001, LIFFE launched 
Universal Stock Futures (USFs) - a range of SSFs based on several dozen world-
class stockS. 19 This move by one of the world's leading derivative exchange lifted 
SSFs out of obscurity and placed them firmly on the international investment menu. 
The importance of USFs to market participants is clearly shown by the rapid growth 
in the number of stocks on which USFs are written. At the first listing date (29 
January 2001) 25 USFs were listed on stocks traded in 8 countries. Subsequent1y~ the 
number traded had increased to 97 by the end of 2001 (11 countries) and to 433 by 
June 2005 (13 countries). In 2005 trading volume exceeded 11.7 million contracts, 
making it the world's largest SSF exchange in terms of trading volume. 
18 For instance, someone who buys a June 2007 Vodafone futures today has made a contract to take 
delivery ofVodafone stock in June 2007 at the price transacted in the futures market today. 
19 USFs _ the term LIFFE uses for single stock futures - first started trading on the exchange's 
electronic trading system, LIFFE Connect, on January 29,2001, with the launch of25 contracts linked 
to stocks from eight countries and five sectors, denominated in three currencies. An up-to-date list of 
the contracts can be found on the USF's website at http:. \\\\\\.universal-stockfutures.colni 
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Since the subject matter of the investigations undertaken in this thesis is USFs, this 
section provides a brief summary of these revolutionary new products. First it 
summarise the contract specifications by highlighting their unique characteristics. 
Second, it discusses their potential uses and the major regulatory concern. Finally, 
the growth of this market is assessed by examining the behaviour of trading volume. 
1.3.1 Contract Specifications 
The USF contracts are global products with contracts available on an international 
list of stocks. With futures traded on the shares of 433 companies, in 13 countries, 
they enable investors to gain broad exposure to equity prices, using a single 
exchange, under a single regulatory regime, on a single electronic platform, on a 
range of possible currencies. Also, trading with UK USF has an added benefit of not 
having to pay "stamp duty" because futures contracts are not counted as securities for 
tax purposes?O The salient features ofUSF contract specifications are as follows: 21 
1) Each futures contract represents a certain number of underlying shares. This 
number is known as the lot size. The standard lot size for USFs is 100 shares, 
except for Italian and UK futures, where one USF represents 1,000 shares. 
2) The currency of trading for USF contracts reflects the currency of trading of 
the underlying share. LIFFE lists futures contracts based in seven currencies. 
3) LIFFE's USFs are cash settled contracts, except for Danish and Norwegian 
futures where contracts are physically delivered. At the end of the life of the 
contract, no shares change hands. Instead, throughout the life of the contract. 
the buyer and seller exchange the daily profit/loss on the futures trade. 
20 In the UK, purchasers of cash equities will have to pay one of the world's more regressive taxes -
"stamp duty" - on every transaction. This does not apply to USFs, thus making them a much more 
cash-efficient trading tool, compared to trading in the stock market. 
21 Many of the contract features vary across different contracts, depending on the underlying stock on 
which the futures is written on. Detailed contract specifications can be found on LIFFE's website. 
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4) USF contracts are listed with up to six months' life. An investor can trade the 
nearest two of March, June, September and December. In addition. he can 
trade the nearest two contract months closest to the current calendar month. 
1.3.2 Potential Uses and Major Concern 
As stated earlier, futures trading provides an important tool that assists everyone in 
the marketplace determine value. Through the futures markets, information about the 
expectation of all market participants regarding future development in the spot 
market can be assimilated to produce a single forecast of the expected spot price. 
This availability of information reduces "search" costs and provides signals that 
guide investors to make the efficient and informed decisions. Similarly, since USF 
contracts are traded for delivery at various points in the future, they reflect the 
current expectation of the market about the level of the underlying stock some time 
in the future. For instance, if the USF price 2 months from maturity is trading above 
the current stock price, this reflects the current market expectation that this stock. 
two months from now will be above its current level. 
The following is an example: On 1 January 2001, the Vodafone shares are priced 
241 p, and with its' USF contract for delivery in March 2001 currently trading at 253p. 
This suggests that the market expects the value of Vodafone shares to strengthen, 
over the period January to March 2001, and will rise above its current value of241p. 
Therefore, through the USF markets the market participants can get an indication of 
the expected level of underlying stock prices in the future. This ability to achieve and 
disseminate price information (i.e. price discovery) benefits not only the futures 
markets participants, but also those who are active in both stock and futures markets. 
Empirical tests for this benefit of USF market are presented in chapter 3 of the thesis. 
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The second benefit that USF contract provides to market participants IS the 
possibility to control their risk exposure through hedging. Hedging is the process of 
eliminating or reducing price risk through the futures trading which invol\'es setting 
up an opposite position on the futures markets as to that held on the stock market. 
For instance, when a short term fall in a stock price is anticipated, the shareholder of 
the stock can sell a future to avoid making a loss without having to sell the share. 
Any loss caused by a fall in stock price may be offset by gains on futures position. 
Table 1.1 presents an example, adapted from LIFFE's website, illustrating the use of 
USF for hedging the "event risk" of a particular stock. Consider an investor who 
holds 10,000 shares of a UK biomedical stock ABC that has a significant new 
product pending approval from the authority. ABC shares are currently priced at 
500p, but this investor fears that the new drug disapproval could lead to a large drop 
in the price of the stock within the next month. In an effort to protect his income 
against this price fall, this investor initiates a futures hedge by selling USF contracts 
on ABC for delivery in one month at a price of 508p. As one USF contract for UK 
contracts is based on 1,000 shares, the investor sells 10 ABC futures. 
A month later, the proposed new drug is indeed disapproved by the authority and 
ABC share price falls to 480p. However, the drop in ABC stock price is also 
accompanied by a drop in the price of its USF contract which now stands at 486p. 
The investor closes out the futures position by buying back the 10 ABC futures at 
486p (i.e. unwinds the hedge). Since the shares have fallen 20p each and the futures 
have fallen 22p (assuming it has sold), this investor gains from the fall in the futures 
price. Table 1.1 illustrates how the investor has protected his shareholdings. 22 
~~ In order to establish this futures position, the investor contracts a broker at L1FFE who executes the 
transaction on behalf of the investor. In return of this service, however, the broker charges some fees. 
For simplicity, brokerage fees and other costs are not incorporated in the calculation of this example. 
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However, despite the profits from the hedged portfolio, it should be noted that the 
performance of this hedge is far from perfect. For a perfect hedge, the variability of 
the net cash flows from the hedged position should have been zero in this example. 
The fact that this is not the case can be partly attributed to the use of "naIve" (i.e., 
one-to-one) hedging strategy. A one-to-one hedge is effective as long as stock and 
futures prices change by the same amount. In practice, however, there is unlikely to 
be perfect correlation between the stock and futures prices and hence two prices do 
not always move together. Therefore, an alternative strategy must be used to 
determine the hedge ratio that minimises the difference between losses in the stock 
market and gains in the futures market or vice versa. The effectiveness of such a 
strategy is investigated empirically in chapter 4 of this thesis. 
As with other types of derivatives, the central regulatory concern involving USFs is 
the potential negative impacts of the onset of their trading on the underlying markets. 
There is a fear that they encourage speculation which destabilise the market for the 
underlying by driving the underlying equity prices away from fundamental values. 
Consequently, the price discovery function of futures markets would be damaged. 
Nevertheless, for the most part, the potential negative impacts associated with stock 
futures have neither been supported by previous related literature nor by the 
experiences of foreign countries which permit trading futures on individual stocks. 
For example, the evidence reported by Lee and Tong (1998), Dennis and Sim (1999) 
and McKenzie et al. (2001) suggest that the onset of SSF trading has little or no 
effect on cash market volatility.23 All these three studies focus on the Individual 
Share Futures (ISF) market in Australia. However, no one has yet conducted any 
study of the impact of USFs on the underlying stock. The detailed investigations on 
this public concern for the USF contracts are carried out in chapter 2 of this thesis. 
2J The findings of the previous related research are discussed more thoroughly in chapter 2. 
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l.3.3 Market Performance 
Trading volume is often used to measure the performance of a futures contract (see. 
e.g., Silber, 1981; Carlton, 1984; Black, 1986). Successful contracts often have 
manifest active trading volume while less successful contracts tend to exhibit thin 
trading volume. Volume of trading is also generally used as a measure of liquidity.2~ 
The concept of a liquid market is closely tied to the issue of fair pricing. It is a 
common belief that the more liquid the market, the greater the number of traders and 
hence the more competitive is the market, which ultimately results in fair pricing. 
Therefore, the USF trading activity or liquidity is an important factor in ensuring a 
fair futures market.25 Open interest (i.e. the total number of outstanding contracts) 
provides a different measure of contract activity, as it excludes by definition all 
short-term trading by the day traders, many of whom are inspired by speculative 
motives. From this perspective, one could argue that open interest primarily reflects 
hedging demand (see Bessembinder and Seguin, 1993). Extant literature points out 
the prerequisite for a successful futures contract is the presence of hedging demand 
in addition to an environment that is conductive to futures trading (see Cuny, 1993). 
In the light of the above discussion, this section assesses the success (or failure) of 
USF contracts based on the volume and open interest measures in terms of the 
numbers of contracts traded. Figure 1.1 shows the monthly total volume and open 
interest on all USF contract traded on LIFFE from its launch date to December 2005. 
For comparison purposes, the daily average volume of LIFFE's stock options and 
USFs are also computed and presented in Table 1.2. View collectively, Figure 1.1 
and Table 1.2 should provide useful information about USF market performance. 
24 Previous literature has also adopted other measures to proxy for market liquidity, including the bid-
ask spread, depth of orders, frequency of trading and number of traders (see, e.g., Aitken and 
Comerton-Forde, 2003). 
25 While it is argued here that an active and liquid market ensures fair pricing. some believe that this is 
probably necessary but not sufficient condition as liquid markets can exist because of price markers. 
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As illustrated by Figure 1.1, the level of trading volume and open interest on all 
USFs has increased gradually from the early months of trading. Moreover. USF 
contracts appear to be mostly heavily traded in the second quarter of each year (i.e., 
April, May, and June). This is understandable given the fact that many companies 
make announcements such as earnings or other corporate news around those fe\\' 
months. In today's marketplace, any publicly traded company that is announcing 
earnings is typically a candidate for high volatility, which may result in increased 
demand for futures hedging to protect against the possible adverse price movement. 
This conjecture is also supported by inspecting the patterns in the monthly total open 
interest. It is evident from Figure 1.1 that the total open interest shows the same 
heterogeneity as the total trading volume, characterised by frequent heavy trading 
during the second quarters. This in tum implies that the hedging demand for USFs is 
at the highest during the period when many companies make their corporate 
announcements. 
The growth of the USF trading can be put into perspective by considering the trading 
volume of other existing (or competing) equity derivatives such as stock options. 
With reference to Table 1.2, the USF's trading records are very successfuL especially 
in contrast to comparable options contracts.26 Although the average daily volume 
levels remained modest during the first year of its existence, they have taken off 
thereafter and reached the highest record of 49,920 contracts traded per day in their 
fourth year of trading. On the contrary, it took over 10 years (i.e. from 1992 to 2002) 
to build that daily average volume in single stock options at LIFFE. 
~6 However, it should be noted that the figures in Table 1.2 should be interpreted with some caution 
because of two reasons. First, the figures only give the number of contracts traded and not the number 
of individual transactions. Second, since the figures are averages they can be distorted by infrequent 
heavy periods of trading. 
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One reason for this rapid growth in USF trading is the emergence of ne\y players in 
the market. Max Butti, LIFEE product manager for USF, explained that "As well as 
participants in the German, French and Dutch markets, hedge funds are seizing the 
opportunity to trade global blue-chip stocks in a cheap, easy and efficient manner 
using Universal Stock Futures.,,27 Despite the fact that USF were only launched by 
LIFFE in January 2001 and are still relatively young product, they are now trading at 
a level only achieved by equity options after more than ten years of trading. In fact, 
since 2004, volume in USFs has exceeded volume on stock options traded in LIFFE. 
Overall, LIFEE' s USF contracts seem to have attracted a fair amount of trading 
volume in their early years of trading. This, however, represents neither a necessary 
nor a sufficient condition for long-term success of the products. That is, the success 
(or failure) of the contract cannot simply be judged in terms of trading volume alone. 
As discussed in section 1.2.2, the success of a futures contract is highly dependent 
upon the contract providing benefits to economic agents, over and above the benefits 
they can get in the spot market alone. If no such benefits exist, then market 
participants have no reason to trade in futures market instead of the stock market. 
Therefore, if the success of the new USF contract is to be assessed, it is essential that 
detailed investigation be carried out as regard to the nature and economic roles of 
USF market. First, it is necessary to assess the impact, if any, of the introduction of 
these futures contracts on the underlying stock markets. Second, it is necessary to 
examine whether the futures contract has succeeded in fulfilling the economic roles 
expected of such a contract (i.e., the price discovery and risk management functions). 
This thesis aims to address these important issues in detail. 
27 This quote is from the presentation given by Max Butti to the Futures and Options World (FOW) 
Derivatives and Securities forum held in Madrid on October 14,2003. 
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1.4 Structure of the Thesis and its Contribution to the Literature 
This section presents the research issues that are addressed in this thesis along \yith , ~ 
its contributions to the current literature. This thesis consists of five chapters. 
including the present one. Three research issues identified in the preceding 
discussion are investigated in chapter 2 to 4 accordingly. The common theme of 
these three chapters relates to the economic roles of Universal Stock Futures (USF). 
and how the introduction of these contracts has affected the underlying stock market. 
The general structure of these empirical chapters is similar: each chapter begins with 
an introduction on the background of the research area in question; discusses the 
relevant theory and related issues; describes the methodology and testing procedure 
to be used; reports and discusses the empirical findings; and draws conclusions. 
As stated earlier, while futures markets can be seen to be enhancing economIC 
welfare by facilitating the risk-sharing and information dissemination, they have 
been criticised for destabilising the underlying markets. Despite the plethora of 
studies, there exists no study on the effect of USF trading on the stock market upon 
which the futures contract is based. For this reason, chapter 2 investigates the 
impacts on the stock market due to the introduction of a corresponding USF contract. 
Unlike previous studies, the heterogeneous trader model of Sentana and Wadhwani 
(1992) is used to examine this issue. This theoretical model captures the behaviour of 
both rational traders and irrational trend-chasers (i.e., traders adhering to positive 
feedback trading strategies), and thus enables the deeper insights into the changes of 
return characteristics caused by the onset of futures trading to be assessed. Combined 
with a GARCH specification for conditional volatility. this model allows examining 
the consequences of USF trading not only on underlying volatility, but also on the 
extent to which futures inhibit / promote the level of noise trading in stock market. 
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The investigation begins by examining the futures listing choices of LIFFE in order 
to identify the control stocks that explicitly account for the endogenous bias inherent 
in many previous studies. The main analysis of the investigation remains. hO\\e\'er. 
with the use of the heterogeneous trader model to exploit the changes in return 
autocorrelation and volatility induced by USF trading. a practice which constitutes 
the main contribution of the investigation. In addition, given the significance and 
unique characteristics of USF contracts, this chapter also able to investigate a wide 
range of important issues that have not been addressed previously in the literature. 
For example, the large number of USFs listed on stocks from various industries 
across different countries provides a key opportunity to examine the potential 
country and/or industry effects in the impact of futures trading. 
The main findings are that there is a limited feedback trading in the underlying stock 
markets, but the degree of feedback trading has fallen further since the onset of USF 
trading. While there are some changes in the underlying volatility level and nature, 
similar changes are also observed in the control stocks, suggesting that these changes 
are not futures induced. Taken together, the results from this analysis show that the 
introduction of USFs has not impacted negatively on the underlying markets, and to 
the extent that USFs have impacted on market dynamics, the influence appears to 
have been positive, leading to a small reduction in feedback trading and improved 
efficiency. This implies that the public concern over the adverse impact of futures 
trading is not entirely justified and calls for further regulation on these markets (such 
as higher margins and restrictions on the issue of new contracts) is unwarranted. 
The provision of hedging opportunities is arguably the most important benefit of 
futures markets, but for USFs to perform this economic function efficiently, the 
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informational role of futures must be satisfied. The ability to achieve and disseminate 
price information (i.e. price discovery) available to market participants is an essential 
role of futures market in ensuring an efficient and complete financial market system. 
A considerable amount of empirical research has been directed towards examining 
the lead-lag relationship and the price discovery function in a variety of derivatives 
markets. However, studies that explicitly investigate the relationships between single 
stock futures (SSFs) and the underlying stock are virtually nonexistent, primarily due 
to their lack of history and the unavailability of data. 
Investigation in chapter 3 not only provides, for the first time, evidence on the price 
discovery function of USF contract but also contributes to the current understanding 
of linkages between derivatives and underlying markets in following aspects. First, 
unlike the market-wide instruments, the USF contracts are based on individual stocks 
which by definition can be directly traded. This tradable nature of the underlying 
market implies that stock and futures prices are more closely linked by the "'cost-of-
carry" relationship, and hence USF prices may not contribute to the discovery of new 
information to the same extent as the markets for non-tradable underlying assets such 
as index futures contracts. Investigation of the price discovery role of USF market 
can thus provide a direct answer to this important issue. 
Second, the examination of the USF price discovery role over different time periods, 
and across several markets, could provide insights on the relative price discovery of 
derivatives markets at the different stages of their developments. In addition, the 
cross-border USF contracts on non-U.K. stocks allow us to cater a further dimension 
in the current literature: pricing dynamics and information transmission mechanisms 
between foreign-listed SSFs and the domestic underlying stock markets. \ 10reover, 
they also permit us to examine whether there is a "country effect" in the SSFs' 
contribution to price discovery. A number of studies argue, in the context of cross-
listed stock index futures, that the price discovery ability of futures markets will 
largely depend on the market structures and institutional differences of the markets at 
which the underlying indices are being traded (see, e.g., Board and Sutcliffe, 1996). 
The conclusion from these studies is that the markets with lower transaction costs are 
more conductive to information incorporation, and that price discovery primarily 
originates from the home market (i.e. home-bias hypothesis). Accordingly, it would 
be interesting to see whether these results are applicable to the cross-listed USF 
contracts that are based on foreign underlying stocks, and if USFs price discovery 
function can be attributed to the differences in the underlying stock market 
conditions and/or locations. 
Third, the relatively large sample also permits us to examme the dominant 
characteristics that determine the relative price discovery contributions of futures 
markets by using a cross-sectional analysis. Finally, whether there are interactions in 
second moments of the stock and USFs markets is another important issue that 
investigated in this chapter. This particular issue has vital implications for the 
relative price discovery and informational efficiency of these two markets. 
Another distinguishing characteristic of this chapter is the comparison of stock and 
futures markets ability in reflecting the firm-specific and market-wide information. 
Previous research which has examined the lead-lag patterns between stock index and 
index futures markets documented considerable variation in price discovery 
contributions of each market depending on the information types (see, e.g., Chan, 
1992; Crain and Lee, 1995; Frino et a1., 2000). In particular~ these studies suggest 
that the lead of futures market will become greater around the "market-wide" 
information releases periods, while transmission of information will run from the 
stock to the futures market in the case of the "firm-specific" information. It would 
therefore be interesting to analyse whether the kind of information (market-wide 
versus firm-specific) may affect the USFs contracts' contributions to the price 
discovery process. It would also be interesting to test whether the price discovery 
role can vary depending on the information content is "positive" or "negative". 
Chapter 3 directly addresses these two issues using USFs data. The use of USFs is 
particularly useful in studying the transmission of firm-specific information because 
the USFs' tradings are mainly based on the news relating to the individual stocks. 
To examIne the part that USFs play in discovery the information about their 
underlying stock prices, and the factors that influence this role. The empirical 
analysis of chapter 3 consists of four main components. Firstly, we determine 
whether price discovery occurs on the futures markets by applying the approach 
developed by Gonzalo and Granger (1995) to quantify the contribution of USF to 
determination of stock price. Secondly, both the market-wide and firm-specific 
information flows are documented for the whole sample period, as well as the 
introduction and maturity periods of USFs. An investigation into the impact of 
several variables which may influence the proportion of new information that is 
incorporated via the futures markets forms the third focus of this chapter. Finally, 
this chapter also characterises the dynamic interdependence of the stock and futures 
markets by explicitly modelling the ways in which these two markets interact 
through their second moments (i.e., the "volatility-spillovers" effect). 
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In summary, the results of this chapter suggest that price discovery take places in 
both stock and futures markets, but USF markets on average playa relatively smaller 
role in the price discovery than their underlying stocks. The price contributions of 
USFs vary considerably over time and across firms depending on the geographical 
origin of underlying stocks, the development stage of a futures contract, the relative 
trading characteristics such as the market liquidity and trading costs, the contract 
design and specifications, as well as the information types and content. For instance, 
the results from volatility-spillovers analysis show that futures market seems to play 
a more pronounced role in discovery of negative information, perhaps due to the 
limitations of short-selling in the stock markets pushing the investors who have 
negative information to trade in the futures rather than in the stock market. 
The findings of this chapter should be of great interest to the investors, fund 
managers and regulators. For the investors and fund managers who trade in both 
stocks and derivatives (as well as those who are active in only one market), the 
results that stock markets contribute more to the price discovery indicate that some 
information is first reflected in that market, and movements in these markets has 
important implications for investors trading the futures contracts based on these 
underling shares in forecasting price behaviours, speculating the price movements. 
Additionally, the cash-futures price relationship is also an important factor for 
hedgers in developing effective hedging strategies. The traditional theory of hedging 
asserts that the effectiveness of a hedge largely depends on the parallelism of 
movements in spot and futures prices. Moreover, our results from the analysis of 
price discovery determinants should also provide policymakers important insights on 
the designs of securities, trading mechanisms, and the market structures that are more 
conductive to the timely dissemination of the nev,: information. 
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Further, as the understanding of the price discovery dynamics between stock and 
futures markets could shed light on the market preference of informed traders. our 
finding that stock prices tend to lead the futures markets implies that informed 
traders are more likely to choose this particular market to reveal their priYate 
information. This is particularly important as the knowledge of where informed 
traders choose to trade and the factors influencing their choices are highly relevant to 
market makers and regulators (aid the regulators to prevent illegal insider trades). 
Finally, the price discovery role of LIFFE's USF contracts we documented in this 
chapter also provides justification for other exchanges to launch the single-stock 
futures as a means of enhancing information dissemination process in their markets. 
The main reason for the existence of futures markets is to provide instruments for 
market participants to reduce or control the unwanted risk of price change by 
transferring it to others more willing to bear the risk. This function of futures markets 
is performed through hedging. Despite its popularity and the additional benefits 
provided by the new SSF contracts (such as USFs), we could identify no study of the 
hedging strategies and hedging effectiveness for these important new markets. 
Therefore, chapter 4 is devoted to fill in this literature gap by assessing the degree of 
success that has been achieved by USFs in fulfilling this economic role. 
The constant minimum-variance hedge ratio methodology is extended to a time-
varying framework, and a more general BEKK -GARCH model is proposed and used 
to evaluate the hedging effectiveness ofUSFs by applying the variance-reduction and 
utility-based performance evaluation criterion for within- and out-of-sample periods. 
The empirical findings suggest that the majority of USF contracts have sel\'ed as 
efficient risk management tools in hedging against the indiyidual stock exposures. 
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Moreover, we also find that the basis (i.e., the difference between spot and futures 
prices) and asymmetry effects in the time-varying variance-covariance structure have 
important implications in the estimation of hedge ratio, and the proposed dynamic 
hedging strategy that incorporates both of these effects can produce additional 
hedging benefits for investors who want to hedge their exposure to a stock position. 
Given the considerable variations in the USFs hedging effectiveness across different 
contracts, this chapter proceeds to undertake a rigorous analysis on the determinants 
of the hedging efficiency with USF contracts. To this end, a cross-sectional analysis 
is performed to identify the factors affecting the hedging effectiveness of each USF. 
The results indicate that the variables measuring relative market quality such as the 
ratios of trading volume and bid-ask spread are major determinants of the degree of 
hedging effectiveness across USFs. In addition, we also uncover clear evidence that 
the hedging role of futures is more pronounced for the smaller sized USF contracts. 
Since all the stocks on which USFs are written are also component stocks of the 
stock indices on which futures already exist, it may be possible to use stock index 
futures (SIF) to hedge. Also, for those hedgers who hold more than one component 
stocks in their portfolio, multiple hedging by USFs may not be as effective as SIF 
since there are some correlations between the returns of the stocks with stock indices. 
Therefore, the final stage of this chapter is to investigate the relative hedging 
effectiveness of USF versus stock index futures, and assess the efficiency of creating 
a USF portfolio in hedging the cash portfolio containing a small number of stocks. 
While these questions have been recognised as important issues, this thesis is the first 
study to compare the direct hedging effectiveness of USF with the cross-hedging 
effectiveness of stock index futures contracts. As expected, by comparing the 
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hedging effectiveness of USFs and several stock indices futures, clear e\'idence 
emerges that hedging with USF has a better performance than hedging with index 
futures for individual stock positions. In addition, hedging simultaneously with USF 
and index futures further improves hedging efficiency compared to hedging with 
USF contracts alone. Further, the result suggests that creating an equally-weighted 
USF portfolio to hedge multiple stock portfolios is more effective than that of using 
index futures in hedging the small-sized portfolio consisting of only 5 to 1 0 stocks. 
View collectively, this chapter not only provides, for the first time, empirical 
evidence on the hedging performance of USFs but also contributes to the current 
understanding on the risk management role of futures markets in following aspects. 
First, unlike the stock index futures, the USF contracts are based on individual stocks 
which by definition can be directly traded and thus provide a unique opportunity to 
examine the hedging effectiveness of futures in which the underlying stock of the 
futures contract is exactly the same as the spot asset. This matching nature implies 
that USF may be a better hedging instrument in hedging the individual stock 
exposure than the market-wide instrument such as stock index futures. Findings from 
the investigation of the relative hedging efficiency support this general anticipation. 
Second, empirical results from the examination of the dominant characteristics that 
determine hedging efficiency of futures markets could provide policymakers insights 
on the importance of several factors in security designs and market structures. 
Finally, another important contribution of this chapter is the proposed use of a new 
general multivariate GARCH model to estimate the dynamic hedge ratios, which 
incorporates the time-varying volatility, the volatility spillovers, the basis and 
asymmetric effects associated with the spot-futures covariance structure while still 
allowing correlations between security returns to vary over time. 
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Chapter 5 concludes the thesis by summarising the main findings in this thesis and 
by discussing the practical implications of those results. In addition, the chapter 
identifies a number of research issues, which are not undertaken in this thesis due to 
time and space constraints, but merit further investigation. 
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Table 1.1: Hedging with USF contract - An Example 
Per Share Position Value 
ABC Shares Opening price 500p £50,000 
Closing price 480p £48,000 
Loss on shares 20p £2,000 
ABC Futures Opening price 508p £50,800 
Closing price 486p £48,600 
Gain on futures 22p £2,200 
* The gain on the futures position has offset the short term loss on the shares. 
Table 1.2: Average Daily Volume of the LIFFE's Stock Options and USF contracts (January 2001 - December 2005) 
Year 
Sto ck Options 
USFs 
1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 
17934 18842 17095 15777 16921 16980 13075 14123 21594 41895 50349 39485 44706 36824 
9813 15372 24802 49920 45700 
Notes: Figures highlighted in bold denotes High records achieved 
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Chapter 2* 
The Impact of Universal Stock Futures on the Underlying Market 
2.1 Introduction 
It was shown in chapter 1 that the impact of futures trading on the underlying market has 
been an area of concern since the introduction of futures contracts on the world' s 
financial markets. Proponents of futures trading argue that it enhances the efficiencv and 
" 
price discovery of financial markets, and provides an additional avenue for investors to 
hedge risk (to what extent USF contracts have succeeded in fulfilling these economic 
functions will be examined in chapters 3 and 4). However, there are many who argue 
that futures trading is destabilising in that it attracts speculative traders who induce 
excess volatility in the market. For example, in the United States futures on individual 
stocks were banned for 20 years largely because of the regulatory concern about the 
possible destabilising effects of such contracts on the underlying stock prices. 
It is therefore important, in examining the economic role and performance of USF, to 
analyse the impact on the underlying market of the introduction of USF trading. 
However, in contrast to earlier studies in the literature, the central theme of this chapter 
is not whether futures trading has increased or decreased the volatility of prices in the 
underlying stock market. Rather, the concern here is to investigate the extent to which 
the introduction of USF contracts affected the degree of feedback trading in the stock 
markets. The rationale for this empirical focus is provided by Antoniou et al. (2005) who 
argue that "If derivative markets were to attract noise traders in general and positive 
feedback traders in particular, then the potential for destabilization would be real and the 
claim for further regulation warranted." (Antoniou et aI., 2005, p.221). 
• The main elements of this chapter have appeared in Chau et al. (2005). 
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Therefore, to clearly understand the impact of futures on the underlying market, it is 
necessary not only to consider whether the underlying volatility has changed post-
futures, but also to give consideration to the effect of futures on wider market dynamics. 
By investigating both the extent of feedback trading and the nature of volatility pre- and 
post-futures, more reliable conclusions can be drawn about whether further regulation of 
derivative markets (via measures such as higher margins, narrow price fluctuation limits 
and restrictions on the issue of new contracts) is justified. 
To this end, rather than simply looking at the volatility of the underlying market, this 
chapter examines the impact of USF trading on the underlying stock market by 
investigating the first and second moments of returns behaviour using Sentana and 
Wadhwani's (1992) heterogeneous trader model.28 This model explicitly recognises the 
existence of both market participants who are rational expected utility maximisers and 
also those who are feedback investors, and thus allows consideration of the 
consequences of futures not only on underlying volatility, but also on the extent to which 
futures inhibit or promote feedback trading in the stock market. Antoniou et al. (2005) 
use this model to examine the effect of index futures trading on a range of indexes and 
find that futures trading stabilises the market by reducing the impact of feedback traders. 
While Antoniou et al. (2005) has moved the debate forward and provided an important 
framework for the investigation of whether futures trading has any positive or adverse 
effects on the underlying market, their empirical analysis is limited to the effects of 
trading stock index futures in six countries, with only one 'event date' in each country. 
28 Sentana and Wadhwani (1992) originally investigated stock returns for the US using this model. Since 
then, it has also been used to examine the behaviour of stock returns in a range of other markets. See, for 
example, Koutmos (1997), Koutmos and Saidi (2001) and Bohl and Reitz (2006). 
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As McKenzie et al. (2001) point out, studies of stock index futures are useful in 
assessmg the market-wide impact, but any effect on the underlying market can be 
dissipated across many constituent stocks in the index, making the true effect difficult to 
detect. In addition, the stock index itself is not a tradeable asset, \vhereas stocks are. 
Hence, the influence of futures on feedback trading and volatility might be more 
noticeable at the level of individual stocks. Indeed, the concern that single stock futures 
(SSFs) might have an adverse impact on the underlying has led to tighter restrictions on 
such instruments than on the index futures. 29 
SSFs were introduced on the LIFFE in January 2001 with the introduction of Universal 
Stock Futures (USFS).30 These contracts contain some special features that do not appear 
in other futures markets. In particular, USFs are listed on stocks traded in a range of 
different markets and LIFFE was the first exchange to launch the 'cross-border' SSFs. 
Due to these unique characteristics, USFs represent an important additional instrument 
for investors, which allows a better match for investment and risk management purposes 
than do broad based index futures or domestic SSFS.31 The importance of USFs to 
market participants is shown by the rapid growth in their trading volume and the number 
of stocks on which USFs are written (see section 1.3). In spite of their popularity. 
concerns about their impact on the underlying market still remain. It is, therefore, 
important and informative to investigate the extent to which USF trading has changed 
the characteristics of the first and second moment of returns in the stock market. 
29 For example, futures on individual stocks were banned in the U.S for 20 years under the Shad-Johnson 
Accord largely because of the belief that SSF trading could destabilise the stock market. 
30 As mentioned in the introduction to this thesis, the LIFFE was purchased by Euronext in January 2002, 
and became part of Euronext.liffe. For convenience we use the term LIFFE throughout this thesis to refer 
to either LIFFE or Euronext.liffe. 
J I For example, USFs allow individual components of a portfolio to be hedged without having to change 
the make-up of the portfolio and they also offer tax benefits (e.g. they are exempt from stamp duty for UK 
stocks due to them being cash settled). 
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By exammmg how trading in USFs affected the underlying market dynamics (i.e .. 
volatility and the level of feedback trading), this chapter extends the empirical literature 
on the relationship between futures trading and stock market in the following \\'ays. 
First, unlike previous studies, we employ the heterogeneous trader model of Sentana and 
Wadhwani (1992) as the theoretical framework, together with an asymmetric GARCH-
type model, in order to gain deeper insights into the impact of futures trading. 
Consideration is given to both feedback trading and volatility, including the asymmetric 
response of volatility to positive and negative news on a stock by stock basis. Antoniou 
et al. (1998, 2005) argue that futures markets may improve the underlying market 
dynamics, as reflected by a reduction in the asymmetric volatility response and the role 
of feedback traders. The prior literature has generally restricted itself to testing changes 
in stock price volatility and has not considered whether the influence of feedback trading 
for example, has reduced from futures introduction. Such a restricted testing framework 
is overly limited and may even lead to inappropriate policy conclusions. 
Second, in spite of extensive research, futures on single stocks (such as USFs) have been 
subject to very little attention in the academic literature to date. One notable exception is 
McKenzie et al. (2001) which investigates the effects of the introduction of individual 
share futures (ISFs) on stock market volatility in Australia. However. at the time of 
McKenzie et aI's (2001) work there were only 10 stocks on which ISFs were traded and 
all of these were shares listed on the domestic market. Also, the level of trading in ISFs 
during the period analysed was low compared to USFs.32 Furthermore. McKenzie et al. 
32 During their period analysed the annual volume of ISFs contracts traded declined from 111.696 in 1995 
to 8,646 in 1998. From 1995 to 1998 the volume of trade fell. For USFs the number of contracts traded 
annually increased from 2.326 million in 2001 to 6.349 million in 2003 and in excess of 11.7 million in 
2005. 
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(2001) examine the impact on the systematic risk and volatility of the underlying shares, 
rather than using an approach which recognizes the existence of non-rational traders. 
Third, given the significance and unique characteristics of USFs, this market allows us 
to overcome many of the methodological difficulties inherent in the previous studies. 
and provides a key opportunity to investigate a range of issues not previously addressed. 
For example, because USFs are stock-specific contracts, any futures-induced effects on 
the volatility and/or market dynamics should be easier to identify. Furthermore, studies 
that have examined the introduction of index futures have by definition only examined 
one event date, within a given market setting. 33 In the case of USFs, there have been 
multiple introduction dates and contracts are listed on stocks traded in different markets. 
Since each market has different characteristics, it will be possible to determine if these 
characteristics influence the impact on the underlying.34 Moreover, given the large 
number of USFs listed on stocks trading in different sectors, it is also possible to 
examine whether the impact of futures differs across industries. In addition, the cross-
border nature of USFs allows us to investigate the impact of foreign-listed futures on 
their domestic underlying stock markets. While much work has been done on the effects 
of foreign-listed stocks on their domestic stock markets, there has been little attention 
given to the impact of foreign-listed derivatives on their domestic underlying markets.35 
Therefore, examining the impact of cross-border USFs would allow us to cater a new 
33 With only one event date it is possible that other market-wide factors which occurred at about the same 
time as the introduction of futures trading may affect the results (i.e. spurious effects may be documented). 
34 According to Harris (1989), stock option/futures listing do not have a uniform impact on the volatility of 
the underlying stocks. He argues that the effect of option listing will depend on: i} the sophistication of the 
market participants; ii) the existence of constraining regulations such as a prohibition of short selling; and 
iii) the liquidity of the markets. It is possible that for these reasons, authors, such as Damodaran and Lim 
(1991) and Bollen (1998) have suspected that options may have a differential impact in different trading 
locations. Indeed, their empirical evidence supports this. 
35 See, for example, Foerster and Karolyi (1998, 1999) and Grammig et al. (2005). 
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dimension in the literature. Also, with USFs it is possible to consider how market 
dynamics have changed over the sample period for a control sample of individual stocks. 
in a way which is not feasible for index futures. By first modelling the LIFFE's listing 
decision for USFs and basing the choice of the control sample on this modeL it is 
possible to overcome potential endogeniety problems inherent in previous studies. 
Overall, investigation of the introduction of USFs should provide additional and more 
reliable insights about the extent to which futures trading affects the market dynamics of 
underlying stock. 
Finally, we conducted a number of empirical exercises that strengthen confidence in our 
findings. Our results survive a number of robustness experiments, including controlling 
for the possibility of asymmetries in the feedback trading mechanism where feedback 
trading is allowed to be more pronounced during market declines, and extending the 
individual stock approach to the portfolio approach. In addition, the results are also 
robust to alternative measurement windows of the futures listing effect. 
The findings of this chapter should be of interest to the investors and market regulators. 
and could provide a useful reference for other derivatives markets which have 
introduced and/or been considering to launch single stock futures (SSF) to their markets. 
It may help the exchange executives make decisions on whether these new products 
should be listed in their markets. More importantly, it can also provide market regulators 
with important insights into the question of derivatives regulation. If futures markets 
cause a change in the level of volatility in the stock market (as in the arguments that 
futures attract mainly irrational speculators increase volatility in destabilising fashion) 
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and this, in turn, is associated with greater uncertainty and unduly higher required rates 
of return, then there may well be a case for increasing the regulation on these markets. 
However, if futures contracts lead to new channels of information being provided. more 
information due to more transaction and a significant reduction in uninformed investors, 
then these contracts provide useful services to the economy and calls for their regulation 
are unwarranted and could even be counter-productive. 
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. The next section briefly discusses the 
literature on the impact of futures trading, sets out the main features of the feedback 
trading model and identifies the hypotheses to be tested. Section 2.3 discusses the data to 
be used in the empirical analysis and the methodology for selecting a control sample. 
The empirical results are then presented in section 2.4. Results of several robustness 
tests are also given in this section. Finally, section 2.5 concludes the chapter. 
2.2 The Futures Trading Effect on Underlying Market and Feedback Trading 
This section briefly reviews the literature on the effects of futures trading, outlines the 
main features of the feedback trading model and identifies the hypotheses to be tested. 
Due to the newness of single-stock futures, there are very few theoretical and empirical 
studies that directly examine the effect of such products on the underlying stock. 
Therefore, the research undertaken on the impact of other derivatives, such as options 
and index futures can be considered as a relevant method for us to understand the key , 
issues in the literature and their implications on the examination of USF trading.36 
36 The literature on whether derivatives (futures and options) trading stabilises and destabilises the spot 
market is voluminous and the review in this section is not exhaustive. Rather it seeks to identify the most 
important issues in this area. For a more comprehensive review of the literature, see Damodaran and 
Subrahmanyam (1992), Sutcliffe (1997), and Mayhew (2000). 
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2.2.1 A Brief Review of Related Issues 
From a theoretical standpoint, the question of whether the introduction of derhati\ es 
(futures or options) trading has positive or adverse effects on the underlying market is a 
topic related to the more fundamental question of what kinds of additional market 
participants and traders are attracted into the underlying market by the existence of these 
derivatives contracts. The main argument levelled against derivatives trading is that their 
existence primarily attracts destabilising speculators, which may in tum lead to higher 
stock market volatility (a perception of higher risk), thus, potentially raising the cost of 
capital and impacting on the wider economy (see, e.g., Stein 1987; Edwards 1988a,b).37 
Another view posits that the introduction of derivatives market will attract additional 
group of rational traders into the market, who expand the routes over which information 
can reach the stock market, and thus reduce the impact of noise trading in the price 
formation process. This view is based on the belief that financial leverage provided by 
derivatives can lower the transaction costs, thereby attracting otherwise unprofitable 
informed traders (see, e.g., Cox, 1976). If this were the case, volatility necessarily 
increases in an efficient market (see Ross, 1989; Antoniou and Holmes, 1995).38 Hence. 
in the light of the above discussion, it has been argued that derivatives contracts can be 
either stabilising or destabilising depending on which type of investors (speculators) 
were brought to the underlying stock markets through the onset of derivatives trading. 
37 In fact, there seems to be no objection in the literature to the view that derivatives markets permit, and 
indeed encourage speculation. For example, as Goss and Yamey (1978) point out, futures markets make a 
distinctive contribution to speculation because (i) they are highly standardised contracts that have low 
margin requirements, (ii) relatively low transaction costs and do not subjected to short sales restrictions, 
and (iii) enable investors to take a certain position on a stock with little or no cost of carry. The 
contentious issues relate to the effect of this speculation (see Bekaert et aI., 1995). 
38 As Ross (1989) point out, according to the Efficient Markets Hypothesis (EMH). asset prices in a 
market depend upon the information which is currently available in that market. When new information 
becomes available in an efficient market. prices will adjust rapidly to reflect that new information. Thus 
price movements, and hence price volatility, are related to information arrival in an efficient market. 
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Since both arguments have a strong theoretical merit, the issue of \\"hether the existence 
of derivatives markets is destabilizing or not is ultimately an empirical question. 
Due to lack of trading in single stock futures contracts, the evidence on the effects of 
equity derivatives trading comes mainly from tests using options and stock index futures. 
So far, the results of previous empirical studies have reached no conclusive evidence. 
With respect to stock index futures, the empirical literature in this field is very extensive 
and to discuss this work in detail would be cumbersome. As such we provide a tabulated 
summary of selected studies in Table 2.1 (many of these are reviewed by Sutcliffe, 
1997; Ch.14).39 The papers summarised in this table use one (or a combination) of three 
basic approaches to test whether index futures trading influence cash price: (i) Before-
and-after tests, (ii) Cross-section analysis, and (iii) Time-series Studies. This table 
reveals that empirical results are largely ambiguous. The majority of the studies listed 
reported that introduction of stock index futures has had no significant effect on the 
underlying index volatility. Others, including Gulen and Mayhew (2000) find evidence 
that volatility decreased with introduction of index futures in many emerging countries. 
On the other hand, Harris (1989) report a volatility increase in highly developed markets 
such as the United States. The inconclusiveness of empirical results becomes even more 
obvious by looking at the studies that examine the same index futures reach different 
conclusions. For example, in relation to the work on FTSE 1 00 futures, Robinson (1994) 
find a decreased volatility following the existence of index futures whilst Antoniou and 
Holmes (1995) observe an increase, but Board and Sutcliffe (1993) report that 
introduction of FTSE 1 00 futures has had no significant effect on stock market volatility. 
39 This table is in no way exhaustive but highlights the main techniques used in empirical studies and 
assesses the weight of evidence for both sides of the debate. 
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As for stock options, most studies examine options on individual stocks and generally 
report a significant decrease in volatility following options listings. Examples of studies 
examining the U.S. options markets include Skinner (1989), Conrad (1989), Detemple 
and Jorion (1990), Wei et al. (1997), St. Pierre (1998), and Mayhew and Mihov (2004). 
to name but a few. Among the authors who have addressed the issue in other equity 
options markets are Watt et al. (1992), Chaudhury and Elfakhani (1997), Alkeback and 
Hagelin (1998), and Hagelin (2000). However, there is a difficulty in drawing inferences 
from these studies. As Bollen (1998), Sorescu (2000), and Mayhew and Mihov (2004) 
show, the directions of the options listing effects vary depending on the periods studied. 
While the opposite findings in different sub-periods can be explained by the 'market-
completing' argument where early-listed options playa bigger role in completing the 
markets than recently-listed options do, it is also possible that the effects are spurious.4o 
The effects will be spurious if the decision to list options depends on the exchange' 
observation or expectation of the underlying stocks' volatility. As Bollen (1998, p.1183) 
point out "Exchange officials have indicated that unusually high or rising variance is a 
criterion for selecting the stocks on which to list options." Therefore, if variances follow 
a mean-reverting process, then this practice will create a selection bias, as the variance 
should decline sometime after option introduction even the listing itself has no effect. 
More recently, Mayhew and Mihov (2004) even argue that exchanges may be 'forward-
looking' and list options in anticipation of increasing volatility. In this case, one might 
incorrectly attribute the observed increase in volatility to option trading when in fact 
none exists. 
40 Detemple and Jorion (1990) argue that one would observe a difference between early and late option 
listings, since earliest option listings had more of a 'market-completing' role than the later listings. 
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In an attempt to address this endogeneity issue, some researchers have excluded the 
period immediately prior to the option listing from their pre-event window and used 
earlier data for their pre-listing sample (see, e.g., Skinner, 1989). However, as discussed 
extensively in Mayhew and Mihov (2004), this procedure will only correct for the 
selection bias in a special case where the options are listed in response to recent but 
transitory shocks in the market. However, in many other cases, this procedure might 
introduce selection bias rather than correcting for it.41 Mayhew and Mihov (2004) argue 
that the much existing research has not adequately accounted for this endogeneity / 
selection bias, which results from the endogenous listing decisions made by exchanges 
and regulators. In any cases, if the LIFFE use the same criterion for single-stock futures 
contracts listing decision, then the same selection bias will also occur in our empirical 
study on the introduction of USF contracts. To this end, we model the futures listing 
selection process and then using the expected probability of being listed (i.e. propensity 
score) from the logistic regressions to form our 'one-to-one' control stocks. 
Overall, while there is a vast literature examInIng the impact of equity derivatives 
trading on the underlying stock market, most of the evidence comes from studies of 
either stock index futures or single stock options. The results of previous studies are 
mixed; with some suggesting volatility has increased after the introduction of futures (or 
options) trading while others have suggested volatility has decreased. Besides the 
differences in the testing methodologies and samples period, it has been suggested that 
the mixed evidence are possibly due to the selection bias resulting from the fact that 
listing decision is endogenous. Nevertheless, the results of these studies need to be 
41 Mayhew and Mihov (2004) present four possible scenarios for this endogeneity problem. 
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interpreted with caution since the perception inherent in these earlier studies is that· an , 
increased volatility is undesirable (or 'bad') and any reduction in volatility is desirable. 
At a theoretical level, however, it has been recognised in recent years that such a 
restricted view of the potential impact of derivatives on volatility is misguided because it 
fails to recognise the connecting link between information and price volatility. 
Following the work of Ross (1989) it has been acknowledged that increased volatility 
may be the result of greater information flows to the market rather than necessarily 
being the result of destabilising speculation. Antoniou and Holmes (1995) and Chatrath 
and Song (1998), among others, found that the introduction of futures trading increased 
the volatility in spot prices. These authors concluded that the increase in volatility post-
futures was due to an increased information flow rather than destabilising speculation. 
While the increased information flow would increase price volatility (Ross, 1989), the 
introduction of futures market improves market efficiency by moving prices towards the 
fundamentals. Hence, in order to fully appreciate and assess the impact of USF markets 
on underlying market, perhaps it would be useful to put the above into perspective. 
More recently, research in this area has taken account of the possible existence of noise 
and other non-rational traders in the market and of how these might impact on the 
volatility of the underlying following the introduction of futures trading. For example, 
the asymmetric response of volatility to news has been examined using an asymmetric 
GARCH framework (see, for example, Antoniou et aI., 1998; McKenzie et aI., 2001: 
Kavussanos et aI., 2004). According to Antoniou et ai. (1998), whether changes in the 
underlying volatility post-futures is a desirable or undesirable phenomenon depends on 
the nature of these changes as well as the impact in the market dynamics. This is tum 
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requires an understanding of the causes of volatility and particularly of the phenomena 
of volatility clustering and asymmetric response of volatility to news commonly 
observed in previous research. In particular, if the actions of feedback and noise traders 
are the casual factors in the stock market, then it is possible that the introduction of 
futures will affect not only the level of volatility but also its nature and characteristics:+~ 
Along the same line of reasoning, Antoniou et al. (2005) further argue that it is not 
sufficient to examine the impact of futures trading on volatility, rather it is necessary to 
also investigate how serial correlation of returns changes post-futures. Specifically the) 
argue that "As long as futures trading encourages rational speculators, the introduction 
of derivative markets should move asset prices towards fundamentals and thus stabilize 
asset prices." (Antoniou et aI., 2005, p.220). Therefore, rather than simply looking at the 
volatility of the underlying market, Antoniou et ai. (2005) investigate the first and 
second moments of returns behaviour using Sentana and Wadhwani' s (1992) 
heterogeneous trader model in which there are both rational traders and feedback traders. 
By examining the extent to which the introduction of futures promotes/inhibits feedback 
trading, it is possible to determine whether changes in market dynamics are due to 
improved information flows or whether they are the result of destabilising speculation 
and, hence, whether further regulation is warranted. Overall, their analysis on six major 
index futures support the view that futures help to stabilise the underlying markets by 
reducing the impact of feedback traders in the price formation process. Based on these 
42 It has been well documented in the literature that stock price volatility responds asymmetrically to bad 
and good news. Traditional explanations of this phenomenon relate either to the leverage effect or the time 
varying market risk premium effect (see Black, 1976b; and Christie, 1982). However, empirical evidence 
seems to suggest that these explanations of asymmetric nature of volatility are not very satisfactory. 
Market dynamics in terms of overreaction and trend-chasing by noise traders (whose responses to bad 
news lead to a greater volatility than do responses to good news) has recently put forwarded as an 
alternative explanation of asymmetric response of stock prices to news (see, e.g., Antoniou et aI., 1999). 
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findings, the authors argue that any proposal for further regulation directed at stock 
index futures trading seem unwarranted, and that futures markets can onlv be blamed if 
-' 
they attract or facilitate, otherwise non-existent, uninformed feedback trading.43 
To briefly summaries the review thus far, the above discussion suggests that. based on 
theoretical considerations alone it is not possible to reach unambiguous conclusions 
about the stabilizing/destabilising impact of futures on underlying market, since changed 
volatility can be the result of either destabilising speculation or improved information 
flows brought by the additional informed traders. From this perspective, if reliable 
conclusions and associated policy implications are to be drawn from empirical analysis. 
it is necessary to adopt an approach which distinguishes between the different causes of 
changes in volatility levels. In particular, to clearly understand the impact of futures on 
the underlying market, it is necessary not only to consider whether the underlying 
volatility has changed post-futures, but also to give consideration to the effect of futures 
on wider market dynamics, particularly of the phenomenon of feedback trading. 
To this end, this chapter examines, for the first time, the impact of USF trading on the 
underlying stock market by investigating both the extent of feedback trading and the 
nature of volatility pre- and post-futures. Following the work of Antoniou et al. (2005), 
consideration is given to both the first and second moments of stock returns behaviour 
using Sentana and Wadhwani's (1992) heterogeneous trader model as the theoretical 
framework, together with an asymmetric GARCH specification. The main features of 
this model are considered next. 
43 In another empirical analysis of the S&P500 index futures contract, Kodres (1994) has e.\:amined the 
frequency of a particular type of speculation (i.e. positive feedback trading) and its relationship with price 
changes. The evidence suggests that there is a significant level of positive feedback trading which has a 
positive relationship between the price volatility. 
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2.2.2 The Heterogeneous Trader Model 
Sentana and Wadhwani (1992) model the behaviour of two groups of investors: rational 
'smart money' investors who respond rationally to expected returns subject to their 
wealth limitation; and feedback traders who do not base their investment decisions on 
fundamental value, but rather react to previous price changes. 
The demand for stocks by rational/smart money traders (St) is determined by a mean-
variance model: 
(2.1 ) 
where E t- I denotes the expectation operator, a is the return on a risk free asset and , ..HJ2t 
is the risk premium, modelled as a positive function of the conditional variance (J2 t) of 
the stock price where Jl is the coefficient of risk aversion. 
The demand for stocks by feedback traders (Ft) is modelled as: 
Ft = yRt_, (2.2) 
where Rt-I denotes the return in the previous period. The value ofy allows discrimination 
between two types of feedback traders: y > 0 refers to the case of positive feedback 
traders, who buy stocks after a price rise and sell after a price fall; y < 0 indicates 
negative feedback traders, who sell after a price rise and buy after a price fall. Positive 
feedback trading can result from extrapolating expectations about stock prices or trend 
chasing. Note that feedback traders of either type have the effect of moving prices a\\ ay 
from their fundamental value. If futures trading promotes feedback trading in the cash 
market, then a case may be made for further regulation since the market's ability to 
allocate resources efficiently will be undermined. 
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Equilibrium in the stock market requires that all stocks are held: 
S/ + F; = I (2.3) 
If all investors are smart money/rational investors (i.e. Ft = 0), then market equilibrium 
(St = 1) yields Merton's (1973) dynamic capital asset pricing model: 
(2.'+) 
Allowing the existence of both types of traders in the market, substituting (2.1) and (2.2) 
in (2.3) and assuming rational expectations yields: 
(2.5) 
As can be seen from equation (2.5) in a market with rational investors as well as 
feedback traders the return equation contains the additional term Rt- 1, so that stock 
returns exhibit autocorrelation. The pattern of autocorrelation depends on the type of 
feedback traders captured by y. Positive (negative) feedback trading, y > 0 (y < 0), 
implies negatively (positively) autocorrelated returns. Furthermore, the extent to which 
returns exhibit autocorrelation varies with volatility, J1(cy/2 ). Modifications of equation 
(2.5) are required to account for autocorrelation due to market frictions/inefficiency. 
Therefore, the empirical version of the model is given by: 
(2.6) 
where Rit is the return of the underlying stock i on day t. a2t is the conditional variance of 
returns at time t, and Et is the residual that is assumed to follow a Generalized Error 
Distribution (GED) with mean zero and time-varying variance a\ The coefficient <po is 
used to capture the autocorrelation induced by potential market frictions or thin-
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trading.
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The coefficient <PI = -Y/l and the presence of positive (negative) feedback 
trading implies that <PI is negative (positive) and statistically significant. 
It is clear from equation (2.6) that the variance of returns varies over time. Thus, to 
complete the model it is necessary to specify the conditional variance. It is now \\ ell 
established in the literature that stock returns are characterized by conditional 
heteroskedasticity. The model is, therefore, completed using a GARCH specification for 
conditional volatility. In order to determine which GARCH specification to use in the 
analysis, extensive tests were conducted to see which form of the conditional volatility 
equation best models the return data.45 The symmetric model was compared with the 
two most popular asymmetric models, namely the Glosten et al. (1993), GJR-GARCH. 
model and the exponential GARCH (EGARCH) model of Nelson (1991). On the basis 
of the log-likelihood, Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Schwarz Bayesian 
Criterion (SBC), the asymmetric models tend to fit the data better than the symmetric 
GARCH model, with GJR-GARCH performing better than EGARCH.46 
Therefore, following the above results, the main analysis based on the GJR-GARCH 
(1,1) model which specifies the conditional variance of returns as the following process: 
44 Although the stocks on which USF are traded tend to be the most frequently traded and largest stocks in 
their domestic markets, they may not be completely free of thin-trading bias because they might not trade 
every day. 
45 The search and application of an appropriate GARCH model specification is important to ensure that the 
'non-convergence' problem is reduced to minimal because most univariate GARCH models should 
encounter few convergence problems if a model is well specified and fit data reasonably well (see 
Alexander, 200 \). 
46 The results of these specification tests are presented in Appendix 2A, and the best-performing model for 
each USF stock are further summarised in Appendix 2B. In all models, only the (\,1) specification are 
considered, based on the observation that in many empirical instances the p=q=\ specification performs 
well (see, e.g., Bollerslev et aI., 1992). The superiority of GJR-GARCH model is consistent with the 
previous findings of Engle and Ng (1993) for Japanese market and that of Kim and Kon (1994) for US 
market indices and individual stocks. 
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(2.7) 
where (J2t is the conditional volatility at time t, Et-I is the innovation at time t-1 and X 
/-1 
is a dummy variable which assumes a value of one in response to bad news (Et-I<O) and 
zero in response to good news (Et-I~O). If the coefficient 8 is positive and statistically 
significant, then it would indicate that a negative shock has a greater impact on future 
volatility than a positive shock of the same size. al is typically referred to as the ne\\ s 
coefficient, since it captures the impact of the most recent innovation and rJ is a measure 
of persistence. ao represents the unconditional volatility. 
2.2.3 Hypotheses Development and Testing Method 
In the light of the above discussion and the characteristics of USFs outlined in the 
introduction, this chapter seeks to examine a number of issues relating to the impact of 
trading in USFs on the underlying market using Sentana and Wadhwani's (1992) 
heterogeneous trader model approach. We estimate the model as described in equations 
(2.6) and (2.7) for both a pre-futures period and a post-futures period. Comparisons can 
then be made of the estimated coefficients to draw conclusions about whether 
differences exist between pre- and post-futures periods in terms of the degree of 
feedback trading and the level and nature of volatility in the underlying market. 
Specifically, with respect to equations (2.6) and (2.7) we test the null hypotheses that 
there is no difference between the pre- and post-futures period in relation to the 
coefficient relating to feedback trading <PI, that relating to the constant component of 
autocorrelation, <Po, and the coefficients which describe the conditional volatility of 
returns, ao, ai, rJ and 8. The alternative hypotheses are that there are differences in these 
coefficients between the two time periods. 
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If the view that the introduction of futures will lead to an improved information flo\\. an 
associated improvement of informational efficiency and a reduction in the impact of 
feedback and other noise traders is correct, then we expect to reject the null hypotheses 
(see, for example, the arguments put forward by Cox, 1976; Ross, 1989). In particular, 
we expect a reduction in feedback trading, in the constant component of autocorrelation. 
in the asymmetric response of volatility to news post futures and in the persistence 
coefficient and an increase in the news coefficient. On the other hand, if futures trading 
is destabilising and promotes feedback trading we might expect the opposite. In 
addition, we will also examine whether there are differences in findings for USFs 
written on stocks listed in different countries (to examine cross-border and market 
regulation effects) and in different industries. 
It needs, of course to be recognised that, it is possible that factors other than the 
introduction of futures may affect the variables considered in each of our hypothesis 
tests. For example, market-wide changes that altered the dynamics of the market may 
have occurred around the time of the USF introduction dates. Tests may erroneously 
attribute such a change, if it occurred, to the introduction of USFs. Therefore, to ensure 
the reliability of any conclusions and policy implications drawn from empirical analysis, 
it is necessary to implement a control procedure to account for these possible sources of 
bias. Thus, to test the robustness of results about the effect of futures on the underlying 
market, equations (2.6) and (2.7) are also estimated for a sample of control stocks on 
which USFs are not written. However, as McKenzie et al. (2001) point out, one problem 
associated with a control group is that the distinguishing feature between the SSF stocks 
and the control stocks, namely that the former sample contains stocks \\ ith individual 
futures written on them, may be endogenous. In other words, USF stocks may ha\e 
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futures written on them because of their characteristics in the pre-listing period. in line 
with Mayhew and Mihov's (2004) argument for option listing decision. Thus, even 
using a control sample may fail to provide a true test of robustness unless this 
endogeneity problem is addressed. Therefore, in a similar fashion to Mayhew and Mihov 
(2004), our control stock is selected using a 'propensity-score matching' approach to 
take account of the endogeneity issue. In particular, we choose the control sample by 
identifying the 'nearest-neighbour' stocks that were eligible. but not selected for futures 
listing. The procedure for the selection of control stocks is outlined in the next section. 
By comparing apparent listing effects between the USF stocks and the control stocks, it 
is possible to distinguish between the changes that may have been caused by futures 
listing and those caused by other factors, such as the endogenous nature of the USF 
listing decision and/or changes in market-wide trends. Specifically, if the USF sample 
behaves differently to the control stocks, then conclusions drawn with respect to the 
impact of futures introduction are strengthened. 
2.3 Data and the Choice of Control Stocks 
As mentioned in the introduction to this thesis, LIFFE began trading 25 USFs on 
January 29, 2001. Each USF contract represents 100 shares of the underlying stocks, 
except contracts written on UK and Italian based stocks which represent 1000 stocks. 
The level of volume and open interest has increased rapidly from the early months of 
trading as illustrated by Figure 1.1 which shows the monthly total volume and open 
interest on all USFs traded on LIFFE from its launch date to December 2005.47 
47 The LIFFE website provides comprehensive information of all the USF stocks and the dates of their 
listing (see http://www.databyeuronext.com). 
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2.3.1 The USF Sample 
The first step in the sample selection process was to identify all stocks with USFs listed 
between January 2001 and December 2001. The sample is restricted to such stocks for 
two reasons. First, being the earliest listed USFs it is believed that these might ha\e a 
more prominent impact (if any) on the underlying market than USFs listed later:+8 
Second, GARCH estimates are less reliable in small samples and by restricting the 
sample to USFs listed in 2001 a sufficiently long post-futures period is available.49 In 
order to focus our analysis on the effect of USF trading, the only stocks included are 
those with futures first introduced on LIFFE and not listed in any other futures exchange 
within the sample period. Including stocks which have futures traded in their domestic 
markets would make it difficult to identify the effect of USF listing. 5o Furthermore, any 
stocks with futures delisted in the sample period were also omitted from the analysis 
since there may be other fundamental factors affecting their returns or their USFs may 
be characterised by very thin trading. Finally, to be selected, a stock must also have 
daily price data for the whole sample period.51 
In total, there are 80 USF stocks survive these criteria. Table 2.2 provides a list of the 
sample of USF stocks used in this chapter, with information on their market 
capitalisation, industry sector and home country. Daily closing stock prices are obtained 
from Datastream for a period of three years prior, to three years after the USF listing of 
48 Also, while more USFs have been listed subsequently, the major wave of listings took place in 2001. 
49 Various authors have acknowledged difficulty of obtaining reliable GARCH estimates in small sample. 
For example, Hwang and Valls (2006) suggest at least 500 daily data for proper GARCH ( 1,1) estimation. 
50 For example, since LIFFE introduced USFs, the Finland Helsinki Stock Exchange (HEX) has started 
trading SSF on one of the USF stocks, Nokia. In order to avoid interpretation problems, this particular 
stock was excluded from the empirical analysis. 
51 This restriction is imposed to mitigate the thin-trading problem. Thin-trading problem may be minimal 
in the earlier period of futures listing, as exchanges tend to list mostly large and well-known stocks first. 
However, this problem may be important in more recent periods as there is evidence that exchanges are 
moving towards listing small stocks and low trading volume stocks (see Mayhew and Mihov, 200~). 
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each stock, yielding in excess of 750 observations per stock for each of the sub-periods. 
Returns are calculated as in equation (2.8): 
Ri,l = 100 * (In P;,I -In P;,1-1) (2.8) 
where Ri,t and Pi,t are the return and the closing price of stock i on day t. 
2.3.2 Selection of Control Stocks 
The next stage involves selecting the control stocks. To this end, analysis is undertaken 
of the futures listing choices by LIFFE, to allow determination of control stocks that 
explicitly account for any endogeneity issues in the futures listing decision. The basic 
approach of our analysis is as follows. First, the relative importance of various firm-
specific trading characteristics influencing the exchange's listing choice is examined 
using a logit model similar to that of Mayhew and Mihov (2004) and Ang and Cheng 
(2005) who successfully modelled the selection for derivatives listing in the U.S. 
Specifically, the following versions of the logistic regression (equations 2.9 to 2.12) are 
used to study the futures listing choices by LIFFE: 
loge ~) = ao + a 1 VOL + a 2STD + a 3SVOL + a 4SSTD + asSIZE + E 1- p 
loge ~) = ao + a l VOL + a 2STD + a3SIZE + a4MKT + a/ND + E I-p 
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(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11 ) 
The dependent variable is the log-odds ratio of being selected for USF listing. P is the 
probability of being selected. If a stock is picked up for futures listing by LIFFE, the 
listing dummy is 1, otherwise it is O. VOL is the daily average trading volume o\er the 
250 trading days prior to the listing month. STD is the standard deviation of daily stock 
return over the same period. SIZE is the market capitalisation of the firm at the month 
end prior to the listing month. The variables SVOL and SSTD are ratios of 30-day to 
250-day average daily trading volume and standard deviation, which are used as proxies 
for the short-term volume and volatility relative to the volume and volatility within the 
year prior to the listing months. MKT and IND are market and industry indicators used 
to test whether trading location and the industry group affect the probability of a stock 
being selected for futures listing. Equations (2.9) - (2.12) are estimated for a pooled 
dataset containing daily observations for all stocks that were classified as eligible for 
futures listing, but had not yet had futures listed. 52 
Next, following the estimation of the logistic regressions, the predicted probability of 
being listed for each eligible stock at each listing date is generated (i.e. the propensity-
score). Finally, control stocks are selected by choosing those that trade in the same 
market and industry as their USF counterpart and which match the USF sample as 
closely as possible in terms of the propensity-score, as estimated by the logit model (i.e. 
52 Contrary to the u.s. derivatives markets, it is very difficult to know exactly how to define eligibility for 
the USF listing as there seems to be no explicit quantitative listing requirements, and the listing eligibility 
was restricted only by qualitative statements such as 'widely held' and 'actively traded'. In a telephone 
conversation and emailswiththeproductmanagerforUSF.MaxButti.itis confirmed that there is no hard 
set ofmles that the exchange officials adopt to list USF. They tend to concentrate on coverage ofthe.main 
components of the main local stock indices. Therefore, we initially treat all the stocks that are traded III the 
local benchmark indices at the time of each listing months as eligible stocks for that particular listing date. 
And from the USF listing/delisting information obtained from the LIFFE website, we determine the first 
trading date of each USF and exclude those stocks already have USF listed from our eligible stocks 
universe at the time of new listing date. This is to ensure that all our sample stocks are those classified as 
eligible for futures listing but not yet have futures listed. 
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the 'nearest-neighbour'). To be selected, control stocks must not have any futures listed 
at any time within the subsequent three year period.53 In addition, stocks that have been 
already included in the control sample are excluded from subsequent consideration. 
Table 2.3 reports the results of logistic regressions for Equations (2.9) - (2.12) in 
examining the relative importance of various factors influencing the exchange's decision 
of which futures to list.54 As expected, the results presented in Table 2.3 shows that the 
market capitalization (SIZE), 250-day volume (VOL) and volatility (STD) are all 
significant predictors for USF listing in all cases. Looking at the sign of the coefficients 
on VOL, we find that the higher is the long-term volume, the greater is the probability of 
being listed. Similarly, the larger firms have a higher chance to be listed after the 
volatility and volume are controlled.55 However, we find evidence of a tendency for 
exchange to list futures in periods when stocks in general have experienced declining 
volatility. The 250-day volatility (STD) is significantly negative in all of the estimations. 
The ratios of 30-day to 250-day volume (SVOL) do not have significant impact. With 
respect to the short-term volatility in the thirty days prior to future listing (SSTD), \\e 
find that the coefficients are positive and significant in both models 2.10 and 2.12. This 
53 The reason for this exclusion is to ensure that the control sample is composed entirely of non-U SF 
stocks over the entire period over which the impact of futures listing is measured. 
54 We estimate the logit models only for the sample of stocks that have USF listed in 2001. The listing 
dates in year 2001 (i.e. 29 Jan 2001,19 Mar 2001,02 Apr 2001,14 May 2001 and 31 Oct 2001) seem to 
be natural choice for our futures selection analysis because (i) these dates represent the largest waves of 
USF listing, and (ii) our main analysis of listing effect is based on those stocks that have futures contracts 
I isted in 2001. 
55 These suggest that trading volume and size are important variables to consider in determini~g \d~i(h 
stocks may be allowed to trade in the futures markets. Because of the possibility of market mampulatIOn. 
it is likely that LIFFE list futures only on stocks with large market capitalization and stocks that are 
actively traded. This is consistent with the findings of Mayhew and Mihov (2004) and Ang and Cheng 
(2005) for the selection for derivatives listing in the U.S. 
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seems to suggest that the exchange selected futures on stocks going through periods of 
unusually high short-term volatility during this period. In the context of option listing, it 
has been suggested that option exchanges are more likely to list options on stocks 
undergoing periods of unusually high volatility, and this might explain why volatility of 
underlying stock appears to decline after options are listed (see. e.g .. Skinner. 1989). If 
exchanges use the same criterion for futures and options listing, then our results here are 
in support of this claim. Finally, examining the coefficients on MKT and IND, we also 
see significant, positive coefficients, suggesting that the likelihood of futures listing is 
also a function of where the underlying stocks trade and in which industry group. 
Overall, the results in Table 2.3 suggest that the logistic regression models capture the 
USFs selection process well, with 820/0-86% of stocks being correctly classified. Since 
the base model (equation (2.9)) performs best, control stocks are selected using the 
propensity-score estimated with this model. 56 
2.3.3 Summary Statistics 
Table 2.4 provides summary statistics for portfolios of USF stocks and the control 
stocks, based on country (panel A) and industry (panel B). The estimates for stocks 
based in the UK, US, France Germany and other countries are reported.
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The table 
shows the mean (Jl), standard deviation (cr), measures of skewness (S) and excess 
S6 Compared to the conventional 'characteristics matching' method, it is believed that choosing the control 
stocks by this 'propensity-score matching' approach is more likely to correct for the possible bias due to 
both the endogeneity of futures listing and changes in market-wide trends when examining the effect of 
futures listing on the underlying market. See, for example, Mayhew and Mihov (2004). In addition, Cheng 
(2003) also presents a detailed comparison of these two types of matching approaches. 
57 To avoid reporting statistics and results for portfolios containing only a small number of stocks, a 
composite portfolio (referred to as 'Others') is created for USF stocks traded in Italy, the Net~erlands, 
Spain, Sweden and Switzerland. As well as having the smallest number of USFs written on theIr stocks, 
these markets represent the smallest markets in the sample in terms of market capitalization. 
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Kurtosis (K), the Jarque-Bera test of normality (1B), the ARCH test and the Ljung-Box 
statistic (LB) for 5 lags. There is clear evidence of significant departures from normality 
(see JB) across all portfolios (USF and control) and clear evidence of ARCH effects. 
The LB statistics show evidence of temporal dependencies in the first moment of the 
distribution of returns in more than half of all portfolios, while for squared returns. LB 
statistic is significant in all cases. However, to examine the extent of interrelationships 
between autocorrelation and volatility, further investigation is required. 
2.4 Empirical Results 
To address the main research question of this chapter relating to the impact of trading in 
USFs on the underlying market dynamics, equations (2.6) and (2.7) are estimated for 80 
USF stocks in the sample for pre- and post-futures periods separately. 58 The same 160 
estimations are undertaken for the control stocks. Given the voluminous results, the 
results of these estimations are summarized in a number of tables, rather than presenting 
the results of all 320 estimations separately.59 
Tables 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 summarise the results of the maximum likelihood estimates of 
the empirical version of the feedback model, allowing for asymmetric responses of 
volatility to news (i.e. equations (2.6) and (2.7)) for both USF and control stocks. 
Summary results relating to the six key coefficients (<Po, <PI, ao, aI, ~ and 8) are 
reported. The mean values of each of the coefficients in the pre- and post-futures 
58 The method of estimation used in this chapter is based on the Berndt et al. (1974) algorithm. 
59 Detailed results of the individual estimations are presented in Appendices 2C - .2J. The results for 80 
USF stocks (sorted by country) for pre- and post-futures periods are reported in Appendices 2C and 2D. 
respectively. Appendices 2E and 2F presented the same 160 estimations results for 80 USF stocks (sorted 
by industry). Estimation results for 80 control stocks are reported in Appendices 2G - .2J. They are 
organised in the same way as Appendices 2C - 2F. 
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periods are reported in Table 2.5. Panel A relates to USF stocks and panel 8 to control 
stocks. Within each panel results are reported firstly for the whole sample (sub-panels 
A 1 and B 1) and then for stocks sorted by country (A2 and 82) and by industry (A3 and 
B3).60 To allow a distinction to be drawn between negative and positive feedback 
trading, results are reported separately for positive values of <PI (negative feedback 
trading) and negative values of <PI (positive feedback trading). For the whole sample the 
table also reports the results of the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test examining 
whether the coefficients in the post-futures period are significantly different from the 
pre-futures period.61 
As Table 2.5 shows, with the exception of <PI (positive), the post-futures mean is 
significantly different from the pre-futures mean value in all cases for USF stocks, 
providing prima facie evidence that USF trading may have impacted on market 
dynamics. If futures trading has led to improvements in information flows and a 
reduction in feedback trading, then we would expect that in the post-futures period there 
would be an increase in aI, a reduction in ~ and 8 and a decrease (increase) in the value 
of <PI when it is positive (negative). While the mean values of <PI are consistent with 
this, the results in Table 2.5 suggest that al has fallen and ~ and 8 have risen. The latter 
are consistent with there being destabilising speculation. However, it should be noted 
that a similar pattern of results is evident for control stocks; although the magnitude of 
changes is lower than for USF stocks and the mean value of 8 is not significantly 
60 The stocks are assigned to one of five industry groups, namely services, consumer goods, technology, 
financial and general and resources based on the Datastream industry classification definitions. 
61 Tests for differences between pre- and post-futures values of the coefficients were als? und~rt~ken 
based on the t-statistic and Mood's median test. The results (not reported here) are qualitatIvely SImIlar. 
Tests are not done for country and industry-based sub-samples due to the relatively small sample sizes. 
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different between the two sample periods for control stocks. Nonetheless. initial 
findings suggest further investigations are warranted. 
Table 2.6 shows the percentage of stocks for which each coefficient was statistical h 
significantly different from zero for the pre-futures and post-futures periods. The 
structure of this table (and of Table 2.7) follows that of Table 2.5. Table 2.7 shows the 
percentage of USF stocks for which the relevant coefficient post-futures was either 
significantly increased or significantly decreased compared to the pre-futures value. 
based on the Wald statistic at the 10% level.62 In Tables 2.6 and 2.7 results are again 
reported separately for positive and negative values of <P I. 
Overall, as shown in Table 2.6, there is clear evidence of GARCH effects with (Xl (the 
impact of news on volatility) being significant in more than a third of cases pre-futures 
and ~ (the persistence of innovations) being significant in all cases pre- and post-futures 
for both USF and control stocks. In addition, the GJR-GARCH model appears generally 
appropriate given that in both time sub-samples and for both USF and control stocks the 
asymmetry coefficient (8) is significant in considerably more than half of the 
estimations. 
2.4.1 Feedback Trading 
A striking feature of the results is the overall low level of feedback trading (<PI) either 
pre- or post-futures. In the pre-futures period, as shown in Table 2.6, panel A 1. only 
62 The Z statistic has also been calculated to test whether a significant difference exists in the percentage 
of significantly changed coefficients between the USF sample and the control sample for each sub-period. 
These results are referred to in the text, where appropriate, but not reported here. 
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13.750/0 of USF stocks exhibit feedback trading (2.5% is negative feedback trading and 
11.250/0 positive feedback trading). This falls to 5% for the post-futures period (of which 
3.750/0 is negative feedback trading). This is in contrast to the evidence presented in 
Antoniou et al. (2005) where five out of six markets exhibit statistically significant 
feedback trading pre-futures. However, Antoniou et al. (2005) also find that in the post-
futures period only one market has statistically significant feedback trading. The fall in 
the number of stocks for which <PI is statistically significant post-futures suggests that, to 
the extent that futures trading has an impact, USFs have had a positive effect by 
reducing the level of feedback trading. This is confirmed by the results presented in 
Table 2.7, panel A 1. When <PI is positive (negative) a significant decrease (increase) 
represents a reduction in the impact of feedback trading and hence, a move towards 
fundamental value. Table 2.7, panel AI, shows that in 12.50/0 of cases there is a 
significant reduction in feedback trading, while it increases in only 1.25% of cases. 
While a similar pattern is evident for the control stocks (Table 2.7, panel B 1), the 
changes post-futures are less clear, with 7.5% of stocks exhibiting a significant increase 
in feedback trading (for 3.75% there is a significant increase in positive values of <PI and 
for 3.75% there is a significant decrease in negative values of <PI) and 12.5% a decrease. 
Thus the changes for the USF stocks appear more marked, suggesting the change post-
futures, while limited, is at least in part due to the onset of futures trading. 
The results in relation to <PI in panel A2 of Table 2.6 show that there are differences in 
the level of feedback trading between countries. Negative feedback trading is onl> 
evident in the US stocks pre-futures, while there is evidence of such trading in the UK, 
the US and, to a very limited extent, in the small ('Other') markets post-futures. Positin? 
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feedback trading is reduced in all markets post-futures, with the exception of Germam 
where there is no evidence of such trading in either period. The pattern for the control 
stocks (Table 2.6, panel B2) is broadly similar, although again the reduction in feedback 
trading is less marked, except in the case of the US and France. Finally, panels A3 and 
B3 in Tables 2.6 and 2.7 suggest that there are some differences across industries. but 
there is no evidence that these are related to the onset of trading USFs. 
In relation to the constant component of autocorrelation, <po, the findings for USF stocks 
(Table 2.6, panel AI) are broadly similar to those for <Pl. Specifically, while the 
coefficient is significant for less than 30% of stocks pre-futures, this falls by more than 
ten percentage points post-futures. Antoniou et al. (2005) state that "improvements in 
efficiency will most likely show up as reductions in <Po rather than changes in <Pl." 
(p.23 I ). From this perspective, the introduction of USF trading appears to have 
improved the efficiency of underlying market. Examination of the results for the control 
sample in Table 2.6, panel B I, reveals that the percentage of stocks which exhibit a 
significant <po pre-futures is the same as for the USF stocks. However, the percentage 
rises for the control sample by over 6 percentage points in the post-futures period. The Z 
statistic demonstrates that there is a significant difference between the USF and control 
samples in the percentage of stocks for which there is a significant increase in <Po in the 
post-futures period. Thus, view collectively, this provides some evidence to suggest that 
trading in USFs has had a positive effect on the efficiency of the underlying market. 
Again. the results for USF stocks by country (Table 2.6, panel A2) show differences. 
with big improvements in efficiency for the UK and the smaller COther') markets, \\hile 
for the control stocks the movements are opposite. Panels A3 and 83 of Tables 2.6 and 
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2.7 again demonstrate industry effects, but with the exception of the consumer goods 
and financial industries, the findings for the USF and control stocks are broadly similar. 
2.4.2 Volatility Level and Dynamics 
The impact of USF trading on stock market volatility can be assessed first through a 
comparison of the ao coefficient in the pre- and post-USF periods. An increase in (1\ \ 
would be an indication of increased unconditional volatility in the post-USF period. 
From Table 2.6, panel AI, it is evident that the percentage of stocks with a significant all 
has increased marginally post futures (from 66.25% to 71.25%). In contrast, for the 
control sample, there has been a decrease (from 77.5% to 63.75%, Table 2.6, panel B 1). 
However, examination of panels A 1 and B 1 of Table 2.7 reveals that the two samples 
(USF and control) have very similar patterns in terms of statistically significant changes. 
ao has shown a significant increase for 23.75% of USF stocks and 18.75% of control 
stocks, while the percentages exhibiting a decrease are 57.5% and 60.0% respectively. 
From panel A2 and B2 of Tables 2.6 and 2.7 there is no clear pattern of country 
differences, while panels A3 and B3 of these tables suggest that again there are 
differences across industries, but that these are not related to the onset of futures trading. 
Consideration of changes in a1 and ~ from pre- to post-futures provides some initially 
surprising results. The number of stocks for which a1 is statistically significant falls 
post-futures (Table 2.6, panel A I), while the percentage of stocks exhibiting a 
statistically significant increase in al post-futures (16.25%) is less than that exhibiting a 
decrease (18.75%) (Table 2.7, panel AI). Similarly, the percentage of USF stocks for 
which there is a statistically significant increase in ~ (56.250/0, see Table 2.7, panel AI) 
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is much greater than that for which there is a decrease (15%). This suggests that news is 
~~ 
having less impact and old innovations more persistence post-futures. Howe\er, when 
control stocks are examined (Table 2.7, panel B 1), a very similar pattern of results 
emerges (al increases for 20% and falls for 3l.25% of stocks, while ~ is significantly 
higher for 55% and lower for 21.25% post-futures). Thus, to the extent that there is a 
change from the pre-futures to the post-futures period, this does not appear to be futures 
induced. These results clearly highlight the need for a control sample to be analysed to 
ensure that inappropriate inferences and policy recommendations are not reached 
concerning the impact of futures. If consideration had only been given to USF stocks a 
conclusion may have been incorrectly drawn that futures trading had impacted 
negatively on the underlying market dynamics and, hence, further regulation was 
warranted. Analysis of panels A2, B2, A3 and B3 of Tables 2.6 and 2.7 provide no clear 
evidence of country effects, although again there are some differences by industry.63 
However, there is no evidence that these differences are futures induced. Again, this 
provides important insights about the control sample. Not only is there a need to 
undertake analysis for a control sample, but it is important that the make up of the 
control sample is determined by a number of factors including industry. 
The asymmetry coefficient (8) shows marked changes from the pre- to the post-futures 
period for USF stocks. The percentage of stocks with a value of 8 significantly different 
from zero increases from 57.50/0 pre-futures to 88.75% post-futures (Table 2.6. panel 
AI), while Table 2.7, panel AI, demonstrates that there is a significant increase in 8 in 
63 For example, for technology stocks P increases significantly post-futures for 11 of th~ ~2 U~F ~tocks 
and 10 control stocks. In contrast, for general & resources stocks only 7 out of 14 exhIbIt a Slgmficant 
increase for USF stocks and 5 out of 14 for the control sample. 
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500/0 of all USF stocks. One explanation which has been put forward in relation to <5 is 
that asymmetries are related to noise trading (see Antoniou et al. 1998, 1999). Thus, the 
increase in 8 could be indicative of more movements away from fundamental value post-
futures, although the evidence in relation to <p 1 discussed above suggests that it is not 
feedback trading which has increased. However, it is again informative to examine the 
results for the control stocks. The pattern for these stocks as shown in panel B of Tables 
2.6 and 2.7 is very similar to that for the USF stocks (40% exhibit a statistically 
significant increase in the value of 8 post-futures), again suggesting that any changes are 
unrelated to the introduction of USFs. Country differences are evident from panel A2 of 
the tables, with the US showing a reduction in the percentage of USF stocks for which 8 
is significant (similar to Antoniou et aI., 2005, which finds that 8 decreases post-futures 
for the US), while other markets are subject to an increase. For control stocks even the 
US exhibits an increase in the number of stocks for which 8 is significant. Once again, 
there are differences across industries, but no clear pattern of differences between the 
USF and control stocks. 
2.4.3 Robustness Tests 
To check the robustness of the results further estimations were undertaken. Specifically, 
two types of equally-weighted portfolios of stocks were created, namely portfolios based 
on the country in which the underlying is traded (5 portfolios each for USF stocks and 
control stocks) and portfolios based on the industry of the stock (5 portfolios for USF 
and 5 for control). Equations (2.6) and (2.7) were then estimated for these 20 portfolios. 
Table 2.8 presents the p values from the Wald test of the hypothesis that the post-futures 
value of the coefficient is not significantly different from the pre-futures value. Overall. 
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the findings are qualitatively similar to the results presented in Tables 2.5 to 2.7. This 
finding, together with the results presented earlier, is interesting given that the markets 
on which the stocks underlying USFs are traded vary significantly. For example, there 
are major differences in the characteristics of market participants and the regulation and 
size of the markets between the UK, the US, larger continental markets, such as France 
and Germany, and the smaller markets, like Sweden and Switzerland. Concerns about 
the impact of derivative trading on the underlying market are arguably stronger for 
smaller, less liquid markets.64 This is particularly true in relation to cross-border futures 
on underlyings traded in small markets, where the futures contracts are traded in a major 
derivatives market such as LIFFE. However. the results presented here suggest that such 
concerns are unfounded, since they indicate that there is little systematic difference 
between the way small and large markets are affected by the introduction of USFs. For 
example, the country portfolio results show that as far as significant changes in 
coefficients are concerned, the movements in relation to the US market and the smaller 
('Other') markets are the same for all coefficients except <Pl. For the smaller markets <PI 
increased post-futures, but it did not for the markets in France, Germany, UK and US. 
However, the same result is found for control stocks. 
The results in relation to the industry-based portfolios, agam suggest that there are 
differenc~s across industries in terms of feedback trading and autocorrelation. For 
example, for the USF stock portfolios <po is significantly lower post-futures for the 
general and resources, consumer goods and services industries, but not for the other 
industries. However, while industry differences in feedback trading are interesting and 
64 Gulen and Mayhew (2000) empirically investigated the impact of stock index futur~s trading on 25 
markets. They found very different results for highly developed and less developed countnes. 
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possibly worthy of further investigation, the overall pattern of results from Tables 2.5-
2.8 suggests that these industry-based differences are unrelated to futures trading. 65 
Consideration is also given to the possibility of there being asymmetries in the feedback 
mechanism to investigate whether feedback trading is more intense during market 
declines. Hence, an additional term, <P21 Rt- I I ' is added to equation (2.6) to capture any 
such possible effects (see Antoniou et aI. 2005, equation (9)). In all cases the additional 
term is insignificantly different from zero and the general results in relation to other 
coefficients are very similar. Finally, the feedback model was also estimated for 
windows of two years either side of the introduction of futures for country and industry 
portfolios.66 Generally, the qualitative findings in relation to feedback trading for the 
two-year and three-year windows are consistent, although there are some differences in 
relation to the findings for uo. Specifically, the post-futures Uo is generally 
insignificantly different from its pre-futures value when a two-year window is used. 
However, the findings are similar for both USF and control portfolios suggesting that the 
conclusion that changes in Uo are not futures induced remains valid. Thus, the general 
conclusions discussed earlier appear to be robust, given the range of additional tests 
undertaken. 
65 These industry based differences may be due to other factors unrelated to futures, the identification of 
which is beyond the scope of this chapter. ., 
66 The method of trading changed for USFs written on UK based. stocks at ~he end o~ No~ember 200_,. 
with the introduction of the MA TCH facility. See the LIFFE web sIte for detaIls. By estlmatmg the model 
for 2 years either side of the introduction of USFs the sample period excludes the chan.ge to the \ \:\ TCH 
system and allows determination of the extent to which the change impacted on the findmgs. 
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2.5 Conclusions 
While many derivatives markets (futures or options) can be seen to be enhancing 
'-
economic welfare by allowing for new positions, expanding investment sets, providing 
instruments for reducing risks or enabling existing positions to be taken at 100\er costs, 
they have been criticized for destabilizing the underlying market. This controversial 
issue has been the subject of considerable empirical analysis and has received the 
attention of policy-markets. Despite the vast literature examining the impact of 
derivatives trading on the underlying market, the prior literature has generally restricted 
itself to testing changes in stock price volatility and has not considered the impact of 
derivatives on the wider market dynamics, as reflected by the changes in the extent of 
feedback trading and the asymmetric nature of volatility. In particular, most of the 
previous studies view an increased volatility is an undesirable phenomenon and any 
reduction in volatility is desirable. At a theoretical level, it has been recognized in recent 
years that such a restricted testing framework of the potential impact of derivatives is 
overly limited and may lead to inappropriate policy conclusions. 
This chapter extends the literature and examines the impact of recently established USF 
trading on underlying market dynamics using a model which takes account not only of 
volatility, but also the extent to which derivatives promote or inhibit feedback trading. 
By examining the behaviour of the underlying markets for stocks on which USFs are 
traded, it is possible to gain insights not previously possible. Specifically, since l'SFs 
are listed on a range of stocks traded on a number of different markets with different 
characteristics and across a range of industries, it is possible to identify the extent to 
which there are country/market or industry specific effects. This is particularly important 
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given the cross-border nature of USFs and that concerns about futures listing might be 
greater for stocks listed in less liquid, smaller markets. Furthermore, if derivathes do 
have an impact on the cash market, such effects are more likely to be evident in the 
behaviour of individual stocks which are tradable, rather than in the market dynamics of 
a non-tradable index. In addition, given the nature of USFs it is possible to address 
endogeniety issues inherent in previous studies, by constructing a control sample based 
on the factors affecting the listing decision, and to examine more than one event date 
within a given market. Taking these factors into account means that results from this 
chapter should provide more reliable and wider ranging insights into the impact of 
derivative trading on the underlying market. 
There is clear evidence that the level of feedback trading is low in both the pre-futures 
and post-futures period for the USF and control stocks, with the pre-futures period 
exhibiting marginally more feedback trading. To the extent that there is a change post-
futures, there is a greater reduction in feedback trading for USF stocks than for control 
stocks. Thus, any effect of futures on feedback trading appears to be small, but 
beneficial. For USF stocks changes in relation to the impact of news on volatility (al) 
and the persistence of innovations (~) and the extent to which volatility is affected 
asymmetrically by good and bad news (8) look initially surprising. UI tends to fall post 
futures, and ~ and 8 rise. This appears to suggest that futures are having a destabilising 
impact. However, when these coefficients are examined for control stocks, the same 
picture is evident, suggesting that any changes in these parameters from the pre- to the 
post-futures period are not futures related. Equally, unconditional volatility (ao) beha\es 
in a similar manner for both the USF and control stocks. 
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These findings demonstrate the importance of undertaking estimations not onh for 
stocks on which USFs are written, but also for control stocks. In the absence of the 
results for control stocks, inappropriate policy conclusions may have been reached. 
Specifically, the evidence in relation to aI, ~ and 8 suggests that post-futures there has 
been a negative effect on market dynamics and, hence, further regulation of USFs may 
have been called for. However, by also examining control stocks selected on the basis of 
modelling the listing decision, it is clear that such calls are unwarranted. 
Examination of any possible differential impact by country suggests that systematic 
differences between the way small and large markets are affected by the introduction of 
USFs do not exist. Thus, concerns that USFs might impact (more) negatively on smaller, 
less liquid markets appear unfounded. The results also suggest that there are clear 
differences in the pattern of market dynamics between industries, but that such 
differences are not futures induced. Examination of why such differences exist is worthy 
of further study, but is beyond the scope of this chapter. However, the results in relation 
to industry differences clearly demonstrate the need to construct a control sample in a 
way which directly takes account of the industry in which the stock is based. 
Overall, the findings provide useful insights and suggest that the listing of USFs has not 
impacted negatively on the underlying markets. It should, of course, be recognised that 
in all of the markets considered here index futures already existed prior to the 
introduction of USFs. Thus, it might be expected that these stocks would be less affected 
by the introduction of single stock futures. Nonetheless, to the extent that USFs hav~ 
impacted on feedback trading and wider market dynamics. the influence appears to have 
been positive, leading to a small reduction in feedback trading and improved efficiency. 
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Table Z.1: Results of Various Studies 01\ the Vol,tilit)- Effect of Stock Iudex Funu'es 
Panel A: Befure and After Studies 
Volatility Volatility 
Study hulex PeriDd Increase NoC~e 
Santoni (1987) S&P 500 1975-1986 --
'" Edwards (19888, 1988b) S&P 500 1973-1987 --
--
Value Lme 1973-1987 --
'" Becketti and Roberts (1990) S&P 500 1962-1990 --
'" Lockwood and Unn (1990) DJIA 1964.1989 -- --
F reris (1990) HangSeng 1984.1987 --
'" Chan and Karolyi (1991) Nikkei 225 1985-1987 --
'" Hodgson and Nicholls (1991) Australian AOI 1981-1987 --
'" Brors en (1991) S&P 500 1962-1986 -- --
Maberly et aI. (1989) S&P 500 1963-1988 -- --
Harris (1989) S&P 500 1975-1987 
'" 
--
Le e and Ohk (1992) Various Various -- --
Kamara et aI. (1992) S&P 500 1976-1988 --
'" 
Panel B: Cross-Section Studies 
Volatility Volatility 
Study hulex PeriDd Increase No Change 
Aggarwal (1988) S&P 500, DJIA 1981-1987 --
'" Harris (1989) S&P 500 1975-1987 
'" 
--
Damodaran (1990) S&P 500 1977-1987 
'" 
--
Laatsch (1991) MMI 1982-1986 --
'" Gerety and Mulherin (1991) DJIA 1974.1989 --
'" Le e and Ohk (1992) Various Various -- --
Kamara et aI. (1992) S&P 500 1976-1988 --
'" Ko ch and Ko ch (1993) S&P 500, MMI 1987-1988 --
'" 
Panel C: Time Series Studies 
Volatility Volatility 
Study hulex PeriDd Increase NoC~e 
Le e and Ohk (1992) Various Various -- --
Bessembinder and Seguin (1992) S&P 500 1978-1989 -- --
Board and Su'lc)jffi, (1993) ITSEIOO 1977-1991 -- -01 
Robinson (1994) ITSEIOO 1980-1993 -- --
Antoniou and Holmes (1995) ITSEIOO 1980-1991 -01 --
Pericli and Koutmos (1997) S&P 500 1953-1994 --
'" Antoniou et a1. (1998) Various Various -- --
Butterworth (2000) FTSE Mid 250 1992-1995 
'" 
--
Gulen and Mayhew (2000) Various Various -- --
Yu (2001) Various Various -- --
Pilar and Rafael (2002) Ibex-35 1990-1994 -- --
Bologna and Cavallo (2002) MIB-30 1990-1997 -- --
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Volatility MUrd 
Decrease Results 
-- -. 
'" 
--
i 
-- --
-- -
--
'" -- -
--
-
-- --
--
'" --
'" -- --
--
'" -- --
Volatility Mixed 
Decrease Results 
-- --
--
--
--
-
--
--
-- -
--
'" -- --
-- --
Volatility Mixed 
Decrease Results 
--
'" 
'" 
--
-- --
-01 --
-- --
-- -
--
'" 
-- -
--
'" --
'" 
'" 
--
'" 
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Table 2.2: The Sample of Smda U.ed on which Universal Smek Futures are Listl!d 
1_0 M .. rt~t c .. p (I.) I.trod .. c:tio. 1_0 M .. rht c .. p (I.) I.trod .. c:tio. 
Cod~ Stock N:;)I.e Co ... tr, Sec::tor 25 Oc:t 2001 o .. t~ Cod~ Stoc:t N ... ~ Co ... tr, Sector 25 Oc:t 2001 o"te 
FRI T ot.1 FiM Elf SA fr~,..ct: G ..... I & R.,ource, 114,402 01123101 US3 lotol Corpo .. tion USA Technolo9Y 131,186 01123101 
FR2 F r::)lnct Telecom SA Fr-:,ncc: Sc::ryice:::; 48,138 01123101 US4 Exxon Mobil Corpor::ltion USA Gono .. 1 8, Ro,ourco, 305,833 01123101 
FR3 AIc.td SA F'r:o.nce Technology 20,203 01123101 US5 Citigro.p Inc USA Fin .. nd;al 213,381 01123101 
FR' Ax> SA frOlince: Fil'l:"Jnci:;)1 42,530 04102101 US6 Morck & Co. Inc USA Cor.::;lJmc::r Good::: 110,835 01123101 
FR5 Vi •• ndi Uni.or,.1 SA fr:,ncc: Service::; 55,035 05114101 US1 Or.do Corpor.tion USA Tochnology 31,066 04102101 
FR6 BNP P .. ib., SA Fr::.nc<:: Fil'l:"Jnci::.1 41,021 05114101 US8 Sun Micro'y'tom, Inc USA Technolo9Y 33,250 04102101 
FRl C ... ofour SA fr::.ncc: Sc:ryic(::::; 40,743 05114101 US3 GeMr .. 1 EI<:<:tric Comp::.ny USA Gono .. 1 & R.,ourco, 411,450 04102101 
FR8 S.nofi-Synthd.bo SA fr::.ncc: Con,um.r Good, 55,660 31110101 US10 Q •• lcomm Inc USA Technology 45,218 05114101 
FR3 S.o: SA fr'llnce: Gonor.1 & Ro,ource, 34,681 31110101 USll JOS Uniph.,o Corpo .. tion USA Technolo9Y 13,415 05114101 
GERI Oo.t,cho T olokom AG Gorm.ny Sc:rYicc:::; 18,414 01123101 US12 Amg.n Inc USA Con.um .. Good. 66,156 05114101 
GER2 Oout,che B.nk AG Gorm.ny Fir.::.nci .. 1 38,532 01123101 US13 Juniper Notwork, Inc USA Technology 3,653 05114101 
GER3 Siomon. AG G<::rm::.ny Gonor.1 & Ro,ourco, 48,333 01123101 US14 Pfi:orlnc USA Con::;umc:r Good::; 302,838 05114/01 
GER4 Alli.n: AG G.rm.ny Fin .. nd::.1 12,356 04102101 US15 \<I.I-M.rt Store, Inc USA Stryict~ 261,832 05114101 
GER5 Munchonor Rijckoyoroieh .. ung, Go,oll,ch.ft AG G.rm.ny Fin::.nci::al 55,720 04102101 US16 Intern::.tion::.1 Bq::;:inc:::;:::;: M .. chinc::::; Corpor .. tion USA Technology 210,002 05114/01 
GER6 O.iml.rChryol.r AG G.rm.ny Con::;:umc:r Good:::: 40,582 05114/01 ITI Eni SpA h,ly Gon ... 1 & R.,ourco. 55,368 01123101 
GER1 E.ONAG G.rm.ny G ..... I & R.oourc.. 44,511 05114/01 rT2 A •• ieu .. :ioni G.n ... li SpA It.ly Seryice::::: 38,461 03113101 
GER8 B.y.ri,ch. Hypo-und V.r.in.b.nk AG Germ'llny Fi ..... nci .. 1 18,514 05114/01 IT3 End SpA It.ly G.nor,1 8, Rooourco. 40,144 03113101 
GER3 Volk.w.g.n AG Gc:rm:oliny Con~\lme:r Good~ 11,532 05114101 IT4 T.lecom It,li, SpA It,ly Se:rYicc~ 43,131 01123101 
GER10 BASF AG Gt:rm:oliny G.n ... 1 & Rooourcoo 23,630 31110101 IT5 UniCr.dito It,li.no SpA h,ly Fin:olinci~1 20,203 03113101 
GERI1 B.y.r AG Gorm,ny G.n ... 1 & R«ourco. 24,518 31110101 IT6 S.n P.olo-IMI SpA It.ly Fir.:oIinci.:a1 16,230 31110101 
GER12 SAPAG Gt:rm:oliny Technology 36,302 31110101 IT1 M.di.ootSpA It.ly St:ryict:~ 8,412 31110101 
UKI Vod.fon. Group pic UK Se:rvice:::: 114,331 01123101 NETI Roy.1 Dutch P.trol •• m Comp.ny Noth.rl.nd. G.n • .,1 & Rooourco. 118,521 01123101 
UK2 BP pic UK G.n ... 1 & R.,ourco. 138,232 01123101 NET2 ING Gro.pNV Noth.rl.nd. Fin~nci,,1 55,253 01123101 
UK3 HSBC Holdin9' pic UK Fin:::lll"lci:::lli 116,313 01123101 NET3 Koninklijk. Philip. Electronie NV N.th.rl.nd. G.n ... 1 & Rooourco. 31,803 04102101 
UK" GI .. oSrnithKlino pic UK Con~\lmt:r Good::: 185,838 01123101 NET4 ABN AMRO Holdingo NV Noth.rl.nd. F'in:::llnci:olll 26,036 05114101 
UK5 A::::tr:oll2ent:c::Ii pic UK Con~\lmer Good~ 88,156 01123101 NET5 AogonNV N.thorl.nd, Fin::linci::lil 40,463 05114101 
UK6 BT Group pic UK ScrYi(c~ 48,100 04102101 NET6 Koninklijk. Ahold NV N.thorl.nd. SerYic<c~ 21,844 05114101 
UK1 lloyd. TSB Group pic UK fin:;::.nci:;::.1 62,531 04102101 SPI T dofonie. SA Sp:oIIin Sc:rYic<c~ &3,538 01123101 
UK8 Sh.1I T .. n.port & T .. ding Comp.ny pic UK Gono .. 1 & R.,ourco. 80,652 05114101 SP2 S.nt.ndor Cont .. 1 Hi.p.no SA Sp.in Fin.nd.1 42,153 01123101 
UK3 B .. eI.y. pic UK fin:'.lr.ci:olll 55,516 05114101 SP3 B.nco Bilb.o Vi:c.y. Arg.nt .. i. SA Sp.in Fir.::anci::lll 41,330 05114101 
UK10 Roy.1 B,nk of Scotl,.d Group pic UK Fin .. nci .. 1 75,301 OSIWOl S\<IOI T dofon.kti.bol.g.t lM Erie.on AB Sweden Technology 34,833 31110101 
UKll T.oco Pic UK ScrYic<c~ 26,585 31110101 S\<I02 Nord., AB Sw.d.n F'in.:anci,,1 16,068 31110101 
UK12 Oi.g.o Pic UK Conoum .. Good. 36,358 31110101 S\<I03 T.li. AB Sw.d.n St:rYic<c~ 15,023 31110101 
UK13 l.g.1 & G.n .. ,1 Group Pic UK fin::llnci::lll 12,334 31110101 SW'04 Honno, & M,urit: AB Swod.n SerYicc::::: 15,001 31110101 
UK14 Unil .... Pic UK Con~umc:r Good:::: 22,723 31110101 S\<I05 S •• n.k, H.ndol.b.nkon AB Sw.d.n fitl:ollnd::al 3,313 31110101 
UK15 HBOSPIc UK F'in:::lll'lci::lli 44,183 31110101 S\oITl Nov .. rti::: AG SwitO!erl .. nd Col't~umc:r Good~ 111.123 31110101 
UK16 S.in.bury (J) Pic UK S<crYic<c~ 11,425 31110101 S\oIT2 N •• tl. SA Swit:orl.nd Con.um .. Good. 83,023 31110101 
UKl1 Abb.y N,tion,l Pic UK F'in:olinci:olil 24,033 31110101 S\oIT3 UBSAG Swit:.rl.nd Fin .. nd:olil 6&,815 31110101 
USI Micro::::oft Corpor:olltion USA Technology 363,101 01123101 S\oIT4 Roch. Holding AG SwitO!c:rl:ollnd Con::::\lmc:r Good:::: 54,455 31110101 
US2 Ci~co Su~t(:m::;: Inc USA Technolo<1v 141,138 01123101 S\oIT5 Credit Sui.oo Group SwitO!c:rI::and Fin:olir.ci .. 1 41,303 31110101 
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Table 2.3: Logit IHodel~ of USF Listing ChoirE" 
Variable Model {29} Model {2.l0} Model {2 .Il} Model {2.l2) 
Intercept 
-37343 *** 
-6.0529 -t.:+:* 
-6.6091 .** 
-8.4017 
(-10.800) (-11.400) (-10.400) (-11 200) 
VOL 0.0092 *** 0.0092 *** 0.0128 ". + * 00124 
(7,440) (7.080) (8.810) (8280) 
STD 
-0.4793 *** 
-0.5000 *** 
-0.5498 * •• 
-0.5685 **. 
(-3.520) (-3.460) (-3.790) (-3790) 
SVOL 0.4040 0.3733 
(1.160) (1.010) 
SSTD 1.6833 *** 14740 +++ 
(5.790) (4.780) 
SIZE 0.0016 *** 0.0017 *** 0.0015 *** 00016 ••• 
(8.460) (8.590) (7.870) (7.850) 
MKT 0.2764 *** 0.2192 +++ 
(5.770) (4.540) 
IND 0.D149 *** 0.0157 ••• 
Q.51Q;) Q61Q;) 
Number of 
Ob s ervations 3872 3872 3872 3872 
Percent Classified 
Correctly 85.77% 85.56% 82.49% 85.18% 
Perc ent Clas sifie d 
Incorrectly 14.23% 14.44% 17.51% 14.82% 
Notes: 
The table pre s ents the re sults from 10 gistic estimation of USF listing as a function of characteristic s of the 
underlying stocks (t.-value in parentheses). *, ** and *** denote significant at 10%, 5% and 1 % respectively. 
The sample includes all the futns that meet the eligibility criteria by the time of listing (e.g Jan, 2001). If a fum is 
liste d by UFFE, the dep endent variable is 1, otherwis eO. The variable VOL and STD are me asure d as the average 
daily trading volume and standard deviation of daily returns on the underlying stock over the prior 250 trachng days. 
The variables SVOL and SSTD are ratios of30-day to 250-day prior trading volume and starndard deviation. 
The variable SIZE is the market capitalization of the finn. MKT and IND are market and industry indicators 
log( --E...-) = ao +a,.VOL + a:: S7D + ClfsSIZE+ 8 
l-p 
10g(L) = au + a,.VOL + ~SID +~SVOL + a. SSID + a'sIZE+ ~ 
1- P 
10 g( -1 P ) = au + a,.VOL + a~STD + a,SIZE + a..MKT + a,IND + ~ 
-p 
log: -1 P ) = ao + a,.VOL + aJSID + a;SVOL + a.,SSTD+ a,SIZE + a,MKT + ar;IND+ ~ 
-p 
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'. ~,9) 
(210) 
(2,11) 
(212) 
Table 2.4: SWIllII3l.J' S1a.tisfu:. ofPortfuliDs Returns 
USF Stocks Contnl Stocks 
" 
(I s K JB LB(5) LB"(5) ARCH 
" 
(I S K JB LB(5) LB"(5) ARCH 
~l A: Country 
~O:Oi3··--··-1-~238·········~ii"~ii-7--;;;····2·:00S--;;"·-26S·:SS·0···;·;j;;-··26473·····;;·;;-;··13s·:3"l"i5··-;·;;;--i6·:62-5····-;*~ 0.016 .... _ ......... _ .... _-_ ........................... _ ...... _ .... _ ..... -._._ .. _--_ ... _ .. _ .. _ ......... _ .. _ .. _ .. _._ .............. __ .... 0.00.5 1.172 *** 89.628 *** .5.982 104.372 *** 1.5.1.51 **"" France (9) 1.004 
Ge:rm.any (12) -0.022 lJ13 -0.06.5 0.700 "''''* 33.068 *** 11.113 "'* 141.092 *"'* 1.5.9.5.5 "''''''1-0.033 1.021 -0.029 1.029 *** 69.243 *** 9.134 44.196 *** .5.8.53 ** 
UK (17) -0.007 0.8.54 -0.014 1.080 "''''''' 76.129 **'" 31.1.50 **'" ll2.697 "''''* 2.5 . .588 "'*"1-0.01.5 0.797 -D.1l8 * 1233 *** 102.770 *** 19 . .539 *** 28.61.5 *** .5.53.5 "'* 
US (6) \ 0.032 13.58 -0.030 0.930 "''''''' .56.6.58 *** 6.016 42.9.58 *** 13.1.52 *** 
1.471 *** 142.800 *** 2.5.197 ...... 260.849 *** 39.243 * .. * 
.................................. _ ............ _---_._-.. -_. 
......... _ ................ _.... . .................................. __ ....... __ ...... -... - ..... _ .... __ ............... 
lJ.5.5 .. * .. 87.30.5 .. *'" 14.231 ** 42.69.5 *"'* 13.893 .. ** 
O!hers _(26) .1~g.QQ~ 0 .90~_ ...... g.006 .. _} ... 35..9. .. *** .P.Q .. ~~g-.. **.~ ~.j -:'~.~...-- •••• - •• - ••••••••••••• - •• --•••••..•.... F~·"·"-····--···~·"":'-··---··':'':~''·''······---··--···   - -..... - ---.....j 
P.o.--IB: hulustry S~~es (1·6)·· -......... ~·O:oi:i.s··· . ·-iO·l-i;· ....... ~ifI4-3· :.;*. ·2··638··"·;·;;-459 j·ii6· ·';;**-···C : .. ·cc·c·cc ··-:·c-:···--·-················-:-:·c--··-····· ··1··;:-::::::··········;:-:::.-;:··-·······;:·::::::--_···:····;·.~-;: ... : .. : .. : .. -.:: . ::.::::;:- ... -..... .. --....... --...... -···_····_····_-···················1 
Consumer Goods (13) \-0.001 
T echrlology ( 12) 0.023 
Financial (2.5) -0.011 0.927 -0.014 1.593 *** 16.5 . .500 *** 38.192 *** 230 . .591 * .. * 39.0.5.5 **"1-0.029 
General & ResOlllCes (14)\ 0.003 0.867 -0.1.56 ** 0 . .546 *** 2.5.773 **'" 16.082 *** 103.473 *** 18.932 **"10.009 
Notes: 
* ** +++ , , S~lCant at 100/., .5% and I % leve~ respectively. 
Number of stocks in each portfolios. 
0.7.56 -0.027 
1.730 -0.038 
0.86.5 -D.0.56 
0921 0.021 
~= mean; cr = standard deviation; S = skewness; K = excess Kurtosis; JB = lazque-Bera. test for nonna.lity and distnbuted as chi-squared with 2 degree of freedom. 
ARCH Test is the L~ange Multiplier [LMO)] test for ARCH effects and distnbuted as chi-squared with I degree of freedom. 
LB(N) and LB,,(N) are the LJUlII;-Bol( statistics for Rt and R't respectively distnbuted as chi-squared with N degree offreedom where N is the mmber of~. 
The L~-Box statistics for N ~ is ca.lcul.a.ted as IE( N) = T( T + 2)i:. (p IT - j) where p is the sample autocorrela.tion for j ~ and T is the sample s~. 
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0.6.53 .. ** 28.032 *** 14 . .568 ** 13.5.889 **.. 13.7.56 .. ** 
0.446 ** .. 13.322 *** 4 . .541 44.833 .... * 1.5379 *>t<* 
1.798 "'* .. 211..560 *** 33.187 "''''''' 171.087 "'** 29.162 *** 
0.4.5.5 *** 13 . .598 **'" .5.907 38.099 "'** .5 . .571 ** 
TaltJe 25: Meaa Vahle .rKe,.. Coef6cie_ ere. qum.JIS (2.6):uul (2.7) m ike PR-:uul Post-Futures Periods: USF:uul Control stocks 
P_I A: USF rilcks 
!AI ,Tei.l 
Tobl(8O) 0.059 
.. . - . ~-Pre:PU~r_:::-jr .. ture.-I-·-~:pu:...~r::;tFutureii--h.re-Putuft.·~P".t-Futuft.+·p;;:Futuru-1~P;~F~~.-F~~rutuft.~-·P,;;t:pUiure.+p;;:rutureii--;"p,;;,t:"rutuftii-
-0.037 0.009 ! 0.007 -O.015! -0.006 0.430 0.079 0.041 I 0.026 0.859 0.914 0.090 1 0.105 
<01100> i <0.265> i <0.005> - <0.000> - i <0.000> ...... <0.000> .. i <0.013>" A2 ce~ -----+-.-----. ------+---- .. -----: -------- .-------...;---------.--.. --.---.... ------.. ,-----.-- --.--.--.-----.. -!--.------
=~I2) ~~~ ~:~~ ~:: ~:: ~~:~~ i ~:~~~ ~;~ ~:~~ ~:~~! ~:~~~ ~::~~ I ~;~ ~:~~~ I ~:~~ 
UK(I7) 0.106 -0.036 0.008 0.009 -0.025' -0.012 0364 0.098 0.048 0.031 0.859 1 0.892 0.065 i 0.114 
US (16) -0.042 -0.079 0.014 O.QlI -0.007 -0.003 0.828 0.082 0.043 0.022 0.843 1 0.939 0.140 I 0.064 
Othezs (26) 0.088, -0.014 0.008 ,0.006 -O.Ql5, -0.004 0.283 ,0.066 0.039 ,0.028 0.858 i 0912 0.098 i 0.114 
"J • w.o...,. -.. -----.---,-.. -.--.----... -.. --.. --.. -.... -.... ----.,-.... -.. -....... ---.---.. --.---.----.-.. -.. -.-.-.-... --... -----... --. -----------,----------·----·-----T·----------··-·- ... --.. -.-.. -....... ---... -.,----------. ----------·-·-·--T-·-··-------
Se~ .. (16) 0.112 i -0.020 0.020 i 0.008 -0.012 i -0.011 0.428 i 0.058 0.066 i 0.022 0.848 i 0927 0.082 i 0.101 
eo-rGoocis (13) 0.095 i -0.056 0.012 i 0.Ql8 -0.025 i -0.009 0581 i 0.102 0.040 i 0.033 0.809 i 0.897 0.095 i 0.085 
Tecboloc.Y (12) -0.006 i -0.032 0.001 i 0.002 -0.003 i -0.004 0.890 i 0.062 0.048 '0.017 0.853 I 0.968 0.119 /: 0.053 
r.......,i.U(25) 0.041, -0.020 0.006 ,0.005 -0.013, -0.003 0.236 i 0.095 0.031 0.033 0.886 ! 0.890 0.082 0.140 
Guonl 6< lWoom: •• (14) 0.053 i -0.072 0.013 i 0.006 -0.022 1 -0.006 0.246 1 0.068 0.028 0.020 0.876 i 0912 0.085 0.109 
P_I B : Controlstocks 
IB~~~~ 0.032 i -0.015 0.006 I 0.009 -0.014! -0.010 0.501 I 0221 0.054 l~~- 0.861 I 0.897 0.081 1 0.085 
i <0.001> ...... i <0.169> ! <0.008> ...... ! <0.000> _. i <0.001>" i <0.000>"- I <0.368> B2-" C • .....,. .------.. ---.-.- ------.. --.-.-.-.--.-,------.. ·-···---···········--····-···t············--··--··---- .--.---.--.... ----.. ;.----.-.-----. ------.;------- -------;---------- .-------.--.. - ...... +--.. ---------- -----------.. -.. --•. -.---.. -.---------
r:v.,. (9) 0.060 I -0.045 0.008 1 0.004 -O.020! -0.010 0.557 I 0.054 0.043 I oms 0.850 ! 0.922 0.078 ,'0.106 
Ge1'llWlY(12) 0.034: 0.014 0.005 0.008 -oms -0.004 0.283 I 0.064 0.046 : 0.059 0.879 I 0.897 0.071 0.088 
UK(17) -0.001 i -0.042 0.005 0.014 -0.018 -0.015 0.357 i 0.131 0.051 : 0.043 0.872 I 0.895 0.074 I 0.085 
US (16) 0.060 i 0.021 0.002, 0.005 -0.008, -0.022 1.040 i 0.079 0.034 : 0.014 0.872 i 0.948 0.110 0.073 
0tlIeD (26) 0.027 i -0.023 0.008 i 0.010 -0.016 i -0.004 0344 I 0.497 0.076 : 0.066 0.842 I 0.858 0.073 0.085 B3'·'i:iOiiUi..,. ·------·--I---·-·----·-i·-·--------····--····-· ·--··-········-··········-········t······-······-··_-· .. -.. ----.... -... -.-----.-.... -.---)-... -.. -.---------.... ·---···-----·----·t-·--·-·---- ·---··-----·-1-·-----··---·---- -.--.. ----.--.. --..... -+-----.--.-- -.-----..... -----..... -.... -.. -.--..... -----.-. 
Sem... (16) -0.007 1 -0.048 0.007 I 0.009 -0.019 i -0.005 0.347 : 0.152 0.064 : 0.045 0.854 I 0.885 0.079 0.092 
• • • I • I 
CONUmer Goo.u (13) 0.028 i -0.039 0.007 i 0.011 -0.023: -0.029 0.304 : 0.D75 0.067 i 0.027 0.864 'I 0910 0.060 0.087 
TecboloCY' (12) 0.029 i 0.024 0.001 i 0.002 -0.003 -0.004 1303 i 0.069 0.024 0.Ql8 0.866 0.963 0.130 0.048 
r ........ i.U (25) 0.043 I 0.007 0.006 i 0.013 -0.014 -0.008 0.249 i 0.118 0.062 0.049 0.868 i 0.886 0.070 0.106 
Guonl6< Roo.."..... (14) 0.066 i -0.029 0.005 I 0.005 -0.016 -0.011 0.622 : 0.748 0.045 0.071 0.849 I 0.861 0.079 0.071 
Notes: 
This tllble summarises the JeSults from estimatiDg the feedback tJ8diJlg model (Eq. 2.6 and 2.7) for each USF and control stock in both the pre- and post-futures periods: 
R l+(£n + £nC7~)R + & 
" - cz+p.a, .,..., r:l, ,,-I, E, - GED(O. CT.') 
cT. - a.;, + ~&':'I + pa,"_l + OX,_l&,:'l 
The _ value of each key coeffICient is reported. P81le1 A 1 shows results for the whole USF sample, p81le1 A2 provides the flgllIeS broken down by the co1lJllry in which the underlying stocks being tnded. 
while pa1VIl A3 provides the sama infonnation by industry. The number of stocks in each subsamples are shown in parentheses. P8lIe1 B presents the same infonnalion for control sample. 
< > P-values of the IlOn-pemnetric Kruskal-Wallis test which examines whether the coeffICients in the post-futures period is signiflC8nlly different from the pre-futures period. Test reported for total samples only. 
• ,-, - Signif1C8nl at 100/., 5~. and I~. lenl, JeSpectiwly. 
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T_1e 2.6: P-atace .rstatistically SigJIi&aat CoeflicieJds fro. Eq_tioJlS (2.6) ad (2.7) ill tlIe Pre- ad Post-F1l1ures Periods: USF ad CoJltroI smcks 
-, Pft-r.ture-;T-P..-;;r;.~-l-~~;;.~!-'r~i~;·ll'n!-:i;~;~n;r~.;~;· P;,;-r~TP;ri:r;,;;;". ··&;:Fu;;;,,-;Tk;t~;t,;;;·· P;;:-i.rt,;:.;~-~ Po;t:r;.~-;t~h~_;-rp;;·t:i;;t;;;;· 
PUleI A: USF sticks 
AI :T.tIl l 1 
Total (80) 28.75 l 1750 2..50 . 3.75 112.5. 125 66.2.5 . 71.25 33.75 . 23.75 100.00 . 100.00 57.50 : 88.75 
A2 : CnaDy -- -------1--------- ------------t·-·----------· ----------t------------ ---------1--------- --------i----------- -------·----1'·-·-··---------·-- ----------·-t----·--··----·-
FIIIDCe (9) 2222 i 3333 0.00 i 0.00 11.11 i 0.00 66.67 i 77.78 3333 11.11 100.00 ! 100.00 55..56 I 88.89 
GeJmany(l2) 8.33 16.67 0.00 i 0.00 0.00 i 0.00 50.00 i 66.67 41.67 25.00 100.00 i 100.00 41.67 i 91.67 
UK (17) 29.41 11.76 0.00 I 5.88 17.65! 5.88 64.71 I 8235 41.18 23..53 100.00 I 100.00 41.18 I 94.12 
US (16) 3125 25.00 12.50 ! 6.25 12..50 i 0.00 75.00 i 5625 31.25 31.25 100.00 I 100.00 81.25 I 75.00 
OtbeD(26) 38.46. 11.54 0.00 ,3.85 11.54 i 0.00 69.23 i 73.08 26.92 . 23.08 100.00 ! 100.00 61.54 I 9231 
AJ~ JJub.try -------- --------·--t----------·- ----·-·-·-·-···--·-1--·---·--·-··-·---- -·-·-··------·--r-··-·----·----- -·--····--·-·----r--·-·-·-·-·-·---- ·-·-·--·--·-----i---·----·----- -····-·------·--·1·--·----·------ ·-------·---·-·-··r---······-·---·----· 
SeIYices (16) .50.00 i 1250 6.25 . 0.00 12 . .50 i 625 50.00 i .50.00 62 . .50 6.25 100.00 i 100.00 3125 1 93.75 
CollS1lJllerOoods (13) 23.Q8 i 23.08 7.69 1538 1538 i 0.00 6154' 84.62 23.Q8 30.77 100.00 ! 100.00 38.46 ! 6923 
Teclmology(l2) 16.67 I 833 0.00 0.00 833 I 0.00 83.33 16.67 41.67 41.67 100.00 /100.00 75.00 I 8333 
FiDaDcial(2.5) 28.00 I 8.00 0.00 4.00 12.00 i 0.00 68.00 96.00 36.00 28.00 100.00 I 100.00 72.00 j 96.00 
Oeneml&.R.e.:rorces (14) 21.43 ! 42.86 0.00 0.00 7.14 j 0.00 71.43 85.71 0.00 14.29 100.00 i 100.00 71.43 i 92.86 
PUleI B : Coatnl.1Kks 
HI :TDtal l i 
Tota1(8O) 28.75! 35.00 5.00 ,5.00 20.00 10.00 77..50 63.75 51.25 4125 100.00 I 100.00 55.00 I 77 50 ji~c...a,.------- -----.--.. -.-.-.... ! .. --.-.--.-... -... -.. ·_·····_·····_··_················1-·_··· __ ·····_·_-_·-_._. -----.-.... -----1'------------. -·------·-·-·---1--·-·---·-·-··· ---···-··---··-·--1---------·--·- ----.-.-...... -.---"j-.----.-----.-..... --.--... -.---.-.--.-.-! ..... -..... ~.--.-... -........ -
FIIIDCe (9) 3333 3333 0.00 I 0.00 3333 ! 0.00 66.67 I 5556 2222 ! 0.00 100.00 i loono 5.5.56 I 88.89 
Germany (12) 25.00 41.67 0.00 I 0.00 0.00 I 0.00 75.00 ! .50.00 66.67 I 58.33 100.00 i 100.00 83.33 I 91.67 
UK (17) 29.41 i 35.29 11.76 I 11.76 17.65 ! 17.65 82.35 i 7059 5294 i 47.06 100.00 Ii 100.00 52.94 I 70.59 
US (16) 2.500! 1250 0.00 ! 0.00 3125 I 12.50 75.00 I 5625 31.25 i 25.00 100.00 ,100.00 68.7.5 ,93.75 
Othem (26) 30.77 I 46.1.5 7.69 i 7.69 1923 i 11.54 80.77 i 73.08 65.38 I .53.8.5 100.00 j 100.00 34.62 1 61.54 
------------- -----------t-------.-- ------.--.-.-... --+-----.------- ----------t-------···--- .------.--.;----.------- ----------+------ ---.------ .------.. -.-- --.-------...... -----.. --.--
m:lNl .. try i i \ i i 'I 
SeIVices (16) 3750! 2.5.00 18.75 i 0.00 18.75! 12.50 75.00 I 43.7.5 62..50 i .50.00 100.00 ,100.00 I 43.7.5 62 . .50 
CollSlUllerOoods (13) 38.46 '6154 0.00 ! 1.69 15.38 i 7.69 69.23 i 69.23 69.23 i 38.46 100.00 i 100.00 30.77 9231 
I! I I 
Teclmology(l2) 833 7.69 0.00 i 0.00 2.5.00 1 8.33 1.5.00 30.77 16.67 1 30.77 100.00 ! 100.00 
FiDaDcia1{2.5) 24.00 41.00 4.00 ! 8.00 20.00 I 12.00 88.00 84.00 76.00 i 040.00 100.00 I 100.00 
ii I 
OeDera1&.Rnource.(I4) 35.11 35.11 0.00 ! 1.14 21.43 i 7.14 11.43 71.43 21.43 i 42.86 100.00 I 100.00 
91.67 84.62 
60.00 80.00 
.50.00 71.43 
Notes: 
ThiI teIl •• ~ the mult. from estimatiDg the feecl:leck t~ model (Eq. 2.6 m:i 2.7) for each USF m:i control stock in both the PIe- m:i post-futUIeS periods: 
R. ~ , 
. - a+ J..IiU, + (9t + ~O";)R'_I + E. ~ - GE D(O,a ) 
~ - ao + a, £'~l + ~I + 6X,4 £'~I 
The pelClllt. of Itocu for which each by coeffICient is statistically significant at 10'-. Iewl are Ieported. Panel Al shows leSultS for the whole USF sample. peel A2 plDYid8s the flgUml brolum down by the country m which the 1DIderl~ 
stocu bemc b8ded, while paDll!l A3 plll'Y1des the same ilIformation by ildustry. The n1Ullber of stocks in each smsampJes are shown in parentheses. PUleI B presents the same infoJmation for COIIboIIUllp. 
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T~1e 2.7: Test oCSipi&uu .CDif&:renus iJI the CoeDicields fi'em the Pre-Futures m the Post-Futures Peri8cllly DirectioJl oCChaRge: USF ami COJltrol smcks 
I---------~----------I--···---~-~!~~-----·-j-·-·--·---!!~~~~------·1-·--·--------~--·-------·-·1------·-----~-··--·--·------~·-------·---···-!--·-·-·-------·--1·---------.--!.---------.-. ~i~ l~ i~ ~i~ ~i  ~l~ ~i~ 
__ e i Deereue wre ... e i Decre ... e wre ... e i Decre ... e wre ... e i Deere ... e wreue i Decre ... e wreue i Decreue wreue j DHreue 
Puel A : USF silc:ks 
AI :T.tal i 
Total (80) 2.50 I 30.00 0.00 1.25 11.25 1.25 23.75 57.50 1625 18.75 5625 15.00 50.00 i 21.25 
A2 : -c.-ti)r------- ------i·-----------·- -------·--·---t-····-·--·----··-·- ----·-·--·--···--·1--·-·····-----··--·- -·-·-·------·-·t---·-··------ -----·----t·-·· .. ····-·----·--·-· ----·--·-·-·--·---t---·····-·------·· -----·-·----·---·i -----.----.-
FmDCe(9} 11.11 I 44.44 0.00 I 0.00 11.11 ! 0.00 22.22 ; 66.67 11.11 ! 33.33 55.56 ! 33.33 55.56 ! 0.00 
OeImllllY(12) 0.00 i 16.67 0.00 i 0.00 0.00 i 0.00 33.33 41.67 16.67 i 25.00 50.00 i 16.67 66.67 8.33 
UK (17) 5.88 i 35.29 0.00 i 0.00 17.65 i 5.88 23.53 47.06 11.76 ! 23.53 47.06 I 29.41 70.59 0.00 
US (16) ODO! 18.75 0.00 ! 6.25 12.50! 0.00 25.00 68.75 18.75 i 18.75 75.00 ! 0.00 18.75 68.75 
OthelS(26) 0.00 i 34.62 0.00 1 0.00 11.54 l 0.00 19.23, 61.54 19.23 l 7.69 53.85 i 7.69 46.15 I 19.23 
~w..bY------ ---------1···------····-·-·-- --·-·-·--····-·-·-·-·t·-·-····--·---·-·-··- .-.--------.. --.-.:-... -.--.----... -.. - -·-·----·------i .. -----·----- .----------.- i ---.------.--.... --· .. -----·---·-·-t-·--··-····-·---·-.. ···· ---.-.-... -----.-.,-------.------' 
Services (16) 625: 37.50 0.00 : 6.25 12.50 l 6.25 25.00 : 50.00 0.00 : 50.00 62.50 i 12.50 62.50 i 18.75 
! ! ! 1 $ i ! 
CoDslIJIII!rOoods (13) ODO I 30.77 0.00 ! 0.00 23.08 0.00 23.08 '46.15 23.08 ! 15.38 69.23 i 15.38 46.15 I 30.77 
i; ! j 1 
Techrology (12) 0.00 i 8.33 0.00 i 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.33 83.33 33.33 : 33.33 91.67 i 0.00 25.00 i 66.67 
I! iii
FiIwIcial(25) 4.00 I 24.00 0.00 I 0.00 12.00 0.00 32.00 56.00 16.00 ! 4.00 32.00 I 24.00 60.00 I 4.00 
Oenel8l& Resollltes (14) ODO i 50.00 0.00 I 0.00 7.14 0.00 21.43 57.14 14.29 i 0.00 50.00 i 14.29 42.86 i 7.14 
Puel B : C.atnl smcks 
BI : Total iii I , . 
Tota1(8O) 13.75 I 30.00 3.75 I 3.75 8.75 i 3.75 18.75 1 60.00 20.00 ! 31.25 55.00 I 21.25 40.00 i 15.00 
________ _ ________ -; ____ . ________ . ... _____ ... _. ___ + ... _________ ._ ---------i-------- _ .. ___________ j--o __ • ____ • ___ --------;-------- ------·-----·t··-·----·~··----···· -............ --........ ---.. 1--.---.... ----........ 1 
B2:CouIltry j i j i i ! I 
FmDCe (9) 2222 22.22 0.00 ! 0.00 33.33 0.00 11.11 ; 66.67 0.00 i 22.22 77.78 ! 11.11 55.56 ! 0.00 
Oermany(12) 8.33 16.67 0.00 ! 0.00 0.00 0.00 16.67 50.00 33.33 I 16.67 33.33 ! 41.67 25.00 i 8.33 
I I I 
UK (17) 11.76 35.29 5.88 ! 5.88 5.88 5.88 17.65 58.82 23.53 29.41 41.18 I 23.53 41.18 I 5.88 
US (16) 625 18.75 0.00 I 0.00 6.25 12.50 18.75 75.00 12.50 31.25 68.75 I 6.25 31.25 I 37.50 
! I 
OthelS (26) 1923: 42.31 7.69 ! 7.69 1.69 i 0.00 23.08 : 53.85 23.08 i 42.31 57.69 i 23.08 46.15 I 1538 ~___________ ---------1--------.. ------ .. -..... ----.. -.-.-..... -+-.---------.- ------------r------ ------------r---------- -------:-------.. --- --.----------.-.1'----..... -.-----.... --.. --.-...... --.-... --.J-.----..... ------.-
m: ... ..uy i I : j : I I 
SeM:eS (16) 12.5O! 3125 0.00 i 18.75 12.50 i 0.00 12.50 i 56.25 25.00 i 37.50 56.25 i 18.75 31.50 18.75 
CoDSumerOoods (13) 711) 69.23 7.69 I 0.00 7.69 j 7.69 23.08 i 61.54 7.69 46.15 53.85 I 23.08 69.23 I 1.69 
Techroqy(l2) 8.33 0.00 0.00 ! 0.00 0.00 i 8.33 833 1 75.00 25.00 16.67 83.33 ! 0.00 8.33 I 50.00 
FiDan:ia1(25) 20.00 16.00 4.00 I 0.00 8.00 i 0.00 16.00 i 52.00 12.00 40.00 52.00 I 36.00 44.00 I 4.00 
Oenera1 & ResoUlCet (14) 14.29 42.86 7.14 j 000 14.29! 7.14 35.71 i 64.29 35.71 7.14 35.71 I 1429 35.11 7.14 
Not.: 
ThiI table I"1IJIIIII8DRS the results from Wald tests on the equality oftbe feedback tIadir« IOOdeI coeffICients (Eq. 2.6 aid 2.7) for pe- aDd post-fut1Ires periods for USF aid control stocks: 
R" - G¥+ ~/: + (9'0 + ~CT': )R,,_I + B, 
CT.: - G¥(o + ~B':'I + PCT,:"I + O'x",_IB,:'1 
6, - GED(O. CT,) 
The pel&ent. of I10cks for wluch each key coefficient is signiflC8Dlly changed (mcl8ase or decease) at 10% ml ale eponed. PeDel Al shows results for the whole USF Ample, pentlA2 pmvidn the flgUJN broken down by the colllllly in which 
the 1IIIdniyuIg .toeb be~ mded, wbiIe pentl 1.3 plOYidH the same information by iDdustry The nunmer of stoeks in each S"Cilsamples ale shown in puentheles. P_I B p_ts the same information for control MlllJlIe. 
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Table 2.8: CoUJttry and bulustry PordDJio Resul1s: Tests ofDi&reJICes in the Pre- and Post-Futures Coefficients 
Null HYJ)oth('sis 
CIIIi""=CllliJori '1'1".. ='1'1 »ori ~Jn=~ ».ri 0-1 ..... ~ 0-1 ~ori 
Panel A : USF PordDJios 
Al : CoUJttry 
France (9) 03434 02970 0.9026 0.0441 l' .+ : 
Germany (12) 0.1945 0.6722 0.4654 0.0300 i •• 
UK (17) 0.1547 0.8941 0.0000 U ••• 00000 i ••• 
US (16) 0.0402 U •• 0.n43 0.0000 U .. , 0.0000 U ... 
... . ..9.t!:e.~s.(21i) .. 0.0000 U ...... 0.0000 1 ... 00000 U ...... 0.0000 U • •• ........ ................... - . ........................... _ .•........... ............ _. __ .. -.-.- ..... .... .._------.-_ .. .. _ ... _. ........ - -. __ ._ ... _-----_ ... _ ... _--------
A2:bulustry 
Services (16) 0.0000 U ...... 0.8868 00000 U ••• 0.4501 
Consumer Goods (13) 0.0000 U ...... 0.0000 U ..... 0.0000 U .... 0.0131 U .. 
Technology (12) 03932 0.5583 0.0000 U ... 0.0000 U ... 
Financial (25) 03414 0.2789 0.0000 U .... 0.1652 
General & Resources (14) 0.0000 U ...... 0.0000 l' ...... 00000 U ..... 00000 U ... 
Panel B : Control PordDJios 
Bl : CoUJttry 
France (9) 0.9426 0.8168 0.0000 U ... 0.0020 i ..... 
Germany (12) 0.7118 04783 0.0001 U ••• 0.2453 
UK (17) 0.6747 0.8516 0.9455 00000 l' ... 
US (16) 0.2188 0.6417 0.0000 U ... 0.0283 i .. 
............. qt!:e.~s.(21i). . 0.2739 0.0752 i .... 0.0000 U • •• 0.1908 ................. _ ..... ......... -.. .......... . ............•. _ .... .................................. . ........................... ................ - . ...... ..... _ ..... ........................... 
B2 : bulustry 
Services (16) 0.3715 0.2603 0.0000 U ... 0.1114 
Consumer Go 0 ds (13) 0.0175 l' .. 0.1246 0.0000 U .... 0.4971 
Technology (12) 0.4369 0.2246 0.0398 i .. 0.0001 l' • •• 
Financial (25) 0.2993 0.1182 0.0000 U ..... 0.0330 l' •• 
General & Resources (14) 0.7462 0.9960 0.0060 U .... 0.0030 U • •• 
Notes: 
This table reports p-values associated with Wald tests of the null hypotheses in the model 
Rt = a. + IJ.dlt + (q:u + <PI dl JRt.1 + Bt 
r:J-t = ~ + a.lelt.1 + ~dlt.1 + 6~.le2t.1 
~ __ = ~ •• ri 6 Jn " 6 __ ... 
0.00l) l' ... 0.00l) i . .. 
00000 i ... 0.4800 
00000 i ... 000l) l' . .. 
00000 i . .. 000l) U .• ·1 
00000 i ... 000l) U . .. 
-----------
0.0000 i ... 0.6045 
0.00l) i . .. 00946 U . 
00000 i ... 06042 
0.2004 0.0604 i . 
0.0000 l' . .. o IJOOO i ... 
00000 i ... 03578 
0.0041 l' ••• 01849 
0.0000 i ••• O.CXXKl U . .. 
0.0000 i . .. 0.0000 1I . .. 
0.0022 i ••• 0.1990 
................... . .... _._ ...... _ ...... . ..... _ .... 
00000 i . .. 0.8080 
00000 i . .. 05643 
0.8700 0.6229 
0.0000 i . .. 0.4150 
0.1711 0.0115 i .. 
The model is estimated for a number of equally-weighted USF & Control portfolios i (U) represents the coefficient significantly increased (decreased) in the post-futures penod 
., •• and ..... denote significant at 10%, 5% and 1% respectively. 
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Appellllix 2A:Resnlts of Specification Tests for Vru.ious GARC'H Modeb 
GARCH (1,1) EGARCH (1,1) GJR-GARCH (1 1, 
LouL Ale SBC Lor;L AIC SEC Logl AlC 
FRl -328634 4.22109 4.23483 -3294.34 423392 425452 -328596 ~22189 
fR2 -4028.48 5.11316 5.18689 -4024.39 5.17048 5.l9108 516909 
fR3 -429068 5.50954 5.52327 -4285.D5 5.50488 5.52547 -4286 75 550577 5.52294 
FR4 -3608 44 463431 4.64804 -3591.05 4.61455 463515 -3593 53 
FRS -366266 4.10386 4.71759 -3653.30 4.69442 4.71502 -3650.21 
FR6 -3429.51 4.40416 4.41849 -3439.42 4.42004 4.44064 -342241 439694 441410 
.. 
FR7 -337384 4.33334 4.34707 -339271 4.36012 4.38071 -336321 432106 
...... 
FRS -3486.30 4.47161 4.49134 -3482.03 4.41410 4.49530 -3480.72 
fR9 -334442 4.29560 4.30933 -3365.38 432505 434565 -333-157 
GERl -3877.10 491896 4.99269 -3816.12 498021 5.00087 -387565 49'839 499555 
GERl -3581.95 460032 4.61405 -3581.14 4.60185 4.62245 -3570.47 4.58687 460404 
GER3 -374391 4.80810 4.82183 -3734.01 4.79196 4.81855 -372865 4.78980 480696 
GER4 -363539 4.66881 468260 -363445 461024 469084 -362421 465590 
GERS -371040 416511 4.77884 -3105.11 4.76089 4.78149 -3102.28 
475597 
GER6 -296746 4.41524 4.43071 -2973.16 4.42669 444989 -296042 
440627 
GER7 -329886 4.23715 4.25088 -3279.76 4.21522 423581 -3283.42 
421862 
GERS -3789.25 4.86626 4.81999 -319498 4.87617 4.89677 
-3786.17 486359 4.88075 
GER9 -354078 4.54150 4.56123 -3551.94 4.56439 458499 
-353682 4 \43111 456081 
GERIO -321195 4.20263 4.21636 -3256.59 4.18549 420609 
-3251.78 417804 --I 10 <:1 
GERll _349122 4.49162 4.50535 -3473.42 4.46365 
448425 -3466 17 
GERl2 -416546 5.34889 5.36262 -415523 5.33833 
535893 -415184 533270 534986 
ITl -314398 403846 4.05219 -3139.09 4.03415 
4.05535 -3140.32 403505 
IT2 -316581 4.83619 4.84992 -3199.12 
4.88149 490208 -3762.25 4.83290 4.85006 
IT3 -2020.73 3.74251 3.16101 -2014.31 3.73439 
3.76205 -2017.89 173917 3.76222 
IT4 -3480.63 4.47033 4.48407 -3478.85 
4.41062 4.49122 -3477 25 448445 
-324180 4.11165 4.18538 -325756 4.18674 
420734 -324399 4.16805 418521 
IT6 -363210 466466 4.61839 -3661.77 
470528 472588 -362621 465838 461555 
m -359269 4.61410 4.62783 -3606.45 
4.63432 4.65491 -359225 4.61481 
.163198 
NETl -310273 398554 3.99927 -3094.19 
397715 399775 -309606 391821 
NET2 -3473.35 4.46101 4.41474 
-3448.32 4.43146 4.45206 -3452.30 
443528 445245 
NIT3 -4021.00 5 16357 5.11730 -402498 
5.17123 5.19183 -400835 514863 
5.16519 
NET4 -3351.31 4.31222 4.32595 -334520 
4.29917 431911 -333710 428827 
430543 
NETS -3661.59 4.70248 4.11622 
-364865 4.68845 4.70905 -364390 
468108 469825 
NET6 -3852.73 4.94710 4.96143 
-373487 4.19906 4.81966 .3'7.1 ~J 
484828 
SPl -3520.52 
452152 _···_··---··-4.53525 
-3511.89 452010 454130 -351047 
450990 452106 
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Appt'ndix 2A: Rt'mlts of Specification Test~ for V"riou~ GARCH :Mo(h·!s (Continued) 
GARCH(1,1) EGARCH (1,1) GJR-G.-\RCH II.! 1 
LogL .AlC SEC Log L AIC SEC Lo~L .-\IC SEC 
SP2 ·3427.85 4.40263 4.41636 -341796 439251 4.41311 ·3416.62 ~ 38951 
--- -~.-.-- . __ .. 
_. 
SP3 ·3343.83 4.29485 4.30858 -3334.55 428550 430610 ·3329.74 427805 429522 
UKl ·379898 4.87875 4.89248 -3812.11 4.89815 491875 4.86795 
UK2 ·3182.70 4.08813 4.10186 -3191.07 4.10143 4.12203 -3177 40 4CCO: 409978 
UK3 ·3258.83 4.18580 4.19953 -3248.82 4.17552 4.19612 ·324378 418494 
UK" ·331839 426221 4.27594 -335292 430908 432967 -331817 426321 
UK5 ·3291.49 4.22770 4.24143 -3287.85 4.22559 424619 ·328004 421429 
UK6 ·3733.38 479459 4.80832 ·3730.50 479346 481406 -3725.80 478614 -l ~U '.,1 
UK7 ·352152 452279 453652 ·351914 4.52231 4.54290 ·351111 4.51013 452789 
UKB -3199.21 4.10932 4.12305 -319655 4.10847 412907 ·318970 ~ Il556 
UK9 -3489.71 4.48199 4.49572 ·348496 4.47846 4.49906 ·3473.63 446265 
UKlO -3525.92 452844 454217 ·351235 4.51360 4.53420 ·3510.91 4.51047 452763 
UKll -321433 4.12871 4.14244 ·3215.82 413319 4.15378 ·32\3.68 412916 4.14632 
UKl2 ·3237.38 4.15828 4.17202 -3230.82 415243 4.17302 ·3230.49 4.15073 
416789 
UKl3 -3569.52 458438 459811 -3578.60 4.59858 4.61918 ·3564.21 457885 
459602 
UKl4 -3243.30 416588 4.17961 -3237.17 4.16057 4.18117 ·3239.16 4.16185 
417901 
UKl5 ·3457.81 4.44106 4.45479 -3464.03 4.45161 4.47221 ·3445.06 
4.42599 444315 
UKl6 -3339.82 428970 4.30343 ·333899 4.29120 431180 
-3327.98 427579 429296 
UKl7 -3568.22 458271 459644 -3571.82 458989 461049 
-356530 458024 
USl -3632.41 4.66506 4.67879 ·364236 4.68038 
4.70098 ·3623.68 465513 4.67230 
US2 -404785 519801 5.21175 -401736 516146 
518206 -4014.97 515112 517428 
US3 ·4030.48 5.17572 5.18945 -4015.79 5.15945 
5.18004 -4011.72 516064 517780 
US" -289903 372422 3.73796 ·289767 
3.72504 3.74564 ·289316 371797 
US5 ·353865 454478 455851 ·353397 
454133 4.56193 ·352458 4.52801 4.54517 
US6 .321447 4.12888 4.14262 .321463 
4.13166 415226 _3209.14 412333 414049 
US7 -4308.77 553273 554647 -4343.52 5.57988 
5.60048 -4301 44 552462 5.'4l7') 
USB .4391.81 5.63927 5.65300 -4410.09 
5.66529 5.68589 -438815 5.63586 565302 
US9 -331151 4.25338 4.267l1 -3271.83 
4.20504 422563 .328115 4.21511 
US 10 -4378.38 5.62205 5.63578 -4414.44 
5.67086 5.69146 .437547 5.61959 563616 
USll .4731.92 6.D7559 608932 -4765.75 
614215 ·472862 607264 608980 
USl2 ·377864 4.85265 4.86638 -3784.08 
4.86220 4.88279 .3771.65 4.84497 486214 
USl3 -3637.96 6.20965 6.22693 -3651.82 
6.23670 6.26261 -363362 620395 
622555 
USl4 ·333069 4.27799 4.29172 -333493 
4.28600 4.30659 -3330 12 427854 
429m 
USl5 ·336911 432727 434101 -337510 
433753 435813 -3366 54 432526 
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Appe-ndix 2,,\ Rernlh of Specification Te-$t~ fOI' \";lliou.~ GARCH :Mode-ls (Continue-d) 
GARCH(l.l) EGARCH(U) G.rP. ';:J;:.·H II· 
LogL Ale SEC LogL AlC SEC LogL .J,] •. <;B" 
US16 -3477.54 4.46637 4.48011 -3453.15 4.43766 4.45825 -3454.14 4.43164 ..! ~~...:.: : 
... -.. 
. _ ..
..-
swn -2818.92 362145 3.63518 -2812.56 3.61586 3.63646 -2805.47 360548 3 ~~:tI:· 
SWT2 -2758.06 3.54337 3.55710 -2749.86 3.53543 3.55602 -2745.10 3.52803 3545:!l 
.-
-
swn -3213.32 4.12742 4.14115 -3186.57 4.09567 4.11627 -3189.25 4 [I))" 1 411498 
SWf4 -2808.19 3.60768 3.62141 -2799.14 359864 3.61923 -2793.49 3.59011 3.60727 
SWfS -3518.90 4.51944 4.53317 -3501.76 4.50001 4.52061 -349815 449409 4.511::'6 
SWDI -4321.27 5.54878 5.56251 -432252 555294 557354 -4317.31 5.54-193 5 :6: 14 
SWD2 ·347106 445807 4.47180 -3493.06 4.48885 450945 -346741 445467 447183 
SWD3 -2261.21 491901 493997 -225553 491103 494247 -2254.85 4.90739 4 ;"'9 
SWD4 -3618.64 4.64739 4.66112 -3605.15 4.63265 4.65325 -361756 464728 466445 
SWD5 -3142.51 4.03658 4.05031 -3143.16 4.03997 4.06057 -3133.09 4.02Sn 404294 
Notes: Log L is Log-likelihood function 
AIC and SBC are the Akaike Information C,eiterion and the Schwarz Bayesian Cnterion respectively 
For the stock identification, refer to Table 2.2 
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Appendix 2B Bpst Peifonnance GAR(,H Specificlltiom, ba~pd on Loe: L, .,uC' and f-.'BC' 
Lo.,.L Ale f-.'BC 
FRI OJR GARCH 0,1) OARCHO,I) OARCH(I,I) 
FR2 GJROARCH 0,1) GJRGARCH 0,1) GJROARCH (1,1) 
FR3 EOARCH 0,1) EOARCH 0,1) OJROARCH 0,1) 
FR4 EOARCH (1,1) EOARCH 0,1) GJR OARCH 0,1) 
FRS OJR GARCH (1,1) GJRGARCHO,I) OJR GARCH 0,1) 
FRti GJR GARCH 0,1) GJROARCH (1,1) GJR GARCH 0,1) 
FR7 GJRGARCHO,I) OJROARCH 0,1) OJRGARCH(I,I) 
FRS OJRGARCH 0,1) OJR GARCH 0,1) GJRGARCH 0,1) 
FR9 OJRGARCHO,I) GJRGARCH 0,1) GJR GARCH (1,1) 
GERI OJROARCH 0,1) GJR GARCH 0,1) GARCH 0,1) 
GER2 OJR OARCH (1,1) OJRGARCH 0,1) OJR GARCH 0,1) 
GER3 OJROARCH (1,1) GJR OARCH (1,1) OJR OARCH 0,1) 
GER4 OJR OARCH (1,1) GJROARCH 0,1) GJRGARCH 0,1) 
GENS GJRGARCH (1,1) OJR GARCH (1,1) GJROARCH 0,1) 
GER6 GJRGARCH 0,1) GJRGARCH 0,1) GJROARCH 0,1) 
GER7 EOARCH 0,1) EOARCH 0,1) GJR o ARCH 0,1) 
GERS GJRGARCH (1,1) GJROARCH (1,1) GARCH 0,1) 
GER9 GJROARCH 0,1) GJR OARCH 0,1) GJROARCH 0,1) 
GERIO OJRGARCH (1,1) OJROARCH(I,I) OJROARCH 0,1) 
GERII OJR OARCH 0,1) OJR OARCH 0,1) OJR OARCH 0,1) 
GERl2 OJROARCH 0,1) OJRGARCHO,I) OJROARCH (1,1) 
ITI EOARCH (1,1) EOARCH (1,1) OARCH(I,I) 
IT2 OJRGARCH 0,1) GJR OARCH 0,1) OARCHO,I) 
IT3 EOARCH (1,1) EOARCH 0,1) GARCH(I,I) 
IT4 EOARCH(I,I) OJROARCH (1,1) OARCHO,I) 
ITS OJRGARCH 0,1) GJR GARCH 0,1) GJRGARCH 0,1) 
IT6 GJROARCH (1,1) OJROARCH 0,1) OJROARCH 0,1) 
m OJRGARCH 0,1) GJR GARCH 0,1) OARCHO,I) 
NETI GJROARCH 0,1) EOARCH 0,1) OJROARCH 0,1) 
NET2 EOARCH (1,1) EOARCH (1,1) EOARCH (1,1) 
NEf3 OJRGARCH 0,1) OJR GARCH 0,1) OJR OARCH 0,1) 
NET4 OJROARCH (1,1) GJRGARCH 0,1) OJROARCH 0,1) 
NETS GJRGARCH 0,1) GJROARCH 0,1) GJROARCH 0,1) 
NET6 EOARCH 0,1) EOARCH 0,1) EOARCH (1,1) 
SPI GJRGARCH 0,1) OJROARCH 0,1) OJROARCH 0,1) 
SP2 OJROARCH (1,1) OJROARCH 0,1) OJROARCH 0,1) 
SP3 OJRGARCH(I,I) OJRGARCH 0,1) OJROARCH 0,1) 
UKI OJROARCH (1,1) OJR GARCH 0,1) OJROARCH 0,1) 
UK2 GJRGARCH (1,1) GJROARCH 0,1) OJRGARCH 0,1) 
UK3 OJROARCH (1,1) GJR OARCH 0,1) OJR GARCH 0,1) 
UK4 OJRGARCH 0,1) OARCH(I,I) OARCHO,I) 
UK5 GJROARCH 0,1) OJROARCH 0,1) GJRGARCH 0,1) 
UK6 GJRGARCH 0,1) OJR OARCH 0,1) OJROARCHO,I) 
UK7 OJROARCH (1,1) OJR OARCH (1,1) OJR OARCH 0,1) 
UKB GJRGARCH 0,1) GJR OARCH 0,1) GJR OARCH 0,1) 
UK9 OJROARCH (1,1) OJROARCH 0,1) OJR OARCH (1,1) 
UKlO GJRGARCH 0,1) GJRGARCH 0,1) GJR GARCH 0,1) 
UKll GJR GARCH (1,1) GARCH(I,I) GARCHO,I) 
UK12 GJRGARCH 0,1) GJRGARCH 0,1) GJR GARCH 0,1) 
UKl3 GJRGARCH (1,1) GJRGARCH (1,1) GJRGARCH (1,1) 
UKl4 EOARCH (1,1) EOARCH (1,1) GJR GARCH (1,1) 
UKl5 GJRGARCH 0,1) GJR OARCH (1,1) OJROARCH (1,1) 
UKl6 OJROARCH (1,1) GJR GARCH 0,1) GJROARCH 0,1) 
UKl7 GJROARCH 0,1) OJR GARCH 0,1) GARCHO,I) 
USI OJRGARCH (1,1) GJR GARCH (1,1) GJR GARCH 0,1) 
US2 GJROARCH (1,1) GJR GARCH (1,1) GJROARCH 0,1) 
US3 EOARCH (1,1) EOARCH 0,1) OJRGARCH 0,1) 
US4 GJRGARCH (1,1) GJR GARCH 0,1) GJRGARCH 0,1) 
US5 GJR GARCH (1,1) GJRGARCH(I,I) GJRGARCH 0,1) 
US6 GJRGARCH (1,1) OJR OARCH 0,1) OJRGARCH 0,1) 
US7 OJROARCH (1,1) GJR GARCH 0,1) OJR GARCH 0,1) 
US8 GJROARCH 0,1) OJR OARCH 0,1) GARCHO,I) 
US9 EOARCH (1,1) EOARCH 0,1) EOARCH (1,1) 
US10 GJR GARCH 0,1) GJR GARCH 0,1) GARCHO,I) 
USl1 GJRGARCH (1,1) GJR GARCH (1,1) GARCHO,I) 
USl2 GJRGARCH 0,1) GJR OARCH 0,1) GJRGARCH 0,1) 
US13 GJRGARCH 0,1) OJRGARCH 0,1) GJR GARCH (1,1) 
US14 OJR OARCH 0,1) OARCH 0,1) GARCH (1,1) 
US1S OJROARCH (1,1) OJROARCH 0,1) OARCHO,I) 
US16 EOARCH 0,1) OJR OARCH 0,1) OJROARCH 0,1) 
SWTI OJROARCH 0,1) OJR OARCH 0,1) OJR OARCH (1,1) 
SWT2 GJROARCH (1,1) GJR GARCH 0,1) GJR GARCH 0,1) 
SWTJ EOARCH 0,1) EOARCH 0,1) OJRGARCH 0,1) 
SWT4 GJRGARCH 0,1) OJR GARCH 0,1) GJRGARCH 0,1) 
SWT5 GJROARCH (1,1) GJRGARCH 0,1) GJRGARCH (1,1) 
SWDI GJRGARCH (1,1) GJR GARCH (1,1) GJRGARCH (1,1) 
SWD2 OJROARCH (1,1) OJR OARCH (1,1) GARCH (1,1) 
SWD3 OJR OARCH (1,1) OJR OARCH 0,1) OJRGARCH (1,1) 
SWD4 EOARCH (1,1) EOARCH 0,1) EOARCH (1,1) 
SWD5 OJROARCH 0,1) GJR GARCH (1,1) GJROARCH (1,1) 
Notes' Log L is Log-Likohood function 
AlC and SBC oro tho AkOll<olnfoll1lot.lon Crellonon and tho Schwm Boyosian Clitenon IOspoct.lvely 
For tho stock idonWlcation, r.for to Tablol2 
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Appendix 2C: Muilnum Likelihood Estimates of the Feedback Model, Pre-Futures Period 
This table reports the estimated coefficients (t.-statistics in parentheses) for the model: 
~t = u.. + acf2t + (<AI + <P{cf2t)Rt.-l + Et 
cit = U-o + al E2 t.-l + pcf2 t.-l + 6Xt.l t=t-1 
where Rids the log price relative of the underlying equity ofstocki (on which an USF has been inuoduced) at time periodt. 
MIlan _tiIIJl 
R 
<PI 
Panel A : FraJU:e 
Panel B : Gennany 
PaneIC :UK 
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Appendix 2C: Mamn1Un Likelihood Estimates of the Feedback Model, Pre-Futures Period (continued) 
CPI 
PaneIC :UK 
---.---.• ------- - ........ - .... · .......... ·-_ .. ·"j"· ........ · .. ·-.. ---·-.... -·--r-·---·---...--::-==-:-:-. 
UK9 .. 0.1689 i 0.0309 1 0.1015 i 0.0011 0.1639· i 0.0337 i 0.9026 -I 0.0819 -! 17223 
..... !.7.~!~!.~.t.ic..~ ......... ~.7.9..:~~t .. ·····_·· ... ! ... J.!."q.Q}J.. ................ I_ .. JL~~.!! .. ___ .... !._ .. ~0.1 !.:~L __ JI91_1) __ !. .. J 1.563) . 1 (3~..:i86)_ .. _1 (2.181) (10.806) 
UKIO .0.2988" i 0.0542 ""I ·0.0058 I 0.0075 05m - r 0.0452 .......-ro.8092 *-: 0.1397 ;. 1.2676 ._ 
._ .. !7.~!~t.~.t.ic..s. ........ ,(.7.!.:?Q~L .. · ........ I .. ·J~:.Q.~>.... .......... _ .. L..t.9.~~L .... __ J_Q.;.9.~L._._. -J~2~ ..... _!.J!§~L_l (13.601) _.:-:+1 .....:(2:::":::,07'7:5!-) _+-===::='---_ 
UKII ·0.1624 i 0.0435 ! 0.0785 i -0.0278 0.4945··; 0.0753 .. i 0.7967 -I 0.0332 ... 
... t.7.S.!~t.~!.jc..s. ...... J.7.Q.:?Q~2 ................ i...JQ:.~?1. .............. ~ .... J.Q.~?.~L. ...... _ .. L-<:.! . .:~~_ .. _ ...... __ (197.!L_Lc2.064) I (10244) I (0.663) 
UKl2 ·0.0364 ! 0.0132 ! -0.0255 i 0.0078 0.0984 i 0.0321 I 0.9280 *-i 0.·=036:-:2=--t-':=:7-~ 
..... t.7.S.!~t.~tjc..s. ....... .,(.7.Q.:~.IW ................ I .... ·JQ}.~.?) ................. LJ7.Q.:~~ ......... _ ..j __ t!L~) .. __ .. __ ..... _ .. {1J!I!) i (1.557) i (38382) i (1.004) 
UKl3 ·0.1932 i 0.0279 i -0.2397 "·"1 0.0201 0.0884 .... _·-.. -1"""0:0307 --"-T 0.9':38'2 .... -"I O.!OOJ--
..... t.7.S.!~t.~.!.jc..s. ........ (7.Q.:~~~L .. · .. ··· .... ·I .. ····~~J~.~>.... ...... __ .... L,(.7.2..:~.!.~~ .... -........ _I_.J.!..:.~8.2 ...... _ ...___ .. J_~ -.........l..J.!~~J....--l_ (~..:~_Ltl:.::.439=) __ t.-=~,,-:-:-
UKl4 0.0274 i -0.0049 I 0.0174 i .0.0012 0.0842·! 0.0279 1 0.9411 ·"1 0.0274 1.1354-
..... t.7.S.!~t.i:I.~.ic..s. ......... (Q.:.!.~?~ ................. : .. J:Q:.!.~?J.. ............. ~ .... JQ:~~~ ... --.-.J. ... ~~~.!!.'9._._ .. _ (1.7§~~ __ LJ!J~J (47 324) .. _ ... _..l..J~..:~7) __ . 18.8(1) 
UKl5 -0.2598 i 0.0449 i -0.0418 i 0.0070 03568 ••• , 0.0«17 i 0.8480 ... : 01044 .. , 13996 _ 
.. .J.7.S.!Il.!.~.t.jc..s. ....... J7J.:~QQ>.· .... ··· ...... ·+ .. J·!·:·~·~·?) .... · ............ i ... J7.Q.:?~~· ...... _·_ .... li_.J!.:!.~1. ___ .. _. _J.~~~.!L_._J _ (1.4902 i~.729) i ~30.5) I (1499.1) 
UKl6 ·0.1409 ,0.0309 I 0.0562 ·0.0030 1.3084 ···r 0.2364----;;;1 o.;n-i'4---;;;;;j·-0.1.573"'-" 1.13.53 --;.-;-
..... !.7·riii·j~·!·· ....... ~~1·1~3rl ... ·· .. ···· .. ···I······~lli~ ........ ·· .. ·· .. ·I· .. -·~~l~~}·· .. ·· ........ ·-I .. · ..~£toi .... ---· .. -"-"~3~"---";" .. -lfZfl-.. -.. ~..J£S1Z-;-.-;.+-W~l-·-.... -1 (!~ ._ 
t·statistics .0.629) i (0.583) I (1.174) I (.0.357) (1.781) 1.685) I 16.896) I (0.576 i (1559 
PaneID :US 
Panel E : Italy 
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Appendix lC: Mamnum Likelihood Estimates of the Feedback Model, Pre-Futons Period (continued) 
v 
Panel F : Netherland 
NEI1 ·0.3781 ! 0.1352 i 0.1170 l ·0.0442 0.1112 i 0.!XXl1 ! 0.9324 -i 0.0600 1.6768-' 
..... !.:.~!!':~.~.!.~.~ ...... J.:.!.:9.~t ............. I ... j.1.:.Q~.~ ... _ ............ L.."(Q:~Q!L __ ._I __ (:9..161) ____ .. _Jl0231 .. " ... _j~!?':Q?~"J_(16.81~L __ ! (1.320) (1.791) 
~ 0.0454 i 0.0090 ! 0.1143 **! ·0.0004 0.0166 .... ! 0.0279 i 0.9019 ...... j 0.0914 -I 1.21.52 -
..... !.:.!:!!':t.~.!.~.~ .. " " .. JQ.:~~.D." .............. ! ... j9.A~D." ............. I .... "(f..~:m."" ... __ "_~J:9.:!!~1L ......... ,, _ .. {!_-21!!t ............ ~_(!c.!!.?t .... " ...... U38·~t ....... J..J2.601} ......... 1 (13.41.5) 
NEI'3 ·0.2469 ! 0.0331 ! 0.1101 "! ·0.0041 0.4516"·: 0.0286 ! 0.8130 .... , 0.1103 ••• , !jm -
..... t.:.s.!!':~.~.t!c..s. ...... _.U.:9.~>' ................ ! ... j.!.:.~!.~>"" ............. l .. J!.:1P .. qL ........... I ..j: ..9.:2.!.61 ...... ___ J~p-~L_LQJ~L .. " .. J. ... (~Jl~t ......... j_(~,,?~L __ -l (13.698) 
NE'!~ .0.0639 ! 0.0189 I 0.1018 •• I ·0.0061 0.1211 ·-1 0.0005 I 0.9066 .... ·1 0.1223 ...... 1"13320 --;;,;-
.... ~.:.s.!!':t.!s..t.~.s. ........ (:9.:~~~2.. .............. i ...... ~9.},!.?) ................. I .... J~:9.~?') ................. !_(:9.:~.~.5..L ...... ___ (~.c~-'!.L._ .... _.:._JQ"Q~L ....... j_m"~~L __ J .... J3~_. __ ~_.m.:...848) ...... _ 
NITS ·0.1918 i 0.0409 i 0.1162 .... ! -0.0091 0.1092 .... i 0.0121 i 0.9313 ..... j 0.0113 •• .. i 1.6263 ... . 
..... ~.:.s.!!!:~.~.t.~.s. ....... J.:.!.:Q?I) ................ I ... j.!".Q.~.?.2. ..... " .. " .. ".~ .... Q.:~~~L ..... _ .... _i._,,~9..?Q~.L_._ .. _ ..... Jf..:!.!2)_ ...... Li9."?,P9} _ ... _ .._L,(~"?6..5..L .. _J.. (2961) __ I (13820) 
NIT6 0.0402 i ·0.0001 i 0.0398 ! 0.0098 0.0812 i 0.0680 .... , 0.8834 ...... j 0.0590 : 1491.5 -
t·statistics (0.350) i (.0.004) ! (0.565) i (0.684) (1.612) j (2.659) . (32.301) (1.338) i (13.462) 
Panel G : Spain 
SPI 0.0114 i ·0.0046 i 0.1052 '-0.0030 0.1898 ! 0.0298 i 0.9061 ...... , 0.0183 ..... !i 1.5614 .... 
I I I I I : 
..... !:~.!.~!~!~~ ........... (9.}.~.!2. ................ 1 ...J:.Q.:.!}~) ................ i ..... i!.:~.?'92.. ............... 1 ..... (:.Q}2.1.L .................. (!.:~!lt_ ......... l ... J!.:~?-'!.) ............... L..(~~_~t_ .. _._.I._~f..:~~) ... ........ j_~}~~~IL .... _ . 
..... !:~.~~~~~~ .... " ..... ~o.~{;~" .... " .........l .... ,,~Q~;'~~ ................ .I.. ... ~~i.~~0~ ............. J ...... ~i.~qO;~ .... _ ........... _~2~~~ .......... ~.*..L~o~~:~ ............. j .... {~;~~L ... :~l .. ~j;~ ...... _":~Ll! .. :c~ __ "~~ 
SP3 ·0.0508 1 0.0134 i 0.0.538 ! 0.0015 0.1013 ••• j 0.0340 .. i 0.8560 "-I 0.18.52 .... 1
1 
1.5108 _. 
t-statistics (.0.106) i (0.114) I (1.186) I (0.412) (2.593) I (I.91.5) I (33.916) i (4.144) (14.109) 
Panel H : Switzerland 
Panel I : Sweden 
SWDI 0.5985··: ·0.0346 i ·0.0018 ! 0.0008 0.0515 I 0.0238 .... i 0.9136 ..... : 0.0001 " 1.2981 _ .. 
l I I ! 1 
t .. statistics ......... ~~:.g.~.~>" ................ l .... '{;'~A~~>' ...... " ........ I ..... ~:9.:.g.~.Q2. ............... ~ .... JQ.:.!.~~) ....................... (~..'.8..?.~t ............ .l ..... ,(,~:~.!}L .......... _.L. .. (?'Q)g~t ............ 1. .... ,{g~~~ .. · .. ·· .. ··· .... ·i· .. ·t1 .. S.~~!.L ........... . 
""""'SWD2"'" 0 0126 1 ·om08 i ·0.0136 i ·0.0098 0.3122 1 0.0.504 i 0.8541 _.J 0.0411 'j 1.2261 .... .. 
. I I i I!!
..... !:~.t.~!~!~~ ........... (9.:.Q.~.~>.. ................ ~ .... ,(:.gJ~9.t ............ ..i ..... ~:9.:.!.~.U ............... LJ.:.9.:~19.) ....................... (1.:.~.!.~) ................. l ..... (!.:~~· ... ·· ... · .. ·· .. ·I .... ,{',,~.cO .. ~~t ............. ; ..... (g.:~~ .. ~L ............. j .... ,(,~~:~ .. ~) ........... " .. . 
-!;:;'--~~i-::l--~}~---I--1;----;t-~----ri- ... j-~;----1[11k+;~~-~i--:l-?;-: 
..... !:~.!.!!~!~~ ........... (9.:,~.¥.1." ............. j ...... {Q.:9.~~), ................. i ...... ('!.:.~.Q.~>.. ................ L ... (Q.:.!.~9.) ....................... (~:.~.?.~) ................. I .... J~.:~~~) .................. I· .. J·!.Q·~~~ .. ~~ .......... _ .. I ..... J.~.:~~?t ............. "I .. ·J~·~~~~· .. · ...... ·-· 
SWDS 0.1163 I .0.0628 i 0.2400 i .0.0581 0.8385 ! 0.0488 i 0.1120 "·"i 0.0258 i 1.3049 .... . 
t.statistics (0.313) I (.0.411) i (1.018) i ( .. 1.044) (1.116) ! (1.219) (03.181) (0.41.5) i (14.481) 
; I 
Notes: *. **. *** SignifIC8lIt at 10%, 5% IIl\d 1 % respectively 
For the stock identifICation, refer to Table 2.2 
v is a scale parameter or degtees of freedom estimated endoge!lOusly. The OED Nlsts the !lOnna! (forv=2) IIl\d the Laplaceldouble exponential (forv-l). 
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Appendix 2D: Maximmn Likelihood Estimates of the Feedback :Model, Post-Futures Period 
This table report. the estimated coefficients (t.-statistics in parentheses) for the model: 
Rtt = u. + a<12t + (<AI + <f>I<12t}Rt.-1 + &t 
<12t = (1-0 + a1E2t.-1 + P<12t.-1 + 041E2t_1 
where Rr. is the log price relative of the underlying equity of stock i (on which an USF has been introduced) at time period t. 
Mean Equatilln 
e i <A:l <Pl 
Fuel A : Fruu:e 
Fuel B : German 
FueIC:UK 
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v 
Appendix 2D: Maximmn Likelihood Estimates of the Feedback :Model, Post-Futures Period (continued) 
Mean~uti8n 
e ! (fu CPI v 
Panel c: UK 
UK9 -0.0624 I 0.0149 i -0.0286 i 0.0065 00883 **: 0.0126 : 0.8944 -: 0.1561 ••• 14914 ••• 
.... ·!·:·ilici·~~· .. · ...... ·~£·16i~i~ ................ i ...... W:t;6y .... · ."i-"·~~:f~"""".;·I·-~~~~--·-·--·- ~~fl~- '.*. ~~~--+..<~~ _: ~~;ui (:5= ... 
...... !.:!!!!:!.~!.~.~-...... J·:·!·:~~l.. .............. I ... J·~ .. :~g.!) ................ t ... J:.~:Q!QL ........ ..L ... lQ:.~~._ .. _ .. ___ p.309) ._ ... _j_J99~L .. __ ..l@1..~_ ! (3413) 1 (15305) 
UKll 0.0436 ! -0.0034 : -0.0817 i -0.0190 0D283 i 00270 : 09397 "*:-'"0.0450 .! 1.3043 _ 
.... ..!:~rii7·~·~ .. ·· .. ·····~g~~~ ................ I·-.. ~~:oi·i~ .... · .. ···· .... +· .. ~~~·6r·-·--·· .... ·i .... ·~:oi21?-· .. --·- ·-... ~~0~~L-1 .. -.. ~L~~t-_ ... +~~~~L .. ;;..+~ .. ! (::i _ 
...... !.: ... !!!:!~.!.~.s. ......... ,(:.Q.:mt .............. L .. ··~Q:·~·~.u .. · ............. l .... JQ.:~Q~>..· .. ·-.... -· .. l ..j:Q:.?.~.Q2. ..... -... - ._ (15.:5.!.L .... __ i_(0.3~.~.L .. _ ... _LQ!_~?) .... _J_.RL7!lL ___ DI4 876) 
UKl3 -0.1042 I 0.0137 i -0.0744 ! -0.0061 0.0434" i 0.0366 .. I 0.9328 *-1 0.0419 • I 1.6397--;;;-
...... t·:·~riii·~~·S.··· .. ·· .. ·~£JJtl ...... · ...... ···i ...... W:g;;~ .. ······· .. ·····I··· .. ~tlgj~ .. ··· .......... ·I· .... ~~D?i~·· .. · .. -· .. -- .--~Lf!~-.... · .. ;~-·i·-~.i6J1f·---··.· .. I-~ii~t-·;; .. ~~J-0·6.229·?·!·L_t-tl~0881~) ... 
. ! I I . . .I 
...... !.: ... !!!:!~.* ............ J.:.Q.:~~.~.L ............. I ... JQ:.6..6..~1.. ............ ..l ... .J.:g.:Q~~>. ...... _ ........ ! .... 1:.L~.~.6.2.. ...... __ .. __ S.~,~J~L .......... _L.J~Jl~1 ____ ..... _j .... m,962)_. i ~O 387) I J20537) 
UKl5 -0.1504 i 0.0404 i 0.0104 I -0.0092 0.0.536·· i 0.0204 i 09222' ';';;;;,;r" 00850--'-;;-i 16280---;';;;;; 
...... !.: ... !!!:!.~.!.~ ........... J:.!.:~.~.~L ............. i ...... ~.L~g.!2. ................ j .... JQJ.~~>. ................. i ..j:.1.:.~!g2 ............ _ ... _J2.0J!L_._ ........ i._@.5!.Q!lL ___ ._._:_J~~,~~L.. __ .. 1._ C~.536) I (15.~ 
UKl6 -0.0409 i -0.0011 i 0.0638 i -0.0477 ..... 0.0412 • i 0.0067 i 0.9482 .;"';i -"iio6'34'-;;;;;rI3361 -';;;' 
.... ..!.: ... !!!:!.~.!.~.s. ....... J.:g.:~~~) ................ I .. j:Q:g.~.~>.. ............... j .... JQ.:9.~.1.) ................. 1 ..... ~:~.1.1.!2. ........... _. __ .{!,.71 ~-.-... -.-j--(Q,~~L--.-L~~!:.?~.~) ....... -.-lQ:'?'?...1)' __ .. _._! j!~.8.52~ ___ . 
UKl7 0.130.5· ! -0.0287 • i -0.0022 I -0.0020 0.1975 .. ··i 0.1338 ••• : 0.7812 •• .. 1 0.1686 •• t 1.0973 ••• 
t-statistics (1.682) ! (-1.716) i -0.043) ! (-0.445) (2.609) i (2.820) ! (18.971) I 2.113) ! (21.434 
PaneID :US 
Panel E : Italy 
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Appendix 2D: Maximmn Likelihood Estimates of the Ff'edbark l\-lodl"l, Post-Futures Period (continuf'd) 
Vuiame F.,uati8. 
0:, v 
Panel F : Ne1herland 
NETI. -0.0492 I 0.0091 0.0055 I -0.0052 0.D425" I 00197 ! 09106 -I 0.1083 -; 16518 _ 
..... !.7~!~!I'..t.ll!.s ........ J:9..:~~~), .............. ..I. ..... ~~:.~.1..~2.. ........... _.~ .. (.Q.:~L_ .. _ .. ..j_(:Q.1~.Ql_ .... _ . ..l! ·8O~L ......... 1 (09~L __ -t-(~ ~--l (3.252) I (13.356) 
NE.T2 ·0.1374 I 0.0101 1 0.0974 • I ·0.0040 0.1082 "··i 0 0030 i 08936 -I 0 1942 -I 1.5763 -
1-~--(~_'~-----T-W~---j-{~----~~- -liP';; ~ Jj.:'--;;;j-~~--i <:-,: ... 
..... .!7.~!~~.~!~~ ........ J7.Q .~3.~L ............. ! ... jQ:.~.Q.?') ................ L..J.9..:~~.!.L •........... I ..... U:.~L ..... _ .. j.!~~L ........ _! ....... (!~.?L .. _._ 60 ~?.!L_..J _"'<1. 885L ___ WI3 682) __ 
NET4 -0.0663 i 0.0098 I ·0.0211 I ·0.0024 0.0682 .": 0.0202 I 0.8852 .... : 0.1673 ..... , 1.6079 -
.... _t.:~!~!~t.~.s. ......... (.:.Q.:~.1.~t .............. i ...... ~Q§?.~L .............. + ... J7.9..:~.! .. !.) .............. ··I.· ... (:Q:.~'!.!>"' ... _ ..... _ ._J~:~~)_ .. __ ._JJQc??~L .. ___ .. _L.J1~:.!84l ....... _._.J.._J!.51 ~..... . ... j .JI4.~L __ _ 
NETS -0.1719 I 0.0026 I ·0.0174 I 0.0006 0.0985· i 0.0039 i 09028 ...... I 0.1819 ••• , 1.6813 .-
...... t.:.s.!!!:~.~.~.~.s. .......... L!.:~.!.~) ................ I ...... ~Q:.~.!.?>.. ................ I .. J.:.Q.:~~~) ................ I ...... (Q:.~P..O'.L .. _ ..... __ ..... J.1.2.3.?1.. __ .... _ ..L.._~O'J.@ ____ ._.;j~:.?J7) __ . __ J. .. Q.c228L ... _ .. ~.jI3.566L ... __ . 
NEI'6 .0.0961 ! -0.0001 I 0.0280 I 0.0000 0.1779 i 0.1692 .... i 0.7790 • .... 1 03037 ...... i 09136 .... . 
t·statistics (-1.591) ! ( .. 0.028) j (0.899 j (0.223) (1.489) 2.564) 17.827) i I 29827) 
Panel G: Spain 
SPI -0.0084 I ·0.0005 i 0.0014 I 0.0015 0.0340· i 0.0066 I 0.9413 ..... j 0.0902 ...... I 1.7425 ...... 
..... .t.:.s.!lI:t.~.t.~.s. ....... J.:.o..:Q?~) ................ i ..... ~:Q:.Q.~.~J ............... 1 ....J.O'.:Q.1.~)._ .............. ! .... _(QJ.~.~J .................. _.tl_J_~?L __ ... ..!_.jQ:.~.QP.l ______ ._I_i~:..~L .......... J ___ (~:~.5.L ............ l . J!1.~L ___ . 
..... .t.:.s.!~~~.~.s. .......... {~q.~!~~~ ................ I ...... ~q~~;,~ ...... j ...... ~O.~3.~I;L ............ ..I. .... i~~~~~~ ......... __ ..... _.~~.~~ ____ .:]._~~~;.2~ ........ __ .J .. ~~~ ...... =.I_. __ ~:~~---~.J.J~~- .... . 
SP3 .0.1498" I 0.0258 .. I 0.0158 i .0.0027 0.0454 .... j 0.0450 • .... 1 09589 ·"·1 0.1551 .;;,.;;;! 1.7416 ". 
t-statistics (.1.913) i (1.69~ i (0.256) I (.0.366) (3.046) I (2.769) (86.380) ; (6.716) I (13.549) 
Panel H : Switzerland 
swn ·0.0301 i 0.0115 I ·0.0646 I 0.0255 0.0278"! 0.0010 i 09277 ...... , 0.1228 ...... I 12389 ...... 
..... .t.7.s.!lI:t.~.~.~.s. ........ J.:.O'.:~QL ............ .I ... jQ:.~.!.8.) ................. ~ .. J.7.!.:.E~L ............ I ...... ~.!:.~.~.Q>.... ..... _ ......... j.!.:~~~l ..... _ .. .J.jQcQ§P..l ................. LJ~.!.:.5..~L_ ........ LQ:.~.~:1L ..... _ ...Lm-,~~~ ___ . 
.!~···-iiii---__ lj;~i-•. ~~;--~~-fi-.. -i¥--~~-t~~--+~i-:I-~--~~ 
...... ~.7.S.!lI:t.~.~.~.s. ......... J.:.!.:~.!.~) ...................... ~~:.!.??>.. ................ j .... J.7.!.:~?...3.>._ .............. I ... J~:.9..!.?>.... .................. Jf..~?~~1 ............... I .... _~Q:.~§.~J .. _ ............ j .... Q1:..~~~L""""-"I .. _ .. (~.:;!??) ... _._ ... _ .... I ... ~.!..2_·.1!.!L ..... __ .. 
...... ~.7.~:~.s. .......... {~g.~~~3.~ ................ I ...... ~q~:.;?~ ............... ..1 ..... {~g.~I~~ ................ I ..... ~~~o.~;!~-............... _ .. ~i.~~;_ ....... _.~ .. ..I ... _.~Q~~ ... _ .. _ ... _J.J~~~.~J ...... ~~.:I .. _ .. ~~{~_._._::~I .. J: .. ~~l.._.~~ .. 
SWTS .0.0407 I 0.0095 I 0.0451 i ·0.0008 0.0804"· I 0.0355 I 0.8985 " •• j 0.1024 ..... 1.3579 ...... 
t-statistics (.0.48TI. J.0.63~ i (0.974) lJ.·0.253) (2.100) I (1.368) 1 (46.01Q2. I (2.691) (13696) 
Panel I: Sweden 
Notes: *, **, *** SigniflCllnt at 10%,50/. aJUi 1 % respectively 
For tll! stock identifICation, refer to Table 2.2 
v is a scale paruneter or degrees of freedom estimated endogl'nously. Tll! OED nests tll! nonna! (forv=2) aJUi the Laplaceldouble exponential (forv-I). 
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This table report. the estimated coefficients (t.-statistic. in parentheses) for the model: 
Rtt = U. + 90'\ + (<Al + <f>tcf JRt..1 + &t 
d't = U-o + (X,1€2t.-1 + I3cft.-1 + OXt..IE~t-l 
where Ra is the log price relative of the undedying equity of stock i (on which an USF has been introduced) at time period t. 
<P1 ell 
Panel A : SeMel 
v 
FR2 0.3425 I -0.0347 ! 0.0755 I 0.0009 0.1068 jl 0.0577 -I 0.9414 ·"i -0.0182 i U024 ... 
..... !:~.~~~ ..... ·· .... ~6·~~!~ ............ ·· .. I·· .. ·(6~o;~ .. ···· ........ ··I· .. ···1~tlfl ........ ···* .. ·j .... ·W.~o~l··-··-· .. ·· .... · ..· ..~t¥7~ .. -.. ---.... !·--~~t· .. --.. ;+~~~~2_***+~P4:L--n~) __ 
..... !:~~~~ ....... j~\~~~ ...... · ........ ·t .... ·~~·:gJ~~ .......... · .. · .. I .... -~:l;6} ........ **·r-~~g .. ~~ .. -....... -.. ..JJ:~11 .. -.... ;*·!· .... ~1~~4L .... -+ (~~:L ... \ ~Oi~;?--""!·~~:) __ 
... t~~t!!!.!~~ ....... jq:866L .. · .... · .... I .. ·..<:g:~73L ....... ! ... j~ .. ~9~) .. ... I ... J:.~.:~) ........... _J~.:g~) .L."<I .. ,~~LLm.,~>' I Q}!5.:4) i (15~~ 
G~~ 0.0261 ,-0.0017 i 0.1142 ! -0.0036 0.1857 ! 0.0529 ... : 0.9200 • .. ·i 0.0287 I 1.2492-
..... !:~.!~~~~ ..... ·· .. ··~~~~~;~ ............ ····t·····(6~o~~· .. ···· .. ··· .. ··!·· .. ··1~:·lt!J··· .... ···**·t· .... ~1~o1ii~·· ........ ··· .. · .... ·V:tlil ........ ··*;··I .. · .. ·~o~~ .... · .. ·· .... +J·~~~ .. -·;t .. · .. w.·l~ .. -.... **··I-q}~··· .. ·; •• 
.. J:~.!.!~!!~~ ........ J:.!.:.Q·~·?>... .............. I ...... (!·:::!QQL .... · ........ ·I .. ·j~:·~~·Q>. ................ ·I .. ·J:~·:~~~2 .. _ .............. j?:.~.~1) ........ _ .... ..!-.. tt~L. ............ I .... (!.~:?J.~L .... _ ..._LQ.:!.??L_ .. _Lul:~ ... _ ..... .. 
IT4 -0.0046 I 0.0031 i 0.2934 *·*i -0.0307 ••• 0.2111 .. i 0.0717 .... , 0.8934 ··"1 0.0167 i 1.6683 ••• 
..... !:~.!.~!~!~~ .......... ~:Q:.Q.~.~>.. ............... l ..... J.Q.:.!.Q?~ ................. 1 ...... ~~:·~·Q·!>... ...... ·· ...... ·I·j·7.~:~~~~ ................... j.!.:.~.~..u ................ j ..... J?.:.Q!.?.L ........... ...I .... ,(~,~?.~ ............. ...l_ .. ,{Q.:~ .. !~L ............ .:._t!.!QB>.._ .......... . 
IT? -0.0948 I 0.0154 i 0.0850 ! -0.0045 O.l712·! 0.0791 •• .. 1 0.8990 *"·i 0.0063 I 15991 .. . 
..... !:!·!·!!!!~! .......... (:Q:.~.!.~>... .............. ri ... J.QA~~L .............. i ..... .(!.:.~.Q.~t .............. L.J7g.:???L ................. J1.:.?.~~>"' ............... L. (3.01~) ! (34.187). I (0.220). j (14.095) t.:!~icS °O~3~;' I (~O~~~~ I °O~;:: I ~O~::: ~i~:II;, ! "'o~o:~~""";**I'''~~~ """;;;1 .. · .... oi·~:· .... · .... --I .... -:~~~-.... ·••• 
...................................... J ................................ r ...................... L ............ ·I ...... L .......... ·~ ................ ·t .. · .............. · .. 1 ........................................................ L .. f ............ L .......... 1 ... L .......... L_ .... _LL ... -..>. ........... _i-.. _C.! .. ..: ... _ .. L ....... . 
SPI 0.0714 I -0.0046 i 0.1052 ! .0.0030 0.1898 i 0.0298 i 0.9067 .... , 0.0783 ... , 1.5614 ••• 
.... .!:~.!.!!~!~~ ..... ···JQ:.3..3.·!}· .... · .. · .. ·····I .. ··,(7g.:.I.~?). ......... ·· .... ·i ...... ~J.:~.?Q>.... .............. ! ... J:.Q.:?.~.!) ................... j~.:§.m ............. ....l ...... (1 .. ~??>.. ........ _ ..... ! .. J.~~~L .......... !_ .. ~.~.:~) ................. l .... (!~:?~?L ........... . 
UKI 0.0332 I 0.0052 I 0.3607 ...... I -0.0229 ..... 0.5273 .... i 0.0847 .... i 0.8279 ...... , 0.0736 t 1.4844 ... .. 
..... !:~.!.~!!.!~! ........ JQ:·~.~.q .. · ........ · .... ·t .... J.Q.:.!.~~t ............... 1 .. ·j~:·~·?·~>...· .............. LJ.7.~.:~??L ................ j?:.?~.~L ............. ! ...... (~.:~~~L ............. !.....(!~}Q~ ............. LIL~::!.'D .. ___ .. _.iJ!~,?!QL_ ..... .. 
..... !:~.:~! .......... ~~9.~:.Q~ .............. ..l ...... ~.~~!~6.~ ............... ..1 ...... ~i.:.:.:.;>... ......... ~ .. .l. .... (~~;,~ ...................... ~i.~~;6.~ ............... ..l ...... ~~~~~~~ .............. J ... ,{~:~;~L .. :l.~i.~;I~~ .............. LJ~t~~~). ...... ::: 
UKll -0.1624 i 0.0435 I 0.0785 I -0.0278 0.4945 .... , 0.0753 .... i 0.7967 ._; 0.0332 I 1.3528 ... . 
.... !:~.!.~!~!~! ......... H:.?9.~>. ................ ~ .... J.Q.:??~L ............. .L.JQ:.6..?6.>... ............... L. .. (7.L??.~). .................... jL~.?.!>. ................. L .. ~.~,Q~~ ...... _ ........ L{~p} .. ~L .......... I_ .. ~.Q,~~..32... ........ Jj.!1,~!QL .. _ .. .. 
UKl6 -0.1409 I 0.0309 i 0.0562 i .. 0.0030 1.3084 ...... , 0.2364 ."! 0.4714 ..... , 0.1573 I 1.1353 * •• 
..... !:~.!.!!~!~~ ....... J:.1.:.~.~n ............... L ... (!.:~~~). ................ .!.. ... {~.:g.~g>... ............... LJ7O'.:~~>... ................... J1.~ .. !.~>. ................. L..J~:~QL ............. L ... (~.:~.6..91 ............... L.Jl.:! .. ~>..........i . .(l~-'~~?L. 
USI5 ·0.3976 ...... I 0.6435 "' .... I -0.3301 "' .. 1 0.0856 "'.... 05227 I 0.0340 """i 0.9122 .... ·1 0.3478 ...... : 1.3517 ..... 
.... .!:~~~~ ....... ···~£~J!J-........ ;·;·i······~o~~;1····· .... · .... ···I .... ·~~:2ci~~·· .. ·· .. ··· .. ···I· .... ~l~M} .. · .. · .. · ...... · ...... 19.;5~J .... · ............ l ..· .. ~·o~j~ .......... -.. + .... ~9~g~ ...... ·;;;t .. -~·~ .... ·· .. ··; .. lj{j~l ...... ;;; 
-=~·····\!··+~!~--t~+=·--!~~t= ... t~tl.:,-;;, 
Panel B : Consumer GoodJ 
· .... ;:~·::!~~ .......... ·:~~~I~~~ .............. T .... ~~~~6 .................. r .... ~?lo~ ...... · ........ ·r .. ·~~I:O::~· ........ * .......... f;:2~7~~ ........ · .. • .... r··~~~~~) .... · ...... · .... r·;~·;~~~;- .. *;;r·~:~o~ .... · .......... ·r .. ;:·:.~~ .. ·*· .. ; 
.. · .... ···GER6· .......... · ..~·0·:8768· .... · .. *·* .. i······o·.'2·i'8'J .... ···· .. ·* .. ·!····· .. 0:0520 .. · ..············1" .. ·:0:·00·2·4· .... ·· .. ··· .... ·· .. ·O:i424······ .. ·_ .. ·l··0·.·0i2·g· .......... ···· .. !· .... ··0:9276 ........ ;;;r ... O:041 .. ii ....... -.. -.. ! ....... i.~48 .. i5 "".".; •. 
·· .. ·!:~b~~~····· ·····~6:t068~ ............ ····I······~!,lNJ·········· .... ···! .. · ···1~tf96}··· .. ··· .. ··· .. ·I· .. ··~£·o~i~ ........ · .... ··· ...... 1!:216Y· .. ····;* .. !· .. ··~~·18Jl~ .... · .... ;* .. ! .... .(~i~~). .. - ... *;r-···~~t~ .. -.... · .. · .. '·I .. · .. (i~2~ .. ··;~~· 
..... !:.~.t,~!i:!!~~ ....... j:.Q:.?~~L ............. LjQA?.~L .............. L.J!.}.~~>... .............. .LJ.7.Q.:?~~L ................. J2.:.~.;!~>... ............. LJ~:~5.}L.....i...J2.·1..:~~~>.· .... · ...... ·t· .. JO'·,9.!!L ............ ·I .. J!~:~· .. 
UK4 0.0257 I -0.0025 j 0.2438 i -0.0434 1.0578 ! 0.0122 i 0.7647 ..... : 0.0252 i 1.1815 ••• 
..... !:~.~~~ ....... ·· .. ~~~jj6~ .... ···· .. ······I·····(6~o~jY.· .. ······· .. ····I .. ·· .. 1~~~ll·· ...... *;*I· .. ··~£o~JJ ...... ·;;* ...... 1~~~~ .. · ...... ;; .. j· .... ~oiJ{ ........... * .. I .. ·· .. ~~i?il ........ • .. i ··~·ti¥1--.... · .. -.. ·j-.. ~~-~ •• 
.. ···!:~riii1~S.··· ...... ·~~!:63~1· .. · .... · .. ·····I .. ····~.g?j~····· .... · ...... ·I ...... ~~~;1} .. · .... · ...... ·t· .. ··~:o~i~L ............. .. · .. ·1~tI8~· .............. ··I .. · ..·~:giJt-· ............ ··1 .... ~·ci~~~L ..... ;~t .. ·~~J- .. -.... ·I-t:~{ .. ~-;;; 
· .. ··!:.~riii~~s. .... · .... ·(~:o~j~······ .. ···· .... t· .... ~·:~5~} .. ···· .... ··· .. ·!·····~~oi·j~···· .. ·· .... ·· .. f .. · ..~6:~i-;·· ................ · .. ·~!:6:JJ· ........ ··; .. ·I··· .. ~:tHJ .. · .... ·· .... · .. ·I .... .(~:9~L ... ;;1 .... ·~~~7~-.... ···-.. 1 ..· .. ~·~~······;;; 
.... ·!:.~·ri~~~ .... ······~ci::i:J~ .... ······ ...... I·····~~o1~~· .. · ....· ....··l .... 1~~rg{l ........ ·· ...... ·I·· .. ·~~~~irii .......... · .. · ........ 1~2~6!1 .... · ..····;···I· .. ··~I:JrijJ .. · ........ · .. · .. I .. J~~jiL*;~t-.~~~-.. -.. ;;jj~~~) ... ~;; 
..... !: .. sri~i1~~ .... · ··.. ·~~~:!lJ ............ ····I······~I.o9ltl····· ... · .. ; .. ··I .... ··~::ij~~ .. ·· .... ··*· .. t-.. J6:o~~~·· .. · .... * ...... ·S:!l3·_ .. *;;I· .... ·~~£t1-............ ·· .. I .. ·Jci85~i~L ....... f .._·~~-.. -·; ~:~) ••• 
_l~~ __ J~~J,l-.... ~_~ll~--h!oi-j'}·-··H~·--··--lf~--·t·~fitI···-.. H~~··...j--~I (:~~" 
~--~~·-·~~I~-··-·l··~:Ll-!.:---1.!i=i!~-+~~ ] ::;: .'.; 
.. ··_ .. swTi ....... · ..... ~oj .. ji~ ............ -.. I ....·%:ii9·i4L .... · ........ i .. · .. ·~:oi93 .... ·· ...... · ..r·O:Oi5~ ........ · .. · ...... · ...... 0-:3i'lO ........ ;;;1" .. ·0:0005--- I 0.7239 ·-r 0.2506 -·1 (I ;~ ••• 
·· .. ·!:~~t .. ··· .. ··~~:?7~J ...... ···** .. I .... ·~ .. t~; .... · ....*;·I· .. ··(6~lB~~·· .. · .. ··;* .. I· ... ·~~5rr~············ .... · .... ·~~lJ~·· .... ·*;.II .... ~~?~-.... · .. -·+ .. ·~6~ ........ ;-.. +I-~~·-·· :~ .. ;;; 
t .. statistics -2.234 2.212) I (2.361 I .0.865) 2.752) 0.884) I 8.721) (2. 
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'\I 
Fuel D : FiJumcIal 
SWI'3 -0.2699 .. 0.0947 .... 1 0.1270 ... ! -0.0133 
..... !~~~;S ····~ri:£lJ··· I~t~···· ..... I~J!lt--· ·····1 ~d.~-·*· 
.... !:~!!!.~.~.~ ... J:Q;.~.!.~2. ..... -... -L.J.!.,!~L .. _ .... LJ92~~ __ .. _ .. l..J~t_ 
SWD2 0.0126 i -O.D108 ! -0.0136 i -0.0098 
..... !~~J!t~.t.i.~! ......... ~Q;.Q.~.~l ... _ ....... ...l .. J:.QJ~QL_ ......... I... .. ~:Q:.!.~!L __ ._ . ..l.J.:0.6~2._._ 
SWD5 0.1763 i -0.0628 ! 0.2400 ! -0.0587 
t-statistics 0.373) I (-0.477) ! 1.078) i -1.044) 
0.3884 -I 0.D164 i 0.7993 - 0.1461 -i 1.2074 ••• 
~l~i-· .. t· ~~~--*'-fj~~:) -1- ~i~;;;t-(iSI:> -
(2.639) I (1.738) i (26.712) 1 (2.730) I (14.982) o.~1 0.0504 i 0.8541 -I 0.0477 I 1.2261 ... 
(1.518) j (1.~ I (12.054) I; (0.932) I (14.246) 
0.838.5 I 0.0488 I 0.7120 ·-1 0.0258 I 1.3049 .-
(1.176) I (1.219) i (03.187) 1 (0.415) I (14 
Fuel E : General and Re,oUl'te. 
··········(;00········ ······Ojl20i··········· .... ·i···· .. ·o:oiiSi .... ···· .. ·····T .... O·i35i·········;;;;;;·r·· .. :·O~0084 .. ·· .... ·····.. ·····O·.·2008--··;;;;;. .. r .... ii~0154-.. -.. ·-.. !-09139 .. -· • .;;j--o.iJg78 .. i 1.3035-';;'; 
... ..t.:.s.!~t.~.t.iI:.s. .... ··.··(g)·.!.~) ................. i.····JQ:·~D. ................ L..J~.:QQU ............... .1 .... H:.!.!§1. .............. -..i~"~L .............. I-(Q~l.._ .. _J.J~~_d_J~·494) ... -........L (21 jl.~ __ 
NET3 -0.2469 i 0.0331 I 0.1101 • i .. 0.0041 0.4516"· i 0.0286 i 0.8130 • .. ·1 0.1103 ..... : 1..5522 --
..... !.:.s.!~t.~.t.iI:.s. ...... J.:.!.:Q?~) ................ ! ..... J.1.:.~!.~ ................. L.. .. (!.:?QQL ........... ...I .... J:..Q~2.!§2. ................ _ ..(2.2?~L ...... _ .. L(!..:!08) .. _._ .. ..l.J.~.71~_._ .. J ... ~~~-Lill.698..L_._ 
US9 -0.10.50 ! 0.0269 I 0.1411 .. ! -0.0266 .. 0.1.568 .... ! 0.0147 ! 0.9182 "'·1 0.1268 •• _, 1.6185 ---
·····!·:cig.;.~·S.···· ·····~6~tlH···············i······~~tl!{················1·-···~llflJ·················I·····~~:tgi~··········· ..... ······~·;i£-...... ;;;;·! .. ····W.*i?1 ...... ·· .. · .... i·J~7~-··;;.·1· .. -~:i~t-·-.;;I· .... ~~L.; ... 
-~f-J~D~-----I-~'3t------I---W~---H~~--- --W~---I--~~---H-,'~--;;;I-~~-+(:~ 
..... t:.~~til:.~ .... ·····(6~3~~W················I······~~~;;f~········*·;·1·····~·~~~~·········· .. ···j·· .. ··~Q.~2~J·········· .. ····· .... ··~~i!i~·-.... ;;;I .. ····W:~i·· .. ····-·· .. i· .. ·~f9~lt .... ;;;, ...... ~~:~· .... -;.tj~~L;;;. -!~ .... -1~- .. h,I~-•• +~~L--I--:<EJll:+----~t!i-;;i~oW----+Jl'o;;"'r-;;;;~~-1f~-;;; 
..... t:·~b~~·S.···· ·····~~13~~················1······~62~~·················I·····~g~rim················I·····~~oi~~············· ..... ····~~·lri;·················I······~!~N~············· ... j ...... ~ii:~ .... -.;;; · ... ··~!~l~ .. -.. -.. ;t·.!.f~~L;;;. 
--:~::-(~I!------I--~~--T~~L_i~~-----~---·~-I= ... ,~~ 
..................................... J ................................. , ...... ~ ............. t .............. l .................... ) ................. ; ..... L ..................................................................... : ...... Q ............. -................ ,.-................................. I--L.-.-.................... , ... ~ ........... _ .. L ___ .. .. 
-_c~-j;)---t-~--+;,,~--I-ii--- -llii~-j-;?~;;-:-r,i--Hi-: 
..... !~~.~~~ ..... ·····~~:9~~l········*·;·t······~··~iJ······· .. ;;;; .. I .. ····~:~t··············I·····~~~~;······ .. ········ ······~:~~ .. ·· .. · .. ·;;; .. ·l······~o~:·· .. -··· .... ·· .. !·· .. ·~!:!:f ...... ;;;t·~~~-.. -.. ;;l-.. (:?:~~ ... ··-· .. ; 
.... .!~~.~)!?~ ..... ·····~·d:;;iJ··········;···r·····~· .. O·8·2J············ ..... ······~:t37J·················l··· .. ~o·.'ij'i·iJ··········· ..... ······ki399····· .. · ..·* .. ·I······~·.o2i·l······· ... ····· .. I· .... ·o9099L .... ·;;;·1·· .. ··O· .. ii79~ ..... ···;;-.;;·I .. ····i·Mij),······;;; . 
.... H.ij~~~ ..... ·····~ri:37~~················I······~ .. 1~(:7 -~:ci~~~················!··· .. ~~~~~················ ······~:l~lll·················i··· .. ·~~ .. t!rJ .. ·· .... ·········I· .. J~M~~), .. ··· .. ; .... t-··~~~"·""·"""·I .. ·Ji·~~),······;;; 
t-statistics (-1.091) ! (1.216) ! ( .. 0.526) I (0.327) (1.299) I (1.113) ! (18.063) i (1.151) ! (11.889 
Notes: *, **, *** SignifICant at 10%, .5% and 1 % respectively 
For the stock identifICation, refer to Table 2.2 
v is a scale p8lml8ter or degrees of freedom estimated endogenously. The OED IUlsts the normal (forv=2) and the Laplace/double expolUlntiaJ (rorv-I). 
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Appendix IF: ~:laximmn Likelihood Estimates of tbe Feedback Model, Post-Futm"es Period (sorted by indusb"y) 
Tbi. table reports the estimated coefficient. (t-statistics in parentheses) for the model: 
Rn = a. + edt + (~+ q>tdt)Rt-1 + Et 
r:l t = CI..o + ct.1 &2 t-l + ~d t-I + OXt-1 &:'1-1 
where R!t is the log price relative of the underlying equity of stock i (on which an USF has been introduced) at time period t. 
Mean f:!iu.atiDn 
e ! CAl 
Panel A : Serv:il:e. 
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'V 
Appendix IF: Maximwn Likelihood Estimates of the Feedback Model, Post-Futures Period (sorted by industry) (continued) 
Mean Epation 
'V 
e ! ~ 
~nf.'-t: .. ""l,~-----ro:oon-~TOOO24 ~ 0..,3 -T '0028 ",,]i---=- '06" _I .= -
...... !:.~.t.~!!!'_~~~ ....... j:.Q:~1J...m .. ····· .. I·.J.:9':'!~>"''''''_'''''''I_._1~~1 __ .. ___ ~._ (-0985) (o.m) ----L. (0242) ! (8I.9JJl. __ 1 (4.026) (I~.~ 
G~12 0.0385 i -0.0122 ,-0.0264 I 0.0022 0.0120 i 0.0154 -i 09910 ..... r 0.0~9~ - 14141 ;;; 
..... _t:_~.t.~!!s.!~s. ...... ···· .. ~Q:.~.??J.. .............. I ... J:.Q.:?~~L ......... _ .. I .. J:Q.~1.. ..... _ .. _+_J.Q~1~L_. --~~J~. ___ ._.J..J..~"!~L.._ ! (201.6.51) I (6310) (18.291) 
U~l . -0.1217 i 0.0264 ! -0.0257 : -0.0093 0.1016 l 0.D211 1-o9t19--,;;;;;;rO:0824 - 13638-;-;; 
...... !:.s..!.~!!s.!~s. .. _ .... j:9".?~J.. ............. L.J.Q.:?'~Qt ............. .l..j:Q:?1~L.--. ..l..J=.Q.~1!L .. __ .. _J.!J2J) ___ J (0.902L. 1 (32234) J (2385) (15499) 
US2 0.0347 I 0.0004 I -0.0716 I 0.0013 0.1218 -! "-o".ili50 ---. ! 0:9542-""'-1 o.om ... 1~7 ••• 
······!:s.·ri~;~s.······ ······~l~JJ····· .. ··········l·····~~·~ri;n·············· .. 1·····~1!:~fJJ·· .. ···· .. -··-I···-·~~fi .. · .. --.. -- --.. ~~o~t·--·--t--~Lo~~-····-~-I-~·~9i~L·-t-_~~_ .. ·-~;.I·-o/.~-; •• 
..... H·~~i~S.············~~·~H~~················I····J~!o~~~················I·····~£:f15V·······-;···I···-·~t?J~-·-··--·-··-····~!o\~~·----··-j··-·~~~---·····-··-I-Ql:~~~L;;;~-t.~l~-.;;t.J¥~--.. . 
······!:.s.·ri~J!.c.s.······ ·····(ri~ljl~················j·····~~·~~r~·············· .. I·····~o!:Jf64l···········-··I······~:tJ6~--· .. ······ .... ··-· .. ~Qo6l!~-··--··-+·-W~~fl-·······"·-·1-1Ig~;!5~t .... ;;j"-~~~~~~··--·-I·-·~F~-... · 
...... !:s..!.~!~!!.c.s. ...... ······(Q:·~·~}2.················I·····(:.Q·:~>.······ .. ·.···...i··J:Q:·!.?~>..···············I··.J·Q·:·!·~~L ................ --<Q:..~~J1..-_ ... _ .... ! ... _.(~~.?~_ .. _._ .. _ ....i.._Q.1~.11 .. _.--_LL-Q~~L .. _-I_(!.9.J_!~ __ 
US 10 0.0097 : -0.0011 I -0.0699 i 0.0006 0.0533 i 0.0067 i 0.9748 ···i 0.0534 -·1 1.5448 ~.; 
...... !:~.!~!~!!.c.~ ...... ...... (Q:.Q.~.~). ................ J .... .(.:.Q.:Q~~L ........... ..! .. J:Q:.9..~.?t ............. j .. j.Q~9!.'_~) ....................... (.1 .. ~~?1.._._. ___ I .. j.9~?_6.~L._ .. _ ....I ... ~1..QQ:.~.~.l. ...... __ .I .. __ Q..~_L_._ l {14.018) 
USB -0.0022 I -0.0071 ! -0.0308 I -0.0006 0.1197 ! 0.0376 •• i 0.9524 "'r 0.0118 -r··I.2987-·.;".-
···· .. !:~~ii~~······ ·····(6~o~~W················I·····~6:go~1{·············1·····(ri~o~ji.l.·-············I·-·.(£ori~W·-·-··-······ ······~!~i70~-·· .. -·--·.j..· .. ~~---;;;I·j~gi}~-·-;;;r--1~~·---.. ;~-Y~4~-~-; 
...... b~.~.~!~!!.c.~ ...... ······~Q:·~.~·~2... .............. I ... J:.Q.:~Q?>... .............. I ...... (Q:.3..Q.1.2. ............ _..l._.JQ~~~~) .. _ ................... (Q:.1..~?1. __ ._ .. ..Lj.~.:~.!..4) ____ ._ .. _!.J1.~!_ .. 8_~~t. ___ .. ~_ . ..l~~~L. ___ J_m.:.7.?QL. __ _ 
--~i;,;.---~£~--IJli--H~£---+~i--····---~!~~}-:j-{i-:~!iiL:I-~i-:-~:;--: 
t-stlltistics (0.205) I (-0.460) I ( .. 0.256) i (1.173) (1.483) i (0926) i (72.318) i (2.507) I (18.416) 
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Appendix 2F: ]\laximwn LikeW\ood Estimates of d\e Feedback :Model. Post-Futures Period (solted by illdusn~') (connnul'dl 
Mean F;quati.on Variute EJpatiu 
Cl. e <PI v 
Panel D . Finaru:ial 
SWT3 
t·statistics 
SWfS 
t·statistJCs 
SWD2 
t·statistics 
SWDS 
t·statistics 
.0.0810 i 0.0516 .... i ·0.0803 i 0.0201 .. 0.0701 ...... I 0.0076 0.8784 ••• , 
(:1.:~1~) I (2·1.??2 : (.1593) (2017) .............. (2.733) i jO.364).(3.~096) 
·0.0407 i 0.0095 i 0.0451 1 .0.0008 0.0804;;;;;;1 0.0355 : 0.8985 ••• 
02015 
(4377) 
O,lO~4 ••• 
I 4813 ••• 
(12411) 
\3579 ••• 
j:.o.~?L.J (0635) ... . (09')~) ............ J:.o.:.~.m (2100) ! (1368) L.<46.:o..1.D.L_ 
0.0000 I 0.0000 'j 0.0000 I 0.000o-- .. 0'2T.5i· .... ·-.;,;;-;--·ii(j93i-·-· 0.7822 ••• (2691 ) 02245 
Q}45) 
0.0982 
(2014) 
(13696) 
10338 ••• 
_:Jl!..'J-l-! 
. J.o.99.9.L ... i .. (9.-.90.1.2... ! (0.000) : J9Jl,Q1.2 ...... _____Q~~?L_ .. _...JL?P2L. __ ._L(!~:~')~L 
.0.0180 I, 0.0098 .... 1.· .... ~0·:0724- .. · .. - .. ·'T 0.0093 0.0742"*' 0.0554 .... i. 0.8698 ••• 
! 
•• I \711 ••• 
(.0.264) : (0315) I (.1440) i (0.788) (1981) (2010) : (24.909) (15 ~~6) 
Panel E : General and ReI01mel 
GER3 :0':0165""' T ':0:0024' ·T .. ·o·:ii'i'8j' .......... · ..T .... 0~oooii· .. -· .. ····0045'(· "T'0~O'j04 i 0.9576 ... 00962 ••• 19292 
t.statistics (.0.111) ! (.0123) : (0.212) ! (0.002)_(!.::5.~~) i (0856) i (66.581) ........ i __ l~.1.~~.L_... (11364) !'~,-(~t!f::r~~iT~;=::P;,;---4i-~Jw~I~ffi;:;;t~- :::Uii--
t.statistics .... J.:.o.:~m.........iJ9.:'O'Q.3.L....l. ... L1..:9.~~L ........... l...J9.:.~.~3.2.... .(1..?~~L......!..Jo"2.}~21 .. (~~~~1..) .... ",,_,G.~.1.) •. (1}~6). 
GERlO .0.0087 0.0162 I ·01056 "! 0.0003 0.0426 ** i 0.0009 0.9191 ***j 0.1382 ••• 14761 
t.statistics ..... (:'O':I,l}L... i .J9..~.3.~.L..l(:!.:?9.~L ....... I ... (9_.Q2..~L.. . ..... j.2..9.~~L.. ! (OQ.~?) (4~ 965) Lj~~92) • (I} 82.1L 
GERll .0.0351 .... ·1 ·0.0044 i ·0.0009 1 .0.0065 0.0112 0.0176" 09714 •••• 0.0920 •• +: 1.3928 
t.statistics .... (:Q:~~L........(:9.26~L ........ J (:.Q.9..I.~t ... ' (:.I.·.5.??L (0.675) ... (2493) (9:3 485) (6 2J.2) ..;(15778) 
FRI .0.0985 i 0.0343 : .0.1435 ** \ 0.0154 0.1229 .Hi 0.0166 0.8588 01689 ***1 19535 
... t.:.~~!!:t.is..t.~.s. ..... J.:.1..:9.:39.L ........... ..I .... JI.:.Q.~9..L ............ .i.. ... (~.2..:~~.?L ............. \ ...... (1 ... 2..1..'l.L .............. .... (~.:?q~).... I ... (9. 626).. (2~496). . . .. ..\:3 .. 6..SJ?J... 1.. .. (1_2.:25.:0.) __ . 
FR9 .0.0002 I ·0.0006 I ·0.1151 **"1 0.0006 0.0493"* i 0.0285 0.8953 0.1376 14343 
..... t.:.s.!ll:t.is..t.~.~....J:Q9.9.:3l.. ............. I .. j:9.:'O'.¥.2......LJ:2.A9.?L. J.J9..~'l.9..L.. .......(2.}\~) ......'(1368) ... (50 602) 
GER7 .0.0064 ! 0.0129 i ·0.2080 * .... i 0.0046 0.0523"* I 0.Dl18 09248 •••• 
..... t:·s.~Wi·t·~s.··· .. ·~t?J36~.. ;~6501} .... ·; .. t .... ~ii-}rii6~·· .. ·!···~oig}..~6:i} ** •.. ~gi:~ (~9~~i) ..... 
.. t·:·s.~irit~·s.......·~~oWl ............ 1 .... ~2i~1 ............ · .. \ .... ~~}iiYF .. ·· •• ·I .... ·1O'6gir .... '~6::~*\~IJll} .. ' (~38~6i""·~ •• 
t.statistics (.0.246) i (0.522) i (.2.043) i (0.212) (1 87q) .. \ (\66}) (22655) 
t.~:'~.s. ..... :.:::~~~~~~···············I··:::·%.~~tJ~:.::··· .... :::1:··.:~;~::.:)::::·:··.·:.::::[:.:·~~~:.1.~.: .................. ~1.~8.~~ ............... , ... ~00::;) .(~:~~~) 
t_s~~s ... (~i.I;12~.. ..1 .. ~9~:;~...! .. (~1:~;;~ ....... ;~9~~;~L. ..~20;~ ·*+~I~g;l~ (~38:~~) (2818) 
UK8 .0.0487··i 0.0213 i .0.0082 . .0.0052 0.1138 •• *: 0.0208 08804 *** 01178 
t.statistics ( 0514) ! (0.697) : (.0.138) ; (.0.505)Q~~~L j9.5..~2L... (29322) (2456) 
US4 ..:6:0-165.... .. 1 .. 0:0260 .. 1:0.140'6;;;;:;\0.:0062.... 0.0703 .;;;! 0.0153 08868 0.1170 
t.statistics (.0.207) I (0.660) (.2.436) (0.391) (2.545) (0614) (32252) 
(3508) 
0.1394 
(4222) 
0.0786 
(2030) 
00356 
(0755) 
... 0.1083 
.... 
(3252) 
... 01262 
(3419) 
... .... : 
+++: 
* .. 
(13670) 
15296 
(13649) 
1.3424 
(15266) 
1 2178 
q:3 794) 
1.6518 
(13356) 
1.6887 
• (12525) 
*** 
... * 
•• ; 1.4157 •• * 
(15205) 
15777 
(13317 
Notes: *, **, *** SignifICant at 10%, 5% and 1% respectively 
For the stock identifkation, refer to Table 2.2 
v is a scale paruneter or degrees of freedom estimated endogenously. The OED nests the normal (forv=2) and the Laplace/double exponential (forv-I) 
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Appendix 2G: Maximwn Likelihood Estimates of the Feedback :Model, Pre-Futures Period_Control 
This table report. the estimated coefficients (t...teti.st.ic. in parentheses) for the model: 
Rtt = CL + a~t + (<AI + <PI~ JRt..1 + Et 
OZt = <lo + CLI E2t..1 + J3~ t..1 + 0Xt..IEZt_1 
where R!t i. the log price relative of the control stock i at time period t. 
Mean F:auation 
e i ~ 
Panel A : FraJU:e 
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v 
Appendix 2G: Maximum Likelihood Estimates of the Feedback Model, Pre-Futures Period_Control (continued) 
I ~ v 
PaneIC :UK 
PaneID :US 
Panel E : Ita! 
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Appl'ndix: 2G: Maximwn LikeWtood Estimates of the FE'E'dback l\IodE'l, Pre-Futures Period_Control (contilllll'd) 
Mean ~Wl.tion Variance [quaan 
e % 'PI v 
Panel F : Ne1herbrul 
NETIC -0.4483 .. i 0.1263 .. i 0.0293 i 0.0085 14733"" i 0.0579 0.5209 01749 11131 
... t·~~·s.·········~ri:06£~···············i''····~lJil···········I······~O'oiN-········*;·1-~6·~ci~·-;;;-~~:ff!9~- .... ~.~ :--~N£-··-..-k-~8~L- -~~--- - (~7~i .. . 
. t.~t~s · .. ~£;0IJ···j···~O'oIJl?·········I··~2.f~fJ····; .. '-·~6~!~~···-·---····-\~1~1·-··- 1-{t?l~----I-(~3~!L ... (~lo~~~)ti~L .. . 
-:!:.~:iD:~~t~!_~=U~tt=:==_~!~tt~'o~:::~t,- ~~~ __ Il~l--· 
NET5C 0.0104 ! -0.0065 I 0.0635 ! -0.0048 .. 0.2718 .... i 0.1388 0.8684 .... -00687 . 0.9062 
...... t.~.s.!~t.is..t.it:.s. ... ······(9.·~·~.32. ................ I .... {;O')J.?!. ................ I ...... (.1.6.Q.o.t ........... _.l ... J~.L~Q~L.. . .. _(2.}~~L .. _ ... _.l ___ (~}_~~!. ........ -Lm.·8?8) (.1 .. 397) _Q~.~l 
NET6C -0.1597 ...... I 0.0164 ••• : 0.0579 ...... j 0.0031 ..... 0.1958 ... i 0.0447 I 0.8807 .... 0.0997 10415 
t-statistics (-11262) i (4.071) i (136495) i (5817) (2.060) ! (1519) (23.823) '(2869) (l 9355L 
Panel G : Spain 
SPI C -0.1395 ! 0.0406 I -0.0006 i -0.0192 0.1549· 0.0547 .. 0.8810 ••• 0.0395 i 13013 ••• 
t-statlStics .... .\.;'O":?~~).............\Q.??~2. .......• j;.o.9.9.D. (-1:o.~9).. ...J!?'Q~) i (1 946) (18927) i (0768) (14874) 
SP2C -0.1359 i 0.0386 ! -0.0140 i -0.D161 0.1695 ····;·T· .. 0.0603 ........... "i ••••• (0.I.J·8 .... 79.-.-p5.·.
7
.·i.·.).-. -. ;;;I--_·.·.·~O_·0·_O.-.63 .. 5441) ........ _. i.:I (1153.°..,.,.,89) ••• 
..... !:sta!is.!ics... .....\;.O..~??) ............... i . ..J9.:.?3..D......t j.;Ql~~). i (-0874) ....... JI?~?) i (2.056) ~~ 
SP3C 00194 i 00058 00120··T .. · .. iio027-·_·· O.l897;r-O:-i-o·i3·_ ...... i 0.8818 ... -O.020I·r-I-oii5--~ •• 
t-statistics (~.I68) I (-~.278) I (0.240) ! (0557) (1.752) i (2.615) (22615) (-0.440) I (16993) 
Panel H . Swinerland 
Panel I : Sweden 
SWDI C 0.3065 
...... !:~.t.~!!s.!i::s. ........ J'!.}~9.) .. 
SWD2C -0.0297 
t :~.t.~!!s.!i::s. ......... (-0.159) 
SWD3C -0.3090 
t-statistics .\;.!§I.~) 
SWD4C -0.2417 
.. !:~.t.~!!s.!ic~ ..... ..... U.:~~~) 
SWD5C -0 
t-statistics 
-0.0148 I 0.0671 I -0.0029 0.5430 ** I 0.0221 i 0.8857 ...... I 0.1233 12461 
...... , ..,(:9. ... ?.!.3..l...........!JO'~~~) ! (-0826) ···..J0·2..·:I·10}5·94J· .. ······!,·····Jo·9..·0··?4·~52.3t .. ;;,;1,. j028.·9)3·11··612·.;-.. i,-·~0·~.·053··~794)lJ21·!449··?.335) i 0.0018 I 0.0596·r·~00020· 
i (0100) ! (0898) i (-0 509) .... (!.:?9.~L. .ij~.~~1).L(~~!3_8) ...!.JI35.7i (l?239) 
' ...... ·6:0425···· .;;·r .. ·0··01'89· .... ·· .. ··' .. ···iio072 ........ · .. -. .. · 0.3197 + 0.0696 ... ! 0.8711 m! 0.0540 i 1.2271 .... 
(1724) '(0256) i (1116)(~:?~9.L (2.363) i (22005) . (1331) I (13.817) 
··1'··60408 .... · .. ·" .. :0·:6363 ..... \. "'00052' 0.7788 ...60362·j·07751 ••• 0.1949 .,; .. r·i"0779·" 
~~~~--t~i:: ~:~):t.~l"~~o;;~+:!::: '··1 .. ~.~. ,.: :t;,:: '" 
Notes: *, **, *** SignifIcant at 10%,5% and 1% respectively 
For the stock identifICation, refer to Table 2.2 
v is a scale parameter or degrees of freedom estimated endogenously. The GED nests the normal (for v=2) and the Laplace/double exponential (for va I) 
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Appendix 2H: Maximum Likelibood Estimates of tlte Feedback :Model, Post-Futmes PeIiod_ Control 
This table report, the estimated coefficients (t-statUtics in parentheses) for the model: 
Rtt = u. + aa2t + (~+ CPt dt)Rt-1 + £t 
c:l t = Clo + a,1~? t-I + ~d t-I + OXt,.1 £2t_1 
where Rtr. is the log price relative of the control stock i at time period t. 
Mean ~uation 
e ! CPo CPI 
Panel A : Fl'an£8 
v 
FR~~ -0.1917· I 0.0428 I -0.1635 • .... 1 -0.0029 0.1454 - 1 0.0093 : 08746 -: 0.1560 -I 1.6329 _ 
..... ~.:.~~~.~ .... ··j~:o1~····"·"·······r"~6~~~~~··"'·"""-l··"~£1~Wl·"'·"';;.! ... J£~~ ...... __ ... --~~~~ ___ +J£~ __ + (~~~) _I ~= _I (~~P _-
..... ~.:.~~!':~.~.~.!!:.~ ....... jQ:.?.!.~J.. ........ ;;; .. + .(:.Q.:~?~L······ ...... I .. J:~:·3.·9.·3.1 ... -........ l..j.Q.:~~L .... _ ........ ~!.:~ .. --.. 1 (03~L .. .J_t68~t_ L (3~ I j~}~ __ 
····!:=~~·~·········(~!.~:.:;).···············I· .. ···~~·~;~ ....... ······I···· .. ~~~~!.~·· .. ······~·~··l ..... (~i~~.-........ - ... -~1~~-..... ~I. .. ;o: __ .J._;..!~t_:l ~3: -I (~37!:~ -
FR4C -0.0088 1 0.0096 ! -0.0287 ! 0.0006 0.0474 i 0.0444 : 0.8586 ••• \ 0.2142 ".1 1.2047 m,-
·····!·:~~~·~····· .. ··~£o~t~···············I······Wl63JJ·················I·····~£J;9~··· .. · ..··-····I-·· .. ~~·.~~ .. ····· .. - .... · .. -~~o~~··· .... ···-+·~~£!~-----.. I·j~~L;;.~ ~i~-... t~ _. 
=.--t,!-----l-!---tt!-I~!---~~.f-!';'L-r:;~L~~t (:~ 
······· .. FR7c···············'(1:0492·················r···=O· .. 05o:i················r····:O:i226············ .. ··r .. ··ii'.oii31 ...... --.. ········ .... ko2~ .... ··· .. ·-+ .. kiio5~ .. -.. ··-.. 1 .. Jo9615t· .... ** .. i ...... ~.O¥~-·· .. ;1· .. ·(P3~;-;;; 
..... t.:.ri:i~~.~ .... ······~~~~~················I·····(ci~o~~),················I·····~i:J;.n···············l···· .. ~~~~{-~}············ .... ······~:~;#······ .. ··;;;···I· .... ~·~~8~·······-······i .... i~~9~~L;;~·_Jo~~¥~-;;;;, .. Ji~iL •• ~ 
..... !.:~~~.~ .... ·····~6:~21J················I·····~g~~~~~········ .. ·······I·····~~o~~~················I·····(ci~o%~;).··········· ..... ······~£NJ·····- .. ··;+··~~tiJH-·· .. ····-.... I·_i~1~L. ... ;.I-.. ~~I~~·--·· .. ;fj:~~w-..... 
t-statistics .. 0.521 I .. 0.334 i (0.434) i (0.107) (1.658 i (0.484) ! (52.489 (3.812 i 16.208) 
Panel B : Germany 
-l;;·-i;---+-i~~---I-ii} .. ~~-----~;-.L4.ti..j-¥i-~-;;-:~#.i-: =~:---~f~----+!D!,----I-!!--~~~----~--+=--t=-...j~H!-~ 
.................................. ········································t············· ........................... , ............................ ············t··········· .. ····················· .. ···· ...................... _ ................... _ .................. ·• __ .... ...,· .. ···· .. _·_·_··· ........ ··--I-·· .. _ ...... · .... L_ .. __ ... ,. ....... _ .._ ..... _-_ .......... . 
GER4C -0.0600 1 -0.0033 i 0.0861 .. ; -0.0018 0.0839"· i 0.1275 ...... I 0.8266 ·"1 0.1307 "·1 1.2152 ... .. 
... ..t:~~.~.~ .... ·····~6:;60Jl···············I·····~6~oriji················I······b!:o~r-l-··········;;;···i·····~£o~tii········ .. ·· ...... ····~n~jJ········ .. ;·;·f··· .. ·~·1~4}···-.·;;I--(~8~~~t.·-;;;;.1_··~21~-.. ·-~ ... 1··· .. %~~-.. -;;;;; 
... J.:~~.~.~ .... ·····(69o~~~~················I·····~£·ci?lJ······ .. ········I·····~·}:~~·······***I···Jci~o~;i-·· .. ···· .. ···· .. ··-·~JitJ··· .. ·····;;t-jl~£ .... -··· .. ·· .... 1 .. J·~~~L·· .... *i-.. ~~ __ ... I .. J~~L ...... 
·····!.:~~;t··· ······~~:·~·f~i················t·····~£·~ori~················I·····~ri~Jl~J················I··· .. ~g.~~~~······ .......... ···_·~o2!5~ .... ·· .. ·;* .. i· .... ·~t£~ .. -.. -··-····I·· .. (r~L ... ;*j.·--~~~--.. ; .. I·j1tj~~L;;;;;;; --:=--~~~----r:~----+=----t!~------~:~l---;+~!~-!:-... 1-~~---.. t-~~~-
....................................... C ............................ + ................... 1 .. · ..······ .... i ....................... ··· ... ·.········· ................................................ C ....................................... _ .. _ .................. ··· .. ··1·_·· .... _ ...... •· .. · ..... __ .... j ................... ·· .... · .. _-_·t .. __ .... __ ··· .. · __ .. ··_·_·· 
..... ~.:~:.~.~ .... ...... ~q~:.?~ ................ .l.. ... (~i..~!~4~ .............. ..I. .... ~~!:~6~;~ .......... ~ . ..1...... ~q.~;.;,~ ................. ....... ~!:~~~ .... _ ..... .J.. .... ~I:.~?~!~ .......... :J..(~~~L~] ..... ~~~~_ ..... _: .. LJL:~ __ ._:· .. 
GERIOC -0.0018 I 0.0017 i -0.0212 I -0.0094 0.0178 i 0.0093 i 0.9541 -"I 0.0658 • .. ·1 13337 -
..... t~iiii-i~···· ·····~£oOo~?J················I······~~·ori6i~·················I·····~6~~lH···············j·····~£o~lJl· .. -.. ·· ....... ····· .. ~~oWl··· .. -·········I····-~Q~gJl-·· .. ··· .. ······i .. J·~9~~)-·· .... ** .. i··-.. ~~i .... · ... I··J}~j~--·;;; 
·····!~iiiiiE···· ·····~£-f;ll···············j······~qo066:tl-·················I·····~~o~~~~···············j··· .. ~£cilfl .. ······-.. · ...... · ..·~~\}··· .... ·· .... ·I······W.·ril{~-.. -.. ;·;;1 .... (~i~~L.; .. 1·-J~o~~ .. -.. --lI-{i~8+~r ... ;;-
t-statistics (-0.809) i (0.225) I (0.995) i ( .. 0.458) (0.989) i (3284) ! (48.493) ! (0.438) (14310) 
Panel C:UK 
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CPI v PanelC :UK 
UKYC -0.1370 I -0.0031 i -Om41 i 0.0014 0.3474"" i 0.0604 i 0.8440 .. _, 0 1621 _ _ _J:!'~.!!!,!!£!_ .. --.(:.~ .. :!g~L··-·-··-+-'(:Q:~)_·_·· ___ .~J:.!~~),._. ___ LjO·?Q?L ___ . ___ ~.434L_l (1.585) I (211199) i (:2.854) I (!~ 
UKIOC -0.1426 i 0D235 i -0.0273 ! -0.0029 0.0592" i- o.oo4J·--r 09198-;;;.1- 0 1384 ~--. --.;;, 
.. _.t.:.~~t~.!!c..L ..... ~U.~~L ............ I ... -.~.9..:~1---.-i .. -1:Q:~.~?L_~_<:Q~~L _____ Q .85~.L_J (021~L_J_ (44.250) I (:3.8421---1. (!;: 
UKll C -0.0073 i 0.0001 i -0.0098 i 0.0006 0.1739 - i 0.0385 .. ! 0.8989 ~ 0 1001 - : -1Cr.n7 ___ 
..... !.:~!a.t.!!!'.t.iI;.~ .. ··-·~Q:.Q~.~)-.............. l ..... .{9..:QQ?).-............ ··I_J:.q}.9.?2.._ .... __ L(O~L .. _. ___ J!!2.!.t ___ ! _QJ.~ ___ '.J49 21QL--1 (:2.105) i (22.033) 
UKl2C 0.0402 I -0.0142 i -0.0271 I -0.0014 0.0346 i 0.0086 ! 0.9786 - .. I 0.0480 -: IJ334 ••• 
... _!.:.~!~,.!s.!.!c..~ .... ······~Q:·~·~·~J················l·j.:.Q)QJ.) ............ ····I··J:Q:·!7·~2··· .. ____ I_J:Q~!~l .. _____ --(!J!~§.L---l-.. J.Lq~~L __ --!_<!"'2Q.~L_.J._Jl.~~--.-J (18.030) 
UKl3C -0.0238 ! 0.0106 i 0.0156 i -0.0142 .. 0.0503 .. I 0.0082 i 0.9368 "-I 0.0866 -1 1.3216 --;U 
..... !.:~!~!~!!£~ ......... (:Q:.~~9.J ............. ..i ..... .{9.·:~?~)············ .. -.I .. -.. (Q...~~'?'J.--.. -...... -l .. -J:L~L--.-... -.. J1.:..~.~ ____ !_ ... '{Q~~~~L._ ... __ J_i.~.:..41~L._J_ (2.~ __ r (13.~ 
UKl:'~ 0.0600 I -0.0180 i -0.1426 ...... : 0.0456 ... 0.0178 •• i 0.0078 •• .. 1 09769 ·-1 0.0473 -I 1.l077;;~ 
..... ,.:.~!~!.!!.!!!.~.- .... 1O':~.?.~>.... ... _ ......... ~.j.:.Q.:~~.~.L ............. ! .... -<~1:.Q?1L_ ..... _.l __ (~~~~L ______ -<2.370t_. __ ~ __ g.10~L. ..... .JJJ.~1~1). __ 1 (4.031L __ l (21 ~ 
UKl5C -0.0464 I 0.0223 i -0.1585 .... i 0.0295 • 0.0164 i 0.0224 .. i 09282 "-I 0.0964 -i 1.6246 ----
··-·!:·~!!:!·!s.·!·iI;·~·········(:Q·:~~~)-·········-··f··· .. i.~.:~~~L·······_··_·L.·J:~:·~~!J·· __ .. _._I·.Jl.61Qt._ ......... _ .... jO.9~.t._l-.Jl.9Q.~L. ____ L (48':!"2..9.t_! (2.~--.-J (12937) 
UKl6C -0.0850 i 0.0370 ! 0.0026 i -0.0177 .... 0.0277 i 0.0419 .. i 09336 ·-T 0.0306 i 1.3914 -
.... !:.~_t!:,.!s..,.!c..~ ......... H.:.9..!.n ............... I .... J!.:~~?) ................. i ... jQ:.9..~L ....... -..... l...J:~.:Q~?L ... __ ......... J!c~.~)_ .. __ .. __ L.J!"~~L._ .... __ !._..{~J~L. __ ... j . (1.14~ i (12903) 
UKl7C 0.1183 i -0.0485 ! 0.0457 ! -0.0567 0.0611" I 0.0537 1 0.8819 ...... I····cl.OOo ----·r···i34()O ••• 
I-stalistics (1.:294) ! (-0.750) ! (0.591) (-1.442) (1.709) I (1 . .560) I (2O.7.54)! (12.561 
PanelD :US 
USIC -0.0894 i 0.0124 I -0.0558 1 0.0030 0.0622" I 0.0147 i 0.9383 ·-1 0.1431 - 1.4991 -
..... !.:.~!~t·~·!.!c.·~·········(:Q:.~.~·~>....·············l ...... (9..:?~) ....... · ......... i ..... (:.I.:g.~.~l. ............... l....J9.A~t._ .. _ .._ .._ J!c.?~~t-__ l.J.!.:Q1~L_ ... _._j_ .. i~~?.t ____ I_ ... t~~TI._ ! tI3.978) 
..... ,.:.~:~~~.~ .... ..... i~9.~?~;,~ .............. ..J. ..... ~q.~{~~ ................. I ...... ~!.:!~~;,L ...... _ .. _..I. .. _(~i.~;:.~ .............. _ .-.. -~~:~;;~--.. -.: .. L .. ~Q~~ ___ . __ .. L~:~_~L_:t_~i~~~ __ ~~~~IJ;l;~=~:-
US3C 0.0321 i -0.0008 I 0.0653 1 -0.0052 0.0322 I 0.0094 I 0.9877 -"I 0.0365 • .. ·1 1.1956 .... 
:~~~~;=~~t~=-~1:~;i~~~+:==~~i=~~~~~:.=:=~ 
.... .t:.~!~!.!s..!.!c..~ ...... J:Q:.Q.~.~.L ............. I .... JQ".~}.D ................. 1 ..J:.!:1..~~L._ .. _._!_ .. J!"~~~L .............. _ ... J.!:.?§.?L ............. l...._(Q"??.~L. .. __ .. _ ... i .. J~!!.:~lL_ .. _~_.J~:!.~_~. __ Jj.!!"~]L. .. __ . 
.... .t:.~:~~~.~ ......... ~~~:.~3.~?~~ ................ I. ..... ~I:.~{~~I~ ........... :... -~~:; ..... -.... L ... ~q.~;.~~~-..................... ~2.~:.;~ .... _ .... ~ ..... I .... ~Q.~~O;,). ................ i ~5~~t __ ~_:I_ .. _~~I: ...... __ : .. I._t!_~~L._ .. =. 
US7C -0.0436 I 0.0020 . 943 I -0.0063 ... 0.0963 • I 0.0204 .... , 0.9787 -"I 0.0749 •• .. 1 1.2282 .... 
·····'·:·ij~:b~·~···· ·····~ciqoV~J-········· .. ··+·····~~orifi-················l······~·~fm················I·····~?o~~W················ ······t~:g5WJ-········-·····I·····~·Jo~i··········-···1--(ri9.~i~l2.···· ... I-···~o~~{-·;+·+·I·j-i-~~w··· •• ;· 
..... !.:.!!~!.!s..,.~.! ......... (:Q:.g.?.~>.... ............. l ..... (9..:.~.~Q) ................. I .. J:.~.:.~.~.~>.. ............... L .... (g"~~~t ..................... (.!c.~~.?2. ................ t ... Jg.:~~~ ... _ .._ .._..J __ Q?.:!!..4!:!t. ___ ._ . ..! __ J.~c~~)_ ... _ .. _J._m:5.Q~_ .. __ ._ ..  
US9C -0.1839" I 0.0962 .. . 511 .... ! 0.0240 0.1144 ...... j 0.0041 I 0.8849 -"I 0.1291 • .... 1 12216 ••• 
..... ,.:.~!~!.!s..t!c..~ ...... J:!.:.?!.9.2. ............... 1 ..... (!.:?.QQ)................ ..~.?>.... ... _ ........ L .. J!.:Q~~t ..... ___ ...... J~)T!.L ..... _ ..... l ... _.(g.:~?.!)._ ........ __ .i.-~.~g]~t __ .L_p..:..~) ... _._. ___ i._t~?:.~QL ... _ ...... . 
..... !.:~~~:.:.!~.~ ......... (~9.~!~~~ ................ ! .....(~Q.~~~~~ ................ I ..... J9.~!O~ ............... ..l. .... (~Q.~~~ ............ _ .. _._~!.~:_ .. _ ...... _ .. L~.~~~; _____ ... _..L(~Q~;;5.L:J._.~~~~~-.--~J.J.t~~~-.. -.. :: 
USllC 0.2064 i -0.0129 I 0.0153 i -0.0011 0.0304 I 0.0072 i 0.9726 ...... i 0.0323 • I 1.6155 ••• 
·····~·~~i~'~·!···· · .. ···tq!f8~·················i·····~ri~~fJ················I······~~5\~1········.;*I·····~£·I~W·······*.·· ······~~W··-······;···I·--·WlN?·-······*;·1··-.(i9~~L--·;)··-~&:~~-···-;;;;I···-{i·~~>-.···;;;· -.!~---~L~-----I-~-'1\~L __ j __ ~~---~-----1~~~~ 
..... !.:.!!~t.!s..t.iI;.~ ......... (:Q:.3..5..~>.... ............. l. .... .(Q}}~) ......... _ ..... .! .. j:.l.:.g.?.5.>.... ............. L.Jg.:!.~.!1 ...... _ .._ ..... J!..:~~~L ___ .. __ I .... J~~~~L ... _ ... ___ !J!.~-'I_~l __ J._l~2~~2 .. _._ ... _._:._(~~1~L __ _ 
USl4C -0.0088 ! 0.0056 i 0.0165 i -0.0057 0.1481 ...... I 0.0107 i 0.8732 .-: 0.1.500 .... : 09562 ••• 
..... ,.:.!!~t.!s..t.!c..~ ......... ~:Q:.!.~?2. ............... 1 .... ..(9..:~?~) ................ .i ...... (Q:.~.?>... ............... l_ . ..(:.!.:~Q~) .......... __ ... __ .(~~.~L_ .. __ j_.Jg"~!.~L._ ...... .--i._.Q.~~~L ..... __ I_.J~"~331 ___ .. + (19.9Q?) ___ _ 
--!';~--~~--1-~i--~---;;?----i-~i---i.~=t{i--:j-~!-~--=~ii : 
t-statistics -0.217 1 (0.115) i (-0.454) 1 (0.137 (0.960) i (1.864) i (76589) I (-0548) ! 20138 
Panel E : Italy 
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Appendix :!H: ~IaxiInwn Likelihood Estimates of the Feedback 1-Iodl'1. Post-Futures Pl'liod_ Conn'of (contUll1l'd, 
Mean F;qWltion Variance Equation e . Cfu 
<+'1 v Paml F : Netherland 
NETIC -0.0581 0.0117 -0.0901 ***1 0.0022 ** 01700 ***' 0.0910 08649 00483 08862 
t-statistics .... J:.9.:!.¥.) ... _ .. __ ._(1~~~L.'<:.~:.~~6)Q.~~_o.) ... ____ . -'(~c~.!.L ___ .L..~~ .. ~~~ ___ . ____ U~_~~L . _<.O_~L . (.!.8.~_ 
NEf2C -0.2659 * .. i 0.0247 .. , 0.2045 ...... : -0.0094 ...... 0.1342 ,0.0058 i 09534 ••• 00463 08921 
.... ~.:.s.!!':t.~.!.iI:.s. ...... j:.~:.!.3..~.L ........... l ...... P .• ~.!.~L........._1 __ .(~:.??..~1.. ___ .. __ ;_J.:},~~L_ ... _ ....... ,(20 !P..L .. ___ ..J.. .. Jg,~~~L_ ..... U.~~.:..285L_._ ._Q!~) (18 O'J' \ 
NETIC 0.0000 . 0.0000 ! 0.0059 ! -0.0002 8.8357 **! 0.2427 .... i 0.4982 ••• 0.iXl38-..... ---668s3 
t-statistics (0.99.0) ...... 1. .... {9.:9.9.9.) ... i ..... (9.:.~.~}.l.........l..J:1..:.I.??) ..... _ m_(~9.~) ______ L_{2·02.!L_._._.i __ . (2.78~L .. _J....(g:9.Pl (14~~_ 
NET4C -0,0451 ! 0,0114 i -0.0176 : 0.0023 0.1103 ...... i 0.0324 ! 0.8633 ..... ! 01741-- I.jjJ3C1 ••• 
.. t:~te,t~til:s ....... (:9.:.5.,?9.L .. "L .. J9:?~~), ......... I,J:9.:.3..~,P, ..... LJQ.?~?L ....... (~:.Q.9.o.L_ .... J.JQ.?'~) .,... .'(3~5.5.1) (3 4461 (15054) 
NET5C -0.2374 .. i 0.0206 ! 01834 ...... 1 -0.0076 ...... 01666 .... i 0.0148 0.9420 ••• 0,0467 0.9031 
t-statistics .(:..I.:.9..3.?>...I .. J,!A~~L " .. .i.. .. (~:}~.5..L .......... L...(:2.:?~5.) . _J!c~.?9.)...._ .... L(9.:5.?~)t4.ll,~~ll . ;j!,~§lJ...._ ... (18310) 
NET6C -0.0154 ! -0.0101 ,-0,0151 -0.0003 05130" i 0.1612 .... : 0.8437 ... : -0.0206 0.9674 
t-statistics (-0.108) ! (-1.130) 1 (-0.413) 1 (-0.317) (1822) i (2768) i (22.078) (-0351) (19813) 
Paml G : Spain 
SPIC 0,0725 i -0.0426 -0.2176 ...... ! 0.0395 0.0127 0.0722 ...... ' 0.9337 ..... -0.0268 11514". 
! ' t-statistics .. JI . !.!!} .... ".; J.:.o.:~9.?') (-2.934) .. J!:9.~~) ........ _._ .. JL,I_9.5.)._+ J~.~:J.~L (¥~9~L J:Q,~~~) _... (17535) .. . 
..... I.:~~~~iI:.s.... ..~o.~{;~ ............. L .. (~O,~:5.~ ::::.:: ... L. .. (~2..~3.85.~~...... : ~O~~2~~ "'., ... , ..... ~I:~:~~... : .... ~2..~:.1.~. • ••. _i~;~~~). _ ···i~!.0~87~....J;§I.;~~ __ ..... ... 
SP3C -0,0071 ! 0.0066 -0.1817 ... ., 00307 •• 0.0599 .. 0.0461 • 0,8718 .... 0 1272 .... : 1.2778 ... . 
I-statistics (-0096) j (0.200) (-3.326) (2308) (2.438) • (1663) (29677) ; (2.940) , (14581) 
Paml H : SwitLerland 
Pamll : Sweden 
SWDIC 0.0692 -0.0079 0,0389 -0,0011 0.0092 0.0343··; 0,9799 ••• ' -00286 
.. t~s~J~s. .. ···~ci-:'~~ .. ···..·I·· .. (ci90~~L, .. 'I.~ci-~~J~; "''';''~~~ri;1 .. ········W:32;:~.;;i .. ·~·ori7i .. ·········i...<.IJ-~l1rJ. ••• ..(~\~:i 
I-slallshcs (-0435) I (0 135) :.\:915?) ........ .l..J.:.Q.:~?~L ....... ···· .. ·j~···~?·6..l.···;JoO'0}0·~8'04),' ...... i,i .... tO~~.9·.67 ..'35.'91.)'--;;;;;';1,'_.JO.3...0.?2.~7 .. 18) 
"S'\VD3'C" ...... Ci:ij'i'53 .......... I .. :0,0'0'63 T -0.0799 i 0,0094 0.0203 
t-statistics (0.109) ! (-0.201) ;\:IIQ.~) i (0 8~~) ..... ,j9.:?Q,6.) .... , . ..J .J.9.:~~?L ...... i(6~~?L... (1 490) 
SWD4C ··'Ci:oooo' .. '·r·iiO'o·o,o,· .. ··! 0.0000+ 0.0000 0.4279 i 0,0381 08646'" 0.0898 
I·stalislics .. (9000) ............... jJ9:9.9.9) ",.(90Q.QX.; .. (Q.:999) .jl..5..?~) ....... L.J.9.:?~?L ........ ,(I~!2~) (1.319) 
O 0404 . 00035 00494"· i, 0.0127 0.9139 .. ··"!"-ii'0988 ••• SWD5C -00383 i 0.0405 ; -. ! -,. . 
t-statistics (-0512) i (1.082) (-0722) (-0,213) (2109) ; (0557) (35.757) '(2.948) 
Notes: *, **, *** Significant at 10%,5% and 1 % respectively 
For the stock identifICation, refer to Table 2,2 
10681 
(18511) 
1.2583 
(15448) 
11085 
(16138) 
09422 
(14225) 
13494 ••• 
(14542) 
v is a scale parameter or degrees of freedom estimated endogenously'- The GED nests the normal (for v=2) and the Laplace/double expollllntial (for v-I) 
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Appendix 21: Maximum Likelihood Estimates of the Feedback Model, Pre-Futuru Period_Control (sortl.d by inclnstry) 
This table reports the estimated coefficients (t.-ltatUtics in parentheses) for the model: 
~ = a. + eett + (<AI + <4>I ett)Rt.-1 + Et 
et t = CI.o + a_I,e? t.-I + pett.-I + OXt..1 £'21_1 
where Rili. the log price relative of the control stocki at time periodt. 
a: 
100 
ct, I ~ i B v 
Appendix 21: MaxDnlBn Likelihood Estimates of the Feedback Model, Pre-Futuns Period_Control (sorted by industry) (cODtinued) 
e i I <PI v 
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App('ndi." 21: 1'laxnnlun Lik('liilood Estimat('s of th(' Feedback 11odel. Pr('-Futuns Pellod_ Control (solt('d by mdust!y) (conlllltlt'd) 
Mean r,u.a.tiDn Varian.t. EquatiDn 
e % <PI v 
Panel D : Finaru:ial 
........... _..... " ........... _ ..... -. 
SWl'3C -0.0295 0.0265 : 0.0053 : -0.0068 0.2856 09393 
t-statistics.j.:Q.:~~~L ....... _JI:5..~?2. .. _ .......... ~ .... Jg).~.:5.) ..... _._ . .!.(:!.:.5.QQ1 ....... _..(2~7.7) (078:1).. (236S9) (3692) \17 I c~, 
swrsc -0.0008 ; 0.0012 I OD031 ! -00038 ... 00797 ••• 0.1789 +.. 077S9 + •• , 0.0983 J ,SotS !:~t~!!s.!iI::~j:Q.:Q~~2. ; (0112) 1 (0 liD) (2284) (3043) (4473) I (21771) '(11351) i (18511) 
SWD2C _00297 .. ······, ... O:OOi8-·-·····t····O·~059t;·-·~O-0020·-- --0·~t054----- ··-0.0453- . ~3T6 ... L~0374-·11 4495 
····!~Wri~~·· ·-·~£H!~ ··I····W:Jji~··-· \. ·~ciJm·····-··r(69o~~ ............. -··~~f§~--· •• ·l·~~6-0~·-···- -t--(6~8~~) -;-~l--~~:~ -(~~)-
t-statistics (-1.368) . (1.079) ! (-1246) (1.019) (2122) : 0.730) (16.429) (24J7) (12826) 
01008 ••• 00237 08095 
Panel E : General and Re.ourte. 
GER3C -0 3354 0 0433·r-00557--r -00108 0.2047-'--;-·· 00421 •. 08987 0.0678'· I 3667 
... t.:.s.!,,:t.is..t.~.s......U .. 5.o..1)....J1..:!.~QL I (0.565).J_(:Q.~_o.L_. __ .. JI~.9.9L. ! (1907) .. _\.2..~8Q~.L J!~694)__ _.\.!3~) 
NIT3C -0.4979 0.0067 ···'·-029-23- ••• ! -00037 1.1098-·_·'··006()3; 08838 0.0671 1.0305 
... t.:.s.!~t.is.\il:s..j:_1..Q.?~L._...I ... JQ~~) ...... j~:?8.?.L ............ Lj.:.!.:<4.:5_D.l. .. (I)~3J .... __ .. ,J!.:5.~<1)._._ .. \..JE:~§"'_ .. _. (1.198) ,(9.811) 
US9C -0.0485 ,0.0046 i 0.3119 •• i -0.0663 0.1149 0.0304 i 09316 "-iO~mI9 -1·-i3110--
... .t.:~!a.tis..t.~.s ... j:g).9.9.2 ............. ~(g:Q?~).J .j~J.6..!t ......... _.LJ.:-':9..:5.~L._ .... _ ..... J!".<tI:l.?L. .\!:~~) _i (28360) 1 (0.875) (~~~ 
GERIOC -0.0903 ! 0.0149 i -0.0898 i 0.0032 0.0826 0.0346-----09108---,;;;0:--00807-· 1 1544 
t-statistics.J:Q?9.~).J.JQ:~?~) ............... ..i..j:I)~2). ..._!.. .. JQ}:¥.) .. _ .. (1".7.6..9)_.. • .... J!:f. I9.L___ . (30~~~L._._ . l .. (2 1}3) (16 713) 
GERIlC -0.0903 : 0.D149 I -0.0898 . 0.0032 0.0826 0.0346 ! 09108 "-I 00807 ", 1.1544 
, ... .,t:..~t~tis.til;.s ...... j:9. ... ?9..~.L...I .. Jg2?~L..jJ:.L5..~~L ... -l .. JO'.~:¥.L.-- .(176.9)JI,~I9.LJ-'30~~~) . (2 113)i\J.~!1}L 
FRI C -0.5349· i 0.1001 .! 0.1627 ... : -0.0216 •• 1.6015 0.0380 ,06551 02118 ••• , 15679 
.t-~Es.·····~ri:f;:6J~16:;?·········-······I···-~H;~}· •• L..\~~o~i- ····E:ci3W·· 0102:;~I-~692;:J .. ~-~f-·~tllJ--·- (:32~~)·· 
···...t·:£riri2s ··(6106~~ I ~6ririi~·· iJt:o~~~ .... ···\-~g:ril~~ ~ i;:~ . ~63~~ L_(ri68~~iL ~ •• \~ri~~ (rl~~j) 
t-s~;~icS .. ··~ri~j~}·l Jci°o~;······-···i ··W6fl~ ······-+-~d~6iriJ··-·· .. ~.;NJ ~;:iJ· ' -'~98~~~)·· ••• i~lriliJ r(i53io~) 
t-s;riists .. ~~ll;iH··· ·;;L.···~:g5iJ ···I·-~rib6i~-·····-\jciQo~;~·-~I:i;oOl .• ... ~ttJl1 ; (riI9;~!) .... !~lO~r-. F:i~~) -.•• 
t.statisticsU??~)J!.:~?~L j:9..Q25.).LJO:~~I.l.._(1?!1).. ., (O}l~) .. ij277.~~L (I 960) (16.?<I4) 
NETIC -0.4483 • i 0.1263;·: 0.0293 I 0.0085 1.4733··' 0.0579 i 05209 0 1 )49 1 1131 
t-s!l!:tis.til;s (-1.672)) (1882).LJ9.AQ!) .. I_JgA~~L .. _.j~390) .J!}?'~) ! (3.068) (I 747) 
UK2C 0.0702 -0.0196 I -0.0415 i -0.0046 0.1452 0.0523T-·08998-··· •••. 0.0463 
t-statisticsJ9. .. :¥'~)..\ (-0.603) ! (-0.556)J.j:9..~2.L__.(1.:~.~3) ... +(1.,6.~~L ; (26284) (IOS8) 
UKBC 0.2071 ;:O·~0248iiii266 ! -0.0085 0.3866 0.0230 i- oSiio:5-- ~.+; 00573 
t-statistics.(9.:.~?'.!.l. i (-0.726) . (1.361) .... .Lj.:Q9..?~L...{I:~~.!t(1134) I (19.358) ; t.~!:~icS -_122126~++T···O~~5;;··+·i·il:243i"· ··1 -0.0071 ~25!~ •• .. ·r·-·iij906-··· ... ; 
( 113)4) 
12956 
(14433) 
12331 ... 
(IS SOO) 
14760 
1489S) 
Notes: *. **. *** SigniflCant at 1O~" 5% and I % respectively 
For the stock identifkation, refer to Table 2.2 
v is II scale paruMter or degrees of freedom estimated endogenously. The 0 ED nests the normal (for V"'2) and the l..4plllceJdouble exponential (for v-I) 
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Appendix 2J: Maximmn Likelihood Estimates of the Feedback Model, Post-Futures Period_Control (sond by industry) 
Thi. uble reports the estimated coefficient. (t.-statistics in parentheses) for the model: 
Rtt = (1.. + edt + (<AI + q>tdt)Rt..1 + Et 
az t = (1-0 + (1..1 f,,'2 t.-I + ~d t.-I + OXt.1 £21_1 
where Rr. is the log price relative of the cOnUol stock i at lime period t. 
e I CJb v 
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Appendix 2J: Maximmn Likelihood Estimates of thp Fepdback Modpl, Post-Futures Ppriod_Control (sorted by industry) (continued) 
I 0: I eMeut:CIlo I <PI <l{) 0:1 Im-~r..-~· 0 V ·!-~t!e~~ __ ·-;··r--·ii~02i5·""·-··"'·-r-o 1488-'" **1 .0.0050 0.1122. I . _: -!:!.!!~~ ..... J:.!.:~.-.. -... -.. +-.. JI··:2.!~·········· ... ··I_ (2D2!l. .. _~_H~) (1.815) I ~o~ I (~t~ ,~3r: -j (!;!~~ 
Gml2C -0.1256 1 0.0031 i 0.0609 i -0.0013 0.0613 ! 0.0672 ... , 0.9222 -, 0.0123 I I 814.5 
.-.!:-.!.~!=~- -.{:Q.:?QP.2 ..... __ j .. J9-'2..7.~ .. _ ...... _ ...~_.tO..:~~ __ .~.J:Q;.~~~1 (0989) I (3.284) ___ i (48 4(3) i (0.438) i (14310) 
USI C ·0.0894 0.0124 I ·0.0558 I 0D030 0.0622·: 0.0147 j 09383 -I 0 1431 _I I 4991 ._ 
... !:!!!~ .. i;:,-..... <':Q:?~~.L ........ (~:1.¥'). . ._.t.- .(:1.,!!.26.>_ -" ...... j._J9:§.2.~L_ .. _ .... ..J1}~L _!_(! ... ().1.~L __ L~.~.1) ____ L~.461) ,1. (13~ 
US2C ·0.2717 I 0.0149 I 0.1201 I -0.0090 0.2020· I 0.0106 i 0.9524 ···1 0.0915 - "11195" .-
.... !:!J~~! .. · .. ··{~Qo~p· .. ··-.. ·· .. t·-·~~~~k~···············I·--·~.k~3L_ ........ j __ .~.:j} ... _. ____ .J~~ .... i ~:J-----'~:~~) "'-_1 ~:;~-_.I (:3i!~ ._" 
'-'~:iJi~~'-'" ·"··~5~J:l····-·····"··I····J5~o~;~···············+····~~J!J-.. "··-···-1·· .. ·~l~J··-··-;.* -"-W~O~6r---*+~0~i~- •• '()ij~J _I -~~--;;~~~> "0;; 
.... !:.!.t!~~'-... j:Q.:~.!!?2'-"-""'''''I .... JQ:.1..~2. ... -......... l ..j1..:~~L_._ .. _ .. j._ .. (:~Q.Q.QL._ .. _._ .... JU~ ___ ..... ....L...Q1~ ........... iJ!.~j31L..J" (3.108) I ~14.811) 
US8C -0.0189 ,0.0018 i -0.1082 ,0.0011 0.0556 i 0.0058 1 0.9643 ·-i 0.0521 -·r UI9J ... -
.... !:!t...~~!=!!. ... ·_··{:.Q·:Q~1)·_··_··· ...... I ...JQ:.1..2..Q) ................. j .... (:.1..:~~_~L ........ _ .. j. .... .tQ:.12.~l._ .. _ .. _ .. _ J.W1L __ ~_._(Q..564J __ L(19.Q~L_...J (2.606) ~~_" 
USIOC ·0.0417 I .0.0029 i 0.0303 i ·0.0015 O.OSIS i 0.0061 ! 0.9133 ••• : 0.0299 • i 1..5326 .-
.... !:!!!~!£'-...... "{:.Q.:!.~~2.-......... ...I .. .J:Q.:2..2..~L·· ... _ .. ·.·I.· .. J9..:~?L_ .. -.. -J.-.(---q.~.~~.---- .. .JI·~_...l_(Q.~5..I) __ .JJ.!Q1~?~L .1 (1.895) ...l (14528) 
usn ~ 0.2064 I ·0.0129 I o.om 1 ·0.0011 0.0304 i 0.0072 I 0.9126 ···1 0.0323 • i 1.61S.s ~ 
..... !:!.t.e,t.!:s.!~s.. ...... J.~:~Q?)"-"-"' ...... i .... H.5.!.~.~>' ................ 1 ....JQ.:!.1?? ....... _ .. _ .. j ... H.:~?.L __ .. _ .. __ ..JQ.:~_~7L ___ L(O'.:5..5..?) ...... _ ... _ ...U .. ~.:246L_._i ..11243) LJI2.800L 
US13C .0.0894 i 0.0024 I .ODS93 i 0.0001 0.0619 i 0.0091 I 0.9115 ···r o056T"-;;;' 0582 .;;;; ·····!:ij~rJ~!··· ·····~5:gj:~······················W:Jg2~·················I·····~i~jll···-·· .. ··-·+····~Q~g.M·····-··-··- -..JJ.o~f~-· ... ···_J_~~ .. · ....... (~~6iJL;;;f%.~--·_~t~5L;;;;--"~--J~IJL-----%~---+<t~---+~~t-- -j£-:J---4~-.. ~~-• .;r-~~-Tt~;;; 
t·statistics (0.446) (.0.409) I (0.579) i (.0.159) (0.298) I (2.404) (113.144) I (.1.945) ! (IS.5I1) 
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Ap}lendix ~J' I\:IaxiImun Lik"lihood Ertimates of the F"edback lI.:lod,,1, Post-Futun>s P",iod_COllh'ol (~olt"d by mdu~m .. ) (colltinu"dl 
Variance Equatien 
CL 
PaRel D : Financial 
"swe' .00770 ......... ·:ii~oo64 .. ··· .. 1· .. o'jo74- ....... r~ii~oo39-o0674 --.T oom-"---f09025 --;. •• 
-!~~~~. · .. ·~6-·ioW ..... · ..·-i-(~~o6W· .. · ..·+ .. ~~ly~-.. -.. -**·1·-~~~cii~·--.. --~!}£9J-·--;;T·-~lg:il"";-~ (~gft~L ~ .. 
t;~~~. · .... ~6-:ri}~i..·-i .. ·~J61~·· (~6:~:-}· ... j-~o~~6l------ -~!j1:i .. ; ~.ci~r ...... + (~~~~L ••• 
.... !:s..t~~is..ti.c.~ .. j.:.Q.~~~2.-.- ... J .. (9..!.3..5.).......JJ:g)~~L ... __ LJ:Q}7]'L_. __ __ i~.~~~) ..... ... ...jQ~5Q_) _..L(~5652L 
SWD5 C ·0.0383 i 0.0405 . -0 D404 '·0.0035 0.0494 0.0127 . 09139 
t·statistics (-0512) ! (1082) (-0722) (-0213) (2109) (0557) : (35757) 
J i i ! 
Notes: *, **, *** SignifIcant at 10%,5% 001 % respectMly 
For the stock identifICation, refer to Tabla 2.2 
B v 
01265 ••• 11969 '" 
(3~ .1 (13311)_ 
0.1293 "', 1 ~233 ••• 
Q,2(J3L . (1439:4)_ 
01968 1.2583 ••• 
j~~l)_--l-J~~_~ 
0.0988 • • • I J494 
(2948) (14542) 
(2&47) (14165) 
00658 13337 
J~?~7). (14165) 
0.1560 16329 
j~.99.9)_ ( 1 S 535) 
01363 I 2377 
(3812)" _. (16208) 
0.0936 ... 1 733\ 
Q:g~2) __ . ,.; (14309) 
01305 ••• : 1 3268 
(2585) 
·0.0022 
(.0013) 
0.0483 
.. .JQ.982) 
. (18470) 
07990 
(18847) 
08862 
(18884) 
1 7020 
i (11 773) 
1\'6021 
(13811) 
", 1.7152 ••• 
(12.751) 
v is a scale parameter or degrees of freedom estimated endogenously. The OED nests the nomuU (for v=2) and the lAplace/double exponentJOl (fon-I). 
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Chapter 3 
The Price Discovery Role of Universal Stock Futures 
"The big benefit from fut~res markets is ... the fact that participants in the futurc~ 
markets can make ~roductlOn? storage, and processing decisions by looking at the 
pattern of futures pnces, even If they don't take positions in that market.·· 
Black (1976a, p.176) 
3.1 Introduction 
In chapter 1 it was shown that price discovery is an important function of futures 
markets and is one of the main reasons underlying their evolution. In this chapter wc 
examine whether the USF contracts have succeeded in fulfilling this economic role. 
In discussing the economic functions of financial markets, Merton (1990. p.263) 
points out "The core function of the financial system is to facilitate the allocation and 
development of economic resources, both spatially and across time, in an uncertain 
environment." However, the capital-allocation role of financial markets rests on the 
informational efficiency of security prices. For the capital-allocation determined hy 
markets to be efficient, it is essential that security prices reflect all rc levant 
information fully and accurately to market participants (Fama. 1970). It is obvious 
that an integral role of financial markets is the efficient dissipation of information. 
Therefore, price discovery (i.e., process by which a security market impounds nc\\ 
information and finds equilibrium price) is arguably the most important product of a 
security market (Schreiber and Schwartz, 1986; Hasbrouck, 1995: O'Hara, 2003). 
Recent advances in information technology and telecommunications technique have 
led to some dramatic changes in the structure of global financial markets m'cr timc, 
One of the main developments is the growing number of individual assets or multiple 
highly related assets are traded on more than one market. \\"hen an asset or se\eral 
related assets are traded on multiple markets, a crucial question naturally ari~c~: 
which market contributes most to the price discovery and information incorpl)ration? 
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A prominent example of highly related financial assets trading in different markets is 
a stock and its derivatives. In a rational, efficiently functioning and frictionk~~ 
market, prices of stock and derivatives must simultaneously reflect new information. 
As a result, returns of these two markets should be perfectly contemporaneousl~ 
correlated. If this were not the case, arbitrage profits would be possible (Kolb. ~OOO). 
However, due to market frictions such as transaction costs and market microstructure 
effects, one market may play a larger role in price discovery and reflect information 
faster than the other thus causing a lead-lag relation in returns. Intuitively. the market 
that provides a combination of greater liquidity, lower execution costs and greater 
leverage opportunities should dominate price discovery process (Booth et ai., 1999). 
Due to the nature of derivative contracts (such as lower transaction costs, less capital 
outlays, higher leverage, and lesser trading restrictions), they constitute an additional 
and attractive venue for informed traders to trade on their private information and 
others to discover that information. Accordingly, derivatives are expected to lead the 
underlying assets in impounding information and may provide information that 
simply cannot be inferred from the stock markets.67 This argument is reinforced 
when one considers that any restrictions on stock trading (e.g., uptick rule on 
shorting) mean that stock prices are slower in adjusting to information. especially 
bad news. 
A considerable amount of empirical research has been directed towards examining 
the lead-lag relationship and the price discovery function in a variety of derivatiH~s 
markets such as commodities derivatives markets. currency futures markets. stock 
67 As the quote at the beginning of this chapter suggests. price discovery is an essential funct~\)11 
. ~ t' t'd rive' the underivin" performed by futures markets. Their ability to incorporate new InIOrma IOn 0 e . - ~::-
assets' value is often presented as the key justification for these markets (Garbade and Silber. 198J). 
For the reasons why futures can alter amount and/or speed of information flow. see Cox (1976). 
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index futures and/or index options markets, and individual equity options markets. 
The full list is too long to provide a census, but notable examples using currenc\ 
'- . 
futures markets data include studies by Chatrath and Song (1998) and Wang and 
Wang (2001). Examples of studies examining stock index futures and/or options 
markets include Chan et al. (1991), Koutmos and Tucker (1996), Fleming et al. 
(1996), Booth et al. (1999), Chiang and Fong (2001), and So and Tse (200-+). to 
name but a few. Among the authors who have addressed the issue in individual 
equity options are Stephan and Whaley (1990), O'Connor (1999), Hatch (2003) and 
Chakravarty et al. (2004). More recently, the nature of relationships among the stock 
index, regular index futures and E-mini index futures has also attracted the attention 
of practitioners and academics. Examples using U.S. data include studies by 
Hasbrouck (2003), Kurov and Lasser (2004), Ates and Wang (2005). and Tse and 
Xiang (2006). Overall, findings of these and similar studies generally support the 
notion that movement in derivative prices leads the underlying assets prices and 
hence contributes to the discovery of new information regarding the future level of 
spot prices. 
Despite this plethora of studies in various commodities and financial derivatives 
markets, studies that explicitly investigate the relationships between single stock 
futures (SSFs) and the underlying stock, to the best of our knowledge. are virtually 
nonexistent, primarily due to their lack of history and the unavailability of data.
68 
Although these new derivative contracts have been the focus of some recent research. 
the issue of whether the SSFs market plays an important role in price disco\'~ry and 
68 . . .. b b d' the U S for the last t\\ 0 decades For Instance futures on indiVidual stocks have een anne In . '. . 
, h SEC d CFTC on shanng the regulaton 
under the Shad-Johnson Accord, an agreement between t e . an ~.. ~ '000)' 
. .. I b I I in mid-2001 {see tIS(,\O. - . 
authority over futures on SeCUrities, and only recent y ecome ega 
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thus carnes predictive information about the future movements in the underlying 
stock prices has been subject to very little (if any) attention in published research.69 
Therefore, the primary objective of this chapter is to fill this gap in the literature and 
investigate the dynamics of interaction between single stock futures markets and 
underlying stock markets by using a set of Universal Stock Futures (USFs). the 
newly established SSFs contracts in U.K. LIFFE.70 The USFs data is analysed 
because of the following special features of this market. First, although there are a 
few countries (such as in Sweden, Australia, South Africa and Hong Kong. etc.) 
which have stock futures trading in a small number of domestic stocks, such trading 
has so far been inconsequential and not much evidence can be drawn from their 
illiquid trading. The situation in LIFFE is different in as much as the volume of 
Universal Stock Futures (USFs) trading promises to be substantial in relation to their 
stock markets.7l And as the market continues to grow, perhaps the data quality will 
be better than that of other small exchanges for drawing meaningful conclusions 
about the nature of inter-relationships between the futures and stock markets. 
Another significance of USFs is that LIFFE is the first exchange in the world to offer 
stock futures contracts on foreign underlying stocks. 72 Hence, in this sense, USF 
contract is being seen by the rest of the world as an experiment. If such futures 
69 McKenzie et al. (2001) examine the impact of SSF listing on the volatility of the stock market in 
Australia, Outt and We in (2003) analyse the suitable margin requirements for the U.S. SSF market, 
and Lien and Yang (2004) examine the effects of change in Australian SSF contracts specifications. 
70 The single stock futures (SSFs) has been traded in some smaller exchanges such as the Hong Kong 
Futures Exchange (HKFE) and the Sydney Futures Exchange (SFE); however, these contracts havc 
not proven particular attractive to the investors. The LIFFE has argued that the. lack of. volume on 
these local contracts was due to the limited range of domestic stocks and the Immatunt). of these 
markets. Indeed LIFFE is the first major exchange to launch 'cross-border' SSFs and, \\It~ recent 
lifting of the ban on these contracts in the U.S., there are about 15 exchanges trade SSFs coverIng ovcr 
300 stocks (see Lascelles, 2002 for a survey of exchanges trading SSF contracts). . 
71 During August 2004. USFs trading volume was 473,192 contracts, average daIly volume was 
21,509 contracts, and end-of month open interest was 565.727 contracts. The ycar-to-date. volume of 
over II million (124% year-on-year growth) makes it the world's largest SSF c\(hangc In terms of 
trading volume (see http://www.databyeuronext.com/nexthistory). 
72 LlFFE listed a total of 433 USF contracts from 13 different countries in June 2005. 
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trading is successful it is likely that other exchanges will follow. More importantly. 
while insights can be gained by examining the inter-dependence between domestic 
listed SSFs and the underlying stock markets, the cross-border stock futures such as 
the USF contracts offered by LIFFE in non-UK stocks allows us to cater for a further 
dimension in the literature: pricing dynamics and information transmission 
mechanisms between foreign-listed SSFs and the domestic underlying stock markets. 
Moreover, they also permit us to examine whether there is a 'country effect' in the 
SSFs' contribution to price discovery. A number of studies argue, in the context of 
cross-listed stock index futures, that the price discovery ability of futures markets 
will largely depend on the market structures and institutional differences of the 
markets at which the underlying indices are being traded (see, e.g., Board and 
Sutcliffe, 1996; Roope and Zurbruegg, 2002; Frino and West, 2003; and Covrig et 
aI., 2004). The conclusion from these studies is that the markets with lower 
transaction costs are more conductive to information incorporation, and that price 
discovery primarily originates from the home market (i.e. home-bias hypothesis). 
Therefore, it would be interesting to see whether these results are applicable to the 
cross-listed USF contracts that are based on foreign stocks, and if USFs price 
discovery function can be attributed to the differences in the underlying stock market 
conditions or locations. 
To this end, this chapter investigates, for the first time, the nature and extent to which 
USFs contribute to the price discovery process. In particular, we consider the part 
that USFs play in discovering the information about their underlying stock prices, 
and the factors that influence this role. Firstly, we determine whether price discovery 
occurs on the futures markets by applying the approach developed by Gonzalo and 
Granger (1995) to quantify the contribution of USF to determination of stock price. 
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Secondly, both the market-wide and firm-specific information flows are documented 
for the whole sample period, as well as the introduction and maturity periods of CSF. 
An investigation into the impact of several variables which may influence the 
proportion of new information that is incorporated via the futures markets forms the 
third focus of this chapter. These include the trading characteristics (relative liquidity 
and trading costs), futures specifications like 'contract size', and information types. 
Additionally, we also consider the impact of geographical origin of underlying stock 
market (trading location) on proportional of USFs price discovery. All these analyses 
into the influences on the USFs price discovery process are done by considering 
certain periods and/or groups, and by means of the cross-sectional regression models. 
Most importantly, the current study also characterises the dynamic interdependence 
of the stock and futures markets by explicitly modelling the ways in which these two 
markets interact through their second moments (i.e., the 'volatility-spillovers' effect). 
To our knowledge, while this has been recognised as an important issue (see, e.g., 
Chan et aI., 1991; Abhyankar, 1995; and Chatrath et aI., 2000), this is the first study 
to directly examine the higher moment dependence between futures and stock 
markets at the individual stock level. 
Volatility-spillover is an important issue in the study of information transmission 
process for a variety of reasons. First, volatility is often regarded as a useful measure 
for information flow. Two seminal papers (French and Roll, 1986; Ross, 1989) show 
that the variance of an asset's price, and not the asset's simple price change, is 
directly related to the rate of information flow under the competitive markets. In 
addition, Cheung and Ng (1996) also point out that volatility change is a process of 
reflecting the arrivals of new information and of how the market e\'aluates and 
assimilates the information. These suggest that the interaction between conditional 
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vanances has significant implications concerning the information transmission 
mechanism between the assets or markets. Therefore. in order to gain a morl' 
thorough understanding of the information flows between stock and futures markets. 
it is important to investigate how volatility is transmitted between these two markets. 
If information arrives first in the futures market, one should expect to see volatility 
spillover from derivatives to stock market. Second, the examination of volatilitv-
spillover dynamics between stock and futures markets pertains to the perceived 
destabilising effects of futures trading. Specifically, these markets have long been 
suspected of exerting a destabilising influence on the underlying stock market. 
Although this debate is still largely unsettled at both the theoretical and empirical 
levels, there is growing evidence that trade in futures does not destabilise the 
underlying markets. To the extent that volatility is induced by trading in response to 
new information, the volatility-spillover from futures to stock markets should be 
treated as the beneficial effect because it is purely a reflection of futures markets 
expanding the channels of information flow in the stock markets and performing its 
role as a source of information transmission (see Cox, 1976; Ross, 1989; and 
Antoniou and Holmes, 1995). 
Third, intuitively, the futures and their underlying stock markets are both affected by 
the same information set. Therefore, differences in their information transmission 
abilities (as measured by strength of volatility transmission) reflect the relative 
efficiencies in their information processing. Fourth, it is well documented that the 
variance of error terms in Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) equations are both time-
varying and highly persistent, and there is a reason to suspect that the variances are 
correlated across stock and futures. Failure to incorporate such effects can invalidate 
the statistical inferences relating to the intermarket relationships. Consequently, tl) 
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study the price dynamics in the stock and futures contracts, it is important to take 
into account the intermarket volatility spillover. Therefore, an appropriate eXknsion 
to our price discovery analysis is to simultaneously model return and yolatilitv 
interactions between USF and stock markets. 
Taken together, this chapter not only provides, for the first time. empirical evidence 
on the price discovery function of USF contracts but also contributes to the current 
understanding of linkages between derivatives and underlying markets in the 
following aspects.73 First, unlike the market-wide instruments, the USF contracts are 
based on individual stocks which by definition can be directly traded. This tradable 
nature of the underlying market implies that stock and futures prices are more closely 
linked by a cost-of-carry relationship, and hence USF prices may not contribute to 
the discovery of new information to the same extent as the markets for non-tradable 
underlying assets such as index futures contracts. Investigation of the price discovery 
role of the USFs market can thus provide a direct answer to this important issue. 
Second, our examination of the USF price discovery role over different time periods, 
and across several markets, could provide insights on the relative price discovery of 
derivatives markets at the different stages of their developments. 7~ In addition, the 
cross-border USF contracts on non-U.K. stocks allow us to shed more light on the 
possible 'home-bias' effect in the information transmission mechanisms between 
foreign-listed futures and their domestic underlying stock markets. 
Third, the relatively large sample (i.e., 50 USFs) also permits us to examine the 
dominant characteristics that determine relative price discovery contributions of the 
futures markets by using a cross-sectional analysis. Empirical results would pro\ide 
73 • . "b' fth' chapter to the current literature. See AppendiX 3A for an overview of the maIO contn utlOns 0 IS . . 
74 h' . ... d b h fi d' th t t re markets process information taster T IS sub-perIod analysIs IS motivate y t e 10 lOgs a rna u 
than less mature markets (see, for instance, Chiang and Fong. 2001; and Frino and West. 2003). 
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policy-makers important insights on the importance of several factors in security 
designs and market structures. Finally, whether there are interactions in second 
moments of the stock and USFs markets is another important issue that is 
investigated in this chapter. As discussed before, this has vital implication for the 
issues regarding the relative price discovery and informational efficiency of these 
two markets. 
Another distinguishing characteristic of this study is the comparison of stock and 
futures markets ability in reflecting the firm-specific and market-wide information. 
Previous research which has examined the lead-lag patterns between stock index and 
stock index futures markets documented considerable variation in price discovery 
contributions of each market depending on the information types.75 In particular. 
these studies suggest that the lead of futures markets will become greater around the 
'market-wide' information release periods, while transmission of information will 
run from the stock to the futures market in the case of the 'firm-specific' information. 
It would therefore be interesting to analyse whether the kind of information may 
affect the USFs contracts' contributions to the price discovery process. It would also 
be interesting to test whether the price discovery role can vary depending on the 
information content. This study directly addresses these two issues using USFs data. 
Although our focus is on the reflection of firm-specific information in the stock and 
USF markets we also consider the market-wide information as well as whether the , 
information content is 'positive' or 'negative'. 76 
Findings of this chapter should benefit both the academic and financial communities. 
The latter include investors who trade in both stocks and deri\'atives. as \\cll as tlwse 
75 See, for example, Chan (1992), Crain and Lee (1995), Frino et al. (2000), amongst o~her~. . 
76 The use of USFs is particularly useful in studying the transmission of 0rm-speclfic mformatlOn 
because the USFs' tradings are mainly based on the news relating to the individual stocks 
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who are active in only one market. For instance, if the results show that futures 
market contribute significantly to the price discovery, this indicates that some 
information is first reflected in that market, and movements in these markets will be 
of interest to investors trading the underling shares.77 Additionally, the cash-futures 
price relationship is also an important factor for hedgers in developing effective 
hedging strategies. According to the traditional theory of hedging, the effectiveness 
of hedge largely depends on the parallelism of movements in spot and futures prices. 
Further, an investigation of the price discovery dynamics between stock and futures 
markets could shed light on the market preference of informed traders. Intuitively, if 
informed traders are more likely to choose one particular market to reveal their 
private information, prices on this market tend to lead on the other markets. This is 
particularly important as a greater understanding of where informed traders choose to 
trade and the factors influencing this choice are highly relevant to market makers and 
regulators. For example, knowledge of the informed traders' market preferences will 
aid the regulators in preventing illegal insider trades. In addition, an analysis of the 
price discovery role of LIFFE USFs contracts could also provide useful references 
for other derivatives markets which have introduced and/or been considering to 
launch the single stock futures. For instance, it may help exchange executives make 
decisions on whether such derivatives products should be listed in their markets as a 
means of enhancing information dissemination, 
The structure of this chapter is as follows. The next section provides a brief rcvic\\ 
on the literature in the price discovery function of derivatives markets. The 
theoretical pricing relationship between the futures and stock markets, together with 
h 1 f ' .. I h vI'ewed Section 3 ~ describes t e resu ts 0 some prevIOUS emplflca researc are re ' .-
77 . ' 60° a of investors identitied According to a recent survey conducted by GreenWich ASSOCiates, ove.r "005) 
'price discovery' as one of their primary concerns about the current secunty markets (G/\. - . 
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the data and sample selection criteria. Section 3.4 outlines the empirical procedures 
we use to investigate the contributions of USF s to the price discoyery process, their 
variations across stocks and through time, the factors that cause the yariations. and 
the volatility interactions between these two markets. The empirical results and 
robustness checks are also presented in this section. Finally, section 3.5 concludes 
this chapter, outlines the limitations and discusses the potential extensions for further 
research. 
3.2 Literature Review 
The price discovery process in fragmented markets has attracted much attention from 
the academic and financial communities in recent years as more and more assets are 
traded in different markets in different forms. Intuitively, as the prices of the 
identical or multiple highly related assets are driven by the same underlying 
information, all markets should impound the common information instantaneously 
and simultaneously in a perfectly efficient and integrated financial system, so that 
their prices adjust to a new equilibrium level with no lag. As mentioned earlier. 
however, there are significant differences in their market frictions, market structures. 
and security designs that affect the speed at which each market reflects and digests 
the incoming new information. Consequently, it is possible that some securities are 
more capable of incorporating the new information than others. even though they are 
based on the same underlying asset. 
Numerous studies have been devoted to examme the pnce dynamics among the 
informationally-linked security markets such as the deriyatives and spot markets. 
international derivatives written on same cash index. internationally cross-listed 
stocks and domestic stock markets international currency markets, and domestic stock. , 
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exchanges trading the same securities.78 T\\o crucial questions these studies attempt to 
address are: (l) which market contributes most to the information incorporation? and 
(2) what are the dominant characteristics that determine the price discoven' function 
of a security or market? Different approaches have been put forward to study these 
issues. Nevertheless, the outcomes of the empirical investigations in the current 
literature are still inconclusive and making these issues open questions. 
A prominent example of informationally-linked financial assets trading in different 
markets is a stock and its futures. Since futures prices and spot prices are dri\'en by 
the same underlying information, they should be closely related. Specifically. if 
futures and spot market are perfectly efficient, the futures and spot prices are 
expected to satisfy three conditions: (i) changes in spot prices and changes in futures 
prices are expected to occur at the same, but (ii) current futures price change is 
expected not to be related to previous spot price change, and (iii) current spot price 
change is also expected not to be related to previous futures price change. That is. 
these two markets should reflect the same information simultaneously~ and there 
should be no lead-lag relationship between futures and spot price changes (i.e. 
returns). 
3.2.1 Linkage between the Futures and Spot Prices 
According to the cost-and-carry theory (see, e.g., MacKinly and Ramaswamy. 1988). 
the prices of futures and spot can be expressed in the following relationship: 
P - p. (r-d)(T-t) 
F,t - s,re 
78 For derivatives and spot markets, see Stoll and Whaley (1990), Chan (1992), Flemi~g et al. (~99~). 
. . .. . . d F . d West ("'003) and Covng et al. (- OO"f). For internatIOnal derivatIves tradmg same 10 ex, see rlno an... . I ("'00'1) 
. ., . E d S bherwal (2003) and Grammlg et a, ... .' For the internatIOnally lIsted companIes, see un an a . '1998) 
II ' dO k (1993) ChatrathandSl1!H!( , For international currency markets, see Arshanapa I an ou as. • d l' 
H ' I (199") Hasbrouck (1995) an ... e For different domestic stock exchanges. see DeB arns et a , ~ . . 
( 1999). 
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where PF ,/ is the fair futures pnce, Ps t is the spot pnce, r is a continuously 
compounded risk-free rate of interest, d is the continuously compounded yield in 
terms of dividends derived from the stock until futures contract matures. and T -( is 
time to maturity of the futures contract. Taking logarithms of both sides giyes: 
This suggests that the long-term relationship between the log of the fair futures price 
(Ft) and spot price (St) should be 'one-to-one'. Thus the basis (difference between the 
futures and spot prices after adjusting for the carrying cost) should be stationary. 
When this wanders without bound, arbitrage opportunities would arise. which would 
be assumed to be quickly exploited by arbitrageurs such that the relationship between 
spot and futures prices will be brought back to the long-run equilibrium. 
In other words, if the markets are frictionless and functioning efficiently, the price 
change in the spot price and its corresponding changes in the futures price would be 
expected to be perfectly and contemporaneously correlated and not cross-
autocorrelated. Mathematically, these notions can be represented as: 
corr(~Ft' ~S/) ~ 1 condition (i) 
corr(~F;, ~St_p) ~ 0 ; V P > 0 condition (ii) 
corr (~F;-q , ~St) ~ 0 ; V q > 0 condition (iii) 
However, because of market frictions (such as transaction costs, infrequent trading. 
short sales restriction, etc), market structure and security designs effects. one market 
may playa larger role in price discovery and reflect information faster than the other 
and causing a lead-lag relation of returns in the short-run. From an empirical point of 
. / d't' s in the real view, departures from the above perfect market assumptIons con 1 IOn 
world raise two important questions: (a) is the cost-of-carry model tenable as a long-
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term relationship linking spot and futures markets?, and (b) if this is case, how does 
each market react / adjust to the short-run price deviation from their equilibrium 
level?79 Sutcliffe (1997), Mayhew (2000), and Whaley (2003) proyide excellent 
reviews on the first issue. Since the focus of this chapter is the price discovery 
function of futures, we deal mainly with the second issue. As Garbade and Silber 
(1983) argue, whether corrections to disequilibrium are driven by the moyements of 
the futures or spot prices has important implications for the price discovery role of 
each market. They propose the terminology of "dominant" and . satellite' to 
categorize the price "discovery" and the price 'adjustment' markets. In general, the 
dominant markets lead the satellite markets and are more influential in the price 
discovery process. A satellite market relies on dominant market as a primary source 
of information as its price movements are just a reflection to the news that takes 
place on other markets. 
From a theoretical point of view, the issue of whether stock or futures markets reflect 
the new information first (and ultimately where the price discovery take place) is a 
topic closely related to the more fundamental question of where informed traders 
choose to trade. If informed traders prefer one particular market to exploit their 
information, we would expect to see price discovery in this market and its price will 
lead the other market price. Put it another way, if a systematic price discovery or 
lead-lag relationship is found, we might interpret this as evidence of where informed 
traders might choose to transact. This in tum allows us to consider possible reasons 
80 
why informed traders choose one market rather than the others to trade. 
79 However, it should be noted that observed lead-lag relationships may be a res~~t PI' market 
imperfections: the evidence of small adjustment time to news need not imply market Inet tlclency . 
80 . ~ t' b mes impounded In Indeed. the informational-based models demonstrate that new inlorma IOn eco . 
prices as a result of trading by informed traders (see, for example, K?le, 19~5; Glost~n .and '1dgrom. 
1985; and Easley et aI., 1998). O'Hara (1995) provides a comprehensIve revIew on thIS lIterature. 
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3.2.2 Price Discovery Hypotheses 
Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain the market preference of infonned 
traders (and, by extension, the lead-lag relationship or price disco\'ery process) 
according to different market structures and security designs. Generally speaking. the 
following intuitive hypotheses have been identified in the literature: 
1) Leverage Hypothesis: Derivatives (such as futures/options) provide investors with 
higher leverage than the stock, and with the same amount of capital available; high-
leverage contracts provide more return on investment than low-leverage instruments. 
Therefore, traders with superior information prefer to trade high-leverage 
instruments, holding other factors equal. As a result, it is expected that the high-
leverage securities provide better price discovery. Indeed. the view that infonned 
investors choose to trade derivatives because of the higher leverage offered by such 
instruments has long been recognised and can often be found in the popular press.8l 
2) Trading Cost Hypothesis: As profit is reduced by trading costs, informed traders 
have an incentive to trade in the market with the lower costs to maximise the value of 
their information. All else equal, lower cost markets will lead higher cost markets. 
Therefore, the price discovery is expected to occur mainly in the lowest cost market. 
Since trading costs of futures, on balance, appear to be the lower than stock. futures 
price has been found to lead its underlying stock price (see, Fleming et aL 1996). 
Kim et al. (1999) test the trading cost hypothesis by examining lead-lag relationship 
among index futures and among cash indexes. while Frino and West (2003) take a 
81 Black (I 975) shows that options provide the investors with higher leverage for the und.t:rlying asset.. 
For example, a recent study on the 'unusual option market activity' and '~he ter~orlS.t attac~s o! 
September 11, 2001' indicate that long put volume appears to be unusually hIgh which IS conSlSten 
with informed investors having traded in the option market in advance of the attacks (see Potesh~an, 
2006). In addition, on July 25, 2002. the Wall Street Journal reported that the Chicago Boar? Options 
E h .. . d" . ,,' t' ns on shares of \\ \eth (tile xc ange (CBOE) was lOvestIgatlOg "unusual tra 109 actiVity 10 op 10 .' 
U.S. pharmaceuticals giant) which experienced a sharp increase in trading volume earlter that month. 
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slightly different approach and test this hypothesis by analysing the leadership 
between cross-listed index futures and their underlying index. The results of these 
studies (and many others) provide clear evidence to support this explanation.82 
3) Liquidity Hypothesis: The ability of informed traders to hide their trades is 
important to them. Since markets have greater liquidity expected to aid the 
anonymity of traders, market preference of informed traders is likely to be a function 
of the relative market liquidity/depth. This idea is supported by Garbade and Silber 
(1983), who provide a formal treatment of this issue and present a model which 
suggests that price discovery is a function of the relative size of the market (as 
measured by the number of market participants). Along this line, Stephan and 
Whaley (1990) also suggest that there is a causal relationship between trading 
activity (as proxied by the number of transactions or volume) and the lead-lag 
relationship. Accordingly, price discovery will occur in the more liquid market (stock 
market in our case). 83 
4) Uptick Rule Hypothesis: In many stock exchanges, a short sale of a stock can take 
place only when the last recorded stock price change is non-negative (uptick rule). 
However, as derivatives contract trades are not subject to the uptick rule, their prices 
should more efficiently incorporate information, especially during market downturn. 
According, futures are expected to have a larger price discovery role than the stock, 
especially for the falling markets (bad news). This prediction is broadly consistent 
with the proposition of Miller's (1977) overvaluation model. Chan (1992) confirms 
82 It should, however, be pointed out that transaction cost has three main components (bid-ask spread. 
brokerage fees, and 'market impact' cost). If informed traders chose to trade in derivatives, then the 
adverse selection component of bid-ask spread would become very large. Thus benefits of increased 
leverage in the derivatives may be offset by additional costs of trading (John et aI., 2003). 
83 Again, it should be noted that because the adverse selection component of the bid-as~ spread. (a 
major component of trading cost) will be widened if informed traders are attracted by high .~radmg 
activity/liquidity (or low leverage), transaction costs and market liquidity are likdy to ha~e l1j hL'ltlng 
impact on lead-lag or price discovery relation between futures and stocks (John et at.. 200J) 
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this hypothesis and finds strong evidence that the lead-lag relation bet\\'een 
MMIIS&P 500 indexes and their index futures is fundamentally different for gC)\.IQ 
and bad news. Chan's (1992) result is consistent with the implications of the uptick 
rule hypothesis. Additionally, Hodgson et a1. (2003) uncover more direct eyidence 
and show that the futures informational domination stands out clearer in the fallin o 
o 
markets. 
5) Market Maturation Hypothesis: Rate of price discovery also depends on the 
market maturity of each market. In mature markets, market participants are well 
acquainted with these securities, which tend to be common investment and financial 
management tools. On the other hand, the less mature markets may encounter low 
liquidity because they are unfamiliar to investors. Therefore, relative informational 
efficiency depends on the different stage of development across markets and/or over 
time (see, for instance, Stoll and Whaley, 1990). As stocks are more well-developed 
and matured than the futures, we expect them to contribute more to price discovery. 
This conjecture is supported by Chiang and Fong (2001), who study the lead-lag 
relationship among index derivatives and spot index in the Hang Seng Index (HSI) 
and find that option returns lag both index and futures returns. They attribute this 
finding to the fact that HSI option market is less mature than the spot index and 
futures markets. The results of Frino and West (2003) also support this explanation. 
6) Market-wide Information Hypothesis: With special reference to the stock index 
futures contracts, Chan (1992) argues and provides evidence that index futures 
markets can process market-wide information better than cash markets. \ h)I\?OYCr. 
Frino et a1. (:2000) also find that the lead of index futures markets is greater around 
the macroeconomic information releases. These results are consistent with the 
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hypothesis that investors with better market-wide information prefer to trade in stock 
index derivatives markets. A formal treatment of this issue is gi\'en by 
Subrahmanyam (1991) who provides a theoretical model to demonstrate that index 
derivatives allow traders to trade more efficiently because the security-specific 
component of adverse selection is diversified away in such markets. His model alsLl 
implies that basket of securities with similar reactions to certain kinds of information 
facilitates trading on that information, thus enhancing price discovery. However. as 
the objective of this chapter is to analyse the price discovery function of single-stock 
futures market such as USFs, this hypothesis is not directly applicable in our case. 
Rather we speculate that because of the stock-specific nature of USFs contracts, 
coupled with their favourable trading conditions such as high leverage, they present 
an attractive venue for investors with insider news to exploit their private 
information. It is believed that USF facilitates the firm-specific information flow and 
serve as a primary market for the discovery of information that is expected to move a 
particular stock (we term our conjecture as "Firm-specific Information Hypothesis"). 
7) Market Trading Mechanism Hypothesis: The literature also suggests that the 
market trading mechanism is another important factor (see, for instance, Harris, 
1990). For example, screen trading speeds up the process of information collection 
and dissemination, and the order execution. Electronic trading markets are thus 
expected to have greater price discovery role than floor trading markets (see. e.g .. 
Martens. 1998; Theissen, 2002; Ates and Wang, 2005; for the empirical evidence). 
Nevertheless, it is expected that this hypothesis should not carry much explanatory 
power in explaining the price discovery of USFs because both USFs and their 
underlying stocks are being traded under an electronic platform. LIFFF CONNFCT. 
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8) Other factors: Apart from the intuitive hypotheses identified above. there are of 
course some other technical reasons which can possibly explain why returns on a 
particular market tend to lead returns on other markets. Potential factors include the 
following: i) infrequent trading in market index component stocks (see. e.g .. Stoll 
and Whaley, 1990), ii) nonsynchronous trading (see, e.g., DeB Harris et aI., 199.5). 
and iii) other methodological bias. 
Table 3.1 provides some predictions on the relative price discovery contributions of 
the USF and its underlying stock market, according to the implications of the above 
hypotheses. Overall, the hypotheses in this table predict that both stock and futures 
markets will contribute to the price discovery process with no clear distinction 
between these two markets. Perhaps futures playa more important role during the 
periods of stock-specific information releases, while stocks may have more 
significant contributions to the assimilation of market-wide information due to its 
favourable market liquidity and maturation. The futures market enjoys the 
advantages of high leverage, low trading costs, and the absence of uptick rule for 
short-selling, but low liquidity due to market immaturity tends to weaken its price 
discovery role. It is important to note that these hypotheses are not mutually 
exclusive, and the price discovery role of a market could be a result of a joint effect 
of several factors. It is therefore inappropriate to simply do a 'horse-race' for these 
complementary hypotheses and attribute the lead-lag or price discovery pattern to 
only one of the hypotheses discussed above. Rather a more appropriate approach is 
to identify the most influential market structure and security design factors in 
determining the price discovery function in each market. Informed traders may 
assess trade-off of USFs market benefits with benefits of market maturity and high 
liquidity in stock markets. The result of this trade-off faced by informed traders (and 
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thus the price discovery of each market) is an empirical question that we attempt tll 
address in this chapter. 
3.2.3 Previous Empirical Research 
A considerable amount of empirical research have examined the lead-lag relationship 
and price discovery function in a variety of equity derivatives markets such as the 
index futures and/or index option markets, and the individual stock option markets. 
Both weekly and daily data have been used, although the recent studies have turned 
to the high-frequency transactional level data. According to So and Tse (2004), three 
major approaches have been commonly used in the literature to study the information 
transmission among different markets. The first approach focuses on the lead-lag 
relationship between the prices of related markets or assets. The second approach 
involves examination of the role of volatility in the information transmission process. 
The third approach measures directly the proportion of price discovery across 
markets by using the Hasbrouck (1995) and/or Gonzalo and Granger (1995) models. 
For a list of research publications categorised as above, one can refer to Sutcliffe 
(1997) and So and Tse (2004). This chapter will apply all these three approaches to 
investigate how information is transmitted between USF and stock markets. 
In general. the results of previous studies show that both the stock index futures and 
index option markets tend to lead the stock market index, while the results for 
individual equity options appear to be less conclusive and mixed (see the re\'ie\\ h) 
Sutcliffe, 1997; Ch.7). Nonetheless, the existing literature has several shortcomings. 
First, while many authors have reported that stock index futures and/or index options 
lead the underlying cash index, the underlying index is not a traded asset. and may be 
composed of stale prices. This is because the constituent stocks of the index trade 
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infrequently, introducing distinct serial correlation patterns into time series of index 
returns which may induce a spurious lead of the futures markets (see. Stoll and 
Whaley, 1990). Therefore, the results from these studies are questionable and do not 
shed much light on the question of information transmission or informed trading, 
Unlike the market-wide instruments, single stock futures (SSF) contracts are based 
on individual stocks which by definition can be directly traded. This implies that the 
non-synchronous trading problem may be less pronounced in examining stock 
futures. 
However, being the more recent entrants to the global derivatives markets, there is 
very little direct evidence on the price discovery role of stock futures markets to date. 
One notable exception is Lien and Yang (2004) who test the Geweke' s (1982) 
measures of information flow between stock and futures markets to examine the 
price discovery function of 10 Australian Individual Share Futures (ISF) contracts. 
Their findings indicate that the stock market dominates the futures market, and the 
stock market rather than the futures market provides a price discovery function. This 
result is inconsistent with the relation between spot and futures of the stock index 
and commodity markets documented in the current literature. They attribute the 
inconsistency to the relative intensity of trading activity in these two markets. 
However, any inference drawn on only 10 thinly traded contracts is questionable. 
More importantly, most studies explain the lead-lag or price discovery relation they 
uncover in terms of the one of several hypotheses we discuss before. Howe\'er. as 
mentioned earlier, the informed investors face a trade-off between trading costs and 
market liquidity and their market preferences are likely to be affected hy both 
market structure and security design factors; therefore. it is possible that the observed 
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lead-lag relationships are the joint effect of multiple factors. Due to the large number 
of theoretical hypotheses with overlapping and ambiguous predictions / implications, 
we are reluctant to interpret our results (shown in the later sections) as favouring any 
particular hypothesis. Perhaps the new information is transmitted through multipl~. 
off-setting channels into the stock and futures markets. Indeed, the empirical results 
of Chakravarty et al. (2004) and Ates and Wang (2005) provide clear evidence to 
support the notion that operational efficiency and relative liquidity jointly determine 
the rate of price discovery in derivatives and spot markets. Therefore, because of the 
complexity of the price discovery process between the futures and its underlying 
stock markets, focusing exclusively on one or two views is overly simplistic and 
potentially sub-optimal from a policy perspective. 
Whatever the case may be (which hypothesis or factors), it is apparent that there is a 
gap in price adjustments processes for securities when they are traded in different 
markets in different forms, and all available information (especially private 
components) are not reflected in the equilibrium prices on the same securities in 
different markets simultaneously. This chapter applies both Vector Error Correction 
Model (VECM) and Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedastic 
(GARCH) modelling frameworks to identify the lead-lag relationship, the price 
discovery process and the volatility-spillovers between the stock and USF markets. 
To our knowledge, this is the first paper to measure directly the proportion of price 
discovery across SSF and stock markets, and represent first evidence on the price 
discovery role of USFs market. 
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3.3 Sample Selection and Data Sources 
3.3.1 Sample Selection 
LIFFE began trading 25 USFs on January 29, 200l. Each USF contract represents 
100 shares of the underlying stocks, except contracts written on UK and Italian based 
stocks which represent 1000 stocks. During August 2004, USFs trading volume \\as 
473,192 contracts, average daily volume was 21,509 contracts, and end-of month 
open interest was 565,727 contracts. The year-to-date volume of over 11 million 
(124% year-on-year growth) makes it the world's largest SSF exchange in terms of 
trading volume (see http://www.databyeuronext.com/nexthistory). As of June 2005, 
LIFFE listed a total of 433 USFs on the stocks from 13 different countries. 
Similar to chapter 2, the first step in the sample selection process is to identify all the 
USFs that were introduced between January 2001 and December 200l. The sample is 
restricted to such contracts for the following two reasons. First, being the earliest 
listed futures it is believed that they might have a more significant price discovery 
role than the recently introduced contracts as the latter are less well-established and 
matured than the former. Second, the estimates of the time-series techniques that are 
employed in this chapter (i.e., both VECM and GARCH models) are less reliable in 
small samples, and by restricting the sample to the stock futures listed in 2001 a 
sufficiently long time-series data is obtained for the economically 'meaningful' 
statistical results. 84 Next, a total of 97 USFs contracts that were listed in 2001 were 
screened using several criteria, to remove any observation that may have introduced 
the potential bias to the empirical results. 85 
84 For example, Hwang and Valls (2006) suggest using at least 500 daily observations if reliable 
estimates are to be achieved using a GARCH-type of model. , . 
8S An additional issue related to internationally cross-listed stocks / futures is the incorporation, of an 
exchange rate factor. However, as all USFs and their underlying stocks are qlllltl'd trade,d . In the 
common local currency, any effect from exchange rate movement (if any) is expected to be minimal. 
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In order to mitigate the non-synchronous error, we exclude all contracts written on 
the U.S. stocks and focus our empirical analysis on the U.K. and European l'SFs. 
Due to the fact that the U.S. stock markets are operated on totally different trading 
hours from the U.K and/or European markets, including the futures contracts based 
on stocks trading in the U.S. markets would make it difficult to mitigate the potential 
non-synchronous error in the daily closing prices of the stock and futures markets 
(See Figure 3.1 for a summary of the opening/closing trading times in the USFs and 
their underlying stocks markets). Moreover, since our focus is to examine the price 
discovery contributions of USFs, the only samples included are those with futures 
first introduced on Euronext.LIFFE and listed nowhere else within the study period. 
Including stocks which have futures traded in their domestic markets would make it 
impossible to identify the channels by which the new information is transmitted. 
Additionally, any stocks with futures delisted in the sample period were also omitted. 
In total, there are 65 USFs contracts that fulfil the above selection requirements. 
However, out of the existing 65 USFs samples, many are not sufficiently liquid. 
Since price efficiency (and price discovery) of less liquid stock futures is not 
trustworthy, only the most liquid contracts (across the study period) are selected. The 
criterion for selection is the average daily trading volume (no. of contracts) of USF 
futures relative to its underlying stocks from the first day of each USF contract listed 
to December 30, 2005. Specifically, only those USFs that have the relative trading 
volume (i.e., USF/Stock) of a minimum 0.5% or higher are selected. This restriction 
is imposed in order to mitigate the different trading intensity/liquidity between the 
futures markets and its matured stock markets. Finally, this leaves us with a total of 
50 USFs contracts to be included in our final sample. The list of 50 USFs, along \\ith 
their underlying stocks trading location and the sample period. is gi\'en in Table ~.~. 
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3.3.2 Sources of Data 
For this chapter, daily data is used in the absence of higher frequency data. 86 Daily 
. . 
closing prices of 50 individual stocks and the corresponding USF contracts are used. 
Given the paired two price series, daily basis calculated as the difference between the 
natural logarithms of two series. Returns of each price series are computed as the 
natural logarithms of price relative. The data are taken from various sources. 
Specifically, the daily closing prices of stocks are taken from Datastream. \vhile the 
USFs price series are collected from the NextHistory database of the LIFFE and then 
matched with that provided by Datastream. These databases also provided us with 
the daily trading volume data for stock and futures markets. Data on the daily closing 
prices of several stock index futures contracts come from the Eco Win. 
The sample period spans almost five years from the first day of each USF contract 
listed to December 30, 2005. All the days that either stock or futures markets were 
closed are removed. The number of observations on 50 matched price series data 
vary from 1060 to 1267. Although the stock price can be used directly, futures prices 
cannot be. This is because each futures is characterized by more than one contract 
with each contract having a different expiration date. This problem is solved in 
conventional manner by constructing the pseudo-price series. In this study, the 
pseudo-price series is constructed by splicing together the prices of sequential nearby 
futures contracts. In particular, a single continuous futures price series for each USF 
contract is constructed using closing prices from the nearest contract with rolling 
over at the beginning of the delivery month to the next nearby contract in order to 
prevent the thin markets and contract expiration effects. 
86 Ideally, the analysis of price discovery would better be undertaken using intrad~y transactio~_ ~~ta. 
However, due to the data availability, the daily data is used in this chapter. Provided that suttlLlent 
and reliable data are available. an examination of intra-daily price discovery process between the 
stock and USF markets is worthy of further study. 
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3.4 Methodology and Empirical Results 
This section outlines the empirical procedures and the results of our inyestigation on 
the price discovery function of USF contracts. The time-series techniques we employ 
are sequentially interrelated. First, we provide the unit root tests for each pair of 
stock and futures price series in order to establish that they are non-stationary and 
integrated of order one, 1(1). Next, we use Johansen (1988) method to confirm the 
cointegration of two price series and thus justifying the error correction 
specifications. Then, we describe a bivariate error-correction model that is intended 
to assess the lead-lag relationships between stock and futures returns. Subsequently, 
we 'quantify' the relative contribution of each market to the price discovery process 
by applying Gonzalo and Granger (1995) extension of 'common factor' approach 
developed by Schwarz and Szakmary (1994). The time-series and cross-sectional 
variations in price discovery levels are then considered for certain periods/groups by 
means of the sub-period/sub-sample analyses. Following that, we examine the cross-
sectional determinants of the USFs' contributions to the price discovery process. 
Finally, in the last subsection we further investigate the higher moment dependencies 
among these two markets (i.e., volatility-spillovers) and assess the role of volatility 
in the information transmission process. 
3.4.1 Preliminary Data Analysis 
Stock and derivatives markets are strongly linked to each other by complex arbitrage 
relationship which ensure long-run price tendency towards an equilibrium constraint. 
Their price series cannot diverge and follow paths that cannot drift too far apart. For 
example. according to the cost-of-carry theory, futures and stock prices should move 
up and down together in the long run whereas short-run deviations from the long-run 
equilibrium take place because of the mispricing of either futures or stuck prices. 
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Therefore, before discussing the models we use to analyse inter-relationships 
between stocks and futures, it is necessary to perform unit root and cointegration 
tests on their price and return series to check if this is really the case. If the price 
series of stock and futures are non-stationary but the changes of prices are stationary. 
the cointegration concept becomes relevant in the subsequent empirical analysis. 
3.4.1.1 Unit Root Tests 
We first perform augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) unit root tests on each stock and 
futures price series and their first differences to investigate the stationarity of the 
price and price change series. Let Pst and P ft denote the natural logarithm of stock 
and its futures prices at time t, respectively. The changes of stock and its futures 
prices at time t are calculated as I1P st = Pst - P s,t-I and M ft = P ft - P f,l-I • 
respectively. For each price series, we consider the following three regression 
equations: 
k-I 
I1Pt = r P t-I + I If/i I1Pt-i + f.lt 
i=1 
k-I 
I1Pt = a + r P t- I + I If/i I1Pt-i + f.lt 
i=1 
k-I 
(3.1) Random walk 
(3.2) Random walk with drift 
M t = a + flt + r PH + I If/i Mt-i + f.lt (3.3) Random walk with drift & time trend 
i=1 
The differences among the three regressIOn equations are concerned with the 
presence of a drift term and/or a linear time trend. The null hypothesis in all three 
. . b . d h' . { Pst }or f P ft I cases IS that y = 0; If the null cannot e reJecte , t e prIces serIes t j 
contains a unit root. and hence it is non-stationary. We use the Schwarz Bayesian 
criterion (Schwarz, 1978) to determine k, the optimal number of lags in the models. 
The critical values of the t-statistics depend on the equation being estimated. The 
critical values of MacKinnon (1996) are used in this chapter. 
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The empirical results of testing unit roots for the price and return series are reported 
in Table 3.3. ADF test statistics from equation (3.3) for the price series are shown in 
the first two columns of the table. As expected, the null hypotheses of a unit root for 
these series are not rejected at the 5% level in most cases. Although \ve obtain 
rejections at the 50/0 significance level for 6 price series (and for 3 series at 1 % le\'el). 
the results indicates that almost all the stock and futures prices are non-stationary. 
The ADF unit root test is also applied to the changes of stock and futures prices (i.e .. 
returns). The test statistics from equation (3.2) on the return series are reported in 
columns 3 and 4 of Table 3.3. The null hypotheses of a unit root for the return series 
for all 50 pairs are rejected at the 1 % level suggesting that both stock and futures 
return series are stationary. Overall, we conclude that most price series can be 
characterised as 1(1) processes and the return series are all 1(0).87 
3.4.1.2 Cointegration Tests 
Having confirmed the presence of I( 1) pnce senes, we proceed to test for the 
presence of equilibrium relationship in the non-stationary stock and futures price 
series, by applying the Engle and Granger (1987) and Johansen (1988) cointegration 
testing methods. The Engle and Granger (1987) cointegration test is based on 
assessing whether single-equation estimates of the equilibrium errors appear to be 
stationary. As reported in the last column of Table 3.3, the null hypothesis of no 
cointegration between futures and stock prices is rejected for each pair of price series 
. h h' 88 at the 5% significance level (except for 6 cases cannot reject the null ypot eSls). 
The results suggest that most pairs of stocks and its futures prices are cointegrated. 
This finding is consistent with the prediction of the cost-of-carry theory. 
87 I(d) stands for a time-series variable which is integrated of order d ; that it is need to be differenced 
d times in order to become stationary. . . 
88 In order to test the robustness of the results the ADF test is also applied to the baSIS senes. R~sults 
reported in the fifth column of Table 3.3 are b~oadly consistent with the EG cointegration test results. 
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While the Engle and Granger (1987) cointegration test is very easily implemented. it 
has relatively low power and contains several limitations (see Harris and Sollis. 
2003). Therefore, we use Johansen (1988) reduced rank regression procedure to 
further test for cointegration of the stock and futures price series and to identify the 
long-run equilibrium relationship between these two series.89 The Johansen (1988) 
procedure has several advantages. First, this procedure provides more efficient 
estimates of the cointegrating vector compared to the EG two-step approach 
(Gonzalo, 1994). Second, in contrast to the EG approach, inferences on the model 
(and hence tests of Granger causality) do not depend on the ordering of the variables 
in the cointegrating regression. Moreover, Johansen's (1988) tests are shown to be 
fairly robust to the presence of non-normal innovations (Cheung and Lai, 1993) and 
heteroscedastic disturbances (Lee and Tse, 1996). This is particularly important since 
the stock and futures prices in this study share these characteristics (see next section 
for a discussion on this). 
89 The Johansen (1988) co integration test is based on a vector error correction model (VECM): 
p-I 
~X = L r i~X I-i + I1 X I-I + & I where ~ denotes the first-difference lag operator; 
i=1 
X t is a (n xl) vector ofI(1) time-series variables; Gt is zero mean n-dimensional white noise vector; 
r i are (n x n) matrices of parameters, and IT is (n x n) matrix of parameters whose rank is equal to 
the number of independent co integrating vectors; and n is the number of series (n = 2 in this chapter). 
The hypothesis, that the number of co integrating vectors is at most r, is tested using either 
At r ace (r) or A m a x (r, r + 1) : 
n ~ 
Atrace (r) = -T L In(1 - Ai) 
i= r + 1 
A 
Amax (r, r + I) = -T In(1- Ar +1 ) 
where r is the number of cointegrating vectors in the system; T is the number of sample size actually 
used for estimation: ii is the estimated value of the characteristic root (i.e., eigen-value) obtained 
from the estimated cointegrating matrix. The statistic Atrace (r) tests the null hypothesis that there 
are at most r cointegrating vectors, against the alternative that the number of cointegrating vectors is 
greater than r. The statistic Amax (r. r + I) tests the null that the number of co integrating \Cctl1rs is r. 
against the alternative of r+ I. Critical values for both statistics are given in Osterwald-Lenul11 (1992). 
We carry out the tests using Johansen methodology implemented in Eviews statistical software. 
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The results of the Johansen cointegration rank tests are presented in Table 3.4. The 
multivariate version of the Schwarz Bayesian criterion, used to determine the optimal 
lag length, indicates four lags for all but a few pairs of stock and futures prices. 
Therefore, in the interest of consistency, we estimate all models with four lags. 
According to the cost-of-carry theory, futures and stock prices should move up and 
down together in the long run and form a cointegrating system which has one long-
run cointegrating relationship corresponding to their lagged basis (i.e .. the difference 
between stock and futures prices). Hence, if the theory of cost-of-carry is a valid 
characterisation of the stock and futures prices, we should expect to find exactly one 
cointegrating vector with p' = (1,0, -1) form. 9o 
On the basis of the 5% significance level and the estimated Atrace statistics. we can 
reject the null hypothesis of no cointegration (Ho: r = 0) for all pairs of prices, apart 
from five cases where the tests reject the null of one cointegrating vector in favour of 
two vectors. However, we do not include two vectors in subsequent VECM 
specifications of these five stocks as we cannot find any economic justification for 
such relationships. To examine whether the equilibrium relationship is equal to the 
lagged basis, we further examine the cointegrating vector, Bt = P'Xt = (St ~ F). 
We normalise the estimates by setting the coefficient of the stock price. Sf . equals to 
one. If the results show that p' = (1,0, -1) , then the cointegrating vector reflects the 
lagged spreadlbasis (i.e., Bt_1 = St_1 - F;-I ) as indicated by the cost-of-carry theory. 
90 In fact, this is exactly the implication of the 'Forward Unbiaseness Hypothesis (FUH)' on the stock-
future pricing relationship (Kolb, 2000). 
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The normalised coefficient estimates of the cointegrating vector /J = (l~ /3\. /32) In 
Table 3.4 show that all the elements of the cointegrating vectors are close to the form 
of p' = (1,0, -1) with only a few exceptions (i.e., 11 cases). This finding is 
'-' 
generally confirmed by the Wald tests of restrictions on PI = ° and /32 = -1 . \Ye 
also find that the median value of PI equals to -0.01331, and the median value of /32 
equals to -0.99716. The small divergence from the theoretical cost-and-carry value is 
possibly caused by transaction cost bounds which imply that small . mispricing' 
cannot be arbitraged away.91 Nevertheless, in the following section, we estimate our 
error correction model with p' = (1,0, -1) restriction in the stock-future long-run 
relationship and include the exact lagged basis as an error-correction term (ECT) in 
the VECM specification. 
Overall, the Johansen tests results reported in Table 3.4 are generally consistent with 
our previous Engle and Granger (1987) cointegration test results, suggesting that 
each set of two prices in stock and futures markets share a stable long-run 
relationship.92 Taken together, these two cointegration test results (commonly found 
in the academic literature) validate the VECM specification in our subsequent price 
d· 1 . 93 lscovery ana YSIS. 
91 However many studies show that the basis spread is not a good proxy for the long-run relation 
between sp~t and futures prices because it ignores the carrying charges (e.g., see Zhong et al.. 200~) 
As a result, a number of general equilibrium models have been proposed in the literature. (see, tor 
instance, Hem ler and Longstaff, 1991). . . . 
92 Note that, in contrast to the EG tests, results from the Johansen test indicate that 3 pairs price series 
(FTE. RD, and TEF) are cointegrated. This discrepancy in two cointegration tests results rna) be 
attributed to the low power of residual-based EG cointegration tests compared to the Johansen tests. 
93 'Granger Representation Theorem' suggests that if two time-series are cointegrated then EC\ 1 
exists. 
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3.4.1.3 Summary Statistics 
Apart from the ADF unit root test, and EG and Johansen cointegration tests, we also 
provide some descriptive statistics for the stock, futures return series and basis series. 
Table 3.5 reports the summary statistics of mean (Jl), standard deviation (cr). 
measures of skewness (S) and excess kurtosis (K), the Jarque-Bera test of normality 
(JB), the ARCH test and the Ljung-Box Q statistic (Q) for 12 lags. 
The results indicate excess skewness and kurtosis in all time-series. Data sets with 
excess kurtosis are likely to have a distinct peak near their mean values, decline 
rather rapidly, and have heavy tails (i.e., leptokurtic). The statistics presented in 
Table 3.5 show that, in general, the futures price series exhibit higher excess kurtosis 
than the stock prices (average excess kurtosis is 79.14 for futures and 9.30 for stock). 
This seems to suggest that stock prices tend to fluctuate around their equilibrium 
prices in much smaller intervals compared to futures price series. which may be the 
result of more mature and better functioning stock markets requiring less fluctuation 
in prices before reaching the equilibrium. However, to examine the dynamic of price 
discovery process between stock and USF markets, further investigation is required. 
There is also clear evidence of significant departures from normality (see JB) across 
all the stocks. futures and basis series. The Ljung-Box Q statistics show evidence of 
temporal dependencies in 80 percent (i.e., 120 out of 150) in the first moment of the 
time-series distributions, while for the squared returns / basis series. the LB statistic 
is significant in almost all cases. Likewise, the ARCH effects are also clearly 
evident. The presence of non-normality and heteroscedasticity in stock and futures 
prices justify our use of Johansen's method in previous cointegration tests. 
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3.4.2 Error Correction Model and Price Discovery Process 
In the previous section, we confirm that the USFs and its underlying stock prices are 
cointegrated, sharing a stochastic common trend with one cointegrating vector near 
[J =(LO,-l) form. In this section, we proceed to explore how the series react to 
deviations from their long-run equilibrium and to measure the relative contributions 
of each market to price discovery process. A market's proportion of price disco\'ery 
is related to its relative contribution to the variance of innovation in the common 
trend, which can be identified indirectly by examining the Granger causality (i.e., 
lead-lag relationship) or directly by carrying out the common-factor analysis (i.e., 
price discovery), within a Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) framework. 
3.4.2.1 Error Correction Model 
According to the 'Granger Representation Theorem' (Engle and Granger, 1987), if 
two 1(1) time-series are cointegrated, then the short-term disequilibrium relationship 
between them can always be expressed in the error correction form (ECM exists). 94 
Given the above evidence of cointegration between the futures and underlying stock 
price series, both the lead-lag relationship and price discovery analyses need to be 
examined under the Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) modelling framework. 
However, as mentioned earlier, the focus of this study is on the reflection of the 
'firm-specific' information in stock and futures markets, hence we control for the 
discovery of systematic market-wide information by including several stock index 
futures returns in our VECM model specifications.95 
94 Conversely, if two 1(1) variables can be modeled as an ECM, then these variables are cointegrate~. 
95 As discussed before, the USFs are particularly useful in studying the transmission of firm-specific 
information because unlike the market-wide instrument the USFs' tradings are mainly based on the 
news relating to the individual stocks. Indeed, Hatch (20())) has also applied a similar technique in his 
price discovery analysis across NYSE stocks and CBOE options markets. 
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In particular, the following bivariate VECM is used to represent the co integrated 
system of stock and futures prices: 
where Sl~_1 is the lagged stock index futures return at time t - 1, which is included 
in the stock-futures system as an exogenous variable; r; matrix contains information 
on short-term interactions between {I1St } and {11~}, and IT matrix contains 
information on the long-run equilibrium relation between {Sf} and {F; }. Hence, 
both r i and IT matrices contain important information regarding the inter-
dependence between stock and futures returns. 96 
Denoting stock (futures) return as Rs,t = I1St = Sf - St_1 (RF,t = 11F; = F; - F;-, ), 
we can rewrite (expand) the VECM model (3.4) into a linear structure and show 
more clearly of each stock and futures return equations as the following form: 
(3.Sa) 
(3.Sb) 
where RSIF (-I denotes the lagged returns of stock index futures, which is included in 
the model to isolate the flow of firm-specific information;97 Bt _ 1 = /J'Xt _ 1 serves as 
the error-correction term (ECT) to make sure that stock and futures prices never 
wander far from each other. Given the cointegrating vector test result from Table 3.4. 
96 The short-term relationship between stock returns and futures returns may ~lso i~clude intercepts. 
However, for simplicity, the intercept terms are not included in our VECM speCificatIOns.. . . 
Q7 Specifically, we include the returns of following stock index futures in our VECM speCificatIOns tl1r 
underlying stocks trading in different stock markets: (i) CAC40 for France, (ii) DAX for Ge.~many, 
(iii) MIB for Italy, (iv) AEX for Netherlands, (v) IBEX35 for Spain, (vi) OMX for Sweden. (\II) S\II 
for Switzerland, and (viii) FTSEIOO for U.K. stocks. 
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we apply the restrictions If = (1,0, -1) on the cointegrating vector and set the 
error-correction term (ECT) to be the lagged basis (i.e., B
t
_ 1 = St_1 - F,-l ).98 
As discussed earlier, the above VECM specification incorporates both short- and 
long-run reaction of Rs,t and RF,t to changes in their equilibrium relationship. The 
short-run adjustment is captured by current and past values of Rs,f as well as lagged 
values of RF,t . The long-run effects are incorporated into the model through ECT, 
Bt - 1 = St-l - F,-I , which measures the distance the system is away from equilibrium. 
If equilibrium holds, then Bt _ 1 = O. On the other hand, during the periods of 
disequilibrium, this term is different from zero. Therefore, the error-correction 
coefficients, rs and r F , serve two purposes: (i) to measure the speed of adjustment 
to the long-run equilibrium and (ii) to identify the direction of causality between two 
variables. For instance, when the stock return exceeds the futures return at time t - 1 
(i.e., Bt _ 1 > 0 ), the stock price tends to decrease whereas the futures price tends to 
increase in the next period in order to maintain the long-run equilibrium relationship. 
Similarly, suppose the stock price falls below the futures price at time t - 1 (i.e .. 
Bt _ 1 < 0 ), the stock tends to increase and futures price tends to decrease at time t. 
This would lead one to predict that r s < 0 and r F > 0 . Indeed, this represents a 
principal feature of cointegrated variables (i.e., their time paths must be influenced 
by the extent of any deviation from their long-run equilibrium). 
98 As the robustness tests, several other specifications are also considered. For instance, we al~o 
estimate (i) the VECM model with an unrestricted and a fully identified long-run matrix 
fJ' = (I, fJ l , fJ 2) , and (ii) the VECM model without the lagged stock index futures return 511 Ft _ 1 '. 
The results are very similar to those from equations (3.5a and 3.5b). Detailed estimation results 01 
these specifications are presented in the later 'robustness tests' section 3A.2.5. 
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3.4.2.2 Evaluating Lead-Lag Relationships 
Granger (1988) shows that if two variables are cointegrated, then causality must exist 
in at least one direction. Given the above evidence of cointegration between the stock 
and its futures prices, the Granger causality (i.e., lead-lag relationship) between these 
two markets is examined in this section by using a set of formal causality tests within 
the above VECM framework. 99 
The study of the lead-lag relationship between USFs and underlying stock markets is 
important and provides initial insights into price discovery role of these two markets. 
Intuitively, if price discovery is faster in one market (reflect new information first). 
returns on this market should be expected to lead the returns on the other market. In 
particular, in terms of the equations (3.Sa) and (3.Sb), the leading market should 
exhibit the smaller (in magnitude) adjustment coefficient (i.e .. Yi ; where 
i = S ~ F ).100 An Yi equals to zero indicates a market that has no response to shocks. 
For example, if Ys = 0 then all adjustments to shocks occur in the futures market, 
which is a strong indication of stock market leading behaviour. Additionally, the 
lagged 'cross-coefficients' (i.e., a Fi and PSi ;where i = 1,2, ... p -1) are also 
important to assess the lead-lag relationship. Significant values for the a Fi 
coefficients suggest that lagged Rs,t-i observations affect current RF,t values. 
Likewise, significant PSi parameters indicate that lagged RF,t-i observation 
influence current Rs,t values. 
99 Since cointegration exists between two markets, an error-correction term is needed in testing 
Granger causality between these variables because the co integrated variables share a long-run 
equilibrium relationship, which may directly affect the causality test results. . . 
100 As explained earlier. these error-correction coefficients show how the 'prices arrIve at a rH~\\ 
equilibrium after being perturbed, and hence provide some insights into the adjustment process of t\\ 0 
prices towards equilibrium and give us an indication on how vigorously each market responds to 
shocks to the equilibrium process (i.e .. the burden of convergence among the two markets). 
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To evaluate empirically the lead-lag behaviour in the stock and CSFs market, we 
conduct the following Granger causality tests in the VECM (3.5a) and (3.Sb): 101 
HOI: flsl = flS2 = ... = fls,p-I = 0 (3.6a) 
H 02 : a FI = a F2 = ... = a F ,p_1 = 0 (3.6b) 
Therefore, HOI (H 02) hypothesizes that the lagged RF,t-i (RS,c-i) cross-coefficients 
are jointly zero. Rejection of HOI implies that futures returns Granger-cause (i.e., 
lead) returns in stock market. Similarly, rejecting H 02 implies that stock returns 
Granger-cause (i.e., lead) futures return. If both hypotheses of no Granger causality 
are rejected then two-way feedback relationship exists (i.e., bi-directional causality). 
H03 : Ys = 0 (3.7a) . and , H04 : YF = 0 (3.7b) 
Likewise, failing to reject H 03 (H 04) implies that all adjustments/corrections to 
shocks occur in the futures (stock) market, which is another indication of stock 
(futures) market leading behaviour. If both hypotheses cannot be rejected then each 
price responds to shocks to the equilibrium and make adjustments accordingly 
towards new equilibrium (i.e., both markets contribute to price discovery process). 
These hypotheses may be tested using traditional t-tests for the significance of the 
error-correction coefficients (H 03 and H 04 ) and F -tests on the joint significance of 
the lagged cross-coefficients (HoI and H 02 )' However, since F-tests rely on the 
assumption of homoskedasticity, the X2 distributed Wald-test statistics are employed 
in this study to test for Granger causality (see Greene, 1997, p.548). To correct for 
heteroskedasticity, the t-statistics are also adjusted by White's (1980) method. 102 
101 Since co integration exists between our variables, an error-correction term is needed in tes~i~g. 
Granger causality between variables because the cointegrated variables share a long-run eqUilibrium 
relationship, which may directly influence the causality test results. ., . I . ) 
102 In fact, our residual diagnostic tests indicate the existence of heteroskedastlclty 10 most cases. :\ ..,l 
note that ifstock and USF prices are indeed co integrated then at least one ofHo31 H : can be reJt:cted. 
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The VECM estimation results and the X2 distributed Wald-test statistics are presented 
in Table 3.6. The lag length in the equations (3.Sa) and (3.Sb) is chosen on the basis 
of the multivariate version of the Schwarz Bayesian criterion (Schwarz. 1978).103 
Since the model contains a common set of regressors, without the loss of efficiency. 
each equation is separately estimated using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) 
technique. 104 Both t-statistics and Wald-test statistics are calculated using White's 
(1980) heteroscedasticity consistent variance-covariance matrix in order to correct 
for heteroskedasticity.105 
The most evident result from Table 3.6 is that, the coefficient estimates on RSIFr-i 
( 8 sand 8 F ) are positive and significant at 1 % level in all cases. To the extent that 
index futures markets trading reflect the market-wide information, this provides clear 
evidence that the trading in both individual stock and USFs markets responses to the 
macroeconomic information. 106 This finding is consistent with the recent empirical 
work of McKenzie and Brooks (2003) who show that stocks and single-stock futures 
(SSF) trading in Hong Kong are motivated by both firm-specific and market-wide 
information. Overall, the results lend further support to the use of the lagged index 
futures returns in our VECM model to control for the influences of systematic 
market-wide information in order to obtain valid inference on the relative price 
discovery contributions of the 'firm-specific' information in the stock and futures 
markets. 
103 Similar to our previous Johansen test results, the Schwarz Bayesian criterion indicates four lags in 
the VECM equations (3 .5a and 3 .5b) for all but a few pairs of stock and futures returns. Therefore. for 
consistency, we again estimate all models with four lags. . 
104 It is well known in the literature on cointegration between conventional I( 1) process that the () LS 
estimator of the co integrating vector is super-consistent (see, for instance, Stoc~, 1 ~87: Tse, 1999). 
105 Indeed, the residual diagnostic tests indicate the existence of heteroskedastlc Ity In mos~ cases. 
106 .•. h k' d fi t markets' ad\"mtanes In pwccs-;Ing A number of studies prOVide eVidence on t e stoc In ex u ures L::- ., ~ 
and trading the market-wide macroeconomic information (see, Chan, 1992: and Frtno. et ~I.. _000). 
These studies also show that the lead-lag patterns may depend on whether the informatIOn IS Illarket-
wide or firm-specific. 
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The bivariate VECM equations (3.5a) and (3.5b) produce a large number of 
coefficient estimates. However, as explained earlier, the speed of adjustment 
coefficients (r sand r F) and the lagged cross-coefficients (i.e .. a Fi and PSi : 
where i = 1,2, .. .4) are most important to assess the lead-lag relationships. 
Therefore, rather than analysing each individual coefficient estimate separately. we 
summarise the results of four hypotheses identified in previous section in Table ~.7. 
The first two columns of this table show. respectively, the Wald-tests results for 
H(J2 : a Fl = a F2 = ... = aF,[r1 = 0 and Hal: PSI = PS2 = ... = PS,[r1 = 0 on the lagged cross-
coefficients in equations (3.5b) and (3.5a). Some qualitative results are observed. 
Specifically, the effects of the lagged stock returns on the current futures returns are 
significant (rejection of H 02 ) for 44 of 50 stocks, whereas the effects of the lagged 
futures returns on the current stock returns are significant (rejection of HOI) for 15 of 
50 stocks. The above observations suggest that the information in the stock market is 
more relevant in predicting the price movement in the futures market when compared 
with the prediction of stock price movement using the information in the futures 
market. Although there is a bi-directional causality (rejecting both H 02 and HOI) in 
14 cases, stock market seems to be the "dominant" market in lead-lag relationship 
k 107 between stock and USF mar ets. 
Secondly, the t-test results for H 04 : r F = 0 and H 03 : r S = 0 in the third and 
fourth columns of Table 3.7 show that the lagged basis (serves as an error-correction 
term to capture the deviation from the long-run equilibrium) has signi1icant positi\e 
107 Garbade and Silber (1983) suggest the terminology of "dominant" and "sateHite" ~l1arkets. 
. . . h . fluentl'al in the prIce d Iseo\ en Dommant markets lead satellIte markets; that IS, t ey are more In ..'
. . k h' I ee of informatIOn USIIl!! thc,",c process. SatellIte markets rely on dommant mar ets as t e pnmar) sour .' -... 
. . . h d . " k t 'hereas the USFs market IS the "satellIte termInologIes, the stock market IS t e" ommant mar e \\ 
market. 
effect on the current futures returns (rejection of H 04) for 20 of 50 USFs markets. 
suggesting that the futures price tends to move closer to the stock price. In contrast. 
the effects of the lagged basis on the current stock return are significant for only 8 of 
50 stock markets (rejection of H 03)' This implies that the futures markets tend to 
follow the movement of stock markets in order to maintain the long-run equilibrium 
relationship, which is another indication of stock market leading behaviour. 
Overall, the above results suggest that the individual stock market tends to lead the 
corresponding USF market. This lead-lag pattern differs from what has been 
documented in other financial markets. For example, Stoll and Whaley (1990) show 
that S&P500 and MMI indices futures market lead their cash markets. Chan (1992) 
also document that the stock index futures markets dominate stock index markets. 
Possible explanations for the different findings for the informational role of USFs 
market are the followings. First, the most likely explanation is the error-correction 
models in this study specifically capture the flow of firm-specific information 
between stock and futures markets. For example, Grunbichler et al. (1994) argue that 
the lead-lag patterns between stock and futures markets vary considerably depending 
on whether the kind of information is market-wide or firm-specific information. 
They show that the transmission of information will generally run from the stock to 
the futures market in the case of the 'firm-specific' information. In addition. focusing 
on the flow of firm-specific information, Hatch (2003) finds that individual stock 
returns tend to lead option market returns by at least thirty minutes throughout his 
sample period. A second differentiating factor may be that the informational 
I d · h l't t ) are \. 'f\ differcnt from dynamics in intraday (commonly ana yse III tel era ure L • 
the daily time-series observations we analyse in this study. For instancc. Schwar I 
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and Laatsch (1991) measure the price changes in MMI index markets using both 
daily and intraday data, and conclude that the relationship between spot and futures 
prices varies considerably. 
Different findings of the lead-lag behaviour and informational role of a futures 
market may arise from different intensities of trading activity in stock and futures 
markets. Chan (1992) argues that lower trading activity means that the security is 
less frequently traded and thus the observed price tends to lag the 'true' value more. 
In LIFFE market, the USFs contracts are traded far less frequently than their 
underlying stocks. To illustrate this, consider the 50 USFs contracts being analysed: 
the daily average trading volume of USF represents only about 0.5% to 8.32% of its 
corresponding stock's trading volume during our sample period. This could cause the 
lead-lag relation between stock and futures markets to favour the individual stocks. 
In addition, Admati and Pfleiderer (1988) show that both liquidity and informed 
traders prefer to trade with each other when the market is thick. This induces more 
information to be released. Therefore, in comparison with their USFs counterparts, 
the stock markets are more likely to play the leading role in disseminating the 
information because of their high level of trading activities. 
Finally, the special nature of USFs contracts such as market immaturity may also 
contribute to the stock market leading behaviour. 108 Stoll and Whaley (1990) argue 
that the rate of price discovery depends on the stage of developments across markets. 
Mature markets tend to lead the less mature markets because market participants are 
familiar with these securities and use them as common investment and financial 
management tools (see. e.g., Chiang and Fang, 2001; and Frino and West. 2003). 
108 Merton (1995) argues that there is a "learning curve" associated with financial innovations. 
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3.4.2.3 Price Discovery Contributions 
In the previous section, we use the conventional Granger causality tests to provide 
evidence about the lead-lag relationship between stock and futures returns. However. 
a more satisfactory approach which attracts great attention from academia in recent 
studies of information transmission among different markets is the so-called "price 
d· "hn' 1 09 A . Iscovery tec Iques. n Important aspect of such analysis is that it directly 
'quantifies' the contributions of each market to the information discovering process. 
Therefore, this section further investigates the information role and price discovery 
function of USFs markets by applying these new "price discovery" techniques. 
Building on the common factor (or implicit efficient price) among cointegrated 
prices, two different methods have been proposed to measure/quantify the 
contribution of information from different markets for the same asset. Hasbrouck 
(1995) introduces the information share (IS) measure. In a cointegrated system such 
as in equation (3.4), Hasbrouck (1995) estimates a market's contribution to the price 
discovery process on the basis of the contribution of its innovations to the total 
innovations in the common efficient price, represented by the common stochastic 
988) 110 H h trend of the cointegrated system (Stock and Watson, 1 . owever. t e 
Hasbrouck's (1995) modelling framework is problematic because, whenever the 
contemporaneous correlation of shocks across markets is substantive (i.e., error terms 
in two equations are correlated), only the upper and lower bounds of each market's 
. IS 1 III information share can be obtained and leads to non-umque resu ts. 
109 A special issue of the Journal of Financial Markets (JFM) (Issue 3, 2002) has been devoted to 
" .., h' .,' dl'scover\' analysis' literature, dISCUSS the Issues and measurIng technIques In t IS groWIng prIce. '. 
110 See Hasbrouck (1995, p.1178-1I83) for the formal derivations of InformatIon share (IS) measur~,o 
III In practice, the innovations of the co integrated markets are usually correlated unless the ultra-hle,h 
. . \. fi quencv) Therefore IS approach IS frequency dataset are used (e,g" I-mInute or 5-mInute samp I.ng ~e . . , 
not conductive to our analysis as only the daily data are used In thIS study. 
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An alternative approach to study the price discovery process is the common factor 
weight (CFW) measure. This has first been proposed by Schwarz and Szakmary 
(1994) on intuitive ground. A formal justification, based on the work of Gonzalo and 
Granger (1995), has been given by Booth et al. (2002) and DeB Harris et al. (2002). 
Recently, an overwhelming number of studies have employed this technique to 
examine price discovery process among the informationally-linked financial markets. 
For example, among the authors who have employed the common factor \\"eight 
approach to address the price discovery issue, Theissen (2002) applies this measure 
to assess the relative price discovery contributions of same stock trading in electronic 
trading versus floor trading in German equity markets. I 12 
Given that the CFW price discovery measure is both theoretically well-founded and 
easy to calculate, we therefore employ the CFW measure to explore the relative price 
discovery contributions of USF and its underlying stock market in this study. I 13 This 
simple measure is also more conductive to our analysis because it overcomes the 
'non-uniqueness' problem of the alternative Hasbrouck's IS measure, and thus enables 
us to proceed with a cross-sectional analysis on the determinants of USFs pnce 
discovery ability in the next section. 114 This is particularly important smce 
performing the cross-sectional regressions require us to use the measure of price 
discovery contribution as the dependent variable; therefore. we need a unique value 
of the USF market's contribution instead of their upper and lower bounds. 
112 Booth et al. (1999) also employed CFW to study price discovery in the German equity derivatives 
markets. DeB Harris et al. (2002) applied this techniques to study price discovery of Dow stocks 
trading in informationally-linked exchanges. . 
II) For a formal comparison of the two methods see Baillie et al. (2002). Lehman (~002). Th~lssen 
(2002) and de Jong (2002). Both methods are primarily derived from the error-correction \cctl1r In the 
VECM and they tend to provide similar results if the VECM residuals are uncorrelated. 
II~ For example, Martens (1998), Huang (2002), and Booth et at. (2002) find that the range bd\\\!en 
upper and lower bounds of IS measure may be quite substantial. 
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The CFW measure defines the contribution of an individual market in terms of the 
other market's adjustments to the deviation from the equilibrium of a cointegrated 
system, which can be easily obtained from the error-correction terms (ECTs) in a 
VECM. To illustrate this, consider a VECM such as in equations (3.Sa) and (3.Sb): 
(3.Sa) 
(3.Sb) 
As explained earlier, the error-correction coefficients r sand r F provide 
information on the adjustment of each series to the deviation from the equilibrium in 
the previous period. Either or both stock and USF prices must respond to departures 
from equilibrium to prevent the riskless arbitrage opportunities. For example, if the 
stock return exceeds the futures return at time t - 1 (i.e., Bt _ 1 > 0 ), the stock price 
will decrease whereas the futures price will increase in the next period in order to 
restore the long-run equilibrium. Similarly, if the stock price falls below the futures 
price at time t - 1 (i.e., Bt _ 1 < 0), the stock will increase and futures price will 
decrease at time t. Therefore, this would lead one to predict that r s < 0 and r F > 0 . 
The absolute values of r sand r F show the magnitude of response of the stock and 
futures markets, and thus can be used to infer each market's share to the price 
discovery process. Intuitively, a market contributes to price discovery if feedback 
from that market drives prices in the other market. Given that the total adjustment to 
restore the equilibrium level is reflected by the sum of the absolute 1'(11 ues r s of r F ' 
the price discovery contribution of a market can be measured by the proportion of 
II :'\ 
total adjustment that occurs in the other market (Schwarz and Szakmary. 1994). 
115 In particular, the "price-discovering" market should exhibit the smaller (in magnitude) .( 
coefficient. 
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Accordingly, for every sample stock-futures paired prices, we define the stock and 
USF market contributions to price discovery process as e sand e F ' respectively: 
where: 
; and (3.8) 
If the price discovery takes place exclusively in the stock market (i.e., there is no 
feedback provided by the USF market and the stock price does not adjust to prior 
deviations from equilibrium), then r s = 0 and e s = 1 (e F = 0 ). In the other 
extreme, if the price discovery occurs in the futures market only (all the adjustment 
to the departure takes place in stock market), then r F = 0 and e F = 1 (e s = 0 ). 
If both markets contribute equally to price discovery process, e s = e F = O.S .116 
As shown above, the common factor weights (CFW), e sand e F ' are summed to 
one. The larger the factor weight of a market price suggests that this market price 
has greater contribution to the price discovery process. On the basis of the estimated 
VECM adjustment coefficients in equations (3.Sa) and (3.Sb), we calculate the stock 
and USF share in the price discovery process for each of the stocks in our sample as 
given by formula (3.8). 
116 It should be noted that the contributions to the price discovery as proposed by Schwarz and 
Szakmary (1994) are equal 10 the weights with which the time-series enters the common long memor) 
component identified by Gonzalo and Granger (1995) (see Theissen (2002) for the formal 
comparison). In addition, Theissen (2002) shows that both the common factor weights (CFW) and 
information shares (IS) of Hasbrouck (1995) are very likely to lead to qualitatively similar 
conclusions on price discovery issue as the Schwarz and Szakmary's (1994) measure. 
ISO 
The results are reported in the last two columns of Table 3 7 117 S' '1 t . 
" 1m1 ar 0 prenous 
lead-lag relationship analysis results, we find a dominant role of the stock market in 
price discovery. The stocks' common factor weight (e s) averages 0.605 with a 
minimum of 0.001 and a maximum of 0.993. In USF markets, the mean \'alue 
ofe F is 0.395 and ranges from 0.007 to 0.999. Inspection of each individual CF\\' 
estimate (i.e., the price discovery contributions) indicates that there are 31 cases 
where e F falls below 0.5 while only 18 where e s is lower than 0.5. On balance, 
these results indicate that although the two markets contribute to the price disco\'ery 
process, the major part of price discovery is in fact achieved in the stock market, 
which is consistent with our previous results of the lead-lag analysis. 
An alternative way to assess the proportion of the total adjustment that occurs in a 
individual market (and to infer the price discovery contribution of the other market) 
is to look at a scatter plot of the adjustment coefficients (Eun and Sabherwal, 2003). 
Figure 3.2 shows the results of this analysis and depicts the adjustment coefficients 
for two markets. It reports, on the horizontal axis, the responses of stock markets to 
the departures from equilibrium and, on the vertical axis, the responses of USFs 
markets. Points above (below) the 45° line represents firms with a larger (smaller) 
adjustment in the futures market compared to the adjustment in the stock market, and 
hence larger (smaller) contribution of the stock market to the price discovery process. 
As can be seen from the figure, most observations lie above the -1-5° line. implying 
that stock markets contribute more to the price discovery process in most cases. 
117 Since the formula assumes the adjustment in both markets in the direction predicted by the theory 
of error-correction modelling (i.e., a negative sign of the adjustment coefficient in the stock market 
(Ys < 0 ) and a positive one for the USF ( Y F > 0 ), we have to modify it for the stocks in which 
we find adjustment coefficients with a sign opposite to the one expected (e.g., both to .be neg~tive) In 
those cases we arbitrarily assign 99% share in the price discovery for the "non-adJus~ln~ market 
Inspection of the estimates of the adjustment coefficients (the error-correction terms) mdlcates thaI 
most of them are of the expected sign except in one case (LLO) where Y F is negative. 
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Taken as a whole, the empirical evidence presented in this and previous sections 
suggests that the arrival and the aggregation of new information into prices is 
achieved (i.e. price discovering) primarily through stocks trading, and that the futures 
markets have to do most adjustments towards the new equilibrium price len~l. 
3.4.2.4 Cross-sectional and Time-series Variations 
In the previous two sections, the results of our Granger causality tests and price 
discovery analysis for the entire sample (full period) indicate that the USFs markets 
make significant contributions to the price discovery process, although in majority of 
cases new information is disseminated first through their underlying stocks trading. 
However, prior research has documented a considerable variation in the price 
discovery functions of derivatives markets both through time (Abhyankar, 1995; 
Ates and Wang, 2005) and across the firms or markets (Chakravarty et aI., 2004). A 
number of possible explanations for this variation have been examined by prior 
literature including: (i) trading systems and institutional differences of the markets at 
which underlying assets being traded (Grunbichler et aI., 1994), (ii) the geographical 
origin of the underlying stock markets (Fung et aI., 2001), (iii) market maturation 
(Stoll and Whaley, 1990), (iv) trading characteristics such as relative liquidity and 
trading costs (Fleming et aI., 1996), (v) contract features/designs (Hasbrouck, 2003), 
and (vi) information types and contents (Frino et aI., 2000; Chatrath et aL 2002). 
As mentioned before, the special features of USF contracts provide us a unique 
opportunity to further examine whether these factors could significantly affect the 
price discovery role of a derivatives market. For example, with underlying stocks 
trading in several different markets and countries, our USFs samples enable us to 
extend the analysis by investigating whether the USF markets' information 
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contributions could be influenced by the geographical origin of their underlying 
stock markets and/or the underlying stock trading locations and systems. It could also 
be interesting to investigate the extent to which the price discovery contributions of 
futures markets vary across their 'introduction/learning' and 'maturation' periods. 
These are the issues we wish to address in the next three sections. 
Country Effects 
The first issue we wish to address is whether there is any significant variation in the 
price discovery contributions of USFs whose underlying stocks are being traded in 
the geographically-separated stock markets. That is, does the . country effect' exist? 
As discussed before, a number of studies show, in the context of cross-listed stock 
index futures, that the price discovery ability of futures markets depends on the 
market structures and institutional differences of the markets at which the underlying 
indices are being traded (see, e.g., Frino and West, 2003; Covrig et aI., 2004). 
Therefore, it would be interesting to see whether this result is applicable to USF 
contracts that are based on stocks from different markets, and if USFs price 
discovery role can be attributed to different underlying market conditions / locations. 
We can address this question by partitioning our preVIOUS VECM and prIce 
discovery results in Table 3.7 into several USFs groups according to their underlying 
stock market location. Altogether, our sample consists of a total of 50 USF contracts 
including (i) 10 USFs based on stocks traded in the U.K., (ii) 7 USFs for stocks 
traded in France, (iii) 8 USFs for stocks traded in Germany, (iv) 6 USFs for stocks 
traded in Italy, (v) 6 USFs for stocks traded in Netherlands, (vi) 3 USFs for stocks 
traded in Spain, (vii) 5 USFs for stocks traded in Sweden, and (viii) 5 USFs for 
stocks traded in Switzerland. 
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Table 3.8 presents the cross-sectional descriptive statistics on the estimated price 
discovery contributions (i.e., the CFW 0 F in Table 3.7) for our entire USF sample 
and for each of the USF group. The results reported in this table indicate that, while 
our whole USF sample (on average) contributes almost 40% (mean 0 F yalue is 
0.3951) of the price discovery process, there is a considerable variation in the amount 
of price discovery across different USF groups. Specifically, of the eight groups 
examined, the USF trading in Italian and U.K. stocks both share more than 50% of 
the information discovery role. The mean 0 F value is 0.6027 for the Italian USFs 
and the 0 F averages 0.5202 for U.K. USFs. As discussed before, the larger the factor 
weight of a market price suggests that this market price has greater contribution to 
the price discovery process. Therefore, the result implies that UK and Italian USFs 
exhibit a dominant role in price discovery process in comparison to their underlying 
stock markets, contradicting the evidence obtained from entire sample analysis. 
On the other hand, for those USFs whose underlying stocks are being traded in 
France and the Netherlands, only less than 25% of total price discovery contributions 
come from futures markets. The average common factor weights (CFW) of these two 
markets groups are 0.2459 and 0.2363, respectively, which are only less than half of 
contributions from U.K. and Italian USF contracts. Since the eight markets 
considered in this study have considerable differences in their trading systems and 
market structures, the finding of significant variations in the USF price discoyery 
role across these markets is, perhaps, not very surprising. OveralL the results indicate 
that there is a 'country-effect' in the contributions of different USF contracts, and 
that the geographical origin of its underlying stock may influence the ability of a 
futures market to incorporate the new information. This finding is consistent with the 
prior research which has examined the same issue in other derivatives markets. 
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Home-Bias Hypothesis 
The issue of whether the trading location of the underlying stocks could affect the 
price discovery contributions of the USFs contracts is further analysed in this section. 
In particular, we compare the relative price discovery contributions of domestic-
listed and cross-listed USFs and intend to provide an answer to the following 
question: whether, and to what extent, the price discovery function of a future market 
is influenced by the trading location of the underlying stock. 
The price discovery dynamics of internationally listed securities has been the subject 
of intensive empirical research in recent years. The literature, dominated by the 
studies on the importance of location of trade for the pricing of securities, focused on 
the cross-listed of non-US stocks on the US exchanges. Among the authors who have 
addressed this issue are Kim et al. (2000), Eun and Sabherwal (2003), and Grammig 
et al. (2004; 2005). The general conclusion from these studies is that the prIce 
discovery primarily originates from the home market (i.e. home-bias). 
Several studies have also examined the issue using stock index futures that are cross-
listed / dual-listed in different countries and further confirmed the home market's 
dominance in the international price discovery process (see e.g., Covrig et al. 2004). 
However, while much work has been done on the price dynamics of internationally 
listed stocks and/or cross-listed index derivatives, there has been little (if any) 
attention given to the price discovery process of cross-listed single stock futures 
(SSFs). To this end, the purpose of this section is to fill this gap in the current 
literature and to investigate the relative price discovery role of domestic-listed and 
cross-listed SSFs by comparing the price discovery contributions of the LSFs 
contracts listed on U.K. (domestic) and European (foreign) stocks. 
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The home-bias hypothesis argues that as firm-specific information such as earnings, 
dividends, and financing announcements is likely to be dominated by home factors. 
home bias arises because investors are on average better informed about domestic 
firms (see Tesar and Werber, 1995). Since the single stock futures (SSFs) contracts 
such as USFs were designed for investors to manage the firm-specific risk, the 
underlying stock markets could be more sensitive to stock futures movement. Hence. 
by comparing the price discovery functions of the U.K. USFs and European USFs 
contracts, a more reliable conclusion could be made in relation to the "international" 
price discovery dynamics of the cross-listed stock / derivatives. In addition, the 
findings of this section could provide insights to global investors on the importance 
of U.K. futures trading in the foreign underlying stock market price movements. 
To achieve the above objective, we employ a similar technique as in the previous 
section and partition our entire USFs sample into two groups; one includes the 10 
USFs that are trading on U.K. stocks and the other one includes all the remaining 
USFs that are based on 40 European stocks. Cross-sectional descriptive statistics of 
the estimated adjustment coefficients from the VECM equations (3.5a) and (3.5b) are 
presented in Panel A of Table 3.9. Generally, among the U.K. USF markets. the 
average adjustment of stock market prices, ys , is smaller than average correction 
originating in the futures market, YF , implying larger contribution of the stock 
exchange to the price discovery process. The dominant role of the stock markets in 
price discovery is also prevalent in the European USF markets. However. inspecting 
the magnitude of mean YF value in each group of USFs suggests that the cross-listed 
foreign USFs take up more adjustment burden and less price discovery role 
compared to the domestic-listed U.K. USFs. 
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Comparing the relative price discovery contributions (SF) of these two different C S F 
groups in Panel B of Table 3.9 lends further support to the dominance of the 
domestic-listed USFs in their stock-futures pricing process. More specifically. the 
USF trading in U.K. stocks share more than 50% of the price discovery role (i.e., 
mean e F value is 0.5202); whereas for the cross-listed USFs whose underlying 
stocks are being traded in the European stocks markets, only 36% of total price 
discovery contributions come from the futures markets (mean 8 F value is 0.3639). 
In order to analyse whether the cross-listed European USFs in fact contribute less to 
the process of price discovery, we test whether the average CFW (8 F ) in European 
USFs is significantly lower than that of domestic-listed U.K USFs by performing a 
non-parametric Wilcoxon signed rank test. As can be seen from the test result, the 
null hypothesis that the average price discovery contributions of the two USF groups 
are equal is clearly rejected at the 100/0 significance level. 
Overall, we find that the level of price discovery in a futures market is largely 
affected by the trading location of the underlying stock. On average, we find that the 
domestic-listed USFs whose underlying stocks are trading in domestic markets 
contribute more to the price discovery process compared to the cross-listed USFs 
who make only a small contribution to the information aggregation process. That is. 
to the extent that some new information in fact comes from the foreign-listed USFs 
markets, their contributions to price discovery process are, at best, marginal (i.e., the 
"international" price discovery is not pronounced). This result is consistent with the 
previous evidence presented in the cross-listed stock / index futures literature \\hich 
show that home markets are still more conductive to information incorporation, 
despite the recent globalisation of the international financial markets. 
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Market Maturity Effects 
Our price discovery analysis over the entire sample period indicates that the USF 
market makes a contribution to the price discovery process, though the major part of 
the price discovery is in fact achieved in the underlying stocks. HO\\·e\,er. many 
studies which have examined the price discovery functions of derivatives markets 
show that the information role of a new derivative contract may be dependent on its 
stage of development. As Merton (1995) argues. there is a "learning curve" 
associated with any financial innovations and their initial introduction period will 
only serve as a learning period for traders to become familiar with the contracts and 
to construct the new trading strategies. 118 
As an example, Ates and Wang (2005) have recently addressed this "market 
maturity' issue and examined whether the development stages of the U.S. E-mini 
index futures have influenced the price discovery roles of these new futures markets. 
Applying both common factor weights (CFW) and information shares (IS) price 
discovery measures, they find that, in their introduction period, E-mini index futures' 
price discovery contributions are relatively low but they gradually become the 
"dominant" markets in the price discovery process during their maturity period. 
Therefore, in this section, we extend our empirical analysis and further investigate 
the price discovery functions of USF markets over the different development stages. 
The following steps are involved in our analysis. First, the whole sample period of 
daily stock and USF prices is divided into two sub-periods, which are dictated by the 
118 As for the USF contracts, they provide many new trading strategies (e.g., the so-cal.led "Relatiw-
Strength and Pairs investing"). However. Johnson (2005) points out that even experIenced trad,ers 
. . k fi d 't d'ffi It to f'ollow such new tradIng such as mutual funds Insurance companIes and ban s may In I I ICU , '. 
. . ' , d b'-: ' estl'n o in these new den\ all\ es strategIes and Illlght prefer to learn more about the pro ucts elore IllV ~ 
instrulllents, 
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different development stages of the market. The first period is the initial introduction 
period and corresponds to around the first two years of trading in 50 CSF samples. 
The second period covers the next two years of trading (i.e., the maturity period). 
Second, the causality tests and price discovery analysis, along the lines set out in 
previous sections, are repeated and performed over the two sub-periods so as to 
investigate the temporal variability of the futures markets' price discovery role. 119 
Tables 3.10 and 3.11 present VECM estimates and the Granger causality Wald test 
statistics for the introduction (i.e. PI) and maturity (i.e. P2) periods, respectively, 
Tables 3.12 and 3.13 summarise the results of the four causality hypotheses and 
report each stock and USF common factor weights for the PI and P2 periods. Figures 
3.3 and 3.4 depict the adjustment coefficients of stock and USF for the two sub-
periods. Finally, cross-sectional descriptive statistics of USF share in price discovery 
process (i.e., CFWe F as given in formula (3.8)) are presented in Table 3.14. 
Based on these empirical results, we summarise our interesting findings as follows: 
(i) Same as the results from the full period analysis, the coefficient estimates on 
RSIF t-i are positive and significant at 1 % level in all cases for both sub-periods (see 
Tables 3.10 and 3.11). Again, the results support the use of the lagged stock index 
returns in our VECM models to control for the influences of systematic market-wide 
information in order to obtain valid inference on the relative price discovery 
contributions of the 'firm-specific' information in the stock and futures markets. 
119 View alternatively, we can treat the investigation of the price discovery functions of USF mark~ts 
over different periods as additional supporting evidence to our results from the analysl,s of ~n,tlre 
sample which enables us to rule out the possibility that the results are sensitive to the penod ()I time 
examined. 
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(ii) Based on Table 3.12 and 3.13, we confinn the dominant role of the stock market 
in price discovery. As a whole, the stock markets prices contribute to 62.1 % and 
51.5% of price discovery in the introduction (PI) and maturity (P2) sub-periods, 
comparable to the 60.50/0 contributions in the full sample period. More importantly, 
as predicted by the 'market maturity' hypothesis, the infonnation share attributable 
to the USF futures market appears to have increased slightly over our sample period: 
the average CFW of USFs has risen from 0.379 in PI to 0.485 in P2 period. The 
Wilcoxon Z-test shows that this increase is statistically and economically significant. 
The increase in USFs' CFW becomes clearer when we compare the scatter plots of 
the adjustment coefficients during the two sub-periods (refer to Figures 3.3 and 3.4). 
As can be seen from the figures, more observations are now below the 45° line in P2 
period than in PI, implying that stock markets have taken up more adjustments 
burden and futures markets contribute more to price discovery process in P2 period. 
(iii) Based on Table 3.14, we observe that, when the CFW figures from Table 3.12 
and 3.13 are broken down by country groups, most of the European USFs have 
experienced an increase in their price discovery role although the majority of these 
increases are not statistically significant as indicated by the results of Z-tests (with an 
exception of USFs trading on German underlying stocks). The inspection on the 
magnitude of mean CFW values for each USF group does not support the hypothesis 
that overall increase is only driven by the large increases of German USFs' shares. 120 
While most USFs have enjoyed an increase in their information role. the a\"eragc 
price discovery contributions of the 10 domestic U.K. USFs decreased slightly. 
although this decrease is not statistically significant. 
PO . d 1000 across two sub-periods 
- In particular, the average CFW of Germany USFs has mcrease over 0 
and risen from 0.3115 in PI period to 0.6392 in P2 period. 
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View collectively, the results of sub-sample and sub-period analyses are consistent 
with most of the previous studies and indicate that there is a large cross-sectional and 
time-series variation in the futures markets' price discovery contributions. 
Differences in the underlying stocks trading location, market structure, and market 
maturity are possible reasons causing these variations. However, as these results may 
also be driven by a set of different trading and contract design factors, any far 
reaching conclusions cannot be drawn at this stage. As discussed earlier. the 
relatively large size of our USFs sample (i.e., 50) allows us to control for these 
factors and explore the cross-sectional determinants of USF markets price discovery 
contributions in a later section. 
Other possible explanations for the variation in USF price discovery contributions 
include the trading characteristics such as relative liquidity and trading costs. futures 
contract designs, and information types and contents. For example, our findings that 
information role of USF futures markets has increased over time may be related to 
the fact that between the two sub-periods we examined, the trading volume of USFs 
markets has increased substantially. To examine the influences on the proportion of 
information that is incorporated via futures markets, further investigation is required. 
3.4.2.5 Robustness Tests 
In order to investigate the sensitivity of our results to empirical design choices, \\C 
conduct several robustness checks in this section. Specifically, \ve consider the 
implications of the following specifications: (i) allowing an unrestricted and a fully 
identified long-run matrix, /3' = (1, /31' /32)' in our vector error-correction model 
(VECM), and (ii) including the effect of the market-wide information in the price 
disco\'l~ry analysis. 
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Unrestricted VECM 
In our main analysis, the price discovery measures of USFs (i.e .. CF\Y e F ) are 
computed from the estimated adjustment coefficients of an restricted VECM (3.5a) 
and (3. 5b) where we restricted the cointegrating vector to be of p' = (1, 0, - 1) form 
implying that the lagged basis (Bt_1 = St_1 - ~_I ; i.e., the difference between stock 
and futures prices) reflects the error correction term (ECT) in the cointegrated stock-
futures prices system. Although we have formally tested and verified this restriction 
using the testing procedure developed by Johansen and Juselius (1990), a number of 
recent studies show that the basis spread (St_1 - ~-l ) may not be a good proxy for 
the long-run relationship between stock and futures prices because it ignores most of 
the carrying charges (see the appendix A of Zhong et al. (2004) for a formal proof). 
Therefore, it is important to test the sensitivity of our prices discovery measures to 
the different specifications of the stock-futures cointegrating relationship. To 
accomplish this objective, we re-run the VECM (3.5a) and (3.5b) allowing the ECT 
to be an unrestricted and a fully identified long-run matrix, /3' = (1, PI' P2) (i.e., to 
let the data to estimate the 'true' values of /31 and P 2 so as to identify the exact 
long-run relationship between stock and futures). 
Tables 3.15 presents the full VECM estimates, the PI and P2 estimates, as well as 
the Granger causality test statistics for our entire sample over the full period. The 
results of the four causality hypotheses and the computed CFW measures are 
summarised in Table 3.16. Figure 3.5 depicts the adjustment coefficients estimated 
from the unrestricted version of VECM. Finally, cross-sectional descriptive statistics 
ofUSF share in price discovery are presented in Table 3.17. 
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Inspections of these tables and figure do not indicate any qualitati\,e change in the 
results. Specifically, although there appears to have been a small increase in the l'SF 
price discovery level compared to the restricted model, as a whole. the stock (l'SF) 
markets prices contribute to 56.70/0 (43.3%) of price discovery. \\hich is directly 
comparable to the 60.5% (39.5%) contributions computed in the restricted model. 
Cross-sectional descriptive statistics on the estimated cointegrating vectors in Table 
3.17 show that the average estimates of the elements of the cointegrating \'ector are 
close to the form /3' = (1,0, -1) . We find that the median values of /31 and Pc are 
equal to -0.0185 and -0.9952 respectively. 121 This finding lends further support to our 
application of the restrictions /31 = 0 and /32 = -1 in the equations (3.Sa) and (3.5b) 
in the main analysis. Overall, these suggest that the results from our main analysis 
are robust to the model specification. 
Market-wide Information Effects 
As the focus of this study is on the reflection of the 'firm-specific' information in 
stock and futures markets, we include the lagged stock index futures returns in our 
VECM model (3.5a) and (3.5b) so as to 'filter out' the effect of the systematic 
market-wide information flow. However, many previous studies argue that the price 
discovery ability of a futures market may depend on information types: that is, a 
futures market tends to contribute more in price discovery process in relation to the 
'market-wide' information (see, for example, Chan, 1992; Crain and Lee, 1995; and 
Frino et aI., 2000). 
121 Note that, in our previous co integration tests, we conduct restriction tests on the Johansen's 
estimates of these two coefficients and find slightly different median values. In particular, we find that 
. f3 ., d d' f3 I 099716 This small discreparK\ the medIan value of I equals to -0.013-,1, an me Ian 2 equa - . ' . . 
. . . . ' h d ML t chnique to simultaneoush estImate IS not surpnsmg as the Johansen comtegratlOn met 0 uses e , . . VEe\1 
all the VECM coefficients whereas in this study we adopt the OLS approach to tstlmate .each . 
. . ., c. b th 'nclusion PI' lanned stock tndex rdurns 
equatIon separately. A second dlfferenttattng lactor may eel ~~ . 
in our bivariate vector error-correction model. 
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To allow for this possible variation, and to further assess the issue of whether (and to 
what extent) the USF markets contribute in aggregating the market-wide information 
, 
we re-estimate the VECM equations C3.5a) and (3.5b) excluding the lagged stock 
index futures returns, SIFt_I' In general, results are very similar to those withSIFt-I. 
Detailed estimation results of this new model specification are presented in Table 
3.18. The results of the four causality hypotheses and the computed CFW measures 
are both summarised in Table 3.19. Figure 3.6 depicts the adjustment coefficients 
estimated from this new version of VECM. Finally, cross-sectional descriptive 
statistics ofUSF share in price discovery are presented in Table 3.20. 
Various points can be made. First, opposite to the findings of the current literature 
which examine the stock index futures price discovery role, we find that the single 
stock futures markets such as USFs are less able to incorporate the systematic 
market-wide information when compared to their stocks counterpart. In our previous 
main analysis, the results show that the USF prices account for 39.5% of price 
discovery in firm-specific information. However, regarding the market-wide 
information type, they can only share 28.4% of total price discovery. This is 
confirmed by the results presented in Wilcoxon Z-test which show that the difference 
we find in USFs price discovery ability is highly significant. Second, the difference 
in USFs price discovery role becomes even clearer if we look at Figure 3.6 and 
compare it with the scatter plot in Figure 3.2. As can be seen clearly from the Figure 
3.6, more observations are now above the 45° line, implying that USF have taken up 
more adjustments burden and stock markets contribute more to price discovery in 
respect to the market-wide information. These results imply that the information role 
of USF contracts vary considerably depending on whether the information is markd-
wide or firm-specific. 
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3.4.3 Cross-sectional Determinants of Price Discovery Process 
The results from previous sections clearly reject the null hypothesis that the price 
discovery contribution attributable to futures markets is equal across all the firms in 
our sample. They vary considerably through time and across firm or market. 
Consequently, in this section, we perform a set of OLS cross-sectional regressions in 
order to identify the factors affecting the level of USFs price discovery contributions. 
In the current literature, there is scare direct evidence on the factors influencing the 
price discovery ability of the derivatives contracts. and only a limited number of 
studies have examined whether the informativeness of the derivative markets is 
related to contemporaneous market conditions such as liquidity~ trading costs and 
volatility. 
A notable example is the recent empirical work of Chakravarty et al. (2004) who 
used a sample of 60 stocks with traded options to investigate the determinants of the 
information shares of U.S. equity options market. They find that option market price 
discovery is cross-sectionally related to trading volume and spreads in both markets, 
and stock volatility. However, to our knowledge, studies that explicitly examine this 
relationship for the Single Stock Futures (SSF) markets are virtually nonexistent, 
perhaps due to their lack of trading history and the unavailability of data. 
What determines the contributions of the USF market to the price discovery process? 
This is the principal question we wish to address in this section. Our empirical results 
are particularly important as they could provide policy makers important insights on 
the importance of several factors in new contract designs and market structure 
revisions which can enhance information dissemination process in the market. 
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Most previous studies were unable to address this important issue because in order to 
do so with any degree of confidence requires a fairly large sample. The relatiyely 
large size of our sample, 50 USFs in total, enables us to explore the cross-sectional 
determinants of futures market price discovery contributions. 
3.4.3.1 Graphical Illustration 
Before performing the formal cross-sectional regression analysis. it would be useful 
to see visually whether the informativeness of USFs markets is related to the 
observable market variables, such as the trading volume and spread. Therefore. we 
sorted the estimated price discovery contributions (i.e., the CFW 8 F in Table 3.7) 
for 50 USFs by (i) trading volume, and (ii) effective spread, in an ascending order. 
Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 illustrate the results for USFs sorted by trading volume and 
spread, respectively. Inspecting these two figures, it appears that the common factor 
weights of USFs (CFW) are positively related to the trading volume, but negatively 
related to the trading costs in futures markets (as proxied by the effective spread).122 
This is corroborated by a correlation analysis. In particular. the correlation between 
the CFW (e F ) and the average daily trading volume is 0.396, and is -0.304 for the 
effective spread. Both coefficients are significantly different from zero at 5% level. 
On the basis of these, it seems to suggest that the level of price discovery in US F 
market may be affected by both the liquidity and transaction cost of the markets. 
3.4.3.2 Cross-sectional Analysis 
In order to obtain more detailed insights into the cross-sectional determinants of l 'SF 
price discovery contributions, we perform a set of OLS cross-sectional regressions. 
l~~ Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 visualize the relationships between CFW and the relative tradi~g 
. . k P tt e sl'milar to the one observed In volume and spread ratio m both stock and USF mar ets. a ems ar 
Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8. 
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Our testing framework is similar to that of Chakravarty et al. (2004). Howeyer, their 
results for U.S. option markets may not hold for the futures markets such as USFs 
because of the fundamental differences of these two types of derivatives products. 
Hence, one by-product of the results from this section is to shed light on this issue. 
First, we define the dependent variable that is used in the cross-sectional regressions. 
We then discuss our explanatory variables and the associated hypotheses, followed 
by the summary statistics of explanatory variables and regression results. Finally. to 
investigate the sensitivity of our results, we also conduct several robustness checks. 
A. Dependent Variable 
Our dependent variable is the logistic transformation of the USF market contribution 
to price discovery, In[0 F /(1- 0 F)]' where 0 F is directly extracted from Table 3.7. 
The logistic transformation ensures that the predicted regression values lie between 
zero and one, which by definition are the bounds of the price discovery contribution. 
Chakravarty et al. (2004) apply this transformation technique to their dependent 
variable when analysing the determinants of price discovery in U.S. option markets. 
Eun and Sabherwal (2003) also employ this method to examine the factors 
influencing the contribution ofNYSE stock price to the cross-listed Canadian stocks. 
B. Explanatory Variables 
There are many variables that may have explanatory power for USFs' factor \\eights. 
Our main explanatory variables are identified by the previous literature and reflect 
the most influential market characteristic/contract design factors in the price 
discovery function of these markets. In this study we test not only the relatiye trading 
characteristics used by Chakravarty et al. (2004) to explain the information shares of 
U.S. equity options, but also for the factors relating to the USF contracts design 
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features, such as the contract size, which have been identified by earlier work. 
Additionally, we also include a list of control variables (market maturity and tradino 
- := 
location) which may have an impact on the price discovery process, as suggested by 
the results of our previous analysis. These explanatory variables are discussed below. 
B.l. Relative Trading Characteristics: 
1. USF Share a/Trading Volume 
To the extent that information is incorporated into prices through trading, we would 
expect to see a positive relation between the amount of price discovery in futures 
markets and the relative trading volume in both futures and its stock markets. 123 
Many previous studies show that, when an asset or several related assets are traded 
on multiple markets, the market with the larger market share contributed more to the 
price discovery process. For example, Stephan and Whaley (1990) examine the 
relations between intraday price change and trading volume in the stock and options 
market. Their findings suggest that price discovery and trading activity are positively 
related. More recently, Chakravarty et al. (2004) also confirm this positive 
relationship in the U.S. stock and options markets. In another study of the NYSE 
contribution to price discovery relative to the regional exchanges for 30 Dow Jones 
stocks, Hasbrouck (1995) finds a positive and significant correlation between the 
NYSE contribution to price discovery and its market share by trading volume. 
Therefore, we use the ratio ofUSF trading volume to stock volume (VolumeRalio) as 
an explanatory variable. Given the results of these and other similar studies, we 
expect that the coefficient of our variable VolumeRatio will be positi\t~ and 
statistically significant. 
123 Indeed trading volume has been widely used as a measure of the rate of information arri\ al. This 
relationship is consistent with earlier work of Clark (1973), Copeland (1976). and KarpotT (1987). 
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11. Relative Trading Costs in USF and Stock Markets 
According to the market microstructure models, new information becomes 
impounded in prices largely because of trading of informed traders (Easley and 
O'Hara, 1987). As profit is reduced by the trading costs, informed traders have an 
incentive to trade in the market with the lowest costs to maximise the value of their 
information. Therefore, all else equal, lower cost markets are expected to be more 
informative than higher cost markets (Stephan and Whaley, 1990; and Chan, 1992). 
This is also consistent with earlier studies relating price discovery to trading costs. 
For example, Fleming et al. (1996) suggest that trading cost is the major factor 
explaining relative rates of price discovery in stocks. futures and option markets, and 
price discovery will occur in the market with lowest cost since the informed traders 
choose to trade in that market. DeB Harris et al. (2002) arrive at the same conclusion 
on the basis of their analysis of 30 Dow Jones stocks. Bid-ask spread is one of the 
common measures of trading cost, and narrower spread implies lower trading costs. 
We therefore include the ratio of effective USF spread to effective stock spread 
(SpreadRatio) as another right-hand-side (RHS) variable. 124 Since traders prefer to 
trade in lower cost markets, it is expected that the coefficient of SpreadRatio will be 
negatively related to USF price discovery. 125 
111. Relative Trading Frequency of USF and Stock Markets 
As discussed before, we expect the contribution of USF market to price discovery to 
be positively related to its share in total trading volume. Another reason to expect the 
above relationship is that the markets have more trading activity, and therefore 
greater liquidity may aid the anonymity of traders. Since the ability of infonned 
124 Roll's (1984) measure is used to calculate the effective bid-ask spread of each market. The formula 
is equal to S _ -'..}_ '( ) where. is the daily return of market i. Anand and Karago/l)glu 
, - _ C 0 \ r" rj _ I' , , 
(2006) provide for a performance comparison of various bid-ask spread est.imators in.fu.tures marke.t. 
125 However, it should be noted that if market makers set wider spreads In fear of Intorm~d tradmg. 
this might induce a positive relationship between our variable SpreadRatio and USF prlCl' dISc()\ cry. 
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traders to hide their trades is important to them, the market preference of informed 
traders is likely to be a function of the relative market depths in both markets. 126 
Therefore, as an alternative measure to market liquidity, we add the ratio of USF 
trading frequency to stock trading frequency (TradeFrequency) as an additional 
explanatory variable. 127 As price discovery occurs in more liquid and frequently 
traded market, we expect the coefficient of TradeFrequency to be positive and 
significant. 
IV Volatility of Underlying Stock Markets 
The price discovery role of a futures market may also be influenced by the volatility 
in the underlying stock market. Intuitively, higher stock volatility indicates higher 
level of uncertainty in the underlying market, and hence increases their demand for 
hedging, which would suggest that more trading activity, and therefore prIce 
discovery, will occur in the USF market whose underlying stocks are more 
volatile. 128 However, Chakravarty et al. (2004) provide evidence inconsistent with 
the above argument and show that less price discovery occurs in the option market 
when the level of uncertainty is high. In the distinct but related research, it has also 
been suggested that E-mini index futures contribute relatively lower information 
share in high volatility periods (see, e.g., Martens, 1998~ Ates and Wang, 2005). 
Thus, we expect the price discovery in USF market relative to stock market to be 
affected by the underlying stock volatility level. We capture this effect by including a 
1~6 Harris (2003. p.243) states "How informative prices are depends on the ~ost.s of acq.uiring 
information and on how much liquidity is available to informed traders. If informatIon IS expenslve .. l)r 
the market is not liquid, prices will not be very informative." The positive relation bet\\ee~ prIce 
informativeness and liquidity is supported by Admati and Pfleiderer (1988) or Hong and Rady (_002). 
127 Aitken and Comerton-Forde (2003) provide a detailed comparison on a range of measures for 
market liquidity. They compared the trade-based and order-based measures and concluded that ~rder­
based measures provide a better proxy for liquidity. However, there is no direct or~er ?~ta avaIlable 
for our study. Therefore, we used trade frequency as an alternative proxy for market lIqUIdity. 
128 For exa~ple, the empirical results of Chang et al. (2000) suggest that increases in stock market 
volatility increase the demand for hedging in S&P 500 index futures market. 
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variable, Volatility, which is the standard deviation of daily stock return. It is expect 
that the coefficient of Volatility could be either positive or negative. 
B.2. Contract Design/Features: Contract Size 
In addition to the relative trading characteristics of stocks and USF markets, we also 
include a variable which reflects the contract feature of USF. In designing a new 
derivative security, exchanges carefully consider how its attributes (such as method 
of settlement, contract size, and minimum price increment (i.e., tick size)) affect 
different investors' accessibility, and hence the success/failure of the new contract. 
From a practical standpoint, the primary objective of an exchange is to identify the 
optimal combination of contract attributes that will maximize the operational and 
informational efficiency of these new markets, and thus provide more conductive 
conditions for the price discovery process (see, for example, Bollen et ai., 2003).129 
Since the launch of trading in January 2001, LIFFE has defined each USF contract as 
representing 100 shares of the underlying stocks, except contracts written on UK and 
Italian based stocks which represent 1000 stocks. The primary argument supporting a 
smaller contract size is investor accessibility. Specifically, it is believed that the 
smaller contract can reach out to more traders, especially the small investors. 
However, since trading costs such as brokerage commissions and exchange fees are 
usually quoted on 'per contract' basis, small contract size means higher trading costs. 
Consequently, these higher trading costs have potential of curtailing trading demand. 
Hence, we expect larger-sized USF contracts to playa larger role in price disco\"ery. 
To capture this possible effect, we include a dummy variable. ConlracfSi:e, \\hich 
take a value of one for the U.K. and Italian USFs and zero for the other contracts. 
129 Ates and Wang (2005) provide evidence consistent with the argument that the operational 
efficiency and liquidity will both affect the rate of price discovery in the futures markets. 
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Our null hypothesis is that the coefficient of ContractSize is positive and statistically 
significant. 130 
B.3. Control Variables 
Apart from the factors identified above relating to the trading characteristics of USF 
markets relative to stock markets and futures contracts features, we additionally 
include a list of control variables which may have an impact on the relative 
contribution of each USF to the price discovery process. 
I. Market Maturity 
Since our 50 sample USFs have been listed over a range of introduction dates, each 
regression controls for the development stages of the USF trading by a variable. 
MonthsListed, which is measured as the number of months for which a USF has been 
listed in the LIFFE through December 30, 2005. We expected a positive relation 
between MonthsListed and the level of price discovery in futures markets. because as 
founded by the results of previous sections, more mature market tends to contributes 
more to the price discovery process. One of the possible reasons is increased 
investors' familiarity and accessibility to such futures contracts over time. 
II. Country of Origin 
In addition, we controls for the trading location of the underlying stocks by including 
a dummy variable, HomeMarket, which equals 1 for British USFs and 0 for the 
'cross-border' European USFs. There may be, on average, higher contribution from 
the domestic-listed U.K. USFs to pricing of British stocks, because of higher 
cultural, language and regulatory proximity, which are found to be important 
130 This prediction is also consistent with our earlier results relating the variations of USF price 
discovery functions to the countries in which their underlying stocks are traded (see Table 3.8). 
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determinants in explaining the different price discovery ability of the cross-listed 
versus domestic-listed financial securities (see Table 3.9). 
c. Summary Statistics of the Explanatory Variables 
Table 3.21 presents descriptive statistics and correlation coefficients between 
independent variables of our cross-sectional regressions. They provide further insight 
into our sample and the relative trading characteristics in the stock and USF markets. 
The findings suggest that, on average, futures markets are associated with !O\\"er 
trading activity and are less frequently traded as compared to its underlying stocks. 
Specifically, the median values of the VolumeRatio and TradeFrequency are 0.4350 
and 0.4615 respectively, implying that USFs are far less actively traded than stocks. 
One reason for this might be the associated higher transaction costs on futures 
markets. In general, USFs markets suffer from wider spreads, as the mean 
SpreadRatio is greater than one and equal to l.135l. Also, Table 3.21 shows that 
USF stocks are not particularly volatile with an average standard deviation of 0.0225. 
We find a strong positive correlation between the VolumeRatio and TradeFrequency, 
which is not surprising, as one can expect that the market with higher trading activity 
tends to be the more frequently traded market. However, inconsistent with previous 
studies examining volume and volatility relationship, we document an inverse 
relationship between these two variables, presumably because our variable 
l'olumeRatio measures the relative trading volume in both markets. 131 
From a technical point of view, high correlation between explanatory variables may 
lead to multicollinearity when correlated variables are jointly included in regressions. 
131 The relationship between volume and volatility has received much attention in the lit~ratur~" 
Studies from a number of different market settings suggest that there is a positive relationship 
volatility and volume (see, for instance, Karpoff, 1987). 
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In our sample, we find VolumeRatio is correlated with both TradeFrequency and 
Volatility with the correlation coefficients of 0.3219 and -0.21-+7, respectiyely. 
Consequently, we run a set of regressions including these main variables separately. 
D. Regression Models and Results 
As explained earlier, in order to avoid multicollinearity we do not include our main 
explanatory variables at the same time but rather estimate five separate models. 
Specifically, the following cross-sectional regressions are estimated one by one: 132 
In[8 F,I /(1- 8 F,;)] = 130 + f3lMonthListed; + f32HomeMarket; + 133 TradeFrequency; + V; (2) 
where: In[8
F
,;I(1-8F )] IS logistic transformation of USFj pnce discovery 
contribution; MonthListed; is a control variable measured as the number of 
months for which a USF has been listed; HorneMarket, is a dummy 
variable equal 1 for U.K. USFs, and 0 for the "cross-border" European USFs; 
Volurn eRatio; IS the ratio of each paired markets trading volume: 
TradeFrequency; IS the ratio of each paired markets trading days; 
SpreadRatio; is the ratio of effective spread of each pair markets; 
Vol at i lity; is measured as the standard deviation daily stock returns: 
ContractSize; is a dummy variable equal 1 for U.K and Italian USFs. and 0 
for other smaller-sized contracts which only represent 100 underlying stocks. 
\1c Ates and Wang (2005) used similar regressions to examine the time-series determinants of E.-n~ini 
index futures contribution to price discovery process. Chakravarty et al. (20?4) also used a similar 
approach to examine the determinants of the information shares in the U.S. options market. 
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Ordinary Lest Squares (OLS) is used to estimate the parameters of models (l) to (5). 
In addition, we use the Newey and West's (1987) procedure to calculate the 
consistent standard errors (and the associated t-statistics) of the regression parameter 
estimates in order to adjust for the serially correlated and/or heteroskedastic error 
process. 
The estimated coefficients of a set of OLS cross-sectional regressions are reported in 
columns 3 through 7 of Table 3.22. In all five specifications, we control for both 
market maturity effect and country effect, as indicated by our findings from the 
previous sub-periods and sub-samples analysis. In general, we find evidence that 
price discovery in the USF market is related to the relative trading volume and bid-
ask spreads in the stock and futures markets, which is consistent with findings in 
Chakravarty et al. (2004) for the option markets. 
In model (1), the coefficient of Vo lu meR a tio; is positive and statistically 
significant at the 1 % level, implying that the higher the volume of trading in the USF 
in relation to stock, the greater proportion of total price discovery that occurs in the 
futures market. In model (2), we included only the TradeFrequency; but found it to 
be statistically insignificant indicating that the ratio of each market trading days does 
not provide explanatory power on the variation in USF price discovery contributions. 
The coefficient of SpreadRatio; in model (3) is highly significant and has a priori 
expected negative sign, which is consistent with the argument that the USF market 
with relatively lower transaction costs induce a greater competiti\'e threat to its 
underlying stock, attracting more informed trading in futures market, and 
consequently more price discovery. This result supports the trading cost hypothesis 
of Fleming et al. (1996) which suggests that the lower trading costs are more 
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conductive to price discovery. We then explored the effect of stock yolatility on price 
discovery process by estimating model (4). We find that the coefficient of variable 
Volatility; as measured by the standard deviation of daily stock return during the 
sample period, is negative but statistically insignificant, implying that USFs price 
discovery contributions are not directly related to their underlying stocks yolatility. 
Finally, we find support to our conjecture that price discovery of a USF contract is 
affected by not only the relative trading characteristics of stocks and futures markets, 
but also the contract feature ofUSFs. The coefficient of ContractSi=e; in model (5) 
is positive and statistically significant, indicating that the larger size of USF contract. 
the greater the price discovery in the futures markets. 133 This is consistent with the 
results of Bollen et al. (2003) who analyse the impact of futures contract splits on the 
market liquidity, transaction costs, and other market dynamics. They find the 
reduction in the size of S&P 500 futures contract results in lower trading volume and 
wider bid-ask spread, implying that smaller future contracts are less favourable for 
informed trading and consequently futures trading become less informative. 
Across all five regression models, the estimated coefficients of our control variables, 
HomeMarket; and MonthListed;, have priori expected positive signs. However. 
the coefficient of HomeMarket dummies are marginally significant in only two 
1 
models, and M 0 nth Lis ted; are insignificant across all models which indicates that, 
after controlling for the relative trading characteristics in both markets, the 
underlying stocks trading location and market maturity tend not to impact USF price 
discovery contribution, contrasting to our earlier sub-sample/sub-period results. 
111 However, it is noted that the direct interpretation on the magnitude of esti~ate~ coefficients is 
difficult because we use the logistic transformation of the USF share in prIce discover) as the 
dependent variable (see Eun and Sabherwal. 2003). 
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Taken together, our analysis of the cross-sectional determinants of USF contributions 
to price discovery reveals that, first, the variables measuring relative market quality 
such as the ratios of trading volume and bid-ask spread are major determinants of the 
degree of USF price contribution across firms, and that, second, the price discoyery 
role of futures are more pronounced for larger-sized U.K. and Italian USF contracts. 
E. Robustness Tests 
To investigate the sensitivity of our cross-sectional regressions results, we conduct 
several robustness checks. We first see if any outlier extremes are driving the results. 
Using the Cook's distance diagnostic, we identify two outliers in our dependent 
variable In[0 F /(l-0 F )] and re-run the regressions (1) to (5) without these 
outliers. 134 The results of these regressions are presented in Table 3.23. As can be 
seen from this table, there are hardly any changes to either the sign or the statistical 
significance of the coefficients. For example, VolumeRatio j and ContractSize, 
coefficients both remain positive and significant at the 1 % level, and the coefficient 
on the ratio of effective spreads,SpreadRatio j , is still negative and statistically 
significant. 
We also do not find any change in results when we exclude the USF contract written 
on ENI which has a very high relative trading volume relative to its underlying stock. 
We confirm that USF market contribution to price discovery is positively related to 
its contract size and the ratio of trading in USF relative to stock markets. and 
inversely related to the ratio of spreads in futures and stock markets (see Table 3.2'+). 
1.14 Cook's distance is a metric for deciding whether a particular point alone aftec~s. regression 
. . . 'd &" ch data point how far It IS from the estimates much. After a regressIOn IS run one can consl er lor ea . 
. . d d . bl If it is far from the means of thl.? means of the mdependent vanables and the epen ent vana e. . 
. .. .' I d nSI'der whether the rl.?~rl.?SSlon results mdependent vanables It may be very mfluentla an one can co . .. ~ 
are similar without it (see, http://economics.abollt.cotnodecol1ol11lcsgll1ssJnmde:\..htm). 
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To ensure that our results are not driven by any possible industry effects, we also 
estimate the models with industry dummies. 135 The estimated coefficients on industry 
dummies are reported in Table 3.25 and found to be statistically insignificant except 
Services and Financial, possibly caused by the predominance of our USF samples 
written on stocks in these two industries. The main results remain unaffected. 
In our main regressions, we used the logistic transformation of the measures on the 
contribution to price discovery (i.e., In [8 F ,i /(1 - 8 F ,,)] ) as our dependent variable. 
To check whether our cross-sectional findings are robust to this empirical choice, we 
also estimated a separate set of regressions using a Tobit model with the 
'nontransformed' 8 F,I as the dependent variable and applied zero and one as the left 
and right censoring points, respectively. The results presented in Table 3.26 show 
that our main findings on the importance of the relative trading volume of USF and 
stock markets, the ratio of spreads in two markets, and futures contract size In 
explaining the variation in USF price discovery contributions continue to hold. 
To further understand the direct impact of USF volume, stock volume, USF trading 
frequency, stock trading frequency, USF spread, and stock spread on the futures 
market price discovery contributions, we follow the approach of Chakravarty et al. 
(2004) and repeat our cross-sectional analysis using an alternative specification in 
which the USF volume, stock volume, USF trade frequency, stock trade frequency. 
USF spread, and stock spread all enter the regression equations as separate variables. 
Due to multicollinearity, they are included in regression one by one (see Table 3.27). 
The results for this new specification are reported in Table 3.28. The coefficient on 
135 We classify 50 USFs in six industry groups, according to the industry sectors 0: their underly~ng 
stocks. Resources, Sen-ices. ConsumerGoods, Technology, and Financial are dummIes corre.spondll1g 
to five of these groups. The sixth industry group includes 2 USFs based on stocks in General mdustr). 
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the USF (stock) volume is positive (negative) and the coefficient on the USF (stock) 
effective spread is negative (positive), implying that more price discovery occurs in 
the futures market when USF volume is higher and stock volume is lower. and when 
USF effective spreads are narrower and stock effective spreads are wider. This is 
generally consistent with the results of our main regressions that USF contribution to 
price discovery is positively related to the ratio of trading in USF relative to stock 
markets, and inversely related to the ratio of spreads in futures and stock markets. 
3.4.4 Multivariate GARCH Model and Volatility Spillovers 
In previous sections, we have applied the Granger causality tests and the Granger-
Gonzalo price discovery technique within the VECM framework to identify the lead-
lag relationship and price discovery process between stock and USF markets. 
Overall, the evidence from these analyses suggests that there is a bi-directional 
Granger causality between stock and futures markets. However, when the price 
relationship deviates away from the long-run equilibrium, it depends on futures 
markets to make most of the adjustments to return it back to equilibrium level. 
Consequently, stock markets tend to playa more important role in price discovery. 
However, as mentioned before, another important aspect of price discovery is the 
volatility-spillovers. Intuitively, if information in fact arrives first in the stock 
market, one should expect to see volatility spillover from the stock to futures market. 
Therefore, in order to gain a more thorough understanding of the information 
transmission mechanism between stock and futures markets, we extend the aboyc 
VECM analyses and explicitly model the ways in which these two markets interact 
through their second moments by using a bivariate asymmetric GARCH-X model. 
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Understanding the volatility-spillovers process is important as it has significant 
implications concerning the information transmission mechanism between markets. 
As shown by Ross (1989), the variance of price changes (not the price change itself) 
is related directly to the rate of information flow. French and Roll (1986) compare 
the volatility of NYSE stocks during trading period with those of non-trading period. 
They find greater return variances during trading than non-trading periods and 
conclude that the flow of information during trading period causes greater volatility, 
Cheung and Ng (1996) point out that volatility change is a process of reflecting the 
arrivals of new information and how the market evaluates and assimilates the 
information. Booth et al. (1997) find that the causal relationships between price 
volatilities can provide keen implications of asset price dynamics. The results of 
these studies imply that another useful way to gauge the informational flow between 
assets / markets is to look at how volatility in one market is affected by the other. In 
addition, examination of volatility-spillovers dynamics between stock and futures 
markets is also pertinent to the perceived destabilising effects of futures trading, and 
could shed light on the relative informational efficiency across these two markets. 
Many studies (see, e.g., Chan et al.,1991; Koutmos and Tucker, 1996; and Tse,1999) 
have examined volatility spillovers between the stock index and its futures markets. 
However, while this has been recognised as an important issue, to our knowledge this 
is the first study to directly examine the higher moment dependences between futures 
and stock markets at the individual stock level. To this end, the primary objecti\'e of 
this section is to fill this gap in the literature and investigate the information 
transmission mechanism between the stock and USF markets by examining the 
volatility-spillover process between the two markets. Specifically, using a bivariate 
asymmetric GARCH-X modeL the following questions are addressed in this section: 
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1. Are the stock and USF markets linked through their second moments? In other 
words, is volatility of each market influenced by the developments in the other 
market? 
2. Is this influence asymmetric in the sense that bad news and good news in one 
market exert an asymmetric impact on the other market's volatility? That is, 
whether USF price discovery role is asymmetric across the rising and falling 
markets? 
3.4.4.1 Multivariate Asymmetric GARCH Model 
It has been well recognised that the variance of asset returns and the covariance 
among different asset returns are varying over time. To account for this statistical 
property, multivariate GARCH models are widely adopted to describe the dynamic 
behaviour of variance of spot and futures return and the covariance between them. 136 
Different model specifications and restrictions on the conditional variance-
covariance matrix in the multivariate GARCH model have been introduced to 
overcome the computational difficulty and to ensure a positive definite variance-
covariance matrix. For example, there are the VECH model of Bollerslev et al. 
(1988), the CCORR model of Bollerslev (1990), the BEKK model of Engle and 
Kroner (1995), the ADC model of Kroner and Ng (1998), and the DCC model of 
Engle (2002). Each model has advantages and shortcomings, and may fit into one set 
of data better than others. 137 
136 Chan et al. (1991), Koutmos and Tucker (1996), Tse (1999), So and Tse (2004), and Fung et al. 
(2005), to name but a few. However, most of these assume that the conditional correlation between 
spot and futures returns is constant through time. Although this assumption is implied in the cost-~f­
carry model and can overcome the computational difficulty, it is often rejected by the data (see, tor 
instance, Tse and Tsui, 2002). 
IJ7 See Kroner and Ng (1998) and Bauwens et al. (2006) for the comprehensive reviews of man;. 
widely used multivariate GARCH models. 
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In order to answer the two research questions that we identified above. an extended 
version of the bivariate BEKK GARCH model proposed by Engle and Kroner (1995) 
is used to describe the joint distribution of the stock and USF returns. The model that 
governs joint process is presented below. Specifically, assuming £, = [£S,/] to be 
£F,I 
conditionally normally distributed, i.e., &t \ 0t 0 N(O, Ht), with mean zero and time 
varyIng variance-covariance matrix, H = [ hs,l 
I hSF,I 
hSF,/] , h . t e tIme-series evolution of hF,I 
H" is assumed to follow a asymmetric BEKK GARCH (l,l)-X process: 
The innovations £ t are the unautocorrelated residuals obtained from our previous 
VECM in equations (3.Sa) and (3.5b); 0t is the information set at time t; we specify 
market 1 to be the stock, market 2 to be the futures. In this specification, it is 
important to note that there are two variance equations and one covariance equation, 
with a total of 18 parameters in the conditional variance-covariance system. H, ,138 
138 This is perhaps the most general form of the multivariate GARCH class of models and is ver) 
popular in the academic literature. For example, Brooks and Henry (2000), Brooks et al. (2002). and 
Henry and McKenzie (2006) have all used a similar model. The advantage of this specification is that 
it allows interaction of conditional variances and covariance of two return series, therefore enable us 
to test the null hypothesis that there is no causality effect in either direction. In addition, the model. 
guarantees by construction that the covariance matrices are positive definite. One more advantage ot 
this specification is that a "leverage" term can be easily introduced in a similar fashion to the 
univariate asymmetric GARCH model proposed by Glosten et al. (1993). 
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There are some differences in our extended version of BEKK GARCH (1.1) model 
(3.9) with the original BEKK GARCH specification of the Engle and Kroner (1995). 
The two main differences are: (i) the asymmetry term D';: ;:' D (where 
, II'=' 1-1'='1-1 II 
where (Zt_I)2 is the lagged squared basis, (Ps.l-l -PF,I-l r with the parameter matrix Ell 
restricted to be lower triangular, similar in construction to the constant matrix Co .139 
By including the asymmetry term, D; I; 1-1;;-1 DII , we explicitly allow for potential 
asymmetries that may exist in the volatility transmission mechanism between 
markets; that is the possibility that bad news (negative innovations) in one market 
increase volatility in another market more than the good news (positive innovations). 
The idea that the covariance matrix may be asymmetric is not new. It is a common 
finding in finance literature that "bad news" about stock return (negative innovation) 
raises the conditional variance by more than the equally sized "good news" does. 140 
Directly related to futures markets, Chatrath et al. (2002) and Hodgson et al. (2003) 
confirm the conclusion of earlier studies that new information is incorporated with 
greater speed in stock index futures prices. However, they have also documented that 
the stock index futures leadership is asymmetric across the rising and falling markets. 
On one hand, Chatrath et al. (2002) demonstrate futures informational domination 
stands out more clearly in rising markets. On the other hand, Hodgson et al. (2003) 
uncover evidence of pronounced futures leadership in falling markets. Differences in 
139 It should be note that the original symmetric model of Engle and Kroner (1995) is given as a 
special case of our asymmetric BEKK model (3.9) where all the elements of ~, and E" matrices 
equal zero. Also, the use of the lagged squared basis specification, rather than the lagged level or the 
lagged absolute value, is justified by the uniformly superior results and is advocated by Lee (1994, 
r..3 77). . . . . 
40 There is a substantial body of literature which suggested that condItIOnal volatIlIty ~espon,~s 
asymmetrically to news, especially at market level (see, for example, Black, 1976b; ChrIStIe, 198-. 
and Koutmos, 1996; among others). More recently, this phenomenon was also found to be pronounced 
at the individual firm level by Duffee (1995), Wu and Xiao (2002) and Blair et al. (2002). 
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transaction costs, short-selling restrictions, and other imperfections have been used to 
explain why the main source of uncertainty in the whole system comes from the 
futures market, especially with bad news (see Meneu and Torro, 2003). Nonetheless. 
no matter what cause the asymmetry, and which direction of this asymmetry goes, an 
allowance should be provided in our model to capture such volatility-spilloyer 
asymmetries between these two markets. This allowance also enables us to address 
our subsidiary research question on whether the USF price discoyery contribution 
will vary depending on whether the information content is 'positive' or ·negative'.I~1 
Our second modification to the original BEKK GARCH model is to incorporate the 
lagged squared basis term, (ZI_1)2, into the variance-covariance structure as an ECT. 
This modification is inspired by several studies. Engle and Y 00 (1987) show that the 
ECT, which is the short-run adjustment from the long-run cointegration relationship, 
has important predictive power for the conditional variances of cointegrated system. 
Lee (1994) applied a similar model specification to investigate the predictive power 
of the basis in forecasting exchange rate volatility. Lee's results suggest that the 
exchange rates are more volatile and more difficult to predict when the basis 
becomes larger. Ng and Pirrong (1994) also incorporate the squared basis as an 
explanatory variable into conditional variance equations to describe the behaviour of 
metal spot and futures prices, and argued that both the short-run deviation of spot and 
futures prices (i.e., basis) and shocks to both markets should affect the volatility. 
Bhar (2001) extends the GARCH model for the conditional variances with an ECT. 
and demonstrated that it helps in identifying causality in each markers yariance. 
More recently, Zhong et al. (2004) investigate the price discovery role of the Mexicl) 
1-11 Of course, an alternative (arguably a more direct) way to address this issue is to ~xamine the 
subject using disaggregated data (for instance, based on market direction). We leave thIS for future 
research. 
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IPC index futures contracts and found that the departure from the spot-futures prices 
long-run equilibrium could impact their conditional volatilities. 
Based on the results of above studies, it is obvious that addition of the lagged 
squared basis term could provide better goodness of fits to the data, and ignoring the 
basis effects may result a misspecified model. Following Lee (1994) and others, we 
refer to our extended model (3.9) as the asymmetric BEKK GARCH (1,l)-X model. 
This model allows the conditional variance-covariance to be both time-varying and 
asymmetric, and also incorporate the basis effects in the variance-covariance system. 
It is a very general model and is perhaps the best multivariate GARCH time-varying 
correlation model that could be used to assess conditional volatility transmission. 
3.4.4.2 Evaluating Volatility-Spillovers 
The general setting of our model (3.9) allows for time-variation, asymmetry, and 
cross-market transmission across the entire variance and covariance matrix of stock 
(market 1) and futures (market 2) retums. 142 First, the own-market ARCH (GARCH) 
effects are captured through the main diagonal elements of the All (Bll ) matrix, i.e., 
14c Kroner and Ng (1998) identify three possible forms of asymmetries. Firstly, the covariance matrix 
displays own-variance asymmetry if hs.l (hF,I)' the conditional variance of S, (F,), is affected by the 
sign of the innovation £ S 1 (£ F I)' Secondly, the covariance matrix displays cross-variance asymmetry 
if the conditional variance h. (h ) is affected by the sign of the innovation £F,t (£s.,). Finally. if 
.\ ,I r ,I 
the conditional covariance h is sensitive to the sign of the innovation for either variable then the SF,t 
model is said to display covariance asymmetry. It is only through a multivariate approach that the full 
range of potential asymmetries can be examined (see Brooks et a!., 2002). 
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all & a22 (bll & b22 ).143 Second, the off-diagonal elements in All (BII ) matrix. i.e .. 
al2 & a21 (b12 & b21 ), describe the cross-market innovations (volatility) spillovers 
between the stock and futures markets. Finally, the main diagonal (off-diagonal) 
elements of DII matrix, i.e., dll & d22 (d12 & d21 ), capture the own-market (cross-
market) asymmetric responses to its (another) market's innovations. 
Therefore, the econometric model (i.e., bivariate asymmetric BEKK GARCH (1.1)-
X model) we proposed here enables us to study the information flow and volatility 
spillover effects between stock and USFs markets in the following three different 
dimensions: (i) short-run innovation spillovers, (ii) long-run volatility spillovers, and 
(iii) asymmetric innovation spillovers. 
In our setup, two possible ways for a market to influence another market's volatility 
would be either through (i) short-run innovation spillovers, or (ii) long-run volatility 
spillovers. Of course one may individually test the short-run innovation spillovers 
parameters (a12 & a21 ) and the long-run volatility spillovers parameters (b12 & b21 )· 
However, in the context of the multivariate GARCH framework it is more 
appropriate to test the joint null hypotheses of no innovation and/or volatility 
spillover from stock to USF markets (HO,l: al2 = bl2 = 0); and the joint null 
hypotheses of no innovation and/or volatility spillover from USF to stock markets 
(HO,2 : a~ I = b2l = 0), against the alternative of at least one coefficient being non-
I~J The effects of the error terms G / G on the conditional variance h" I / hI- ,: and hs 1-\ / S,I-I F,I-I " 
hF.I_
1 
on the conditional variance h.'1 / hF,I are denoted as "ARCH" and "GARCH" effects. 
respectively, 
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144 S' 'fi 
zero. 19m lcant G I2 (G21 ) coupled with the significance of bl2 (b21 ) indicates 
presence innovation/volatility spillover from stock (USF) to USF (stock) markets. I-l5 
Similarly, to test for (iii) asymmetric innovation spillovers, it is more appropriate to 
test the joint null hypotheses of no asymmetric innovation spillover from stock to 
USF markets (HO•3 : GI2 = bl2 = d l2 = 0 ); and the joint null hypotheses of no 
asymmetric innovation spillover from USF to stock markets (H . G = b = d = 0 ) 0,4' 21 21 21 • 
against the alternative of at least one coefficient being non-zero. For example, 
significance of the dl2 (d21 ) coupled with the significances of al2 and bl2 (a 21 and 
b21 ) implies that the volatility of stock (USF) market is affected by the developments 
in USF (stock) markets, especially from its bad news (i.e., negative innovations). 
3.4.4.3 Estimation Details 146 
A two-step approach of Tse (1999) is used to estimate our model. The first step is to 
apply VECM in equations (3.Sa) and (3.Sb) and using the residuals of VECM in the 
formulation of asymmetric BEKK GARCH (l,l)-X model (3.9) in the second step. 
Tse mentions that, because the least squares estimator used in VECM is unbiased and 
consistent even with the presence of heteroscedasticity, this two-step approach is 
asymptotically equivalent to a joint estimation of the VECM and GARCH models. 1-l7 
144 In the BEKK GARCH parameterisation such as the one in model (3.9), the parameters all' hi' 
d
ll 
cannot be interpreted on an individual basis, As Kearney and Patton (2000, p.36) argue, "Instead, 
the functions of the parameters which form the intercept terms and the coefficients of the lagged 
variance, covariance, and error terms that appear ... are of interest". 
145 In these cases, the tests examine both (i) short-run innovation spillovers, and (ii) long-run \olatilit> 
s£illovers effects between the stock and futures markets. 
I 6 See Brooks et al. (2003) for a discussion on issues in estimating multivariate GARCH models. 
147 Estimating these two models simultaneously in one step is not practical due to the large number of 
parameters involved (So and Tse, 2004). However, this study also estimated this as a rob~stness .test. 
All the estimations are made using the RATS statistical software with its built-in GARCH instructIOn. 
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Assuming the joint distribution of C
1 
= [CS,/] to be conditionally normally distributed. 
cF,1 
i.e., 8, \0,0 N(O,H,) , the log-likelihood function L(B) can be written as: 148 
where T is the number of observations; N is the number of variables in the system 
being estimated; and e is the vector representing the number of estimated parameters. 
Since the log-likelihood function L(B) is highly non-linear, we used numerical 
maximization techniques to estimate the model. In particular, we used both the 
simplex and the Broyden et al. (also known as BFGS, see Shanno and Phua, 1980) 
numerical optimization algorithms in the estimation process, along with the Quasi-
maximum likelihood (QML) method of Bollerslev and Wooldridge (1992).149 
3.4.4.4 Empirical Results 
The Quasi-maximum likelihood estimates (QMLE) of our asymmetric BEKK 
GARCH (1 J )-X model (3.9) and the corresponding robust t-statistics are presented 
in Table 3.29. As mentioned before, the convention in these estimates is that 
subscript 1 concerns the stock market and subscript 2 represents the USF market. 
The coefficients relating to the volatility transfers are indicated in bold characters. 
148 As a robustness check alternative estimations based on the multivariate conditional t-distribution 
are also carried out for ou; sample. Results are very similar to those estimated under the assumption of 
conditional normally distributed error terms. Detailed estimation results of these specifications are 
r.resented in a later 'robustness tests' section. 
01') Apart from Quasi-maximum likelihood (QML), volatility models can also be estimated b~ 
Maximum likelihood (ML), and GMM methods. For the departures from conditional normalIty. t~e 
OMIT is generally close to the exact MLE. See the excellent review article of Pagan (1996) for 
further details. 
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I. Volatility Dynamics 
Focusing first on the parameters describing the conditional variance of each market. 
As discussed before, the own-market ARCH (GARCH) effects are captured through 
the main diagonal elements of All (BII ) matrix, i.e., all & a22 (bll & b22 ), while the 
main diagonal elements of Dll matrix, i.e., dll & d22 , captures the Oll'n-variance 
asymmetry (see Kroner and Ng, 1998). 
As can be seen from Table 3.29, the estimates of the main-diagonal elements of All 
and BI1 are significant in most of the cases. The estimates indicate the presence of 
strong ARCH and GARCH effects in both markets. In particular. the values of all are 
significantly different from zero for 21 stocks (ranging from -0.4421 to 0.6450), and 
78% (39 out of 50 stocks) of the bll coefficient are significant (ranging from -1.3562 
to 1.9844). For the USFs markets, the values of a22 are significantly different from 
zero for 28 USFs (ranging from -0.7904 to 0.8760), and 74% (37 out of 50 USFs) of 
the b22 coefficient are significant (ranging from -2.1228 to 1.2304). 
These parameters of the variance equations are consistent with the stylized facts of 
GARCH models, i.e.. the ARCH parameters (all & a22 ) are small while the 
GARCH parameters (bll & b22 ) are large. suggesting that the GARCH effect 
dominates the ARCH effect in both stock and futures markets. As a result both 
markets exhibit a high degree of persistence in the conditional volatility. 
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In the own-variance asymmetry parameters (i.e., dl1 & d22 ), only 32% (16 out of 50) 
of the estimated d11 coefficients are significant, and 40% (20 out of 50) of the d22 
coefficients are significant, indicating that the volatility in most stock and futures 
markets do not respond asymmetrically to its own innovations, i.e., not particularly 
sensitive to the bad news. Our finding of weak volatility asymmetries at the 
individual stock level is in contrast to Duffee (1995) and Wu and Xiao (2002) who 
documented significant asymmetry effect in the individual stock volatility. This 
discrepancy in our results may be partly due to the difference in econometric model, 
the dataset, and/or the sample period we used. It would be worth focusing on this 
issue in future research. 150 
The results of the coefficients of the lagged squared basis (ell & e22 ) in the two 
variance equations indicate that the basis is significant and affects the volatility of the 
stock (futures) market in only 21 (8) cases. Most of them are insignificant implying 
that the lagged squared basis (ZI_I)2 does not assist in explaining the relationship 
between disequilibrium and volatility. One possible reason for this poor performance 
may be because the basis is restricted to be the exact spread ( PS,I - ~;,1). 
II. Volatility Spillovers Hypotheses Tests 
From Table 3.29, there is some evidence of presence of strong ARCH and GARCH 
effects in the conditional variances of stock and futures markets. whereas the 
asymmetric responses to their own innovations are not as pronounced as some 
ISO We are not aware of any published study that explicitly examines the presenc.e o~ the aSY~lm.etri~ 
phenomenon on sinole stock futures markets. However, we feel that the examinatIOn of thiS ISSU 
would distract us fro~ our main focus of this section: the cross-market volatility-spillovers l'rtl'ctS. 
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prevIOUS studies have documented. However, the focus of this section is on the 
coefficients that govern the volatility spillovers between these two markets. 
The asymmetric BEKK GARCH (l,l)-X model (3.9) produces a large number of 
coefficient estimates, but only the off-diagonal elements in A (B) matrix I I I I , 
describing the cross-market innovations (volatility) spillovers; and the off-diagonal 
elements of Dll matrix, capturing the cross-market asymmetric responses to another 
market's innovations, are the most important to assess volatility spillover effects. 
However, as explained before, they cannot be interpreted on an individual basis. 
Therefore, Table 3.30 summarises the hypotheses tests results based on the joint 
significance of these volatility spillovers coefficients. 
11.1. Symmetric Volatility Spillovers 
The Wald test p-values of the joint null hypothesis of no innovations andlor volatility 
spillovers from stock to USF markets (Ho,1 : aI2 = bl2 = 0) are presented in the first 
column of Table 3.30. The results show that the null hypothesis of no Stock-to-USF 
spillovers is rejected for 41 out of 50 pairs at the 5% level. This suggests that the 
conditional variances for 82% of the USFs are affected by the developments in its 
underlying stock markets. To the extent that volatility spillover signals information 
flow in each market, such a strong Stock-to-USF spillover pattern may be explained 
by the dominant role of stock markets in information transmission process. HO\\'e\'er, 
looking further at the USF-to-Stock spillovers results presented in the second column 
of Table 3.30, it is evident that the news and volatility in the USF markets also have 
direct influence on the variance of 64% stocks: the null hypothesis of no USF-!l)-
Stock spillovers (H . a = b = 0) is reJ' ected for 32 out of 50 pairs. 0,2' 2 I 21 
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Therefore, the overall results suggest a bi-directional volatility spillover between the 
stock and futures markets with a stronger effect from the stock to the futures markets. 
These results are consistent with the results of our previous lead-lag relationship and 
price discovery analyses; that is, the stock market contributes more in the price 
discovery process, while the contribution of the futures market is not unimportant. 
The finding of greater impact of information flows in terms of volatility from stock 
market to USF market is not surprising because of the fact that USFs contracts are 
only newly introduced, individual and institutional investors are still in the leaning 
period to become familiar with these new contracts causing the trading in USF 
market is much thinner and less intense than the stock market trading. 
Notwithstanding the above argument, however, the finding of a significant volatility 
relationship could have at least two interpretations. First, a casual relationship may in 
fact exist such that volatility in one market induces volatility in the other market 
through the spillover effects. Second, common informational factors could also 
influence volatility in each market, thereby giving rise to an apparent causal 
relationship between the markets. Given the fact that futures prices and stock prices 
are driven by the same underlying information, it should not be surprising to find a 
bi-directional volatility spillover between these two informationally-linked markets. 
Nonetheless, the evidence in this section should also add evidence to the perennial 
discussion about whether the introduction of derivatives contract increases the 
volatility of the underlying asset. Our empirical findings with USFs and its 
underlying stocks show that the main source of uncertainty (as proxied by volatility) 
comes from the stock market. Volatility spillover between both markets, but the 
spillovers from stock to futures are more pronounced than in the reverse direction. 
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This finding is in general agreement with the results of Darrat et al. (2002) who study 
the Value Line and S&P 500 stock indices and its futures contracts using monthly 
data. They find that futures trading cannot be blamed for the observed volatility in 
the spot market; rather, they found volatility in the futures markets is itself an 
outgrowth of the turbulent cash markets. 
II. 2. Asymmetric Volatility Spillovers 
The analysis can be extended to consider both the impact of shock/volatility of each 
market and cross-market asymmetric volatility spillovers by testing the (joint) null 
hypothesis that no cross-market volatility spillovers from either market (i.e., 
Ho 3 : al2 = bl2 = d l2 = 0 and Ho 4 : a2l = b2l = d2l = 0). This is particularly important as . . 
the differences in transaction costs, short-selling restrictions, and other imperfections 
could cause new information to incorporate in futures prices first. Many studies have 
showed that the stock-futures informational relationship, and therefore volatility 
spillovers, is asymmetric across the rising and falling markets. Bad news and good 
news in one market exert an asymmetric impact on the other market's volatility. 
Therefore, to gain a more thorough understanding of the information transmission 
mechanism between stock and USF markets, it is necessary to extend our symmetric 
volatility spillover analysis by taking into account of this extra spillover channel. 
The outcome of the Wald test for the null hypothesis that no asymmetric cross-
market volatility spillovers from stock to USF (HO,3 : al2 = bl2 = d l2 = 0) is presented 
in the third column of Table 3.30. The results indicate that the null hypothesis of no 
Stock-to-USF asymmetric spillover is rejected for 47 out of 50 pairs at the 5% Ie\d. 
This suggests that the volatility of 94% USFs are affected by the developments in its 
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underlying stock markets, especially the cases of negative news. Similarly. the USF-
to-Stock asymmetric spillover results presented in the final column of Table 3.30 
suggest that the news from USF markets also influence the variance of 78% stocks. 
particularly so for the bad news. The null hypothesis of no USF-to-Stock asymmetric 
spillover (Ho,4 : a2l = b2l = d2l = 0) is clearly rejected for 39 out of 50 pairs. 
These results are consistent with the above symmetric volatility spillover analysis. 
indicating that the volatility spillovers are bi-directionaL but the spillovers from 
stock to futures are slightly stronger than in the other direction. More importantly, 
the results also suggest that both the innovations of stock and futures returns have 
asymmetric impact on the variance of each market. Bad news (negative innovation) 
of either market tends to make another market more volatile than good news 
(positive innovation), particularly in the case for bad news from the USF markets. lSI 
On the whole, the finding that futures markets appear to take up more roles in 
negative information dissemination, provide a support to our conjecture that USF 
playa relatively more significant role in discovering bad news than the good news. 
That is, they contribute more to price discovery process in the falling markets, which 
is generally in agreement with the finding documented by Hodgson et al. (2003) for 
the stock index futures markets. 
Possible explanations for the above finding that USFs, on average, playa relatiyely 
more pronounced role in discovering bad news than good news are the followings. 
First, the most likely explanation is the absence of short sale constraints in futures 
151 The results in Table 3.30 show that, after allowing for both positive and negative ne~\.s spill.overs. 
there are 22°0 (i.e., from 32 to 39) more USFs showing significant information/volatil.lty spillo.\cr 
effects to stocks markets. Conversely, there is only a 15% increase for Stock-to-USF spillo\ crs (I.e .. 
from 41 to 47). 
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market. As Puttonen (1993) argues, whenever bad news is released to the market or 
during market downturn, it is much easier and cheaper to short sell stock in futures 
markets than in stock markets. The generally higher transaction costs for short selling 
stocks increase the price discovery role of futures market for negative information. 
As Chu et al. (1999) point out, in many stock markets, short sale of a stock can only 
take place when the last recorded stock price change is non-negative (i.e. uptick rule). 
As the trading in USFs contracts are not subject to such "uptick rule", it is not 
surprising for us to find that futures prices are more efficient in incorporating the 
negative news. 
Different informational role of a futures market towards the bad and the good news 
may also arise from the actions of traders. Building on the earlier work of Shefrin 
and Statman (1985) and Odean (1998), Chatrath et al. (2002) for instance put 
forward a "trader-selectivity" hypothesis to explain the asymmetric stock index 
futures leadership across the rising and falling market. They argue that because most 
of the investors in the stock market are suffering from the so-called "disposition 
effect" (i.e., disposed toward realizing their gains but not their losses / reluctance to 
realise losses), the stock price changes display significant serial correlation when 
prices are falling. This in tum implies that the stock prices tend to incorporate the 
negative information with much slower speed than its futures prices. 
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III. Economic Importance of Volatility Spillovers 
The hypotheses tests presented above have established the statistical significance of 
stock and USF innovation/volatility for explaining the behaviour of another market's 
volatility, identified which transmission direction is more pronounced, and tested 
whether the spillovers are asymmetric in the sense that bad and good ne\\"s in one 
market exert an asymmetric impact on the other market's volatility. Some hypothesis 
test results are statistically significant, while others are not. In some cases, ho\\"e\'er, 
the volatility spillovers may be statistically significant but not economically 
meaningful. To help to assess the economic importance of the volatility spillovers 
effects that are documented in a previous section, we proceed to give an idea of the 
quantitative value of stock and USF innovations on another market's volatility, i.e., 
what is the economic significance of the obtained statistical results? 
Given the generality of the variance-covariance matrix in our asymmetric BEKK 
GARCH(1,I)-X model (3.9), the task is not a simple one. Nonetheless, Appendix 3B 
derives the individual equations of the conditional variance of each markets and their 
conditional covariance, in order to show the impact of a past shock on the current 
volatility of each market. 152 More specifically, to evaluate precisely the impact of a 
shock (5, I-I for i = S,F) at time t-l on a market to the volatility of another market 
( h for i = F S) at time t we isolate this effect by assuming that all other variables in 
',I , , 
the system are constant. To determine the impact of a shock on stock to the USF 
market volatility, we have computed: 
152 . . • . . trl'c BEKK GARCH( 1.1 )-X model The expansIon of the varIance-covarIance matrIX In our asymme 
as given in Appendix 38 is loosely following the approach of Grier et at. (2001). 
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8hF ,1 2 
8 \ GF,I_I = 0 = 2a12 Gs,I_1 for GS,I_I > 0 (Good news) 
Gs I_I 
and' , 8hF ,I \ 2 2 
8 GF,I_I = 0 = 2a12 GS,I_1 + 2d12~S,I_1 for GS,I_I < 0 (Bad news) GS ,I-1 
Similarly, for the impact of a shock on the USF market to the stock market volatility. 
we computed: 
8hS ,1 2 
8G \ GS,I_I = 0 = 2a2l GF ,I_1 for GF,I_I > 0 (Good news) 
F,I-I 
and' , 8hS ,1 2 2 8G \ GS,I_I = 0 = 2a2I GF,I_1 + 2d21~F,I_1 for GF ,I_1 < 0 (Bad news) 
F,I-J 
Based on the above formula (see Appendix 3B for their derivations), the impact of 
the last period shock ( G; I_I for i = S,F) on a market to the current volatility of another 
market (h;,1 for i = F,S) is now estimated with the coefficients from Table 3.29. 
Table 3.31 presents the effect of a 5% shock in stock market at the last period 
(GS I_I = ±O.05 ) on the current USF market volatility (hF I)' as well as the effect of a , , 
5% shock in the USF market at the last period (G F,I-I = ±O.05 ) to the current stock 
market volatility (hs,/)' 
We observe from Table 3.31 that, on average, the positive shocks from the stock 
market have usually a larger effect on volatility of the USF market than the reverse 
direction. Good news from stock markets increases the average USFs volatility by 
1.53%, whereas the same unit of good news from USF markets increase J\·erage 
stocks volatility by only 0.56%. Consistent to the statistical hypotheses tests results. 
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the quantitative values of these spillover coefficients indicate that there is a \'olatilit, 
spillover, and thus information flow, across both markets for the positi\'e 
innovations, but the impact from stock market to USF volatility is relatively larger. 
In addition, we also notice from Table 3.31 that there are pronounced asymmetric 
spillovers effects (i.e. cross-variance asymmetry) where bad news in one market 
exerts a much stronger impact on the other market's volatility than the good news 
does. For example, the average impact of the bad news from stock markets on USF 
markets (-4.590/0) is three times stronger than the effect of good news (1.53%). 
However, this cross-variance asymmetry phenomenon is more obvious from USF 
markets where their bad news impact on stock volatility (-5.22%) is almost ten times 
stronger than their good news (0.56%), which implies that bad news from USF 
markets induces a lot of movement / uncertainty in stock market. 
As an initial conclusion of this economic significance analysis, it can be said that the 
main source of uncertainty / information comes from the stock market, especially 
from the positive shocks (good news). There is a volatility spillover across both 
markets for the negative information (bad news), but the dropping effect from futures 
negative innovations to stock volatility is relatively larger. If volatility is understood 
as a measure of information flow (see Ross, 1989), then the main source of 
information comes from the stock market and spreads into the futures markets. On 
the other hand, USF plays a relatively more pronounced role in transmitting bad 
news than good news. Overall, these findings are generally consistent with the results 
we obtained from the previous statistical hypotheses tests. 
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IV. Specification and Diagnostic Tests 
When modelling the conditional variance and covariance, it is important that the 
specification is a statistically adequate representation of the data in hand. ~lany 
different multivariate GARCH models have been used in the literature to describe the 
dynamic behaviour of variances in stock and futures returns and their coyariance. 
Each model has advantages and shortcomings, and may fit into one set of data better 
than others. Diagnostic tests for the variance specification therefore become \'ery 
important to validate the interpretations we made regarding the parameter estimates. 
Econometric theory does not provide specific guidelines for the appropriate 
diagnostics for the multivariate GARCH models (see Bauwens et aL 2006). 
However, at a minimum, the estimated standardized residuals from the asymmetric 
BEKK GARCH (1,I)-X model (3.9) should (i) have zero mean and unit variance, (ii) 
obey the assumed distribution with the estimated scale parameter or degrees of 
freedom, and (iii) exhibit neither linear nor nonlinear dependencies. 
As shown in Table 3.32, the means and variances of the standardized residuals fulfil 
the requirement of zero mean and unit variance, except for the DCY futures residual. 
As these results satisfy the Bollerslev and Wooldridge (1992) moment conditions, we 
can be confident that our Quasi-maximum likelihood (QML) estimates are 
consistent. The skewness and excess kurtosis of standardized residuals are generally 
lower than the ones for the raw returns series (see Table 3.5). On ayeragc. the 
skewness (0.16) and excess kurtosis (20.78) are much smaller than that of raw 
returns (-0.80 and 44.22). This implies that a large proportion of excess kurtosis in 
daily returns is attributable to the conditional heteroskedasticity. The finding of sllch 
a reduction in kurtosis. Chan et al. (1991. p. 674) conclude a reasonable fit for the 
GARCH model they use. 
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In spite of the improvement from the raw returns, estimated statistics still indicate the 
presence significant kurtosis and skewness in most series. particularly for the excess 
kurtosis. This might indicate that a higher order GARCH specification may be 
appropriate. Several higher order GARCH models have been tried. for example. 
asymmetric BEKK GARCH (l,2)-X and asymmetric BEKK GARCH (l,3)-X 
models, but these higher order models do not improve the specification diagnostics. 
and for some cases there are considerable convergence and optimisation problems 
perhaps due to the generality of these models. As a result of significant kurtosis and 
skewness, the normality hypothesis is also rejected by Jarque-Bera tests in all series. 
Nonetheless, since we use QML estimation, non-normality is not crucial. SInce 
standard errors are adjusted to take into account this possible non-normality. 
Linear and nonlinear independencies are tested by means of the Ljung-Box Q 
statistic. The estimated Ljung-Box Q statistics indicate significant autocorrelations in 
the standardized residuals for more than half of the cases. Likewise, the null 
hypothesis of no heteroskedasticity (i.e., the Q2 statistics based on the square 
standardized residuals) are rejected at the 5% level for 44 out of 100 residual 
series. IS3 However, these residual autocorrelations have improved from the raw 
returns (see Table 3.5). Moreover, it would be unreasonable to expect an empirical 
model to completely account for the higher moments, since we use the daily returns 
that are highly autocorrelated and leptokurtic. 
153 The estimated Ljung-Box Q2 statistics based on the square standardized residu~ls .is an indirect tt:st 
. . . . 'd I d t d 'n the academic lIterature (see. for of the condItIOnal heteroskedastlclty and has been WI e y a op e I . ~ 
h I 2002) Of course a more dlrt:ct test lor example, Tse, 1999; Koutmos, 1996; and Chatrat et a ., ..,' 
ARCH effects is the Langrange Multiplier (LM) test proposed by Engle (198~). 
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The Ljung-Box Q statistic, however, does not provide any indication as to how well 
the model captures the impact of positive and negative innovations on conditional 
volatility. For this purpose some diagnostics proposed by Engle and Ng (1993) are 
used. These tests are conducted jointly in the following OLS regression model: 
where: Z, = the standardised residuals; 
S; = a dummy variable that takes a value of unity if cj H < 0 . zero otherwise~ 
s7 = a dummy variable that takes a value of unity if c j /-1 > 0 . zero otherwise. 
The premise is that if the volatility process is correctly specified, then the square 
standardized residuals (Z,) should not be predictable on the basis of observed 
variables. These tests are composed of three parts: (i) the sign bias test. (ii) the 
negative size bias test, and (iii) the positive size bias test. 154 The results for these 
diagnostics have been reported in Table 3.32. For most stocks and futures residuals, 
the estimated t statistics and F statistics are statistically insignificant, which implies 
that Z I cannot be predicted by using observed variables. Put another way, our model 
captures most of the asymmetric effects in the conditional volatility for both series. 
On the basis of the various diagnostics performed, it can be said that our asymmetric 
BEKK GARCH (l,l)-X model (3.9) explains a large (though not all) portion of the 
volatility dynamic, and that the model provides reasonably adequate descriptions of 
the daily stock and USF futures returns series. 
154 The sign bias test examines the impact of positive and negative innovation on .volatility not 
predicted by the model. It is based on t statistics for b l . The negative-size-bias test examln~s how \\\!II 
the model captures the impact of large and small negative innovations. The ~alculat~d t statIstIcs for b: 
is used in this test. The positive-size-bias test examines possible bias assocIated \\.tt~ large and small 
positive innovations. Here, the t-statistics for b3 is used to test for possible bias. A JOint F test can also 
be used, even though the individual tests are more powerful (see Engk and Ng, 1993). 
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3.4.4.5 Robustness Tests 
The results of our asymmetric BEKK GARCH (l,l)-X model (3.9) indicate that 
innovations in stock and USF markets significantly influence another marker s 
volatility, but the volatility spillovers from the stocks to futures are slightly stronger. 
Put another way, in general, new information disseminates in the stock markets first. 
Nevertheless, the current results should be interpreted with caution because the 
diagnostic checking shows that model (3.9) does not capture all volatility dynamics. 
To eliminate the possibility that the results obtained might be sensitive to our 
empirical design choices, it is important to test whether they are robust to alternative 
model specifications and estimation methods. 
L Asymmetric BEKK GAReH {l,l)-X-student t Model 155 
The model diagnostics on our asymmetric BEKK GARCH (l,l)-X model (3.9) 
suggest that the assumption of normally distributed standardized innovations. 
Zi,l = &/,1 / K, ; for i = S, F, may be tenuous (see Jarque-Bera normality tests on the 
standardised residuals in Table 3.32). Although we applied the Bollerslev-
Wooldridge QML approach to adjust the standard errors (and associated t-statistics) 
to take into account of this observed non-normality, it would be useful to perform 
alternative estimations based on a more general multivariate conditional student-t 
distribution, which allows any excess kurtosis to be modelled explicitly by the 
distribution shape v. Detailed estimation results of this specification are presented in 
Table 3.33. Parameter estimates are very similar with negligible difference. but the t-
statistics under student-t assumption are in general more significant, and gin~ a small 
increase in the number of significant volatility-spillover coefficients (see Table 3.29). 
155 See Patton (2006) for a recent empirical application of BEKK G~RC.H models \\ i.th ~ul~i\ariate 
student-t density. Kan and Zhou (2003) compare multivariate t to multivariate normal distribution. 
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Moreover, as reported in the last column of Table 3.33, the parameter estimates of 
the student-t distribution (v) are highly significant for all models. Consistent with our 
earlier model diagnostics in Table 3.32, the estimated values of the shape parameter v 
are consistently above a value of 4, indicating that the distribution of returns for both 
stock and USF markets have thicker tails than the standard normal distribution. 
The volatility-spillover hypotheses tests based on this asymmetric BEKK GARCH 
(l,l)-X-student t model were also performed. The results are qualitatively unchanged 
from those estimated under the assumption of conditional normally distributed error 
terms, although there is a small increase in the number of significant volatility-
spillover coefficients in both markets (and for both symmetric and asymmetric 
spillovers). The Wald test p-values of the joint null hypothesis of no volatility 
spillovers between stock and USF markets are summarised in the Table 3.34. Similar 
to the results reported earlier in Table 3.30, we find that innovations in stock and 
futures significantly influence another market's volatility, but the volatility spillovers 
from the stocks to futures are slightly stronger than in the opposite direction. 
II. VECM-Asymmetric BEKK GARCH (l,J)-X Model 
As discussed before, due to the generality of our Asymmetric BEKK GARCH (1.1)-
X Model (3.9), a two-step approach was adopted to estimate the model (the first step 
for the VECM in equations (3.Sa) and (3.Sb) and the second step for the asymmetric 
BEKK GARCH (1,I)-X model (3.9) formulated with the residuals of VECM). 
Although Tse (1999) has pointed out that this two-step approach is asymptotically 
equivalent to a joint estimation of the VECM and GARCH models. it is useful to test 
whether the results are robust to alternative estimation approach by simultaneolls/y 
estimate VECM and asymmetric BEKK GARCH (1J)-X equations as a system. 
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Estimating both returns and volatilities interactions together can also provide an 
additional robustness check to our lead-lag and price discovery results obtained 
earlier with the VECM equations (3.Sa) and (3.Sb) alone. In this sense. this section 
serves the dual purpose of (i) confirming whether the coefficient estimates of model 
(3.9) are robust to the chosen method of estimation approach, and (ii) verifying the 
results of the VECM lead-lag / price discovery analysis, and therefore can be 
regarded as an appropriate extension to the previous sections analysis. 156 
Nevertheless, as mentioned before, there are too many parameters to estimate in the 
VECM-Asymmetric BEKK GARCH (l,l)-X model (i.e., a total of 38 parameters). 
and depending on the econometric software used and the nature of the data, there 
could be considerable convergence and optimization problems. For this study. a 
number of alternative econometric software packages have been tried to estimate the 
VECM-Asymmetric BEKK GARCH (l,l)-X model giving very mixed results. 
Judged by the evaluation of model diagnostics in terms of the Schwartz information 
criteria (SIC) and the log-likelihood, we decided to perform all the estimations using 
the latest version of RATS statistical software (i.e., version 6.20). However. despite 
this software having found to be more flexible in the multivariate GARCH 
modelling, there are still 7 (out of a total 50) models which do not converge in the 
. . / ... 157 
estImatIOn maXImIzatIOn process. 
156 For a recent empirical application of a similar VECM-BE~K-.G.ARCH( 1,1 )-X model with 
multivariate normal distribution, see, for example, Kavussanos and Vlsvlkls (2004). . 
157 • ft kages 'l\'lIlabk Brooks et al. (2003) compare and contrast four popular econometrIC so ware pac l l 
for estimating multivariate GARCH models (GAUSS-FAN PAC, RATS, SAS and S-PLU.S 
FINMETRICS) using the FTSE 100 stock index spot and futures returns, and conclude that RATS IS 
the most flexible software among the four packages they examined. 
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Identical to that outlined for the model (3.9), numerical procedures \\-ere used to 
maximize the log likelihood function using both the simplex and BFGS estimation 
procedures, and assuming the error terms following a bivariate normal distribution. 
Table 3.35 show the results of the joint estimation of equations (3.5a), (3.5b) and 
(3.9). Let us first focus on the results from the variance-covariance equations 
regarding to the volatility-spillovers parameters. Although we have non-convergence 
problem in 7 (out of a total 50) models, the estimated parameters describing the 
volatility-spillovers across two markets are very similar with the ones in Table 3.29, 
indicating almost the same volatility-spillovers (information flow) patterns between 
the stocks and futures. In addition, as can be seen from the hypotheses tests results 
summarised in Table 3.36, our main finding that innovations in stock and futures 
significantly influence each market's volatility but the volatility spillovers from 
stocks to futures are slightly stronger than in reverse direction continues to hold. 
Focusing next on the parameters describing the conditional mean of VECM-
Asymmetric BEKK GARCH (1,1)-X model in Table 3.37, it can be seen that the 
nonlinear estimations of VECM equations (3.5a) and (3.5b) continued to support 
earlier evidence of bi-directional causality/lead-lag between the stock and USF 
returns, and the evidence that the stocks generally bear less the burden of 
convergence between the two markets, contributing more to the price discovery 
process. This is further confirmed by comparing Figure 3.11 with Figure 3.2: and 
Table 3.38 with Table 3.7. This result, similar to that obtained from the main VECM 
analysis, allows us to assert that the stock markets indeed have the dominant role in 
price discovery process, even there is a small increase in the role of USFs under the 
joint estimations. To sum up, the main conclusion is maintained and, consequently. it 
seems to be robust to alternative error distributions and estimation methods. 
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3.5 Conclusions 
This chapter investigates whether, and to what extent, the Universal Stock Futures 
(USFs) contributed to the price discovery process in the markets. Examining the 
price discovery function of USFs for the first time, not only complements existing 
studies which typically consider the market-wide instruments, but also enhances the 
current understanding of information transmission dynamics between futures and 
spot markets on the directly tradeable underlying asset where the cost-of-earn 
relationship are more likely to hold. 
Moreover, the special features of these futures contracts enable us to cater for further 
dimensions in the literature by analysing the impact of several factors that may 
influence the proportion of new information incorporated via futures trading, whieh 
includes (i) the trading location of underlying stock, (ii) the development stage of a 
futures contract, (iii) the contemporaneous market conditions such as the relative 
liquidity and trading costs, (iv) the futures contract specifications like contract size, 
(v) the information types (market-wide versus firm-specific information), and (vi) the 
information content (positive or negative news). Furthermore, we extend the 
empirical analysis by investigating how stock and futures markets reflect / assimilate 
the arrivals of new information by means of the cross-market volatility interactions. 
Four different, but sequentially interrelated, times-series techniques are employed to 
measure the USFs contributions to the information transmission process. They are: 
(1) Johansen cointegration test (2) Vector error correction model; (3) Common factor 
weights approach of Gonzalo and Granger (1995): and (.f) Asymmetric BEKK 
GARCH-X volatility model. Specification tests, including several robustness checks. 
confirm the appropriateness of the chosen models and the empirical results. 
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3.5.1 Summary of Results and Interpretations 
In contrast to the previous studies on the relative contribution to price discovery of 
stock options and index futures/options, the results of this chapter show that single 
stock futures contracts such as USFs do not dominate the information dissemination. 
and account for a relatively smaller share of price discovery than the stock markets. 
Specifically, the major findings of our empirical analysis are summarized as follows: 
1. Price Integration: As futures prices and spot prices are driven by the same 
underlying information, they are expected to be closely related. Indeed, we find 
that the prices of stock and futures are not independent of one another. 
Individually, they are nonstationary but they are linked to one another by 
stationary long-run equilibrium conditions. Put another way, they are found to 
be cointegrated and share a long-run equilibrium relationship. The number of 
cointegrating relationship suggests that they are in fact based on common 
information. This implies that a VECM should be used to investigate the short-
run dynamics and the long-run price movements in these two markets. 
2. Price Leadership: A bi-directional Granger causality (lead-lag relationship) 
between stock and futures markets is found from the result of VECM. However. 
when the price relationship deviates away from the long-run equilibrium, it 
depends on futures market to make most of the short-run adjustments to return it 
back to the long-run equilibrium level. In this sense, stock markets can be 
regarded as the price leaders in the common information dissemination process. 
3. Price Discovery: Among the 50 USFs sample, the average price discovery 
contributions (as measured by Gonzalo-Granger CFW) of stocks is 60.50%. 
while that of futures is only 39.500/0. This suggests that, on average, futures play 
a relatively less significant price discovery role than stocks, confirming the 
dominant role of stock market in discovery of new information. 
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4. Price Discovery Variations and Detenninants: By considering certain groups 
and periods, we uncover evidence that the USF price discovery contributions 
vary considerably for the infonnation types, through time, and across contracts. 
First, the price discovery role of futures prices is more pronounced for domestic-
listed contracts and has strengthened in the second half of our sample period 
(maturity period). This is thought to be the result of USF markets becoming 
more mature and popular over time. Second, the contributions of futures market 
are more pronounced for the finn-specific infonnation, implying that USF 
markets react to finn-specific news faster than market-wide news. As a 
consequence, researchers investigating the market response to firm-specific 
infonnation, or information linkages between different individual stocks, should 
consider using futures market data rather than spot market data. Third, by the 
means of cross-sectional regression models, we find that the level of 
contribution of futures market to price discovery is influenced not only by the 
contemporaneous market conditions such as the relative liquidity and trading 
costs, but also by the futures contract specifications like contract size. Consistent 
with the trading cost and liquidity hypotheses, futures markets tend to be more 
infonnative on average when USF trading volume is high and when stock 
volume is low, when USF effective spread are narrow and when stock spreads 
are wide. We also uncover a clear increase of futures price discO\cry 
contributions for larger sized USF contracts. Therefore, we can reasonably infer 
that a degree of price discovery contributions of futures is driven by factors 
other than difference in trading costs and/or liquidity alone: contract design 
factor also seem to play an important role. This is particularly important as it 
implies that the information flow between futures and stock markets is a 
complex process and influenced by several factors. It is not appropriate to 
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simply perform a "horse-race" of the different price discovery hypotheses as 
these hypotheses/factors are not competitive ones. rather they are 
complementary to each other in explaining the relative contribution of each 
market to the price discovery process. 
5. Volatility Spillovers: In terms of volatility-spillovers, the results from our 
asymmetric BEKK GARCH-X model suggest a bi-directional volatility 
spillover between the stock and futures markets with a stronger effect from the 
stock to the futures markets. These are consistent with the lead-lag relationship 
and price discovery results; i.e, information disseminates in the stock market 
first causing the stock market to contribute more in the price discovery process. 
Moreover, there is evidence that the type of news (as reflected in the innovation 
of each market) results in an asymmetric impact on the variance of each market. 
Bad news (negative innovation) of either market tends to make both markets 
more volatile than good news (positive innovation), particularly the case for the 
bad news from USF markets. In other words, futures market seems to play a 
more pronounced role in discovery of negative information, perhaps due to the 
limitations of short-selling in the stock markets pushing the investors who have 
negative information to trade futures market rather than in the stock market. 
In summary, the results of this chapter suggest that price discovery take places in 
both stock and futures markets, but USF markets on average playa relatively smaller 
role in the price discovery than their underlying stocks. The price contributions of 
USFs vary considerable over time and across firms depending on the geographical 
origin of underlying stock, the development stage of a futures contract. the relative 
trading characteristics such as the market liquidity and trading costs, the USF 
contracts design and specifications, as well as the information types and content. 
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One explanation for the finding of relatively smaller USF price contributions is the 
fact that these products are only recently introduced, and therefore inYestors are still 
unfamiliar with them causing the trading in USF market to be much thinner and less 
intense than the stock market trading. Although the advantages of lower transaction 
costs, higher leverage, and less trading restrictions may make futures markets an 
attractive venue for informed trading, it would be unreasonable to expect these new 
contracts to contribute as much as their more matured stocks markets in the price 
discovery process, especially during the initial introduction period. 
Another possibility is that, for all of the underlying stock markets considered here. 
stock index futures and options contracts already existed prior to the introduction of 
USFs contracts. Therefore, it is reasonable to believe that the additional price 
discovery contributions from any new derivatives contracts (e.g. USFs) in such a rich 
informational environment would be modest as there are already many channels in 
which new information can be released and/or reflected into these stock markets. 
However, it is important to emphasise that price discovery is only a relative concept. 
To say that a market provides more price discovery (or more of an information share) 
does not necessarily mean that this market is the original source of information. 
Throughout the entire chapter, we compare only the relative information discovery 
roles in the stocks and USFs markets. Therefore, our results sho\\ing that stocks on 
average contribute more information than futures trading suggest merely that traders 
(or the prices from that market) in stocks markets react more quickly than traders in 
the futures markets to information coming from some sources (see Tse. 1999). 
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3.5.2 Implications of Findings 
Nonetheless, the findings of this chapter should be of great interest to the investors. 
fund managers and regulators. For the investors and fund managers who trade in both 
stocks and derivatives (as well as those who are active in only one market). the 
results that stock markets contribute more to the price discovery indicate that some 
information is first reflected in that market, and movements in these markets, has 
important implications for investors trading the futures contracts based on these 
underlying shares in forecasting price behaviours, speculating the price movements. 
Additionally, the cash-futures price relationship is also an important factor for 
hedgers in developing effective hedging strategies. The traditional theory of hedging 
asserts that the effectiveness of hedge is largely dependent on the parallelism of 
movements in spot and futures prices. Moreover, our results from the analysis of 
price discovery determinants should also provide policy-makers important insights 
on the designs and specifications of securities, trading mechanisms, and the market 
structures that are more conductive to the timely dissemination of new information. 
Further, as the understanding of the price discovery dynamics between stock and 
futures markets could shed light on the market preference of informed traders. our 
finding that stock prices tend to lead the futures prices implies that informed traders 
are more likely to choose this particular market to reveal their private information. 
This is particularly important as the knowledge of where informed traders choose to 
trade and the factors influencing their choices are highly relevant to market makers 
and regulators (e.g. aid the regulators to prevent illegal insider trades). Finally. the 
price discovery role of LIFFE USF contracts we documented in this chapter should 
also provide justification for other exchanges to launch the single-stock futures as a 
means of enhancing information dissemination process in their markets. 
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3.5.3 Limitations 
Although we have tried to conduct this research as thoroughly and accurately as 
possible, there are some important caveats in this chapter. For example, due to the 
unavailability of high-frequency intraday data for each relevant market, the empirical 
analysis of the price discovery contributions of Universal Stock Futures (USF) in this 
chapter have been based on the daily closing prices data from the USFs and the 
underlying markets. Because of the differences in the trading intensity/frequency and 
in their opening and closing times (see Figure 3.1), our sample dataset collected from 
the reported daily closing prices of two markets may be atypical (due to the 
unusually high trading before the market closes) and may not be perfectly 
synchronous. Therefore, the empirical results of this chapter should be interpreted 
with caution. I58 
Nevertheless, one can also argue that the findings of those empirical works using 
intraday transaction data are not entirely immune from the potential non-
synchronicity bias because of the unequally spaced and/or missing observations that 
are commonly found in the intraday data. I59 This could be a very critical issue in 
finding the lead-lag/price discovery relationships. For example, De Jong and Nijman 
(1997) have specifically addressed a number of empirical issues / problems of using 
intraday data to infer the lead-lag relationships between financial markets. They 
concluded that analyzing the lead-lag relationships at arbitrarily high frequency. 
without appropriate adjustments, could induce additional imputation bias. 
158 d .... b b d data series observed at the same I eally. the analYSIS of price discovery IS better to ease on . 
. . . . . h . d' I ' ability in favour of a market In time. Non-synchronICity of a data series could bias t e price ISCO\ er) 
which observations are consistently extracted later than other markets. , 
159. . . b' (t I) happen at the same time. ComtegratlOn analysis assumes that prices from one 0 servatlOn a up e . 
. . b d t d 'quotes In one tuple lh1 not However. m reality. there are time discrepancies because 0 serve ra es . '
. d' t ore up-to-date informatIOn. Occur simultaneously. Trades/quotes reported later ten to mcorpora e m 
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In addition, we also need to point out that adjustments haye yet to be made in this 
chapter to allow for the potential infrequent-trading effects which could induce 
significant autocorrelation in the returns series, and in tum cause spurious lead-lag 
relationship and information transmission patterns. 160 
3.5.4 Recommendations for Future Research 
Although some interesting results have been uncovered this chapter regarding the 
information transmission mechanism and price discovery process across the stock 
and futures markets, further research in this area may help us gain a fuller 
understanding of the cross-sectional and time-series variations presented here. This 
will enhance our knowledge of the dynamics of interactions between stock and 
derivatives markets and shed light on the question of where and how informed 
traders choose to trade. Firstly, the empirical analysis of this chapter can be extended 
to the transactions in all of the relevant markets. Using the transactions data might 
help to overcome the non-synchronicity problem that exists in current study and 
allow us to identify more precise channels in which the new information transmits 
between each relevant market. 161 Simultaneous trading of stock futures, stock options 
and stocks raises an interesting issue related to the velocity of information gathering 
and price adjustment among these three markets. Considering all three 
informationally-related markets is expected to contribute to the knowledge in the 
area of linkages between equity derivatives and underlying markets. As Booth et al. 
(1999 p.640) argue "All three markets should be considered as a system. Not to do so 
may mask important price discovery channels." 
160 Although the stocks on which USF are traded tend to be large stocks that are traded quite 
frequently, they may not be completely free of thin-trading bias as they might not trade ever) da). 
161 . • • d ' Id b· s the price discovery abilit\ of As discussed before non-synchromclty of a ata series cou la ,". " 
, . . I 'd t'fy' the tradll1 0 tuples \\ IIh the 
each relevant market However some sort oftechmques mvo ve 1 en I mg =- .. 
., . , th bl m of data non-synChronICIt\ 
closest trading times for the series could be adopted to mitigate, e pro e - . "t al \999) " 
(e,g" REPLACE ALL and MINISPAN approaches of DeB Hams et al.. 199=, and Booth e., . 
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Secondly, it would be an interesting extension of this chapter to implement our time-
series techniques to analysis of the information flows within these markets in the 
periods immediately prior to announcements of the important corporate eyents. when 
information asymmetries among the different investors groups are more pronounced. 
As Chakravarty et al. (2004) points out, the mere existence of price discoyery in the 
derivatives market is not sufficient to show that informed traders trade in these 
markets. For this reason, Collver (2005) has recently applied similar techniques to 
examine the price discovery on stock and option markets during the release of 
earning announcements. However, Collver (2005) focuses only on earning 
announcements over 6-months in 1995 for the stock and option markets, 
considerations can also be given to a wider range of corporate announcements (e.g .. 
take-over news) over a longer and more recent period and including the newly 
introduced single-stock futures markets. 
Thirdly, it would be useful to consider the impact of different investors' trading 
activity (e.g., institutional investors) on proportion of price discovery in each market, 
and to address the question of from where and whom price discovery is initiated. For 
example, Kurov and Lasser (2004) and Ates and Wang (2005) examine the price 
discovery process in the U.S. E-mini index futures markets. Based on the CFTC's 
reports on different types of traders, they found that price discovery was driven by 
trades initiated by the exchange locals (floor traders) and the commercials (hedgers). 
Additionally, another possible extension of this chapter is to provide an improved 
h d 1 . 1 blems of the existinL! studies. methodology to overcome several met 0 0 oglca pro . ~ 
, . ., . b t and futures prices implied bY tht: f· or Instance, comtegratIng relatIOn etween spo . 
. . ( e but rather chanL!es daih. conventional cost -of-carry model IS not constant 0\ er 1m ~.
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This time-variability of the cointegrating relationship can be accounted for by either 
demeaning the log prices as proposed by Dwyer et al. (1996) or by using discounted 
futures prices as is done by Martens et al. (1998). Further. the standard error 
correction model implies that the speed of adjustment in spot and futures prices to 
deviations from long-run equilibrium is independent of the size of the de\'iation. 
However, this is not necessarily the case because many arbitrageurs will only start 
trading when the deviation is larger than their expected transaction costs. To capture 
these dynamics, ideally a threshold vector error-correction model (TVECM) should 
be employed to allow adjustments coefficients to depend on magnitude of de\'iations 
(see Yadav et aI., 1994; and Theissen, 2005). It would be interesting to test if the 
results obtained here are robust to these model specifications and adjustments. 
Furthermore, another interesting extension of our analysis would be to examine the 
price discovery process across the stable and volatile periods. Both Martens (1998) 
and Franke and Hess (2000) suggest that electronic trading systems' contribution to 
information discovery is relatively larger in quiet periods than in volatile periods. 
Future research can also put more effort into explaining how the result documented 
in this chapter can be exploited to formulate the profitable trading strategies. 
Finally, the recent transfer of U.K. USF contracts to the MATCH facility (i.e. 
moving from an organised exchange to the market that does not have market makers 
or a central order book) on 28 November 2003 offers an unique opportunity to 
explore the role of market makers in the price discovery process and allows l)ne tl) 
d · . U K USF markets has changed examine \vhether the level of price Iscovery III .' ' 
significantly across these two different trading mechanisms. 
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Table 3.1: Hypotheses about the Price Discovery Fwu:tion ofUSF Markets 
Stock 
Hypothesis C JUIi • 
o Dons fOr Price Discovery DomiJWlt Market 
1).~~Y.e.~1l.g~.~ypothesls............. ...... .......... ....... ........... Hia\" Fut 
........ ......................... - ....... _ ........ !:t~............... . .................... _ ..... __ .... _ ..... _ ....... _ .... _ ..... _. we s 
.:l) . .:r.:~.ll.ti.ir.l:g .. <;;.(;j.s.~ .. l:!YE.o..~.e .. s.~~................ . ........................................ . ........ _ ..... ___ ._ .... ___ ._ ...... ~!:I~.........._ .. _...._.. "'_"" Futures 
.3,) .. 4.9.~<#.~y .. l:!YE.o..~.e..s.~~ .............................................................. _ ..... _ .... _ ... _._ ...... _ ..... _ ..... _._ .... __ .~!:~._ ....... _ ........... . 
.~ .. y..P~~.~.~~.e. .. l1.ypot.l:tes.~? ..... ........._ ..... _ ....... _ ....... _ ....... __ Non-exist ._._----_._-_ ... 
.............................. , .... _ .. _.... _0_. .. __ .. "_'" 
.5.) .. ~.~~.e.~ .. M.'!:~':Ir..ll~!:I~.~.Y.P..I:l~~.~.~.s............................. Matwed 
.................................. -....... _ ..... -...... _ .. . 
. 6.) .. f..~7.!3.P.~c.~~)~I:l~~~'O'.f.l .. l1.YE.().t.l:t.e..s.~~....... ............................... ........ )~t~.~~:.s.p.~.~~~......... . ................................. . 
....... .§.tock 
_f~~~_ .. 
!) .. ~.~~.e.~ .. T~'!:<#.f.lg.~.e..c.J:l:~~.~ .. l:!yp.o..~.e..s.~~ ..... Electroruc Stock~d!.or F1jtures 
Notes: 
The predictions are based on the implic~tions of hypotheses r~gardingthe influence of market Structure and secUfit desi 
The hyp othe s e s are not mutually excluslve and may exert multiple (or even off's ettin ~~ eff'e cts on the pn' cedi yfun~' f 50' s c overy ction 0 each market 
Table 3.2 : List of 50 Sample Stock and USF Markets 
SAMPLE S11JDY PElUOD 
LIFFE No. of 
Ext~ Stock Name Code Start Date End Date Ob •. 
Euronexl Amsterdam ABN AMRO Holdings NV AA 31/1012001 30/1212005 1,088 
Euronexl Amsterdam AegonNV AGN 141D512001 30/1212005 1,210 
Euronexl Amsterdam Koninklijke Ahold NV AHL 31/1012001 30/1212005 1,088 
Deutsche Borse Allianz AG ALV 0210412001 30/1212005 1,240 
Euronexl Paris AxaSA AXA 0210412001 30/1212005 1,240 
London Stock EJo::hange AstraZeneca pIc AZN 31/1012001 30/1212005 1,088 
London Stock EJo::hange BarcIays pIc BAR 31/1012001 30/1212005 1,088 
Euronexl Paris BNPParibasSA BNP 141D512001 30/1212005 1,210 
London Stock EJo::hange BP pIc BPA 2910112001 30/1212005 1,285 
London Stock EJo::hange BT Group pIc BTL 31/1012001 30/1212005 1,088 
Bolsa de Ma.c1rid Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria SA BVA 31/1012001 30/1212005 1,088 
Euronexl Paris Cane fourSA CA 141D512001 30/1212005 1,210 
Euronexl Paris AIcatelSA CGE 31/1012001 30/1212005 1,088 
Virt-x Credit SWsse Group CSG 31/1012001 30/1212005 1,088 
Deutsche Borse Deutsche Bank AG DBK 2910112001 3011212005 1,285 
Deutsche Borse DaimlelChrysler AG DCY 141D512001 30/1212005 1,210 
Deutsche Borse Suez SA DTE 31/1012001 30/1212005 1,088 
Borsa I taliana. EniSpA ENI 2910112001 30/1212005 1,285 
Borsa It aliana. EnelSpA ENL 1910312001 30/1212005 1,250 
Deutsche Borse E.ON AG EOA 141D512001 3011212005 1,210 
Stockholmsborsen Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson AB ERC 3111012001 30/1212005 1,088 
Euronexl Paris France Telecom SA FTE 2910112001 30/1212005 1,285 
Borsa I taliana. Assicurazioni Generali SpA GEN 1910312001 30/1212005 1,250 
London Stock EJo::hange G laxoSmithKline pIc GXW 3111012001 30/1212005 1,088 
London Stock EJo::hange HSBC Holdings plc HAS 31/1012001 30/1212005 1,088 
Stockholmsborsen Hennes & Mauritz AB HNM 31/1012001 30/1212005 1,088 
Euronexl Amsterdam INGGroep NV ING 2910112001 30/1212005 1,285 
London Stock EJo::hange Lloyds TSB Group pIc LLO 0210412001 30/1212005 1,240 
Deutsche Borse MUnch. Riick. Gesellschaft AG MUV 0210412001 30/1212005 1,240 
Stockholmsborsen NordeaAB NDA 31/1012001 30/1212005 1,088 
Virt-x Nestle SA NES 31/1012001 30/1212005 1,088 
Virt-x Novartis AG NOV 31/1012001 30/1212005 1,088 
Euronexl Amsterdam Koninklijke Philips Electronics NV PHI 0210412001 30/1212005 1,240 
London Stock EJo::hange Royal Bank of Scotland Group plc RBO 141D512001 30/1212005 1,210 
Euronexl Amsterdam Royal Dutch Petroleum Company RD 2910112001 30/1212005 1,285 
Virt-x Roche Holding AG ROG 31/1012001 30/1212005 1,088 
Bolsa de Ma.c1rid Santander Centre! Hispano SA SCH 2910112001 30/1212005 1,285 
Stockholmsborsen Svenska Handelsbanken AB SHB 31/1012001 30/1212005 1,088 
London Stock EJo::hange Shell Transport SHE 31/1012001 30/1212005 1,088 
Deutsche Borse Siemens AG SIE 2910112001 30/1212005 1,285 
Bolsa de Ma.c1rid T elefonica SA TEF 2910112001 30/1212005 1,285 
Borsa I taliana Telecom Italia SpA TI 2910112001 30/1212005 1,285 
Borsa Italiana Telecom Italia Mobile SpA TIM 1910312001 30/1212005 1,250 
Stockholmsborsen T eliaSonera AB TU 31/1012001 30/1212005 1,088 
Euronexl Paris Total Fina Elf SA TOT 2910112001 30/1212005 1,285 
Virt-x UBSAG UBS 31/1012001 30/1212005 1,088 
Borsa Italiana UniCredito Italiano SpA UC 1910312001 30/1212005 1,250 
Euronexl Paris Vivendi Universal SA VIV 141D512001 30!1212005 
1,210 
London Stock EJo::hange Vodafone Group plc VOF 2910112001 30/1212005 
1,285 
Deutsche Borse Volkswagen AG VOW 141D512001 30/1212005 
1,210 
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Table 3.3: Unit Root and EG Cointergaltion Test Results 
Stock Futures Stock Futures Code Stock Harne Price Price Return Retllrn Basis AA ABN AMRa Holdings IW 
-3090 
-3036 
-33511 "* 
Coillt~~1 <lIjon 
-32 184 ~ 
-6125 -
-: .:S: -AGN Aegon IW 
-1.812 
-2.246 
-31.910 "* 
-26.544 .. 
-7042 -
-30.424 .. AHL Koninklijke Ahold NY 
-1.569 
-1.732 
-19.599 "* 
-18.936 .. 
-1.433 ALV Allianz AG 
-0.846 ·2215 • 
-0.674 
-34.266 "* 
-32.913 ~ 
-1.631 
-1883 AXA Axa SA 
-1.630 
-4.035 "* 
-32.526 "* 
-34.440 "* 
-6.587 .. 
·4850" AZN AstraZeneca pic 
-1.987 
-2.017 
-27.073 "* 
-26.662 "* 
-4.672 -
-5203" BAR Barclays pic 
-2.725 
-1.637 
-33.292 "* -33.684 .. 
-2.265 • 
-2426 • BNP BNP Paribas SA 
-2.528 
-1.805 
-32.990 "* -33.656 .. 
-2333 • 
-1797 BPA BP pic 
-1.457 
-1.864 -23.938 .. 
-18.223 .. 
-7.684 .. 
-8.280 .. BTL BT Group pic 
-2.221 
-2.126 -36.203 .. 
-23.121 .. 
-3492 .. 
-4050" BVA Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria SA 
-2.231 
-2.169 -34.968 .. 
-33.378 .. 
-6.058 .. 
-6554 .. CA Carrefour SA 
-3.274 
-3.193 -37.445 .. 
-36.329 .. 
-8.104 .. 
-8.280 .. CGE Alcatel SA 
-2.591 
-2.624 -35.789 .. 
-37.377 "* -14081 .. 
-32.250 .. CSG Credit Suisse Group 
-1.735 
-1.713 -16.728 .. 
-20.609 "* -2.340 • 
-2.101 • DBK Deutsche Bank AG 
-2.331 
-2.288 -36.384 ~ 
-33.754 .. 
-6.403 .. 
-6.423 .. DCY DaimlerChrysler AG 
-2.179 -2.076 -35.070 .. 
-32.831 .. 
-5.268 "* 
-5.558 .. DTE Deutsche Telekom AG 
-2.983 -3.049 -23.519 .. 
-23.165 .. 
-8.724 .. 
-8.751 .. ENI Eni SpA 
-2.303 
-3.209 -36.778 .. 
-35.312 .. 
-3607 .. 
-2l)j • ENL Enel SpA 
-2.089 -3.451 • 
-37.831 .. 
-37.003 .. 
-3.667 .. 
-2.479 • EOA E.ON AG 
-1.275 -1.207 -39.677 .. 
-37.528 .. -8400 .. 
-8.417 .. ERC Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson AB 
-2.064 
-1.898 -29.584 .. -31.272 ~ 
-2299 • 
-1777 FTE France Telecom SA 
-2.483 -2.470 -33.568 .. -33.084 .. 
-1.566 
-1.206 GEN Assicurazioni Generali SpA 
-1.494 -1.488 -33.419 "* -32.665 .. -9.667 .. 
-10.385 .. 
GYNV GlaxoSmithKline pic 
-1.666 -1.624 -27.582 .. -36.054 .. -7.352 .. 
-7.910 .. 
HAS HSBC Holdings pic -3.902 • -3.780 • 
-27.614 .. -12.729 .. -5.986 ~ 
-6.229 .. 
HNM Hennes & Mauritz AB 
-2.635 -2.490 -34.578 .. -36.460 .. -8.841 ~ 
-9.226 .. 
ING ING Groep NV -1.710 -2.102 -22.563 .. -34.999 .. -3469 .. 
-2.836 .. 
LLO Lloyds TSB Group pic -1.830 -1.863 -35.711 .. -35.604 .. -4546 .. 
-4890" 
MUV MOnchener ROcksversicherungs Gesellschaft AG -0.933 -1.119 -32.307 .. 
-32.113 .. 
-1.546 -2.084 • 
NDA Nordea AB -2.008 -1.935 -34.458 .. -33.460 .. -6.319 .. 
-6.333 .. 
NES Nestle SA -1.675 -1.708 -33.878 "* 
-34.786 "* -6.848 - -7.134 .. 
NOV Novartis AG -2.327 -2.346 -31.426 "* -31.960 .. -8.005 .. 
-8.266 .. 
PHI Koninklijke Philips Electronics NV -2.429 -2.386 -33.995 .. -33.608 .. -6.315 .. 
-9.031 .. 
RBO Royal Bank of Scotland Group pic -4.167 .. -4.059 .. -36.820 .. -35.012 .. -6.095 .. -6.084 .. 
RD Royal Dutch Petroleum Company -1.655 -2.678 -36.292 "* -34.198 .. 
-1.062 -0.914 
RaG Roche Holding AG -1.626 -1.671 -32.178 .. -33037 .. -6.115 .. -6.296 .. 
SCH Santander Central Hispano SA -2.251 -2.143 -36.905 .. -34.883 "* -10.220 "* -10.614 .. 
SHB Svenska Handelsbanken AB -2.350 -2.351 -33.717 .. -34.406 .. -6432 .. -6464 .. 
SHE Shell Transport & Trading Company pic -0.945 -0.953 -34.889 .. -35.168 .. 
-1.178 -2.842 .. 
SIE Siemens AG -2.692 -3.213 -34.611 "* -32.812 .. -4.472 .. -3.596 .. 
TEF Telefonica SA -2.691 -2.646 -35.056 .. -34.305 .. -2.291 • 
-0.905 
TI Telecom Italia SpA -2.959 -2.258 -15.334 .. -35.738 .. 
-1.186 -2.951 .. 
TIM Telecom Italia Mobile SpA -2.539 -2.460 -34.267 .. -35.601 .. -3.155 .. -4.352 .. 
TLI TeliaSonera AB -3.334 -3.328 -25.401 .. -25.520 .. -1.813 -4.215 .. 
TOT Total Fina Elf SA -2032 -1.966 -27.975 .. -27.844 .. -6.314 .. -6314 .. 
UBS UBSAG -2.770 -2.629 -29.491 .. -30.040 .. -4.312 .. -4.350 .. 
UC UniCredito Italiano SpA -2.050 -1.970 -33.496 .. -33.445 .. -8.168 - -8.162 .. 
VIV Vivendi Universal SA -1681 -1.681 -19.127 .. -22.920 .. -9.767 .. -10 247 .. 
VOF Vodafone Group pic -2.913 -2.913 -24.547 .. -24.695 .. -6.799 .. -7.380 -
VOW Volkswagen AG -2.317 -2.249 -33.350 "* -33.322 "* -8.589 .. -8.607 .. 
Notes: The following ADF test regressions are run for each series, Schwarz Bayesian criterion (Schwarz, 1978) is used to determine lag length k 
k-I 
I:1P, = a + {Jt+ rP'_1 + 2:: lfJ, I:1P,_, + p, Prices series 
10-1 i-I 
AR, = a+ r R'_I + I: fPr.. AR'-i+ 14 Returns series 1'_1 
t-I 
1:1&,= r&'-I + 2:: r, l:1e,-,+p,; Cointegration Residual and Basis series 
i-I 
For brevity, this table only reports the ADF test statistic of each regression. The critical values of MacKinnon (1996) are used. 
" .. Significant at 5% and 1 % level, respectively. 
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Tabl~ 3 ~. Joh.-m~en Cointegration Tuts for Stock and Fuhu-u Plice~ 
Number of Cointegration Vecto1'(s) 
Null 
Test Statistic 
(A.1n.cJ 
Clitical Values 
Cointegmtlon RelaJjoflship 
Estimated Coint~linaYe(to[ JOlllt H~lJothl'~h Test No. of 
Hypothe!'li~ 
J.TI':lc!l 
Cointegration [_~s.-=----,-~_. -T(l~·'-'~I'-.:!'~c.:l:-) __ -t--:H:=.!.:.:~S.2-=~~~· =~(l~.O~.-~l:!..)_! 
R;mkl r l ~l ~ ('hi-Squ.up P-V;wp 
AA r 0 46.22 .. 19.96 
r:<>1 8.55 9.24 
24.60 
12.97 
24.60 
-0.0083 -0.9979 217 Oi403 
............................ _._._ ............................ - ........ _._ ......... _.-
AGN r = 0 153.33 ** 19.96 
r:<> 1 5.01 9.24 12.97 
AHL r=O 
r:<> 1 
••• _._._ •••••••••••• _._._ ••••••••• - ._._ ••••• - ••• _._._ •••• n •••••••• _ ••••• _ •• __ •• N 
8U9 ** 19.96 24.60 
3.77 9.24 12.97 
-00833 
... _._._._ ..... --._--- -+--
-0.9612 3506 •• 00000 
0.0624 ----~~--·---~--r----
-1.0038 0.55 04592 
ALV ···;·:;;;·-0··· .. · ...... · .. ··--·--·22··'1'j·· .. ·---.. ;·9··96· .. "'-i4':(j'ii-- .-... -.---...... -... -.-.- ..... --- .. =0:-2-97-8--·-- ·-----~o-9-:i04---- .. ----224- r-:----.--
01342 
r S 1 4.66 9.24 12.97 
AXA r=O 
r:<> 1 
r=O 
f,:S 1 
............ _ ............. - ........ _ .•... _ ... __ ......... _._._-._ .•..... _._._ .... _ .. ---_ .. -.... _._--_ .. _---
55.39 ** 19.96 
5.17 9.24 
24.60 
12.97 
-0.0213 ----=0.·9897---- ----Tio-·-1--0: 54 8 ' 
45.17 ** 19.96 
3.92 9.24 
AZN 
·0.9973 7.55 .. 
........................................................................ _._._ ......... _ .... -_ ............ - ......... _._._ ........ -._._._. __ ... _--_._ .... _---_.-
... _-... _---_._ .. __ ._-_ .. -.. _ .. _---- ._. -_._._._ .. _._-_._----_. --.... ~----.-. 
24.60 -0.0191 
12.97 
0.0060 
......... , .. ,", .................................. " ......... _, ........ _._.-......... _._ .. _ ......... _,--_._.-................. ---.-.-... -,.--.~.-.-.... -.-.-
BAR r = 0 21.09 * 19.96 24.60 -6.5481·--·-·ii-055i-------·---o~IiO'-- -0:98'78'-
r:<> 1 4.71 9.24 12.97 
9.4751 
............... _._._ ......... _ .... -. .. ..... _._ ..... , ...... _." 
BNP r=O 29.45** 19.96 
.. _._,_ .. , ...... _._ .. _ .... - ...... _ ............ _,_._ ..... "'_. __ . __ ._-,_._ ........ _. __ ..... -._. __ .. __ ._-_. __ .. _._--_. _._---- ----.. _ ... . 
24.60 
BPA 
r:S:1 142 9.24 12.97 
............................. , ............. , ..... .. 
r=O 
rSI 
52.26 ** 19.96 24.60 
2.44 9.24 12.97 
•• ,.,., ................... , ........... ~, •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -.-.............. _ .................................................. - .............. _._._ ••••••••••••••• 'M 
BTL 29.85 ** 19.96 24.60 
12.25 * 9.24 12.97 
-14128 0.00 0.9875 
-0.0540 
-0.9912 2.15 01425 
1 or 2 -1.1473 -0.7831 001 09152 
r=O 
r sl_ 1 ............ _·_· ... _···1·· ...... ·· .. ······· 
r=O 
.................................................. M..................... . ............. _ ............ _ ............... _._ ........ _._ ....... _._ ... __ ._._ ........ __ ....... _._ .... _ ............... _ ........... _._._ .. _ .. ___ . __ .. __ . __ ._ .. 
62.71 ** 19.96 24.60 BVA 
r s 1 4.61 9.24 12.97 
.......... _ .... _ ......... _._ ............................... _._ ............ _ .. _._ .......................................... _._ .. -
CA r=O 54.19** 19.96 24.60 
r:<> 1 7.83 9.24 12.97 
I···C·· .. G·· .. ·E· .. · .. -I ...... · ........ ·
r
' .. · ... = ..... 0: .................. 1 ··· .. j'·92:··9ii .. *·;;:· .. · 19. 96 · .... 24:(jii·----·-~-~;·;-··-·· 
11.77 * 9.24 12.97 r:<>1 
.. -................. -....................................................... ., .... ., ..................................... .. 
CSG r= 0 
r:<> 1 
22.65 * 
2.78 
19.96 
9.24 
-0.0093 
-0.9969 6.74 .. 00094 
-0.0229 
-0.9937 0.93 0.3336 
0.0131 
·1.0045 904 .. 0.0026 
. ......... " ... 
·0.1240 -0.9640 1.35 0.2452 
......................... , ... 
24.60 
12.97 
24.60 
...... -.... -........ _ ...... ,_ •..•..... _ ..................... _.- ........... _._ ............ _.- ......... _. __ .. _. __ .-... _-_._._-- ..... _. '--"'-'''-'-'-'-' 
DBK r= 0 19.96 
9.24 r:<> 1 ...... _._ ............... _._ ........ _" ...... __ ._ 12.97 
DCY r=O 37.60** 19.96 24.60 
-0.0075 
-0.9984 0.38 0.5351 
-0.0727 ·0.9804 0.53 0.4672 
.. _ ...... " ......................... .r. .. ~.} .............................. " .. ..!. ... D..3. ..................... 9..?_~ .. ...... J.~?7._._._...._ .. _ .......... _ ... .. _ ....... _ ..... " .......... _ ..... _ ..... _._ ............ _._.._.__ ______ . ___ _ 
DTE r=O 
r S 1 
88.94 ** 
11. 96 * 
19.96 
9.24 
24.60 
12.97 
1 or 2 0.0122 
....... , .................. , .............................. , ........................................................................ , ......................... _._ ................ _ ............ _ ............... _._._ .......................... _._ ....... -......... _ ..... . 
ENI 
ENL 
r = 0 
r:<> 1 
25.68 ** 
1.52 
19.96 
9.24 
24.60 
12.97 
..................................... _ ..... _ ......... _._._ ........ ......................... _ ....... 
r=O 28.87** 19.96 24.60 
.................... .r. .. ~._~ ........ " ............................ ? .. 7..1 ... _ .. ...... _.?:.?~.... .....!.?:??. .. _.. .. _. __ 
EOA r=O 62.39 ** 19.96 24.60 
-0.1161 
0.5306 
-0.0202 
r :<> 1 O. 9 0 ........ 9..:.?~ ............... ..1 .. ~:~?.."... .. """ ............. "........ .. .... "...... __ ........... _ ..._ ·~ .. :;;; .. 0 .......... · ........ · ...... · .... ·2·5 ... 6·5 .. -*·;; .. ·· 19.96 24.60 ERe -0.1075 
r :S: 1 .................... ~ ... ~?...... .. . ........ 9..:.?~._ ..... ..... J.~:.9.1. ...... ........... _ ............ . 
FTE r=O 22.55 * 19.96 24.60 2.4994 
__ ........ " .... _ ..... r~I.. .... "" ...... ?}}._....... ... 9. .. ?~ ................ 1.~:?7. .. _._ ..._ ...... _._ 
GEN r= 0 89.50 ** 19.96 24.60 -0.0038 
r S 1 ....................... .......... J ... 9..5. .......... .. _._ .. 9..:.?~ ............ 1.2:.~7._ ..... _ ...... _._._ .. 
GXW r = 0 55.34 ** 19.96 24.60 -0.0366 
-L0044 
-0.9492 
-1.2614 
-0.9950 
-0.9466 
-1.8025 
·0.9983 
-0.9948 
·HAs···~··=6·· .. ····-4H~··* * . .. t~}9~"'~~: ~6 ... ····-·-·-·· .... · ...... ""······· -:OT29-Z--- ·-·-·-·-·:0.9808 
HNM 
ING 
LLO 
MUV 
...... 
NDA 
r S 1 8.90 9.24 12.97 
r=O 
r S 1 
66.88 ** 19.96 
1.43 9.24 
24.60 
12.97 
...................... -._ ......... _ ..... _ ......... _ .................................... -...... .. 
r = 0 28.23 ** 19.96 24.60 
0.0326 
.. --- .... _._ ... --_ .. - . _ ... _--
0.3050 
.E~}_ ...... ....................... ?:.~.? ..................... 9..'?'~ .......... ...!}?7. ..... _ ....... _._ ....... ,,_ . 
r=O 25.88** 19.96 24.60 -0.0841 
............ .r..~.}................... . .... ? ..?.?. ..................... 9..:.?~ ............... ..1.?:.9..?. ..... _ ...... -.-....... ---.. ·-·-· .. :O:-j-349 
r = 0 24.50 * 19.96 24.60 
........ r~.1 ....... _._._ .................. 4. ... ?_? ............ .. _._ .. 9. .. z.~... 12. ~7._ .... _ ..... ___ .. . 
r=O 35.08 ** 19.96 24.60 0.0098 
r:<> 1 
·1.0059 
..... _._ .... _ .... -......... _ .. .. 
-1.1016 
-0.9874 
-0.9672 
·1.0024 
NES ........... ·r;;;-O .. · ...... · .. ··-- 1.37 ......... _._ .. ~.:.?_~._ ........... _~_~:.~7. ... _ .._ ... _ ...... _._ ......... _._._._ ...... _._._. __ ...... _._. __ ._._ ... ____ ... .. 
46.86 ** 
2.12 
19.96 
9.24 
24.60 -0.0463 -0.9922 
r S 1 12.97 
218 
0.16 0.6860 
0.25 0.6148 
165 0.1996 
000 09496 
2 48 0.1153 
0.00 0.9450 
11.12·· 0.0009 
3.93 • 0.0473 
... -----_ .... -- .... _._._ ....... _._ ... -.-.. 
0.18 0.6756 
142 0.0645 
.-.'-'-- ... _._._._-_ ... _ ... _-_.-
0.01 0.9428 
1.78 0.1825 
2.58 0.1082 
Table 3.-': Joh:u\sen Coil\telP"Ution Tl'St.~ for Stock nnd Futnrl'S Prices (colltinue-d) 
NOV 
PHI 
RBO 
RD 
••••• M 
ROG 
SCH 
SHB 
SHE 
SIE 
TEF 
TI 
Null 
Hypothe~i5 
(Trace) 
r 0 
r ~ 1 
..... _._._ ... __ .... _._._-
NumlJer of CointegratUm VecUir(s) 
Test Stati~ti{ 
(J..nuJ 
Critical VaiUf'S 
59.59 ** 19.96 24.60 
Coi1lte¥1'alion &1aJ.ionship 
No. of EstilMted Cointel!J'3tingYertor Joint Hypothe<1' T~<I 
Cointegration Bt J" - (l,J'I.J'2) HI: Bt - P' - 410 1, 
R..-mk ( r ) PI t'2 (1li-Squ.ve 
-0.0323 -0 9922 1.96 01619 
r=O 
r~1 
. __ ._ ... ~: .. ~L __ ._ ... _ ._ ... 9.,.?_~ ..... ... l_~J_~ .. _ _ _____ _ 
74.78 ** 19.96 24.60 ------ .. -·----0.0071------·----0-.9973·--- -----4-0-0-. - -'0-.04-5-6-
.. ~:.~}-................... -.?:.?-~.-----!!:.~?-.-.. __ ._._--.. _._ .. _._._ ... . 
r=O 
r ~ 1 
4409 ** 19.96 24.60 -'-'-'~0909'--' ---.-----. -----... -.- -----
11.23 * 9.24 12.97 1 or 2 -10123 0.02 08827 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -. __ •••••••••• _ •••••••••••••••• M •••••••••• , •••• _ ••• _. ____ ••••••••••••• ___ ._. ___ ••••••••••••• __ • __ • 
r= 0 25.60 ** 1996 24.60 -4.7460----043·98 
r ~ 1 ............... _ .... Q· . .6.2 ........... . _._ .. 9.:.?_4 ..... ..1.2..:.~?. ... _ 
r= 0 41.09 ** 19.96 24.60 
r ~ . ..! .............. _ .............. _ .... I.:.~_~ ............. _ .... ~:.~~ .......... ..1_~:??__ .. __ ....... _ .... _ ........ . 
r = 0 78.29 ** 19.96 24.60 -...... ···=OOi-37·-.. - .. ---=09-94'O----------io3-- --i}i542-
r ~ 1 4.40 9.24 12.97 
0.03 08670 
----- -_._-- --_._--
-- ... --........ --_.-..... - .. --... -- ---. c------.--
-0.9970 1.21 02713 -0.0150 
r ~ 1 
.. ;·~-O······ .. ············ .... ··4i·07-*·;;· ··-"j·9.·96-· . -24.60" ..... ---- ----- .. --- .. '0"0196 
1.61 9.24 12.97 
-1.0038 022 06365 
......... _._._ ............ _._._ ............. _._ .. , .... ·._.M._ .......... _._._ ......... _._ .. __ ._ .... _._. __ ._ ..... __ ._ .. 
r = 0 27.29 ** 19.96 24.60---·---~0~9358----- --·--:0.-8695------·0-02---- 0.8993-
....... _ ........ ~ .. ~ ... ! ................... ......... _._ ...... Q .... ~.~_ ............ _ .. _._ .. 9..:.~~ ............ ..1 .. ~:.~?_._ .. _ ........................ _._ ........ _. _ ..... _ ........ _. __ .. _ .. ___ ..  
r = 0 28.86 ** 19.96 24.60 03373 ----~-.. 0837- .. -- -----O·~OO-.. -- --0~9600 
............. E.~.} ............. _ ... .................. ~:.s...1.......... 9.24 ........ }_~:~? __ ._ 
r = 0 22.38 * 19.96 
9.24 r ~ 1 2.46 
........................................................... -'-
r=O 25.32 ** 19.96 
r ~ 1 2.14 9.24 
24.60 
12.97 
24.60 
12.97 
..... __ ._ ............ _._._ . 
.. ... _.-.-._ ...... _._--_ ...... _-_ .. 
'---'-"--'-'-'-'" .-. -"-'-"'-'-'-"-0.8374 
-13263 0.15 0.7019 
.......... _._ ... _ .. _ ... _. __ ...... _-_ ............ _. __ ..... _ ..... _._ .... _._._. __ ..... _._-_ .. -
-0.9916 0.0491 0.51 0.4749 
............. -._ .......................................................................................... _ ................... _ ............ -........ . 
. ............................... _ .... - ...... _ .................. _.-.-........ _.-............. _ ......... _ ...... _._--......... _._- ...... _._ .... _ ........ _ .... _. __ ._-_ .. -
TIM r= 0 
r ~ 1 
TLI r=O 
TOT 
UBS 
r ~ 1 
r=O 
r~1 
r=O 
r ~ 1 
23.60 * 
5.77 
30.31 ** 
5.67 
19.96 
9.24 
24.60 
12.97 
19.96 24.60 
9.24 12.97 
34.28 ** 19.96 24.60 
12.97 1.44 9.24 
27.23 ** 
1.57 
24.60 
12.97 
UC r = 0 61.43 ** 19.96 24.60 
1 ........................ I .................. ,r ... c~, .... I ................. , .... .... ?:.g~...... .... ... 9.:?~_ 12.97 
VIV r= 0 
r ~ 1 
VOF r= 0 
r ~ 1 
............ -.................... .. 
VOW r=O 
r~1 
Notes: 
95.89 ** 
7.45 
64.05 ** 
10.39 * 
79.77 ** 
7.02 
19.96 
9.24 
19.96 
9.24 
19.96 
9.24 
24.60 
12.97 
24.60 
12.97 
24.60 
12.97 
-0.1304 
-0.9070 4.44 • 00351 
0.1045 
-1.0246 14.72 .. 0.0001 
-0.0129 
-0.9974 0.03 08684 
0.0023 -0.9999 0.53 04652 
..... __ ... __ ................... _ ........ . 
0.0018 -1.0014 0.02 0.8792 
0.0009 -0.9997 8.64 .. 0.0033 
1 or 2 -0.0074 -0.9981 7.24 *. 0.0071 
-0.0061 -0.9985 0.24 06249 
The~. tests the null hypothesis that there are at most r cointegrating vectors, against the alternative that the number of cointegrating vectors 15 greater thon r 
1\ 
A.'WI (r) = -T t In(l- i) 
1_,,+1 
where;. is the estimated eigenvalues of the I1 matrix. Critical values are taken from Osterwald-Lenwn (1992), Table 1. 
,8=(I..4~ are the coefficient estiamtes of the cointegrating vector where the coefficient of~ is normalised to unity, ~I is the intercept term 
and ~l is the coefficient on Ft.The statistic for parameter restrictions p = (1,0, -1) is distributed as .,i with 2 degree of freedom 
., - Significant at 5% and 1 % level, respectively. 
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Tabll' 3.5: SUIom;uy StatiStif5 of Stork Rl'tmns, Futuru Rl'tull1S, and Basis 
C'odl' V"riablu N s K JB Q(l2) 
AA Stock Returns 1059 
Futures Returns 1059 
-0.0001 
-0.0001 
0.0238 0.0043 5.2240 1 ~ 1.90 29 of} 
0.0233 -0.0305 5.5m 1380.00 •• 27 10 
_._ .. _ .. _ .. _._ .. _._ ...... ___ ._~~s.~s._ .. _ .. _._ .. _ .. _.~9?g .. -.. -...... gQ~~ ..... .... _.g:9Jl~ __ ... ___ g:~~Q._. __ .. __ .2-'?~]! ______ ~~~._ .... --2~c~ __ ... . 
AGN Stock Returns 1059 -0.0011 0.0317 -0.1735 4.5950 93521 •• 56.42 
Futures Returns 1059 -0.0011 0.0867 0.1058 396.2100 6913900.00 •• 19107 •• 
Basis 1060 -0.0190 
AHL Stock Returns 1059 -00014 
0.0617 
0.0435 
0.0445 
-10.8930 2545900 
241.5900 
2875600.00 
2590500.00 •• 
3605 
2880 
1169590 •• 
ALV 
Futures Returns 
Basis 
Stock Returns 
1059 -0.0016 
1060 
1215 
-0.1020 
-0.0006 
-10.6370 
0.0268 
-0.0766 
Futures Returns 1215 -0.0007 0.0257 -03043 
3.1123 
3.2435 
427.63 
479.65 -
25 32 • 
1286 
_._ .. _ .. _ .. _ ...... __ .. _ .. _ ...... _~.~s.!.s._ .. _ .. _ .......... _.t.~_I.~ .. _ .. _ ...... :Q:Q~~~ ......... __ o..g!.~_._ .. _. ___ ._..:.Q.:Q.s.~. 
AZN 
BAR 
BNP 
BPA 
BTL 
BVA 
CA 
1215 -0.0001 0.0281 0.1146 35212 548.38 .... 32.25 Stock Returns 
Future s Returns 
Basi. 
1215 -0.0012 0.0492 -17.8460 473.5100 9930600.00 - 5.56 
1 ?t..~ ...... _ ...... :.o.p~I.9. ............. 'O'.:~.I}I ..................... :5?~~?_._ .... _._~.~,5_6_2.g __ .. _._ .. _._~~~~~OQ .. _ .. ~., .. . _. __ ??9.s..c~~_ . 
Stock Returns 
Futures Returns 
Basis 
Stock Returns 
Futures Returns 
Basis 
Stock Returns 
Futures Returns 
Basis 
Stock Returns 
Futures Returns 
Basis 
Stock Returns 
Futures Returns 
1266 
1266 
1267 
1189 
1189 
1190 
1189 
1189 
1190 
1266 
1266 
1267 
1215 
1215 
Basis 1216 
Stock Returns 1189 
Futures Returns 1189 
Basis 1190 
.......... " •••••••• M ........ •• 
Stock Returns 1189 
Future s Returns 1189 
Ba.is 1190 
-0.0001 
-0.0001 
.0.0023 
0.0001 
-0.0011 
-0.2837 
0.0003 
-0.0003 
-0.1159 
0.0000 
0.0000 
-0.0009 
-0.0003 
-0.0006 
·0.D394 
0.0000 
-0.0001 
0.0017 
-0.0004 
-0.0004 
·0.0010 
............................ 
0.0188 
0.0185 
0.0062 
0.0201 
0.0445 
0.5605 
0.0200 
0.0288 
0.2590 
0.0166 
0.0164 
0.0051 
0.0226 
0.0235 
0.0964 
0.0204 
0.0196 
0.0062 
0.0189 
0.0185 
0.0016 
-0.0821 
0.0740 
-0.1294 
............................ ". 
0.0990 
5.1440 
5.9612 
6.8774 
2.7912 
1166.60 •• 
1566.00 •• 
2086.00 •• 
344.84 
3008 
32.19 •• 
2113.36 •• 
-22.9120 661.3400 19355000.00 +. 
38 69 
789 
12064 80 
30.57 
-1.2833 -0.3514 295.55 •• 
•••• ••••••••••• •••••••••• • ...... H •• _._ •• _ •• _ •• _ •• ___ •• _ •• _. __ •• " •• _ •• __ ._ •• _ 
-0.0750 5.3672 1269.70 
-122660 285.3200 3611900.00" 11 85 
-1.6056 05890 469.44" 11934 70 
-0.4453 
-0.5103 
0.0735 
0.0871 
-1.1505 
.. -.............. ~ .. -.. -.. -.. -.. -.. -.. -.. -...... -...... -"-"""-"-"""-""'._ .... -...... _-_ .. __ .... . 
2.4907 308.14 •• 4574 •• 
2.5073 322.75 ... 4135 
0.6059 17.12 +. 103.08 •• 
........... -.. _ .. -.. _ ...... _ .. _ .. _ .. _.-.. _-_._._ .. _ .. -... . ......... _-_ .. _. __ .. _ .. .. 
1.9694 172.15 28.46 
12.1960 6783.80 •• 3455 
-1.9529 2.1541 S76.32 +. 1129700'· 
.............. _ .... _ ...... -.. _ .. -.. _ .. _ .. _ .. -.. -._-_ .. -.. _ .. _ ...... _ .. _ .. _ .. -.. _. "'-"-'---"-'-'" 
0.2659 2.6091 312.27 "'''' :xJ58 
0.2204 
-04962 
-0.0014 
-0.1296 
1.6643 
2.1418 
5.2040 
3.1984 
3.2021 
9.5169 
21059 •• 
1236.10 •• 
450.55 •• 
45455 •• 
4476.90 H 
1221 
1435.05 
30 22 •• 
2350 • 
261411 .+ 
CGE Stock Returns 1266 
1266 
1267 
1057 
1057 
-0.0014 0.0385 0.3362 6.7763 
18.6620 
270.4400 
2042.20 •• 
15447.00 •• 
3237400.00 +. 
25.37 • 
20.41 
44.10 
Future. Returns 
Basis 
CSG Stock Returns 
Futures Returns 
Basis 
DBK Stock Returns 
-0.0014 0.0420 0.7873 
·0.0025 0.0143 -9.6568 
0.0002 0.0251 -0.2917 5.3614 
0.0001 0.0254 -00987 5.2765 
1283.80 
122790 •• 
.. _-_._ .. _ .. -.. _ .. _ ........ .. 
4229 
36.85 •• 
-0.0183 0.0291 -1.3307 0.4912 322.57 •• .. J!~~!9_-"-". 
1266 -0.0002 0.0229 -0.1435 2.9157 378.Q3 12 60 
46.50 
806.86 
1947 75 
91135 
26386 
000 
401 
339 
1121960 
81135 
78408 •• 
1020190 -
...... __ .. _-_.- .-
837.42 
0.02 
7683.95 -
123.74 .. 
120.92 +. 
128.21 -
--,--,,_ .. 
673.48 
0.02 
12059.70 
638.22 
002 
1195770 
40260 .. 
355.61 
2667.95 
439.53 
20.63 
10564.30 
71902 
717.98 
61.96 
723.63 
64377 
142520 
19423 
214.83 
0.92 
936.14 
955.79 
10507.00 •• 
649.36 
Futures Returns 
Basis 
1266 -0.0002 0.0223 -0.1337 3.4259 52006 •• 26 76" 49542 
1267 0.0006 0.0102 0.9360 4 4641._ .. ~~~pg __ 1079.68" 783.02 
........... _ .. _ .. _ .. _ ...... -....... _ .._---_ .... _ ..... 
DCY Stock Returns 1189 -0.0002 0.0222 -0.0249 2.0325 182.05 •• 28.42'· 728.20 
Futures Returns 1189 ·0.0002 0.0215 -0.0179 1.9810 172.89·· 29.56" 54244" 
B .sis 0.0018 0.0146 2.1 03~.3, .................. ,5 ..: ..6,.6O.:_ ..c1 .. _ .. _ ... , .. _ .. _ ....... 2_.1._9 .._0 . .3 _..0_ ...... • ... • ..... _ .. _ ... _ .. _4 .. 2_.32:_:_5:.2:._._ ........ ...... _50 .. _.9 .... 4_ .. 3_.5 ..... . 
-·····D·"·cT=E::::··-·········S···t··o···· c··:::k:·:R··ce::t·urn·······-s··········-·:1:·2:·:6··6::··-··········.·'0··.:0:·'0:·'0··'7:·······..-:0··'.·0'··2'·6·:·2::··············· ':0.0613 2.8213 351.23 •• 35.78 673.84 
EN! 
ENL 
Futures Returns 1266 -0.0007 0.0250 0.0493 2.4183 25799 2501' 587.20 
BaSIS 1267 -0.0006 0.0118 1.2790 93324 ...... ,.~.I_~~:g9._·· . ___ ~~..2.3 ___ .. }~04 .. 
Stock Returns 1266 0.0004 
Futures Returns 1266 0.0010 
Basis 
Stock Returns 
Futures Returns 
Basis 
1267 0.0342 
1217 00000 
1217 0.0005 
1218 ·0.0197 
0.0158 -0.4765 2.0130 
00244 155650 398.4600 
218.47 
7035400.00 •• 
2139 • 
962 
38657 
0.03 
.... O'.:.~~~.I __ ... _ .. _ ......... 2..:~~.I.I . ......... __ .... ~:~~!_ .. __ .. ___ ~2g._ .. :.~ ___ .J!~~_9_0 __ ..... ... __ 109~.~~ ____ _ 
0.0149 -0.9198 6.8661 2225.30 •• 3496'· 216.25 
0.0249 175140 466.2500 9628300.00" 10.60 0.02 
1065860 0.1632 3.2120 8.5090 5006.30 •• _._~~~~:?.o.._ 
................. _-_._ ................ _ .. _-_.- .. _ .. _ ...... -.. _ .. _._._ .. -'-"" .. -
220 
101569 
:~30 • 
6117 
'---
2111 +. 
7321 
000 
032 
027 
2099 20 
c470 • 
2544 • 
71697 + • 
2428 • 
000 
128320 
595 
562 
884 
22 72 • 
000 
1453500 
2207 • 
000 
12233 00 
1558 
1425 
559 
1698 
1.33 
4338 80 
2301 • 
23 12 • 
172 
2269 • 
1961 
6582 
10 08 
19.30 
007 
38.37 
33.63 
110170 
2228 • 
1824 
26 02 • 
2415 • 
1834 
21983 
2243 • 
1789 
1173 
1527 
0.00 
546 1 30 
9~J 
000 
460590 
Table 3.5 SUIIIJru)ry Stlti~tit~ of Stock Returns, Future~ Rl'turns, and Basi~ (continul'd) 
Code Variabll'~ N a s K JB 
EOA Stock Returns 1189 0.0004 0.D177 0.1321 2.9975 398.78 3855 
Futures Returns 1189 0.0004 0.0167 0.3608 3.3872 528.22 33 67 
.. __ .. _ .. ___ .. _ .. _._~8:.s.!~_ .. _ .. _ .. _.J1.?"Q .. ___ ... QQQQ~ ......... _'O'~O'.I.I..t 1.4931 4.2985 120650 213690 
.. -~-.-----------.---- .. -.. -.. -.. ----- ----_._----_ .. _--ERC Stock Returns 1057 
-0.0002 0.0396 
Futures Returns 1057 -0.0005 0.0414 
___ ..... _ .. _~.a_s.~s ......... 1.'O'~.~ .. _._ .... :g:Q~_3.?'._. ___ 9..:~.?'?~_ 
FTE Stock Returns 1266 
Futures Returns 1266 
-0.0011 0.D328 
-0.0012 0.0324 
-0.1013 6.1009 1641.10 
-0.1603 101600 5201.20 •• 
-.::!~~ ___ ~:~_?! ________ ~c_1L •• 
0.3415 
0.2537 
394:14 
4.0058 
70431 
718.05 •• 
_._ .. _._ .. _ .. ____ .. _ .. _ .. _~.~s.!~_ .. ___ .. _.I_~.?._ .. _._ ... :g~o.~~ .......... 'O'.~O'?~~ __ ................ _O'.:~5..t_2_ ........ _ _.:..1_:~~~. __ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ 16551 •• 
GEN Stock Returns 1217 
-0.0001 0.0170 
-03653 3.4978 .56234 
Futures Returns 1217 -0.0002 0.0167 -0.2440 3.4993 549.77 •• 
_ ..... _ ...... _~.~s.!~ .... _ ...... _ .. _ .. _.t_~.1..~ .............. :g:9.9..1.~ ..... 'O':9.Q~~ .... _ ...... _ ... _ ..O':~10~ ... __ .~~~ __ ._.!?59.20 •• 
GXW Stock Returns 1266 -0.0002 0.0167 0.1016 2.8993 m.04 
47.62 
2337 • 
!l81120 •• 
----_ .. 
11.77 
13.78 
12043.70 .. 
... _ .. _---
3425 
2327 • 
74793 .. 
1833 
42445 
34J 18 
2453 16 
345.84 
39584 
11780.80 
958 04 
73991 
1158930 
1063.81 
153> 
1236 
111.56 
1508 
1853 
716:: 60 
29 ::~ 
2414 • 
2450 SWJ 
314J 
961.77 .. ~14 
311.18 1109 
254.92 1129 
Futures Returns 1266 
-0.0002 0.0165 
0.0049 
0.1180 3.4904 539.01" 1891 261.25 1246 
1020 Basis 1267 -0.0012 ................................ -... 
HAS Sto ck Returns 1266 
-0.0001 0.0147 
Futures Returns 
Basis 
1266 -0.0001 0.0143 
1267 0.0008 0.0087 
HNM Stock Returns 1057 
Futures Returns 1057 
ING 
BaSIS 
Sto ck Returns 
Futures Returns 
Basis 
1058 
1266 
1266 
1267 
......................................................• 
0.0004 
0.0003 
-00014 
-0.0003 
-0.0008 
0.0176 
0.0185 
0.0078 
0.0272 
0.0330 
-0.0570 0.1948 
... 'O':0_21.~ .......... 1_:~3!~._._._._ .... _1_0~c~?_.~.: ___ ~~~~?_ ... • ___ Ill!c~~_ 
-0.6137 85458 3282.80 •• 5506" 143.ot 
-0.2025 4.2182 790.85 •• 5421" 188.12 
o .9?I}I_:~~~ _______ ~~'O'~_.~ ___ ~.!~~_ ~. 3841.64" 
0.1570 
-0.0642 
5.5499 
0.0660 
-5.6587 
-2.6321 
63470 
9.7072 
96.6650 
45116 
1m50 •• 
4150.80 •• 
416960.00 •• 
897.20 
21.02 
33.67 •• 
950 06 •• 
33.43 
106.2600 50289000" 1452 
87.88 
215.42 
389 
842.91 
0.12 
.... ~ •• _ ......... " ... M .................................................. _ ..................................................................................... _ .... _._ ............ _ .. _. __ ~~~..?~._ ...... _._ .... _.~~~.o.~._ .. :' .. _ .. _ ....t.!.~~..1.:3..0. .. _~' ...... 11 ~49~_ 
LLO Stock Returns 
Futures Returns 
Basis 
1215 
1215 
1216 
1215 
1215 
1216 
-0.0003 O.ot 92 -0.0279 
0.1537 
15643 
2.7514 33353 22.74 • 
-0.0003 
0.0047 
-00008 
0.0190 
0.0165 
2.6079 303.69 •• 20.60 
MUV 
NDA 
NES 
NOV 
Stock Returns 
Future s Returns 
Basis 
Stock Returns 
Future s Returns 
Basis 
Sto ck Returns 
Futures Returns 
Basis 
Stock Returns 
Futures Returns 
Basis 
1057 
1057 
1058 
1057 
1057 
1058 
1057 
1057 
-0.0009 
-0.0219 
0.0005 
00005 
0.0265 
0.0268 
0.0210 
0.0202 
0.0196 
0.0002 0.0115 
................................. 
0.0001 0.0130 
0.0001 
0.0014 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0131 
0.0070 
0.0132 
0.0134 
1058 0.0007 0.0054 
-0.2905 
-0.2778 
0.1870 
-0.0453 
0.0682 
2.2406 
0.0544 
-0.0453 
23395 
0.2433 
0.4821 
15322 
43729 
6.1037 
53537 
5.7620 
8.0515 
5.6770 
45871 
7.7833 
3.4054 
3.8651 
1.5213 1.1.561 
................................................................................................................................................... 
PHI Stock Returns 1085 -0.0003 0.D308 .. 0.0094 1.7668 
RBO 
RD 
ROG 
Future s Returns 
Basis 
1085 
1086 
Stock Returns 1189 
Futures Returns 1189 
Basis 1190 
Stock Returns 1266 
Futures Returns 1266 
.. 0.0003 
-0.0013 
0.0001 
0.0000 
-0.0005 
-0.0002 
-0.0007 
Basis 
Stock Returns 
Futures Returns 
1267 -0.6286 
............................... 
1057 0.0005 
1057 0.0005 
0.0303 
0.0071 
0.0191 
0.0184 
0.0087 
0.0166 
0.0255 
0.0846 1.6632 
-0.3219 
-0.1085 
0.0370 
-0.6035 
-05966 
9.3210 
3.8822 
4.0070 
4.3048 
4.2807 
0.2001 1.2755 1.6318 
......................................................... ~ .. -...... -.. _-_._.-
0.0156 0.0255 2.6770 
0.0159 0.2006 2.6275 
53450 •• 
857.05 
1654.40 •• 
80.28 ...... 
1262.70 
1463.00 •• 
373950 
141990 •• 
927.07 •• 
3632.30 •• 
521.17 
698.87 .. 
266310 •• 
6498 81 •• 
25 41 • 
3911 
9351 05 •• 
34.30 •• 
29.80 
390570 •• 
20.25 
3059 •• 
228417 •• 
2452 • 
15.86 
1487.26 
13750 •• 19.14 
123.08 •• 12 10 
3844.60 •• 
665.85 
707.38 •• 
880.29 •• 
869.71 •• 
403.89 •• 
315.73 
31115 •• 
1041.84 
3810 •• 
3155 •• 
34.77 ++ 
24.92 • 
311560 •• 
_ .. _ .. _._ .. _--_ ..... -
992 
8.44 
74152 
58810 
6283.11 
74485 
184.19 
5044.89 
511.40 
46405 
321936 
492.46 
683.85 •• 
191490 
371.37 
324.29 
685.45 
691.65 
62010 
69.09 •• 
76J24 
691.04 •• 
174.22 
480.12 
402.13 
368810 
44246 
401.29 
750 
865 
11610 
4.80 
1115 
027 
-.-.- .. ---~ 
2620 • 
001 
1215 SWJ 
D19 • 
2038 
34567 
2147 • 
2736 
13436 
1107 
16.02 
14293 
2168 • 
2511 • 
6452 
1440 
1228 
2187 
.......................... 
D73 • 
2043 
334 
2632 
2365 • 
3144 
D67 • 
1963 
17301 
......... -.... __ .-
1903 
1525 
Basis 1058 0.0008 0.0055 1.4704 
0.0889 
4.6049 1314.80" 186853 1066.78 .. 32.22 
.................. _ .......... _........ . .......... _ .. _ .. _ ................................................ . 
SCH Stock Returns 1266 0.0000 0.0213 
SHB 
Future. Returns 1266 
Basis 1267 
Stock Returns 1057 
0.0000 
0.0008 
0.0004 
0.0205 
0.0062 
0.0148 
Future s Returns 1057 0.0004 0.0146 
BaSIS ....... JO'~.~ ...... _ ... :O'QQ~~ .............. o.PQ?l ... . 
SHE Stock Returns 1189 0.0008 0.0351 
Future s Returns 
BaSIS 
1189 
1190 
0.0010 
01216 
0.0399 
0.0646 
... -.-.. -.. -.-.. ~ .. -.. - ........ _._ .. _ ...... -...... _ .. _._ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _.-.. _ .. _ .. _ .. . 
25319 283.13 •• 
0.2521 25020 286.90 •• 
0.09.1.? ....... _._..t_:~Q?!._ .. ___ ._ ... __ ~~c~~_ +. 
0.0059 3.7828 630.24 
0.1721 3.6645 596.62 •• 
2 .8139 ....... _~~?_1.! ..... ___ .. _._ .. _~.~~~~_·· 
-0.6836 4.8667 1125.40 
6.9065 
-0.4806 
2206.00 •• 
20.12 •• 
26 91 
2216 • 
1238.14 
1371 
16.31 
311505 
-_ .. _ .. -.. _._-
27.85 
36.03 •• 
10448.30 •• 
-0.1729 
0.2376 .-.. _ .. -...... _ ...... -........ _ .. _._ ...... _ .. _ .. _ .. __ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _-_ .. _--_ ... 
221 
........ _ .... __ .. _._ ....... 
82193 .. 27 69 
696.45 .. 26 31 
~8!,~.1_.:: .. _ _. __ ._. __ 19_?1 .. 
446 47 .. 
46196 •• 
.\3.J:' 17 •• 
48717 
18447 
1049660 .. 
1954 
2241 • 
15268 
23 29 • 
1065 
138030 
Table 3.5· Smnm:u] Stati~tic~ of Stock Returm, Futm'ell Retmns, and Basis (continued) 
Variablu N s K JB Q(l~) 
SIE Stock Returns 1266 .0.0003 0.0245 0.1391 11421 60.89 1893 515.92 1167 
Futures Returns 1266 .00006 0.0259 ·1.9531 28.3320 3602400 - 18.58 600 045 
.. _ ..... ~.a.s~s_.. . _ .. ~2~?._ .... :o.c~~ .. ____ o._~ ____ -.1:~~~ ____ ~~~ ____ 8514.~ ____ ~Q.~441O 10289.10 35814J 
TEF Stock Returns 1266 -00003 0.0196 0.2632 30001 4J8.15 1973 31391 
361.50 •• 
1336 
1803 
360110 
945 
0.00 
1316900 
TI 
TIM 
TLi 
TOT 
UBS 
Futures Returns 1266 ·0.0004 0.0196 03867 3.8068 664.59 •• 1685 
Basis ........ _I.2.~!. __ .... ,.:g:~~~~ .... _ ...... _o..:~~~? .. , .. _ ...__ . __ :g-,-~ . ...... __ .:!_-¥-~._. ___ . __ ._._!.04.~_ .... _...1~_896_.90 __ ~ .. _11_Tl!!_~. -
Stock Returns 1266 ·0.0006 0.0215 ·0.9834 8.6381 3456.60 39 84 190.39 
Futures Returns 1266 .0.0013 0.0311 .23.8050 694.0500 21315000.00·· 3.86 0.02 
Basis 1261 
Stock Returns 1081 
Futures Returns 
Basis 
Stock Returns 
Futures Returns 
1081 
1088 
1051 
1051 
.0.5935 
.0.0004 
.0.0004 
.0.0151 
·0.0001 
.0.0001 
05889 
.............. _ .......... _ .._._ ... . 
0.0184 
0.0185 
0.0234 
................................ 
0.0240 
0.0231 
Basis 1058 .0.0180 0.0096 
................ " .................. -.. _ ...... _ ...... _ .. _ .................................... -
Stock Returns 1266 
1266 
0.0002 
0.0002 
0.0162 
0.0156 
0.3106 -1.1691 162.13·* 12218.60 12190.00 
. ....•. _-_._ .... -._ .••....•. _--_. __ ._-_._._---_._._---._-_. __ .. _._------_. __ .-.. _----
0.0191 4.3169 843.18 2927 248.06 
·0.2145 3.6191 584.91 .* 42.00 .. 
0.1328 0.1261 3.81 851498 .* 
23448 -
6752.31 -
. .. _ ........ _------_._._._--_._---_. __ .. _------_._ .. _ .. - .. ~ ---_. __ .•. _-
0.3845 15684 2548.70 .. 2628 23688 
0.3924 7.8888 2168.00 •• 2638" 250.15 .. 
... 9..:~.~~?__~:~~?._ .. __ .. __ . __ !7~~_.~:. ___ ~.~~:: ____ ,~} 43c7~. ':" 
-0.2827 
·0,2017 
1.9345 11891·· 36.81.... 538.90" 
2.0195 198.05 •• 33.85" 459.68-Futures Returns 
Basis 1267 .0.0002 0.0091 1.6812 3.2965 980.08·' 531155·· 521J.83" 
........ _ .............. -.. -...... _ .......... - .................... __ ................................................................. -... __ ................................ _._ .. -.. _ .. _._ .. _ .............. _ .......... _ .. _._ ..... __ ._ .. _ ...... _ .. _ .. _------ _ ..... _----
Stock Returns 
Future s Returns 
1051 0.0005 0.0172 0.2496 4.7886 102090 .... 3256 741.45 
1051 0.0005 0.D118 -0.0112 6.5534 1891.50 .. 31.80·· 569.46 
Basis 1058 ·0.0031 0.0142 -0.3436 1.4936 119.04 .* 8205.01 •• 
1134 
1076 
29135 
1314 
1351 
6168 
17 67 
1700 
23113 
2409 • 
2~ 31 • 
323.33 •• 
" ...... _ .......................................................................................... . 
..... ................................. .............................................. _ .. _.-.... _ .. _ .. _ .. _-_.-.......... _ ...... _-.-.... ,-_ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. -.. _ ..... _._ .. _-_._ .. 
0.0002 0.0171 0.1618 
0.3217 
2.6685 
·1.3192 
·15517 
·0.0451 
0.2864 
0.2393 
·3.3445 
·0.0155 
.0.2369 
0.7181 
6.3239 
6.4023 
9.3028 
15.9300 
16.6730 
1166.30 .... 
182350 
5065.90 •• 
11511.00 •• 
12610.00 •• 
54.17 ... 
592959 
665.73 2645 UC Stock Returns 1211 
Futures Returns 1211 
1218 
VIV Stock Returns 1189 
Futures Returns 1189 
Basis 1190 
VOF Stock Returns 1266 
Futures Returns 1266 
Basis 1261 
VOW Stock Returns 1189 
Futures Returns 1189 
Basis 1190 
-, ..... " .......................................... " ........ , .....•......... 
0.0002 0.D161 
0.0001 0.0111 
. 00009 0.0337 
·0.0009 0.0331 
·0.0018 0.0082 
·0.0005 0.0235 
·0.0005 0.0229 
·0.0020 0.0061 
·0 .0002 0.0219 
.0.0002 0.0216 
0.0006 0.D101 
3617.30 
42.63 •• 
2549.31 •• 
12.07 
65.62 •• 
71562 •• 9.0622 
............. _ .. -.. _ .. _ .. _---_. __ .... _ .. _ .. _ .......... -.. -.. _ ..... -.. _ ...... _--_._._._-_ ....... .. 
1.7648 
1.7061 
49.9510 
2.1002 
2.6484 
6.1109 
151.61 •• 
138.28 
.. 
194.31 •• 
318.80 •• 
211000 
4116 .+ 
46.35 •• 
595.18 •• 
31.31 
34.94 
101508 •• 
524.66 21.30 .. 
2680.32 ** 144.98 
470.12 23 27 • 
314.28 ** 1650 
227.22 •• 8.76 
............. _ ...... _._._._ ............ -.----.......... -. 
415.62 .. 1386 
389.12 1493 
251 020 
540.34 1705 
459.14 1883 
532.23 1688 
Notes: •• ** Significant at 5% and 1% leve~ respectively. 
N = number of observation; fl.= mean; cr = standard deviation; S = skewness; K = excess Kurtosis, JB - J arque.Bere test for normality 
ARCH (12) test is the Langrange Multiplier [LM(I2)] test for ARCH effects and distributed as a 70: with 12 degree offIeedom 
Q(N) and Q'(N) are the Ljung-Box Q statistics which are distributed as l' with N degree offIeedom where N is thenumber oflags . 
The Ljung.Box statistics for N lags is calculated es LB)J) = T(T +2)~(p IT -]) where Ij is the sample auto c onelalton for J lags and T 15 the sample siu 
222 
Table 3 0. Estimates of tIle \"£('1\1 and Grangel' C;lU~ality Tuts for Stork and Funn'u R"turu5 FULL P"riod 
AA Rs -00983 -0.0693 0.0787 0.1531" 0.D433 OD055 ·0.1262' ·01569" 11074" -0.0865' 1)'~3:: 
(-I 620) (-1.061) (1.236) (2.799) (I. 70J) (11.015) (-Uti) (-Uft) (50 640) (-2.211) 
R,- OAI43 H 0.1421' 0.2177" 0.1925" -0.4314" -0.1755'- -0.2451" -0204).. 1.0613·· 01144: 
._. __ ._. ___ ~,~- .. - .. --C;Z""~).- .. _-Q.,~Sl----Q,:J~L- _(-6.737) (-2583) (-3697) (-3.613) (46 5~C 3() 
AGN Rs -0.0012 -0.0264 -0.0114 OllO38 0.0054 00024 0.0003 -O.DD28 UI-'4" 0.0055 :J .r'9 
(-0.057) (-1.273) (-0.575) (0209) (0.413) (0.191) (0027) (~341) (52.887) (0423) 
04314 •• 03259" 0.2622" 0.0744 -0.4459" -03372" -0.2233·· -0.1134" I 4035" 0 4408 •• 
________(!):~~L_( 41!QL __ Q~!L_ ..... J.1..fl~t .. _ ... _~.~4l.. .. _. _1:.?.fl4~L _(-5.282J ___ J:3_';;4i» __ J~798L __ ..<8 799) 
AHL Rs -0.1624 -0.2424 • -0.3350'· -0.0986 0.1948 • 03167" 0.2485· 0.1266 1.2020" 0.DD88 117708 
(-1.616) (-2275) (-3.148) (~982) (1986) (3.052) (2.391) (1300) (18545) (0994) 
0.2282 ,. -0.1300 -0.2653 • -0.0761 -0.1623 02033 0.1900 0.1165 1.0843 •• 0.0126 128:Jl4 
_ .. _ .. __ ......... - ............. _ ... ~.;.!!?l-.. - .... (:1.J~~t ... _ ._i~.~~l ... __ ._ (-02.~L __ .J:l~32.. __ <.!.:!I~L_. _ (1727) __ ._ J1I3O) (D 8()81 ___ (12401 ___ . __ 
-0.0459 -0.1855'· .. 0.0764 -0.0524 0.1032 • 0.1729 •• 0.0686 0.0090 1.2799·· 0.0106 
(-1.187) (-3.758) (-1.542) (-1296) (2.433) (3.409) (1372) (0232) (49746) (I 7131 ALV 
Rg 131153 
R,. 0.7082·' 0.2809" 0.1070 • -0.0277 -0.5992·' -0.2567" -0.1170· -0.0246 1.0410 •• om 79 •• 332.8976 
_ .. _ .. ___ .. _ ....... _ ... _1.Q~~~2 .... m .... J.~12.~) ...... -m-~~.Q'.!Qt .. -... _ . L"2E.~L_ ... !.:g.E.~l_._l...-4.:!~L (-2.189) _ (~.5~L_(37.~ __ (28~ ___ _ 
AXA Rs 0.1037" -0.Q358 -0.0263 -0.0368 -0.0013 -0.0073 -0.0012 0.0124 12822 •• -0 0DD9 
(4.292) (-1.480) (-1.089) (-1.523) (-0.097) (~.532) (-0.087) (0905) (35.105) (~331) 
11308 
0.1760" -0.0030 0.0105 -0.0875 -0.0303 -0.0212 -0.0003 0.0\50 1.2253" oo.m" 
_ ... ...... ....... . .. (3'207) ...(:q.:0~5)(g,J?2.L .......... J:.I,~~L....<:g?!Q)-... -..<:Q.~~L.--. .J:.Q.Q.lll- _ (O~~L_ ..<14. 712.),. . S6J61L . 
-0.0975 -0.0350 -0.0017 -0.1285 0.1609 -0.0583 -0.0002 0.1135 0.8312" 00221 
(_0.867) ( .. 0.290) (-0.015) (-l344) (I 409) (~.480) (-0001) (1196) (24028) (0.277) 
04829'. 03779·' 0.2336' -0.0294 -0.4108·· -0.4520·· -0.2261 0.0279 0.7565 •• 01534 n 1036 
(42.?~L ......... Q.:.I.2.~L......(~~2.1L_(.:O}~?)....-(:3~9.)...-.-Q.!..1~L_ .J:.l.953) . _(02~) __ J.21 814) _-.1!2'I~L --- -- - --
0.0532 • -0.0521' 0.0152 -0.0300 0.0200 • -0.0019 -0.0148 -o.oon 1.1709'· -0.0009 65919 
(2.452) (-2.408) (0.699) (-1.381) (2.051) (~.191) (-1.517) (~225) (36 849) (-1438) 
0.1276 -0.0624 -0.1641· -0.0408 00076 -0.0016 -0.0151 00024 10944'· 0.0033 
Q:~Q~L ... (:0:?~~L.(:2~45)(:gc~Q!L __ (Q2~2) .. J:OQ~~L_.J:Q:5.I:JCl)(OP~)--J1.~141) __ .JI~68~) . 
0.1164" -0.0614· -0.0084 0.0343 -0.0530" 0.0068 0.0060 ·00251 0.9231·· -00018 
(4.250) (-2.230) (-0.304) (1248) (-2.770) (0357) (0.313) (-1.315) (35717) (-1261) 
0.2511" -0.0567 0.0113 -0.0144 -0.0881 • 0.0018 0.0175 -0.0\84 0.8366" 0.0035 
.... (.~.:~?~) .... (:.I.:l.~2.) ................. (q:~_~~) .......... _ ... !.:Q3~~)_ ... _ ... _,(~ .• ~~1._._ ... J~.fl~)_ ... _ .. _(.Q.~~L. __ .. !,:g,~2.!L-_ ... J.1.2.~}5.) .... __ (1_34.~) 
0.0073 -0.0343 -0.0917 -0.0200 -00386 -0.0207 0.0684 0.0373 0.8446·· -0.1032 
(0.063) (-0.273) (-0.757) (-0.194) (-0.326) (-0.164) (0.562) (0.362) (29580) (-1277) 
0.4823.' 02173 -0.0194 0.0551 -0.5095·· -0.2648' -0.0008 -0.0228 0.7947'· 0.0466 
_.....................................(~q~~L ........... Q?lg) ........... ( :g~~~)._ ..... Jq.~:2.s.'L ...... -(:.~~?) .. - .. - .. EQ~~L ....... J:g.~!l ... --1"221~)_ .. _.J~2~~4)..- ...(0562).. - - - .. ---- ... 
-0.1659" -0.0774 0.0619 0.1458·' 01844 •• 0.0648 -0.1278 • -0.1262 • 0.9830" 0 0055 
(-3.108) (-1.434) (1.147) (2.735) (3.620) (1.260) (-2.481) (-2.463) (22983) (1.054) 
-0.0283 -0.0288 0.0240 0.1325 • 0.0492 0.0104 -0.1155 • -0.0972 0.8807·· 0.0164 ., 
...... _ ........ (:g.~??l.. ......... (.:~.~.??L .... (g.:~q2.L ..... _ ... J~.:~~QL ._.,(gl!!~L .. _._.Jg . .1~}L .... j:.~I!3.QL- ... -J.:.1..2~L . (18 ~.2)... (2 836) 
Rs -0.1213 -0.1781.· -0.0982 -0.0900 0.1423 • 0.1847·· 0.0821 0.0890 1.3214·' -0.1046' 
(-1.905) (-2.715) (-1.577) (-\.770) (2.168) (2.763) (\.294) (1.740) (71.382) (.1.997) 
RF 0.3708.. 0.1130 0.0871 0.0550 -0.3216·· -0.1083 -0.0810 -0.0591 12408" 0.0988 
(5:?9.~).J1?17)(1.??~) ...... ,.(1..g!!)-... -,.(~.??22.. (: 1.614)_(:..1 .. 2.!4.L-_!.:IJ~!L .. - J6~778) JI.~) 
-0.1189 -0.0\62 0.0\21 _0.1628· 0.0717 -0.0021 -0.0201 0.1437 0.7984'· -00500 
(-1.324) (-0.169) (0.131) (-2.UI) (0.785) (-0.022) (-0.216) (1.885) (29 964) (~770) 
RF 0.3915.' 0.2209. 0.1259 _0.0767 -0.4042'· -0.2519·· -0.1089 0.0577 0.7380·' O.UJO 23.7530 
CGE .... 'it~- ..... ··~.~~~· ...... ·~.~~~;· .. ~~;~ .. · ........ (:~;i;~ .. ~:··-·(:~~1~;· .. ·-J~~~~;~ . __ ~~~;--~~·i~~--J2~~;;.-....i~ ;::;._ ... ---1;634~-
(-0.431) (0.901) (0.954) (3380) (0.523) (-0.515) (-0.786) (~252) (25.555) (0.342) 163"'" 
0.1983 0.2695 • 0.2367 • 0.2810.· -0.1788 -0.2498 • -0.2232 • -3.1127·· 13446" 0 6857 •• JUU (1.~2.~L ... ... (24~6) ......... (~~Q~L. .. ...(3:?~..1L._ .,(:.!.~I2.) __ .. __ !.:~']~~L-.... -(:~£'~1 ... -.-!.:3~?I!3.L..-~.!5.?5)..- ......J5_~L_______ .. ___ .. 
-0.1609 • 0.0586 0.0983 0.0914 0.1827 • 0.0088 -0.0919 -0.1174 14991'· 0.0110 10.9696 
(-2.124) (0.667) (I.U5) (1.205) (2.422) (0.101) (-1.056) (-1.573) (39.263) ~;;: 38.6167 
RF 0.4527.. 0.3956" 0.2530.' 0.0999 -0.4256·' _0.3262" -0.2435" -0.1336 15010 •• 
Rs .... :~ci;;; ·····_~~:i; ~b;;~ ..:~~;~. (-~:; ... -... !:~~::;.....-(:~~;;--(:~'J;;--"~~~:~ ~.~ ~~J;~- ---;-78~-
(-0.942) (-0.960) (-0.659) (_1.673) (0800) (0.654) (0778) (1.238) (54 145) (-1.267) 
05734 .. 03823.. 0.1837.' _0.0355 -0.5097·· -0.3784·· -0.1590·' 0.0146 0.9525" 0.1591" (9..~II}_ ... _ ... J.~c1.1~) ................ (~:?~?L.-....... (:g.2?IL ...... (:????L ... __ !:S..24.!.L-·_(:~~198~11 - ... - .. Jog-03J6~i--J4~~~-:. ..0..098) .. -- - - -
-DCY·-.. · .... ··R~-·· .. ·- -0.0601 -0.0277 0.0541 _0.0067 0.0604 0.0032 -0.0 . . -O.om 3.7741 
(-1.232) (~.517) (1.034) (-0.152) (1.196) (0.060) (_0.348) (0.843) (45.265) (-1950) 898553 
R,. 0.4973.· 0.3214·· 0.2032·' 0.0734 -O~~~·· ;~~~~.. ;_~~~=_~~~~~--.. j~~: .. -=......J~~~-- ______ _ -DTE---R~-"-'.-~~~;~'- ..... :~~;;~ .... ~~II~~""-"·-";'~~-·-·· .. J!~~---":i~:"" -... -~~~ (~:~. (3~11~~" (~~ 4~6 
(-0.950) (-1317) (-1.712) -0.1788.' 0.0271 0.9259·· 0.2085·' 532779 
0.4700 •• 0.2552 •• 01301 * -0.0074 -0.4172·' -0.2557'· ~=;~~-- ~='i~;;;-~~~; __ k;~_~~ =~;: ~ ~;, 
(-1.860) (-1.845) (-0.391) (-0.463) (1.527) 0.0141 0.7476" O.oIM •• 
-0.0212 _0.0458 0.0036 -0.0016 0.0051 
RF 0.0213 -0.0103 (-0.461) (_0~9..1.L ...... _~,I~.l) ... - .. - .. 1"2.fl~ .. ~L.-.-@n .. 2.L.- .... (0,477) __ ~9..1,5L-_J4J921- -
_____ .... ___ (g.:~~~L._._!.:q,2~~L .... - ii.OO4;-·-·~00290 _00205 -00038 0.0000 0.0220 0.7527·· -0 0DD2 
ENL Rs -00630 • -0.0043 (_1.152) (_1.359) (~252) (0001) (1.459) (29 358) (~07S) 
(-2.484) (~.169) (0.178) -0.0061 _0.0516 0.0154 -0.0123 0.0\83 06361·' 00l~'" 
R,. -00043 0.0158 0.0050J:!~8L .. __ .JO~!II.:lL.-... J:.Q.:~IL---<!l~)-_..J.I~ 962) _J~5J 
___ (:().~2.) ... _ ._ ... (O~Q.l.L .. __ (g~~2._ ... _ .. .L-'().] .. 1.7L. 
AZN 
BAR 
BNP 
BPA 
BTL 
BVA 
CA 
CSG 
DBK 
EN! 
R .. 
Rs 
Rs 
R .. 
Rs 
R,. 
Rs 
Rs 
Rs 
Rs 
Rs 
133159 
74805 
11 3332 
98170 
07811 
20.1866 
26 2148 
5.5370 
96271 
415419 
67820 
100.6916 
332n 
: .l.l:5 
40729 
01231 
223 
__ ~ ....... __ ~L_ ..... __ ~!.. __ _ ._~~ ___ J1!_ .. _~_2 ____ .. b...!....-_ __ ~. _ _ _ _ &$_ .. 11 ..... .w !"1_0!0!.:." .-') 
Code OepVal' '"-n '"-n '"-n ""4 ~n ~n ~n ~n -6r 'II WUitoo1<H,;: ...... , 
EOA Rs -0.1643" -0.0587 -0.0286 0.0882 0.0654 0001 0.0182 .00879 0.6818".00683 6.ms 
(-2.898) (-0994) (-0506) (\.841) (1122) (0.822) (0317) (-1830) (30506) (-LW3) 
0.2874 •• 0.1712" 0.0785 0.1059 • .0.3288" -0.184)" -OD662 -0.1050 • 0.5235" 0.1361" ;:t 7391 
... (4879). ....(2?~) __ .. \.1.,~gl __ J.2}~L._ .(:.5 4342. __ ._~~L -1:'!'l}~~.i~~~l_~~L 
ERe Rs 0.0438 0.0964 -0.2534" -02423" -O.O:l7l -0,\44;1 • 0.1908" 02238" 181"2" 0.0189" 
(0662) (1.408) (-3.699) (-3.6~3) (-0.112) (-2.190) (2.883) (3517) (29111) (2921) 
0.3378" 0.1162 -0.2217" -0.2649" -0.3154" -0.1564' 0.1758 • 02630" \.8067" 0.G257·· 
.. (~744l. .... _(1.,s.2?L __ (:?'qJ!?2 .. (:3 713) __ (~.6]21 ____ l.::~.:!~). ---..£469) ___ j3?4~) __ J~9.!41 . .Q.~) . 
Rs 0.0072 -0.1492 0.1086 0.0585 0.0824 0.1246 -OD714 -00450 1.2130 •• 0.0037 36189 (0.079) (-U43) (\.126) (0.637) (0.88~ (1279) (-0.734) (-0.488) (24910) (04'6. 
R .. 0.3597" 0.0354 0.2413 • 0.1068 -02605" -0.0479 -0.1950 • -0.0830 1.1443" 0.0073 
__ (~1!?72 ....... J~~~L-- .. J~.~82. __ JI.:!~L_._(~~~.L __ .. ~.489L_ J-I997) (-0.896) (23 39.22. __ . (0942) _______ . 
-0.0204 -0.0523 -0.0814 0.0679 0.0952 0.0301 0.0480 -0.0554 \.0191" -0.1337 
(-0.233) (-0.590) (-0.978) (0.991) (1.072) (0337) (057~ (-0816) (40 953) (-1.7~) GEN Rs 
34551 
0.4203" 0.1914' 0.0619 0.1407 • -0.3314" -02087' -0.0727 -0.1355 • 0.9679" 0.144" ;:0.;.7683 
._ ... _ .. _",_,,_.,,_"._ ........... (~.~.~ ........... _ .... J2..:.l.~L .......... _ .. (g:~~ ... __ ... _Q2~12_ .. _ ... .i:l:.~l_ .. _~6~L-(:Q.~~--l.::2.022L_ .. _Q9_.J!I!!l_ .~ .. ----- -
-0.2282 -0.1849 0.1332 0.0330 0.2192 0.0933 -0.1588 -0.0430 0.8196" -0.0928 95711 GXW 
HAS 
HNM 
ING 
LLO 
MUV 
NDA 
NES 
NOV 
PHI 
RBO 
RD 
Rs (-1.912) (-1.474) (\.117) (0332) (1.821) (0.740) (-1321) (-0.429) (28 0~7) (-\.039) 
0.2915 • 0.1657 0.3194 •• 0.0952 -0.3037 • -02530 • -0.3463" -00928 0 7648" 0 0790 
J2. .• ~o.~L. . (1}01 )j2.:~~~) .. _(.o~~L .. _ ...... (:2.~82),-- (:1.:975) _(:~~ ____ l.::.o.21Q) __ J2~7.692._ ._ ._(O.:.8?Ql.. 
-0.1516 • -0.0526 0.0105 0.0637 0.1558 • 0.0257 0.0193 -0.0100 0.8306" ·0.0428 
(-2.169) (-0.705) (0.143) (0.970) (2.196) (0341) (0.260) (-0.151) (35938) (-Ll75) 
R,. 
Rs 
112558 
0.2610'. 0.1054 0.0364 0.1018 -0.2394" -0.1275 0.0030 -0.D230 0.7970" 00445 17.1849 
._.Q.??~)....(I~:3.:4.L._ ........ (g~~J..--.--.J.1.~~L- ... -(:~.~3l---.. H.2~.l} __ ~21 ___ ..L-O.25.!L....J3~~..L-.-. J.!.3~L ___ ... _ -- -- -
-0.0202 0.G170 0.0678 0.0301 -0.0824 -0.G716 -0.0935 -0.0657 0.6480" -0.1386 15628 
(-0.219) (0.183) (0.782) (0.425) (-0.900) (-0.778) (-1094) (-0968) (20209) (-1709) 
0.4784 •• 0.3079" 0.2540" 0.1292 -0.5702·' -0.3744" -0.2751" -0.1389' 0 6254" 0 1505 
.(5. 017) .... (3.:~9.9.L.. ... .. (2836) .(L!~L _(:.6036)_ k 3940) (-3.~0) ___ kI985) _ JI81!?9). _ . JI,J98) 
0.DI03 0.0083 -0.0524' 0.0116 00064 -0.0071 -0.0097 -00025 14110" ·00014 
(0.481) (0.391) (-2.456) (0.544) (0.362) (-0404) (-0.554) (-0.141) (65490) (-0.747) 
0.0766 -0.0038 -00394 0.0286 -0.0404 -0.0073 -0.0067 -0.0103 1.3627" 0 0089 •• 
(l9.~~L .... J:.o..09.?L.._J:.1.Q9.~) ... _ .. _ .. Jo..2~)._ .. _._.(:.1.~I2.--.l.::.o.3.:2.ZL.-.. J:Q.~J. .. __ .L-!l~~ __ ..J~?!3L .-- (2 6~) " 
0.0488 -0.0457 0.0823 0.0588 -0.0155 0.0132 -0.0930 -0.0618 11040" -0.0542' 
Rs 
Rs 
R .. 
Rs 
259327 
06090 
52736 
33609 
(0.829) (-0.731) (1.327) (\.022) (-0.258) (0.208) (-1.481) (-1.073) (35767) (-2279) 
R,. 0.4103" 0.0228 0.0770 0.0764 -0.3519" -0.0824 -0.0749 -0.0979 1.0133" 0.0000 534361 
...... (~.?II.) ............... J.O'.}~!L ....... _.(l .•. I.~?l. ... _ ... _ ... J.1.X~) .. _ .... _ .. J.:~ .• ~?~.-....... (:I.~~L_ ... _(:.!..1.!6L __ E~.32L....-J~:Sl!21-.---J!l~-L----"" .... . 
Rs 0.0078 -0.1613" -0.1295' -0.0887 0.0744 0.1671'· 0.1071 0.0716 1.2180" 0.0131 7 7825 (0.163) (-2.616) (-2.09~ (-1.787) (1.479) (2.723) (\'TI3) (1536) (44574) (1062) 
R,. 0.8367.' 0.4220'· 0.1504' 0.0596 -0.7020" -0.3899" -0.1967" -0.0692 1.0268" 0.0269' 2711149 
...... (1_5. ?I~) .._.(.~J?~L--Q~9.~1........ ..( 12~L_.k~~~J. .. __ l.::.S..2~L_-(:~~1.---l.::1."?'~-J.32.9!l7)- (1967)_ .. ---
-0.2169.' -0.1307 -0.1553 -0.0175 0.1296 0.0941 0.1201 -00304 0.8732" -00298 50406 
(-2.704) (-1.547) (-\.877) (-0237) (1.591) (\.l01) (1.434) (-0405) (25 80~ (-0.636) 
0.1793 • 0.0312 -0.1093 -0.0242 -0.2502" -00660 0 0555 -0.0238 0 8476" 0 0846 
.. (2276)(0376) .. (:.1. .• ?'~6.).(-0334) (:31.~?L .. J=.o..2~L_ .. (Q. 674) _.l-O~2.4) _ (2S5.1?) . . Qc842) 
-0.1769" -0.1543. -0.1489. -0.1396· 0.1412' 0.0913 0.0990 0.1311 • 0.7127" 00012 
Rs 
Rs 
96511 
87116 
(-2665) (-2.198) (-2.205) (-2.471) (2.135) (1.303) (1482) (2.391) (32 459) (0024) 
R,. 0.3584 •• 0.1579' 0.0245 -0.0675 -0.3961" -0.1970" -0.0595 0.0576 0.6472" 0.1727" ..(S.I~~) ............... _~2.J~~L. ............ (g .• ~~~L.....J: 1 .•. I~L .... _ .. _(:';; .• ?Q?l. ... _.-.!=.2. .• 6~L-... -(:Q.~2-.--J!OO2L (28 093) (3367) 
334841 
-0.D212 0.0146 0.0169 0.1108 0.D242 -00403 -0.0837 -00794 07638" -0.0737 
Rs 
26792 
(-0.265) (0.176) (0.215) (1.726) (0.301) (-0.485) (-1.076) (-1276) (35846) (-\.lOS) 
R.. 0.4936" 0.3402.. 0.1865 • 0.1645'· -0.4815" .. 0.3564·' -0.2311" -0.1164 0 7440·· 01633' I{J 7747 
......... 
__ .................... ~6 .• 2.1.9" ........... _ ... __ (.4 ...... 1 ...4 ... 5 .. )_ (2403' (2.590) (_6.048)_.l.::~,.?4.QL---(:3..QQ~1.---. .i:1..:!!~L __ Q~3!l~.- - J2~.!)_ .. _ .. - __ .. Ii;- - -0050~ "0.0907 ......... -..... .1-0:0868._ .... -00248- -0.1256 -0.0987 -0.0901 1.4321" _0.0164 35624 
0.1126 (\.010) (0.214) (-\.064) (-0.903) (.1.054) (48443) (-0.161) 
RF 
Rs 
Rs 
(-0.432) 
0.4472 •• 
(3737) .... 
-0.1767 • 
(-2.295) 
0.3590 •• 
..... (~~ .. S.~L_. 
-00426 
(0.771) 
0.3719 •• 
(3062) 
-0.0713 
(-0.856) 
(\.031) -0.3991" -0.2243' -0.1214 1.3599" 0.2755" 
0.2482' 0.1215 -0.4689 •• (2.611) (2..~~L ... _._Q,.??QL .. __ .. .J:~:~lL (:3276) .' j -~~_OL __ kl 377) _J4~5621 
0.0264 0.1292 0.1866 • 0.0597 -0.0575 .01506 • 11201" _0.G679 
(0.328) (1.940) (2.393) (0.712) (-0.707) (-2222) (37 721) (-0I.o~10) 27.8088 
142558 
131948 
0.1971 " -0326<.' -02345" -0.1849' _02048" \.0733 •• J 0.1997 • 0.1581 • J (4208), (2 814) J:~~/;)._.-!:.3~037L..-.. -~:~4.1 . .. .!.!2~L. ______ · - . ~~1;; ·-J~b1:;-"·-· "'~~;:~-'--~0201-'-'~0~OI8'---- -0.0138 0.0009 0.7067 •• 
219) (0.107) (-0.838) (0.0~3) (36425) (-0252) 
-0 000 1 2 2200 
33307 (-I .683) (- \.685) (1.186) (\.028) (1. 0.0008 8 -00070 -0.0215 0.0070 0.6670 •• 
R.. 0.0441 -0.0200 0.0774 0.0096 0.022 (0657) (.0214) (17350) .. JO~L -- ---- -. -
... _(o.~?9J. .... _ J.:~,~9.9.L- .. (l~~~L._ ..... _J.o..:!.~I.L.-... _(9 .• ~?L -·-J:OO-... ·l~81-446) -"'-"'-:0-.-0-;7'-9 ---0:1057---0:8960.· -0.1068 55952 
"ROO ...... · Rs -0.1145 -02239' -0.0017 -0.0754 0.1422 J (.I.3S8) (1.864) (0.626) (1.399) (34.352) 
(-1.183) (-2249) (-0.018) (-0972) (1.470) 0.8709" 0 0910 241642 
0.4387'. 02184 • 0.2761" 0.0756 -0.4077" -0.2608" -0.2205' -0.0432 
(.2. 9.03) .. _ ... (.0 .... 9 ... 56. __ .)...... (-4.13~l.::~~L_ .J-~~1) __ .l-O~I). J32 752) .(4~~1)J~.:.1~~L._ "--01608';- 0.1278 0.0797 00552 1.3577 •• 
Rs -0.1492 • -0.1568 • -0.0831 -0.0440 (1.250) (1.059) (72 571) 
(-2252) (-2.310) (-1.305) (-0.849) (2.392) (1.871) 00105 usn •• SCH 
ll.136) 
-01609 •• 
(-2912) 
00834 
O 2970
" 0.l An7' 0.0307 0.0187 -0.2617" -0.1618' -0.0316 - . 
.... n 4'9'" (.0202) (68 ~.!L _JI~I~) .. 
. '0361' ~ 3 900) (-2373) ..... J::::!.;.~ .. ~.":"--' . -S~iB---R; ····-_~~;;··- .. ~~~:i6~-~; .. -~~~:i---~:065:·----~~7;----O]ois-~· ~:~ (~~ (2~~~" (~:~ 109337 
(-~.943) (-3.317) (-1.546) (0.928) (0.358) (2.600) 06135'. 0.1154" -r; 1718 
R .. 
-0.3116" 00868 0.0731 -00469 
R.. 0.2640.· -0.1272 -0.1238 0.0284 lO 946)_L-O~7~)-~.!95), - _..Q.6~- . -
. __ Q~~L.. . ... (: I ,~~~L. __ .(:.1.~~~L-. _J~!.1.QL .... .c :~l}gl.... ____ J!.:!.QQL-
224 
Table ~ 0: E:itimates oftlle V£C'M and Granger Cau.,ality Tens for Stock ~nd Futures Rt'tunls_FULL Pt'liod (Continul'd) 
SHE Rs 0.2594' 0.2376 0.2287 0.(4)8 -02441' -0.2238 -0.2111 -OD280 C ;224'. 00056 ; 0150 
(1.980) (1.705) (1641) (0310) ( .. 2102) (·1.815) (·1714) (-0242) (11 978) (O,:J) 
252991 0.6973·' 0.4893·' 0.3729' 0.1206 -0.6303·· .. 04479·· -0.3361' -0001 0.8687" 00075 
____ .. __ ... __ (~~~_J?~O~L_ .. _.Q;~ll. __ .. JQ.798) .. _ .. ..J .. 4728) __ l:~166) __ . ( .. 2m) (-0655) (098.!~ _ J0972) 
SIE Rs -0.0262 OD239 .0.0138 .. 00529 0.0159 ·0.0436 -0.0036 0.0306 1.1847 •• 0.0050 
(-0.980) (0.844) (-0.485) (-1.939) (0.613) (-1.647) HU36) (1231) (524.50) (I 139) 
0.3341" OD948' 0.0049 -OD600 -0.2046" -0.1001" -0.0\60 0D283 09850" 0D260 •• 88 1485 
_(~1..51)_J2,456) (0127) C-1.612)J-SSOI) . __ 1:2.1~L __ -.1:.Q.44~_ ._._J().:!!~L_ .Pl~ ___ (O~_ 
TEF Rs -01203 • -0.1816'· -0.0936 -0.04.54 0.1507" 0.1528" 0.1138' ODl13 11250·' 00011 138126 
(-2.496) (-3.339) (-1.722) Hl.930) (3.085) (2.833) (2119) (0239) (6-4085) (0334) 
R, 0.4322" 0.1085 0.1488·' 0.0648 -0.3645" -0.1257' -0.1206 • -0.1005 • 11944 •• 00052 
. (8 ?':!'3.L ........ J1.?~~L_ .. _.J~.,~tlL_ ....... (l~I!I). __ J:2,!l_5.L ....... J:2~) __ (:~!...99.L __ 1:2E1.!) __ J6! I~ .. -.11_48(i) 
TI Rs .. 0.0013 .. 0.0114 0.0227 0.0477 • ..0.0083 .. 0.0020 0.0087 0.0067 11435'· 0.0000 12104 
( .. O.OSS) ( .. 0.515) (1027) (2152) ( .. 0.656) H1.163) (0688) (0..53:2) (32337) (0059) 
0.0\08 .. 0.0284 0.0047 0.0787 .. 0.0180 .. OD095 0.0105 0.0194 0.8987 •• 0.0016 28575 
.. _(o..~I~L.... . ... J.:'O.5.~?)(00.?~). __ (!~~) __ -.1:.Q~~'3.L .. __ .. l.-0333L __ ...JQ.,~ .. _ .. _JOj?.:!L ..... J I! 173). _ .......J!1~L_ .. _____ -. 
TIM Rs -0.1238·' .. 0.1433'· 0.0\05 0.0548 0.0696 0.1117 • -0.0189 .. 0.0431 1.0665" -0.0209 8.8085 
(-2.748) ( .. 2.971) (0.218) (1227) (1.S41) (2307) (-0391) ( .. 0.973) (39 632) l·\ 607) 
R, 0.2872" 0.0303 0.0825 0.0425 .. 03428" ·0D587 .. 0.0658 .. 00241 09902" 0 0073 39 4496 
...... (5'3.?!l Jo..::s.~IL..(1.~?I).J():'3.8JL_J:!QI4) .... _ .. EX2f!) ___ ("1.~1_ .. _~~04) (34 D.:l!L _ JO~I~)._ ... ___ . 
TLI .. 0.0827 .. 0.2934 • .. 00801 .. 0.1575 0.0389 0.1801 0.0314 0.1334 0.9705" 0 0119 3 .11,;(1 
(-0.730) (·2.414) ( .. 0.663) ( .. 1.410) (0338) (1.466) (0.256) (1184) (23 467) (0434) 
R,. 0.3743'· 0.0509 0.1503 .. 0.0375 ·0"l)97·· .. 0.1721 -0.1997 0.0136 09417" 0 0304 140137 
...... _._ .......... Q:~22..._ ... _.JO',~~~l.._ ... .Q.~~9.)._._ .. .i.-() .. -?~tl)...._(~~'3.L_J: 1~.l.:!L.._ .. _<:!6,\I) ... ---<t!J.~ .. _.J..~ tJ?61 ... -..-l!....03.!L_ ... ___ . _. _ . 
TOT Rs .. 0.2089" 0.0386 0.1591 0.1463 0.2098 • ·0.1445 -0.1766 • ·0.1449 0.6440" 0 0072 20.5097 
( .. 2.SS3) (0.449) (1.881) (1.956) (2.534) (·1.660) ( .. 2.066) ( .. 1.920) (28 282) (0.167) 
R,. 0.2171" 0.2074 • 0.2082 • 0.1680 • ..0.1922 • .. 0.2956" -0.2017' -0.1686 • 0.5818" 0.0959' 12.4680 
._ .. _ ........ _.Q.~~) ..... _._(2.~~~L __ .Q~~) ... __ J2._~~L_ ... _(~.~4). __ l:3.1!!2L._ .. J:~~I2.._.....l:~~L . .....J.25..56~1.. ~.E2) __ _ . ____ _ 
UBS Rs -00070 ·0.0146 0.0451 ·0.0232 0.0707 ·0.0331 -00574 0.0356 11 133" -0.0241 45542 
( .. 0.120) (-0233) (0.724) ( .. 0.402) (1.234) (-0..543) (-0.947) (06-41) (48380) (.1.135) 
R,. 0.4087·· 0.1397 • 0.1641 • 0.0405 ·0.3314" .. 0.1875" -0.1658·' .. 0.0327 1.1268" 0.0191 48 1876 
...................... _ ... (!i .• ~~'3.) .............. _~2..:.I.~ .. 4.) ............ _ .. Q.:~.I.?l .... _ ... _ ... JQj~)_._ ... _~~.:~ .. 4) __ ... l:.2.~~.QL ... _ .... E~ ... _ ... _ .. l:.~~~L_ ... J4~848) . ...JIl,86c) . 
UC Rs .. 0.0562 .. 0.0994 .. 0.0444 0.0118 0.0850 0.0458 0.0271 .. 0.0027 0.9478"·01115 •• 2.4609 
( .. 1.028) (.1.767) ( .. 0.809) (0.237) (1.524) (0.797) (0.483) (-0.053) (345SS) ( .. 3.099) 
R,. 0.2774 •• 0.0\37 .. 00112 .. 0.0089 .. 02567" .. OD494 -0.0016 00202 09069" 0 0497 
............. J.s..:.I.~~L......(0246) (:.0 206) ....... J:()J.~!.L( .. 4~~9)_._!:0,8~) __ (:!l.c~8) (0402)j31255) _ (I 389) 
VIV Rs 0.0414 .. 0.1624 0.2554 0.2018 0.0881 0.0644 .. 0.2896 • ..0.3065" 11861" .. 0.2774' 
(0.274) ( .. 1.089) (1.867) (1839) (0579) (0.419) ( .. 2.093) ( .. 2.780) (22925) ( .. J.OO6) 
R, 0.4797·' 0.1037 0.4144 •• 0.2307' .. 0.3570 • ..0.1954 -0.4493" .. 0.3184" 11582" 0.0569 
.. Q~ .. ~?) ....... (g.:7.I..1l... ............ (3O'~?L .. (21~9.L __ (~~?L .. _.c.:}13.QL_..c:~}~O'L ....... .c.:.2 .. ~~~L(22 8!l61_.. (042\) 
VOF Rs .. 01551 .0.1673 .. 0.0192 0.1149 0.1635 0.1299 .. 00528 .. 0.1064 12548" .. 00351 
(.1.402) ( .. 1.446) ( .. 0.176) (1.301) (1465) (1.118) (.0.481) (.1191) (3:2415) (-0.396) 
R,. 0.3805 •• 0.2006 0.1837 0.2485" ·0.3645" .. 0.2433' ·0.2593 • ·0.2357" 1.1536" 01548 
._ ... _ ... _ ... _ .................... Q .• ~~l ........... _ ... J.I..,?QQ) ...... _ ........ c.! .• ~~~). . .. J.2.,?~)_ ... _ ... _~:~.~3L .. _._.i:.2..:9.5~)_ ._(.:~~8J.... ___ .. l:.~~1._ ...(29 227) ... JI.":!!'!l._ 
VOW Rs .. 0.0429 .0.1819" .. 0.1127 .. 0.0351 0.0933 0.1593 • 0.0970 0.0732 0.9405" .. 0.1426· 
( .. 0.675) (.2.813) ( .. 1.870) (.0.724) (1.459) (2.455) (1615) (1..563) (31.787) (.2..518) 
R,. 0.4467.' 0.1260 0.0217 0.0691 .. 0.3744" ·01273 .. 0.0594 .. 0.0125 07893" 0.1670 •• 
(6.554) (1.819) (0.337) (1.330) (.5463) ( .. 1.832) (-0923) ( .. 0249) (29 600) (2752) 
Notes: This table reports the VECM estimates and Granger causality tests results for the model (3.5,) and (35b): 
• and •• denote significant level. of 5% and 1 %, re.pectively. 
FigIlIe. in the palOnthe.is (.) are the t .tall.tic.. . . ,. 
Ol8l1g!l c.usality te.ts .,. based on the Wold test. of (HOI: ~ u = 0) and (H.,: a.1'l = 0); the te.t. stall.lle •• re l (4) distrilUted . 
I-mtistics and Wald tost. are calculated using White's (1980) hetoroskedasticity consistent vanance .. covanance matrix. 
The cointegrating vector B,..\ _ P'X'_I _ S'_I- F.-I IS re.tricted to be the lagged basi. in all c •••• ; Rsnr~·11S the lagged .tock index ralum •. 
See the equation. (3.5a) and (3.5b) in the text for the definitions of the remaining terms. 
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33.6516 
149044 
62577 
17.7123 
67149 
62.6056 
•• 
Table 3.7; Summary Results ofVECM_FULL Period 
Code 
AA 
AGN 
AHL 
ALV 
AXA 
AZN 
BAR 
BNP 
BPA 
BTL 
BVA 
CA 
CGE 
CSG 
DBK 
DCY 
DTE 
ENI 
ENL 
EOA 
ERC 
FTE 
GEN 
GXW 
HAS 
HNM 
ING 
LLO 
MUV 
NDA 
NES 
NOV 
PHI 
RBO 
RD 
ROG 
SCH 
SHB 
SHE 
SIE 
TEF 
TI 
TIM 
TLl 
TOT 
UBS 
UC 
VIV 
VOF 
VOW 
x 
Stock Leads Funu'ps Leads 
OJ OJ 
x 
x 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
x 
x 
x 
1 
x 
1 
1 
x 
1 
1 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
1 
x 
x 
1 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
1 
x 
x 
x 
1 
x 
x 
1 
ElTol" COIn-etlon 
Stock AdjlL~ts 'Utures Adjusts 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
Common Factor W"'I!:ht~ 
03J7 O,~,~ 
0988 0.012 
0.588 0412 
0.629 0371 
0977 0.023 
0.874 0.126 
0.784 0.216 
0.662 0.338 
0.311 0.689 
0.748 0.252 
0486 0.514 
0.693 0.307 
0946 0.054 
0.693 0.307 
0.500 0501 
0.312 0.689 
0.643 0.357 
0.419 0.581 
0.491 0.509 
0.666 
0.576 
0665 
0.520 
0.460 
0510 
0520 
0.867 
0.001 
0.672 
0.740 
0.993 
0.689 
0.944 
0.429 
0.858 
0.460 
0.341 
0.940 
0.275 
0.839 
0.819 
x x 0.481 
0.n1 
0424 
0335 
0.480 
0540 
0490 
0480 
0133 
0999 
0328 
0260 
0007 
0.311 
0.056 
0.571 
o 142 
0.540 
0.659 
0.060 
0.726 
0.161 
0.181 
0.520 
0.835 
0.299 
0.070 
0.558 
0692 
0596 
0593 
1 x 0.166 
1 x 0.701 
1 1 + 0.930 
1 x 0.442 
1 x + 0.308 
1 1 + 0.405 
1 x 0.408 
1 x + + 0.539 
......................................................................................................................................... _H ••••• __ H .... M •• ___ • __ ._M. _____ ......... __ ......... __ ....... . 
15 
35 
+ 10 
30 IHean 0.605 
0.461 
Notes: The bivariate Vector Ettor Correction Model (3.5 a) and (3.5b) is run for each 50 pall'S of cointegrated stock and futures poces 
p-I p-I 
Rs,1 = I a:siRsl_i + I f3 SiRF,I-i +rs B I-I + 6 SRSIF I-I + GS1 
,_I .-1 
I-I 1-1 
RF I = L a:nRs 1-" + " J3n RF I-l +YFB,-I + 0FRSJF I-I + eFt 
. l-I . f:1' ..
A "'"',, indicates that the lagged cross-coefficients (~Si or oc,n) in equations are joinUy significant at the 5% level (, e., Recjecl.1on of HOI or Hoil 
A "+" indicates that the error-correction coefficient ()'S or m) in equations is significant at the 5% level (i.e., RecJection ofHo) or H04) 
The (Bs) and (Bp) is the price discovery contributions (i.e., weight in the common long memory f~ctor) of stock and futures, respecl.1vely 
The calculations of the price discovery contributions [(Bs) and(Bp)] are based on the formula (3.8) in the tert 
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Table 3.8: Desniptive Statistics ofUSF &11a.re in Plite Discover" FULL P . d 
_._ eno 
Mean Std Deviation 15th percentile Median ~5th pernnnil' 
USF shan' in price di:novery (9,) 
France CJ) 0.2459 02081 0.0619 0.3067 0.3361 
Germany (8) OAOOl 0.1542 03326 0.3642 0.4707 
Italy (6) 0.6027 0.1362 0.5116 0.5503 0.6640 
Netherlands (6) 0.2363 0.2509 0.0754 0.1373 0.3445 
Spain (3) OA513 0.2451 0.3476 0.5143 0.5865 
Sweden (5) 0.3046 0.1632 02602 02986 0.4242 
Switzerland (5) 0.3444 0.2237 0.3070 0.3111 05397 
UK (10) 0.5202 0.2643 0.3114 0.5555 0.6648 
\\:llOle Sample (50) 0.3951 0.2336 022:'2 0.391- 0."33 
Notes: This table presents the cross-sectional descriptive statistics of the USF share in price discoevry estimated on the basis ofVECM adJusrnent coeffiCltnts 
in equations (3Ja) and (3.5b) and as given by formular(3.8). The sample consist of a total of 50 USFs including(i) 10 USFs based on stocks traded 
in UK., (u) 7 USFs for stocks traded in France, (m) 8 USFs for stocks traded in Oermany, (IV) 6 USFs for slocks traded in Italy, (v) 6 USF. for .locb 
traded in Netherlands, (Vl) 3 USFs for stocks traded in Spain, (vil) 5 USFs for stocb traded In Sweden, and (viu) 5 USFs for slacks traded In Swllzerland 
TablE' 3 () VECM A(ljllsllnent Coefficients and USF Sh.,re in Plic(' DisCOY('I')'_EIU'O!'(':Ill \'S U f.: 
1\ I (':Ill Z-/est Std D('viation ~5o. pl'Hentil(' 1\I ed"l1 ~5o. pl'J'Cl'nllll' 
A: Alljmlln('nt coefliciellts 
AI · Home Market (10 UK Stocks) 
'Y. -0.0364 0.0437 -0.0645 -0.0389 00039 
'Yr 0.0556 0.0576 0.0098 0.0455 00720 
A2 · Foreign Market (40 Europ e an Sto cks) 
'Y. -0.0413 0.0665 -0.0769 -0.0046 0.0040 
'Yr 0.0969 0.1306 0.0170 0.0508 0.1382 
B: USF dl<u'e ill pric(' discov(,l,), 
B.I · Home Market (10 UK Stocks) 
(8p) 0.5202 0.2643 0.3114 0.5555 0.6648 
B2 : Foreign Market (40 European Stocks) 
0.1759 0.3473 05156 (8p) 0.3639 U <-1.7297> * 0.2179 
. . ' . M and he USF share in price dJscoevty estimated on the bas .. of odjusment cootTIClOnts Note" This table presents cross-sectionoJ descriptive stahstICs ofad]usment. coetrlClent. ofVEC t 
. . . lude the 10 USF that ttad!ng all U K. stocks IUd the other one lIlCludos all the .. ~ as given by fonnulaz (3.8). The entire 50 USF •• ample .... re .plitlllto two groups, one 1lIC' • . 
. ks Nt' Wileo,.,n si""'d rank test (Z-test) exanUnts whether the mean value of(9.! III European USF ... slgl\lfICantly Ie ... , USF. that bas"" on 40 European stoc . on-parorne DC ..,.-
<,. Wileo,.,n Z-test statistics 
*, ",.** Significant at lOY., 5% and I % Ieve~ respectively. 
t. signifICant hiher share in price discovery; U - signifICant Io ..... r share in price discovery 
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Tabh~ 3.10: Es!illl,\te. oCtlle YECl\I and Grnncn Causality Tests ror Stock and Futures Reotunu_Period 1 
0.0180 0.1675 • 0D228 0D21! 
(0.802) (21)81) (I.%li) (8.212) 
0.264! •• 0.2380 •• -0.4814 •• -0.2049 • 
. __ C:;~JL __ .. __ ~~_ --_l~~J.L_-B11~L_ 
-0.0112 -00023 0.0045 00019 
(-0.408) (-O1l9O) (0.268) (0.117) 
R, 0.4J85 •• 03295 •• 0.m6 • OD.l47 -0.4433 •• -03353 •• 
. _. ___ . ____ . __ ._. __ . __ RP..7L ____ .. _.~]!QL. __ ._J2..;~L ___ .(!l).!~L (-6.187) (-4930) 
AHL Rs -02336 -03441 -0.4708 • -02302 02700 0.4328 • 
(-1.251) (-1.735) (-2372) (-1.236) (1.450) (2.\94) 
R, 0.1599 -02695 -0.4188 • -02178 -0.0978 03583 
Code Dep Var ... n 
"'n 
AA Rs -0.0833 -llD865 
(-0.870) (.0.854) 
R, 0.4595 .. 0.1714 
...... ~ .. -.---.-.-.-.. -- .. 
_(4,~~ (1,652) 
AGN Rs -00095 -llD268 
(-0326) (-0947) 
--.-~ ..... -.-.--.--.~--.-- ___ ._._II-S! - _________ .~ ____ . ___ ~__ _ ~l __ . 
"'D CLr. pn ~n 
--~--- . ...h<. ___ 6, 
~D ~14 6r 
-0.1282 -0.1634 • 11.loO •• 
(·Ull) (.UN) (n 768) 
-02903 •• -02310 •• I ::2J •• 
rc2!1.1.L ___ .J::.2_9CKjL .~ . 
-00005 
-00033 15102·' 
(-0036) (-O.:lO6) ()7628) 
-02231 •• 
-0 ll37 • 13932 •• 
(-3 722) (.2511J) rSl31L. 
03764 02764 12141 •• 
(1901) (1498) (12883) 
03372 02729 10948 •• 
'P, ¥UI - (11,,; J,") 
yr faWltI1<B.:: .... -fl 
-0.1009 ~ -::u 
(-1388) 
OJl839 31 JlI34 •• 
. _tLI~ 
0JX)43 0V26 
(O.m) 
}~ .. 16 &323 •• 
(6228) 
0.0083 3 J118 
(0631) 
OD101 65,,\7 
.. _._ •• _. ___ ... _._ .. __ .. _._JQ.;~), .. ____ .J:!~l:D_._. ___ .(:~Q:4!L_. __ i:.!~® _____ ~l. (1.761) (I ~ __ (I 434)_--1!L~ __ _ 
ALV Rs -O.Q605 -02048 •• -0.0668 -OD555 0.1267 • 0.1793 •• 0.0617 0D095 13110 •• 
~7.~ 
0.0106 8.5931 
(·U77) (-3.090) (·1005) (-1.025) (2218) (2.627) (0918) (0.\S3) (36 726) (1409) 
RF 0.7035 •• 0.2665 •• 0.1096 -0.0462 -0.5790 •• -O2.lO3 •• -0.1112 -00146 10421 •• 0 CI-t· : SJ (>.!'I •• 
___ .. _._ •. _ •... _(l~~l.SL ..... J3.:1Q~L ... __ .(I_~.?2 ____ J.:Q2!!) ____ i:9~L ___ J.::3~!L. _i:~~25).. _ ..J:!l~~. ___ @ ~.L -'£!~L. ___ _ 
AY.A Rs 0.1155 •• -0.0435 ·0.0215 -0.0531 -00018 -OD067 -0.0017 00142 13166 •• .00009 076117 
(3.445) (-1.296) (-0.640) (-1.580) (-0099) (-0370) (-0095) (Om) (25 056) (-02JO) 
R, 0.1862 • -0.0067 0.0161 -0.1068 -0.0282 -0.0211 -00002 OD165 1.2589 •• 0D«l3 •• 73597 
.. ____ ._. ____ .... _ ...... __ .J~;:J.Ol), ........... _(:QcCll!~._. ___ ._JQ!~L_. __ J:!}~.1.L_. ___ ( -O.64]1._._. __ J:Q_~2~ _____ l--QQOJ1 ____ Ql~~_ __~~~L _______ _ 
AZN Rs -O.D933 OD048 0.0685 -0.0913 0.1585 ·0.1392 -00852 00743 0.11246 •• OD13.l 61077 
(-0544) (0.02S) (0.424) (-0.702) (0.912) (-0794) (-0.527) (0.577) (IS 929) (0.091) 
Ry 0.4489 •• 0.4065 • 0.3220 • 0.0120 -0.3735 • -0.5183 •• -03303 • ·0.0078 07445 •• 0.1-W 9 6243 • 
.....•• __ ._. ___ ••. _ ..... __ .... _J2c~11~._ .... _ ... _(2'-~!),_. ____ .J~;~)_._._. ___ (O~~~ __ ._. __ (:~;!!.~ __ J.}~~L.~L __ ...J~~. _ (]!. Q6Jl_ ~I 
BAR Rs 0.0649 • -0.0564 • 0.0055 -00234 0.0214 -0.0024 -00153 -0.0017 1 1828 •• -0.0009 48830 
(2.253) (.1.967) (0.192) (·0.SI2) (1.787) (-0.201) (·\.278) (·O.l3S) 12H65) (·1 180) 
Ry 0.1443 -0.0664 -0.2081 • -0.0348 0.0104 -0.0019 -00162 0.0036 1 1011 •• 0.0033 7 US7 
·BN·P--·--··R~·····-·J~i;i •• --~~~i;··--···J~J~1;----J~~~~ ----~~~}·~---1~n;;-- (::i .~:2---j()~;:-.. __ ~1..:~ -----65""5 
(3.865) (-1.944) (-0.053) (0.736) (-2.336) (0.371) (0170) (-0.892) (25 553) (-0.972) 
Ry 0.2864 •• -0.0765 0.0253 -0.0293 -00884 0.0053 0.0146 -00142 08325 •• 00035 16.3718 •• 
(3 893) ( I 033), .... __ .Jg.~~?),._. __ ._J.:.O~~L. ___ (:!~L ____ .('O'}!:I~L ____ JQ.;~L ___ ~ __ ...J.!l~ __ .......i096L ___ ._. _____ _ -BPA····--R~----:O:ii45i·········~~70i -0.1037 -0.0495 0.0054 0.0150 0.0721 0.0657 0.11230 •• -0.1055 02S17 
(.0.246) (.0.359) (-0.558) (-0.324) (0.029) (0.076) (0385) (0427) (n 171) (-0752) 
0.4439 • 0.1879 -0.0401 0.0104 -0.4797 • -02362 0.0122 00246 0.7708 ,. 0.0901 75488 
(2396), (0957) (-0 214~ (0.061!l __ E:~~L._.-..J::.U~~L_. ___ J.C!Q~L __ . __ .l0}~~L . __ Qg.!~L .. _..iO.;.~L_._ .. __ . __ ._. BTL·--····R~:OI759~-:O~676··········0~591-····o·in2-: 0.2070 .. 0.0664 -0.1312 -01447 ' 10209 •• 0.0053 179941 •• 
(-2.459) (.0.936) (0.8IS) (2.4S4) (3.056) (0971) (.19IS) (-2120) (17310) ~.~ • 44937 
.0.0477 .00246 0.0201 0.1632 • 00808 0.0155 -0.1212 -01095 09066 ,. 
31147 
(:0592)(:03~~) ........ (.9247) (2031) • __ JLQ~J. .... __ ._(O}Q~_._._. ___ ~.~~~.L. _._J:L4~~._ .. ___ m64S) (209~L_ . 
. 0.1239 .0.1826 -0.0837 -0.1182 0.1445 0.1928 00615 01227 13513·· -0.1224 65261 
(-1.621) (\,402) (1.898) (0.653) (1.667) (52.833) (·1.335) (-1.241) (-I.S38) (·0.9OS) 12631 •• 01578 152596 •• 
R, 03368 •• 0.1073 0.1025 0.0373 -0.2857 •• -0.1012 -00974 .00364 1728 
';383), (1083), (1115) (0 51'!), (:2782L .... _.i:rJ92~L_. __ ~1Q.~L_._._J.:O_4~~L (49540) ....Jl:_L ______ .. 
. - .... -- ... . ......•.... -'...... ... . -... ...• .-.... -; .• --426 -00167 00083 02007 08241·· -00358 51127 
CA Rs -01017 ·00115 00011 -02397 00 0374) 
(-0783) (.00S3) (0009) (-2IS4) (0321) (-0120) (0062) (1.855) (n S32) (. • 
04317" 02458 01178 -01331 -ll4528·· -02840· -00775 00976 07568·' 01297 154960· 
. , ( 2039) (-057'" (0904) (20 991) (1356) (332S) (1771) (Q~:!!!L .. (-12!~. _(:~~~5, .. -:.--.. _______ .::-L ___ ••• __ .; .. 00308 
o 1018 02126 • 00386 -00728 -00729 -01979 1 4804 ~~ ~~~~ (~~~~~ (0896) (2458) (0272) (-0574) (-0678) (-244S) (IS 590) (0204) 
0'1920 02820 02459 02687 •• -01762 -02587 -02221 -01514 .. 1:1" (~61: ,. 87199 (1899) (1934) (2.777), . __ (.ll~L ___ .(:lcS~~L (.1847) (.2791) __ (I5. __ L ______ L_ 
(1163), ... -.' ..... -... - ... ----- 2094 00051 .01471 .01476 15660·· 00114 78669 
-01936 00670 01643 01284 0 0039) (.1 ISO) (.1362) (29 406) (0605) 
(-1766) (0519) (1271) (I 170) (1920) ( 1 ..... 0 •• 00236 193302 •• 
-04272 •• -03518 ., -02990 • -0 1497 -'" 
RF 0.44112" 04237" 03180' 01206 . .235 .1.391) (29809) _____ l.l~L ___________ _ 
______ .. _ .•. _ .. _(4125), ...•. (3}l)5L ._._ .• (2 ~?1L. __ .. -.<.U.q~-----(:~.~]L---~o~;;-- --~56~--·-·-~0621-----11398 .. 00008 15944 
DBK Rs -0.0950 -00816 .00492 ·00914 0.0735 0640 (0725) (IllS) (41 521) (ODIO) 
(.1 103) (.0939) (-0 61S) (.1536) (0 S43) () OD215 09478 •• 03197" 36 2171 •• 
04889 •• 03584 •• 0 1845 • -ll 0503 -04453 •• ~3:3.' (~ ~~" (0.35~L ___ [l!~L __ .~~) 
. S~ 159) (3748) __ ._ .(~!05). - ._J • .o7~~L---(:~ ~~L---Joolit-------:O~--oo619 10471" -00556 
-00953 -00483 00628 -00259 00856 0200) (-0409) (1093) (35439) (.1099) 
(-1369) (-0 63S) (0863) (.0.443) (1194) ( •• 00441 08911" 00917 
887 0 4514 •• -03897 .. -0 2302 • 
05178" 03765" 02769" 00 ·.5SIO (.4.75 _(-~~~L ___ J:!l_71S)__ (27812) ..-1!.:67QL .. ~6 860), <..4 . .5:83).. . i~ 51.3).. _. __ .<}~7J. ____ L __ L . ------:!)--- 00855 11791.. -01785 23676 
-. - - .. - . . 0769 0 0065 00250 0 0209 
Rs -00202 -00586 -00870.Q . 059 (023S) (0226) (1285) (27 490) (.1647) 
(.0183) (.0556) (-0924) (.1097) (-0; •• -02605 • .01915 • 0 om 09783 •• 02703 • 
RF 04516" 02605' 0 1436 00029 .0400 .2(52) (.2044L ____ lP_~~~489) ~~I)~_ ~4 0(0), (2.4.~:D __ . __ J~~JL ____ (!l_~!) ____ ...i:~~~L---J..----------OO4t; 00097 07834 ,. 00028 19221 
-- ENI-----R~ -- --:0'0562 - - -- '.00454 -00150 -ll 0048 0 O~O (~~~ (~229) (0483) (21 455) (1224) 
( 1669) (.1.346) (.0445) (.0142) (109 ) 00'7 00138 07315 •• 00146 •• 
• 7 00057 00013 O. 
RF -00015 -ll 0021 -00243 -0046 38 (0 032) __ JQQ~L---...!.O~~L-- __ ~ 786) _C3_D8!t 
(-0037) (:0031) (.O~~I)_ ._J . .o_62~ ... __ .. Jql .. ! --.00055-' -00023 00221 on43·· 00003 
-00635 00096 00093 -00399 -0: (.0.295) (-0123) (I IS6) (n 866) (0 114) , 
(-1884) (0284) (0276) (.1 194) (.1) 00120 -00120 00198 06461 •• 00152 
Ry .00168 00352 00141 .00029 -00502 (!l27~ l-02~ (O~~ ___ (~!.~~5~L_ 
.. _______ .. _____ J.:o.!l]L . __ (0...4~5L_. ____ «(l!.~L-- _J:rJ_~7L-. _(:~!.~~L---- -- ----. -- ---"--
BVA Rs 
RF 
94343 
CGE 
CSG Rs 
RF 
5 G494 
DCY 
1(18963 •• 
Rr 
DTE 
202571·· 
o 5}44 
ENL 
o 2I!24 
228 
!LSI ~}---. ...., ~ _____ .. _~1 ________ ~_._ ~ __ .. los 1. 1rUi ~1 (H,.: ., .. . 
Code Dep Var a.n a.n a.n II.. 6r lr ... .w~l(11,::..., .. . 
EOA Rs -0.1311 -OD395 -0.0075 0.1046 0.0160 ODI66 0.tJJ36 -00898 06752 •• -O.Il912 271111 
(-1581) (-0.470) (-0.096) 
23937 
10~· 
0.3811 
ING Rs 
35 4:X)4 •• 
53697 
0.8852 •• 0.4837 •• 0.2303 • 0.0988 -0.7386 •• -0.4575 •• 
( ..4 .... 97 .. 8 ..)..... ( ..~ .. 3.~~.L. (1279) (-9 432)(-4743) __ (:.~~ _____ ._J:_L54~)_ . (24 6281. \ 1 )4'1 
Rs .. '(:~'i;;~~" -0.1386 -0.1102 -0.0158 0.2395 0.0858 0.0950 -00451 09307" -00,188 
(_; 480) (-L051) (-0866) (-0.145) (1885) (0645) (0740) (-0405) (20 023) ( 0 _13) 
01057 00345 -00837 -00333 -01660 -00869 00402 -00314 0.9036 •• 0 1576 18899 
'0855' (0 266) (-0 66.?1. ____ .(-.0 3!QL _. __ (: ~ P?l. __ J:.o_~~ __ . ___ JQ. ~l.?l __ ....J:'o~!L ___ U~ ZS...!L_ -- _!"l..8)L_ - --- - -7----
___ ,_ ..... _, .. _ .. ,-. - . - .- 02096' 01600 01373 01700' 06996" 00409 7«l4 
Rs 02514 • 02392 • -02055 • -01792 • ~-2 477) (~2 234) (-2022) (-2183) (2086) (1501) (1373) (2152) (23 757).. (0..518).. •• 
03667" 01818 00552 -00523 -04174" -01318' -00987 00549 06448 01196 151705 
. (1631) (0521' (-0612) (-39912 ___ .!:2_~~___ (-0948) (0667) __ (2~Q~3L _l2,6.?!L 
(3471) _ ----, - -- -- -- ----- - 4 01126 07357 •• -00122 36788 
5 00654 01504 00869 -0 om -0130 -~~ ~~~ ~D1~) (0.540) (l.S40) (0677) (-0.2.58) (-1092) (-1196) (26 113).. (-0:. 
• -03930" -03292" -02811' -01426 07317 0 
04223 •• 03127 • 02340 • 02038 13 -2 4131 (-1554) (26616) l'_..548)_ (3357) (2.464) (19811. _____ (2}~?). __ J:~!.3~L----i:206-.L ____ L_ - --- 14287" - 00589 
- - -- 938 00069 -01922 -01972 -01858 -
_00377 01516 02208 01 1019 (-1137) (-1366) (34286) (-0339) 
(-0198) (0803) (1271) (1415) (0037). ~ ~ • -02867 -01053 13615 •• 01829 54365 
04006' 03762 03176 02199 _~~18 -2130 (-I622L ___ J:1_4.8!L ___ (BQ.~L---.J.1-5~.sL---- -----.(~.069) _ ..... _Q.9~5L .. _____ (~~3) __ .----'-1-5?~L---(:L~-----(OOO~-----:00962 _01935' 11462 •• -01131' 63171 
-00895 -00103 00667 0 1701 01188 - 0 025) (-0794) (-2 (03) (28 880) (_2056) 
(-0722) (-008\) (0558) (1801). (0950:.. (~0279G' -02136 -02375' 11069" 00368 151719" 
04102 •• 02402 01868 02292 -0357 (-1778) (-2 480) (~!~_ _!..1!.3_58L ___ _ 
(1 574) (2446) (-2880) (-2186) ---------- - ~<9 (3340) (1892) . _ -- ----- - --------------- -6--2 00027 07103" 00000 8o~ 
O 0091 03402 .. 0 1582 0 I I 
-03670 •• -02241 -01375 (1203) (0022) (28 471) (-0045) 
(-3080) (-1.708) (-1048) (0076) (2777) (1.184) 00609 06686 •• 00001 19302 
765 -01492 -00763 -00341 -
01343 00059 00673 00 -0.565) (-0252) _(:P_4~- (26~~L _10_I3"L 
(1115) (0044) (0507) __ . __ (06~~L ---(-I~L---L------------n_M2 -- 00711 08984" -01847 
- . - - 0229 01506 02746 0 U<7 
-0 1049 -03143 • -00115 -0 9 (1814) (0567) (0644) (28 \37) (-I "5) 
(-0704) (-2073) (-0082) (-0202) (100 ) -02503 01134 08791 .. 00526 
3052 • 01613 04427 •• -01001 - 0406) Rr 0.4848 •• 01566 0 - -1324 (-1 792.2 ___ J:.I_0~~ ____ ~~2L---L----
t3 257) __ (.19~~L---- (~!~L- ___ J.1_4.!~ ___ . ___ (:~~.?L--L---L----00540 - 00484 13943 •• -01196' 
--sc'H-----R.;-- ·-~O-i303---- -01500 -00604 -00373 01451 (~~~~ (0581) (0657) (54140) (-2.3S7l 
(-1278) (_1481) (-0651) (-0509) (1409) 00<51 -00113 13201" 01097 
00169 02522 • -01616 - J 94) 
Rr 02864" 01377 00526 - -1.613) (-06~L ___ J~}~~L-- (52020) _Ll_I_ ("8~) '138\) (0576) ___ (!l,~~L ___ (:~~~L----L--- ----206-2 00033 06565·' 00000 • JJ ,,_ _ _ - - - - ----- - 04188 •• 0 -
-0 i4i2 - -04819 •• -02373 -00315 00996 (1655) (0030) (lO 234) (-0000) 
( 1 147) (-3799) (-1936) (-0.290) (0797) (3.2.55) 0869 -0 ~586 06418 •• 014;0 JJ 2:519 .' 
- 02688 • 02216 0 - II 824' 
Rr 0 2344 • -02739 • -0 1489 00228 - 796 (0 728L __ J:.O.5~2L.----L~~~ --~-- - -----
1985 ~-2 251) U£6..7L ____ (0_2!?L---(:~~~2 ---- (I--~--------- -
._._ .. ______ ._._. __ ._ .. L_._ .. L. ___ .. _ .. _ -..... _- .-
NDA 
NES 
NOV 
PHI 
RBO 
RD 
ROG 
SHB 
154 5397 •• 
47607 
Rr 
Rr 
Rs 
126227 • 
34104 
Rs 
Rs 
Rr 45735 
Rs 172953 •• 
23478 
94458 
125350 • 
Rs 
229 
Table 3.10: EstjlIl'lte~ of tile VECM and Gl-n~er Causality Tests for Stork and Futures Renuus_Perlod 1 (Conbllued) 
Codt' Dep V:u 
._~ __ . ~l___~! __ . ____ ~ _____ ~ ___ ~ ____ ~_. _~ ____ . __ ~ __ _ 
~ ~ ~ ~ b b b ~ ~ 
" .¥a.W .... ~:_ .. i' .. 1 
'r VaIoI_ (8,,, CLr of) 
SHE Rs 
.0 0C09 Ie 7~ • 
(-0237) 
.0 IXX)4 .l6tOCl •• 
SlE Rs 37709 
~ J).Il •• 
TEF Rs 80365 
6264Xl •• 
n Rs 
88751 
25 1332 •• 
31976 
TOT Rs 125335· 
93629 
UBS Rs 
2-1 I ~ \ ..... 
UC 30139 
190836 •• 
VIV Rs 
8.6033 
(·1936) 
.0.0193 175227 •• 
_.J.008~L ___ ._ .. __ __ 
0.1324 77639 
VOF (0649) 
49624 
vow Rs 
34 7478 •• 
0.215) (1.019 (.1.253 (-0664 
Notes: Tlus tabl. r.ports the VECM estimate, and Granger causality te,ts r.,ult, for the mod.l(3.50) and (3.5b): 
• and •• d.not. ,ignificant l.v.l, of 5% and 1%, r.sp.ctiv.ly. 
FigIIIe' in the parenthesis (.) are the t.tatistics. .. , 
Oranger couso!ity t.,t • .,. bosed on tM Wold t,st, of (HOI: ~,,= 0) and (Ho:: a.,:,= 0); the tests statIStICS. ere 1 (4) distributed. . 
t.-stoti.tics and Wald tosts .... calculat.d using Whit.'s (1980) heteroskedesticity consistent venence·covenence mew. . 
Th 
. t .,_ t B. - p'X = S. - F.;'f restrict.d to b. th.1essed besis in oil c .... ; RsIP!·llS th, loSS,d stock Index returns. 
o COin egraw.& ... g vee or '-1 - I-I '-1 ,L .. 
See the equetion. (3.50) and (35b) in the text for the definitions of the remOllllllg term •. 
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Code De J \';u --';~------___ ~L ______ !:! ________ :: _______ ~ ______ --~----~ ---- ___ h~ ___ -t 
_____ r' _¥Ul lH1 cHr., ~ 
VUi _ cHr< co,-t, 
-01l699 00652 0.07.53 0D203 -IIJ051 -II.D931 
(-0.977) (0.880) (1.021) (0.292) ('~') (-1.417) (-1."') 08.501 •• JJCJn} • 5JU9 
R,. 0.2334 •• OJ540 OD900 -IIDU1 _02577" _0.1473 _0.1232 _0.0717 084J7 •• 
-------------.-.---9..:.~..!!-.-----(.~~--____ !!:I!7_'L ___ (:!.:1!~)~-->.(.:'3.308):=:~-->(.-:-I.827)=~--'(.~U=39)~----.l.(-O=958~)L--~(22~989)~ 
AGN Rs -IID.57.5 -11087.5 -0.1681 _0 1022 0.1027 000.5 0.170.5 0.1039 UD.S.5 •• 
OJr~; 
-~~L_ 
0.1239 • 
9.90.. .. 
(-0.627) (-0.896) (-1.764) (-1.237) (1.130) (091.5) (1.847) (I.J08) (34 117) (2.1)'10) 
R,- 0.4146 •• 0.1.58.5 -0.0460 -01J604 -0.3312 •• JJ.1654 0D380 0067& I~..{" 02.'",," 11 • ..,' •• 
_________ . _______ {~!.'~~l _____ Jl.~Q) _____ (:O"~61 ____ .(-O.67.5L (.336.5) _.-.i.U97) ___ ~ (0.788) 3(03:JJ) _(];;;II. ____ _ 
AHL Rs -0.102.5 JJ.2184 •• .0.1738 • JJ.l220 0.1316 0.194) •• 0.1.524' 0.0113 1.1113 •• 00086 
(-1.287) (-2.577) (.2.061) (·U31) (1919) (2.66ll) (2.096) (0.16.5) (13.453) (0.856) 101.5.11 • 
R,. 0.3248 •• JJ.0.572 ·0.D80.5 -0.0636 -02182 • 0.D4J2 0.0680 -0016.5 10180 .. OOJIS 
. ____ ._ ... ______ ._. __ ... Q.::2.8_52 ____ -.i:Q.~~L ____ (:02.~._. ___ -.i:Q~:!l _____ ._(:?.~2. (0.444) (07.54J (_0.19.5) (09931) (1.74S) 
ALV Rs 02121 • 0.082.5 -0.0979 -0.007.5 -0.184.5 JJ.D433 0.0760 JJ0274 1.12.53 •• -01497 
145241 .. 
(2.033) (0.740) (-0.911) (·O.lJ87) (.1.727) ("().382) (0.703) (_0.317) (27 66ll) (-llt)" 
Ry 0.7487 .. 0.3279 .. 0.02.53 0.0882 -0.7123 .. JJ.276O • JJ.D626 JJ.1022 10.576 .. 0 C~3 
.... _. __ ._ ... _._._._.iQ?:~?~L_ .----(~?QQ)- . ___ .. 103~l _______ (l~~L_J~~?QL ___ .I-2401) ___ -L-O.57O) ____ J:1}~1L __ ...(2.5 6ll) .'<0,.575) _ 
Rs -0.0432 -0.0689 ·0D878 02411 .. 0.0797 0.0620 0.0446 JJ.l9.52 • 1.1194 .. JJOj66 
(-0.430) (-0651) (-0.845) (2.587) (0.788) (0.585) (0431) (-2.119) (23 821) ,.H"II 
0.3676 •• 0.0521 O.OLlI 0.2260 • -0.3186" JJ.D.l54 JJ.o353 JJ 1926 • 10778 •• Om58 
(3.55.5) ........... JCl.~_7.~L. ____ JO.:~~1 ... -.Q.::l~~L ___ .J::l.:Q5?1 ____ l.:.!l.5(7) ----L~..lJ ____ E~ ___ 2Q~681_ _ 10950) 
-0.1303 -0.1669 -0.2087 -02461 0.1798 0.1862 0.2.5.52 02263 0.8468 •• 00360 
(..().777) (-0.907) (-1.152) (·U60) (1.066) (1.006) (I 406) (1.437) (1094.5) (0438) 
R,. 0.3779 • 0.1511 -0.1108 -0.\810 -0.3293 JJ1235 0.1674 01588 0.8032 •• 0.0977 
.......... __ (2.::2.5_0) .... ____ .(.IJ.,s.:2.9L... - . (:0611 )-.-.--I:1J~~L.--__ (~~1 _____ I:()~~) ______ JIl.c~~ll _____ -1l.:..~2L ____ J!~~) _ . (I 1.881 .. __ 
Rs 0.1409 -0.0687 -0.0146 -0.0919 -0.1328 0.0516 0.0654 0.0336 1083.5 .. -00107 
(1.267) (-0.595) (-0.127) (_0.839) (.1.207) (0452) (0.57.5) (0.313) (16808) ("().2.52) 
0.4289 •• -0.0341 -0.03.56 -0.1380 ·0.4156 •• 0.0094 0.0104 0.D805 1028.5 •• 0.1l4.56 
(3.'73.~) .. ___ ._.I:!l:~~)_. ___ .. _(:Q.::l()()L. __ l:l.:~QL ____ (:~.:~_~) _____ j'().:..~Q) ______ 11l.c~~L_. ____ (()_72~L_ . (I S 44 7) __ ()046~. 
-0.2557 •• -0.0888 .0.0943 0.1114 0.2259 • 0.0568 0.0841 JJ 0976 0.9048 •• -00047 
(-2.S69) (-0.957) (-1.024) (1.291) (2.522) (0.612) (0.914) (-1.125) (23 068) (_0.123) 
R,- 0.0527 0.0073 -0.1149 0.0800 -0.0644 JJ.OI86 0.1213 JJ.o73.5 0.8595 .. 006.51 
592818 .. 
AXA 
7.7079 
1911U .. 
AZN Rs 
31958 
8 OJ() 1 
BAR 
R,. 
181426 .. 
BNP 
88723 
....... __ .. _._........_.j05.S_2) .......... _ .. .!.Cl.9.1n .. -.!.:}.~~n_ .. _ .... _ ..... J.().:~.!.~)_. _____ ._(:Il.c1Q.?L __ .. _J:ClJ.2D _______ .i!c~9..1.L_. __ J:!lc81~L _____ Q.!.162) .. -.-Q. 67)) 
0.14.53 0.0335 .0.0679 0.0572 -0.1481 -0.0952 0.05.50 JJ.0374 0.9982 .. JJ 1052 
43416 
BPA Rs 
BTL 
BVA 
CA 
CGE 
CSG 
(1.000) (0.2IS) (-0.450) (0.424) (-1.025) (-0.622) (0.368) (-0.281) (16.783) (.L246) 
0.5522 .. 0.2.554 0.0031 0.1412 -05.5.51" JJ.3079 -0.0160 JJ.lI86 0.9616 •• 00010 161418 •• 
...... -.Q.~~~)- ............... Q .• ~.I.~). (Cl .• Q~) ..... -. ____ Q.:9_~~t. ______ (::l.:n6.). ____ ._J:!.:?~L __ --.!.:Q.l~ ___ .~~L__ (15.682.L _(()E.!.lL..... _____ . ___ _ 
0.1188 -0.0291 0.0612 -02326 -0.1790 -0.0417 -0.0767 0.18.50 0.7487" -00130 49944 
(0.947) (-0224) (0.46.5) (-I.S42) (-1419) (-0.319) (-0.581) (1467) (10.580) (-0.261) 
0.3645 •• 0.0696 0.0085 JJ.2331 -0.4219 •• JJ 1371 .0.0310 0.1653 0.7233 •• 00475 120736 • 
. J2.:~I.?!... (0538) .. _ .... _ .... _ ... JQ.:~:5.l .. _._. _____ J:.!.:~~~L_ .. __ (.::l.:~-~.5)--- __ (:!:Q~~L___J_-l2:~=!.6L ____ (l;J.!~) _____ !l.IJ:!~.5)_ _ . _(()!.s~L ___ _ 
-0.0433'-01573 -0.1192 0.0338 0.07.58 0.1423 0.1354 JJ.06oo 1.1.501" (~~ 74898 
("().555) (-1.915) (.1.483) (0472) (0.983) (1.754) (1707) (-0.860) (39.119) 
0.3847 .. 0.0443 -0.0175 0.1021 -0.3486 •• -0.0486 0.0292 JJ.124) I 1308 .. 
.~.::~; ..... -.. ~~;~ ... ······~~.ciii~···-~D~:i----J~~~~-------1:~~------!~~~--____ .i~~~!-----~~-.-. 
0.0514 
__ (lc~L 
JJ 0833 
(-1.461) (-0.IS3) (-0.414) (0.787) ( . I 593) (0.422) (-0.363) (-0.031) (14.4)1) (-1022) 
29 090.1 •• 
34808 
0 1981 JJ.l356 -0.1611 0.002.5 06418 .. 0.061.5 33338 R,. 0.2235 0.1515 0.0651 0.0683 - . 
(0518) (()613) (15701 (-1045) (:1~'!01 ___ ~~~L-Q.:l.:~3_.5) ______ (()2~~L ___________ . 
. ..............•. _ ..•....•.. __ .<.!.:?~.!.l.. ................ J.!J~~L ..... _ ... _._ ........ :_ .... _ ... -..... --.•. - .c ...... _ -.--... -..... -.. :.-:---... --. 0.6213 0.0836 JJ 2211 1.2939 •• 0.0758 8 0.505 
Rs -0.45.56 -0.6078 -0.1336 0.3135 05144 
(1834) (0.270) (-0917) (14975) (0.2.53) (-1.349) (-1.798) (-0.432) (1.290) (1526) . -0.2021 JJ.3191 12.542 •• 0.3.501 60817 
Ry 0.1281 -0.1566 ........ (0.0 . · ...~ ...~ .. ~ .. 61 ........ (.0 .. 1.·: .. 6:_~... . ...... _(.-_-~: .... _ .... ~ .. _.J~~~~ ____ ._._l~~~L ...... _ ..._1:!~J.~t ___ .. _J~141~468~L.. _q.l~QL . _______ ". __ 
.........(°:377) ... (:DA~l). .. - -- - -00318 28098 
853 0.0474 0.0245 JJ 0461 0.0356 JJ.1034 
Rs 0.0222 0.0596 ~~~3) (0.47S) (0239) (-0.416) (0327) (.1.080) (20.02.5) (-0763) •• 
(0216) (0.536) 00561 01108 -04.5.57" JJ2874 • -0.0955 JJ.l54.5 10970 .. 0.0318 2.5.2813 
0.5067 •• 0.3176 •• ~ 493 (1'.085) (:4'3201 .£~JnL ____ (.:().:~~ll _____ .i:!c~1L ___ J~~~~L _____ (()c6J~L ________ _ 
• ___ . _________ .. _ ... _ ... J~.~9)_._ ... _ ...... (~.n?L._._._·~·~···----·-·-005i3-·----·- 0-i870----- 0.\079 O.lXIJ9 JJ.0521 0.9668 .. -01144 • 4.3124 
DBK Rs -0.1469 -0.0916 • . (~.583) (1'.946) (1.029) (0008) (-0.582) (2.5 96.5) (.2.288) 
R, 
(-1.511) (-0.S5S) (-0.046) 09394.' JJ0217 
0.3504 •• 0.0701 -0.0322 0.0808 -0.2774 .. JJ.0568 0.0375 JJ.0783 155685 .. 
(-0.285) (O~~~L. ____ _<:~.:~_~) ___ . __ (:()_~~) ____ -.iIl.::Jr!l ______ .i:QcS!~L (23 501) --.i~~i--~---; 9592 
.---.-.-.--.----- Q.:~~!)_(061~) ... ·---004:;:;·------0.\549 -0.0567 -0.D343 0.0820 JJ1439 09421 .. 
DCY Rs 0.1052 0.0380 (1.826) (-0652) (.0.385) (0926) (-1703) (21006) (-l BOI) 
(l.213) (0.42S) (-0.516). JJ 1338 08830".0 0001 213699 .. 
0.1753 • -0.2932 •• -0.1126 0.1143. _O.oo:l 
0.3319 •• 0.1347 -0.0806 (-3.216) (.I.20~t ____ .i!c~!l1 _____ ~~L ___ .(!.1!.1~L ___ J __ L-_ Q~~L. . .. (l~~~L--.---<:().~~~L- .. -.Q:~~~L··----------00988 .0.0461 0.0993 0.7032" JJOOI 47159 
-0.0868 -0.0854 0.01.l4 .0.0919 0.1164 1027) (_0 484) (1.128) (20508) (_0 W I 
(-0945) ("()S9S) (0165) (-1.066) (12.51) ( . 01314 064)9" 00607 
o 1880 00091 -00686 R,. 02145' 00008 00267 -0\029- 0091 ("() 692.L _(l_4.?~L_ (17963) ____ (_ll.!~L (2244) (()OO~ (0 273J. __ !-)J~~L_. ___ (:!c~~21 ______ L ___ L _______ ---- -00204 09324" ,'O!::'). ·--ENi----R~------:()033j------00011- ------0-0272 --- .00223 0 0641 (~:~ (-~ ~~~ (-0.291) (20 043) (.lD55) 
(-0476) (0015) (0376) ("().318) (0893) - 00283 00192 084J8'. -00111 
R,. 02494 •• 00781 -00202 -00633 .0.16\0 • (~~: (0 3761 ______ (()}§1L __ ._IQ 534) ....1~.69l) 
- - -------- -- (3462) !l o~n ___ (-0_ ~~L ____ (-9~8.!~) ____ (:~.:.!..?81 ___ --------------00813 0036,) 06354 .. JJOO67 
ENL Rs 0-1307 .- ---- -01174 -00776 00012 00730 00773 (1323) (0,.598) (13.229) (-l142) ~.2093) (.IS64) (.1231) (0.019) (119.5) (1.2.59) 00013 -00230 0.5792" -00016 
R, 00679 -0 1177 -00492 0 0038 -.~ ~: ~ ~~~ ___ ~~1JIL ___ -.i:.IJ~L_ ~ ~1.L_ ~ ,fll 
-- _ __ _ __________ (!. ~~.L ____ {-l.!~~ ______ (:0_.'73.!!1 ______ @P~~t ____ L __ 2 ------~--
DTE 
81241 
19249 
42445 
231 
Table 3.11: E.timatto5 oflbe VECM and Graneer C-_ ..... 
---'I Tests for Stock and F1IIIIres Retanu_pmod 2 I<CIDtiDD..t) 
-~-----1'~--.h.. __ ~ __ 6s ______ ~ ___ ~tonCBu:" of) 
~ Ir t.w_a..:: ..... l 
_0 IJ)(1 10 IDA • (-3.382) (-0.110) (0.124) (0332) -OWl _OD767 07012 •• 
~ ____ IIR~ __ --.:IIR~_ .... 
Code De Var an ... ... ---'coa=-
EGA Rs -03190 •• -0.0166 ODII9 0D297 
~ -0006 0.Q261 O.oJ02 _O.D492 -OD17S (0.713) (_0.601) (_O.83J) (l7.l!/1) (_O.J42) 
________ . -J:.9~_ (0.264L---'@!04~) _~(~-O~.54~3)~_-l(~-O~.18O)~_~;0D36~~1 _---1-O~D649!!~-..!-O~D~I~ll~-.ill0fil4~L··-.Q0D604~L-:.o.n43 ERC Rs 0.1646 0.2024 OD598 -0.1486 (03S8) (-O.6~ (-0.144) (IB98) (127.) 
(0.952) (1.118) (0.377) (-I .",." -0.1843 -0.1982 -OD884 0 1316 I 9414 •• _0 om 
~, (-1.0S7) ( I ISC) ~ 0.6707 •• 0.5219 •• 02957 _OD594 - • (_O.s62) (lDIl\l) (JIi.OOO) (_O.lM) 
, 1113 
M.93IL MD17) -0.6637 •• -O.511!3 •• -02946 00454 I 88r7 •• 0 
----.-----= -->:::::=~-~(I~,888)~'---~(-O~.489)~L-~(-~3BS6)~:_-~( ~3 ~~-~~~-~~~--.!~~--ili1822~-~2:1~lm:=-•• ITE Rs 0.1304 0.0380 -OD281 0.1371 -OD976- Al58) (-1.899) (0.38C) (lS64O) (1.1116) 
(0.962) (0.267) (-0.201) (1D80) (-O.71S) _OD802 ODI93 .{I.lm 0.9S42 •• _ODl4I ~ 0.5304 •• 0.2943 • O.ll893 02064 (-OOSS9) (0.138) (-1.0SI) (17.68) (_O.11l6J 
-0.5027 •• .{I3272 • ----.----1~~.--~!l.-.-~--__:;(~J.s~91;)~-~(-~3.60i!S)i_-~(-~223;;;I)~-~.{I~1m~I~-~-O~.1~927~-~0~.8936~-'-'-J!0~07~j(I!L--1~6~9417. •• GEN Rs 011167 0.0066 -0003 .{ID275 - - (-O.6C3) (-1.498) (1619C) (0964) 
(0.7Il3) (0D6S) (-0.818) (-O.3IS) 00044 .{ID077 0D888 0D06Q 0.76iO •• .{I 0944 ~ 0.5349 •• 0.2127 -0D442 0D341 ;.:.. (-OD16) (0.909) (0m2) (lO 9C7) (.1.4OS) 15791 
(S""" .{I.1930 OD530 .{ID327 07587 •• 00801 
____ . __ ... _. ____ ._. __ ..:=L-. ___ Q~ __ ...J_:-Oc:.;.4.:.:1S):L._~(0.369) (-4.19S) (-1.811) (OoSl3) 
GXW Rs ~.~~~ (~= . (~~~ (~:~ ·~(~~~~)--~(~~~;;;22~)~-...!(!~~~5~-.J:;:!~~;I!:!l:---.!(QI:~.t;>~5~5L.-.-.J~[!I~fl;n~19L- --614i6-
11 Cl71 •• 
~ 02412 .{I.1484 0D927 0.1521 -O.221J4 (13 On) (-O~ 
ODn5 -0.1128 -0.1121 07951 
______ ._. _______ .u.:.~~.L __ .__..i:f!~!L...,-.i~~~-----.JIJl28) (-1.341) (0.43S) (-O.6C6) (-0.760) ." 00761 88796 
HAS Rs -0.0211 -0.1328 -0.1378 0D964 -0~DO~5~1'---~~::---~~~-...!:-~~_...J!(II!I!.9I~3)L_. (o73C!L ---- - .. --
0.1465 0.ll869 _ODnB 08)41 •• _OD07 (-0.237) (-1.417) (-1.489) (1.l3S) (-0.0""" (I .~.) 5 4}818 
.. , ~ (0.939) (-O.6CS) (19277) (-OIS1) ~ 0.3482 •• -0.0125 -0.1418 0.1(4) -0.3748 •• 0.0243 0 nno-. -0 n~1 
""'" ....... 0.8115 •• 0.1014 • ------.--.----.-fl"~.L-.--l:~.:.!~ ___ J.:~dm. ___ .J.L~...J:L.229)=_ _ __'(""O.2S=9)1..__.J(~ID63)~L. 1_O.ssI) (18..... ,., 
HNM Rs -0.0347 0.2158 0.1781 ODm -0006 -0.2709 • _0.1- _O"'=no~L-_~!.!c::.=-_ .... 104) 
lIS 66IlJ •• 
-, """, 0 5634 •• _01015 (-O.J04) (1.76S) (1.481) (0.7SS) (-0.411) (-219C) (-I.s62) (_ossa) (10113) 6166.l 
~ 0.4462 •• 0.@5 •• 0.2771 • 0.1333 -0.5316 •• -O.4m •• -Oml' _0.1479 0J637 •• 
____ . ______ 13)mL ___ (3.351) __ .1~~1 _ __..1:_:I.326)='---.>:(-4;:.:.69?I)'--.1:(-~3.796)!~~-~(-~lOS~3O)!'1...._.....l.:(-.!.:!I.4~_ (10411) 
ING Rs -0.0478 -0.1278 -OD728 -O.OOIl6 0.1027 0.1120 0D603 00295 -':.:Ic::w9~-.-.- 00003 
(-1.317) 
0D472 
(O~L._ 
181959 •• 
(-0.711) (-1.847) (-1.063) (-0.149) (1.518) (1.607) (0.877) (0.4S7) (36.229) (0.010) 36102 
~ 0.2:345 •• -0.0097 -0003 -OD319 -0.1806 • ODOI5 0D283 0D44l I 1960 •• 0()8j5 • 14.3644 •• 
___________ 1~":wL_.__..i:Q]~~L ___ (':o~. __ .1:f!·47S) (·2.5S8) @",D20:::-) __ ~(O~.J94=-) __ (~O~·6SC~L) _-...l.:(33~.87O)~. _ _.J(;!l.~48l)~ __ 
LLO Rs 0.0257 -0.0025 0D067 -ODl43 0D075 OD352 -OD335 00337 09139 •• _0 0078 I em 
(0.407) (-OD38) (0.104) (-O.2Z7) (0.127) (0.s84) (-OoSS?) (0.s8S) (16.317) (-0.444) 
~ ·0.0711" -0.0731 -0J1127 -OD7Q9 -OD664 •• -OD678 -OD676 -00650 -00631'. _ODI97 167169 
_______ -"(4::.:.:~ __ .__..J!!.:.722) (-0.019) (-0 oS I 3) (-3169) (-OoS2S) (-O.3S1) (0.363) (13.643) (1.193) 
MUV Rs -0.1064 0.1165 0.1284 OD749 0.1719 .{I.1095 -0.1424 _0.1159 1.0052 •• _0.0413 54663 
(-0 .SJ06) (0 .871) 
0.4599 •• 0.2413 
(0.961) 
-0.0600 
(0.641) 
0D808 
(1.437) (-O.sll) (-1068) (·1006) (12646) (-1.099) 
-0.3824 •• -0.1861 0D370 -00959 09394 •• 00086 217438 •• 
_________ ~~ ___ Q~6) ~~71 __ .JO"'.70=3)~ _ _'(.:.:.3=.24"'9:L) __ "'(-'_'I.404=)'_ _ _'(~0~.282)~ _ ___'(~-O . B4~L ___ QO-,-~ __ ....J!I.l33) __ _ 
NDA Rs 0.0709 -0.1179 -03099 •• OJ117O -0.2176 • 0.1463 0.lO61 • -00462 0J923 •• _O.D378 14.9898 •• 
(0.738) (-1201) (-3180) (0.814) (-2.246) (1.464) (2.074) (-0.488) 
0.3374 •• -0.0134 -0.2188 • OD532 -0.4550 •• 0D498 0.1423 _ODI66 22 4122 •• 
______ ,13"~l __ i::Q]~ _---"(-""2.~264"")'_ ~ (-4.736) (O.so3) (1.444) (-O.l1?) 
(11.323) 
05785 •• 
(II lSI) 
(-O.92S) 
011297 
(O.1J3) 
_00433 
(_0.813) 
NES 
NOV 
Rs 
Rs 
-0.0580 0.0062 -0D634 
(-0.694) (OD1I) (-0.739) 
0.D4 •• 0.1213 -OD317 
(3.323) 
0.0619 
(0.674) 
(1.288) 
0.0039 
(0.040) 
(-0.341) 
-0.0549 
(-0.586) 
~ 0.5588 •• 0.3447 •• 0.0832 
-0 D487 000 I -OD092 0D733 0.0221 
(-0.628) (0534) (-O.lOS) (O.8S6) (O.m) 
-OD791 -02948 •• -0.1293 0D297 0D24l 
(-0.941) (-3225) (-1.361) (0320) (0288) 
0.0422 -0.1116 -OD561 -O.Q224 -OD31!3 
(0539) (-1.186) (-O.s63) (-0238) (_O.49C) 
0.0760 -0.6068 •• -0.3704 •• .{I.l275 -OD748 
o 78.S3 •• 
(lOD68) 
06557 •• 
(IS 471) 
01075 
(11162) 
14373 
138297 •• 
09062 •• _0.1471' 1.7E 
(12.918) (·U36) 
O.IOX) •• 00386 39 2718 •• 
______ --=(""S.lI03)=<-- (3.446) (0.862) (O.94~) (~.266) (-3.612) (-1.313) (-0.937) (19.6C~_l!l~L _________ _ 
PHI Rs 
RBO 
RD 
-OD363 0.0092 -O.ll812 -0.1141 0D372 -ODQ80 OD4l1 0D61~ 
(-0.317) (OD17) (-0.719) (-1.293) (0320) (-OD66) (O.3S8) (0.69S) 
0.5653 •• 0.3896 •• 0.1262 -O.Q647 -05489 •• -0.3808 •• -O.lS20 _OD048 
(4.ssS) (1.990) (1.031) (-0.677) (-4.355) (-2:!!?) (-1.232) (-O.QSI) 
-0.1272 .{I.0488 0.0895 0D313 0D389 0D391 -0.1(4) -ODj29 
(-1.222) (-0.446) (0.821) (0.309) (0371) (0.3S6) (-O.9S8) (-O.s2S) 
0.2366 • 0.1561 0.1465 0.ll816 -0.3071" -0.1668 -O.lj15 -OO9}8 
(2.l48J (1.410) (1.3:39) (0.798) (-2.8Il6) (-I.S02) (-1.380) (-0.940) 
0D494 0.0363 0.0212 0.0288 0D070 0D021 -ODI91 0D047 
1466j •• 0D280 011615 
(32oS7.) (o.m) 
1.3659 •• 
(3.OOS) 
0.9364 •• 
0IJ70 • 
(U60) 
0D232 
(16.600) (O.ss7) 
08638 •• 0.0681 
(lS.141) 
06944 •• 
(1.611) 
-OlDJl 
259743 •• 
(1.387) (IDI6) (0592) (0.806) (0.551) (0.167) (-I.SI6) (0.378) (17.l!/1) (-O.lI!) 
0.3287 •• 0.1527 0.1259 -OD310 ODJ52 -ODI16 .{ID255 ODI27 0&70 •• 0D021 IUlJI • 
______ ---1Q~.7~4~3)L_...!([!I~.27O)~ __ !I(I~D4~S)~ _ _._!:'(-O!l.:.2S7)~~_....!(O!!;.3S1)~L._.1:(-O~.27J)~1..-_.1:(-O~.c!":60~I)L.-_.J(OI!'..30==I)I..--~(OS~D83)=:_. -~--- -----
.{I.lm -0.0983 -O.lIl72 -0.1718 0.1111 OD583 0D258 0.1571 09263 •• -00524 3561l ROO 
(-0.967) (-O.7S3) (-O.OS8J (-1.601) (0.887) (0.455) (0..413) (loSI4) (16.l1l6J (-O.ssg) 
03619 •• 03132 • 0.2273 -OD531 -O.l546 •• -O.3j57 •• -0.1788 0D449 0Jlj41 •• 01143 II ~ • 
Q.716) (1.274) (1.738) (-0.469) (-2.68Sl (-2.631) (-1396) (0.410) (14164) (I.1S1) 
-011992 -OD987 -OJJ09 ODI92 0.0969 0001 O.l44.l -OD046 1.1557 ".{I0604 41041 
(-1.117) (-1124) (-1.413) (0.249) (U43) (0.767) (I 70S) (-OD6I) (38 827) (-1.1462 
SCH Rs 
~ O.2.ll98 •• 0.1322 -OD803 0.1119 -0.228.5 • -0.1363 011808 -00861 10936 •• 007}8 171e11 •• 
______ -..-f(1~n8)~~_.J(ll.~429)~_....J(~-O':!!.89~IIl) __ .£(I!..:;.J8!!!lI) __ !:(-~l.ss9)~L._.t(-!;1.4!:!78)!L. _ _.J(O~.IlOS)~L._.1:(-~ID16)~:-_~(J4:-S1l);;:;-:-;~-~(~I.363)~,--._---- ----. 
O.llD4 0.1975 • -O.Il/il9 -OJ1199 -01IJl6 -01410 05548 •• .{I 0 171 37506 SHB 
-0.11129 
(-0033) 
0D618 
(0.669) 
0.2815 •• 0.1246 
(998) (1.281) 
(OOOS) (2.286) (-0.690) (-O.86l) (-0.333) (-1.668) (1l477) (-0.391) 
-O1l925 ODD) _0.3809 •• -0.1175 011151 0D084 04769 •• ODl9O 
(-O.9S1) (0.363) (-4D1l2) (-1213) (0778) (OO9S) (10181) (1929) 
IlJCll • 
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Tnble 3.11: Estimates of tile VECM nnd GraBJer Causality Tests for Stock and Futures Rt'turns_Perlod 2 (continued) 
__ ~_. __ 1IS2 ______ .~~ ____ bL ___ ._~ _______ .1.SL ___ ~ __ ____'6s=_ _ ~ ¥aIi_<Hm: ... ,.., 
Code Dep Val' or.n a.l'l or.n _ pn fa PD P14 IIr I!~.w -(H,,: ... "" 
SHE Rs 0.7114 • 0.5223 03509 0.1137 09215 •• 0.0145 U9V ·03129 '{)D911 
(2.186) (1.499) (1.008) (0.346) (03.085) (1.021) (·1.035) (-0.321) 
Rr 12216 •• 0.8084 • 0.4432 02208 0.8904 •• ·03953 '{).I797 0.0176 119142 • 
_. ______ ---fl"~ __ . ___ QP.!~L._Q:!Q1L_~9~ =_--.,;(""02:.::.5""93)"'-_-"=.::L-____ _ (.1.137) ..J:!!:5SO) (1.D78) 
SIE Rs 0.1086 0.0744 02206 • 03136 •• 1.02S7 •• 
·02117 • '{)3164 •• .{).0558 12.4594 • 
(1.0:30) (0.665) (2.026) (3.439) (30.456) (.1.963) (·3..525) (..(l.739) 
Rr 0.6006 •• 0.1966 02973 •• 03930 •• .03119 •• '{)37«l •• 09822 •• 0.1128 46.2983 •• 
(1.419) . __ ._._._. ____ ._. __ {~..:.~Q~L .... __ ".,,_(l.~~ .. _. ____ {~~_. ___ .J~.!l!!1)"J.:E~L ___ (-3.952) (21.578), __ ..> :.;=,,-
TEF Rs ·0.2162 •• ·0.1129 0.0050 0.0627 02399 •• 0.1253 • 0.0206 '{)D3I& 1.0614 •• .{)oon 19.2178 •• 
(.3.757) (·1.874) (0.083) (1.091) (4.l35) (2.079) (0.341) (·0..553) (35217) (-0321) 
R,. O.lV4 • 0.0261 0D913 0.0193 ·0.0750 .{).o246 '{).o747 .{)DlV 1.0247 •• 0.0036 6.1416 
... __ ..... _._ ................. " ...... __ i2c~. __ . __ .... _(Q:~.!!l..._ ..... __ Qci~1. ... __ ._(Q.319L. ___ (:!.:~ ____ ...J.:Q~t_ ...... _{:!.:!.m __ ... ~~t __ ~ (0.521) 
TI Rs 0.0171 0.0125 ·0.0490 '{)DOIS .0.005& .{).0089 00068 0.0073 I.Ill66 •• 00054 • 3.5156 
(0.522) (0.:382) (·1.491) (-0.055) (-0.148) (·1.150) (0.884) (0.943) (19.112) (1.965) 
R.y 0.0560 .{),3400 • ·0.0828 03148 ·0.0123 0.0049 0.(ll)9 ODl2O 0.988(] •• 0.1308 •• 8.3730 
._ •• _._. ____ ... _ .... _ ..... _"".(O"~~~_ .. _._ .... _i;?.:.!.!~t_ ... "'. __ (;!l"~!1l._. ___ .Jl~~t. ___ .J:0324l. ___ ._.JQ.:.!~ ___ (0024) ___ (0.311) (03.830) (9.636) 
TIM Rs 0.D930 0.0680 ·0.0038 0.1070 ·0.0755 .{).0288 ·0.0635 '{).I287 • 0.8238 •• '{).I235 •• 5.1780 
(1.428) (1.D38) (·0.059) (1.687) (.1.143) (-0.434) (-0.963) (·2.023) (16.350) (·3.691) 
R,. 02335 •• .{).0008 ·0003 0.0364 ·02014·· ODl70 ·ODlOI -0.0574 0.7799 •• '{)D005 12.7615 • 
_"'."'._"' ..... _ .... "'_ .... _ ... __ P,~ __ ._ .. J;!l.:Il.!~_ .. __ ."'J.:D"~.I3L __ JQ~L ___ (.2·~L __ JQ.J~~ ____ (-O·I46) __ (_.0.8S4) _......Q~:~~L. __ . (·0.014) 
TLI Rs ·0D227 .{).0744 0.0478 '{)2053 ODl47 .{).0073 ·0.0717 0.1544 0.ntX) •• '{)D176 2.4764 
(-0.185) (·0.617) (0.403) (·1.702) (0.118) (·0.059) (-0.590) (1.266) (11.668) (·0.557) 
R,. 0.1586 0.1062 0.2983 • '{).I424 '{)2022 '{).2332 .03118 •• 0.1072 0.7454 •• 0.0037 11.1243 • 
..... _ ..... __ ""'''' .. ''' .... _" ...... _ ... {!.:~t ..... ___ Jg.~P.L''' .. ___ JH:m ...... ___ J;!J2~L ... __ J:!.:~~2. __ .{:1.915) ___ ._ (.2.5~1 ____ !!! . '~L __ J!~~!.~L_ ...... __ @:!!!L ___________ _ 
TOT Rs ·0.1435 0.1289 0.1848 -0.0554 0.1300 '{)2341 • ·0.1&59 0.0617 0.7292 •• 0.0096 12.0865 • 
(·1.375) (1.193) (1.720) (-0..549) (1.243) (.2.186) (.1.746) (0.619) (17.183) (0216) 
Ry 0.1662 0.1694 0.1347 ·0.1364 ·0.1460 '{)2626 • ·0.1324 0.1199 0.6767 •• OD8V 7.3795 
........ _ .......... _"' ......... "'_ ... _ .... "'Q"~9.l. ...... _ .. " ... J.!},,2.~L ... _ ... _~lc~1.9.L_"" ... _i;1.JHL ___ ._{:!,:!~ __ {~~~L ____ {:!':~Q91 ___ .J.!.:.I.!i~L __ .. _~:Q~~L_.........J.!.:..89.!iL ______ ...... _ 
UBS Rs 0.0624 0.0282 0.1659 0.1700 • ·0.0736 .{).0335 .0.1447 '{).I596 • 1.0385 •• .{).0719 5.9158 
(0.767) (0.328) (1.953) (2.143) (-0.908) (·0391) (·1.719) (·2.D74) (25.601) (·1.828) 
R.. 0.4202 •• 0.1709 0.2084· 0.1671 • ·0.4302 •• '{).I753 ·0.1955 • '{).I441 1.0017 •• 0.0090 26.75n •• 
... _ ........... _ .. " ....... ", ... ",." ......... " ........ ~.~,I!.!ll ..... _._"._(!.:!l.!i!.L. ___ ... i2"~._. ____ ._(!,9.1~L __ ... J-4962L __ J~1.~L ___ ._{:~illL_---1:1}1~L_~:!.~ ........ _~_ ... _____ _ 
UC Rs 0.1144 0.0970 ·0.0125 0.1434 • ·0.0749 .{).0933 ·0.0917 .{).062O 0.6662 •• '{)D699 • 3.481& 
(1.599) (1.348) (.0.174) (2.054) (·1.075) (·1.326) (.1.313) (·0.921) (14.134) (·2.024) 
Ry 0.2755 •• 0.1081 ·0.0042 0.0701 ·02411·· .{).0701 ·0D467 0.0208 0.6195 •• 0.0432 14.8594 •• 
........ _ ........................ "'" .... _"' ........... Pc1.1.P.L ..... """.".Q.~~~_ .. "'_ ... __ (.:D}!~J. .... __ ._ ... _!.Q~?L ____ (:~,P.:41. __ ... _H~.!L_,,_ (-O.~~51_ ..... _.JQ.J2.~L ... _JI3·~l ____ . __ (l~~ __ ""_. __ ..... _____ _ 
vrv Rs ·0.2113 ·0.1220 ·0.1703 0.0729 0.1750 0.1200 0.1106 -0.0380 0.9967 •• 0.0462 2.5599 
(.l.S63) (.0.846) (.1.221) (0.614) (1.309) (0.841) (0.807) (·0.329) (19.266) (O.so4) 
R.. 0.2993 • 0.1944 ·0.0743 0.0938 ·03260 • '{).I853 0.0337 .{).0329 0.9437 •• 0.1944 • 8.6229 
._ ......... _ ............. ",,,, .... _ ............ ~,.!.Q;l) ........ ,,_.(!.:~9J... .... ,,, .. ,,,,_(;9..:~1,, ___ .. (Il}1!L ____ {:~~7J. ____ J:1~~t __ .... _.(0.2~_. ____ .. (:Q~L_ .... ...J..I"?:~~_ .. __ Q~O..1}! __ """,.,,,. ___ ._ 
VOF Rs 0.0238 0.0623 ·0.1381 ·02084 ·0.0399 -0.0553 0.1348 02467 1.0495 •• .{).0882 4.5667 
(0.113) (0.420) (.0.943) (.J.S91) (-0.290) (.0.376) (0.933) (1.921) (14.891) (.1.260) 
R,. 0.4654 •• 0.1869 .0.0648 '{).I970 ·0.4615 •• '{).I929 0.0570 02266 1.0443 •• '{)D092 14.6455 •• 
"" .. ""_._ .... __ ", ..... _ ...... ", ............. .Q"~9.~L ..... __ ... ,,,(l.:~~Q) ... _. __ .",H.:i~1._. ____ .{;1~1Q)". __ ... _{:3.,~1._ ... _H.:!!~L __ . ......JQ.;~~_ ... _.....J!:.~~ ... _.Q.~~I!.~_._i·0.12~L __ . ____ ..... ... 
VOW Rs .0.0362 .0.0299 0.0472 0.0786 0.0780 0.0191 ·0.0603 .{).0235 09281·· '{)0684 0.9576 
(.0.301) (-0.235) (0.380) (0.723) (0.651) (0.153) (-0.494) (·0.221) (18.888) (·0.862) 
R .. 0,3752 •• 0.0972 ·0.0225 0.0884 ·03194 • '{).I078 ·0.0152 .{).0227 0.8821 •• 0.0920 (2.940) (0.720) (..(l.l7l) (0.767) (.2.S3\l) (.0.813) (..(l.l18) (.0201) (16.934) (1.095) 
Not •• : Thi. table roportsth. VECM estimato. and Oranger cau .. lity te.ts results for the model (3.5 a) and (3.Sb): 
• and •• denote significant I.vel. of 5% and 1%, r •• pectiv.ly. 
Figures in lho p8l8nthosis (.) .,. tho t statistics. 
Ozanger causality t.sts oro booed on tho Wold tests of (HOI: ~u- 0) 0IId (Ht): a.n- 0); tho toots statistics Ole '/,1(4) distnbuted. 
t.-stati.tics and Wold tests ore colculated using White's (1980) heteroskedasticity consittenl variance.covariance matrix. 
Th. cointegrating vector B~I _ p' X~I _ SI-I - F,i! r.stricted to b. tholaggod basis in 011 c ... s; RsIFl·1 is the lagg.d stock ind.x returns. 
Seeth. equations (3.5a) and (3.5b) in the toxt for th. definitions ofth. romoiningtomls. 
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Table 3.11: Summ. .. l)· Results ofYECM_Peliod 1 
Code 
AA 
AGN 
AHL 
ALV 
AXA 
AZN 
BAR 
BNP 
BPA 
BTL 
BVA 
CA 
CGE 
CSG 
DBK 
DCY 
DTE 
ENI 
ENL 
EOA 
ERC 
FTE 
GEN 
GXW 
HAS 
HNM 
ING 
LLO 
MUV 
NDA 
NES 
NOV 
PHI 
RBO 
RD 
ROG 
SCH 
SHB 
SHE 
SIE 
TEF 
TI 
TIM 
TLI 
TOT 
UBS 
UC 
VIV 
VOF 
VOW 
-f 
x 
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Common Factor Weights 
Stock (8s) Futures (9, 1-9s) 
0.454 0.546 
0.990 0.010 
0.549 0.451 
0.624 0.376 
0.979 0.021 
0.948 0.052 
0.782 0.218 
0.661 0.339 
0.461 0.539 
0.750 0.250 
0.563 0.437 
0.784 0.216 
0.958 0.042 
0.674 0326 
0.998 0.002 
0.622 0.378 
0.602 0.398 
0.837 0.163 
0.981 0.019 
0.674 0.326 
0.572 0.428 
0.682 0.318 
0.554 0.446 
0.351 0.649 
0.379 0.621 
0.585 0.415 
0.864 0.136 
0.001 0,999 
0.625 0,375 
0.893 0.107 
0.843 0.157 
0.959 0.041 
0.828 0.172 
0.147 0.853 
0.759 0.241 
0.222 0,778 
0.333 0.667 
1.000 0,000 
0.001 0,999 
0.832 0.168 
0.804 0,196 
0.001 0.999 
0.330 0.670 
0.575 0.425 
0.892 0.108 
0.505 0.495 
0.284 0.716 
0.001 0.999 
0.814 0.186 
0.531 0.469 
. .......................................... 
0.621 OY'9 
Notes: The bivariate Vector Enor Correction Model (3.580) and (3.5b) is run for each 50 pairs of cointegrated stock and futures prices 
p-I p-I 
Rs t :;::: I as,-Rsl_; + I fJ s,-RF t-; +rs B t-I + 8 SRYF I-I + 6S1 
'i-l z'-l' 
,-I ,-I 
RF,t :;::: ~I (XFiRS,t_i + ~I ftFiRF.t-i +YFBt-1 + °FRSlF.t-1 + CF,t 
2- z-
A ""',, indicates that the lagged cross-coefficients ( ~Si or a.Fi) in equations are jointly significant at the 5% level (i.e., Recjection of HOI or Hoi), 
A "+" indicates that the error-correction coefficient ( 'l'S or 'YFi) in equations is significant at the 5% level (i.e., Recjection ofHo3 or H04). 
The (8s) and (8p) is the price discovery contributions (i.e., weight in the cornmon long memory factor) of stock and futures, respectively 
The calculations of the price discovery contributions [(8s) and (8y)] are based on the formula (3,8) in the text. 
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Table ~.1~: Slumn,'1f)' Results ofVECI\CPeliod 2 
Lead-L'g Rel:ltionship Error COI1'ettion Common Factor Weights 
Code Stotk Lead~ Futures Leads Sto ck Adjusts 'utures Adjllsts Stock (8s) Futures (6. - 1-8s) 
AA OJ x + 0.036 0.964 
AGN "/ x + + 0.674 0.326 
AHL "/ "/ 0.717 0.283 
ALV "/ x 0.244 0756 
AJU.. "/ x 0.497 0.503 
AZN x x 0.731 0.269 
BAR "/ x 0.811 0.189 
BNP x x 0933 0067 
BPA "/ x 0.009 0.991 
BTL "/ x 0.784 0216 
BVA "/ x 0.459 0.541 
CA x x 0.425 0.575 
CGE x x 0822 0.178 
CSG "/ x 0.457 0.543 
OBI{ "/ x + 0.001 0.999 
OCY "/ x 0.001 0.999 
OTt x x 0590 0410 
ENI "/ x + 0.001 0.999 
ENL x x 0.001 0.999 
EOA x "/ 0.635 0.365 
ERC "/ x 0.827 0.173 
ITt "/ x 0.834 0.166 
GEN "/ x 0.'159 0.541 
crxw x x 0.595 0.405 
HAS "/ x + 0.931 0.069 
HNM "/ x 0.317 0.683 
ING "/ x + 0996 0.004 
LLO x x 0.001 0999 
MUV "/ x 0.172 0.828 
NOA "/ "/ 0.440 0.560 
NES "/ x 0.713 0.287 
NOV 
'" 
x + 0.208 0.792 
PHI "/ x + 0.894 0.106 
RBO x x 0.745 0.255 
RD "/ x 0.972 0.028 
ROG "/ x 0686 0.314 
SCH "/ x 0.556 0.444 
SHB "/ x 0.839 0.16\ 
SHE "/ x 0.548 0.'152 
SIE "/ "/ 0.669 0.33\ 
TEF x "/ 0.626 0.374 
T1 x x + + 0.960 0.040 
TIM 
'" 
x + 0.001 0.999 
TLI "/ x 0.172 0828 
TOT x "/ 0.896 0.104 
UBS "/ x o 112 0.888 
UC "/ x + 0.382 0.618 
VN x x + 0.808 0.\92 
VOF "/ x 0.001 0.999 
VOW 
'" 
x _______ Jl.:.?]~ __ ._. ___ . _____ .. '1:.~.~6 ___ . __ ._ 
i ~d Ii + Ii 8 D.~15 D.48~ x 14 44 44 42 l\Il'rul 
Note" Th. bi .. enete v.ctor En-orCotr.ctionMod.I(3.!ia) end (3.!ib) it run for eoob50 poi.., ofooinl.grolecl stook anclfutur •• prio .. 
~I ~I Rs,I = aSiRsl_t + PSiR',I_i+rsB,_I+ t5SRSi,,_1 + BSI i_I I_I 
,-1 ,-1 
R'-A = f. a ll RU _1 + t.; Pll R'-A_1 +Y,B,-I + t5,RS1N_I + e'-A _I _ 
A '-f' indicate. that. the 1agg.cI crols-co.fficlent. (~Si or 1l.JI) ID .quations ar. )oinUy ligruficent at. the 5% 1 .... 1 (u. Recjection of HOI or Hal). 
A '+' indtoate. tb4t the .rror-corr.cb.on co.llici.m( 'IS or.",,) in lquatiOIU it .igruficent at. the 5% 1 .... 1 ( ..... R.cj.ction ofHo3 or Mo.). 
Th. (as) and (ep) it th, pric. di.co .. .". conlnhution. (u. w.ight in the common long m.mosy factor) of .tock and futur, .. r •• p.ctiv.ly. 
The ce1cu1ab.on. of tho price disco .. .". conlnbutiono [ces) andCe,)] are based on the formula (3 8) in the tOll 
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Table 3.1-1. Desniptive St.,tistics ofUSF S}"'lre ill Price Discovery_Peliod 1 & :: and Z-tut 
Mp:Ul Z-lest Std Devbtion :!5e. pPHPntilp I\It'diall ~5e. pPTCpntile 
A: Inh'o(luctioll Pl'lio(l 
Frllnce (7) 0.2918 0.3362 0.Q748 0.2163 03285 
Gemany (8) 0.3115 01518 0.2867 03757 0.3826 
Italy (6) 0.5020 0.3669 0.2334 05582 0.7043 
N etherlllnds (6) 0.2593 0.2022 0.1449 0.2067 0.3986 
Spain (3) 0.4331 0.2357 03162 0.4368 05519 
Sweden (5) 0.2751 0.2059 0.1066 0.4153 0.4252 
Switzerland (5) 0.3596 0.2904 0.1572 0.3260 0.4951 
UK(IO) 0.5366 0.3478 0.2263 0.5800 0.8018 
VvllOle S:unple (50) 0.3788 0.2858 0.1638 0.3568 0.5::83 
B: Matwity Pt'liod 
Frllnce (7) 0.2551 U <0.2482> 0.2000 0.1349 0.1780 03477 
Oemany (8) 0.6392 l' <-2.8600> .... 0.2870 0.3985 0.5912 0.8705 
Italy (6) 0.6993 l' <-0.9103> 0.3837 0.5602 0.8085 09990 
N etherlllnds (6) 0.2851 l' <-0.1538> 0.3577 0.0473 01946 0.3151 
Spain (3) 0.4531 l' <-0.1381> 0.0841 0.4089 0.4438 0.4926 
Sweden (5) 0.4810 l' <-1.2607> 0.3017 01734 0.5598 0.6827 
Switzerlllnd (5) 0.5649 l' <-1.1534> 0.2723 0.3143 0.5425 0.7922 
UK (10) 0.4844 U <0.3260> 0.3688 0.2253 0.3373 0.8560 
Whole S:unpll' (50) 0.4848 t <-1.7280. * 0.3258 0.1980 004181 0.;831 
NotE This table presents the cross-sectional descriptive statistics of the USF share in price discoevry estimated on the basis ofVECM adjusment coefficients 
in equations (3.5a) and (3.5b) and as given by formular (3.8). The sample consist ofa total of 50 USFs including(i) 10 USFs based on stocks traded 
in UK, (n) 7 USFs for stocks traded in France, (iii) 8 USF s for stocks traded in Germany, (iv) 6 USFs for stocks traded in Italy, (v) 6 USF s for stocks 
traded in Netherlands (Vl) 3 USF s for stocks traded in Spain, (vil) 5 USFs for stocks traded in Sweden, lind (vii!) 5 USFs for stocks traded in Switzerlllnd' 
Non-parametric Wilcoxon signed rank test (Z-test) is used to examine whether the mean value of(811 in the introduction period is signifICantly lower. 
< > Wilcoxon 2-test statistics 
", **, **+ Significant ott 10%, 5% and 1% leve~ respectively. 
l' = significant hilier share in price discovery; U = significant lower share in price discovery 
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Table 3.15: Estimat •• of the VECM and Cr.wcer Callnlity Tests for Stork and Futures Return.~_FULL Period_Umeslrict.d 
•• AA Rs ·O.ll337 ·OD584 0.0871 0.1579" OD288 .oD053 .0.1347' .0.1619" 1.1074" .0.1063" 11.5501 • 
(.1.370) (.0.892) (1.36S) (2.887) (11.467) (.0.081) (.2.118) (.2991) (50.696) (.2.643) 
R,- 0.4230" 0.1484' 02226" 0.1954" .o.44Xl" .0.1820 •• .02502 •• .o.2CT12" 1D610" 0.0323 515490 • 
.09975 •• .0 0102 
($.3.417) (.0296) 
... -......... --...... -----____ (~!!~.!L._.Qxm ____ ~ .. ___ .. ~_.(_!!~~66~~~-~ _____ ~ __ ~,~ .----.1--------
AON Rs OD05O ·OD216 .0.0081 OD055 ·0D003 .oDOI9 .oD026 .oD043 UUI •• .00017 ---- '0.3081 
-09610 •• -0 0838 •• 
(11.216) (.0.981) (.o.39S) (11299) (.0.022) (.0.136) (.02 IS) (.0.494) (52.984) (.oD9S) 
R,- 0.1441 0.1067 0.1154 00038 ·0.1722 •• .0.1322' .oD870 
.oD454 1.4335 •• 0.8151 •• 43281 
(-201177) 
-.---------------(!!!,~L . ._J!,!l~ _____ (!.:~)_~ ______ .@!1~L ___ ..(.:~.!?1L_J:L~_ (-195:1L 
AHL Rs ·0.1632 ·0.2432' .o3354··.o.!l989 0.1959' 03176" 02492' 
~.1.4I8) ~13.47~ Q'!~ 
0.1272 12043 •• 0.0102 12.7367 • 
.09365 •• .oD725 
(·1.616) (.2.276) (-3.14S) (·0.984) (1.988) (3.054) (l393) 
Ry 02226' -0.1345 .02688' .oD787 -0.1511 02075 0.1933 
(130S) (l8.m') (11586) (·:2II.99S) (.0.656) 
0.1189 1.0874" 0.0210 12.7738 • 
-----------___ .Q~~U_~?'2. ___ (.2.3812 ______ {:!!,~ ____ ,(__!~ __ (!.:~__.J!:!.~ 
ALV Rs ·OD504 ·0.1874 •• ·OD769 .0.0522 0.1062' 0.1735" 0.0678 13.4673 • 
(1.U3) ___ Q~ .. mQ..:.~. ____ I---____________ ... _ 
0.0074 12815" 0.0189 
.09147 •• .03756 •• 
(·1294) (.3.793) (.U.H) (·1297) (l.497) (3.420) (1356) (11.192) (49.867) (1.890) 
Rr 0.6938" 0.2740" 0.1042' ·0.0280 ·05897 •• .02539 •• .0.1183' .0.0285 1004" OD4U" 316.0065 • 
(-45.709) (.3.880) 
__ ..... _ .... _____ !..(~Z_!L-Q,?:Q~ ____ ......Q2!..~ ______ (·0.651) __ !Q~_(~~?).......Q.~_ (.o.69I) __ ~ (3903) 
AXA Rs 0.1037 •• ·OD358 .oD263 -0.0368 -ODOI3 .oD073 .oDOI2 0D124 12822 •• .0.0009 1.1307 
·1 DI28" 0D450 
(4297) (-1.480) (.1.089) (-1.523') (.oD97) (.0532) (.oD8'/) (O.90S) (35.106) (.0312) 
R,- 0.1763 •• ·OD027 ODI08 .oD872 ·0.0303 .oD212 .oD003 ODl5O 12250" 0.0<0l" 1335.37 • 
(.13.707) (11204) 
------... --...... __ ._.Q~.!2.L_J:!l,~ .... _ ...~72 .... __ .~ ... (_.Q,~.Ql. __ (:!!:~~L_J::!!:!!!)L~ ..... _Q.Q!!lL_ (6276) 
AZN Rs .0.0956 .OD336 .0.0008 .0.1279 0.1590 .0.0597 .00012 0.1130 0.8312" 0.0197 "--"-_ ... _-_ .. _ .. _----_ .. ---73Nl I .09984 •• .oDl07 
(.0.819) (-0.273) (.0.006) (.1333) (1344) (.0.483) (.oDlO) (1.186) (24.023) (11221) (.217.869) (.0.296) 
R,- 0.4605" 03606" 0.2219 .oD356 .03886 •• .0.4351 •• .02146 0.0339 0.7511" 0.1818' 192650 • 
.......... __ .. ___ .... __ ....... Q:~!.!J __ .Q,~~,s) ___ ........ {!.:?9..!2_._._.(·037!L ...... (:_~,~IL....(:~,~_!!)_ .... _(:!.:~_._~5) ..... _Q~......Q.~ .... ________ . ___ .... _____ ..... __ . _______ _ 
BAR Rs 0.0544' -OD509' 0.0163 .0.0289 0.0198' .oD022 .0.0151 .0.0025 1.1704" .0.0032 6.6049 .0.4157 •• -36090 •• 
(2509) (.2.352) (0.751) (-1.330) (2.023) (.0.222) (.1.549) (.0.256) (36.867) (-1.952) (-2.691) (-3.518) 
R,- 0.1249 ·0.0653 .o.l666·.oD432 0.0081 .0.0011 .0.0145 0.0030 1.0969" 0.0060 11.4739 • 
.... ..... _ ................. (I.,~!) ............ ~:g,~~ ... _.Q:.!.2,;) ......... C:.q:~ ........ _ ..... @~JL ... _(~,~~ ...... ...J.:!!:£?2 _____ i1?~_ .. ____ Q.~ __ ... _(IJ~ ..... _____ ..... __ . __ ....... _ .. _______________ .. ___ ... _. 
BNP Rs 0.1165 •• -OD613' .0.0083 0.0344 -0.0530" 0.0069 0.0060 .0.0250 0.9230 •• .0.0021 9.8066 • I .0.8843 •• .0.4710 
(4.254) (.2.227) (·0.302) (1.251) (.2.768) (0.359) (1131S) (·1.313) (35.724) (-1345) (.2.806) (.0371) 
Ry 0.2510 •• -0.0569 ODIII ·0.0145 -OD882' OD0I7 0.0175 .0.0185 0.8370" 0.0037 265259 ., 
____ .......... _ ...... _ ..................... (~,~L_~:.t!..~,s) __ ... _ .. @IJ2 .......... (~ ___ .... (·_~~ __ @,~~~ ..... ~. ____ Q.?~ __ .... {I.,~~ ____ . ________ ... _ ... _____ .... _________ . 
BPA Rs 0.0290 -0.0176 .0.0796 .0.0126 -0.0592 ·0.0365 0.0571 0.0307 0.8443 •• -0.1325 0.8800 .09914 •• .0.0530 • 
(0242) (.0.139) (.0.653) (.0.123') (.0.492) (.0.287) (0.466) (0297) (29591) (-1521) (-274.19S) (-2.350) 
R,- 0.4875·' 0.2213 ·0.0164 0.0569 ·0.5148 •• ·02689' -0.0039 .0.0248 0.7950" 0.0399 199152 •• 
___ ............... __ .... (1,Q.!~ __ ....Q,~~_ ... _ ('O.13~ ______ .~ ____ .(:.~~_(:~!!~--l-.Q.·m)L~ ____ ... Q7.482L_. __ .~,~&....... ________ ._ ._._. _______ .... _________ . 
BTL Rs ·0.1661 •• -OD780 0.0612 0.1451" 0.1852" 0.0659 .0.1266' -0.1250' 09839" 0.0027 26.1424'· I .0.8376 •• . 0.8590 •• 
(-3.106) (.1.444) (1.132) (2.718) (3.633) (1.281) (.2.457) (-2.439) (22.994) (0297) (-17.111) (.3.238) 
R,- -0.0342 ·0.0348 0.0183 0.1275 • 0.0541 0.0153 .0.1108 -0.0931 0.8848" 0.0235' 5.3231 
_ ... ___ ........ __ . ___ .(_.Q2!~L.i:P.,~.~~ __ .... ~~62 .... _ ........ (2..:!.~ ______ @~ .... @2:.~~~~....f~ __ ........ Q!!.QZL...1A~ ________ .. _I-_____ .. ___ .. _____ ._ .... 
BVA Rs ·0.1209 ·0.1778 •• -0.0979 .0.0899 0.1419' 0.1844" 0.0819 0.0890 13212 •• .0.1052 9.3018 1 ·09986 •• .0.0051 
(.1.846) (.2.669) (-1.559') (.1.760) (l.lO9) (2.720) (1281) (1.733') (71.336) (.1.879) (·298.167) (.0.626) 
Rr 0.3495" 0.0968 0.0754 0.0484 ·0.3005 •• ·OD921 ·0.069.5 .oD527 12413" 0.1267' 365735 • 
_ .. _ ... _ .......... _._ ................ _O':.~.~!L_ .... Q,~_ ...... _QJ.~72 ............ ~~_ ....... (~,~.(:!,~~,s)......f!:~ __ ... __ C:!.:.~ ... __ ~ __ . ...Q.~~. ______ ..... _____ ..... __ .. ______________ ... ... 
CA Rs ·0.1059 -0.0062 0.0196 .0.1584 • 0.0589 .0.0119 .0.0274 0.1396 0.7981 •• .0.0673 65282 I -09953 •• .0.0167 
(-1.170) (-0.064) (0.211) (.2.051) (11.640) (.0.124) (.0.294) (1.828) (29.958) (.1.012) (.I82.I5S) (.0.807) 
Rr 0.3991" 02265' 0.1300 .0.0745 ·0.4116 •• .02514 •• .0.1128 0.0556 0.7386" 0.1031 242103 •• 
.................... __ (1:.~2,;) ........... Q}~~ ..... __ .. (!.:.~.72 .. __ J:.Q·96~.L. __ .(-.~,~~ ..... _ ..... {:~,~ __ 6)_.B.·!l?) ..... _ .. __ ~ __ Q?~ ....... {!~~?X ____ ... __ ........... _ ...... ___ .. ______ ..... _____ _________ _ 
CGE Rs ·0.1080 0.0452 0.0513 02060" 0.1151 -0.0054 .0.0348 .0.1773" 1.4453" 0.11:211 163913 • I -ID04O" oDIn" 
(.o.90S) (11.428) (0.518) (3.098) (0.994) (.0.053) (.0.410) (-2.824) (25.488) (O.89S) (-1053350) (5.162) 
R,- 0.0275 0.1407 0.1493 0.2366" -0.0107 .0.1228 .0.1378 .02079" 1.3348" 0.8914'· 13.7334 • 
__ •• ___ •• n_ •• __ n __ n ••• ___ " •• _ ..... _ ••• (P..:~~!t ........... .Q~~~g) ... ___ (L~.~_92 .. ___ .. _.,Q.~~~. _____ .. _(~;;~J2. __ (:!.:!_q~ ____ (eJ.:.~ ___ ~ _____ ~.!J1QL _____ {~~.!~ __ ... _ ..... _n" ___ ' __ .n'._,' __ ' .M _______ •• _ •• ___ •• ___________ • _____ _ 
CSG Rs .0.1540· 0.0628 0.1008 0.0926 0.1764' 0.0051 .0.0939 .0.1180 1.5000'· 0.0008 105293 • .09480 •• .0.1876 
(.2.027) (0.714) (1.143) (1.221) (l.336) (0.059) (-1.078) (-1.582) (39.273) (OD4S) (-25.598) (-1.331) 
R,- 0.4555·' 0.3975" 0.2540" 0.1002 -0.4287 •• -0.3284 •• .02450 •• .0.1345 1.5015" 0.0212 38.8046 •• 
.... _ ..___ ... __ ... __ .. _ ............. __ J.~~ .... _ ....... ~,~?) ..... __ .Q..:8."!.~ ______ .Q1!..I!L ....... (:~,I!6~ __ (:~}_~,s) ___ @~ ___ ~ ______ ~~ _____ Q_,~!..9L. ______________________ -.--... -.----.------
OBK Rs .0.0507 -0.0559 -0.0363 .0.0734 0.0439 0.0373 0.0422 0.0514 1.1150 •• ·0.0628 1.7130 I .09975 •• .0.0111 
(.0.890) (-0.924) (.0.634) (.1.657) (0.754) (11.621) (11.755) (1.225) (54.153) (-1.330) (.206.63S) (.0551) 
Rr 0.5738" 0.3825" 0.1838" .0.0354 -05102 •• .03789 •• .0.1593" 0.0144 09527" 0.1588" 1002525 •• 
_ ...... _ ... __ .......... _____ ~)~ __ ~}_~~ ... __ ...Qc~82 __ ...... (:~ ____ (:~~.(:E~).......Q.~ ____ @l!~ .. __ l.~:.!!..Ql..... __ . __ Qp.~ __ .... _____ -.------.. --.-.. -------
DeY Rs -0.0596 .0.0274 0.0543 ·0.0066 0.0602 0.0032 .0.0180 0.0366 1.0300 ••• 0.0608 3.7561 I .0.9865 •• .00508 
(.1.206) (.0.507) (1.03S) (-0.149) (1.182) (11.060) (.0346) (0.849) (45.248) (.1.874) (.92.231) (.1.308) 
Rr 0.4901" 0.3159" 0.1994" 0.0713 .0.4241 •• -03235 •• .0.1569 •• .oD325 0.8892" 0.0613 85.1943 • 
______________ ... _(\l,2..2..tlL ...... Q,~ ..... _...Q,~;!,22 ____ .... ~ ____ H,~_(:~,~~~_(_l~----~---Q6~---Ql~---------- .. -----.. - ... --------------...... 
OTE Rs -0.0695 -0.0946 .0.1122 .0.0883 0.0451 0.0625 0.0496 0.0970' 1.1002'· .0.1128 45371 I .IDOI3·· 00041 
(.0.983) (-1.341) (.1.731) (-1.770') (0.627) (0.887) (0.776) (2.026) (37.141) (-1.73S) (-289.17S) (11.433') 
R,- 0.4659" 0.2522" 0.1281 .0.0084 -0.4130 •• .02526 •• .0.1767" 0.0282 09258" 0.2136·· 52.3653 • 
.... _ ..... ____ ............ __ .. _ .... _ .... _(~2.!2,;) .. _ .. _ ... Q,~ ... __ ... (1.9562 ____ ._(-0.1~ ........... __ (:~,~ .... __ (:.~,~~ __ ~ _____ (30....!!?L ____ ~ ___ .. _-_ .. -....... ---... ------.... -------.. ---
ENI RS .0.0461 -0.0457 .0.0098 .0.0116 0.0242 0.0126 .o.OO4J 0.0086 0.8067" 0.0029 32670 I -1.0429" 0.1719 
(-1.868') (-1.852) (-0.396) (-0.470') (1.517) (11.792) (.0.251) (0542) (29.956) (1.762) (.5851) (0352) 
R,- 0.0215 -0.0101 .oD210 -0.007 0.0025 .0.0027 0.004J 0.0131 0.7477" 0.0130" 1.4386 
__ .............. _ ... _. ____ @,~ .. _c.-Q.:~!) ...... _(:IL~_'7) .......... (:!!..~~L ...... _@,~ ___ (~,~!)_@J_~ ___ ....lll.,~ ___ ... Q~. ___ ~~._ ... _._ .... ---.----.. ------------.. 
ENL Rs ·0.0632' -0.0044 0.0044 .0.0291 -0.0204 -0.0037 0.0001 0.0221 0.7527" 0.0003 4.0679 1 -12112" 0.4392 
(.2.4111) (.0.173) (11.173) (-1.158') (-1.354) (.0.247) (11.006) (1.463) (29.354) (11.163) (-4.478) (11.901) 
R,- ·0.0033 0.0171 0.0061 .0.0052 .0.0518 0.0151 .oD125 O.OISO 0.6351'· 0.0132" 0.1353 
~ __ w~ .............. ---(~~~~~?l ...... ~62_ .... (:9.:!~_ .......... ( .... L~.u._ .... ~;!!)--l-.Q.~ ...... _~ ........ __ Q~~~ ___ .. _____ ------
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IDA 
-'!!!L""-"~""""~ __ ~ __ -""'--_--'=?L._....12!.._ 
De Var!l.n II.ft 
.. 0.1617 .... 0.0567 -0.0271 
( .. 2.844) (-0.959) (-0.481) 
0.D890 
(1.857) 
0.0171 
(Tl.m) 
-O.Q88.4 
( .. 1.841) 
R,. 02876·· 0.1714·· 0.D786 0.1060· .. 0.3296'· -0.1847 •• -O.Q667 -0.1055 • 
0.6818·· -0.0718 6JOOI 
(30.510) ( .. 1.660) 
................... - ___ .. _~ ........ __ (2~ .. _<!.:~ (2.129) ~~ .. _ .. ~_( .. I.lJIJ) ( .. 2.1 I}) 
I!RC Rs 0.D445 0.D975 -0.2522 •• -0.2413·· .. 0.D083 -0.1467· O.lI!9O.. 0.2222.. 1.8163 •• 
(Tl.672) (1.423) ( .. 3.679) ( .. 3.636) (-O.In) ( .. 2.m) (2.853) (3.4lO) (29.068) (2.66}) 
R,. 0.3373·· 0.1172 -0.2204 •• -0.2641·· -03167·· -O.lm· 0.1728· 0.2605·· 1.8046·· 0.0305·· 443131 • 
................ ---.................... ~:mL ........ (I..:~ .. !L ...... (~~~:?Q2.L~ .. ~!L"'@:~.?L ........ Q~ .... Q!I.!~_~!) .. _ .. (3~ .......... __ ......... .. 
FTE Rs 0.0163 .. 0.1427 0.1123 0.D613 0.0737 0.1187 -O.07~ -O~ 1.2141 •• -0.0152·· 34599 
(0.178') ( .. 1.483) (1.!70) (0.671) (Tl.796) (1.224) (-O.rn) (-0.514) (25.083) ( .. 3344) 
Rp 0.3706·· 0.0430 0.2459· 0.1101 -0.2705 •• -0.0544 -0.1987· -0.0851 1.1468 •• -0.0142 •• 22.6271 • 
......... - ............ _ .... _ .. (~:!!~ .. 5) .............. ~~L ...... Q,~_-1!: .. ~~ .... ....J~J.Q~L.~ .... _.{~~ .... (:9 .. ~,~~_(-3.1IJL ___ ....... _ .. 
OEM Rs 0.0097 .. 0.0295 -0.0650 0.D771 0.0656 00076 0.D320 -0.0643 1.0189 •• -O.lm • 29105 
(0.106) (-0.326) (-O.nt) (1.119) (0.713) (Tl.083) (0379) ( .. 0942,) (41968) ( .. 2.D95) 
R,. 0.4153 •• 0.1876 • 0.0591 0.1391 • ..0.3265 •• -O.204!l • 
-0.0700 -0.1339 • 09681 •• 0.1510 27.7089 •• 
................... --_ ...................... _~!!~ .............. (2.J!?!L. .... ..@2 .. ~~~ .... ---':L.5!I.?)_~ {-O.839) .. .0...986) (39.39?) .... Q.8~ 
GXW Rs .. 0.1902 .. 0.m8 0.1533 0.0441 0.1815 0.0648 -0.1784 -0.0536 0.8192 •• -0.1419 8.5414 
( .. 1.551) ( .. 1.225) (1.276) (0.441) (I.~O) (Tl.507) ( .. I.~4) ( .. 0.533) (28.056) ( .. I.~ 
R,. 0.3097· 0.1796 0.3289·· 0.1003 .. 03220· -0.2668· .. 03.:158·· -O.D978 0.7651·· 0.0554 11.6487 • 
..................................................... Q,~~ ........... (!..:~9). .... _ .... Q,~ .... _._.~:.~ ..... ~..5.6_4) ....... _~.Q~ ...... _E~~~L .. l:!lJ..~,?2~ .. ~5) .. __ .. __ ...... __ 
HAS Rs .. 0.1258 .. 0.0328 0.0258 0.D739 0.1319 0.0075 0.0054 -0.0190 0.8309 •• -0.0802· 4.2620 
( .. 1.801) (-0.440) (Tl.352') (1.128) (1.865) (Tl.lOO) (O.D73) (-0.287) (36.011) ( .. 2.144) 
0.2834·· 0.1233 0.0506 0.1114 ·0.2611 .... 0.1450 -0.0108 .. 0.0323 0.7980·· 0.0138 19.8113 • 
............ _._ ............... _~~!l.) .......... (1.:~ ... @2 .. ~L..l!:!..~ ... ~~~.L ... .< .. 1.959)_ ...... ~~ .. (:9:~_ •.. .Q~~~~ ....... ____ . __ _ 
HNM Rs .. 0.0322 0.0080 0.0614 0.D266 .. 0.0706 -0.0628 -0.0874 -O.O62.l 0.6482 •• -0.1229 1.3019 
(-0.341) (0.084) (0.702') (0.374) (-0.753) (-0.673) ( .. 1.014) ( .. 0.918) (20.207) ( .. 1.451) 
0.4452'· 0.2829·· 0.2365·· 0.1198 .. 0 . .:1365 •• -03491 •• -0.257.:1 •• -0.1297 0.62.l3·· 0.1924· 21.6206 • 
.............................. ....... (~:f.1Jl2. ........... 9.:.S!.()§L ••• (;Z,~ .. ~_~ .. ~~ ... --.0_~ .... ( .. 3.626) ........ (:~lI!'L ... (:I.~~,~1:l)_~~L ... __ .. _ .. _. 
INO Rs 0.0104 0.0084 -0.0523· 0.0117 0.0063 ·0.0071 -0.0098 -0.0025 1.4110 •• -0.0016 0.6123 
(0.485) (0.394) (.2.453) (Tl.~ (Tl359) (-0.417) (-0.557) (.0.144) (65.495) (-0.813) 
R,. 0.0762 ·0.0042 .. 0.0398 0.0283 ·0.0412 -0.0070 -0.0065 -0.0100 13630·· 0.0094·· 5.2425 
.......... ___ .................. QJ .. ~ ............ f .. IUQ.?L ........... (:!,9 .. ~?)_ .. __ (!l:~~ .... _--C:.~E.~ .... _ .. .l~lli!) ............ (:!I1!!.!L .... (:9 .. ~!~~~ .. ~~ ............ ___ _ 
u.o Rs 0.0485 .. 0.0461 0.0820 0.0585 .. 0.0149 0.D140 -0.0923 .. 0.0612 1.1036 •• -0.0542 • 3.3261 
(Tl.822') (-0.736) (1.319) (1.017) (-0.247) (Tl.221) ( .. 1.468) ( .. I.D62') (35.748) ( .. U57) 
R,. 0.4056'· 0.0190 0.0736 0.0740 .. 03472 •• -0.0786 -O.D715 -O.D956 1.0132·' 0.0069 52.1238 •• 
.................. __ ._ .................. .....(~~ ................ (o.:.~.~L ...... QJ .. ~~:f..!.'2 .... ~~~ .... _ .. J:!:..1~ ...... _ .. (:!~ .... (:! .. ~=2)<--->(O=.2~L ........ __ .. __ .. 
MUV Rs 0.0159 .. 0.1556· -0.1258· .. 0.0868 0.0672 0.1620·· 0.104l 0.0704 1.2187·· 0.0033 7.2373 
(0.313) ( .. 2.473) ( .. 2.015) ( .. 1.739) (1.276) (2.592') (1.706) (1.506) (44.590) (0.137) 
R,. 0.8221·· 0.4103·· 0.1423· 0.0554 .. 0.6873 •• -03782 .... 0.1887 •• -0.0654 1.0285·· 0.0454 237.5078 • 
-09952 •• -0.0196 
( .. 180.784) (-0.884) 
-09436 •• -0.1320 
( .. 19992) (-0.962) 
-0.6212 .... 11070 •• 
( .. 5.581) ( .. 3.065) 
-09952 •• -O.D337 
( .. 358.782) ( .. 1.683) 
-09726 •• -0.1841 • 
( .. 74982') ( .. 2.117) 
.. 1.0058·' 0.0321 
(.235.358) (1.414) 
-09590 •• -0.1288 
( .. 7.822') (-0.330) 
-09933 •• -O.D465 
( .. 73984) (-0.555) 
-09723 •• -0.1101 
( .. 80.931) ( .. 1.873) 
.................................................... _!~,~.~!') ............... ~.c~~ ........ Q,9~?)_ .. __ .l!:~~ .... _!0.:.7J.!? .... _ .. Q,~.?J. ........ j:~·79L .... (:! .. ~J.L.....m:!'.6_C12._ .. ~?.~ __ .. _ .. __ . __ .... __ .. _ ..... __ ............ ___ ........ _ .. ___ ._ 
NDA Rs .. 0.2179 .... 0.1314 .. 0.1559 .. 0.0179 0.1305 0.0948 0.1206 .. 0.0301 0.8732 .... 0.0284 5.0748 1 .. 1.0023 o. 0.0094 
(-2.715) ( .. 1.555) ( .. 1.884) ( .. 0.242') (1.600) (1.108) (1.4«)) ( .. 0.401) (25.805) (-0.606) ( .. 130.679) (Tl307) 
R,. 0.1780' 0.0302 -0.1101 -0.0247 .. 0.2488·· -0.0649 0.0563 -0.0232 0.8475·' 0.0863 9.5957 • 
.................. _ .... _ ...................... Q.:~J.~ ................ @}!'-~ ..... _ ..... (:!}~~_(:9 .. ~1L--<:!! .. ~!J.. .......... (~.:.mL .. __ .. _@~,5L ... _ .. (:9 .. -!L~,~ .. ~?L_ ... _(!..!?~ ............ __ .. _ ...... _ .. _ ....... __ ............... __ ...... _ .. __ .. __ 
NES Rs .. 0.1735 .... 0.1517· -O.1~I· -0.1386· 0.1380· 0.0889 0.D973 0.1302· 0.7127'· .. 0.0032 8.3963 I -09910 •• -0.0536 
( .. 2.577) ( .. 2.146) ( .. 2.170) ( .. 2.449) (2.064) (1.263) (1.454) (2.374) (32.473) ( .. 0.062') ( .. I2.l.n9) ( .. 1.179) 
Rr 0.3490'· 0.1511· 0.0198 .. 0.0701 .. 0.3881 .... 0.1914 .... 0.0560 0.0.l91 0.6480·' 0.1853·· 31.6038 •• 
......... ___ ..................................... _~~ .............. (2J!3!L ...... @}ZL.l::!:J_~ ... ........ill .. ~~ ........... ( .. 2.592) ....... _ .. (:~~ .... .Q.~ __ .@J .. ~?) .... _(3..i~ _____ .................. .. 
NOV Rs 0.0000 0.0306 0.0280 0.1169 0.0037 -0.0556 .. 0.0941 -0.0848 0.7637 •• -0.1010 2.6m ..0.992.:1 •• -0.0314 
( .. 0.000) (0.366) (Tl.355) (1.817) (Tl.046) (-0.666) ( .. 1.207) ( .. 1.361) (35.853) ( .. 1.466) ( .. 159.264) ( .. 1.242') 
0.5017·· 0.3463" O.l!lO8· 0.1667·· .. 0.4900·· -0.3630 •• -0.2358 •• -0.1191 0.7444·· 0.1533· 41.8889 • 
......... _____ ... _ ... _ ................................ (6..:~ __ ........... (~).~.6,) ............... Q,¥.?.L .... ....Q:.6..!!?.. .... __ (~..:..Ol!~ .... _ ...l-4.~~ ............ (:~ ____ (:!.?~~ .. __ .Q~}!~~~'!!.)_ .. ____ .................... _ 
PHI Rs .. 0.0476 0.0926 0.1139 0.0875 0.0224 -0.1274 -0.0999 -0.0907 1.4321 •• -0.0197 3.5561 -09971 •• -0.0080 
(-0.413) (O.n9) (1.037) (1.016) (0.189) ( .. 1.070) (-0910) ( .. 1.060) (48.458) (-0.185) (-412.019) ( .. 1.058) 
RF 0.4317·· 0.3605·· 0.2405' 0.1175 .0.4540 •• -0.3882·· -02171 -0.1178 1.3609·· 0.2957'· 12.8189 • 
...... _ ........ __ .. __ ..... _Q.,~ ................ (2.Yl9..L ......... Q) .. ~L_(1}~~_._-EJ .. ~!) ...... ___ {:3.:.!1Sll ............ (:!~ .... (:! .. ~-.L~_ .. _Q.!.9~L ........ ___ ... _ ........ __ .... _ .... _ .. ____ . ___ ...... _ .. _ ..__ _ 
RBO Rs .. 0.1786· .. 0.0727 0.02.l3 0.1286 0.1884· 0.0610 -0.0566 -0.1502 • 1.1202·' -0.0653 132850 • I .. 1.0028·' O.D2O.l 
(.2.319) (-0.873) (Tl.315) (1.931) (2.413) (0.728) (-0.695) ( .. 2.214) (37.719) ( .. 1.313) ( .. 57.371) (Tl15!/) 
R,. 0.3568·· 0.1981· 0.1569· 01964·· .. 0.3243·· -0.2328 •• -0.1836' -0.2041·· 1.0732·' 0.0.l38 27.5121 • 
..... _ ............. _ .. __ ......................... (4.:~~ ............... (2.:..~_ .. _(!,!'!!~ __ .. Q.:~ .... __ C:.~J.1.~_ .... _ .. ( .. 2.791)._ .... _ .. (:~~ .... (:~:~-'-~~8!) .... ________ ........ ______ .. ____ .. _ .._. __ 
RD Rs .. 0.0426 .. 0.0427 0.0301 0.0261 0.0201 0.0018 -0.0138 0.0009 0.7062 •• -0.0002 2.2182 1 0.7092 .. 5.4846 
( .. 1.682') ( .. 1.684) (1.186) (1.030) (1.218) (.1l.107) (-0.839) (Tl.o53) (36.361) (-0.305) (Tl.426) ( .. 0.865) 
R,. 0.0453 .. 0.0190 0.0782 0.0106 0.0226 -0.0072 -0.0216 0.0069 0.6653 •• -0.0015 3.4)71 
.................. _ ........................ _ ...... ~~ .............. (~9.E.1!)_ ......... (!,~_~~ ...... _(!l}.!.!2 .... _~c~!L .. .l::Q;f..!.II2 __ ...... (:.O'.:~..!.L .. _ .. (!l .. :7J .. ~?J:!!!) .... _0_:!§~L .... ___ .............. _ -.. _ .. -........... _ ..... --- .... _-
ROO Rs .. 0.0866 .. 0.2026· 0.0127 -0.0677 0.1147 0.1636 0.0441 0.0986 0.8964'· -0.1422 4.7426 1 -09966 •• -0.0172 
(-0.885) ( .. 2.024) (0.136) ( .. 0.872') (1.174) (1.645) (0.476) (1.305) (34.390) ( .. 1.758) ( .. 313.063) ( .. 1.123) 
Rr 0.4569·· 0.2323· 0.2855·· 0.0807 .. 0.4258 •• -0.2746 •• -0.2297. -0.0480 0.8713·' 0.0681 253128 • 
....... _ ..................... _ .................. __ .. (4.~6) ............. _Q.27~ ...... _Q,~.!L-(1:'O"!!? .... ~~ ........ ~ .... __ .. (:~~_(:9:~~?.s_8). (0.825) 
SCH Rs .. 0.1408· .. 0.1503· -0.0786 -0.0418 0.1532· 0.1220 0.0759 0.0536 13569 •• -0.1724·· 
( .. 2.087) ( .. 2.192') ( .. 1.228) ( .. 0.804) (2.245) (I.m) (1.185) (1.028) (72.589) ( .. 2.981) 
53939 -(99)7.'-0.0145' 
( .. W.8Il9) ( .. 2.351) 
R,. 0.2875·· 0.1334 0.0257 0.0161 .. 0.2528 •• -0.1551· -O.D271 .. 0.0083 1.2875·· 0.0959 21.7121 • 
........... _._ .......... _ ............. _ ..... ~,~ ___ ........ .(!..:~_ ..... @,~:l)_ .. J:~ .... _0..:.?~~ ......... f2·2.l$)._ .... ~~ .... (:9:J.~ .. ~,~~ ... ~~!L ___ .. _ .. .. 
SHB Rs .. 0.0745 .. 0.2640 •• -0.1211 0.0638 0.0304 0.2101 •• 0.D910 .. 0.0791 0.6396 .... 0.0032 11 0073 • ..1.0037·· 0.0189 
(-0.982) ( .. 3.347) ( .. 1.569) (0.909) (0395) (2.627) (1.163) ( .. 1.124) (25938) (-0.072') ( .. 101.454) (0.383) 
R,. 0.2606 .... 0.1299 -0.1260 0.0268 .. 03081·· 0.0896 0.0754 .. 0.0453 0.6133·· 0.1200·· 289717 • 
'_R _____________________ ~ ____ <:~ __ (:!~~~~~~ __ ~~ ___ ~ _____ ~~ ___ (:9~·~~~~~!~~l~~ ____ ....... ..L ___ .... _____ ~ __ _ 
238 
--~----~-----~----- or.u hi hi pa---~----- Is ~ WaIoI~(8q: J:I"I> 
Code De Var a.n a.a a.a .... ~n In ~D h. It lr NoKMt(H", .. ~ ,. 
SHE Rs 0.2568 023Xl 0.2263 0D390 -02422 • -02219 -02094 
(1.944) (1.680) (1.619) (0296) (-2D68) (-1.792) (-1.696) 
Rr 0.6867·· 0.4805·· 03656· OJ 153 -0.6216 •• -0.44)8 •• -0.3303 • 
-OD268 
(-0231) 
09239 •• 
(11.951) 
00089 
(0316) 
·0D832 0.8715'· 0.0234 
6.7921 '{).8695 •• ..ij 9))1 •• 
(.22370) (.3837) 
239991 • 
__ ....... _. _____ . _____ ,(~~!.!L....£~!) ____ ~V2 _______ ~ _____ (~~<:.~,!.Q~~)2_ (-Om) __ @l~t1l"".726)~ __ . ____ +---~-------
SJE Rs ·0.Q262 OD243 -ODI32 -ODID ODI57 -OD440 -OD041 0D302 1.1844·· 0.0057 55091 -1.1028'· 04156 
(-0.982) (0.861) (-0.466) (.1.924) (0.608) (-1.664) (-0.154) (1211) (52.456) (1.584) (.12559') (1158) 
Rr 0.3370·· 0.0978· 0D079 -OD578 -02067 •• -0.1023 •• -ODl80 0.D270 0984)" 0.0223'· 89.7104 • 
________________ ... __ ~~!L_Q,~1?L._...@.~ ______ (~ __ <:~~,~_5)~~_~ _____ (31.961) (4572) __________ _ 
TEF Rs -0.1136· -0.1740" -0.0862 -OD«l4 0.1452·· 0.1466·' 0.1076· 0D078 12241 •• -0.0060·' 129589 • -02537 -1.7357 •• 
(.2.361) (.3.214) (.1.592) (-0.833) (2.981) (2.732) (2.015) (0.165) (64394) (-3.615) (.1230) (-3351) 
Rr 0.41()7 •• 0.1162 • 0.1558 •• 0D690 -03709 •• -0.1314 • -0.1256 • -0.1028 • 1.1941 •• -0.0065" 912361 • 
_______________ . ___ @~Q,!_~~ ____ ......Q!!..82 ___ ~ ____ ,(-2~_(~}~~ ~.2~ ___ ~-2.1~ _@I.49~ P.8OO) 
~~------ .- --- -------.---
TI Rs -0.0006 ·ODl08 OD233 0D490 • -0.0085 -OD023 0D084 0.0064 1.1387 •• -0.0063 •• 12004 -01089 -0.7426 •• 
(-0.021) (-0.490) (1.062) (2218) (-0.679) (-0.182) (0.668) (0512) (32.291) (.2.875) (-0961) (.3893) 
Rr ODI36 -0.0255 0.0076 0.0814 -OD181 -0.0096 ODlO4 ODI93 09014" -0.0017 30041 
_________ .. ___ . __ .... _._._ ... .Q;l:p..QL...J:!l,~?2_._. __ @:Ql2 _______ <!.!~_ ... _._(_.Q,~(:!lJ.I7).__.._iD..~21 ___ ~ ____ ~ ____ .c.-!!~ _____ .. ____ _ 
TIM Rs -0.0845 .0.1127' OD337 0.0709 0.0346 0.0848 -OD397 -0.0564 1.0679 •• -0.0810" 7 2297 -0.8890 •• -OU76 •• 
(.I.88Il) (-2.352) (0.708) (1.602) (0.770) (1.766) (-0.830) (.1.288) (4J.lI9) (.5D22) (.38259) (-4.270) 
Rr 03168" OD535 0.1005 OD548 -03698 •• -OD795 -0.0821 -OD345 09921 •• -0.0362' 462237 •• 
______ . ______ . __ ._(~,~}!!.l~.L __ @92 _______ ~ _____ (-2~.,{:!.:~_~?)~~_.__'"(.0~.722)=__Q.i!!QL ___ {:~ ________ _ 
TIl Rs -0.1734 -0.3639 •• -0.1312 -0.1887 0.1304 02516' 0.0828 0.1643 09695" 0.1317' 5.0648 -I D353·· 01421 •• 
(.1.421) (.2.884) (.1.065) (.1.676) (I D56) (1.971) (0.663) (1.447) (23.485) (2D21) (-86923) (3365) 
R, 0.2414' .0.0531 0.0748 .0.0838 .02744' -0.0663 -0.1234 0.0596 094l1·· 0.2052·' 8.1145 
.. _ ... __ ........ _______ .. ___ .... _ .............. Q.~. __ ._J:Q,~?) ____ ..... @:.~.!.!i2_ .. _ .. _ .. (:p..:?~~;L. ____ .<:.~~_(:~:~P-L...J:!:~ ___ .. _~ ______ @~?L ... __ Q..:!~------------
TOT Rs -0.2081' OD393 0.1596 0.1466 • 0.2090· -0.1451 .0.1771· -01452 0.6441·· 0.0062 20.4904 • 
(.2574) (0.456) (1.888) (1.960) (2521) (-1.668) (.2D12) (.1925) (28.284) (0143) 
-09965 •• -0.0175 
(.103.086) (-0.351) 
0.2177.. 02080' 02087· 0.1684' .0.1931· -02964'· -02024' .0.1692· 05819" 0.0951· 20.4904 • 
....... _. __ .. __ ...................... _.Q,6..9.~ ___ ..Q.:~!.!') __ .. _ ... Q:.:'I.?.Q .. _____ Q,~5.~L .. __ .<:_~~ __ (:~,~~~-E_!!)2_ .. ~ ____ Q5~ _____ Q~~ __________ .----------------------------
-0.0035 .ODl20 0.0473 .0.D217 0.0676 -0.0354 .0.0592 0.0346 1.1136·· .0.0291 4.4780 -09881 •• -00518 UES Rs 
(.0.060) (-0.192) (0.759) (.0.371) (1.181) (-0581) (-0971) (0.622) (48.4l2) (-1367) (4.443) (-0.573) 
Rr 0.4119·' 0.1423' 0.1662' OD418 ·0.3347 •• -0.1901 •• -0.1680 ••• 0.0341 1.1271·' 0.0144 489009 • 
__ ._. __ ... _ ..... _._ ..... _ .. _ .. _ .. __ ,(~Z!()L ... _.QX~~ __ .. ~ ____ J!!..~ ____ {-~:5.9..~:L. ___ (:?,~~ __ E~~ __ ....@.~?) ______ (~ __ iD..!!£,L ___________ ... --------~----- .. ----.. -.-------.-
UC Rs .0.0564 .0.0995 -0.0446 0.0116 0.0849 0.0457 0.0270 -0.0028 0.9480·· -0.1114" 2.4546 .1.0030 •• 0.004l 
(-1.031) (.1.770) (-0.811) (0.235) (1522) (0.795) (0.481) (.0.055) (34.565) (.3.098) (-85.439) (0.236) 
Rr 02773·· 0.0137 -0.0113 -0.0089 -0.2565 •• -0.0492 -0.0014 0.0203 09068" 0.0499 33.6407 • 
... _._ ....................... _(~,!.O'~ ......... _@:~~ ... ___ <:.Q:.~.!i2 .. ___ j:!l.:!~1L .. __ H~~.II.L ____ (:I!:~!L_,(-!!!~L.......@:!l.4.l .. -----!J.l..1&.-Q-;!!!l~L------------... -----------------.... ---.. ----.... ---
VIV Rs 0.1068 .0.1130 0.2898' 0.2199' 0.0224 ODl52 .03241' -0.3245" 1.1857" -0.3607 • 14.ml·· I -0.9997·' 0.0010 
(0.690) (-0.741) (2.101) (1.999') (0.144) (0.100) (.2323) (.2934) (22.939) (.2.488) (-827.390) (0.249) 
0.5181.. 0.1325 0.4344·· 0.2412· .0.3952·' -02238 -0.4690 •• -03285·' 1.1584" 0.0080 29.3995 • 
••• __ m •• __ •• __ •••• __ .. _ .. _ •• _ •• QII_1.~L_@.:~,)) ____ ._.Q}..!!2 __ m __ ~ _____ E~~_(:!.~~ ___ @~_ (.3.03~ ______ (.22~_~ ____ .. _______ .. -------------.-----------
.0.0870 .0.1153 0.0166 01345 0.0961 OD785 -0.0881 -0.1254 1.2546 •• -0.1225 4.9734 I -09964 •• -0.0158 VOF Rs 
(-0.763) (-0.981) (0.151) (1.511) (0.836) (0.664) (-0.796) (.1399) (32.428) (-1271) (-280.591) (-0.901) 
R, 0.4240.· 0.2340 0.2068 0.2611·· .0.4073" -02761· -02817· .0.2475·· 1.1540" 0.0996 19.6225 •• 
____ . __ ..... __ .. __ ....... _._ .. _._ .. Q:~~ ........ _._Q .. :~~9,)._._._ .... (!.:~~5,) _______ Q,~_ ..... _<:_~:~9,) __ (:~,~9,)_ ........ E~ ___ .J:~:7.Q:4.1 .... _ .. __ Q!~~_--~,Q~--- .... ------.-- .-.... -----.---------.-.. - .. --...... ----. 
VOW Rs .0.0430 .0.1819 •• -0.1127 -0.0351 0.0934 0.1593· 0.0971 0.0732 0.9405 •• -0.1426' 6.7136 I -09996 •• -0.0017 
(-0.675) (-2.811) (.1.869) (.0.723) (1.459) (2.454) (1.615) (1564) (37.786) (.2510) (-217.945) (-0.099') 
0.7893·' 0.1684" 622957 • 0.4456" 0.1251 0.0211 0.0687 -00589 -0.0123 
N at .. : This table roponsthe VECM estimates and Granger causality te.t. results for th. unr •• tricted version of mod. I (3.50) and (3.5b): 
• and •• denote significanUevels of 5% and 1%, rospectively. 
Figwos in the ,,","nthesis (.) Ole the t .tatistics. 
Gnnpr causality t •• ts Ole buedon the Wald te.ts of <Ho,: ~.,= 0) 0l1d(H,,: ...... = 0); the tOlts statistics Ole ,;'(4) distmutod. 
t-stotistico and Weld tests or. celculaled using White's (1980) h.tetoskedasticity consistent variance-covariance matrix. 
The cointegrolingv.ctor B'-l - P'X'-l i. NOT restricted to beth. logged b .. ilI in ell c .... ; Rsu~.1 is U.elagged stock ind.x retums. 
S.eth •• quation. (350) and (35b) in U.e told for U.e definitions of the remaining teans. 
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Table 3.16: SUllUllaIy Results ofVECM_FULL Pertod_UnJ'l'Stricted 
Lead-L"lg Relationship EITor Conection Common Factor ',"eights 
Code Stock Leads Futun"s Leads Stock Adjusts 'utures Adjusts Stock (6s) FllturU (6. 1-6s) 
AA "J "J + 0.233 0767 
AGN x x + 0.998 0.002 
AHL -I -I 0.672 0.328 
ALV -I -I + 0.688 0312 
.AXA -I x + 0.979 0.021 
AZN -I x + 0902 0.098 
BAR -I x 0.654 0.346 
BNP -I -I 0.635 0.365 
BPA -I x 0.231 0.769 
BTL x -I + 0.897 0.103 
BVA -I x + 0.546 0454 
CA -I x 0.605 0.395 
CGE -I -I + 0.888 0.112 
CSG -I -I 0.965 0.035 
DBK -I x + 0.717 0.283 
DCY -I x 0.502 0498 
DTE -I x + 0.654 0.346 
ENI x x + 0.820 0.180 
ENL x x + 0.979 0.021 
EOA -I x + 0.654 0.346 
ERC -I -I + + 0.598 0402 
FIE -I x + + 0.001 0999 
GEN -I x + 0467 0.533 
GXW -I x 0.281 0.719 
HAS -I x + 0.147 0.853 
HNM -I x + 0.610 0.390 
ING x x + 0.855 0.145 
LLO -I x + 0.114 0.886 
MUV -I x 0.933 0.067 
NDA -I x 0.752 0.248 
NES -I x + 0.983 0.017 
NOV -I x + 0.603 0.397 
PHI -I x + 0.938 0.062 
RBO -I -I 0.452 0.548 
RD x x 0.001 0.999 
ROG -I x 0.324 0.676 
SCH -I x + 0.357 0.643 
SHB -I -I + 0.974 0.026 
SHE -I x 0.725 0.275 
SIE -I x + 0.797 0.203 
TEF -I -I + + 0.001 0.999 
TI x x + 0.001 0999 
TIM -I x + + 0.001 0.999 
TLI x x + + 0.609 0.391 
TOT -I -I + 0.939 0.061 
UBS -I x 0.331 0.669 
UC -I x + 0.309 0.691 
VIV -I -I + 0.022 0.978 
VOF -I x 0.448 0.552 
VOW -I x + + 0.541 0459 
--I 42 13 + 14 26 
x S 3~ 36 24 
Mean 0.567 0,433 
Notes: The unrestricted vesrion of Vector Enor Correction Model (3.5 a) and (3.5b) is run for each 50 pairs of cointegrated stock and futures prices 
p-I p-I 
R 15t = 2: O:15iR15I-i + 2: fi15iRFt-.+r15Bt-l+ 015R SlF1- I + 6 151 
J i-1 i-1' 
,-I ,-I 
RF,t = ~I aFjR S •t_i + ?:I ftFjRF,t-i +YFBt-1 + 0FRSIF.t-1 + cF.t 
1- 1-
A "...J" indicates that the lagged cross-coefficients (~Si or IX-Jli) in equations are jointly significant at the 5% level (i.e., Recjection of HOI or Hoi)· 
A "+" indicates that the error-correction coefficient()'S or'}'Fi) in equations is significant at the 5% level (i.e., Recjection ofHo3 or H04)· 
The (Bs) and (Bp) is the price discovery contributions (i.e., weight in the common long memory factor) of stock and futures, respectively. 
The calculations of the price discovery contributions [(Bs) and(Bp)] are based on the formula (3.8) in the text. 
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T<lbleo 3.1;: VECI\I Adju5tment Coefficients <lnd USF Sh;rreo in Prin' DiscoveoI)_FULL Period_ Unreostricted 
Mean Std Devi.'ltion 25'" ~erc entile l\.ledi:Ul -5'" ~ercE'lItil(' 
A : CointegI'atillg VE'ctor 
~o 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
~2 -0.9021 0.30015 -0.9997 -0.9952 -0.9507 
~1 -0.3105 0.91550 -0.1312 -0.0185 0.0003 
B: A(ljustInent coefficients 
Y. -0.0473 0.0802 -0.1042 -0.0174 0.0007 
Yr 0.10215 0.1713 0.0140 0.04715 0.1335 
C: USF sllm'e illilrice (liscovel'Y 
France (T) 0.4187 0.4151 0.0862 03649 0.6866 
Germany (8) 0.3142 0.1368 0.2632 03291 03740 
Italy (6) 0.5705 0.4093 0.2684 0.6121 0.9219 
Netherlands (6) 0.3838 0.4086 0.0829 0.2362 0.6573 
Spain (3) 0.6984 0.2769 0.5481 0.6426 0.8208 
Sweden (5) 0.2913 0.1615 0.2476 0.3898 03909 
Switzerland (5) 0.3589 03242 0.0354 03971 0.6690 
UK (10) 0.5149 0.2964 0.2928 0.5500 0.7562 
Whole Sample (50) 0.4333 0.3108 0.1534 0.3903 0.6743 
Note This table presents the cross-sectional descriptive statistics of the USF share in price discoevry estimated on the basis ofVECM adjusment coefficients 
in equations (3.5a) and (3.5b) and as given by formular (3.8). The sample consist of a total of 50 USFs including(i) 10 USFs based on stocks traded 
in U.K., (u) 7 USFs for stocks traded in France, (iii) 8 USFs for stocks traded in Germany, (iv) 6 USFs for stocks traded in Italy, (v) 6 USFs for stocks 
traded in Netherlands, (Vl) 3 USFs for stocks traded in Spain, (vii) 5 USFs for stocks traded in Sweden, end (viii) 5 USFs for stocks traded in Switzerlend. 
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Table 3.18: Estimates of the VECM and Granier Causality Tests for Stock and Futures Renuns_FULL Period_Without SIF 
Code 
AA 
-0.1463 -03698 .. -0.5103 •• 
-O,OO4Ii 36~73 .. 
,_---'(-~I.229) ____ Q.;!87) ____ ~~, __ _>__~ __ _ (-0.065) 
0,0218 0,0156 ODOS5 0,0447 3,6034 
R,- 0.4116 .. oo 03539 .. oo 0.1904 • 0.1029 -0.4103 •• -03192 •• -0.2091.. -0.1029 •• 
(ll.910) (ll.736) (ll.532) (1,786) 
0,4771 •• 303306 •• 
. --.-,-,,,,",--,-,,,,-,-,-,",_,,,,_,_,_,_,,,,_,~~~ZQ.9)_,_,_,_,_,_,,,,.,,(4~,!~3.)_.,,,_._, __ ,,,,,,,Ql~~L,_, __ ,_..Q}71~,,_, ___ ,,,f?~~,, __ ._,_J:~~~~,_, ___ J:.4,601l ___ ..Q993) 
AHL Rs ,,0.D979 -0.1689 -03143 .. ODll0 016:30 0.2687 • 0.1752 0.0013 
(8,873) 
0.0158 63904 
(,,0,846) (-1.377) (,,2.564) (ll,095) (1.441) (2,248) (1.464) (ll,012) (1554) 
Rr 0.2864 • -OD637 -02466 .. 0.0227 ,,0.1911 0.1600 0.1238 0,0035 0,0189 120041 • 
,",-"",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,--,,,,,,-,,,,,,,"-,,,-,,,Q,:~,,,,,,,,,_,_,,,,j:g;~~'9..,-",."-,-,-,(:~;9.~~",_,_,_,_"_,_,_@~,~~ __ ._, __ ,,,,_,E~5.ll __ '_' ____ J.1_~,!,!L ___ . __ Q~Q.!~_, ______ @~~IL ___ . __ (1.:~_I_5) ______________ _ 
ALV Rs -0.0894 -0.2207 .. -0.1337 -OD754 0.1176 02341 •• 0.1290 OD561 0,0246 • 7 D224 
(,,1.324) (-2,558) ("U43) (,,1.067) (1.585) (2,641) (1.476) (ll.828) (2386) 
R,- 0,6728 .... 0.2522 .... 0,0604 -O.Q464 -0.5876 .... -02069 .... -0,0678 0,0137 0.0293·. 1«J,0237 •• 
,",-,-,-.-,-,_,,,._,_,_._,,,, __ ,_._,,,,_,_,_,!,(.1~Q,!,!L,_._,_,_,_,_Q~~~~_,_,_,,,,_,_,_,,@l.Z~ ____ , ____ ,(:!!.:Z~ __ ,_,_,_,(:~~~:!) __ ,_..-J:f.~29.L ___ ,_(-!l~!58) -,-,-~~~ __ ,_,_Q}44;) _____ _ 
AXA Rs 0,0724" OD044 -OD567 -O,0Q61 -0.0038 -0,0231 -O.OO3Ii 0,0135 -0,0032 19501 
(2.107) (ll.128) (-1.650) (-0.176) (-0.192) (-1.183) (-0.185) (ll,69O) (-0.798) 
R,- 0.1461 .. 0,0354 -OD185 -OD581 -OD326 -O,03/i4 -0.0026 0.0160 0,0382 •• 7,7562 
,--"""-"-,-,-.",--,-,,,,-,-,--,-.,,,-,-,-,Q~~~:~)"'",-,-,-,-,,,,_@~~9.ll_,_,_,_, __ ,_(Q~~,!,!)_,,,, __ ,_,,_,(:Q;~.1l_._, _____ (:.D~9.~.!L_,_,_,_,_(-I.°z.P._,_,_,,_'(:Q;Q~, ___ ,_, __ ,_@~J2.., __ ,_Q;~,~L_, _____ _ 
AZN Rs -0.1147 -0.1264 -0,0454 -0,2213 0.1815 0,0200 0.0158 0.2158 -0,0196 7,4190 
(-0.844) (-0,868) (-0.326) (-1.918) (1315) (ll.136) (ll.113) (1.884) (-0,202) 
Rr 0,4673 .... 02947 .. 0.1939 -0.1139 -03921"· -0.3808 ... -0.2115 0.1210 0,1154 17,6698 •• 
"""""""",-,-""",-""""",,,,,,,-,,,,,,,-,,,,-.Q,:~~,I)-,",-,-,,,,,,,_""Q~QZ~"_,_,_",_,_,_(~.:~~~ __ .",_,_,, __ ~:~,:Q,!,3.),,,_."._, __ ,_,(:~~9.,!.:!)_, __ ",_,_,_Q~~~_"_,_,_",_,,,~:L5.5.IlL_, ___ , __ Q,;,ql!:'2_,_, __ ,_",_,_Q.:..2J:62_" __ ,_",,, __ ,_, __ _ 
BAR Rs 0,0175 -0,0667 .. -O,Q394 -0.0170 0.0149 0,0130 -0.0297 .. -0,0028 -0,0005 6,2786 
(ll,550) (-2.100) (-1.240) (-0.534) (1.041) (ll.908) (-2.079) (-0.196) (-0,492) 
Rr 0.0942 -0,0760 -02151'" -0,0287 0.0028 0,0122 -0,0290 0,0018 0,0037 12,8999 • 
""""""""_,_""."_,_,_,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,_Q;~~9)_,,,,_,,,,,,,_,j:~~Q~,9."_,_,_._,_,_Q;Q~:!)_.,,,_.,,_,_,_,(:g~Il.L,_,_,_,_,_,_@~Q~9) __ ,_.", __ ,_,_@~~~~_, __ , __ ,_j:,~~9..!D._,_,, ___ ,_~~Q5..?i._, ____ ,_Q;I!!l7L_,_, __ '''_, __ . __ 
BNP Rs 0,0831 .. -0.0614 0.0051 0.0457 -O.O«J3 -0.0008 -0.0191 -0,0297 0,0001 3,7425 
(2.104) (-1.544) (ll.129) (1.151) (-1.460) (-0.D30) (-0.690) (-1.081) (ll,047) 
Rr 0.2210 .... -0,0567 0,0235 -0,0041 -0,0766 -0,0052 -0,0052 -0,0227 0,0053 16.5675 ... 
,_"",,,,,,,,,_,,,,,.Q~?,I,~,,,,,,,, __ ,,,~:g,:9.9.:!)_,,, ____ ,_,_@;~,!lI"_", __ , __ ~:g,:~?'9. _______ (:.1:9.~ ____ ,,,,_,_,(:g~,!~,!t ___ ,_""(:g;,!~~_,_,_,, __ ,,(:g:5.z.Ii) ________ Q,:~_,,,_,,_,, ___ ,__ ____ _ 
BPA Rs -0.1823 -0.1252 -0,2032 -0,1167 0,1382 0.0297 0.1302 0.1834 -0,0083 3,0565 
(-1.193) (-0,767) (-1.287) (-0,872) (ll,897) (ll.181) (ll,821) (1.366) (-0,079) 
R,- 0.3039 .. 0.1317 -0.1243 ,,0,0360 -03432 • -02173 0,0573 0,1146 0.1358 7,0057 
""-,_,,,._,_,_,_,,,,_,_,_,,_,,,,_. __ ,_,,,,_,,,,,,Q.:~~,!~_,,,,_.,,,_._""_.@~~,!9)_,_._,_""_,j:g~~~I?2"_,_._""._j:g~~Z3.)_",,_._.",_._~:!~!~ll_,_,_, __ ,_j:.1~~~~"" __ ._._"_@l~D.",_, __ ,_,_.@~~L. ___ "_,_<.1~3.~_2)_, __ , __ ", ____ ,,,,_,_,," __ 
BTL Rs -0.2017 ... -0.0466 0.0484 0.0883 0.1741 .oo 0.0393 -0.1576 • -0.0557 0,0073 16,1137 oo. 
(-3.152) (-0.721) (ll.747) (1.382) (2.850) (ll.638) (-2.553) (-0.908) (1.171) 
R,- ,,0,0604 -0.0013 0,0118 0.0810 0.0400 ,,0.0124 -0.1422 • -O,034Q 0,0180 .oo 2,2109 
""_,_""_"""""."_,_"""""._,_"""._""J:g.:9.9.~".,,_,,,,_,_,,,,,(:g;~,I,~"",_"",,,_,,_,,,@,:,!?~,_,,,,,,_,,_,_,,,(.1;~,!3.) ___ ,_,_,_,_,_@~~~~_,_,_,_,_._j:g~,!9.~_,,_,_,_,_,_J:!,:~QlI __ ,_,,, __ ,,,~:p'~~~,IL,,,,,,,,, __ Q~?~,,,,,, ____ ,_, ____ ,_,,,_,, __ 
BVA Rs 0,0604 -0,0505 -0.0241 -0.0392 -0,0632 0.0506 -0.0539 0.0923 -02283 2.5520 
(ll.411) (-0.334) (-0.168) (-0.334) (-0,417) (ll,328) (-0.368) (ll.781) (-1.890) 
Rr 0.5415 .... 0,2329 0.1566 0.1027 -0.5146 ... -02342 -0,2087 -0,0561 -ODI74 16.5732 •• 
""",,,,,,,,,,_,,,,,,_,,,,_,,,,,,,,_,,,,_,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,.Q~~7.~,,.,,,,,_,_,,,,_,_(.1§!:!)",_"""""_,_,9;,!~~"",_""_"",_".@~9.,!~_._,,,,_,,,,,,,,,(:3~~!,~_,,,,,,,,,,, __ ,(:)'~5.~,,,,,,, __ ,,,,_(~~~~!~L __ ,_, __ ,_,(:~~!.9)_,_,,,, ___ (:p'~gl __ , _______ ,,,, __ _ 
CA Rs 0,0290 0,0727 0.0767 -0,0222 -0.1140 -0,0589 -0.1370 0,0410 -0.0384 3,3359 
(ll,244) (ll.573) (ll,624) (-0,218) (-0.941) (-0,462) (-1111) (ll,405) (-0,446) 
~ 0.5283 ... 0,3031 .. 0.1856 0.0532 -05759 •• -0.3044 • -02169 -0,0373 0.1237 21.3442 .oo 
",,,,,,,,,,_,,,,,_,,,,,,,.,,_,,,,,,,,,,_.,,,,,,,,,,,,_.,,.(~;~7.~,,,,,_,_.,,,,,,",_Q,:~ll",,,,_.,,,,,,_,_,_(1~~~~_,,,_,,,,,,,,_,,,,_@~~~~,,,,,, __ ,_",,,.(:~9..q~_,_, __ ,,,_,,~:!~~5.;l,,,,,,_,, ___ (-,,1.:~I_~_, __ ,,_,_,,.(:~2~L,_, ___ (1~:!2) ___ ,_, __ ,_, ___ _ 
CGE Rs -0,2499 -0.0503 -0.0311 0,1774 .. 0,2466 0,0715 0,0219 -0.1023 0,2239 10.5194 .. 
(,,1.825) (,,0.407) (-0.293) (2.196) (1,862) (ll,601) (ll.216) (-1.345) (1.596) 
Rr 0,0109 0.1390 0.1318 024JO .... -0.0020 -0.1373 -0.1430 -0.1679 • 0.8574 ... 109483 • 
",,,_,_,,,,,,,,,_,.,,,,,,,_,,,,,.,,,,,",_,,,,,,,,,@;Q!,~,,,,,,,,,_,,,,,,,,_(!;Q!'9)"_,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,(.1;,!9.3.),,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,_,,Q~~~,,,,, __ ,,,,_,,,(:~~Q,!5.;l_,,,,, __ ,,,,_J:~~!Q~,,,,_,,,,,,,,,,,,_~:~,:~~~ ___ ,_,.,,,,,(:,~,~1...'9. __ ",,, ___ g;~_~_, __ ,,______. ___ _ 
CSG Rs ,,0,0364 02002 0.1143 0.0296 0.0697 -0.0918 -0.1573 -0,0937 OD293 2.5789 
(-0.306) (1.448) (ll,825) (ll.248) (ll.588) (-0.669) (-1.149) (-0.798) (1.287) 
~ 0.5773 ... 0.5373 .... 02691 0,0381 -0.5387 .oo -0,4269 .. .0,3090 .. -0.1099 0,0432 26,6955 •• 
",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,_,,,_.(~:~~~,_,,,,,,_,_,,,,,,Q,:~~~",_,_,,,,_,,,,,,,,,,(.1;9.~9),,,_,,,,,_,_,,,,,@;~,'l.;l,,,, __ ,_,,,,,,(:~:5.~~_""_"" ___ Q~,!Q:!)""_, __ ,,,_J:!;~~~_,_,, __ ,,,J:g,~~.S),,, __ ,_----(!,:~"'''------------
DBK Rs .0.1276 -0.1246 -02755 .... -0.1754 .. 0.1126 0.1372 02704 .oo 0.1474 0.0360 7,9676 
(-1.231) (-1.129) (-2.646) (-2.170) (1,062) (1.250) (2,657) (1.923) (ll,42I) 
R,- 0.5100 ... 03254 ... -0,0195 ,,0.1221 -0.4532 .. -02948 •• 0,0349 0,0961 0.2405 oo. 44.1822·· 
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,".,,,,,,,,,,,,,,_,,,,_,,,",.,,,,.,,_,,,,_,(5.~~Z,I)",,,,,,,,,_ ,_,_,,,,Q~,!~I?2,,,,,,,_,,,,,,,_,(:~;~Q,!L,,,,,,,,,,,_,,,,(:~;~~_,,,,",_,_"J:~;~Z5.;l",_,_,_,,,_,_,(:!~~!.~,,,,,,,,,,,,._,_,,,,~~~..?)_,,,, ___ ,_(11~_, ___ Q!1...4) _____ , ___ _ 
DCY Rs -0.1534 -0.1484 -0.1022 -0.0769 0.1542 0.1360 0.1063 0.1496 .. -0.0003 6,7615 
(-1.900) (-1.677) (,,1.187) (-1.057) (1.847) (1,526) (1,236) (2.105) (-0,006) 
R,- 0.4169 .. 0.2174 .. 0,0685 0,0129 -0,3498 ... -02140 • -0.0530 0,0636 0.1031 • 31.7838 •• 
",-,--.",-"--,-.-",,,---,-,-.-(?,:~,9... ______ ,_~~~9..9._. __ ,,,_,_,_@~~~~_"_"",,,,,,,,_,_@;,!~:!)_,._,_,_,_,(:~~~_,,_,_,_J:!~~:!~L_,_, __ ,(:~~~~ ____ ,_@:9.~, ___ ,JJ~ ___ _ 
DTE Rs ·02559 .. -0.2989 .... -03514 .... -0.1824 .. 02Oli2 .. 02708 .. 02500 .. 0.1920 oo. -0.0164 10.5013 • 
(-2.508) (.2,937) (-3.763) (-2.526) (1,984) (2.665) (2,709) (2.n1) (-0.175) 
R,- 03m .oo 0.0817 -O.D723 -0,0871 -02798 •• -0,0789 -0,0092 0.1075 
"._, __ ._''' __ , _______ , __ ...Q.29L~~2L ____ (:Q~~~ __ ,,,,,.J.I ,30~ ___ , ___ E.,,~~ __ ,.J:.D.83~ ___ ,_J:O)08) _, ____ (1 ,675,l __ 
EN! Rs -0,0521 -O.034Ii -0.0289 0,0360 0,0238 -0.0035 -0,0134 0,0114 
(-1.614) (.1.071) (-0.894) (1.116) (1.139) (-0.165) (-0,644) (ll.548) 
02921 ... 
(3361) 
0.0005 
(ll,211) 
22.4750 •• 
20851 
R,- o.om -ODOO1 -0.0390 -0,0018 0,0031 -OD167 -0,0038 0,0166 0.0125 ... 0.7297 
".",--,-,--"-,,,,,--,",,,.--,-~~~~!2.-~'~--,--.J:!~,_-.J:O,0P.L ____ @;Q9.5.;l_, ___ @~~~L ___ ,(:Ql!L_, ___ ~~,~5L, __ \L..34)~-
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Table 3.18: E5timate~ o(tIle VECM and Graneer Causality Tests (or Stock and Furores Remms_FULL Period_ \\'idlout SIF (continued) 
... --.~!.--.- __ . ____ ~~. ___ ... ______ ~~ ____ -,a.u=--__ ---t:;~!!.-.l 
Code Dep Var a.n a.n a.n ""'4 fit ---~!!.. __ . _-L'"=-__ ....l~c=... 2n 2n 2" Ts .!~~(R,l: -',-1) yr v.wtlld(R,,:G&p.rt> 
EN!... ~ -0.0537 -O.ll204 -O.IlJ96 -ODl74 -O.D2.S2 
-ODl04 -O.D029 ODI21 0.0003 21655 
(.1.613) (-0.614) (-0.290) (-0.529) (.1.273') (.0.527) (-0146) (0.61(1) (0103) 
R,- 0D036 00022 -00069 0D036 -OD556 00097 -ODI47 00099 ODI45 •• 0.0274 
... -.-.--.---.---.-.-__ . ____ ~.:.~ _____ ._JP.:.~~L. ___ {~..:!~ __ ~.D66) __ (.1.677) ___ (O.294) __ . __ ~:!.444) _ (O~ __ O~~~ ______ _ 
EOA Rs .01716 • -0.1790 • -OD053 0.1709 .. 0D356 01374 -OD765 
-01662 •• -OD497 15.3625 •• 
(.2.262) (-2.271) (-0.071) (2.671) (0.456) (1.722) (-0.997) (.2J9O) (-0.865) 
R,- 0.2817 ... 0.0788 0.ll964 0.1694 ... -03517 ... 
-0.1389 -0.1651 •• 0.1.504 •• 253912 •• 
. __ ... __ ._._. ___ ._._. __ ._._._._. __ .Q.;~~_._. ____ ._Q.;~~_. ___ ._.Q~!l~_. __ ._. __ ~85D;l,---~(-4.:.:;:.85::..:t7) 
-0.1162 
(-1.568) 
-0.1279 
(.1.437) 
(-195(1)~ __ ~(-2:.:.:.m.:..::.L._~(2::::.823)=-____ _ 
ERe ~ 01419 0.D970 -0.3464 •• -0.1279 -011622 0.2480 •• 01033 0.0305 •• 132424 • 
(1.596) (1.053) (-3.762) (.1.436) (.0.73(1) (2.786) (1.209) 0.502) 
R,- 0.4353 .... 0.1168 -03142 ... -0.1512 -0.3702 •• -0.1395 0.2327 .. 0.1432 0D372 •• 352366.' 
._. __ ._._._._._._ ....... _ .. _._._ ....... _._ ....... _.~~;7.Qt!)_._._._ .. _._._Q;~.!9.)_._._._. __ ._.~:~;~~Q. ____ ._J:I;~~._. ___ . __ ~:~!~_. ___ (.I.'SO.J)_. __ . ___ ._(!;~!~_. ____ ._Q.;~~ ____ ._~4.1~ ______________ _ 
FTE Rs -0.1364 -0.1958 0.0653 -OD264 02019 01518 -0.0311 0.0727 0.0145 4.8525 
(.1.217) (-1.657) (00554) (.0.236) (1.776) (1323) (-0.262) (0.646) (1.544) 
R.. 0.2242 .. -0.0086 02004 0.0267 -01478 -ODl66 -01570 0.0281 0.0175 79856 
._._._._._._. __ .... _._._._._ ... _ .......•.• _._Q.:Q~1.)_._ .... _._._.J:p.;Q?~_._._._._._ .. _ .•Q;~~ •.•. _ ... _._ .... _~;2..~~ .... _. ___ ._.~::I.:.~~Q;l __ ._. ____ ~:p.;!.~!L. __ .. J::I·34~ __ . ___ ~.:.~_. __ ._ . .Q..:..~. _________ _ 
GEN Rs 0.0575 0D992 -0.0768 0.2239 .. 0.0037 -01053 0.0477 -0.1815 -0.1260 7.5363 
(0.423) (0.723) (-0.596) (2.118) (0.027) (.0.762) (037(1) (.1.731) (-1.07(1) 
R,- 0.4943 ... 03353 .. 0.0663 0.2889 .... -0.4183 ... -03372 • -0.0730 -0.2553 • 01521 251684 •• 
. _._._ .......•. _._ ....... _ ..... _ ....•. _._._ .•.... _._.Q..:7.~~""_ .... _._._._._~;~~t!)_._._ ...... _._._(Il;~~~_._._._. __ ._._Q~!!~9.L._._ ... _._~:~.:.~~ __ ._. __ ._._E~~9.) __ ._. __ ._.~:P.;~~;L._._._ .. __ .~:!;~L ____ <!.:~ __ ._. __ . _____ ._ 
GXW Rs -02625 -02061 0.1060 -0.0907 0.2556 01252 -0.1199 0.0926 -0.0755 7.6571 
(-1.724) (-1.289) (0.697) (-0.714) (1.664) (0.778) (.0.782) (0.724) (-0.663) 
R,- 0.2594 0.1459 0.2939 • -0.0203 -0.2697 -0.2233 -03101 • 0.0338 0.0951 8.2032 
._._ ... _ .•...........•.....•. _._ .•. _._._._ .•... J!;7.~Q;l_._ .•.... _ .•.•. _(Il;9.~t!) ••. _._ .. _._._(I;9.~~_._ .... _ .... _ ... ~:p.;!~~ ___ ._._._._.0.;7.!!~ ___ ._._._0~~9.)_ .. _. ___ EQ5~_. ___ ._._@:2..~ ____ ._@:~I£L ____ . _____ _ 
HAS Rs -0.3222 oo. -0.2477 .. -0.0143 .0.0382 0.2807 ... 0.1841 0.0058 01146 0.0112 10.6305 • 
(.3.243) (.2337) (.0137) (-0.409) (2.78(1) (1.721) (0.053) (1.212) (0217) 
R,- 0.0973 -0.0818 0.0127 0.0041 .0.1195 0.0245 -0.0099 0.0966 0.0963 3.4837 
._._._._ .... __ ._ ... __ ._._._ .•.•.•.•.......•... ~!;QQ~_._ .• _ .•.•. j:p.;7.9.~_ ... _. __ ... __ (o;!~~ .. _ .•____ ._(o;Q~~_._._._ .. ~:J.;~.!:!) .. __ ..... _._._(Il;~~ .... _. ___ ~:P.E9.I!2 .... _. __ <!.:Q~ __ . ____ Q;~.1PL_. ____ ... __ _ 
HNM Rs 0.0952 0.1037 0.0909 0.0814 -0.1663 -0.1274 -0.1437 -0.1177 -0.1517 3.6341 
(0.875) (0.944) (0.888) (0.976) (.1.543) (.1.174) (-1.427) (.1.474) (.1.586) 
RF 0.5897 ... 0.3915 •• 02763 .... 0.1787 .. -0.6512 .... -0.4283 .... -0.3236 ... -0.1892 • 0.1379 28 9768 •• 
...... _ ....... _ ............. _._ .................... _._.~5.;~~.9._ ......... _._.J?.:~!~_ ..... _. __ ._Jt;~~~_._._._._ .. _ ..... ~.:!.~~ ... _ .... _ ... (:~:9.~9.) __ . __ ._._ .. E~9.~ ____ ._J:3.:.1.7.'!;l_ .. __ . ___ Q_~~ ... ___ ._. __ Q.:.~ _______ . ____ ._ .... _ ... _ 
ING Rs -0.0062 0.0247 -0.1156 •• -0.0022 0.0263 -0.0072 0.0033 0.0232 0.0006 0.9647 
(.0.138) (0.551) (.2.58(1) (.0.049) (0.713) (.0.193) (0.09(1) (0.629) (0.157) 
R,- 0.0607 0.0120 -0.1004 0.0153 -0.0212 -0.0074 0.0059 0.0145 Om08 • 4.7290 
.... _ .•.•.•. _._ .. __ ... _._ .•.•.•.•............... J!.:.!.! .. !)_ ...........•....... (Il;~~.!)_._._._ ...... J:.!;!!~~ •.•.•.•. _ ..•... _(o.:.~!!Q;l_._._._._._ ... ~:P.;~!~._._ ........ _~:P.;.!~~_._._. ____ ~;!~!) __ . ___ . ___ Ql;~_4) ____ .... _Q;~.I.~L_ ... _. ___ ._. ____ _ 
!...L.O Rs 0.0315 -0.1212 -O.04.sD -0.0223 -0.0572 0.1304 -0.014) 0.0361 -0.0379 4.7333 
(0.373) (.1.351) (.0.506) (-0.271) (-0.663) (1.437) (-0.153) (0.437) (.1.108) 
R,- 0.3945 .... -0.0465 -0.0399 0.0020 -03902 .... 0.0251 -0.0023 -0.0081 0.0150 29.6329 •• 
_ .......•.......•................ _ ...................... _ .... ~~:??.9. ...........•.•. J:P.;~~Q;l •.•. _ ........•.. (:P.;~~?) .. _._._._ .. _._._(Il;Q~~ .. _._._._._._.~:~~~1.)_. __ ._. __ ._._(p~~!!~ .... _._ .... j:P..:.~~I!2_._._. __ ._._tO;.~Q.12_ ....... __ Ql;~._._._._._._. __ . __ ... ____ . 
MUV Rs 0.0131 -0.1971 .. -02411 .. -0.2008 .. 0.0640 0.2309 • 0.2272 .. 0.2038 •• 0.0260 9.4281 
(0.167) (.1.963) (-2.396) (.2.486) (0.782) (2.311) (2.312) (2.690) (1.294) 
R,- 0.8411 ... 03919 .... 0.0564 -0.0349 -0.7107 oooo -0.3361 .... -0.0954 0003 0.0378 • 146.3698 •• 
............................. _._._ .... _""._ .... _.J~!;~~1.)_ ......... _ .•...... (~JQ'!;l .. _._ ... _._._._~.:~!!?) .. _ .•.......•... ~:P.;~~~ .... _._._._ .•. (:.~;.!~.!?_._._._._._J:~;~~!~L_. __ ._ •. ~:I;~_~'!;l_. ____ . ___ Ql;~_. __ . __ ._. __ Q;9..?~_. __ .-.-._-.--.--.-
NDA Rs .0.3525 oo. -0.3121.... -02917 oooo 0.0446 0.3105 ... 03210 oo.. 0.2095 -0.0891 -0.0330 16.7268 •• 
(.3.442) (.2.898) (.2.762) (0.471) (2.99(1) (2.949) (1.956) (-0929) (-0055(1) 
R,- 0.0477 .0.1449 -0.2418 • 0.0360 -0.0745 0.1541 0.1422 -0.0808 0.0815 10.2122 .. 
. _._ .•......•... _ .....•. _ .....•.•.•....•.•. _._ ... Ql;~?~ ..•.•.•.•.•. J:J.;~!.t!) ..•.•.•.•.•. _.~:~;~~.Q ... _._._._._ .. ~;~Q;l_ ... _._. __ .(:P.;7.~ .. ___ ... _. __ Q~. ___ ._._._. __ (l~~~_._. __ ._.(:P.;~..t)_. __ ._._Q~_._._. _____ . 
NES Rs .0.1572 -0.0770 -0.1524 -0.1171 0.1208 0.0485 0.0742 0.1423 0.0638 4.9110 
(.1.671) (.0.773) (.1.592) (.1.463) (1.289) (0.488) (0.783) (1.833) (0.922) 
R,- 0.3762 ... 0.2280 .. 0.0214 -0.0471 -0.4146 oo. -0.2359 .. -0.0820 0.0678 02296·· 20.4369 •• 
. _ .... _._ .... _._._._._ ....... _ ... _ .... _._._ ....... (~;Q!.1.)_._._._._ .... _._~;~~~ .. _._._._._._._(p~~~7.l. ___ ._ ... _.~:P.;~~Q;l_._._._._. __ ~:~;~!Q;l_ .. _._ ... _._<~.:.~~ .. __ ._._ ... _.(:P.;~~~ __ ._ ... _Ql.:.~~L ____ ._(3~ _________ ._._._ 
NOV Rs 0.0675 0.0593 -0.0495 0.0721 -0.0305 -0.0517 -0.0237 -0.0468 -0.0615 0.4l42 
(0.563) (0.478) (.0.422) (0.752) (.0.254) (.0.417) (-0.203) (.0.504) (-0.619) 
R,- 0.5800 ... 03837 •• 0.1219 0.1268 -0.5348 •• -03675 .. -0.1727 -0.0846 0.1751 273245 •• 
__ ........ _ .. _._._._ .....•.•. _ .... _._.~~9.~1.)_._ .... _._._._J?;!~1.)_ ... _._ .... _._ . .Q;Q~9._ ... __ ._ .. _. __ (1..:.~~ __ ._._._._ .•. (:~;~~~_._. __ ._._EQ~. ____ ._.0~~?)_._._._._.(:P..:9.2..8) ___ . ___ Q.:.'7.9.'1) ______ ... __ ._ 
PHI Rs .0.2920 -0.2595 -0.2461 0.0912 02667 02351 02253 -0.0954 0.1521 4.8158 
(.1.41:1) (.1.238) (.1.263) (0.593) (\.287) (1.118) (W7) (-0.626) (0.834) 
R.. 0.2175 0.0393 -0.0924 0.1257 -02392 -0.0566 0.0833 -0.1265 0.4355 • 4.6658 
__ .•.•. _._ •. _._ .•. _ .•.... _ ...•. _ ...•.. ~!;Q:m ...... _ ...•. __ Ql.:.!9.~ .. _ ... __ ... _.~;!1.) ..... __ ._ .•.• ~;~~9.)_._. __ ....... ~:J.;!!!~ ____ ._._J:P.~!~ __ ._._ .. ~;~~. __ ._._~:!l~~ _____ ~~--.-428;:'--
RBO Rs .0.4518 ... -03142 • -0.1059 0.0332 0.4131 ... 03136 • 0.0152 -0.0347 -0.0306 16 
(.3.967) (.2.543) (.0.888) (0.336) 0.574) (2.527) (0.126) (-0343) (.0.413) 
R,- 0.0954 -0.0331 0.0313 0.1052 -0.1095 0.0089 -0.1152 -0.0938 0.0867 32462 
.-.-.. -... -.-.-.-.--... - .. --.. --~;!~~.L ....... __ .~:P..:.~7.~ .. _ ... _._._ .• Ql;~~9.)._. ___ ._ .• Q~9.1.) •.•... __ .•. (:P.;9.!...:Q. .. · _____ ·_(D~Q!.~···_· __ ····~:!l~~~ ___ ·_J:P.;9.~52._· __ ·1I~ ___ 13702---
RD Rs -0.0348 -0.0516 -0.0300 0.0681 0.0171 0.0116 -0.0181 0.0030 0.0003 . 
(-0.958) (-1.419) (.0.826) (1.873) (0.723) (0.49(1) (-0.764) (0.126) (0.427) 
R,- 0.0515 -0.0284 0.0206 0.0493 0.0200 0.0022 -0.0255 0.0089 0.0012 2.0190 
····R6G-··--R;--··--~~--·--~~--·--·-·7.~·-·--····~~;····-·-·--~~-·-·-·---··~~~;--···-~~~~~----···~;i:--7: -ji$-
(0.419) (-0.836) (.0.542) (.1.689) (.0.35(1) (0.827) (0.416) (I.7.SI) (0.081) 
0.60'75 •• 03180 .. 0.2060 -0.0367 -05939 •• -0.324) • -0.2223 0.0416 0.2038 22 0331 •• 
.•. __ ._. __ ._._._ •. _. ___ ._._ .• __ J~._.33~I) __ ._~_._Q.;~~~ •.• __ •. _.~:P.;~ ___ ... _(:~;~~_. __ ._ .. E!~ .... -.-(:I..:~~--.-- (0.379) (788) 
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TobIe 3.18: Estimatel of the VECM and Crallier Causality Tests for Stock and Futures Returns_FULL Period_Without SIF (colltinned) 
--.-.~L-.-----.-.-.-~L- _______ ._~~. ___ ._~~ ________ .J1!. __ _ 
Code DepVar II.f1 II.f1 II.f1 ""4 pn SCH Rs -0.3018 • -OD261 0.0300 -0.1018 
(-1.999) (-0.168) (0.206) (-0.861) 
Rr 0.1523 0.2646 0.1379 -OD361 
-O.D193 -OD72S 
(-0.124) (-0.41)9) 
-0.3013 • -0.1759 
--~-----.~---!~-~,,-,,,, .. ) 
pr4 
0.1615 
(1359) 
0.0902 
'II ¥aW-<Htl:".,~ 
0.0454 108694 • 
(0361) 
0.7790 • 46023 
.-.-.--. __ .... _. __ . __ . _______ . __ ~!;Q5.:~L._._._._._(1..:~~~ __ ._._. __ @.:99IL_ (-0318) 
02838 
(1.852) 
-0.1451 
(-0.988) Q~_. __ J:!..~:3L. _____ (!l.793) (2314) 
SHB Rs -0.1020 -0.2336 .. -O.l4ll O.ll906 
(-1.0.stJ) (-2311) (-1.416) (1.008) 
Rr 0.2347 .. -0.1004 -0.1437 0.0529 
0.Q675 
(0.686) 
-02732 •• 
0.2035 • 0.D887 -0.1112 
-0.0144 71384 
(1986) (0.885) (-1233) (-0.256) 
0.D827 0D726 -0.0766 0.1086 • 15.1686 •• 
. _._. ___ ._._. __ .. _._. ___ . __ . ___ ._._.~~~~~_._. ___ ._._.~)..:Q.!!L ___ ._._~:!~~ __ @·602) ~~~43). 
-0.1812 
(-1.475) 
(0.826) (0.742) (-0.869) (1.971) 
SHE Rs 0.1856 0.1971 0.2m 0.0607 
-0.1869 -0.2396 -O.034j 0.0043 51278 
(1.340) (1.336) (1.709) (0.436) (-1.433) (-1.838) (-0281) (0.600) 
Rr 0.6279 ... 0.4512 ... 0.3950 .. 0.1393 -OJ711"· -0.4133 •• -03629 • -O.D932 00063 19.9992 •• 
-........ ___ ... _ ........... _._ .... _._._._._._J~Q~Il) .. _._._ ...... _jt;1..1.5.L ... _._._ ... _ .. (t;~~5.L. __ .... _ ... _(o:~D __ . __ ._~~~~ ____ ._E~!.1l) __ . ____ E~~ ____ ~:!!:~4) __ ....@:....783l __ ._._._ ........ _. 
SIE Rs 0.0209 0.D237 -0.1079 .. -0.0527 00064 -0.0209 0.0569 0.0.s96 0DJ69 3.2808 
(0.436) (0.469) (-2.131) (-1.081) (0.138) (-0.441) (1.202) (1.342) (0.878) 
Rr 03732 ... 0.D946 -O.D733 -O.om -02125 ... -0.0812 0.0343 0.0524 0.0276 •• 622jij •• 
. -....... -.... -.--.... -.-.-....... -................ -... Q.;~~~- .... _._._._._j!.:~~ .. _ .... _._ ... _.~:l;~~_._._ .... _ .. _J:L.!~._._._._. __ ~:~~.I2 .. _._J:L~~~L_._ ... __ . ..(!l..:!Q~_._~·I48) ___ ._.g·4282 ___ ._. _____ . 
TEF Rs 0.0959 0.1934 0.0529 0.0064 -0.0908 -0.2301 • -0.0891 -O.D082 0.0082 4.4689 
(0.964) (1.729) (0.471) (0.064) (-0.902) (-2.076) (-0.804) (-0.084) (1.164) 
Rr 0.6430 ... 0.4740 ... 0.2918 •• 0.1153 -0.6000 ... -0.4990 •• -03184 •• -0.1196 0.0120 4S.94:lO •• 
....... _ .......... _._ ....... _ ................. _ ....... _._._.(~;~~?2 ....................... (~,~Il') .............. _._ . ..(t;~~~_._._ .... _ .... _._(!;.!~~_. __ . ___ ._.(:~:Q~L __ . ___ (:~;~~._._ .. __ E~!:32_. ____ ._~:l~~_. ____ Q.;!E2 __ . ________ _ 
Tl Rs -0.0021 -0.0224 0.0331 0.1228 oo. 0.0D47 0.0053 0.0075 0.0020 0.0007 03715 
(-0.071) (-0.748) (1.108) (4.110) (0.273) (0.309) (0.441) (0.119) (0.918) 
RF 0.0101 -0.0371 0.0130 0.1377 .. oo -0.0078 -0.0038 0.0096 0.0157 0.0021 7.5472 
....... _._._ .... _ .......... _._ .. _._ ........ _._._._._.(O.:.!~~_ ... _ ...... _._.1:Q.:~Q~ .... _._._._._._(O:~~_._ .... _._._._._(t:~.!D_. __ . __ ._.(:..O;~~.!L._. __ ._j:E;.!~~L_. ___ ._(O;~!9.) __ . ___ .. _(O;~~4L.._. _____ Q.;15!i_52 ____ . ___ . ____ _ 
TIM Rs -0.0777 -0.1942 .. 0.0000 0.1707 • 01l45O 0.1352 0.0279 -0.1116 -0.0005 6.9631 
(-1.099) (-2.568) (-0.000) (2.442) (0.635) (1.780) (0368) (-1.609) (-0.023) 
RF 03300 .... -0.0170 0.0728 0.1501 .. -0.3656 .oo -0.0368 -0.0224 -0.0877 0.0262 31.4S85 •• 
. _._ ... _._._._._._._ .... _._._._ .... _._ .... _._._<~:~Q~_._._._._._.j:Q:~~~,L._._._._._._(o:~ll_._._._. ____ ._(2:.~~~ __ ._._._._J:~..:.!9..!)_. ___ ._~:E;~~ ______ ._.(;~..:~?2 __ . ___ J:l~1.:32..._._. ____ Q.;~_?L_. __ ... _______ _ 
TLI Rs -0.0621 -0.:2258 -0.0956 -0.1304 0.0158 0.1387 0.D235 0.1001 0.0135 13529 
(-0.444) (-U04) (-0.640) (-0.944) (0.111) (0.914) (0.155) (0.719) (0.366) 
RF 0.3943 .oo 0.1166 0.1353 -0.0112 -0.4321"· -021:23 -02073 -0.0186 0.0309 8.9494 
._._ ...... _._ .................... _._ .......... _ ...... _._.(t.:~~?2 .. _._ ....... _ .... _(o.:?9..I)_ .... _. __ .... _._(o.:~~~_._. __ ._ ... <:Q;Q~~_._._. __ ._._(:.~:Q9.I) ___ . __ ._J:_1;~11_ .. ____ ._._.(:);~~_._. __ ._(:QJ~ ________ (o:s.:s.~ ___ _ 
TOT Rs -0.1537 0.1587 0.2011 0.1763 0.1040 -02716 • -02561 • -0.1351 0.0395 139638 •• 
(-1.485) (1.443) (1.858) (1.842) (0.983) (-2.442) (-2342) (-1.399) (0.716) 
RF 0.2670 .. oo 0.3159 .. oo 0.2461 • 0.1952 .. -02878 ... -0.4104 •• -02735 .oo -O.1m 0.1250 • 132282 • 
........... _ ... _ ........ _ ............... _ .... _.Q.:~~Il') ..... _._ ....... _.(t:~~~_ ...... _ ....... _._(t;~~~_._._._._._._Jt:'-.!.D_ .... _._._._j:~:~~~_._._ .. _ .... _ ... (:?:~~2.2_. __ ._. __ .~:~;~~_._ ... ____ (:l~!.S.L ___ ._ .. ~.:~.~L_ .. _._ .. _________ _ 
UBS Rs 0.0233 -0.0420 -0.0513 -0.0384 0.0719 0.D472 -0.0530 0.0317 0.0296 1.3338 
(0.220) (-0.372) (-0.458) (-0.371) (0.691) (0.430) (-0.485) (0.316) (0.776) 
Ry 0.4393 oooo 0.1120 0.0664 OWl -03302 oooo -0.1062 -0.1614 -0.0367 0.0735 17.1241 oo • 
.... _._._ .... _ ....... _._ .......... _ ................ _ ....... (~:Q~~_._._ .............. _@:~?!2 .. _._._._._ .. __ (o;5.~~_ .... _._._ .. _._._(p~~~~_._._._._._J:.~:.!~'-L_._ .... _._~:Qy.~_ .. __ ._._._~:},:¥-~_._. __ . __ .(:Q:~ __ . ___ . __ Q;!83l ___ ._._._. __ ._. ___ .. _ 
UC Rs -0.1157 -0.1167 -0.0674 0.1365 0.1939 • 0.0552 0.0669 -0.0840 -0.1048 • 10.0413 • 
(-UOO) (-1.471) (-0.870) (1.958) (2.468) (0.681) (0.845) (-1.181) (-2.063) 
RF 02205 .. oo -0.0028 -0.0332 0.1105 -0.1525 • -O.D<ro 0.0365 -0.0576 0.0562 15.3031 .oo 
._._ ....... _._ ....... _._ .......... _._ ....... _ .......... _.(t:~~~ .. _ .... _ ....... _.1:Q:Q~D_._ ... _._._._.(:g;~_._ .... _._ .. _._._(~;~~1l_._._ .. _._. __ ~:l:9.~~_._._ .. _._ .... _.(;Q:~~~ ______ ._. __ (o;~~ .. _. __ ._. __ .(:Q:~!2 __ ._._._._._(IX!ll __ ._._._. ____ . __ . __ _ 
VlV Rs -0.0\:23 -0.0942 02645 02172 0.1060 -0.D088 -0.3669 • -02895 • -02453 11.1159 • 
(-0.068) (-0.525) (1.608) (1.641) (0.579) (-0.049) (-2.206) (-2.184) (-1.475) 
RF 0.4273 .. 0.1703 0.4233 ... 024S8 -03396 -02669 -0.5247 •• -0.3018 • 0.0882 14.0495 •• 
.... _ ....... _._ ....... _. __ .. _ .... _ ............. _ ........ 9:~?2 ..... _ ............. _(O.:~?~ .. _ ... _._ .... _._(2.:~~~_._ .... _ ........ _Q;~~_._._._. __ j:l.:~9.?2.._._ .... _. __ .(:l;~.!~_._. __ ._._~:?~~?2._._. ____ J:~~~ ____ . __ (o_.5:'?) ___________ ...... . 
VOF Rs -0.3789 • -0.3659 .. -0.0352 -0.0611 03348 .. 0.3069 -0.1042 0.0876 -0.0268 142297 •• 
(-2.532) (-2.335) (-0.239) (-0.51\) (2.215) (1950) (-0.700) (0.725) (-0.223) 
RF 0.1747 0.0181 0.1690 0.0867 -0.2071 -0.0806 -0.3065 • -0.0573 0.1624 4.4328 
_._._._._._._._._._ ... _._. __ ._._._._ ... __ .(!:.!9.D_._._._._._._._(o;.!.!~_._._._._._. __ Q:.~l1_. __ ._._ .. ___ (O:?~_._. ____ ~:~:~~. __ . __ .(:E.;~~_. __ j~J!3.L __ ~!l.:~ __ Q.;~ ___ . __ _ 
VOW Rs -0.1296 -0.2428 • -0.1614 0.0263 0.1924 .. 0.1958 • 0.1302 0.0234 -0.0420 52727 
(-1.370) (-2.524) (-1.801) (0.365) (2.023) (2.029) (1.451) (0.336) (-0.499) 
03740 .. oo 0.0749 
(4.158) (0.819) 
-0.0192 
(-0.225) 
0.1206 
(1.759) 
-02912 oo. -0.0967 
(-3.220) (-1.053) 
-0.0315 
(-0.371) 
-0.0543 
(-0.820) 
02514 •• 332464 •• 
(3.141) 
Notes: This table reports the VECM estimates and Granger causality tests results for the model (3.5 a) and (3.5b) excluding the lagged index Mutes retutm : 
c.:;l c.l 
Rs .• - 2,;. a"R ..... _, +2,;. p",R,; _,-, +Y"B.-l + S., ... 
(-1 .-1 
• and" dmoh lignificantlevels 00% and 1%, respectively. F.-. in the pmnthesis (.) "" the t statistics. 
O~r causality test. "" based on the Wald tests of (HOI: ~1I- 0) w(Hr.: (X.l!I- 0); the tests statistics,," ll(4) distnbuled. 
t.-statistics and Wald h.t. are calculated using White's (1980) heteroskedasticity consistent variance-covariance matrix. 
The cointegn.ting vector B,...\ - p'X!-\ _ S~ - F,if restricted to be the lagged basis in all cases; RsJn.\ is the lagged stock index return •. 
See the equelion. (3.51) and (3.5b) in the text for the definitions of the remaining tennl. 
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Table 3.19: Summary Results ofVECM_FULL Period_Without SIF 
Lead-lag Relationship ElTor COlTection C F 
Code Stock Leads FuturA •• La~ds ommon actor Weights AA "1 ~~ ~ Stock Adjusts :utures Adju.~ts Stock (8s) Futures <a. 1-8s) 
AGN '" x 0.001 0.999 
AHL '1/ + 0.914 0.086 
x 0.544 0.456 
ALV '1/ x + + 0.544 0.456 ~ ~ x + 0.922 0.078 
BAR '1/ x 0.855 0.145 
BNP '1/ x 0.890 0.110 
BPA x 0.982 0.018 
x x 0.942 0.058 
BTL x '1/ + 0.711 0.289 
BVA '1/ x 0.001 0.999 g6i: ~ ~ 0.763 0.237 
CSG '1/ + 0.793 0.207 
x 0.596 0.404 
DBK '1/ x + 0.870 0.130 
DCY '1/ x + 0.997 0.003 
DTE '1/ '1/ + 0.947 0.053 
ENI x x + 0.961 0.039 
ENL x x + 0.981 0.019 
EOA '1/ '1/ + 0.752 0.248 
ERC '1/ '1/ + + 0.550 0.450 
FIE x x 0.547 0.453 
GEN '1/ x 0.547 0.453 
GXW x x 0.557 0.443 
HAS x '1/ 0.895 0.105 
HNM '1/ x 0.476 0.524 
ING x x + 0.947 0.053 
LLO '1/ x 0.284 0.716 
MUV '1/ x + 0.592 0.408 
NDA '1/ '1/ 0.712 0.288 
NES '1/ x + 0.783 0.217 
NOV '1/ x 0.740 0.260 
PHI x x + 0.741 0.259 
RBO x '1/ 0.739 0.261 
RD x x 0.793 0.207 
ROG '1/ x 0.956 0.044 
SCH x '1/ + 0.860 0.140 
SHB '1/ x + 0.883 0.117 
SHE '1/ x 0.595 0.405 
SIE '1/ x + 0.801 0.199 
TEF '1/ x 0.595 0.405 
TI x x 0.762 0.238 
TIM '1/ x 0.982 0.018 
TLI x x 0.696 0.304 
TOT '1/ '1/ + 0.760 0.240 
UBS '1/ x 0.713 0.287 
UC '1/ '1/ + 0.349 0.651 
VIV '1/ '1/ 0.265 0.735 
VOF x '1/ 0.858 0.142 
VOW '1/ x + 0.857 0.143 
, .................................................................. , .......... ~ ................................ M ••••••••••••••••••••• M ••••••••• M ..................... M ................................ M.h ........ _ ..... u._ ...•. M ••••••••••• , ............ _ .................... _ ......... _ ............ _ ......... __ ...... ____ ._._ ... _._ ... _ •••• _ ...... _. ____ ....... __ ._ 
-l 34 14 + 3 II 
x 16 36 47 29 0.716 0.284 
Notes: The Vector Eaor Correction Model (3.5a) and (3.5b), without index futures returns, is run for each 50 pairs of cointegrated stock and futures prices 
p-I p-I 
R St = L O:SiRSt_i + L fJsiRF.t-i +YsBt-1 + eSt 
• i-I • i-I • 
p-I p-I 
RF t - ~ Of.J1IRs t-i -+ ~ PPlRF t-1 -+YFBt-1 -+ EFt 
• i_I . i_I' . 
A "1' indicates that the lagged cross-coefficients (~s! or 1%.1:1) in equations are jointly significant at the 5% level (i.e., Recjection ofli(J1 or li(Ji). 
A "+" indicates that the error-correction coefficient (')'S or 'I'll) in equations is significant at the 5% level (i.e, Recjection ofHo3 or Ho4). 
The (Bs) and (B,) is the price discovery contributions (i.e., weight in the common long memory factor) of stock and futures, respectively. 
The calculations of the price discovery contributions [(lis) and (e,)] are based on the formula (3.8) in the text. 
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Table 3.20: VECM Acljlutment Coelicienu and USF &'hare in Price DiscoveIY_ \\1TH 9: \\,lTHOUT SIF 
Mean Z-test Std Deviation 2~· pl'rcentfie Medim 75" Pl'rtl'D1ill' 
A: Adjusllnent coefficients 
A I : WITH SIF (rum-specific Information) 
Y. -0.0403 0.01522 -0.0724 
-0.0119 
Yr 0.0886 0.1202 0.0149 0.0481 
A2 : WITHOUT SIF (Market-wide Information) 
Y. -0.0123 0.0760 -0.0324 0.0003 
Yr 0.1144 0.1528 0.0177 0.0775 
B: USF sban in price discovery 
S.I : WITH SIF (Firm-specific Information) 
(9,) 0.3951 0.2336 0.2252 0.3917 
S.2: WITHOUT SIF (Market-wide Information) 
(9,) 0.2840 U. 2.3713 ** 0.2351 0.1115 0.2392 
Note This table presents the cross-sectional descriptive statistics of the USF share in price di.coevry estimated on the basis ofVECM adjusment coefficients 
in equation. (3.5a) and(3.5b) and a. given by formular(3.8). The sample consist ofa total of50 USFs including(i) 10 USFs based on stocks tzaded 
in U.K. (n) 7 USPs for .tocks Itaded in Prance, (iii) g USF. for .tocks Itadedin Oermany, (N) 6 USFs for stocks Itaded in Italy, (~6 USF. for stocks 
Itaded in Netherland. (Vi) 3 USFs for .tock. Itaded in Spain, (vii) 5 USFs for stocks ltadedinSweden, and (viii) 5 USFs for stocks Itadedin Swilzedand. 
< > Wilcoxon Z-te.tstatistics 
•• ... .... Significant at 10%, 5% and I % leve~ respectively. 
l' - significant biber share in price discovery; U - significant lower share in price discovery 
Table 3.21: Descriptive Statistics and Correlations between Explanatory Variables 
A : Descriptive statistics 
0.0047 
0.1309 
0.0155 
01473 
0.5533 
0.4071 
VolumeRatio TradeJi}equency ,$preadRatio Volatility 
Mean 0.7883 0.4389 1.1351 0.0225 
Std. Deviation 0.9230 0.1545 0.3508 0.0071 
25th Percentile 0.2093 0.3241 0.9781 0.0172 
Median 0.4350 0.4615 0.9882 0.0203 
75th Percentile 1.1003 0.5677 1.0517 0.0259 
B : Pearson's correlation coeflicien'ls 
VolumeRah'o TradeJi}equency ,$preadRatio Volatility 
VolumeRah'o 1.0000 
TradeJi}equency 0.3219 ........ 1.0000 
SpreadRah'o 0.1260 0.1721 1.0000 
Volah'lity -0.2147 -0.0444 0.0769 1.0000 
Notes: 
The table presents descriptive statistics and correlations between independent variables of our cross-sectional 
egressions. The relative trading volume of USFand stock markets, VolumeRah'o, is measured as the ratio USF 
volume to stock volume. TradeJi}equen::y is calculated as the average 111lmber ofUSF tracing days over the whole 
sample period relative to that of stock markets. The variable fPreadRah'o is the ratio of effective spread on the 
tuSF and the stock markets. We measure stock volatility, Volatility, as the standard deviation of daily stock return . 
... , ...... , ......... denote significance at 10%, 5%, and 1 % respectively. 
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Table-l.22: Determinants of the USF Share in Price Discovery 
ElIpec~1l 
VariaJlle sicJl. Modell MiNlel2 MlMle13 MMel4 MMel5 
Constant -1.78587 -2.~576 -1.66589 
-2.28974 
-0.54857 
(-0..535) (-0.767) (-0.483) (-0.657) (-0.165) 
MonthsListed + 0.01089 0.02855 0.04785 0.03455 
-0.00988 
(0.184) (0.469) (0.817) (0.615) (-0.167) 
HomeMarket + 1.46929 .. 133829 1.31425 .. 1.29681 0.03641 
(1.850) (1.440) (1.680) (1..530) (0.043) 
VolumeRatio + 0.38268 ...... 
(3.160) 
TradeFre quency + 0.07998 
(0.048) 
SpreadRatio -1.62420 ...... 
(-3.190) 
Volatility ± -0.10811 
(-0.005) 
ContractSize + U8276 .... 
(4.290) 
AdjustedR~ 0.14 0.10 0.21 0.26 0.18 
Numb er of observations 50 50 50 50 50 
~otes: 
~he dependent variable is the lo~stic transformation of the USF share in price discovery estimated from the VECM adjustment coefficients. 
iMon~Li3ttd is the number of months fae which a USF has be en listed in the Euronext.LIFFE throu!;h December 30,2005. HcrneMarlW i •• 
dummy variable thlt tekes a value of one for the U.K. USFs and zero fae the European USFs. The relative tracli.ng volume of USFand I1I.ock 
~8!kets, VolumeRl2tio, is measured as the ratio USF volume to stock volume. TradeJll'equency is calculated as the average rumber of USF 
~acli.ng days over the whole sample p ariod relative to that of stock markets. The variable *readRaio is the ratio of effective spread en the USF 
and the stock markets. We measure stock volatility, Volah1ify, as the standard deviation of daily stock return. The dummy variable ContrtrtSlze 
. s equal one for contracts written on U.K. and Italian based stocks which represent 1000 stocks and zero for others sm al1er size centracts. The 
sample consist of a totel of 50 USFs contracts inc1ucli.ng(i) 10 USFs based on stocks traded in U.K.., (ii) 7 USFsfae stocks traded in France, (iii) 
~ USF s fae stocks traded in Germany, (iV,) 6 USFs for stocks traded in Italy, (V,) 6 USF s for stocks traded in Netherlands, (vi) 3 USFs for stocks 
traded in Spain, (vii) 5 USF s for stocks traded in Sweden. end (viii) 5 USFs for stocks traded in Switzerland Adjusted t- statistics based on the 
hetsroskedaslicity-consistent covarianc e matrix as per Newey and West (1987) are in parentheses below the coefficiems. ", .... , .... denote 
sipficart It 10%, 5%, and 1 % respecti ve1y. 
Table 3.23: Detennill .. 'mts ofthe USF Sh..,re ill Plice Discovel'YJemoved LHS Outliers (LLO ~~ TIM) 
ElIpec1e1l 
Variahle s!iJl. Medel I Medel 2 Model 3 Model 4 Mlldel5 
Constant -1.66292 -1.93108 -1.68591 -0.71654 -0.89571 
(-0.523) (-0.654) (-0.526) (-0.206) (-0.281) 
MonthsListed + 0.00736 0.01365 0.04284 0.01740 -0.00357 
(0.131) (0250) (0.779) (0.303) (-0.063) 
HomeMarket + 0.81292 ...... 0.61867 0.68787 .... 0.82645 ...... -0.43494 
(2.950) (1.420) (2.210) (2..580) (-1.110) 
VolumeRatio + 0.40050 ...... 
(3940) 
TradeFrequency + 0.61668 
(0.423) 
SpreadRatio -1.41253 .... 
(-2.450) 
Volatility ± 7.98386 
(0.340) 
ContractSize + 133635 ••• 
~477Q2 
AdiustedR~ 0.12 0.05 0.18 0.28 0.13 
Number of observations 48 48 48 48 48 
~otes; ~he depmdent variable is the lo~stic transformation of the USF share in price ciscovery estimated from the VECM adjustment coeffici~ts 
~n~LIJtfd is the number oc months fae which a USF has been listed in the Eur<next.L1FFE thr~ December 30,2005. HomeJ4ar1wt II • 
dummy variable the takes a value of one for the U.K. USFs and zaro fae the European USFs. The relative tracli.ng volume of USFand lIlock 
~arketl, VolumcRl2tio, is measured as the ratio USF volume to stock volume. TradcFrequency is calculated as the average wmber of USF 
trading days over the whole sample pariod relative to that ofstock markets. The v .. iable .sprcadRttio is the ratio ofeffective spread en the USF 
and the stock markets. We measure stock volatility, Volati/it]. as the standard deviation oc daily stock return. The dummy venable CO,ltlactSS • 
• equal. <ne for contracts written on U.K.. and Italian based lIlocks which represent 1000 stocks and zero for others smaller size centract .. The 
sample ccnsilll oc a total of 50 USFs cootracts inc1ucli.ng(i) 10 USFs based <n stocks traded in U.K~ (it) 7 ':1SFsfer stocks traded in France, (w) 
8 USF I for stock. traded in aermany. (i~ 6 USFs for stocks traded in Italy. (v) 6 USF s for stocks traded Ul Netherlands ('91) 3 USF I fer stock. 
traded inSpam, (-Ai) 5 USFs for lItocks traded in Sweden, end ("ii) 5 USFs for lItocks traded in S wiued and Adjuad t.lltel.istics based on the 
betero*ed.ticit~cDnlistent covviance matrix as per Newey and Well (1987) .. e in parentheses below the coefficints ., -, ••• denote 
lliplicart It 10%.5%, and 1% respectiwly. 
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Table 3.24: Detenn.iruults of the USF Shan in Price Di5covery removed RHS outlier (ENI VolmneR .. ,tio) 
ElqIected 
VarQbJe S~Jl Mo_II Model 2 Model 3 lIWel4 MMr:IS 
Constant 
-1.93895 -224598 -097009 
-1.09194 -Oj7136 
(-Oj77) (-0.691) (-0.281) (-0.284) (-0.172) 
MonthsUsted + 0.01241 0.02553 0.036n 0.03484 
-0.00946 
(0.208) (0.417) (0.625) (Oj34) (-0.160) 
HomeMarket + 1.47231 .. 1.40233 136715 .. 1j2Q23 .. OD1195 
(1.860) (1.500) (1.760) (1.780) (0.014) 
V olumeRatio + 0.49580 .... 
(2.500) 
TradeFrequency + -0.14189 
(-0.085) 
SprudRatio 
-1.73523 ...... 
(-3.840) 
Volatility ± 
-0.02129 
(-0.001) 
C ontractSize + 1.60673 .... 
AdiustedR~ ~4.07Q:! 0.14 0.11 0.22 0.26 0.18 
Number of observations 49 49 49 49 49 
Nates: 
The dependent variable is the 10@jstic transformation of the USF share in pric e discovery estimated from the VECM adjustment coefficients. 
M011fl1Li3ted is the number r:L months for which a USF has been listed in the EuronexlLIFFE tbrrugh December 30.2005. HcmeMarMt is a 
dummy variable thai. takes a value of one for the U.K. USFs and zero for the European USFs. The relative trading volume of USFand stock 
markets. VolumeRlltio. is measured as the ratio USF volume to stock volume. TradeJi'requel'lCl is calculated as the average mmber of USF 
trading days over the whole sample period relative to that of stock markets. The variable .5'preadRlltio is the ratio of effective spread on the USF 
and the stock markets. We measure stock volatility. Volatility. as the standard deviation r:L daily stock return. The dummy variable COl1trtrtSize 
. s equal one for contracts written on U.K. and Italian based stocks which represent 1000 stocks and zero for others sm aller size contracts. The 
sample consist r:L a total of 50 USF s contracts including (i) 10 USFs based on stocks traded in U.K .• (ii) 7 USF s for stocks traded in France. (iii) 
8 USF s for stocks traded in Germany. (i~ 6 USFs for stocks traded in Italy. (v) 6 USF s for stocks traded in Netherlands (vi) 3 USF s for stock 
traded in Spain, (vii) 5 USF s for stocks traded in Sweden, and (viii) 5 USFs for stocks traded in Switzerland. Adjusted t- st8l.istics based on the 
heteroskedasticity-consistent covarianc e matrix as per Newey and West (1987) are in parentheses below the coefficients ............... denote 
si~ficanl. 81.10%. 5%. and 1 % respecti vely. 
Table 3.25: Detenni:n.:'lllts ofthe USF Sb.·u:e ill Plice Discovel-y_Industl-y Dmnmies 
u,ected 
Variable S~Jl Modell Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 ModelS 
Constant -3.21881 -2.89428 -3.09070 -1.99307 -2.21342 
(-0.893) (-0.854) (-0.875) (-0.533) (-0.573) 
M onthsliste d + 0.00953 0.00096 0.04875 0.01931 -0.00038 
(0.152) (0.015) (0.803) (O.28~ (-0.006) 
HomeMarket + 1.62116 '" 1.18299 1.22220 1.45684 0.10112 (1.820) (1.210) (1.500) (1.590) (0.126) 
V olumeRatio + 0.67139 "''''''' 
(3.060) 
T radeF re quency + 1.03093 
(0.554) 
SpreaclRatio -1.90701 ...... 
(-3.370) 
Volatility ± -7.37787 
(-0.338) 
ContractSize + 1.46006 ...... 
(4.330) 
Resources (1150) 0.35502 1.50401 .... 1.90412 .... 0.77929 0.95145 
(0.405) (2.300) (2.470) (0.707) (1.590) 
Services (13150) 1.79493 "''''* 1.97654 * .... 1.86731 ...... 2.03069 .. .... 1.38085 .... 
(3.200) (3.260) (3.570) (3.170) (2.550) 
ConsumetGoods (1150) 0.67332 1.07737 1.03816 0.72870 0.81948 
(0.718) (1.190) (1.160) (0.671) (0.880) 
Technology (2/50) 1.07152 1.00140 0.88364 1.56791 0.64748 
(0.937) (0.848) (0.725) (1.270) (0.589) 
Financial (19150) 1.57219 ** 1.71599 * .. 2.05608 *** 2.11544 ......... 1.39493 .... 
~.32Q:! ~.41Q:! Q.50Q:! (3.060) ~.091!.! 
AdjustedR· 0.23 0.16 0.29 -0.38 o.~i 
Number of observations 30 30 30 30 30 
t-J otes: 
The dependent variable is the logistic transformation of the USF share in price discovery estim al.ed from the VECM adjustment 
coefficients. MOl'lthLi~ted is the rumber of months for which a USF has been listed in the Euronext.LIFFE through December 
30.2005. HomeMark£t is a dummy variable that takes a value of one for the U.K. USFs and zero for the European USFs. The 
elative trading volume of USFand stock markets, VolumeRatio. is measured as the ratio USF volume to stock volun e. 
TradeJl)oequel'lcy is calculated as the average rumber of USF trading days over the whole sample period relal.ive to that of stock 
markets. The variable 5preadRatio is the r8l.io of effective spread on the USF and the stock markets. We measure stock volaulity. 
Volatility, as the standar d deviation of daily stock return The chlm.m y vari abl e Comact/!Jze is equal one for contracts written en 
U.K. and Italian based stocks which represent 1000 stocks and zero for others smaller size contracts. The sample cOnSlst .. of a 
otal of 50 USF s contracts including(i) 10 USFs based on stocks traded in U.K.. (i~ 7 USFs for stocks traded in France. (m) 8 
USFs for stocks traded in Germany. (iv) 6 USFs for stocks traded in Italy. (~ 6 USF s for stocks traded in Netherlarxis (vt) 3 
~SFs for stocks tncledin Spain, (vi~ 5 USF s for stocks traded in Sweden, and (viii) 5 USFs for stocks traded in Switzerland. We 
classifY sample USFs in six incbtry I!10UPs, according to the industry sectors of their underlying st?cks Re~CW'ce3, ServICe3, 
CGt13UmC rGoods, Techn:JiofJ'. and Ftl'lal1Citli are dummies corresponding to five of these groups. Adjusted 1- staustics based ~ 
the heteroskedasticity- consistent covariance matrix as per Newey and West (1987) are 10 parertheses below the co efficteris. • 
.......... denote significanl at 10%, 5%, and 1 % respectively. 
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Table 3.26: DetenniruUlts oftb" USF Sb.·ue ill Plic" Discovery_Nonn"l\sfonm~d LHS (Tobit Mod"l) 
ElIpected 
Variable S~1l Modell Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 
Constant 034149 023027 029735 0.40564 0.56211 
(0.757) (0.471) (0.623) (0.837) (1241) 
Monthsusted + -0.00073 0.00208 0.00512 0.00280 -0.00436 
(-0.089) (0.215) (OJ92) (0.306) (-OJ31) 
HomeMerket + 0.17733 ** 0.14804 0.14976 • 0.18993 .* -0.08845 
(2.188) (IJ72) (1.854) (2319) (-0927) 
VolwneRatio + 0.07461 .. ** 
(3.229) 
T radeFrequency + 0.04466 
(0.185) 
SpreadRatio 
-0.19114 *** 
(-3.248) 
Volatility ± 0.26707 
(0.073) 
C ontractSize + 0.29220 .. * .. 
{4.46Q 
Log Ukelihood 6.55 4.22 6.51 9.84 8.69 
Nwnber of observations 50 50 50 50 50 
N' otes: 
The dependent variable is the "nontransformed" USF share in price discov~y estimated from the VECM adjustment coefficients. Morl'hLll/ed 
's the nwnber of months for which a USF has been listed in the Euronext.L1FFE throughDecember 30,2005. HcmeMarket is a dwnmyvanable 
that takes a value of one for the U.K. USFs and zero for the European USFs. The relative trading volwne of USFand stock markets, 
VolumeRajo, is measured as the ratio USF volum e to stock volum e. TradeFrequel1c.y is calculated as the average num ber ofUSF trading days 
over the whole sample period relative to that of stock markets. The variable fPreadRdio is the ratio of effective spread on the USF and the 
stock markets. We measure stock volatility. Volatility, as the standard deviation of daily stock return. The dwnmy variable COl1trIXtSze is equal 
one for contracts written on U.K. and Italian based stocks which represent 1000 stocks and z~o for others smaller size contracts. The sample 
consist of a total of 50 USF s contracts including (i) 10 USFs based on stocks traded in U.K., (ii) 7 USF s for stocks traded in France, (iii) 8 USFs 
or stocks traded inGarmany. (iY,i6 USFsfor stocks traded in It81y, (Y,i6 USFs for stocks traded in Netherlands (vi) 3 USFs for stocks traded in 
Spain, (vii) 5 USFs for stocks traded in Sweden, and (viii) 5 USFs for stocks traded in Switz~land. Adjusted t-stat.istics based on the 
heteroskedasticity-consistent covariance matrix as per Newey and West (1987) are in parentheses below the coefficients ... , .... , ••• denote 
siE?Pificant at 10%, 5%, and 1% respectively. 
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Table 327: Descriptive Sta1is1i.cs and Conelations hetween Dplanatory Variables 
A: Descriptive sta1is1i.cs 
USFVolume Stock Volume 
Mean 150.69 24929.70 
Std. Deviation 281.27 50378.10 
25th Perc entile 18.13 4411.57 
Median 38.90 9067.54 
75th Percentile 88.13 26905.72 
B : Pearson's conelation coeffi.cien1s 
USF Volume Stock Volume 
USF Volume 1 
Stock Volume 0.546452 *** 
USF TradeFrequency 0.245984 ** 0.133830 
Stock TradeFrequency -0.051612 -0.239049 
USF Spread -0.046114 0.029270 
Stock Spread -0.187300 0.102412 
Volatility -0.187319 0.102405 
~ otes: 
* 
USF TradeFrequency Stock TradeFrequency USF Spread Stock Spread Volatility 
42.70 97.16 0.05 0.04 0.02 
15.11 0.65 0.D3 0.01 0.01 
31.40 96.71 0.04 0.D3 0.D2 
45.05 97.13 0.05 0.04 0.02 
55.51 97.66 0.06 0.05 0.03 
USF T radeF re quency Sto ck T radeF re quency USF Spre ad Sto ck Spre ad _V olatility 
0.555866 *** 
0.071292 
-0.039754 
-0.039805 
0.317372 
0.304994 
0.304947 
** 
** 
** 
1 
0.686476 
0.686484 
*** 
*** 1.000000 **' 
~he table presents descriptive statistics and correlations between independent variables of our cross. sectional regressions. The USF Volume and Stock V olume are the trading volume of USF and 
stock markets, respectively. USF TradeFrequency and Stock TradeFrequency are calculated as the average number of trading days over the whole sample period. The variables USF Spread and Stock 
ppread are the effective spread on these markets. We measure stock volatility; Volatility, as the standard deviation of daily stock return *, **, *** denote significance at 10%,5%, and 1 % respectively 
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Tabl. 3.28: Det.nninants ofth. USF Share in Price Discovery-Separate RHS Variables 
Varialtle 
constant 
MonthsListed 
HomeMuket 
USFVolume 
StockVoiume 
USF TradeFrequency 
Stock T radeFrequency 
USFSpread 
Stock Spread 
Vo1ati1i1y 
ContractSize 
Adjusted Rl 
Number of observati.ons 
ote.: 
F.Jpedei 
sic-
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
MlMleII 
-0.38260 
(-0.109) 
-0.01272 
(-0.203) 
1.29281 
(1.570) 
0.00164 *** 
(2.650) 
MDc1e12 
-236116 
(-0.757) 
0.02610 
(0.471) 
121492 
(1.330) 
-0.00033 
(-0.883) 
Modell 
-251522 
(-0.780) 
0.02963 
(0.488) 
1.34481 
(1.450) 
0.00031 
(0.010) 
Mo.,,14 
42.56250 
(1.720) 
0.07351 
(1.320) 
1.14834 
(1.340) 
* 
-0.48800 *** 
(-588.000) 
ModelS 
-2.30912 
(-0.613) 
0.04729 
(0.751) 
120641 
(1.450) 
-22.34060 *** 
(-3.360) 
Model 6 
-228991 
(-0.657) 
0.03455 
(0.615) 
1.29682 
(1.530) 
+ 10.60240 
(0.867) 
Model 7 
-228974 
(-0.657) 
0.03455 
(0.615) 
1.29681 
(1.530) 
± -0.10811 
(-0.005) 
+ 
0.17 0.11 0.10 0.13 0.20 0.11 0.26 
.so 50 .so 50 50 .so .so 
Madel 8 
-054857 
(-0.165) 
-0.00988 
(-0.167) 
0.03641 
(0.043) 
158276 *** 
(4.290) 
0.18 
50 
depended variable i. the logistic transformation of the USF share in price discovery estimated from the V ECM adjustmed coefficients. MOI1thl.isted is the rumber of months for which a USF 
• been listed in the Euronext.LIFFE throu~ December 30,2005. HomeMarket is a dummy variable that takes a value of one for the UK. USFs and zero for the European USFs. The USF Volume 
Stock Volume are the trading volume ofUSF and stock markets, respecti.vely. USF TradeFrequency am Stock TradeFrequency are calculated as the average number of trading days over the 
bole semple period The variables USF Spread and Stock Spread are the effecti.ve spread on these markets. We measure stock volati.lity, Yoiati1it;y, as the standard deviation of daily stock ret\.a'n 
dumm y variable Co)'lt7a;ot~e is eepal one for contracts written on U.K.. and Italian based stocks which repused. 1000 stocks and zero for others SIU aller size contracts. The sample consist of 8 
al of 50 USF, conran, including (i) 10 USF s based on stocks traded in UK., (ii) 7 USFs for stocks traded in France, (ill) 8 USF s for stocks 1raded in 0 erm any, (iv) 6 USF s fm st.ocks traded in 
taly. (V) 6 USF. for stock. traded in N ethedands (Vi) 3 USF s for stocks traded in Spain, (~i) 5 USF s for stocks traded in Sweden, and (viii) 5 USF s for stocks traded in Switzerland. Adjusted t-
. . c. bued on the heteroskedasticity-consistent covariance matrix as per Newey and West. (1987) are in parenheses below the coefficients. *, **, *** demte IligDificad. at 10%, 5%, and 1% 
...,.ctiYely. 
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Tabl. 3.29: Multivariate CAReH Parameter Estimates 
fi'his table reports the parameter estimates for the augmented asymmetric BEKK GARCH (1, l)-X model (3.9): 
• I I • I f l I 
H, = CoCo + An Er-1E,_141 + B;.lH t-tEn + Dn~t_~_lDn + En (Zt-l) Bil (3.9) 
L.l..ere C. _ ['ll 0]. A _ [au ~~]. J:l _ [~l b12]. n _ [du dll]. J1 _ [~l 0 ] rarn . ,- '''-'1- 'L11- ''1.1- '''''"lI-
eu ell all all bll bl1 dn dll en ell 
land [ '" ] [minf CO"] ~: = ".' = . ~\.' ; ; Z: = ( P, - P, " ); assuming Et \ 0,: N(O,H,) ~r.: mn{ s:.:,Oj 
tIne off-diagonal elements in 41 (Ell) matrix describes the innovations (volatility) spillovers between the stock and futures markets, while the off-diagonal elements of Dll matrix 
~aptures the asymmetric vol atility responses of a market to another market's innovations. The above coeffi cients relating to the volatility transfers are indi cated in b old characters. 
IEstimates are obtained using the BFGS numerical optimization algorithm and the method of quasi-maximum likelihood (QML). The robust standard error and associated t-statistics are 
falculated using the Bollerslev-Wooldridge (1992) approach. Figure in parentheses (.) indicate the robust t-statistics. A single (double) asterisk denotes significance at the 5% (1%) level. 
\All the estimations are made using the RATS statistical software with its built-in GARCH instruction. 
Celie en en e22 all au an a22 bn bu bn bu dll du dn d22 ell en e22 
AA 0.0025 • 0,0025 • 0.0001 -0.3535·· -0.3238 0.1127 0.2565 -1.3562 •• -0.5969 ** 0.5440 ** -0.3917 - -0.1879 -0.4662 ** -0.0840 OJ 157 0.0573 32528 1.4426 
(2.1 75) (2.537) (OJ 11) (-2.670) (-1.507) (1.144) (1.366) (-13.448) (-8.784) (7.9l1l) (-9.327) (-1.223) (-2.793) (-0.813) (0.752) (0.059) (0.711) (OJ 15) AGN ---'0.0099 •• ---O~0081-"--O~OO02--------oj98T-*.---iijs2o--"·--:ojijjfii'-:t;:;--"O~4840"*';';-"------iio23i----------jj:SJS9-';*'--"-jj:iiii .. ··-.. '··--·-'-.. :ii~0329·-.. · .. -.. ·jf."i'6ti"2· .. ·-.. · .. -..... iiSJi2· ... *;-··'·ii:jj·S48···· ...... ···:Q2163-·;.;···· .. · .. :iJlio2'f •• -·'·9-:131'3·· .. ·······'··64· .. 4956···.'···· 
____ !)_5·1f12) ___ 1~0·~!2L ___ JQ~~~~t ______ Q.:~~)1 _____ ~!~~~ ____ J~~:.~~!) _______ Q.~~~ ___________ l~:.!~!L _______ Q:.!~~L_._._.J!:.~1.!.L_. ___ , ... _(:.~..:~~~}. ... _ ...... j.~..:!.~~L .. _ ...... _ .. (~!.~~~~ ... _ ...... , .. (Jl.~.s..s..~) ..... _ ... J.:.~.:~~?t ... __ ... _(:~.~~ ...... __ .. JQ:?~~}. .. _ .... _ .... ~~P~L ....... . 
AHL 0.0106·· 0.0095" 0.0039·· 0.1430 -0.5694 ** 0.0761 0.8760 •• 1.9844 • 2.0935 * -2.0133 * -2.1228· -1.6158 -0.7332 l.6248 -0.1914 0.2316·· 0.1538· -0.0093 
____ (3·089L_{~.:~~~L __ J~~~~L ____ {9.:~?~L ____ (:~!~~1 _______ ~~~~) ______ J~~~?_U __________ .<~:~l.~L _______ l~:.~~_~t __ .. _ ..~~~~.D.._ ... _ .. _ ... J:.~;~~~L ....... J:L~~U ... __ ....... .<:.~~~.~2... __ ....... (!~~.5.) ............ (:.Q:.~.~~t .............. ~!.~.!.g2 ...... _ ..... (~.~~~~>. ............. ,~:Q.:!.?!2 ......... . 
ALV 0.0022.. 0.0022. -0.0005 -0.2227" 0.1504 * 0.0653 -0.3451 •• -0.8006 •• -1.5415 ** -0.1693 ** 0.7504 •• -03342.. -0.2113 0.3937 ** 0.1608 0.0822 • 0.0085 -0.0871 
~::::-:-_ (3.953) ____ .J~.47!1 ____ J=p..:.~~~ ____ J:~.:P..~.~.L ____ (~~_~~ ______ ~:.~~~ _____ t·~~~!_~t _______ {:!_!~~12 _______ (:~_~:.!~_~~ ____ ... .J~_~:.~.~.~~._._ ... _ ..Q.?~?..~.L_.J:}:.~}J. ... _ ..... (:.!-~~2.... __ .... _Q:.?~.~._ ...... , .... J9:?9~). ... _ ......... ,.~~:.~~?t ..... _ .. _(Q~~~~) .. , ......... (:9 .. 6.9.2), 
AXA 0.0015·· 0.0069 - 0.0000 -0.1584" 0.4297 ** 0.0044 -0.6665·· -0.9567·· -8.4700 * -0.0023 -0.4009 -03260·· -0.5111 ** 0.0022 0.1114 0.0004 0.1318 00000 
--:-=-::--':(3:.:::.0:::::55)~ .. _..Q.:.?P..91 ___ JQ~~t ___ {:~_·~~L ___ .....2.:~~~ ____ ~~!!~l ____ J=~~~L _____ {:~_~:~~!L ______ ,(:~.:.~~L __ .... ~~~.~~~ ... _ ... _ .... _.(:!.:~~L. __ .. ~~J.:.~.9.t ... _ ..... (:.2.:~~~) ........... _.(Jl.~~.~.t ... _ ...... J9.:~99) ............. jQd?~2. ___ J.L?Q~)_._ .......... ~QOOO) .... . 
AZN 0.0017·· 0.0017" 0.0000 0.1377· -0.1375 * -0.1145 0.1005 0.0711 •• 1.0165 ** 0.9203 ** -0.0343 - 0.1395 0.0434 -0.3070 * -0.1934 -8.6275·· -8.7841·· 00000 
___ (6.06lt ... _ .. _(5.747L ____ JQ·~L ___ .. ~.I.:P..~L ___ (-2.~.!~ _____ (-_!~.~!~L __ tl_~!..~L. ______ .(~?Q~2 ___ .. ____ ..Q8·!I_~L_ .. _ .. ~~~:..~.~.L_ ... _ .. J.:.!~!~L. ... _.J!:.~J.L ... _ ........ ~.:~.!m ..... _ ...J:~.:!.!'.~.L ........ '<':.!:?I.?) ............ (~~ .. ~.?? ...... .J:},:.l.~?.L ............ ~9.000), .... . 
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Tabl£' 3.19: l\lllltiv:ni.:lt£' GARCH Parameter EstiInates (contlluu"d) 
Code ell en e22 au au an a22 bll bu b2l b22 dn d12 d2l dn en e2l e22 
BAR 0.0093...... 0.0069...... 0.0000 0.6289 *... 1.0447 ** -0.1276 -0.5294 ...... 0.4736 ** 0.1085 -0.1l54 * 0.5112 ** 0.4313'" 0.0471 0.1434 0.5957"'* -0.0017'" 0.D352 * 0.0000 
(12.166) (6.118) (0.000) (3.236) (7.725) (-0.893) (-3.536) (3.428) (0.511) (-2.110) (4.309) (2.168) (0.223) (1.049) (4.367) (-2.166) (2.093) (-0.000) 
-·-BNP--··--(iiiOii--:,;··-·--(i·oo26··;;;;;;······-0~OOOO-··-----O~2·240-**····~O:482i .. ··*;-··=o.o4ii·S······-··-··-0·:6620···:,;·:,;-····---··ii·9·55K-**--··----0:560S--;*·········0:Oi4~f······················0·:4276···:,;·;·····=ii"i"65":3""";;;" ······~0·:4iso·*······=0:·0"ii7··· .. ·· ·······0:2652···· ·······=O·~0·0;i8·············~·0:0886··*·········O:·0000········ 
(2.500) (-4.419) (-0.000) (4.207) (-4.1I5) (-1.942) (7.345) (43.863) (6.859) (1.085) (5.111) (-2.254) (-1.995) (-1.191) (1.843) (-1.752) (-2.092) (-0.000) 
.... -BP-A-.... -O:OO56···; .. -··--O~0·042···*--····-0~ooi5--········-·O· .. 6·450·········-·····ojiJIg--····-··-=oj"i ... ii·······--····OT634-····-··-·····-····0j·g·26····--··---··-~ojI7f-·····0:49·7.... ···· .. ·T0499···**·· .. ··0·.:i6·g2·······..~ojJiJ,.····· .. ··=0:·ii·4i4····· .. ······~0·:0858···········iig·732···· .. · .. ·"i"ii062 .. · .. ······· .. i6634··· 
(2.341) (1.986) (1721) (1.853) (0.525) (-0.946) (0.532) (0648) (-0.612) (1.461) (3.489) (0.753) (-0.298) (-1.245) (-0.162) (1.308) (1.362) (0.681) 
.. -··BTL·····---O:OO-17--;·-··-~0· .. oo"i"6-;;;;;;---~"6":oooT····-···6~202·4·;;;;;;····~·05Iii9···**····=o~·ii6j··**······0-:5346":';':';·' -········iJ" .. 6·oi6--**-··-···"ii:iJ96i·-;*··· .. ·· 0.3931 ** ········0·:0965············=0· .. Og·41"··············iiJS99···**····0:iiiso···*·········~j737"··**·······=O·.O·07·4·············~·0:i65:5··;·;··· .. ··0 .. 0·55":f····· 
(4798) (-4.168) (-0.085) (3.559) (-3.879) (-3.857) (3.452) (4.671) (11.800) (3.039) (1.300) (-0.891) (3.089) (2.005) (-2.997) (-0.488) (-2724) (0748) 
--BV-A .. -····~o~6oo3--······ ...... ·0· .. 0003·-············ .. 6~OOOO·····--.. -:6··65g·g· .. ·· .. --···~·0·:2"171"-**··-=ojii·is·· .. *······ .. ~0·:029i .. ··················· .. O .. 67·§r*;;;· .... ·····~·Oj2iJ2 .. -;*········0:ii9·7···**·············"i":2304···**······O·."i"82·i···········0·jSiJ6· ... ········=0:07·0i"·············~0·j·703·············0· .. 490·7-············0j27"i············=O·.oo·:iii····· 
(-0.969) (0.988) (-0.Dl7) (-0.711) (-2.684) (-1.969) (-0.350) (18.488) ( .. 8.353) (6.867) (30.323) (1.832) (0.986) (-0.989) (-1.710) (0.566) (0.543) (-0.009) 
.... CA··0:00i8·:,;·······ifo024··;;;·-····0·:OOOO· .. --········0·.·0·749··············~·oji6iJ,.············oj·i7·f··*··········oj4i3···*;··-.. ········=O .. 47·7·4 .. **---.. ····0~500f-;*··· .. ·=0:·47iii"·;*········~(j980··*;····=0·T09·4···············~0·:049J···············0:"isii···;*·······0-:i19i9 .... ····· .. ······ij·92·4·· .... ···· .. ···0:087f .... ······· .. ·0.00·00 .. ···· 
(1994) (2.330) (0.000) (1.119) (-0.618) (2.293) (2.578) (-10742) (10.661) (-9.544) (-26.699) (-1.044) ( .. 0.385) (2.824) (0.920) (1.443) (0.070) (0.000) 
...... CGE....··0:oo .. sT:,;:,; ...... ·0·.0049·-;;;;;; .. ·-.. 0·:0000 .... ··· .. ·-.. ·oj"i"50 .. · .. · ...... ·i6sI~ ... ** .... =0:·0·ii·4i" ........ -.. ~oj68T··+..· .... · .. ij'745·-*;;; .... · .. · .... 0·:49iJr** .. ·· .. ·=2j9·ii·ii· .. **·· .... ·· .. ···~T4023· .. ;·; .. ··=O· .. 0"i"j3······· .. · .. ·~.i67Is· .. * .. ··· .. =0:io·ii·ii .... ·· .. · ...... 0~6348··* .. · .. ····=0·~0·ii2T·· .. · .. ···~·0:0883···· ..... ··· .. 0:·00·00·· .... ··· 
(4280) (4.430) (0.000) (1.838) (3.597) (-0.549) (-2.155) (44622) (23.287) (-37.089) (-33.389) (-0.077) (-2.181) (-0.631) (2.1 11) (-0.263) (-0.267) (0.000) 
CSG··0:OOi6·· ...... · .. ·0~0·0·05-· .... ·--.... 0:ooi3-.; .... ·=0·.·OO"i"C ...... -.. -·ojJ2iJ· .. ** .... ·'O:·i7·4ii .... *·*· .. ·~·0·:00i7" .. ·· ...... ··=O· .. 8j·5T;;;;;; .. · ........ ~·0·:04JiJ .... -........ ·=ojiii·" .. ·· .. · .. · .. · .. · .. · .. ~0·:9228 .. ·**· .. ·=0j'642··· .. ···· .. ····0jiJ29· .. ·· .... ···'O:'J'ii'iii .. · .. ··· .. · .. =6j05:5 .. ·;·· .. · .... ··oj·6·6·g· .. ;;;;;; .... · .. 0:0769 .. · .. ··· .. · .. ·0:·083i· .. ···· 
(1..:~~~....... .... ~9.:.~.~~L.(~}~~L ... j:9.:.q.!9). .............. ~~.~~?J.>. ............ JJ.=.~.?~} ......... J:9.:9..1.~L .............. ~:.P.:.~.~.~) .. _ .._ .......... .t.~.:.~?~L __ ...... !:.1.=.S..~.~L ............. J~.1..~:9.~~L ......... H.:.?~9.). .............. (P.1.~!. ......... 9:.9..S..~) ........... J~.~.:~~?L .......... p:.~.8..8.) ........... 3.Q.:':'??L ............ W~.UL ... . 
DBK 0.0019 0.0019 0.0000 0.1252 -0.2089 0.0535 0.3939 ...... 0.6545 ** 1.5227 ** 0.3178 -0.6127 ** -0.3414 -0.2150 0.2886 0.0216 -0.0508 0.4911 -0.0086 
(q.?l~l ..... __ .... ~9.:.~~}L..... (-0 003) ........ j9.:~.?.8.2._ ........ J.!.~J.~t._ ......... ~=}9..n .......... Q.}~~t .................. j~.·.?~.9.t ..... _ .... __ .. .Q.~?~~L .......... (1.=s.!.!} .................. J~}:9..1.9.L ...... j:.l_ .. l1IJ..0. ................ (~.~.:~~~!. ........... 9~s..~.n ............. Jg:.!.9.?L ........ j:9.P~.~.L .......... Jq.:9.~?L ........ j:9.pq.~~ .......... . 
DCY 0.0027 0.0044 ** 0.0000 -0.1623 * 0.3468 ** -0.0029 -0.5804 ..... 0.9101 *... 0.0459 0.0380 0.8431"'* 0.1006 -0.1315 -0.3250 ** -0.1485 0.9044 -2.1966 ** 0.0000 
(1863) (3.049) (-0.000) (-2.243) (3.658) (-0.028) (-4.254) (24428) (0.864) (0.825) (11876) (0.901) (-1.285) (-2.728) (-0.907) (1006) (-2.968) (0.000) 
--.. i5TE ........ ~0 .. OO-20··:,; .. ·· .. =0~OO'1'5 .. ;;;· .. -.... ··0·:OOOO .. -- ...... =0· .. 0·8·60 .. · .. ··· .... ~·oji4li· .. ··· .. ·······oj·5·2ii···· ······ .. 0·:4'iB··;· .. · .... · .... -.. -·Co·i'i-4·-;;;;;;·-....O:066i ······ .. ···=0:ij·iiif··············· .. ····0·:8853 .. ·**·····=0·~463·;;(;;;+···· -0.2171··**······ojii·iij· .... · .. · .... ··~0·:0839· .... · .. ···· .. ·o'.'1·03i .... ·········T2i7i .. ··-.. ····· .. ··0·~000·1'·········· 
(-2850) (-2.506) (0.003) (-0.389) (-1.130) (1.607) (2.312) (28057) (1.673) (-1.538) (17.279) (-4.108) (-3.420) (1.751) (-0.803) (0.088) (1.588) (0.003) 
ENI ·······00oi'i·**-···=0·:00j5· .. ;;;;;; ........ 0·:OO07 ........ · .. ·-~0· .. 0085····· .. ·-····'i:oiI4···**· 0.075ii·········· .. ~·0·:7904 .. ·*;· .. ·· ...... · .. ·0·.·893f*;;;···· .. · .... 0·:iJJ4Ii .. ·** .... ···0: ... 0·ii·" .. ·;· .... · .. ······· .. ·0·:078C· .... ····0·.·0·05·7········ .. ·······0·:0426·· .. · .. ··· .. ·=0:·0·"6·ii· .. ··· .. ·· .. ··~0·j·i9f .... ······· .. 0·.0·62· .. ;;;······ .. ~6jj3:5··;·········· .. o.·oi·of······· 
(5456) (-4.445) (0.176) (-0.095) (6.778) (1.823) (-6.917) (26.867) (19.594) (2.571) (1475) (0.193) (0_205) (-0.960) (-0.496) . (2.207) (-2.513) (0.200) 
--.. ENC-----O:0087 .. ·*·*·-.. ··-6~00·75· .. ;;;+ .. -···0~0066 .. ·*·;-.... ·0~0·0i'g·· .. · .. ··· .. · .. ·0·:4409···** .. · .. 'O:5·0·iii··* .. · .. ·· .. io784·· .. · .... · .. · .. · ...... =0·.'1'040· .. · ····· ...... ·:0:47I7 ...... ··· ...... ·=0:·0·sii·0····· ...... ··········ojiii···· ·····0·ii·6·5·1;;;· ·········0·:OJ24···· .. ·· .. ~05iiiii············~·0:4i43····· ... ····0·.·00·6·0· .... ····· .. ··o:0:5i9 .... ··········=oji·9(T;;; . 
1(2.205) (4.627) (2.624) (0.005) (2.740) (2.089) (0.249) (-0.182) (-0.486) (-0.208) (0.509) (2.273) (0.069) (-1.665) (-0.965) (0.220) (0.338) (-2.397) 
EOA .. ····-··000i5 .. ;* .. · .... 6~ooi6· .. ** .... ·· .. 0:0006 .. ·· .. · .. · .... 0~006·4· ...... · .... ·~Oj569· .. **· .. ·=ojii·ii'ii'···** ...... ·0·:0387· ...... · .. --.. -.... ~O··i'7'2j ...... -· .... ·-.. -.. 0·:iJ09S .. ·**········io·ii·0·ii .. **··············0:i995 ····· .. ·=0'.'1303 .. ·· .. · ····· .. ~0·:2S60· .. **····,o:·oio·ii···· .. ······· .. ·Oj87T·· .. *·· ·····O:·i·453·-··········~·i3250·;·* .. ·····00006········· 
(4.699) (4.355) (0.000) (0.101) (-3.848) (-3.623) (0.565) (-0.515) (2.593) (4.058) (0.625) (-0.881) (-2.676) (0.217) (4.810) (0.344) (-2637) (0.002) ERe · ...... o~ooo7"-.. ---.. -~0~0002 .. ---.. -~·0·:0603 .. -........ ·=6·.·0·033 ...... · .... · .. i27ji ...... ·· .. · .. ·ojj'iii· .. ·· .... ·-.. ~·0·:3973 ........ · .. · .. ········=0.9·66 .... *;;;· .... · .... ·~·oj-i6f ...... ·······~0:ii'75·i··**··· .. ·······~i7673 .. ·*·; .. ····0·~0·7'i·9 .. ··· .. ··· ···0·:46iJ~r**····~0:00ss··············~oj2i4··*·· ···· .. ·0·.0242··;;;.·······0.0482 ··~0.Oi57 
(0.929) (-0.153) (-0.090) (-0.048) (0.471) (1.608) (-0.767) (-116757) (-1.817) (-93.013) (-6.105) (0752) (3.359) (-0.060) (-2.395) (2.644) (1117) (-0.323) 
FTE . ·i5'oo'iS·"+O"0023 .. . ··· .. ojioTf·+*· .. ··=Oj·486 ...... · ...... :ii:664i··++ .... ··0~i788···:;:; .... -Oj097 .. ·+* ...... · ........ T3547 .. +;;; .... · .. ···i928S .. ·+*····~0:4141'·:;:;: .. ·· .. ···:(0864:,;... ·0.4130·" +·Oj08iJ .. ···~Oj441' .... · . ·bI3io· .. · .. ········O·~086j·;;;·····iii33i ...... ··ii·0974 ** .. 
(~.l ~~) ........ (1976) ........... <3?36) .....j:.1.:.~.~.9.) ... _ ..... ~~.~?~~L....9:.~.S..9..L._ ..... J~:!?~L._J~~9.:.~.~~L._ .. _ ... J!.9..~~~~! ........ J:?~=!.!.~L... ..... .(~}.~.)19.1. ......... (~}40)(I:~15) ... ~}:611). ........(1)}1) ..... .. (2.221.). . .....Q.:~?~L. .....pp5.QX .. . 
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Tabl£' 3,29 l\Illltiy;u'lat£' GAReH Parameoter Estinmteos (continued) 
Code eu e2l en an au a2l a22 bu bu b2l b22 du d12 d2l d22 eu e2l e22 
GEN 0,0008 0,0010 -0,0003 0.4107 - 0.3097 -0.1444 -0,0496 0,8557 ** -0.1287 * 0.1092 * 1.0705 ** -0.0553 -0.3147 * -0.0396 0.2179 -2,8578 -55673 -15016 
(!~~~?) _______ (1_,.?~.?L_,J:Q?1,~L ____ Q_,,~~QL _____ (!,~~~~l _____ '~~,!~,!,S.,!) ______ ,~:Q~~~~~ ______ __ P,~~~QQ) _________ E:2.~~L_,_, __ ~~~,~,~,9.,L _______ J!,~A?.1.L ___ j~9.}.9.,9.,L_ .. _. ___ (~,~,:~?.~t ___ ,j~~~,:f:lI,~>-__ ._. __ .J!:~~?L ____ .t9.:,9.o.,~t ___ J,~,U.?~L __ ,_t9.:3..?}L __ _ 
GXW 00002 0,0002 0.0000 0,0209 - 0.0167 -0.0072 -0,0084 -1.0178 ** -0.0254 ** 0.0196 ** -09733 - -0.1145 ** -0.2002 ** 0.1565 ** 0,2654 ** -2,6683 * 2.0076 0.1314 
,(1,6~~L ____ JL~~2J _____ j:Q~~~_~L.. ____ ~~:!!3.9L ______ q,~?~~ _____ ,~~}~T~,?L .... j,~Q~~~_~L __ ,j:1J.~~:'!,@ ______ (~!,!,!:~~_~L _____ (~~~,~S.S.!' __ ,_,J~'!.3.?'?)9.~~, ___ ,j~?".'t.?.3.t __ ._.J~,~,?~?~~t __ "_,J~~.~,S..~L_,,JP,:~~?L ..... _,_~J,~,~,L_. " ... , (1,.?~,I,t" (g,lg~) __ "" 
HAS 0.0010 * 0,0033 - 0.0000 -0.0552 -0.4099 ** 0.1421 * 05403 ** 1.2007 ** 1.4303 ** -0.2593 ** -0,6918 ** -0.0376 -0.6042 ** -0.2234 * 0,2485 2.4704 9.0704 ** 0,0413 
_(~~~?} _____ j~:!..?~L _____ jP',~~!,~L ___ J~Q:.??!!L ____ J:~~?2.2.t ____ ,j~~,~,9.,~>-___ , ___ ,~!!}~9.L ________ j~.!:.QQ~2. __ . __ ._,_(!!:~~2.L ____ j~?~,!,~,~L ________ J~,~,:??~t _____ (:9.A~.?t _____ J~.~,:~?'~). ..... _ ..j:~~,~,!,L ___ . __ P.}??L ____ ,(1,6~,o.L_._. __ P.:?':I?L ___ .,J9.:o.Pt. __ 
HNM 0.0079 ** 0.0084 - 0,0000 0,2651 0.1919 0.4693 ** 05495 ** 0.2212 -0.6269 ** 0.4101 * 1J298 ** 02129 -0.3564 -0.1312 0,6221 1.4155 -2.6541 0.0000 
_____________ J~~~.1.?L ___ ,j~:,~~§.L, ____ J,~.O',:9.9_~L _____ J1,:,~~~L ___ (!,~~?~t,j2.~,~!,~) _______ Q,~~~?L __ , ________ (L~,~~t_, ______ ,t}:~~?L _____ j~},~,~). _____ ._.J~:9.,I,9.LJ9.}?~L ______ ,(~,!.~~~~t ___ j:~~.S.,!,~L _____ (!:~:¥.L_ .......... J9.J~ .. ____ J~P.,.??~L,. ___ t9.,"O',!JQ.L. __ . 
ING 0,0017 ** -0,0028 ** 0,0000 0,2659 ** -0.3808 -0.0100 0.7532 ** 0,9186 ** 0.5880 ** 0.0232 03551 ** -0.2804 ** 0.1866 0.0027 -0.2571 -0.0007 -0.1238 0,0000 
____________ J3.??~L, ___ ,(:~:~~}_L _____ JQ~~9.9.L ____ J~:?~,~,L(~!~?~?t,j~~~,~!,~) ______ j!!:~?_~L _________ P9.~~~,O'L _________ (~_2.?,!L _____ J!~,~,S..~L __ , ___ .. __ P.:~??L_.(:~?~9.,L _______ ,(I!,~!.~!.)._, ___ "j~~.~.?S.t _____ (~},:~?~L ___ ,j:9.:.~!.9.,L __ ,_.J~,!,?~~L __ "J:9.:O',O',O',L __ 
u.o 0,0009 -00012 0.0046 ** 0.1749 * -0.1210 0.0799 0.4189 ** -0.7486 ** -0.6209 * -0.2206 * -03028 0.1249 -0.4879 -0.0692 03141 15958 -1.7136 -2,0702 * 
______________ (!:~?~} ______ (:9.:,~!!!t_, ____ j~,~~?_~L _____ j~},2,o.t " (-0.707) (1.665) (2,867) (-7.791) (-2.057) (-2.506) (-0.996) (0890) (-8.859) (-0.652) (0.435) (1.863) (-1.712) (-2302) 
MUV 0.0023 ** 0,0023 ** 0,0005 * 0,1'425 -- " --'-iij45i-;;"'~iii,'iii-**'--~'(;-:4284-';;*--------iig'49K';;;;'-----''i:66S,-';;-''''-'Ii:'i'isj "'**'------~(i'ii2i'-;;*-'-~0,(i85'7"-'----··-ii22s6-'*----'liji'4is"----·'-~(i:3568 ... **-'---0'~4733*;;'---ii6443--·'···--'----·0~66'45·';j;;j;·· 
(4434) (2,776) (1972) (1.540) (3.681) (-3.721) (-4,866) (20.469) (40.432) (4.398) (-36327) (-0.960) (2.096) (0.389) (-2.881) (2,857) (1038) (3318) 
---'NDA--------'~o:O(f25-**----'~o~oilio----------6~ooi::;_';;*----'037'49'-;;;;---'~'ii:S792--·;---··~1i~42if---------oi748--·*·*'----.. ·----0·,·g'5'49--,j;; ...... ---ii:iJij"-*;· 0.07 15··· .. ----.. ' .. ---.. i58i4 .. '*·* .. --'~Oj993 .. --.. -'-----~'ii':67li2·-*--·--.. 'Ii~ii'ii6ii-.. -'·'·····'Oj034····· .. ····~i2'9·6'6';j;'--"···'i:0776"-··' ·······162'65···· . 
(-5967) (-1J34) (3,405) (2,649) (-2.334) (-1.911) (3586) (9.742) (3.834) (0.785) (6.098) (-1.544) (-2.156) (0.031) (UI9) (-2528) (0.692) (0820) 
---NES------'ii':ooTC .. -------'0','6030 .. ';j;-,j;-----o:00cf6-------'0·~6'g'99-.............. ii·:43li9 .. ';*----liji'ii'ii'ii''''------~'6j438-------------0'~947j---,j;;j;--.. ----iij2S4-- .. --'-----'Ii~ii'i4i"---'--------.. ---o:7658-'**---.. 'oj'31K---------~'iijilili4--'--------' .. ojiii'S----'-bj623-**~i6·5'6'2 .. -.. -----"2:0648--"0,0009 
(1.467) (4.715) (-0.002) (0.724) (2.748) (0.154) (-1.123) (14,832) (1.715) (0.264) (8.910) (1.538) (-0.706) (1.224) (2,990) (-1.609) (0.708) (0.001) 
---i:;fov-----'il:0034 .. '**--.. --'0''6o49-;;;; .. ----6':0000----.. ---'0~3'6'5'5-'----.... ~ii:2i49 ...... --.. '~O~4i40--*'*-.. ~·6':0072--'---'------i",247f;j;--'----'i29ifii .. *;---'-~Ii~s'ii43---------------~O:8400 .. --.. ---'-~oj'9'g'3' .. ,j;;j;-'--'-ii':li6ji--- "'lijjii'ii---'---~'O:4270--·**· .. -.. --~r5·25'O----------1'i:894O .. '*'* .. -- .. ~0'~o6'oT'-----' 
___ .. _________ J3.,:~5.?L ____ .... (L.9.},~L .. _,j:P..:9.9.QL ____ J~_·.~.~.o..t ........ ,J,!,~2.!.,~).no .. , .... J:~~,~.~!L .... _J~,O',:9.~,~,L _____________ j~:,3..?.~L ............ _J~.:,!~~L ___ ,_J:~~,~,T~X ____ , _____ J.~,!,:,~,@_ ...... ,J:~:}~,~t_,_ ..... _ ... (I!.~~!.~)._, .... _ .. ,9~,~S.,~! ___ ,(}??~L_ .... __ Jl)}9.,L _____ ,_Q,:?PL ___ ... j:9.:O',O'9,L ____ __ 
PHI 0.0013 ** 0.0052 ** 0.0000 0.1638 ** 0.3230 ** 0.1020 * -0.1940 ** 0,8928 ** 1.1766 ** 0.0695 ** -0.2481 ** -0.1920 * -1.0562 ** 0.1654 1.0651 ** -1.0315 9.7647 ** -0,0013 
___ Q,:~}9.L ___ , .. ,(~J~,~L", .. __ ,J~,O'.:9.9.9.L .... , ___ p:}~,~,L .... __ .... ,~~,:~~~t ___ , .. __ ,9~,~,~,!) .. , .. , .. j,~~:?~~L..O),~~~O'}?) _______________ (~,~~~t. ____ no __ ?(?~},~,~,L ___ .. _ ..___ J,~,~,:~~~L ____ .. __ U_:9.}?) ___ .. ___,J,~~?~t __ "_~,~~,!.!,~,L__(6}}3.~ ______ .. ,J:9.:,~}}t ____ .. ___ J~A~~L .. __ ... ,~:9.:o.90"L __ .. , __ 
RBO 0,0013 ** -0.0005 0,0000 0,2694 ** -0.1075 -0.1681 * 0.1938 * 0.9346 ** 0.1026 ** 0.0548 * 0,8962 ** -0.0808 0.0606 0.1445 * -0.1326 * -73535 ** 6,0855 ** -Om93 
... (}:??~L ___ ,J:!_,~}}L, ... , .. _Jo.,m_~L ________ (~:,~Q,!J _______ J,!,~~?!.). __ .... __ .. ,~:~~}~,~), ________ Q}?~L. __ ,, __ .. ___ .~~:,~,~~) _______ .. __ J:J,~?~~~_ .. , .. __ ..... (~~}~!! ............. , .. q!:9.9.~~."' ..... (:,I.,,'t.?,~, (1.422), ... __ "' __ .~~~}T!X,_.,_ .. ,.(~.~.:~~9.t, __ , __ ",j:~:,O'}?J, _____ ,_,J~A9.~~", __ " ... J:9.:9,!.!J_,., .. 
RD 0,0008 -0,0019 * 0.0000 0.1942 ** -0.3646 ** -0.0040 0.6239 ** 0,9751 ** 0.9637 ** 0.0015 0,0015 0.0027 -1.1611 -0.0035 2.2638 ** 0.0009 -0.0001 0,0000 
___ .. ___________ (! .• 1.lQL ___ j:~_,P..~,8J .... _,_J.~,O',:9.9.9.t ___ .... __ (~:9,~J ____ ,J~,~,:?!.,~),_ ...... ,~:~~,9.,!.~) ... ______ Q,:?~9.L .. , _______ Q~:.o..~~.t _______ .. ___ (~,~,~~2.L __ ....... (1~.!50) ..... , ..... ___ J!:~~?~ __ . __ ..... (9..263) ._(~,!,:~~~).. ____ ... J:~~,~},~.L,, __ ..... Q:~?~~, ... __ .. , ..... n,,!.!,O',L, ..... (~,o.,:9.~~t... . ... (:9.0.0..0) ... . 
ROG 0.0075 ** 0.0080 ** 0.0002 03817 0.0849 0.1625 0.4391 1.0583 ** 0.3729 -1.0350 ** -0,6497 ** 09105 ** 1.0346 ** -0.9214 ** -0.8946 * 132981 * 13.4327 4.2335 
(11.439) (11 .435) (0.428) (1.053) (0.245) (0.445) (1.295) (5385) (1.660) (-3.846) (-2,665) (3.459) (3.229) (-2.738) (-2,029) (2037) (1520) (0882) 
----scii'-.. '-'~O:0002 ··' .. ~0"OO'Of--.. --~0~0002------' .. --0'jgTg'··;j;*····--'ii:lili96'-----------~liji45--.. *-------Ojj03-------' .... ---.. --O-~92j'2' .. ** ...... '---~'ii':liisli-----'----'-'-li:ii·6i!i'--*-··----·'·'0984i'·**··--'0',605'3'----'----'----iijjlis' .. ;* .. --~Ii:I436 ····'~'ojl07--·*-' ······0.60g3· ...... ·-0:0040······· .... :3,6967···· . 
(-0665) (-1226) (-0.167) (3.480) (1.135) (-2.370) (1.447) (31.714) (-0.387) (2.324) (25,218) (0053) (2.696) (-1.900) (-2301) (0.101) (-0000) (-0581) 
··-SHB'00004·············~00008- .. --'----O:0028'*····-'~Oj22'6'----··'-ii:2944'-; .. '- .. -lij!i's'6'--------~oj-i87---------------0'.'31'1'f·--------------ii:4277·· ······'·'Ii:ii"il'·'---' ··········03166 ·*········'0'095'4'-"·-'·~iij426--'---""~1i:412's···"··'·'~O:i350'----'----'·'4j'55'2--'-----~i7i44··'·······'·--·i.0548 
____________ JQ,~~1 ........... ( ~o_'~~_U. _____ p},~n_ ..... ,j:!_,,~,~,~J ______ , ._(~,~~~). .. ____ .. 9~,~,!X, _____ (~_I_~~~_~L ______ .. ________ (9.:,~,~O'L ______ .. ___ ,,(~:~?~). __ ....... ,. __ ,9~,9.,!.9.),' .... , .. ".,.,Q},~~L,_ .. __ .W.~9..~,L __ , ___ ,.J~.~.~~~~) ..... , .~~.1.~8!.~) _,. __ ,.,.J.~9:?~~L. __ .. ",(1.5.3?L.,. __ J~)'.~?~~ ....... , ... ..(O.? 10) .... . 
SHE 0,0083 *+ 00085 - -0.0003 -0.4421 -0.1406 0.0009 -03286 0.1798 -0.8282 * -0.1336 0,7328 ** 2.9083 ** 3.1496 ** -3.7016 ** -4.2008 ** 0.0411 -0,0050 -0.0212 
____ , ____ ._J}}.~??) .. (80~~ ______ .. ,~,~O.?I.ll .... _ ..~:!.?~,D .... .... (~:~~~~. . .. ~~~.~S.) __ , .... J~,!}J~L ___ , ___ .. , __ .... (9.:,~,~D ...... _ .. ___ ,(~,~,~~?t __ ... j:~~,~,S..L __ , __ ."._, .. ,J~,:~~~~. __ ....... (~}36) ______ .. , __ . __ J~.~I!.~~ ........ ~:~:609) ............ (~3. .• ~.1,?~ ......... ,.(.1 .... 12~) ...... ,j~g .. 128) .. (-0.225) .. 
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Tabll' :'.~9 l\Iultiv;uiate GAReH Parametl'r Estillmtes (continued) 
Code ell ell en au au an a22 bll bu bn bu du du dll d22 ell en ell 
SIE 0.0004"" 0.0010 - 0.0000 -0.0698 0.2656 ** 0.0148 -0.3242 .... -0.9869 .... -0.0420 ** -0.0108 ** -0.9437.... 0.0417 0.0261 -0.0002 0.0692 0.0152 .... -0.0672 00775 .... 
(2.814) (5.337) (0.066). (-1753) (5.255) (0.884) (-7.532) (-336A96) (-4.158) (-6.993) (-76.602) (0.607) (0.291) (-0.034) (1.259) (3.245) (-1.224) (3011) 
TEF ···Ci"O·Oi5···· .. ·0·:003S .. ·;;;;. ·····O.OOO'ij"··· ····O·.072Li"············0~45i9· .. ;·; .. · .. ··Oj738 .. ** .. ····0· __ OO·97·················· .. ··· .. 0:i~930··*;.; .... ····· .. ·iiji .. 8·''';';--''-o:o50i--''---''---'~o3i6T;'''--~'O~0375'''--'· ...... ·-o:iiio8-·;·····-~0·:046!i---·········~0· __ 383·i·,.;·····_···oj079--· .. ·· .. ·· .. 0j .. S·9·9··-,j;;-- ···6:0001'········· 
.(1477) ......... t4.:?~?L ....... t9.:g.??L .......... J9.:~~L .......... !~.~.~.!.L ....... (~~~~>. ........... J9.:.9.??L .................. J~:~P.P.L ................. ~~~.~.9..L ....... ___ ~=p~2... ____ ..... _ .. L?}.~?l.... __ .. _(:Q.:~_¥.)_ ...... _____ ~~~.~~~) ___ ..... .t~.~~_~~L_ ..... t?:g}.~L .. __ ....... {1..:~?L_ .. ___ p:.Q~~J. .......... _J9.:9.~L .. 
TI 0.0089.... 0.0085"* 0.0036.... 0.5652" -0.1258 -0.8397 ** 0.1137 -0.0095 0.0054 -0.0025 -0.0170 -0.4921 -0.2524 * 0.2779 -0.0282 0.0050"* -0.0021.... 0.0323" 
.J.2.9.:.~.?2 .. _ ....... p.?:~?t (1):~~2. ........... 9.:???!..~:~~.7..~.~.L ........ (.~.~ ... ~~>. ........ j9..~.~.~.L ............ _ ... J~.1..:?~L ............. ~~.~.~~) ........... J.~~~_~~2._ .... _ .. _.t9.·~~}J.._ .. __ J~.!.:?_2.?L ......... J~~~.~.~L .. __ .... ~=~ ... ~2..._ ..... ~:9.:~?.?.L. ___ ... {~.:~?.L __ j:?~.?..~.L ......... _J.~.:~?.P.L ..... _ 
TIM 0.0062.... 0.0093.... 0.0004 0.3561 -0.41179 -0.3199 0.5320 ..... 0.1625 0.2473 0.4576 * -0.0177 0.0254 -0.0668 0.2669 OA254 .. 23324..... 2.4028..... -OA023 
.......... ...... J?:.~ ... _ ......... (~.:~P.?L ........ W.9.~.L ..... J!.:?l.P.L ...... !: ... ~.~.~.~.L ..... (~~.~~~~>. ............ J?.:~}.~J. .................... J9.:?.1.?.L ............. J .. ~P.~) ..... _ .. __ (~.~~?~.L ____ .. _ ..J:9_·}_9.?.L ...... _JgJ.p.~2._ .. __ .. _ .. ~:~~!7..~L ...... 9~~~~L.......(?·g.?~.L.....(~,~?~!. ............ J~:.~~~J. _____ J:.~:9.~L __ _ 
TU -0.0002 0.0008 -0.0001 -0.2253 0.3033 ** 0.3734 * -0.2415" 0.2428 0.7925 0.7583 * 0.1865 -0.1289 0.2078 0.1701 -0.0731 -0.0914 2.9723 -0.4425 
(-0.308) (1.580) (-0.029) (-lA56) (3.376) (2.327) (-2.208) (0689) (1.928) (2.173) (OA35) (-1.145) (1.178) (0.983) (-0.487) (-0.087) (1.456) (-0.029) 
.... ToT'····· .. ~o· __ o·o16 .. ·;·······~o:00i3···** .. ···~0· __ o604····· .. · .... ···Oj932"··;.;· .. · .... ·0~i4i1·6··· .. ·· .... ··~·O·:0204···· .. ···~0 __ o415·· .. ·· .. ·· .... ·· .. ···'O:979T··;.;·* .. ·····0~ojif;··~O:02-94··--- .. -0·933·4· •• -····o~ii44··;.; .. -·········O:·O·86·f-····-··~Oj456-**·-·0·Oj'15 .. ·--· .. · .. --·0~770i5··· .. --···j.36-ij .... ;;.----~ij846 ...... -
(-2.845) (-2842) (-1.382) (2.347) (1.930) (-0.242) (-0.466) (37.077) (2.180) (-0.989) (39775) (2.230) (0.922) (-2.683) (0.470) (0.708) (3.134) (-1374) 
····i:J"S·S .. ········O·OOi·6' .. ···········O·0023· .. ;.;*····· .. ·0· __ O·OOO·· .. ···········Oj3i54··**······0j'jS·S···· .. ·· .... ·~·O:0300··············0·T8jii···.· .. · .... ··· .. · .. ·~Ojl382 .. ·;.;·*···· .. · .. ···0j'jsf;·;··~O:0899·················- -1.00j·;;"---·0347T";';·;';·"---·ii·s·ji·7"i-·;·;·" -0.2798 * -Oj483 .... ····1·j77r-;.;----··ii'6·Sio!" .. -···· .. ··-··i·:4649··.· .. · 
(2512) (3.777) (-0.043) (4.762) (1.526) (-0.540) (2189) (-24.038) (3.131) (-1.372) (-14.948) (2.597) (4.052) (-2.350) (-2.881) (2.072) (0.702) (2.211) 
uc ·····~0·.6jj(j·9-············ii:0028· ·*;.;······ .. o'."iio·oo··············6:08"if······ .. · .. ·iio·'·4 .. ·;·;·· .... ·O·:2526· .. ** .... ~0· __ OO'l'6·················'····~·0:034O······ .. ·· .. ········0:·s'8'6·4 .. ·*·;·-·· .. ··0·:935,-··** .. ·· .. ·· .. ·· .. -o"j8"1"i-------·0~i733· .............. -i·o"iis·---.... ·· .. Oji63i;"-........ · .. ~o~O(i46·-·· .. --.... ·~i897i5·-*.--.. i".2798 .. ······----~·O·:0002 ...... · .. · 
. (:.1.:~.9.5.) .......... Q:?~p.t ......... J~9.:.9.g.gJ ............. J.g.:?~?t ............ !~.~.J..s.) ........... , .. Q.~~~~>.... ......... (:9.:.9.~~L ............... J~.9).~~L ................. !~~.7..~.~t ............ j~ ... ~ ... ). __ ............... (!_·.~.~~L_...(l .• 3.3.9.) ............... ~~}~~) ........... ~.~~~~>.. __ ..... J:9.:.~.~.n. .. __ .. _J:~:?~l~ ........... (1:.~.QQJ ............ (~g:9.9..1.~ ..... . 
VIV 0.0010 0.0009 00000 -0.2901 -0.3749 * 0.0410 0.1855 -1.0075 .... -0.0643 0.0435 -0.9114 .... -03113 -0.1514 0.2552 0.0079 -1.5521 -0.7982 00002 
(1 .. 7 54! .". . .J!.:??p.t .. , ........ J9.·0g1 ) ........... (~!.:~9.). .......... ~:~~.~2~) ............ ~.~~~~>.... ........... P.:.~.?.3..L .............. J~.~.7..:9.?~t .............. ~~.I.~.J.~~) .............. (~.~~~~>. ............. j:.l.?g~L .. _ ... -<:g???.t .......... ~:~~.J.~.D ....J!=~?~>.... __ ..... J9.:g~.~.L_ .... (~O.~9.9.)" ......... (:9., .. !.~~'>' .. , ........... (Q.9.9.9.)' .... . 
VOF 0.0030.... -0.0004 0.0043.... 0.1749 -0.0640 0.1332 0.2702 OA573 .... 0.5061 ** 0.4015 ** 0.4316 .... -0.3978 -0.3501 0.7070 0.6663 -209163 ...... 23.8181 ..... -10.0413 
.... _ ............ J3..:.!?~J..J~g:.1.?~L ........... p:~.~.~2... ..... Jg.:?~.~} ......... !:~~.~.~.~) ............ ~.~~ ... ~>. ........... J9.:.~.~}.L .................. J?.}3.~L .............. ~~.~.!.~) ........ j~.~.~~?~) ... _ .. __ ...j?~}.~~2 ...... __ .t1.}..3.~). ............. ~:~~.~.S.~L ...... J!.~~_~~L ... _ ...... t~.:£~~) ... __ .... _J~.~J~?L ... ___ .Q}!..9.L .. __ j.:'!:~~_l) ......... . 
VOW 0.0046.... 0.0042.... 0.0000 -0.0393 -0.3681 ** -0.1602 0.2250 .... 0.8873 .... -0.0256 0.0059 0.9422 .... -0.4223.... -0.4274 0.2076 ** 0.2152 3.7304 .. 1.1310 0.0000 
........ (~?~g). (4.234) .J:9..g9.9L ......... (~g.}9.?). .......... ~:~~!~D ........... (:.!.~?~~>.... ........... P:.7..~1..L ................ J~.~.9.?9.L ......... , ... ~:~~.~!9.) ... ~.~~~~>-_ .......... __ J~?:.?1..7..L_ .... j.~.~:~~?.L_ ..... _(.I~.9.}n ........... j~.~~~~>.... ............ (9.:~.~.g.L.._ ....... J~.:?9.~). ...... __ j9.:~~?L .... __ J.:.~:9.9.9.). ........ . 
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Table 3.30: Volatility Spillovers Joint Hypothesis Tests P-Values 
This table reports the p-values associated with the Wald tests of the null hypotheses in the augmented 
asymmetric BEKK GARCH (1,1)-X model (3.9): 
The off-diagonal elements in .All (Bn) matrix describes the innovations (volatility) spillovers between the 
stock. and futures markets, while the off-diagonal elements of Dn matrix captures the asymmetric volatility 
esponses of a market to another market's innovations. The above coefficients relating to the volatility 
transfers are indicated in boM characters. 
IEstimates are obtained using the BFGS numerical optimization algorithm and the method of quasi-
maximum likelihood (Q1l!L). The robust standard error and associated t-statistics are calculated using the 
lBollerslev-Wooldridge (1992) approach. A single (double) asterisk denotes significance at the 5% (1%) 
evel. All the estimations are made using the RATS statistical software with its built-in GARCH 
n struction. 
Null Hypotheses 
Stock-to-USF Spillover USF-to-Stock Spillover Stock-to-USF Asym. Spillover USF-to-StockAsym. SpiU8ver 
Stock Hu: (au = bu = 0) HI)2: (au = bu = 0) Hu: (au = bu = du = 0) H,,: (au = bu = du = 0) 
.................... AA ............................ 9.:9.9.9.9. ..................... ~.~ ..................... 9.:9.9.9.9. ..................... ~.~ .............................. 9.:9.9.9.9. .............................. ~.~ ............. ................. 9.:P.P..9.9 .............................. ~.:. ........... . 
................... ~.Q~ ........................... 9.:.9.9.~.~ ...................... ~.~ ..................... 9.:.9.9.9.9 ...................... ~.~ .............................. 9..:9.Q~.~ ............................... :..~ ............................ p.~9.9.Q9. .............................. :..~ ............ . 
................... ~.~~ .......................... 9.:9.9.9.9. ..................... ~.~ ..................... 9.:Q.~.~? ....................... ~ ............................... 9.:9.9.9.9. .............................. ~.~ ............................. 9.:.9?.9.~ ........................ _ ..... ~ ............ .. 
................... A~Y. ............................ 9.:.9.9.9.9 ...................... :..~ ..................... 9.:.9.9}.9 ...................... :..~ .............................. 9.:.Q9.9.9 ............................... : .. :. .............................. 9~9.9.~~ ... _ ...... _ ......... _ ... ~~ .......... .. 
.................. ~.~ ......................... .9.:9.9.9.9. ..................... ~.~ ..................... 9.:~~~~ ......................................................... Q:9.9.9.9. .............................. ~.~ ............................. 9.:.?11.9 ........ _ ..................................... . 
................... ~.?.~ ........................... 9.:.9.9.9.9 ...................... :..~ ...................... 9.:.9.9.9.9 ...................... :..~ .............................. Q:.Q9.Q9 .............................. ~.:.............. .. ............... 9~Q9.QQ .............................. ~~ ............ . 
................. J?.~.R .......................... 9.:9.9.Q9. ..................... ~.:. ..................... 9.:9.?~? ......................................................... Q:Q9.QQ .............................. :..~ ......................... _ ..Q.J~~_ ................................. __ .... ... 
................... ~.~~ ............................ Q:.9.9.9.9 ...................... :..~ ..................... 9.:.9.??..9 .......................................................... Q:.9.9.QQ ............................. ~.~ ............................. Q.:.!9.QL ................................. -_ .... .. 
................... ~.~A ........................... 9.:?~.?? ................................................ 9.}~?.~ ......................................................... 9.:?~~? .................................................................. Q:~~..?.Q ....................... -.................... .. 
.................... ~.:r..~ ............................ Q . ..9.9.9.9 ...................... :..~ ..................... Q.:9.9.9} ...................... ~ .. :. .............................. Q:.9.9.9.9 .............................. ~.:. .............................. Q.:QQQ? ............................. :..~ .. . 
................... ~.Y.A ........................ .9.:Q9.9.Q ..................... ~.:. ..................... Q.:9.9.9.9. ..................... ~.:. ............................ .9.:9.9.9.9. .............................. :..~ ............................. Q:p..9.Qp. ................. _. __ .. ~~ ........ .. 
.................... .9.A ............................. Q:.~ ...................... :..~ ..................... Q:.Q.Q.Q.Q ...................... :..~ .............................. Q:.9.QQ9 .............................. ~ .. :. .............................. 9~QQQQ ............ _ ... _ .. _ ... :..~ ............ . 
.................. .9.q;.................... .. ...... 9.:QQ~ .. O' ..................... ~.:.............. . ...... .9.:QQQ9. ..................... ~.:.............. .. ............... 9.:QQQQ .............................. :..~_ ....... _. .. .......... _ ...Q.:9P.P..~_. __ .......... _. __ .... ~.:. ......... . 
.................... 9..~q .................... ........ Q:.9.!.~ ........................ ~ ....................... Q.:9.9.~ ...................... :..~ .............................. Q:.9.~..?.9 ................................ ~ .................. _ .......... p.~QQZ.!.. ........ _ ... _ .......... ••• 
.................. P~~ ......................... .9.:QQQ9. ..................... ~.:. ..................... 9.:?~9.~ ......................................................... 9.:Q9.QQ .............................. :..~ ...... -.- .. ---.-.. Q:?~~?. ........... -......... --...... - .. -.. .. 
.................. ,P..9.X ................... ........ Q:.Q9.n ..................... :. .. : ...................... Q:.~.~.~ .......................................................... Q:.9.9.Q~ ................ _ ............ :..~ ............................ p.~Q?~ .... _ ......................... :. ........... . 
DTE 0.2466 0.2624 0.0000 •. ~_ ..................... _ ... Q:.O!!P.~ ... _._._ .. _ ............. ~~ ......... . 
. ~'-.·.· .. :·.:·'-.·.~'-.·.~'-.·.~i·.:·.·.::·.:·.·'-.~.·'-.·'-.~ . .-.-.-.-.-.-.i.9.~.9.-.-.-.~.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.·.-.-.:~.-~::·.:~.-.-.-~~.-. ~·.-.-.·.-~ip.iii..-.~.:·.-.-.-.~·.-~·.-~~.-.~~:~~.-.-.-.:·_·.-~. ~~:·.~.-~~~·:.-.i~~~9.~~~~~~~.-.~~~.-=~~~~~.~ .. ~ ...................... _._ . .9~QQQQ __ ...... _ ...... _ ........ ~ ........... . 
................... ~~ ........................... 9.:~ .. U ...................... ~.~ .......... "' ....... p.~Q~~~ ......................................................... 9.:QQQQ ............ _ ............ _.~.~........... ..._ .... _._O':~.1!_._ ... _. __ ... ___ _ 
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Table 3.30: VoJatility Spillovers Joint Hypothe~s Tests P-Values (fontinued) 
Nnlll!IJ!otheses 
S1IDck-1ID-USF Spillover USF-il-S1IDck Spillover S1Dck-1ID-USF As,-. Spillover USF-il-S1Dck Aspa. s,iUlftr 
S1Dck He I: (aU = bl 2 = 0) He 2: (az,l = b2 I = 0) H.,: (nl--t = ~ 2 = ~ 2 = 0 Hu: (au = bu = cit I = 0 
............... ~~ ......................... .Q.~9.9.~ ..................... ~.~ .................. p.~QQQQ ......... _ ....... _~.~ ......... _ __ .. __ .Q.OOOO __ ...... _ .. ~.~ .... _. ____ ...!.OP.P..!!..-_____ ~~ __ 
ERe 0.1817 0.0000·· 0.0008 •• 0.0000 .. 
................................................... ................................................................. .................................... __ .................................. _-_ ... _ ............ _ .... - ... _ ... -.. _ ....... _ ... _- _ ... _ .... __ ._-_._-------
PTE 0.0000 •• 0.0000 •• 0.0000 •• 0.0000 .. 
............................................ _ ............................................................................. _ ........ _ .... _ .................................. -._ ......... _._. __ ._ .... _ ... __ . __ ... _. __ .... _. -.-~=.::=-----... -.-.-
GEM 0.0785 0.1161 0.0000·· 0.0747 
................................................................................................................................. _ ......... _ .......... _ ........................ -.-...... --....... -... ---.. -.-.--.-.--.-.-.. ~- ---_._-_._-------_. __ ._. __ . 
GXW 0.0000 •• 0.0000 .... 0.0000 •• 0.0000 .... 
.................................................. . ............................................................ - ............................................................... .. ............. _ ........................................... _ .._. __ ._ .... __ ._-_. __ ._-_._-_._. __ . __ ._._--_ .. 
HAS 0.0000 •• 0.0000 .... 0.0000 .... 0.0000 •• 
................................................... ................................................................. ................................................................. .................................................................................. .... _ ....... _ .._ ....... _. __ .... _. __ ..... _._. __ ._ .... __ ._._. 
HNM 0.0006 •• 0.0092 •• 0.0000 •• 0.0242 • 
.................................................. ................................................................ ............................................................... . ...................... _ ............... _ ... _ ......... _ ................................. _. __ .... _ ....... _-_._--_._._-_. __ . 
.................... !~.Q ............................. q:.g.g.9.g ............... _ ..... ~.~ ..................... Q:.9~.~!_ .... _._ ........................... _ ................ Q~Q.Q.~_q ....... _ .... _ .._ ......... :..~ .... _...... . .. _._ .. _p.~!QQ!._ .. _._ .. ___ ._ .. ____ .. . 
................... Y.:P. .................... ....... ,g.:QQQ~ ..................... ~.~ ................. _ .. g.:QQ.~.~ ..................... ~.~ ......................... _._Q.:QQ~~ ...... _._ ....... _ .... _ .... ~.~_ .... _ ................. _ ...Q:P..g.¥. ..... _. ____ ....,~~ .......... . 
.................. MY..Y. ........................... Q:.999.9 ...................... ~.~ .. _ ................. Q:P..g.g.g ... _ ................. ~.~ ............................. Q:.9.g.g.9 .. _ .......................... :..~............... .... _._ .. P..:QQQl .. _ ...... _ ... _ ......... ~:., ......... .. 
.................. ~P~ .................. ........ g.:QQQ~ ..................... :..~ ..................... g~Q.~.~~ ................... _ .. ~ ........... _ ................... Q.:QQQ? ...... _ .... _ ................ ~.:. ... _ .... _ ........ _ ......... Q:p..~.~ .................... _ ...... _:. ... _ ...... . 
.................... !'!:~ ............................ Q:99.~.~ ...................... ~.~ ..................... Q:.~.~.~.! ............... _ .... _ .... _ .............. _ ............. Q~g.~}~ ................. _ ........... :. ... _._ ................... _ .. g~Q.2.2.~ ....... _ ......... _ ...... _.~ ... _ ........ . 
................... !'!:9..Y. .......................... 9:QQ?~ ..................... :..~ ..................... g.:QQ?~ .... _ .......... _ ...:..~ ................ _ ............ g.:Q.~.~~ ..................... _._._ ... ~ ................ _ ............ Q:.g.!.9~ ...... _ ...................... :.._ ....... _ 
..................... ~~.~ ............................. Q:.9999 ...................... ~.~ ....... , ............. Q:.9.9.Q9 ..................... ~.~ ............................. Q:.g.g.g.g .............................. ~.~ ............................. .9.:QQ .. qQ .................... , ........ ~.:. .. , ..... ,., 
................... ~.9. .......................... 9:QQQ~ ..................... :..~ ..................... g.:Q~~~ ............. _ ........ ~ ................................ Q.:QQ.~.~ .............................. ~.:. ......... _ ................... Q:P..g.?~ ......... _._ ............. ~.~ ..... _._ .. 
..................... ~ .............................. Q:.g.9.9.g ...................... ~.~ ..................... Q:.~p.~.~ ............................................. _ ......... Q:.9.9.99 ....................... _ ...... : .. ~ .............. _._ .... _ ..... g~QQ~2. ................ _ ......... ~:. ........ .. 
................ J~:9.g ........................... g.:~~.~.~ ................................................ g.:QQQ~ ..................... :..~ ............................. g.:QQ~~ .................. _ ....... _.~.:. ...................... _ .... _Q.·.9.9.99 ... _ .................. _ ... :..~ ........... . 
................... ~9.~ ............................ Q:.~.9~? ................................................. Q:Q.3.J.t .................... ~ ................................ Q:.g.g.!P.. .... _ .......... _ ........... :..~ ................. _ ........... g.:Q~.~? ......................... _ ..... ~ .. , ........... . 
................... ~.~!.3. ........................... g.:Q~Q~ ................................................ g.:Q~2.2. ....................... ~ ............................... g.:.pJ.~ ................................................................. Q:.g.~.?.~ .............. _ .......................... . 
.................... ~~.~ ............................ Q:.9.~.~.? ........................ ~ ....................... Q:.?.?..~L ....................................................... Q:.9.99.~ .............................. ~ .. ~ ..... _ ....................... g.:QQ2.~ ...................... _ ...~:. ....... . 
..................... ~!;. ............................ 9:QQQQ ..................... :..~ ..................... g.:QQQQ ............. _ ...... ~.~ .............................. g.:QQQQ .............................. ~.:. ........................ _ ...Q:p..g.gp. ............................. :..~ ......... ,. 
TEF 0.0000 •• 0.0300 • 0.0000 •• 0.0670 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ , 
TI 0.7056 0.0006" 0.0492 • 0.0008 •• 
.................................................. ................................................................ ................................................................ .................................................................................. .............................. _ ................................................. . 
TIM 0.2595 0.0151· 0.4252 0.0129· 
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. _ ........................................................................................................ . 
.................... T.H ............................. g.:QQ~~ ..................... ~.~ .................... .9.:Q~?? ......................................................... g.:QQ~~ ...... _ ...................... ~.~ .............................. Q:.9.~.~ ..................... _ ......... :. ............ .. 
................... T.9..T ............................ Q:99.??. ...................... ~.~ ..................... Q:.~.!.9.~ .......................................................... Q:.9.g.3..~ .............................. ~.~ ........ _ .................... g.:Q2.Q~ .... _ .................. , ....... ~ ............. .. 
.................. .Y..~.~ .......................... 9:QQ~~ ..................... ~.~ ..................... g.}~.~.~ ......................................................... g.:QQQQ .............................. ~.~ .............................. Q,.g.9.~ .............................. :..~ ............ . 
.................... .Y.9. .............................. Q:gg.9.!.. .................... ~.~ ..................... Q:.9.9.9.9 ...................... ~.~ .............................. Q:.9.g.9.9 .............................. ~ .. ~ ............................. .9~QQQQ .............................. ~.:.._ ........ .. 
.................... Y.!Y. ............................ g.:QQ?~ ..................... :..~ ..................... g.:~~~ ......................................................... g.:QJ.~~ ................................ ~ ................................ Q:.3..!.9.3. .............. _ ............. _ ............... .. 
.................... Y..Qf. ............................ Q:.g.9.9.9 ...................... ~.~ ..................... Q:.g.g.g.g ...................... ~.~ .............................. Q:.9.ggg .............................. ~.~ ..... _ ................... _ ..9.:QQQQ .............................. ~.~ ............ . 
vow 
Cal\llOt be rejected 
Rejected 
0.0010 •• 
9 
41 
0.0618 
18 
32 
257 
0.0000 •• 
3 
47 
0.0045 .... 
11 
39 
Table 3.31: Volatility Responses to a Lagged Cross-Market SltockiNews 
Effect of Past Stock News on Current USF Volatility Effect of Past USF News on Current Stock Volatility 
GOOD News es.t-l > 0 BAD News CS.t-l < 0 GOOD News cF.t-l > 0 BAD News EF•t- 1 <0 
1 oh!-,: \ C ,= 2a11 cS.-_l -- "'.:-1 OCS .'_1 
oh,.,. \ 2 l 2dl ~ -~-- c,·,i_1 ' = allc(,;_1 + 11"'.','-1 
oc, '-I 
oh~., \ "" ",= 2a;I C"i_l -~ w~.·_1 
OCf"'_1 
_o_h_,,_.,_\ c, :-1 ." = 2a;ICt.,_1 + 2d;I~I"._1 
OCt ,'-I .. , 
Code 
AA 0.0105 1 -0.0322 0.0013 1 -0.0020 
---_ .. _ .. _ .. _._-_ ..... _ .... _ .. _ .._ .............. _ .............. _ .. _ .._ ......................................................................................................................... _ ...................................................................................................................... ~ .......... -... -.... -..... _ .................................................................... : ............................................................ -......... -........ -.. -....•.... --........................ . 
AZN 0.0019 i -0.0021 0.0013 i -0.0107 
~=~~~[~~.~~ .. ~:.~ .::.~::.~ .. :: ... ~:::.~:~::.~:~:::::::.~:: .. ::::::::~~::Q:IQ.~·.r::::::::::::::::::::.·:.·::::::.·::::.·::::.':::::::::::::::.1:.':.':::::::::::::::::::::.':::::::.·:::.·::.~.·::::.·::::~:Q.3.·Q.~~:.·:.·:::~·::.:·.·: .. :::.:.:: ...... : .. ::.::.::: .... :: .. : .... :::: .... :: ..... : ..:: .... :: .. : .. ::::: .. ::: .. : ... :.:: ...... ::::: .. :::.~~:::.·~·::::~.Q~Q.9j.§:::·::.·:.·:::.:·:.·::.·.·:::.·:.~.~:.·.:·::::.~.~:::.·:::.·.~.:·.·::.·t.:·:~::.·:.·:.·.~.::·:.·.~·:.·.~.·:.::~~·.~.:·.:·.·.~::·.~:·.~.Q.lfQ·~T:::·.~~.~~~::::~.=.::::::·.·.·.::::·.::·.:·.::·~·.:'.' 
=1t====~==0=-~=~~~1!ff-~~~==:~0=~==~~~t:~~~~=~=:~=~~I~==-:~=::=~~~0==~~~=II=-==~~=:~t=~:===~jl==::=:~=:=:::-BVA 0.0047 i -0.0073 0.0026: -0.0031 
CSG 0.0054 : -0.0088 0.0075 i -0.0222 
DCY 0.0120 : -0.0138 0.0000 i -0.0106 
ENI 0.1023 i -0.1025 0.0006 i -0.0010 
EGA 0.0066 i -0.0132 0.0040 i -0.0040 
··_··· .. -ER"c-··_····· .. ····· .. _ .. · .... _ ...... ····· .... · ..· ..· ........ _···iJ'.o·o7's· .. · .. · ..· ..· ..· .... · .... · .... · ..· ........ ·· .... ··· .. · ..·r········· .. · .. ····· .... · .. ·· .. · ..· .. · .. ··· ...... · .. ·~tiii29·4 ...... -.... ·· ........ · ...... ···· .. ······ .... ···· .... ·········· .. ··········· .. ·· .... ······ ..... · .. · .... · ...... ci':ooTi·· .... ···· .... · ..· .... ·· .. ·· .. · .... ···· .. ········ .... · ..·T· .. ··· .. ·· .. · ...... · ..··· .. ·· .. · .... ···· .... ·· ...... =ojjO·l'7' .... · .......... · .. · .... · .. ·· .......... ··· ........... .. 
.... _·_ .. FTE .... ····- -.............. --··········· ...... · .... · ..· ...... -·0~044·1 .... ·· ...... ·· ............ · .......... · ................ ·· .. T .. ·· .. · ..· ...... · .... · ........ · .... ·· ...... · ...... ·~0~04S5 .. ········ .. ·· .................... · .. · .................................................. · ........ _ .. · .. ·· .. ··O· .. OO7'S ...... ·· .. · .. ·· .... ·· ...... · .............. ···· .... ·····T .. ······· .. · ........ ·· ...... · ...... · .......... · ...... ~'O·.·0098······ ................................. .. 
.. _·_-QiN_··_ .. · ...... ·· .... ·· .. _ .............. ····_ .... _··_ .... _ .. tf0096 .. ··· .. ···· .......... · ...... · ..· ..····· .. ·· .. · ..· .. ··· .. ·r .. · .. ······ .... ··· .... ·· .......... · .... · .. · .. · ...... ~0· .. 0·1·9·S .... ···-· .. ····· ...... · .......... · .................... ··············· .. ··· .... ·············· .... · ..· ........ ·0~·002'f .. · .._· .. · ..·· .. · ............ · ..·····················r·· .... ··· .... ··· ............ · ............ · .. · ...... =0':·00·22 .... ··· .. ··· .. ···· .... ······ .... ·· .................. .. 
.... _·····Gxw··_· .... ···_ .. · .......................... · .... _ .. ··· ...... ·· .. 0:-0000·· .......... ··· .. ···· .... ·· .. · .... · .... ·· .... ···· .. · .... ·1 .... ·· .. ··· .......... · .... · .. ···· .... · ...... · ........ =0·:-00'40' .. ········ ...... ·· .... · ........ · ................ · .. ·· .. · .... ··· .... ··· .. · .... · ..· ..·· .. · .. ········ .... ·· .. ·· .. -0· .. 0'00'0·· ........................ ······ .... · .... · .. · .. ········ .. T ........ · .. · .. ·· ...... · .... · .... · ...... ·· .. ·· .... ····~'(j' .. 0'0:2'5 .. ·· .......... · .. · ..····· .. ··············· ........... . 
-----_._ .. _ .. _ .... _._ .. __ ... _ .... _ ..... _ ......... _ ..... _ .. _ ...... -.................................................................... : ....................................................................................................................... _ ....................................................... _ ....................... _ ............................................................................................................................................................................ . 
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Table 3.31: Volatility Responses to a Lagged Cross-Market Shock/News (continued) 
Effect of Past Stock News on Current USF Volatility Effect of Past USF News on Current Stock Volatility 
GOOD News es.t-l > 0 BAD News eS•t- 1 < 0 GOOD News SF.t-l > 0 BAD News E'F_t-l < 0 
oh", \ 2 2 2d} .It 
-'3-- E, ,'-1 ." = au E.<, .. _l + n ':>.',:-1 
a G ,.,-1 
C04Ie 
1 oh,. \ • ~= 2aU E\.'_1 -- G~"_l OG .. '-1 oh~, .. \ 2 l oh.,.: 1 2d1.lt --- S, '-1 . = a·'l s '-I ---\ E, '-1 ,,, = 2a'lE, .. '-1 + '1':>- .• as. ,. .. .. OE·· • '., •. , ..... 
,. ,"-.1 .' .. :-1 
=-i =~==d&===±==~====:=~=jI======i=:==~==t,~=== 1l.O 0.0015 i -0.0253 0.0006 i -0.0011 
'-'-"-MUV"'- · __ ···_·· __ ··_·_······_······_······_· __ ·0:01""1·9····_······_······ .. ······ .. ······ .... ················T .. ·············· .. ······························· .. ·:c.i:·ci"fio···· .......................................................................................................... ·0-:ij07S··· .. ······ .... ······_·· __ · ..··_ .. ····_ .. ·_··r·_· .. ······ .. ······ .. ·· .. ······· .. ······ .. ·······:0:·0078········· ........... -..... -.-.. - ............ . 
~~:.~.=:F~E~ ... _ ... ~=::~::::.=:.~~~:.~: .. ~.: .. :::=:: .. :::~:.~:~:;.@.~.~:::::~·.~::::~::::::~::::::~·::::::~::::::::::::::::::r~::::::::::::::~:::::.~::::::: .. ::: .. ::.~:: .. ::~=:~g:;.Q"!..~.~::.~::.~::::::.~:.~:::.~ .... ~.:.:~::::::: ..... :.:::.~::::: ... : ........ : .. :: ...... ::.~ ............. ~ ............. ~ ............. ~: ........ :.~ .. ::.·::]; .. gIt..~~~.·.·.~:.:~.·:.·.~.~:::.~.~::·.~.~::::::.~ .. :::::::.::· .. ::.r::::::.· .. :::::::: .. ::.·.·.:·:.~.·.·.·~·.:·.:::~~:~:·~:·::.·.~!Lg5!.~·.·.·.·.~~~.:·:~·.:::::·~: .. ::~.=.:::~: ... : ..... :.:::: ... :~. 
NES 0.0186 i -0.0192 0.0000 i -0.0019 
RD 00133 ~ -0.1481 0.0000 i 0.0000 
.~=-_.@--=. ·:~~: ........ ~ .... =~~ ... ~~ ........ ~ ...... :::~:: ........ ~ ...... ~:Q .. :·.9P..Qy: ..................... ~ ................ :: ........................ ~ ............ ~ ............. ~ .... l .. : ........ : .... ~ ............ ~ ............ : ...... : .....~ .. .-: .... .-.~ .. .-.................. ~.g."j.Q.t~ ............. ~ ... ~.-..... ~ ............................ -.... .-.. .-..... ~ ......................................................................... ~ ................................................. ~ ......... ~Q .. : .. g.Q~.§ . .-... ~ ... : ........ ~ ...... : ..... ~ ............ ~~ ....... ~::::·.:·~::::==l· ..... ~~·.~.:::~::~:~:·.~.::~~::· .... =·~:·.:::~!rQ~t..~· ...... ~~ .......... ~· ..... ~.:~· ....... ::~· ........... :·.:· ..... :· ... : ............ : ... 
SCH 0.0008 i -0.0065 0.0015 i -0.0036 
=.-~~ ... ~HB_=.= ......... ~==.~~.~~= ...... ~ ............ ~ ...... .-.-.-~ . .-....... ~ ................ Q .. ;.Qg.~y ................. .-.-........................ .-.-.............................. .-.-.-...... .-.. .-.. :~ .... 1· .. .-.............. .-.-.-................ .-.-.-.~ ........ .-.. .-.. -.......... .-.. .-.-.-.-.-.-.~ ...... ~·g.-::Q·I.QL .. .-.. .-.~ .... .-.-.-.~.-.-.-.-.-.~:.-.~ ... ~.~ ...... -.~ ..... :· ..... : ...: .. .-.~ ..... .-.-.: .... :~.: .. : ...... ~.-...... .-.-.~ ............. ~.: ............. :.: ... ~ .............. ~.Q .. : .. g.Q.~.~ .................. : ................. ~ ...... :: .. : .... ~ ... ::· ......... :~~:· .......... ~::::· ... L~.:=::::~:~:::~:~.:::~.:~.: ... ~:::: .. : .. ::: .... ~~Q.:.Q.?Q.~::::=::.~:::~::::::::::~.:::::::::::::: .. : .. : .. :.~. 
SHE 0.0020 i -0.9940 0.0000 i -1.3702 
-'-""ri-"'''-'''''''' _··_ .. ·· .... ············································ifoo·1"s··························································1···························· .. ··········· .. ···_· .. ···:O-:iJOBO·············· .. ·············· .. ······ .... ··· ................................................................ ·Ojj705· .. ········ .. ······ .. ···································r···················································:6:-0:'·82""·· .... · .. ································ 
._ ...... _ .... _---. 
TIM 
.. -... _-... __ ...... _-_ ..... . 
TU 
._-_._ ...... __ .... _ ...... _ ... . 
TOT 
_. -.. --...................... -~ .... . 
=~~~~~~ll~~~~i-ij;=l~~~~~~~:~~=-~~~~~~l~~~~~:J-~~~:=i;~~:ii1! 
-----vc>W+ 0.0136 i -0.0318 0.0026! .. 0.0069 
Avera,e 
Volatility 
Responses 
! 
0.0153 . -0.0459 0.0056 i -0.0522 
~ __ .. _._ .. _ ..... __ .. _._ .. ___ ... _._._ ... __ ...... _____ ... _ ..-.-... -.---... !.-...... -...... - .. - ...... - ..... - .. --~. __ .... _ .... _._ .. _ ...... _ .. _ .... __ ... __ ...... _._ ... _ ......................... -.--.-.... --... ------........ -··--· .. ····-·-··-··----····-······f·····-··············_ ...... _ .... __ ... _ ...... _ .... _ ...... _ ...... _ ...... _ .............. _ ............... . 
j : 
i 
1.53% -4.59% 0.56% -5.22% 
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Table 3.32: Diapostic Tests of tile Asymmetric BEKK CAReR 1l.1)-X Model 
EEea. 
Code DepVar MealI VarIaJou su.- Ku10sIs Ju.--Bera 
AA R. 0.0363 0.9826 -0.0785 1.1714 •• 61.3470 •• 
(0.299) (0000) (0000) 
Rt 00056 1.0000 -0.1991 •• 22336 •• no.0121 •• 
I'fecUioot- P-ua-
Slp-Blos She-Bios Size-Bios ..... T .... 
Q(4) Ii(") ("Ion) ("tis" (&-Ion) (hA) 
3.D293 3.1121 -09334 -O.2O!Iol 22141 • 6387J 
(OD82) (0.078) (O~ 
0..5928 4.39.l9· .oDII9 -06726 221.l2 • 86760' 
~-------------------
(0008) (0000) (0000) ~~ (O~ (O~ AGN R. -OD262 0.9808 0.1414 4..5207 •• 9011l439 •• 
(0.061) (0000) (0000) 
2..5710 36109 0..5.l98 0..5693 -04141 16j4j 
(O.1O\T) (0 D57) (0 641) 
Rt 0D609 0.9405 10.8099 •• 248.8012 •• 27390.l9.1996·· 47882· 00201 .0..5628 03.l96 -0.1206 0 em 
--------------__ .. ____ .. ____________ ._ .... ____ (O!!!!.! __ .@..~ ___ ~ (01129) (0.88'1) _________ !1L~ ___ . 
AHL R. -00026 0.9523 -3.2232·· 537204·· 128563.2721" 109366" 00993 09119 .00436 -0.1434 I 19o1l 
(0000) (0000) (0000) (0001) (O.7jJ) (0 7$4) 
Rt 00076 0.9593 29..5409 •• 924.97olj·· 37727.lO1.8063·· 8.9935·' 0.1890 0.8079 02634 -O.234l 1.1883 
--------------------------------------~!!!!.! ____ .....@~ (O~ ___ tu_.D03) (O~ ~ 
ALV R. -00039 1.00j4 -0.0.126 U213·· 117244.l·· 7.89.16·· i6424 ------:Oi6~ 0.3423---- 1.0377---- 14189---
(0.456) (0000) (0000) (OIm) (0.104) (0 703) 
Rt ODI76 0.9793 -0.02.18 1.1.198 •• 679.l48·· 1.l9711·· 4290.1· 03319 .0.0678 08473 2.1 no 
__________________________________ (Il.7I~ (0000) ~~_ (0000) (ODJr) (Oj4'!) 
AXA R. -ODI22 0.9820 -0.1.123· 1.3188 •• 923636·· 68270.1·· 1.6368 03710 -1D280 08997 3.4376 
(Oilll) (0000) (0000) (0000) (0201) (0329) 
Rt 00028 0.8661 -0.3399" 1.963.1" 217.6722·· 79941.1·· 1.8988 .oJJilj .04428 0.8j28 1 4891 
----.. --.. - ..... --.............. ---.. -.-..... --........ ----... - .. --________ (Il!!!!.! ... ___ ..-CO..~ __________ gJ_~ (OWl) (O.I~ ________________ to_~ ___ _ 
AZN R. 00032 1.013.1 -0.1276 .12022 •• 142j.3427·· 2.8242 0..5748 OJJilj 1.1446 1.100 42386 
(O.o6~ (OWl) (0000) (0.093) (0.448) (0237) 
Rt 0.02.18 1.0101 -0.1694· j.j2.l1·· 1609.9342·' 4.39.18· 0.7167 -IIDI8 1.8096 0.8267 33322 
.. _ .... _____ . __ .. _ .. ______ .... _____ .. _ .. _ .. ___________ .. ____ (Il:!llll _____ ...@~ ___________ (Il~ _______ tu_~(Q..~________ . _____ ~_. 
BAR R. -0.0136 0.9710 0.0177 2.098.1 •• 217.3147·· 18.5.)46'· 2.l3708·· -1.00)4 13123 0..5077 1784j 
(0.804) (0000) (OWl) (O.txXI) (OWl) (061r) 
Rt -0.DI88 0.9.126 -3.3274·' .13.1260·· 141421.6635'· 39.3470·' 0.0373 -1.D29j 0.3697 0.2611 12162 
_______ ... _______ .... __ ... _ .......... ____________________ ...@!!!!.! __ . ....@~ _________ ~~ _______ tu}!'lIJ) (0.841) ________________________ ~___ _ 
BNP R. 0.DI07 0.9924 -0.0316 1.6551 •• 13H318·· 63.8904·' 8.3184 •• 00926 -I .l938 13862 7.4922 
(O.6.l7) (0000) (OWl) (O.txXI) (O.D04) (OIDr) 
Rt 00053 0.9.149 -2.2687·· 32.0811·' .lI789.46.l9·· 67.3602·· 0.0663 1.4183 .o . .l6Oj 0.0066 3.OB37 
________ .. _ .. ___ .... ___ ........... _ .......... _ ..... _____ ... __ .... ___ ..... @!!!!.! ____ .. _~}~ ___________ (Il~ _______ tu}!'!~_ .. ____ j'!:?~?L _______ .. ______ . ______________ ._ _ ___ (Il~ __ _ 
BPA R. O.ooj4 0.9767 0.Oj2ol 4.4499 •• 1040.977ol·· .1 . .1791· 6.4844' .0..5242 -1.1402 1.0318 4..5978 
(0.447) (0000) (O.txXI) (O.OIr) (0.011) (0204) 
Rt 0.021.1 0.9910 -0.0816 4.0109 •• 846.6338" 3.83.19 ol.4093·.o3728 -0.99ol6 LOBI 9 3.7.l81 
• ______ .. __ ......... ______ ...... _____ •. __________ .. __________ (Il~!!'..L ____ ~_~ _________ .....Jl!~ ___ @.~~ ______ @~ _________________________ ~~_ 
BTL R. -O.olj4 1.0022 0.1008 2.7812 •• 392.0220 •• 4.7630' 2.614j .o902.l -0.9.13.1 -0..5824 6.7337 
(O.1jJ) (OWl) (O.txXI) (0.029) (0.106) (O.D8I) 
Rt -O.D06j 1.00.1.1 -0.074.1 4.4741 •• 1010.3223" 11.9274·· 0.309.1 .0.7988 .0.2240 0.2942 1.4328 
• ___ .. _ .. _____ ...... __ .. _._ •. ________ .. ________________ (Il:f.!?!l.l ____ ~"~ __________ ~~_ (0001) ___ @~_________ _ __________ ...@..~ __ _ 
BVA R. 0.0111 0.991.1 0.3147·· 1.6941·· 161.12j4·· 8.0272·· 4.281.l· 0.7334 -1.4792 0.0067 2.6428 
(0000) (O.txXI) (0000) (OOO~ (0.039) (0.450) 
Rt .0.0401 1.000.1 0.2237 •• 1.182.1 •• 78.8498·· 13.1097·· 6..5307· 0.4412 -1.6819 07864 .14224 
_ .................... ___ .. ______ ..... _. __ .••. _ .. ____________________ (Il~ _____ ~~ ______ .. _.@~_ (ODOO') @:!l11~ __________________________________ @·1~ __ _ 
CA R. .o.03.l2 0.9833 0.2ol87·· 3 . .lIOj·· 621.1.19.1·· 13.28.17·· 3.1774 00360 -0.7286 0..5176 1.28.l8 
(0.000) (O.txXI) (OWl) (0.000) (O.07~ (0.732) 
Rt -0.0171 0.9889 0.3711·· 4 . .lI91·· 1034.6m·· 11.0961·· 29963 0.81D .0 . .1721 -0.1721 08692 
.. _ .. _ ........................................................ _ .. __ ...... __ ....... _ ...... _____ .. _(Il!!!!.! __ .. ___ ~_~ _______ .... (Il~ _______ (O!Xl~@.:.~ ______ .. ________ .. __________ .. _______ (Il~_ .. _ 
COE R. -0.0433 0.94ol2 -0.6098'· 7.2878·· 2868.7477·· 7.2224 •• 1.9198 0.6993 0.0"0 0.1076 I 2899 
(O.txXI) (OWl) (O.txXI) (0.007) (0.166) (0732) 
Rt 0.00.17 0.9969 -0.4398·· 8.6142·· 3939.4783·· .1.0272· 2.1824 1.6817 -0 . .1176 -O3.l38 3.7793 
_____ .. ____ •. ________ .... ___________________ .. ______ (Il!!!!.! ____ ~"QQQL ______ (Il~ _______ (o';~~«I..L _______________________________ ...@..~-
CSO R. -0.0070 0.9821 -0.3271·· 2.1.171·· 222.7248·· 9.93.17·· 4 . .1963' 0.1462 -0.ol418 11894 3.10ol8 
(0000) (0000) (O.txXI) (0007) (0.037) (0376) 
Rt 0.0018 0.9927 -0.1443 1.7412 •• 136..5.lO3·· 10.7639·· 10.6293·· U746 .0.9784 I 1802 10.4301 • 
• _ ...... _________ ............. __ .. ___ .. ___ .. ________________ (Il!l~ ____ ~"QQQL __________ .@:....~ ____ tu}!')J2._~C!!.I2 __________________ .. ___________ .....@!!!JL.. 
OBK R. 0.001.1 0.99.17 0.2390·· 1.9314 •• 2OB.OOOS·· 8.3439·· 2.8613 -03466 -1.036ol 0.8444 33703 
(0.001) (0.000) (0.000') (0.004) (0.091) (033r) 
Rt -0.00.13 0.9770 0.1286 1.7296 •• 160.6470·· 3.4833 .1.1067· -09477 -02077 1 2441 27461 
_____ ................... ___ .. _ ......... __ .......... _____ .. ___ ...... _____ .... __ .CQ.~_32_ ..... ___ ~"~ __________ (Il~ ___ tu"I!tl.?)_ .. ___ @~ ___ .. ___ -------------.. --------------~~-
OCY R. -0.0026 0.9969 0..1449·· 4.0872'· 882.7097·· 2.8788 1.3569 -2.4091 0.9162 296.l8 100.l48 • 
(0.000) (0.000) (O.txXI) (O.09U) (0.244) (O.olr) 
Rt 09960 6.0161 0.3101·' 4.2979·· 930.2352·· 9..57.l3·· 0.7847 -1..50.l3 0.j444 
________ .. __ .... _____ .. _____ .. _____ .. ____________ .. (Il!!!!.! _____ ...@"QQQL ______ (Il~ ___ '-co':"!Xl?l... ___ .....@E..62..-_______ _ 
OTE R. .0.06.17 0.99.13 0.0418 0.7084 •• 26.7337·· 10.9120·· 0 . .lOj2 -1.760.1 1.9204 
(O..54.l) (O.txXI) (O.txXI) (0001) (0.477) 
Rt -0.0364 1.0040 0.0208 1.3031 •• 89.3107 •• 3.8709· 2.3328 -2.6.l87 •• 1.7146 
_________________________________________ ~!~ __ ...@:QQQL_ (O~ ~D49) @1E.:l 
EN! R. 0.04.59 1.0091 -0.3843·· 1.7664 •• 194.97.13 •• 0.1987 16.7700 •• .0..5041 -1.063.1 
(O.txXI) (O.txXI) (O.txXI) (0.656) (O.txXI) 
Rt o.om 0.9.126 0.3280·· 7.637.l·· 3087.3996·' 0.7719 0..5221 0.7614 -1I74j 
--EN-L--------R.-------O'OO46-----O'96ij------:i-;..--i~ •• --~~---T~~tfi::,j2"--. ---O-..5323=-' 12143 
(O.txXI) (O.txXI) (O.txXI) (0.269) (0.026) 
Rt 0.0663 0.96.11 0.1373 8.9013 •• 400.1.10.12 •• 3.1144 6.7419 •• 0.1138 02486 
________ .. ____ .. ___________ .. ___ .. _________________ (Il:!lB~ ____ ~"~ _______ ...@~_(O=.078)=_~@OO\T)L_ ___ . 
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17022 3.ol277 
19913 • 
2.24.l2 • 
291.l9 •• 
0.D564 
0..51.l8 
22670 • 
(0317) 
jJ890l 
(OI~ 
747ol9 
(OO.lr) 
147444 •• 
(O.D01) 
17811 
(0.619) 
1..5l63 
(0669) 
81816 • 
(000) 
NeplOoe- Positioe-
DepV..- Mao VuiuIee 
....... Ben 
Sip-Blao Sbe-Blao Ske-Blao JobdTeft 
Q(") Ii(") (t-tost) (t-ad) (l-tost) (fwt) 
7.8168 •• 1.BC17 0J918 
-06OU 00839 07614 
(0.003) (0.172) (OaJ9) 
6In4 • 3.6978 0.434) 
-1.4j61 
-1068IS 36160 
I!DA 0.9910 0.0953 13868 •• 96.6670 •• 
(0.181) (0.000') (0.000') 
Rt 0.D434 1.0033 0.0610 1.2472 •• 77.4685 •• 
(0.012) (O.o~ .-----~-~--. 10.1740 •• 10.~jj •• 
---.. --------------------___ .... ____ . ________ (0.392) (0.000') (0.000') 
I!RC R. 0D071 0.97Tl 0.0072 3.7467 •• 6U.3324 •• 02574 -2.1067 • 19234 12 $jQ •• (0.923) (0.000') (0.000') (0.001) (0.001) (0006) 
6.3084 • 3.4j44 
-0.1226 
-1.a.168 1864) 67119 Rt 0.0182 0.9615 -0.1683· H933 •• 1187.1679 •• 
i1l..!l.!..7L_-'co'~ _____ 
_ __ J~_ 
9.60.S9 •• H3j3 
-------------.-.---------.-----_____ @..~ ___ @..~______ (O=DOO)=-_ 
FTE R. -0.0527 0.9941 0.1578' 13782 •• 10}.Q359 •• . 
-O.23S19 
-0.7738 1.4429 4,4133 
(0.002) (0.016) (02JIJ) 
8.6192 •• 7.5906 •• 
-1.1WO O.19j4 2.7314 •• 8J842 . 
(0.022) (0.000') (0.000') 
Rt -O.D445 09880 0.1612' 1.4947 •• 122.8500 •• 
(0003) (0006) 
---_ .. -------------~~ 8.4242 •• 
----...... -----..... -.----.. ---_ .. ___ .. _ .. ____________ ~.!!l) _______ (ll~ ________ -:(O~.llOO)=-:_:__':"'=~--==---
OEN R. -O.D304 0.9827 0.D785 13143 •• 88JIOl •• 10JIl6 •• O.19jl 
·1.4960 1.6689 8jQ7} • 
(OJXl4) (0.001) (0037) 
7.0l43 •• 8.1920 •• 0.0964 
-UI44 21m' 1I'IW •• 
(0263) (0.000') (0.000') 
Rt 0.0110 0.9887 -0.0173 1.1624 •• 68.2932 •• 
---GiW-.. ----~--·----:O:iii63-----1~0-i32----~~~.. 'i.~-;;----- 48~;-;;: •• ;-~'i:;;==I~.;--'~:::?:;346~::-.--:0:.-:.1:-;10::1---_I:-:.89~5::1---I-.6,-:177::::---.I!~~g:>!!!!}!l.3-.­
(OD07) (0.000') (0.000') (0.022) 
Rt -OD003 0.9983 0.1443· 3.3208 •• 583.7911·· 2.5954 5897j • 
---------........ ----.................... -..... ---........ ----------__ .... ____ IP..Jl~?L __ l1!..~ ___________ (1JJ!!l)._"""COl"O.?2 __ -.CO.oQ~~ 
HAS R. -0D079 1.0303 -0.7572·· 8.1310·· 3594.1841'· 7.4129·' 2.8957 
(0.000') (0.000) (0.000') (0.006) (O.Il89) 
0.0470 ·2.2046 • 
·1.6134 
12643 
1.6119 
(0.019) 
10.4652 • 
....@..l!~_ 
H844 
(0.159) 
Rt -0.0133 0.9723 ·0.~46·· H942" 1770.6034 •• 9.4607" 2.1600 -O9lO7 -0.0632 0.7m 1.4146 
---------...... --..... --.... ----..... ---.--.-----.... -----_______ ~_~ ______ @..~ ________ @.:.....~ __ ..i1l~ ___ ~ ______________________ ~~ 
HNM R. -OD007 0.9718 0.0348 8.0361 •• 2830.9288 •• 1.9696 3.046} 19724 • 0.1446 .1.6049 6.6423 
(O.W) (0.000') (0.000') (O.161J) (O.Il81) (0.084) 
Rt 0.D241 1.0051 -0.3873·' 9.9959'· 4406.0225" 1.8087 1.9228 2.4462 • -0.0963 -1.6074 14317 • 
. ------------... ------.--.. ---.-----------------____ . ____ 1P~ _______ (ll~ !:P_~ ___ (O.!..7p2 _____ 'CO':~~ ___ ~ __ 
INO R. 0.0070 0.9833 0.1264 2.5051 •• 333.07Ol·· 14.2309'· 1.4225 02862 -1.7276 -02852 40682 
(O.D67) (0.000') (0.000') (0.000') (0.233) (0254) 
-0.0018 0.9532 -1.2190'· 11.2418·' 6952.4322" 18.3638" 0.2385 -0.9267 -0.1716 0.3247 I ~ 
........... ---.. -.............................. _ .._ ...... _ .......... _ ................... _____ ...... _____ @,I!l.D _______ (ll~ __ ... ________ @..~ ______ (O~ .. _____ ~_~ ____ ... __ .... _____ .. _____ ....... _,, ___ . ........... ...._(Il_~ __ . 
u.o 0.0055 1.0090 ·0.1826·· 1.9518·' 198.7960·· 8.6431" 3.1130 ·121j4 12324 31688" Ium •• 
(0.010) (0.000') (0000') (0003) (0.0'18) (0 (09) 
·0.0281 0.9910 ·0.2539" 2.4282·· 310.2601·· 4.4053· 2.3356 02573 ·0.1388 1.2443 33371 
••••••••• " •• ~ ••• ___ N ••••••• _" ••• ____ • __ ...... _., ..... ,. ._ .... _ ....... ____ .. __ IP_~ ___ .... _(ll~_ ............... __ ..l\l_~ ____ (o~ ______ ~"~~ _________ . ____ .. ___ . ____ .... _______ . ___ ...... _(Il_~ .. _ .. 
MUV -0.0268 0.9937 -0.2832" 2.1907" 2}8.1215·· 5.6921· 6.2565' 0.0693 ·U809 1.1281 6.1}96 
(0.000) (0.000') (0.000') (0.017) (0.017) (IU04) 
Rt -0.0081 0.9988 ·0.1083 2.1081 .. 226.4118·' 6.9165·· 7.1132" -O.42l6 ·1.4074 0J724 4.8416 
......... _ ........ _ .. _ ... __ ........ ___ .. _ ............... _ ....... __ ... _ ... _ ... ___ ........... ______ (1J"~~~ ___ l1!..~ ____________ (1J_~ __ "'CO~.....!:P_~ ____________________________ . ______ "_(1J"~~ __ ,, 
NDA R. 0.0363 0.9638 0.3530" ~.0655·· 1146.5m·· 7.0262'· 0.3577 09885 ·0.8063 -0.6112 1.0l16 
(0.000') (0.000) (0.000') (0.008) (OJ5O) (0.796) 
Rt 0.0517 0.9565 0.614}·· 6.0625·· 1677.2789·· 3.6158 0.8410 -02763 OJ900 -0.0286 0.427j 
.............. __ ......... _._ .. _ ......... _ ............ ____ ... ___ ... _________ IP"I!l.D ....... ____ (O..:..~ __________ (1J"~ ____ (o:!lE:! ____ .@..~ ___________________ ... _ ........ " .. " ...... " .. ___ ..... _(1J~_ .. 
NES R. 0.0085 0.9974 -0.3797" 32416·' 485.8609" 5.2060' 0.9182 -0.4349 ·02775 1.6960 40021 
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.023) (0.338) (0261) 
Rt -0.0222 0.9820 ·0.6116'· 3.8916·· 729.4230'· 2.1036 1.0256 .1.72m 0.6984 2.1613 • 4.9493 
_ ....... _ ..... " .. _ ........ __ ... __ ........... _ ................... __ ...... __ ........ _ .... ___ ...... ___ ~_~_ ... __ ... __ @~ __________ (1J"~ ______ @}£) ___ .......@..~ __________ . ______________ ..... _ .. ____ ._ ...... _,, __ .. _(1J"~r~. __ . 
NOV R. -0.0131 0.9884 0.1006 2.3733 •• 248.6769'· 2.3047 5.06U· -1.47Ol 1.6403 3.1629 •• 11.0363' 
(0.183) (0.000') (0.000') (0.129) (O.Ol4) (ODI7) 
·0.0294 0.9761 0.1301 2.0876 •• 194.0013·· 3.3347 4.7421' ·2.0600 • U872 2.0483 • B883 
... ____ ...... _ ....... _ ...... _ .......... ___ ........... _ ............. __ .... _ ..___ .... ___ .. (1J}!~ .. ______ (ll~ __ .. ______ ~ ___ (O~ _____ ~_~ ____________ ... ___________ ... ,, ________ .. _____ <!ll...~ __ . 
PHI -0.0031 1.0048 -0.1170 2.6039 •• 307.5841·' 4.4590· 6.4339' -09009 0.6064 1.1221 1.3306 
(0.117) (0.000') (0.000') (O.D33) (0.011) (0.727) 
Rt 0.0234 0.9928 0.0171 3.1730 •• 433.0978·· 59946' 13.5180" ·09915 0.4771 09078 1.16$ 
___ ... _ .......... _______________ .,, __ ... __ ... _____ ... ______ ....... ____ ~"~~!'l. ______ @.....~ ________ @.DOO) (O.OI:'!l __ ~)nl) (0.761) 
RBO R. -0.0039 1.0060 -0.4654·· 3.7104·· 721.9073·· 8.6293·· 5.8398· -0.0757 -1.7762 0.4617 5.3736 
(0.000') (0.000) (0.000') (0.003) (0.016) (0.146) 
Rt -0.0064 1.0251 -0.5500·· 4.2900·' 967.6279·· 10.4680·· 3.9809· 0.5097 -19758 • 0.1296 48489 
__________________ ........ ___ .. _______ . __________________ ..CO.:~ ___ ..Jll~ ______ (Il"OOO') (O~ (0.046) ___________ (0.183) 
RD R. -0.0011 0.9950 -0.6552·· 6.3037·· 2178.0214·· 6.4371· 2.9011 1.1776 -2.1978 • 02921 66274 
(0.000) (0.000') (0.000') (0.011) (O.Il89) (000) 
Rt 0.0346 1.0107 -3.7341·· 59.1914·· 1870168170·· 0.9417 OW8 OJ301 -2.6317 •• -0.2230 75717 
-... -ROG--------~-- .. -.. ·-.. -iio331 .. ------0~i9-i6--------~~-;;---i~ •• ----69i"~-;;- ~.~--~~. "O~i6ii7----ii0226 -----:o~-f~-
(0.000') (0.000') (0.000') (0.117) (0.023) (0.711) 
Rt 0.D205 0.9891 0.5440·' 3.2924 •• 527.0173 •• 3.4630 8.4784 •• 02741 -OJ247 -O.68~ 0.7031 
________ ... ___________ .... __________ ... ____ .. _______ ~~ ___ J'Q.!!!l.L _____ @.:!!!l.L (0063) ~~_________ _ ____ J~. 
SCH R. 0.0021 1.0070 -0.Q3'8 1.1659 •• 71.6875 •• 3.3068 7.8294 •• -0.4112 .1.8217 0.7501 77011 
(0.604) (0.000') (0.000') (0.069) (0.003) (O.D5.l) 
Rt -0.0265 1.0058 -0.2122'· 1.l462·· 91.0600·· 6.7859·· 4.0462· 0.1872 .10604 I }96j 
---"iiHB-------~--·-----ii:ii242-------1(jii49-----~"~- T.2Wf .;------~-IToi}~:: --0-8664-------03049----1-)339 (0.660) _ 1.8j4j 
(O8l3) (0.208) (0.000') (0.000') «(l.ool) (0211) 
Rt 0.0l42 1.0085 -0.3292'· 2.5752·· 309.6923·' 9.3917'· 6.0735· 
____________________________________ J~).OOO') (I!~ ___ JP"~_i'Q!I]L (0.014) 
-2.0933 • 0.0150 2J553 • 88,j4 • 
~-~ 
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Tablt' 3.31: DiallJlOstif Tt'sts oftht' Asymmetric BEKK CAReH (l.l)-X Model (contDmed) 
Nepaoe. rosa. 
ti(.) SlpBIat Q(.) (t.1ost) 
2.38~ 0.2010 
-00087 
(0.122) (0.654) 
11241 0D994 
-0.2124 
Size-Blat SIu·BIat .warT.,. 
(I-tesf) (t-t.t) (Tt.t) 
1.0591 0.0141 1.697' 
(0.637) 
03418 
Codt' DepVar Mot .. Va,rluo. .......B.n 
SHE R. -0.0261 0.9901 3.4247·· 56.8425" 161713.5718 •• 
(01m) (01m) (01m) 
Rt -O.D482 0.9769 3.7767·· 61.4424·· 1890563438 •• 
@.~ (1)7.52) 
-O.lIl79 0.1316 
(IUIIr) ---------------•. ---___________ l!L~.@..J!II!L,_:__--->;(O=1m)==--SIE R. -OD083 1.0022 -0.0688 1.4191 •• 106.8116 •• 6.8~ •• 22.786' •• ·1.61~ 
(01Xl9) (01m) 
'()..lO65 •• 28639 oms 
-00039 3.'IIJ6O •• 17081W •• 
(ODOI) 
-0.7396 0.7602 
(0319) (01m) (01m) 
Rt -00070 0.9497 -0.1800·· 3.0252·· 487.6696 •• 
@.1m) @D9Q 
19227 
@jlJ\I) ___ .... __ ._ .. _____ . __________ . ___ . ___ .. _________ @~ .. _. ___ Q?_~_____ @1XXJ) 
8.'876 •• 3.j66() ID281 --------0.1018 0.1953 30217 TEF R. -0.0358 0.9910 0.1020 3.26~ •• 562.4291 •• (IHIIl') (OIm) (Oill9) 
3.1760 12.2663 •• 
-0.1207 
(O.38r) (O.l4J) (01m) 
(1)D7~ @1XXJ) 
-0.0364 0.986' ·0.4447·· 3.5051·· 645.1197·· 39.5174·· J.l443 -03073 ·13)86 03069 3.602' 
................. _ ....... _ ............. _ ............... _ ....... _ ................ _____ @.,~.L _____ .(!l"~_ .. _ .. __ .... ____ @!!!.!) ____ Q?_~_ .... _. __ (I!~~ ____________________________ @~_._. __ 
VOF ·0.0402 0.9930 ·0.4073·· H143" 1575.0877·· 2.7422 3.2442 -0.7248 11628 -0.1252 19348 
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.098) (0.072) (0 j86J 
Rt .0.0116 0.9929 .0.4132·· 5.1228·· 1756.6621·· 2.7389 3.1183 0.0382 0.7296 0.168' 0.9433 
..... _ ....•...... ___ .................... _._ ............. _ ............... ____ ........... ________ .. __ @~ __ .(!l"~ ____________ .JIl!!!.!) ___ ~~ ______ (I!Q??L ______ . __ .JIl!llJL_ .. 
vow R. ·00026 0.9879 0.2251·· 2.4713·· 311.2904 •• 0.6696 4.7902· .1.86.() 0.9570 2.8290 •• 8.0844· 
(0.002) (O.OO!I) (01m) (0.413) (0.029) (0044) 
Reo -0.003' 0.971' 0.2675·· 2.2706·· 268.4721·· 1.2045 10.2991·· ·\.7558 1.0069 3.4655 •• 121497·' 
.......... _ ................ _ ... __ ........ _ ......... _._ .. __ .. ________ @~ ___ ... _.J!l_~ __________ @!!!.!) _______ Q?~ ___ (I!~l) _____________________ ... _____ .. _________ .. __ ... __ .JIl~ __ .. _ 
Notes: '," Significant ,,0% and 1% lava~ respac:tively 
(.) - p-voluos 
Juque-Beno iI tho JOJ1!.\III Old Bano (1980) ."rmolity test, wilh propbebilityvoluo ill """,lIIho ... 
Q(4) and Q'l:4) ara respactively the Ljung-Bax Q st"tistic. "tl"g 4 oftha .tandardized end .quara stendardized residual •. 
The Engle and N g (1993) diagnostic "s" (i.a, Sign-Bia., N Ig.tivI-Siz. Bi.I, Pasitive-Siz. Bi.I, and Joint Tost) ore abtain.d from the estimation afth. fanawing flgr .... on model 
Z:= a+b,$j +/nSiB,-I+b3B:B,-I+V, 
where Z,' is the steDdardized resid1lals, S,- is" tI1Jmmyvvioble that two .voluo ofUllityif ... , <0 0lId .ero athetwise;Old S,+ is" tI1Jmmyvviob1e that two "volue afllllityif .. , >0 OId.ero othe. 
Individual t·.tatistie. oro t.te.t. for the estimated coefficient (i) I»in Sign Biel Test (ii) b, ill Negatiw.Size Biel Test 0lId (iii) b, ill PooiliYe·Size .. BieI Test. The F·.tatistic. is the joint test that 1»01>,. 
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Table 3.33: M~ GAReH Param.t.r Estimatt's_Student t Distribution 
tr'bis table reports the parameter estimates for the augmented asymmetric BEKK GARCH (l,l)-X-student t model: 
H, = CoCo + 41 et-~~Al + B;.1 H t-1Bu + ~1 ~ t-t-1Du + En (Zt-V~ ~1 
Iwhere, c; _ [ell 0];.Au =[~l Ou]; 1L =[1111 hu]; Lh = [dll dll]; &1 = [eu 0] 
en en Qn Q:1 1121 11» dn d
" 
ell ell 
land ] [ . ( 0"] 
,. mm\.6" .... , . ~ -[~ - ~ . I . ~; z. -,p .. -~.,); assummg e, \0,: student-t(O,H" v) 
~ •. -' mn '. 6" .. :,0.1 
~e off-diagonal elements in Au (Bll) matrix describes the innovations (volatility) spillovers between the stock and futures markets, while the off-diagonal elements of Dll matrix captures the ymmetric volatility re sponses of a market to another market's innovations. The above coefE ci ents relating to the volatility transfers are indi cated in bold characters. v represents the parameter stimates of the student-t distribution (i.e, shape of the distribution). 
~stimates are obtained using the BFGS numerical optimization algorithm and the method of maximum likelihood (MI.). Figure in parentheses (.) indicate the t-statistics. A single (double) 
lasterisk denotes significance at the 5% (1%) level. All the estimations are made using the RATS statistical software with its built-in GARCH instruction. 
CMe ell en e22 au au an au hu h12 bn h12 du du du du ell en e22 " 
All. 0.0021 - 0.0012 - 0.0000 0.2699·" 0.4650 ** -0.0255 -0.4071 •• 0.0121 0.8258 ** 0.8824 ** 0.1612 0.013'1 -.. 3080 -0.30n H -0.1121 1.0145 -33124· -0.0002 4.21'1 H 
(6.207) (3.100) (0.~1. (3.035) (5,~!~t._ .. _ .. .t!~~~?'>' .... _ .......... (~~:.~.Q.?L ...... _ ....... W.:~~L __ .............. ~~~.2..?~L_. ___ .. ~!: 7~L ___ ( 1 . QP2L- (O.5~(-L!l~_(-2.9~l.-.!:~,~~ ....... _ .... JP.:~? .. ~L ........ ~:~_~~U .... _ .. _ ..<:Q~QQ9J. __ .... J!~~L._ .. .. 
AON 0.0010·· -0.0001· 0.0000 0.0862 • 0.77117 ** 0.0063 -0.1923 •• 0.9831 - 0.2844 ** -0.0006 0.1109·· 0.2181·" -0.0673 -0.022' 0.2662 0.0001 -0.0410 0.0000 5.46" ** 
(3.994) (-2.205) (-0.000) (2.228) (I1.2!~L ........ i'!.~~~!t._ ...... H~:.Q.~ ..... _ ...... ..<.!~~:Q~~L ...... _ .......... ~:~.s..L_ .. ___ ...-t.O·I~_I) __ ~.141L-J6.002L.J: .. 304) (-L2I1~L __ .. (L~~_ ...... ___ .. ~.9.:Q~L ...... _(:9_-l!?L ...... J:9~QQ.9L ........ (~.!:I?!L. .. _ 
AHL 0.0108 - 0.0016·· 0.0024· 0.4280 •• 1.075' ** .. 0.0705 -0.1418 ." 0.2683 0.S07J * 0.4750 * 03413 0.5832 • 8.1812 -I.I!IS0 0.2284 0.1862·· 0.0901 -0.0586 3.0810 H 
(1556) (5.101) (2159) (3314) (7.051) (-"629) ( .. 5218) (1.076) (2.056) (2.206) (1.511) (2.066) (ll.SOI) (-0.804) (0.134) (3.669) (1921) (-0.930) (1J.772) 
-AL-:V:O:---'='-0 . ..:c0022 - 0.0026 - 0.0000 0.0301 -0.2649··;*-····0:i04i"······-.. --O~4569*;; .. -.. --·--iJ:96-i3-;;,;·-.. ·---·0:0242--.......... - .. -0.0026 0.9015 - -0.4132·· -.. 4336 ** '.4180 ** 0.329i.;;;;;.-.. -.. O'0752 ..... ----.iJ:ii418---.. -.. ii~i230 .. -;;,; ...... 5:. ... 4i"· .... .. 
(5.890) (6.567) (0051) (0.475) (-4..!I!~L .. __ J!-!~_~L __ .. _ .. _Q,Q)_?)_ .... ____ .... ~.~~.:~?1 ...... _ ...... _ ...... ~:!I.~.s_L .. __ .. (-8.07') (30.322) .... (-5.2)_1)_...(:3.846) (5·50..!L ... _ .. ~,~l.!L_ ...... J~.:~?_~~ ___ ...... _.~!.~) ..... ___ . .J!~~._ ..... _ ... ~H!.:4.). .... _ .. .. 
AXA. 0.0019 - 0.0011 0_0029 - 0.1929·" -0.4423 ** -I.IJJCI 0.4249 •• 09411 - 0.412' ** 1.8236 0.5414·· -0.3488·· -O.Gllt • .0484 -0.4895·" -0.0019 0.0233 0.0318 3.H'2 ** 
(4.458) (1314) (9.170) (2.849) (-4."~Lm.t .. ~~_!L_ ........ _(~,~~L_ .......... _Q.~~~~ .... _ .. _______ .. ~~:~~L .... _ .. __ ....1~!J) (9.061) (-5.420)~1~ (L2IJ..l... . .....J~c~~L ___ J_~.!.:Q~}L.. .... _.j9_~L_ .. _JO?<4JI) ...... _Q~~~ .. lt_ . 
AZN 0.0061 - 00062 - 0.0001 - -0.1412 -0.6277 ** -L032' 0.4461 • 0.7781 - -0.0699 0.0786 09319 - -0.9077· -0.411'3 0.5724 0.1526 12.1674· 12.1081· -40885 3.2'26 ** 
(5_511) (5.260) (3.280) (-O.m) (-3.221) ___ .. ~!:.~~!L_ .. _..(~:.~_I .. ~ .. _ .. ___ ...... {~.34~L .. _ ............ ~:~??.'!L_ .... __ ._ (L~~) (11.837) (-2.523) (-U43) j!:444L_{O'.~~L ....... _J~..:!~L ___ j~}36) ... _._ .. _( .. I.:??~)._ ...... _Q~.~)._ ... _ ... . 
BAR 0.0014·· 0.0011'" 0.0000 -O.ot4J -O.17S1 ** -... 27 -0.0003 1.0031 - o.osn ** -0.0307 * 09164 - 03111·· .. 3742 ** 0.0017 0.0006 0.0002 00002 00015·· 3.71107 H 
(3.504) (3.684) (-0.007) (-0324) (-3.4_~~ .... _ .. _ .. ~!:.~.L ____ ..(~Q:Q~L .. ____ .J2~!..!J1 ______ .......... Q:~.!.~.L __ .. ...-J-2.2~~ (51.933) (6.446) (5.728) (1.2711) J~Lm .. _~Q;!~L_~~ .. ~76)j6 ~l) .... _._m:~~!l.L_. __ 
BNP 0.0018 - 0.0004 0.D032 - -0.2638·· O.~ ** 0.01107 -0.6146 •• 0.8543 - 0.S850 ** 0.1128 0.3101 - -0.1619· -0.5477 ** -I.I4IJ 03103 0.0036 .. -01Xl68. -00039 3.HlI ** 
__ .. ____ (4429) __ ~) (5.318) (~3016) (3 .• :1!L_ .. _JI~~~L .. _ .. j~Q!!) .. ___ ...... _ .. J~~~~ ........ _m.~ .. ~L_ .. _ (l.~~.... (3.814) (-1991) (-3.601) ( .. O.I!!.L_(!E2?L_ .. __ J~~~} .. _ .... _ .. {:~nJl._. (:0511) (12.'76) 
BPA 00019·· 00019- 0.0000 .. 0.0095 O.37!l2 H .... 1477* -0.53'12·· -1.0056*· -0.0792* 1.1279 -0.8980- .. 03869· -I.1I47 '.3962** 0.2889 -13_5467 -13_0589 00061 4.31111** 
_______ J3.!J1) (3366) (-0 (00) (-0149) (3.122) _J: .. ;.~~ .. !L .. _i~~~ .... __ J~.l1QL ___ .. _ .... ~:;.s.tSL __ ._ (Ll67) (-30P98) (-2.088) ( .. U7'> (2.613) (U~Lm_~.:Q:~L .. _ .. {-O~5l._ .. _(O (XjQL .... _JH:J77) 
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Table 3.33: Multivariate GAReH Parameter Estimates_Student t Di.''linlJUtion (continued) 
CMe en en en all au an a22 b11 b12 "n "22 11)1 d.12 d.2l ~2 ell en e22 ,. 
BTL O.lDl8 0.0009 _0.(0)8. _0.1345· 1.5231 ** 0.2005 ** -0.401.5·· 0.4444 ** 1.2261 ** 0.5522 ** _0.2381 ** 0.0283 0.2303 0.0883 _0.2161 0.0293 0.0368 _0.0364 3.2891 ** 
(1.211) (0.624) (-2.042) (-21163) (6MO) (3.431) (-.5.603) (696.5) (15.174) (8.352) (-3.181) (0.328) (1.420) (1.330) (-1.631) (1..591) (0.813) (-1.882) (15.033) --=B=VA-:---'::'O':::.OOO4~-:-·-·· o.oooi-:{j~im4 .-.- o.oii2--··-· •• 1734"**··0:1iil;'2·;;--O':0432·-······-09'1"36 ·;;;··-·~ojS5l~*-·-o:iiii44-**---To·l91 ;;;';-··:O.2908**-·-:a230i···**o:lii65 --.... -. 0.20i"2-;;--··-i95iC·-·-42927-.-··MV3-·-i.12lii·":;;:;;-
. ___ ~~.1L._JO.42QJ--.l:~..:..224) ._ .. (03}}_) .. _ .. (4..~~). (4.211) (0.99.5) (149.661) (-21.236) (1!I.157) (119.138) (-4.029) (-3.174) (1.213) (2..541) (1.888) (2.180) (0.019) (U711) 
CA OIXXl.5 0.0011 ** 0.0000 0.0196 -O.4!I51 ·**-:ii:i38' .. ······-o3i60 ... ·····-0:7'729 .... ·----.:4647 **"'--0:22if**'--O:5445 ... ·--0.1979*-··Oj'140·······---~ii:05J6·-··-·0.1.547·--·:O~5930-··--.f36i9-;*··:0.003:f-··4.75SJ .. ** 
__ ~~L .. _Q·1g?.t_(:9.:..ooo) ._.. (O.~!.~_) _ .. _J6.21~).._(:.~:.!~l. ....... __ ~.:~?8) _._ ..... J~.~~.:.~.!~L ...... _..J.l.!~.:~.~ ..... _._ (6!~:.~_~~L .. _ ... J.:.~.:.~.~1... ...... _._ (2·~.!L __ .... ~.:!~ ..... _.~::!:!~~~l... ....... J! ~~~._J::.9..3.54t._._J~.:~~_ ... .l-O·OQQL_.m·S4IL .. _ 
roE _0.0003 0.0001 0.0000 _0.0028 0.8697 0.0694 0.0221 09.593 ** -0.0168 0.0348 1.0098·· 0.14.54· 0.1645 * -0.0276 _0.096.5 0.2183 0.2228 0.0000 4.20117 ** 
--- (-O.~_.(0.2.5.?t_(.:!!P3L ..... .J-O·~.?>_ ..... ...<I·~?t __ .(!:.~}l ........ _..JQ.:~~_._ .......... .J~:.!.~.!L ........ _ __.1.~.:~..13) _ ........ __ ..... Q:.~~t .. _ ... ~.?:~~_ ....... J2·:@._ ... (; ..~~>. .. _ .... _~~:.~~L .... J:!.:~1~L_ . ...<.~.1~~ ........ ..--l!.:~ .. ~L._._ll...:Q!!QL_J!.~7!>' ....... _ 
CSG 0.0018·· 0.0001 0.0000 _0.0381 0.3505 ** 0.1!l40 * -0.2344· 0.12.58·· O.!lJ1O ** 0.8328 ** 0.0121 ** _0.2146. O.O!l!lO 0.137!1 _0.2119 • 0.2122 • 0.0.511 _0.0001 3.1Il22 ** 
__ ._~~_ (O~l.._{~..:~L._ . .J...-I!....~_ ........ 9...:.~ .. ~?>. .. _ .. _ .. (~:.~.~.~.t ........... L~.:~~L. ..... _ .._~~:.~L .. _ .. ~.:~~L ....... _._~~:.?7IL ...... __ (~.:~40) ... _ .... ~2·~~L ___ .~.:?~'9. ....... __ ~~_!L ..... J:.2..:.1!I .. ~). __ ... {~:.49~J ....... _(QA~_L ...... ~:9.:9.Q9.L_j!;03SL __ 
OBK 0.0019 - 0.0021 - 0.0000 0.2691·· -0.0150 -0.1036 * 0.1911 •• _0.1461 •• -Lli08S ** -0.2265 ** 0.118.5 ** -0.3016 ** -O.462J ** 0.2245 ** 0.4961·· -0 . .5240 0.1848 0.0000 5.n1l3 ** 
(4.003) (4..569) (0.000) (4.284) (-0.182) (-2.013) (2.600) (-10.411) (-25.810) (-3.312) 1(0.111) (-2.943) (-4.1106) (2.8811) (6..580) (-0.3.51) (0.099) (0.000) (9.884) 
- ocY··-o.OOO4--·-·O.OW)"-O:iJooo ... -.. _O.0i69--·······oj723··**-··0:i7if··;*·-·~·O':2544-*;,;···-·-·-=-O·~9549*,;; .. · .. --:o:060i** .. ·-·--~0:03j6 .. ·**·--~-.93j);;··-:.(fii984---··-iijj2SJ-······--·-0:ii51J_········-O:0680 .. -·--·-·0319i'·;·--:O':6(iio-··"·:O.0005·---·"·5~IS4ii··-;:; 
(1.024) (0.094) (0.001) (-1.02.5) (8.759) (6.454) (-.5.824) (-188..530) (-3.815) (-10.467) (-61..548) (-1.624) (O.3J6i) (0."2) (0.148) (2.09.5) (-1.106) (-0.001) (IO.!lSO) 
OTE·-o.m - - 0.0004--0:0000 .-.... - _02"1'81 _·········0·:0643 .. _····0:0·;1"iii········-·_·:O':2213-;;O·····-·-0·.ii·54········-i:'l282-**-··---·0582f·;;·-·_-ij'i761······-·-0.0944-·-·-··ii:Js2ii···**o:ii7iiii--·· ...... ~j628···-·--·· .. 0:481If·····--·O~1986·-·-··-:O'iiOO3--····U7:ri··**' 
__ .. _~~9L.. .. _~I . .53Qt_J.:9.~~L ..... (-3~.~L._ ........ (!.:!!.~~>. .. _ ... _ ... (I.:.2..m_ .......... J.:~.:?~~L ......... _j! .. ~:?L .... _ .._<?:~~L ....... _.J~.~?.~L ...... _<:.!.:Q~L ....... .J.!.:~_._. __ J~ .. ?~~ ....... ___ (~:.~~.~L ... J:L1.Q?). .. __ ._.~Q:.?.~4) ...... _.{Q~~~ ......... -<::.~..:QQ.Ql __ ._.~.60~>. ..... _ 
ENI 0.0011·· 0.004.5 - _0.0002 _0.031.5 -0.7560 ** -0.1447 ** 0.60.53·· 0.8966·· 0.49!18 ** 0.0866 ** 0.4018·· 0.1199 -0.2150 0.0383 0.4314·· 0.0031 -0.0281 - _0.00.50 J.8S31 ** 
__ ._.~~L.._J8.02.!t._(:9.:94.5) .. -.... (-0·~L_.J:.!!!.~~~L .. _ .. (:~.~.!.~ ......... ___ J.?:?~1L ......... _J.3.?:.?!~)_ .. _ .... _~.:~~ ........ _(~.~.~.~X ........ __ J.~.:.~.~~ ..... _.JL~L_j: .. !:.~!..4) ....... _._~:.~~.L ......... {~~?L_._.J~ . .-...51~L .... _(:.~.~~1L ... J:9..:.1}~L_.(!.~711I1L. __ 
EN!. 0.0090 _ 0.0064 ** 0.0009 0.026.5 -O.08!19 ** -0.2570 ** 0.311.5.. 0.6268 •• 0.3230 ** -0.0458 0.4661 ** _0 . .5.548 •• -0.03117 0.1818 -0.4.528.. 0.0125.. 0.0068 0.030.5.. 3.2777 ** 
_. __ ._.J.!.!.:~_~~_)_ .... 'l!.00.~t._(Qc~~._._ .. ..J.I!:!!.~2_ ....... ~:!..:~!~>. ... __ .. (:~:.~~). ............. J~.:~~~L. ........ _ .. .J.~:.~.?~L ....... __ ~~~!!.~ ......... ___ .~:~:.~IL ...... _(~.:T~~L .. _ .. ~·I~ __ ~.~.~J~ ..... _J!:.~.2.!.L ... _.{~}1?L ___ .J~.1~~ .......... ....J.Q.:??~._._ .. _ .... ~~~.~.L_J~.~;..~t ..... _ 
IDA 0.001.5.. 0.0012 ** 0.0000 0.0376 -0.2830 ** -0.2110 ** 0.0989 -0.0360 0.11226 ** 0.!l745 ** 0.0881 _0.1118 -0.2325 ** 0.0477 0.2960.. 0..5348 -1.8364 • 0.0000 UIIIi4 ** 
.. __ ~~1L. .. j3.11~L_(Q.:.900) _ .. _ .. _. (O·~.~L_ ........ t~!~~L ....... (:~:.~.~!). .............. _.P.:~?Q)._ ........... __ .(:Q:.~.~f.L ........ _!~.:~~L_ ..... _ ... _(!.:.~2..~L .......... ...J.QAQ~L ... _.J~Q:~~L __ .. ~:~:.~_~>. ....... __ ~:.s..s..~t._ ....... J~:~Q~L ... _JQ.:~?.~>.... .. _._(:~.:~~~L ... _j~.:9.Q9J. ___ .... ~~~L .... _ 
ERe 0.0021·" 0.0013 0.0019 - 0.194.5·· -0.4844 ** 0.0004 0.6309 •• 09016 •• 0.2689 ** 0.0706 ** 0.101.5 - 0.2.53.5·· 0.3035 * -0.2063 ** -0.1129 -0.0.586"· -0.0391 0.02.59·· 3.11501 ** 
_. __ ._ ... _.~~~_L .. _._P .62.~. __ .(~}.54) ........ _J!.?6..QL_J:.!~:~?~>. .. _ ... ~:.~.~?)_ ........ _J.!.Q.:~~~L ....... j.~J..1f.~L ... _ ... _{~.~~~L. ..... ___ J~~:.~2..2.>--........ _t~~.}QQL ......... J~..:Q.QP.L __ ..... ~.:~!~ ........ _t~:~.!~L ..... J:J..:~~~L_ ..... _J:~:.??_~J ....... _.J.:l_:~~?J ........ _j~q~) .. ___ .(!.~?L. __ 
FTE 0.0023 - 0.0010 - _0.0008 0.1424 -0.3712 ** 0.00011 0.4453·· 0.1939·· 0.18111 ** 0.7"6 ** 0.0938 - 0.4.589 ** 0.1821 -0.2284 * 0.132.5 0.1600·· 0.0439 -0.0303 4.71131 ** 
.... _._ . ...J.?.:~~L._J2.6~ __ J.:9~~..9 ..!L._ .. ..J.!.:~ __ ...... ~:.~3~~>. .. _. ___ ... ~:.~.!.2.). ............ __ ~.:~~_~.L ............. j~:.??~.L ........ _._~~.:~.!~L._ .. __ .1I.~:.!~_~l ... _ ...... __ J~.:~~!t .......... J4.1.~.L_ ... J!~_~2. ...... _<:~:.!.2..!L ... _ ... t~.:.~2_~), ... _ ... _ ... P:~~~1 ...... ____ .{~ .. :~_~J_ ........ t~Q..~ ... __ J!.!="~!,J>' .... __ 
GEN 0.0002 0.0006 - 0.0000 _0.0096 -0.2131 ** 0.1655 ** 0.3210·· 09432 •• -0.00111 0.04111 0.9810 ** 0.3.514 ** 0.20711 ** -0.2344 ** 0.01.53 -2.1182 1.4164 _0.0061 4.l1li411 ** 
.... _ .. _ ... ...iQ.;??L ... _ (2.16~J._(:9.!J01 L ..... (-O·!.~L_ ...... (:!:~?~>.._. ___ .!~:.?!~). ......... _ ... _P.:?~.~L ......... _.~i~.~~.?L .... _ .. -..t~.:~~L_ ..... _.'(I.:.~_!4) ._ ..... __ J~~.:Q~L ......... (4·~.!.~L_ .. _ ..... ~.~.!m .. _ .... _J:~:.~.2..~t_ ....... .J!L~.?~), .. __ ._ ... t~Q}~] ....... __ (Q.:~~_._ .. _~:Q.QQQ)._._J!.~.~~~>. ....... _ 
GXW -0.000.5 -0.000.5 0.0000 0.1933 - -0.2462 ** -0.1226 0.2998·· 09811 •• 0.OB1I3 ** 0.8137 ** 0.9064 ** _0.12.51 0.2437 O.OJIO -0.3680 • 1.11.58 -1.2089 -0.0001 3.8456 ** 
... ____ ._J.:.!.:~~L .. j~I.26.?2._(~:~) ._._ . ..J.~~.~ __ ....... ~~.:~~~>. .. ___ .. (~.I.:.~.~~). .............. _.P.:~.I.~L .......... ~~~:.~P-2_ ...... _~S..:~811)_ ... _ ... __ (~.?~~L._ .... _J~.:~~L ........ (:0.8.~P.L __ .... ~!=~!D. ....... ___ ~:2..!.?) __ ._._(~~~~), .... _. __ .... (Q~~!t ..... _.J:Q.:.~ .. ~l_._._.t~Q:QQ9.t __ .(!.~:.?.~~>. ....... _. 
HAS 0.0012·" 0.0012 - 0.0000 _0.12.53 0.2224 ** 0.0523 -0.3681 •• -03446 •• -1.2622 ** -0.6244 ** 0.2893 ** 0.216.5 ** 0.04J5 -8.5310 ** _0.3403·· -.53638·· -6.112.5·· 0.0014 3.0845 ** 
.... _ ... _ .. ~:~~L.. (4.1.Q?) __ (Q:!.Dl) .. _ .. _J:!..~.!_) _ ...... ..(;!.~t ... __ ..... ~:.~~.!>._ ........... _<:~:~~~L ......... __ (:~:.??lL ........ _J:!!:~'-~ ........ _ .... _~:s.:.~.?~L ...... _ .._ .._P.:~~L ....... j~.:!!.~L __ ... ~=~7J) ...... _.J:~:.2..!.~). __ .. _.J:~:!~~)... ____ ~:~:.Q~~ ... _ ..... _J:.3..:~)._ ......... _(Q!lQIl)._. __ .~!.G..:~~) ...... _ 
HNM 0.0010·· 0.0001 0.0000 0.0708 -0.3048 ** -0.0755 0.2.582 •• -0.183.5 •• -urn ** -0.BI17 ** 0.0089 ** _0.0386 -0.4004 ** -0.0625 0.4131·· 0.1821 -1.09.53 0.0001 3.6iOSlI ** 
_._._.~~_L __ (0.1~._(:9c~) ..... _..J.!.:~.?L. ..... ..( .. ~:!!~) .. _ ...... _(:.I.:.~.~.?)_ ........ __ t~:~~~L_ ........ ~1~:.~!L ...... E!!...6.5..:~_~ .... _ .. (-IJ~.!:.B_~~>--.. _ ... _j.!.!.:?~ .... _ .._(-O:..'?.~t_J~1) ....... _J~..I.:."-~?) .. _ ....... _.Q.:.~.!t ____ .... (Q:~.?}J.. ...... _tQ:~~) .. _ ........ _~QP()Q) .. _. __ .(!.~JTI) ....... _ 
ING 0.0021 - -0.0019 ** 0.0000 0.3629·" -O.50Ui ** -0.1324 * 0.1060 ** 0.1248 •• 0.11838 ** 0.2402 ** _0.0603 -0.2119· -0.5731 ** -0.0267 0.1339 -0.0032 -0.0143.... 0.0000 J.B243 ** 
_ .. _~~ .. _~3.93!L_(-!!:~_ .. ......Q..~ ___ .J:!:!7.~) .. __ (:~:.~!~2.. ....... ~.?:?~!L ............ .J?_:Q.~_. __ ._~2..:~_~~ __ ... __ ~:.?!~ ..... _.~.O..:~~)_ .... _ .. (-2·2!rn_.~:~!~D ...... _...1:O':.~.~~L ... __ tO.99~ .. __ (:.I . ...Q!~_ .. _._J.:~.:~_~ __ ._ .. {::.9.~Q().Q)._. ___ (!~.~11) ...... _. 
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Table 3.33: Multivariate GARCH Parameter Estimates_Student t Distribution (continued) 
CMe en en en all an an au lin 1112 1121 1122 all an au lin en. etl en to 
1lO 0.0010" -0.0010 -01XXl9 0.1341 -1.01'" I.Ml2 0.7718 .. 09368 .. Un1 **- O.049S -::0.4780" -0.0053 0.107S -0.0815 -0.4124 • -02436 -0.1365 2.0537 ". 1.2283 ** 
~» H~ ~~ U~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~_ ~m ~L~_~:~~~~~_~~_~L~~_~_~_ 
MUV 000S7" 00046" -00004 -03325 • -I.UIl H 0.1676" 0.7231" -1.0909 .. -I.2!102 ** 0.1284 ** -05512" O.~·· 0.2040 -0.7274 .. -0.4947" 1.2320" 15368" -0.8329" 4.91ilS ** 
(S.46I) (421S} (-I~Q..537) _ (-S.4~~~L_(6.4J6) _-1:12~~_(-1.0!I4) ___ .Q.:..780L._ (-6.471) _...Q..074) _<.!~!!~L~-4.l!lS) _~-2..5~_Q9~~L.~.f.~2_ (-5.~l!2 __ (I~~~?.~.l_ 
NDA 00032" 00022" -0.0010 -0.3891" 0.3852 ** 0.2015 -05340 .. -1.0019 .. -D.l209 .. 0.0600 -0.6395" -0.0007 0.3103 0.3742 * -0.0323 -0.9573 -25725 -2.9227 1.07 .... 
__ ~S.833) (3.130) (-1.663) (-351~_ (2.7~...Q.!lS9L---1:4.211_) _-1:21.81QL ___ ~.l20) ___ Q._204) __ (-9.695) __ (-OfJ.Q..5) __ Q.71~L_(2.~Sl) _~-0.1,!~ __ 8!:..~91 ___ (-O.79l.L_.J:_~57) __ ~~_ 
NES 00007 • ooon" O.lXXl6 0.1662" -0.2420" o.oSI4 0.4560 *. -09606 .. -0.1841 ** -1.0176 -0.7628" -0.0107 -OM91 O.oSOI -O.D651 -3.0055 * 32387 3.1657 4.0491 ** 
_~2.189) (4.858) (0393) (3252) . (-l~~.~.~. ___ <.!.~~!l __ (~~S) ___ {:83.1~~L __ (-4. ~.~?') ___ ._JL£8)_~:!'?_~ ___ <.:Q~ __ <:~~~!L __ ... ~~~L~:Q.~~ __ l:.~~~L __ ~9J!70) ___ (0·~. ______ (!~:1~?>_._ 
NOV 0.0012 • O.llO28·· 0.0000 -0.0210 -0.4693" 0.23'2 * 05S26 .. 0.1410 0.71ill ** 0.8125 ** 0.1280 -05996" -0.4264 * 0.lIi61 * 0.034.5 -8.1132 * 73658 -0.0003 4.0835 ** 
--=::=-->;(1.987) (SD34) (-ODOO) (-0.203) (-5.244) (2."4L_(5.8112... __ (0.~_ (2.685) ___ (2.710) __ (0.4~ ___ (-3~!L_(-_~~!~L_(2.o70L_.(0.197) __ .J:~.A~~L._J!.:?Q~._.1:!l:QQQ} __ J!h..~!L_ 
PHI 00003 0.0017·· 0.0000 0.1908" -U241 8.815& 02654" 0.4336 .. Ul91 ** O.S40S ** -0.3168 *" -0.0439 -UUI * 0.0611 0.4671" -1.6394 1.8563 -0.0129 4.2062 ** 
-:::-:~--,(.1.Q21) (SD83) (-ODOl) tJ·472) (-L911) (O.2~L_(4.0:~.QL_...J.2891!L __ ~~:..6S0) ____ Q..~~_~_~-131.98) _J.:Q..291.L_-.t~~!0) ___ ~~~L_Q.1.~.:v.._. __ (:Q:,!J~L __ (0.1~~L_.J.:Q.,Q91L __ @'~~!.?l.._ 
ROO 0.0014 0.0016 • O.oooS -02474 • 1.3862 ** 0.0554 -05631 .. -0.0573 0.1789 ** I.02O!I ** 0.1962 -0.2426 0.0081 0.4645 ** 0.1547 02204 -4.1779 -35952 1.5234 ** 
--==----'(1.S1~_(22~--l! .878) _ (-2d.15) __ ("'I!9.. __ .J!~!~L_~~!I1 ____ .J-02j~ __ .. Q~~ __ . ____ ~~~_!~) _____ (~!52) ___ .J:!:~g) ____ ~:..~~. __ Q..~~~._._JJ.!l~. ___ ._J.Q:~~L .... ___ ~:0.8!?L __ S:Q.:..~. __ J!~~!L_ 
RD ODIOS" 0.0106" 0.0001 02556 .. -0.3270 * -0.0854 05849 ... -ODOO9 0.2317 -0.0006 0.0284 -0.3069·· -0.4906 ** -0.0400 03264" 0.0023 0.0015 0.002S 1.8957 ** 
__ .J! 1.688-L-(8.478) __ (O.o~-1! 971L __ (-2:~~~._J:!~76~L_~4.70!> __ .-.J-O.~~ ___ ~81i!1~ _____ t!l.:014L._._J9A1.!> __ J-2.606L--1-~·9101_~-0.S~~ ___ Q..~..!L __ --.J.~~m_._._.J~}~L __ (Q.1.~~L __ Q~~~D.._ 
ROO 00044" 000S2" 0.0003 0D94.5 -0.1068 0.1499 0.4100 " 097S2 ... 0.0427 -0.1381 ** 0.7533'" 0.7014'" 0.8462 ** -0.1668 -05972 * 9.8848 122540 5.0538 * 4.2058 ** 
__ .-.J5.992) (6.498) (0957) (0..53~_ (-0:!~!) _______ (1}~~~!L_ ... _<~J1L_...J.~ 7 .3.Q~L ___ (o.:.~9 __ . __ t~!.!!.B2 __ ~131.69'-_ . ...Q..I0~.L._Q:..o.??2 __ ~-1.5~-'l_(:~~~.~l __ ._J.1..:?_!?L ____ (!.:?!!f). ____ ._QQ7~_.J!.!-!~.~)_ 
SCH -00002 -00007· 0.1DXl 0.0900 0.2872 ** -0.0123 -0.1433 0.6923 .. -0.2911 ** 0.1171 u 1.2219·· 0.1631 0.2261 0.0585 -0.1015 119811" 112725" 0.0000 6.n91 ** 
(-0.616) (-2213) (0.000) (0.875) (3.002) (-0.142) (-1.721) (29.751) (-14.272) (ll.3S2) (57917) (1.380) (1.907) (0.544) (-1.048) (3.183) (2997) (-0.000) ~.741) 
SHB 00021'" 0.OO3r"(J.IXXXi--=03784-"'--·ii:3ii"'j{*·;·-··O:i8J4-*-··-·-~ii3834-;;;'--:0.1824-·_- 0.4328-·-----·I.i:f6"l**-03ii5·0·--0~12i4--ii·iii7o-*--::O.5i74**-:0.1 i6ii·--:2~6722-------2-:0856 ----ii~ojjoo---·--i2Iiif·** 
QE2) (4972) (-0.000) (-2~..9L. __ Q:..~'_~L ___ ~:!~L ___ J:~:.~2L __ . (-0.659) (LS67~ (4.314) . (!:~56) _.jQ}73.L_.f~·Ol~L.~-3.5S6) _._J-O.765). ___ i:.t1..~L._Q.~~L ___ t-'!!':'9..QQL_._@~1.~) __ 
SHE OOOSS'" 0.0054"· 0.0024 - -0.4387 *oO -O.B9110 ** 0.4103 ** 0.8239 - 12218 - 0.5749 ** -0.4431 u 02163 -0.6824'" -O.43U * 0.3]91 ** 0.0025 -0.0339 0.0051 0.0803 *" 4.51191 ** 
__ ~6.389) _ (4.8lli~·026L~.:..1.?_L ____ ~:~~~s.~>-. ___ .... ~~~~~~ .... _. ___ ~~:.5.9.1L __ ._{!!:!~.!L ___ ~~~9.~!) ____ ~!~~~L .. _._ ... JLQ.1..5.L ___ .{:5..:~L_ (-2.37Q.. ___ ~.7~L_~.fll~1 .. ___ . __ t!.:QQ?L ______ .~~,!.~~J ___ Q@2_ .. _._@.!!1.!.l_ 
SIE O.lXXl6 • 0.0013·· 0.0000 OD564 -0.3445 ** 0.03SS 0.4699 ... -1.0039 .. -0.OB83 ** 8.0147 -0.8819 "" -0.1052· -0.1581 -0.00711 -0.0622 0.0118" 0.0182 0.0244 * UI51 ** 
:=--_(,==-2:=.;.369) (~58) __ (Q.!!.!..61_.J! .57~ __ ~::.'.~1.~.~L_ ........ ~~~_1.~L_ .. _._ .. J.~}~L._H!~.}nL ___ ~~:~~.02. .. _____ J!:.1.!!~L __ (~!.2l!~) __ J:~:19~:!..~L~:!·J.?~ __ J-O.7~2. __ .. __ ~.2..:!~~L .. __ .. Q~~2 __ .. Q,!~Jll_.J!_I!:!.~.9 __ _ 
TEF 00024 - -0.0002 0.0000 0.2368 - U880 ** 0.0689 -0.4561 •• 0.7727 .. 12376 ** 0.1017 ** -0.3508·· -0.1377 0.1884 0.2014 0.0229 0.2105 ". 0.1004 - 0.0000 4.1050 ** 
__ (17 ·84Sl...J.:l_l~~ __ .JQ,0002 __ .~·48!L_~~.~.~ .. _. ___ ~~~_~~L.n. __ ~6.01~1._J!~.:?~?L-.-.J!~.6}) __ . __ ~!1!.~1L._ (-3,~~..5.L __ H.~_~L_(!~o.s..L. __ <!:~~I!L_~Q;1'!"7) .. ____ .. Ec~?_~L .. ___ ~~:!).~L __ .. __ {Q,9.QQ)' _____ (I~!~L __ 
TI 00044" 0.0CJ62"" 0.0024" 0.3885" -0.3082 ** -0.1011i 0.5044 *. 0.7692 - 0.2398 ** 0.0892 0.4575 "* -0.2366· -0.1480 0.0485 -0.2367 • 0.0035·* -0.0024 0.0046" 1.7461 ** 
__ ~2.800) __ Q.,~~~ __ Ql.~1_.J.5.~_i~~.s..~1 .. _._(:!:~~~._._ .. _ ..-<1:.~flL __ ._ ... J2}.??1.. ___ ._._.i2.~?~.!t __ ._ ..... J!.:~~?L ... _ .... J~~1L._._.J.:2..~~.L ...... ~:.I.~s..~L __ <!:!~~_-1~:!)~~ ___ .. _J.~:.!~?L .. _ ..___ ~:!c.3.2~). ___ .... J~)~.!L __ .Q~.!~~l) ___ . 
TIM 00070'" 0.0084·· 0.0000 -0.0670 -0.7344 ** -O.USO 05540 "" 0.6042·· -0.0745 0.0652 0.4913 - 0.2184· 0.1091 0.1262 0.2617 2.2183·* 2.7445·" 0.0000 3.4824 ** 
(5.359) _.(~~44) __ -.i.~,!I!!l2_. (-Ol.!.~_f_~:~.~_ .. __ (-.!~'-~L __ .J~.:??§.L ____ ~4.01.!L __ (-O·414) ____ .9.I.~~_5.) ___ . ___ Q:.8..~?) .. _j.~.I89) ___ ~~!~~L_(!:~.I.~ __ !.!.:..~14~ ___ ._J~,~~.1L._~:..~) __ J.Q,QQQ2. ___ .m~.~~.~.t __ 
TU -O.OOl8 0.0001 0.0000 -0.3497 .. 0.3128 ** 0.30&2 ** -0.4073" 0.7740 .. USB7 ** 0.220B ** 0.8382·" -0.0495 -O.3I1SH * -0.OB72 02175 -2.1872 * 0.2541 0.0167 1.8US ** 
(-1.313) (0.2~_.JQ.0131~J~ ___ Q:'!~.~. ___ .Q.~~~_B.L __ <::~·~.§2 ____ .1!!i.El~_g.:..724) ___ ~~~~)_ .. __ .(~_ . 5..!!9 __ .i:g315.L_ (-2.2B!L (-0.5!!?L_t!,~36L_ .. .J:~,.!..~L __ ~.f.~ ___ .JQ:!l..!.!L_.J!~.!!!..~.L_ 
TOT 0.0011 0.0023·· -0.0005 -03171 -" 0.IS68 0.0937 -0.2774·· 0.1660 0.9199 ** 0.B01l6 ** 0.0347 0.5177·· 0.4364 ** -8.ll13 ** -0.1522 -2.8742 -0.4863 -0.9794 4..5787 ** 
__ ~l·~ __ (~l~I) ..... _<"-{)~.~2..).~.:22~L. ____ il~.~~_ ..... _._~!~B.~~~. __ .. J:!.!..~t._. ___ ._<'Q,~_~~ __ .. ____ Q~!~ ___ .. __ Q.~12D. _______ JQ,!.3..3.) ___ ~:1!lL. __ ~~"".~~)_~:!:~~L_J:!~~2_. __ ._J.:!..~~L_J:-O·~54) __ J:Q~~L_..Q;.~!.?) __ 
UBS 0.0020 - 0.0023·· 0.0012 - 0.1534 0.5559 ** D.l471· -0.2282 ... 1.0405 - 0.2139 ** -0.1211 * 0.6958 - -0.4J88" -0.390' * 0.l2!l7 ** 0.4949.... 0.8849 1.2997 0.5044 1.792' ** 
_(£ 894) __ (4011) _ (6.8~_.J.! .82OL._J!~.~ __ (!'1~L __ J~·829) . ___ (22.~~ ___ (3.972) ___ (-2.081) __ ill:Q51) (-3.014) (-2.220) __ (3.0_~ __ (36~3.L ___ .-J.L~8.~L ___ Q200) __ <'!':"~ __ J!;~.!) __ _ 
UC 00003 -00023·· 0.1DXl -0.1898 - 0.3389 ** 0.4101" -0.0870 0.7265 *oO O.o!lS7 * D.2445 ** 0.8584'" -0.1506 -0.1225 -0.1541 0.0268 4.1827·" -0.8036 0.0000 4.2204 .. 
J~~L J:~j)~) (-0000) (-2.828L._(5.~2) _~~~.m .. _ .. _'(:L~!.L .. _...J.14.1~~ ____ ._(2.2..o~ _____ ~'L ___ (18·6!!'2. ___ H~}L_g~!~L_H:.!~!L._.(Q}Q~J._. ____ i~?9.]L. .. __ (-l·~. ___ JQ9.Q!IL_~!!!~_._ .. 
Y~-· 00021 - 0.0018·· 0.0002 -0.1234 -1.3721 ** D.3Ii78 + 0.5646 OOoO 1.0146 .oO 0.1079 .8.DIIIS 0.8557·· 0.6724·" 1.41!1S ** -1.5887 +* -0.2381 -4.6152 -5.8S29 1.1317 4. ... 21 .. 
(4:143) (3741) (0..554) (-0.881) ._'(-~~2. __ . __ {2:!~)_. ___ 1~:'!.3QL __ --<'13~'!L_. __ {~..!5.) (-0.740) (11528) (4.380) ~.sB~L_~-l."l) __ J:!..~2.1L __ S:1,~??L.mJ:L~~_._JQ}~:4) JH.467~ 
YOF O!XXl8·oO 0.0002 -00004· -0.0213 0.1274· 1.1841· -0.0\50 -09186 - 0.0015 -1.!Nll ** -0.9898 - -0.4115 - -0.0840 8.2183 +* -00541 1.4477 1.4873 0.3431 5.8717 .. 
..J2806) . <!l.:...~) ____ ~l!!L (-027'!L_ (2.245)_--<!~~L. __ (:Q1811.--1:.50~~ __ ~21) ____ (-3.4'1)_t.174.848) __ (-4.718.L-f.!.1&4) __ Q~m ___ (-O·719.L ___ .j~:~~~L_ .. J~7~~ ___ (Q48~) ...... ~IO.7!12) 
vo'if 0.Q025 ';·-0.0030·· 0.1DXl -024)0 - .8.5314" 1.035' 03413 - -03681 ... -l.3029 +* -1.5161 ** 0.3493 - 0.3026·· 8 ... 79 -1.2831 * 0.0670 -3.9095·· ·3.1728· 0.0(0) 5.637P ++ 
__ ~LJ_l~ 641) . _ . JQ ~2 ___ ~4oII) ___ .. (-11-'!l.l __ .J!...5~ __ .J!:4737) _ (-23.3j1L- (-14.~)_ .. __ {-'2. 711) (31.876) (3.269) __ ~~.~71_~:'!~ __ !Q:~L ___ (:3~4:4) ..... _(-~3~4)_j:<J.Q()() ........ <t ..... ) _ 
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Table 3.34: Volatility Spillovers Joint Hypothesis Tests P-Values_Student t Distribution 
trhis table reports the p-values associated with the Wald tests of the null hypotheses in the augmented 
asymmetric BEKK GARCH (1,1)-X-student tmodei: 
The off-diagonal elements in .Au (Bll) matrix describes the innovations (volatility) spillovers 
"etween the stock and futures markets, while the off-diagonal elements of Du matrix captures the 
asymmetric volatility responses of a market to another market's innovations. The above coefficients 
elating to the volatility transfers are indicated in bold characters. 'V represents the parameter 
estimates of the student-t di stri buti on (i. e, shape of the distri buti on). 
~stimates are obtained usmg the BFGS numerical optimization algorithm and the method of 
Imaximum likelihood (ML). Figure in parentheses (.) indicate the t-statistics. A single (double) 
asterisk denotes significance at the 5% (1%) level. All the estimations are made using the RATS 
statistical software with its built-in GARCH instruction. 
Null Hypotheses 
Stuek-tu-USF Spillover USF-tu-Stuek Spillover Stuek-tu-USF Asym. Spillover USF-tu-Stuek Asym. Spill8ver 
Stuek HOI: (au = bu = 0) HG2: (au = bu = 0) Hu: (au = bu = du = 0) Hu: (au = b21 = d21 = 0) 
.................... AA ............................ 9.:.9.g.g.g ...................... ~.~ ..................... 9.:.Q.g.g.g ...................... ~.~ ............................. 9.:.g.g.g.Q. ............................. ~.~ ............................. .9.:9.9.9.9 ...................... _ ....... ~.~ ....... _ .. .. 
AGN 0.0000 ...... 0.0884 0.0000 . ... ..~.~ ............................. 9.:.Q.9~.g .............................. ~.~ ........... .. ................................................. ................................................................ .................................... -.................. __ .............. __ .......................................... . 
................... ~.~~ .......................... 9.:.9.g.g.g ...................... ~.~ ..................... 9.:.g}.~ ........................ ~ ................................. 9.:.g.g.Qg ......................... _ ...~.~ .............................. g.:9.~~ ..................... _ ......... ~ ............. . 
.................. A~Y. ........................... g.:9.9.9..~ ...................... ~.~ ..................... g.:9.~?~ ......................................... _ .............. g.:9.9.9.9. .............................. ~.~ .............................. 9.~Q.Q.g.9 ....... _ ....... _ ....... " .... :..~ ........... .. 
.................. ~.~ .......................... 9.:.g.Q.g.g ...................... ~.~ ..................... 9.}?.~.~ ........... " ............................................. Q:.Q.9.g.9 ........................... ".~.~" .............. _" ......... .9.:.1.~~9. .................. _ ........................... . 
.................. ~.?.~ .......................... g.:9.9.9..L ................... ~.~ .................... .Q.:~~~~._ .................. _ .................................. g.:9.9.9.~" ............................. ~.~ .............................. Q~~.?? .................................. ---.-.. -.. 
................... ~.~.~ .................. ........ 9.P.9.9.? ...................... ~.~ ..................... 9.P~.p. ......................................... ................. Q~g.gQ.9 .............................. ~.~ ........... " ................ Q) .. !?~,,-.............. - ......... -.--.... .. 
................... ~.~~ ........................... g.:Q9.QQ ..................... ~.~ .................... 9.:~~ ........................................................ .9.:9.9.Q9 ...................... _ ..... _~.~ .............................. Q~ .. l .. !... ........ _ ...___ .. _ .. __ .. _. __ 
................... ~.r.A ........................... 9.:.9.g.?p. ...................... ~.~ ..................... QP~.?.~ .................. "" .. ~ ................................. 9.~QQ}_g ..... __ ... _ .............. ~.~" .............. _ ......... ...9.:~~~ ......... _"_ ....... _ ...... ~,,:. ......... ,,. 
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Table 3.34: Volatility Spillovers Joint Hypothesis Tests P-Values_Student t Disbiblltion (continued) 
Stllck-tII-USF Spillover USF-.-Stllck Spilloter Smck-tII-USF Asym. S,illIIver USF-tl-S1Dek Asya. s,iDRer 
Stllck Ho I: (3J 2 = bl Z = 0) HOl: (a21 = bZA = 0) Ho 3: (<II Z = hI'! = ~,! = 0 H. ,: (au = bz,l = cit'! = 0 
EOA 0.0000 ** 0.0000 ** 0.0000 ** 0.0000 .. 
.................................................. ................................................................. ................................. -...................................................................... __ .. _ ....... __ ... __ ......... -- ... __ .. _ .. __ ._---_._-_ .. -
................... ~~ .......................... Q.:QQQQ ..................... ~.:. ................... Q:QQ~ ............... ~.:. ...... -... _._ ..... _.Q.!!;!Q9 ....... _ ..._ .. __ .... _:..~ __ ... ._ .. _._~o~ * * 
................... !.T.; ................... ........ QPQ.Q.Q ...................... :. .. ~ ..................... Qpg.QQ ..................... :..~ ................ _ ......... ~o~QQ... ...... _ ........... ~..:... ....... __ .. _ .._Q:~Q9 _____ ._ .. ~ __ .. 
................... Q~L ..................... ...Q.:QQQ~ ..................... ~.:. ..................... Q:QQQQ ............ _ ..... ~.:. ............................. g.:QQQL ............. _ .. _ ..:.~ ....... _. _ .. __ .Qo~_._._._ ... _ .._~~ __ ... 
GXW 0.0000 ** 0.0000 ** 0.0000 ** 0.0000 ** 
.............................................................................................................................. __ ................................................................... _ ........................ _ ........... -.... _ ........ -- ..... _ .... _ ...... __ .. _-_ .. _._ .. _----_._-
.................. R.~.~ .......................... g.:QQ9.Q ...................... ~.:. __ ................ Q:QQQQ ............ _ .... ~.:. ............ _ ....... __ .. .Q.:QQQ9 ...................... _ ....... ~~ .. _ .. _ ......... _ ... QJ.x.!QQ ...... _ ....... _~_*_ 
HNM 0.0000 ** 0.0000 ** 0.0000 ** 0.0000 ** 
...................................................................................................................................................................... _ ............ _ .. _ .._ ..... _ ....... __ ......................... __ ..... _ .. _ ..... _.... ... __ ..... _ ......... __ .... _ .._ ....... _ ..... __ .. _----_.-
................... ~~.Q .......................... .Q.:9.9.9.Q ..................... ~.~ ............. ........ Qm.?.~ ....................... ~ ............... ................ g.:9.QQ9 ............................... :..~ ............................ Q:.~ ....... _ .... _ ........... ~ .. __ ._ .. 
................... Y.::9. ............................ Q:.g.g.g.g ..................... ~.~ ............... _ .... Q:.!p..!.~ .......... _ ................. _ ..... _ ................. ~~QQ.Qg ............ _._ .......... ~.:._ .... _... . ....... _..P..:!l.~~.L .. _ ........ ___ ~. __ _ 
MUV 0.0000 ** 0.0003 ** 0.0000 ** 0.0000 ** 
................................................. ................................................................ ................................................................ . .................... _ ...................................... __ ............... .. ..... _-_ ............. _-_ ... _. __ ..... _ ........ _ .._-_._-
NDA 0.0000 ** 0.0062 ** 0.0000 ** 0.0000 ** 
...................................................................................................................................................... _ ........................................................................... __ ................ _ .... _-- .............. __ ..... __ ......................... __ ._ ...... _._-_ ... 
NES 0.0000 ** 0.2150 0.0000 ** 0.2236 
.................................................................................................................................................................................. _ ........... -... --................................................................................. _-................ __ ..... _-_ ... _-_ ..... __ ....... -
NOV 0.0000 ** 0.0145 * 0.0000 ** 0.0327 . * 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... __ ............................... . ............. _ ....... __ ................ _ ........................... _-_._. 
PHI 0.0000 ** 0.0000 *'" 0.0000 ...... 0.0000 ** 
....................................................................................................................................................... _ ................................................................................................................. __ ......... _ ............................................... _ ......... -
................... @.9. ........................... 9.:.Q.g.g.Q ...................... ~.~ ..................... Q:.g.Q.QQ ...................... :..~ ............................... 9.:gQ.Q.~ .............................. ~.:. ......... _ ................. g.:QQ9.9. ............................. :..~ .. _ .._ .. .. 
.................... ~ ............................ g:Q?~.~ ................................................. g.:?~.P .......................................................... g.9.9..~.~ .............................. :..~ ..... _ ............. _ ........ Q:.~.8.~ ............................................. . 
ROG 0.6664 0.0032"'* 
.......................................................................................................................................................................................... 9. . .og.g.4. ............................. ~.:. .................. _ ........ g.:9.9.9.9. ............................ :..~ ........... . 
................... ~~R ........................... g.:Q9.QQ ..................... ~.~ .................... g:QQQ9. ..................... ~.:. ............................. .Q.gQ9.9. .............................. :..~ ............................. 9.:.Q.Q.Qg .............. _ ............. ~.~ ......... _ 
................... ~.~~ ........................... Q:.g.g.?.~ ...................... ~.~ ..................... 9.:.g.QgL. ................... ~.~ ...................... _ ..... _9.pg.8..g .............. __ ........... ~.:. ........................... g.:QQQ.1... ........................... :. .. ~ .......... .. 
................... ~R.~ ........................... g.:QQQQ ..................... ~.~ .................... g:9.QQQ ..................... ~.~ ............................. .Q.:9.9.Q9 ............................ _:..~ ... _ ....................... .Qpg.Qg ....... _ .......... _ ...... _.~.~ __ ....... _ 
..................... ~~~ ............................ Q:.g.g.g.g ...................... ~.~ ..................... 9.:}.~.?.~ .......................................................... QPQ.g.g ............................. ~.:. .......... _ ................. g.:~?_ ...................... _ ..................... .. 
.................. I¥.:f. .......................... g:Q9.9.Q ..................... ~.~ ..................... g.:9.9.QQ ............ _ ....... ~.:. ............................. .Q.:Q9.9.9. ............................. ~.~ ................... _ ........ 9. .. Qggg .... _ ....................... ~.:. ............ . 
..................... T.~ ....................... ........ Q:9.g.g.g ...................... ~.~ ............... _ .... Q:}.~.~.L ... _ .................................................. ~:.g.Q.g.g .............................. ~ .. :. ........... ..... _ .... _ ...g.:~.F9. ... _ ......................................... . 
.................. .T.I~ ........................... g.:Q9.9.Q ...................... ~.~ ..................... g.:~~~? ............................. _ ............ _ ............ g.:Q9.9.9. ............................. :..~ ....................... _ .... 9.}J~.~ ......................... _ ..................... . 
................... IY.. ............................ Q:9.g.QI .................... ~.~ ..................... 9.:.g.ggg ...................... :..~ ...................... _ ....... 9..gg.Qg ......................... _ ...~.:._ .............. _ ........... .Q.:QQ9.9. ... _ ....... _ ............... :..~._ ......... . 
................. I9..T. ........................... g.:Q9..~ .. ~ ...................... ~.~ ..................... g.:9.Q~~ ..................... ~.:. .............................. g.:QQQ9. ..................... _ ...... :..~ ..................... __ .... 9.og.gg.4. ........................ _ .... ~.:. ............ . 
.................. .Y..~.~ ........................... Q:9.g.g.g ...................... ~.~ ..................... Q:.g.Qgg ...................... ~.~ .............................. Qog.g.Qg ........................... _.~.~_ ......................... g.·9.999 ........................... ~.~ ........... . 
.................... y.~ ............................ g:Q9.QQ ..................... ~.~ .................... g:9.QQQ ..................... ~.~ .............................. g.:Q9.9.Q ............................. ~.~ ............................. 9.pg.g.Q. .......................... ~.:. ........... . 
...................................... ;,~ ................................................ ~ .... ~~~.;,.~.~ ...................................... ~ ...... ~ .... ~ ...................... · ..... · ... ... ·.~~·~~i~.· ..... ~· ..... · ....... ·~~· .......... ~~~.· ............ ~ ......... ~ ......... ·.~ ... ·.· ......... ·.~.:;i~i·i·~.· ....... ·~ ....... ~.~ ........ ~~.~ .... ~~ .. ~ ....... ~~ ........ ~ ........ ~ ........ ~ .. ~ ... ~.~.~~.~~.~ ....... ~ .... ~.~ ... ~ .... ~~~.~ .... ~ .... ~~~; .... ~:.~.~~ ....  
VOW 
Cannot be rejected 
Rejected 
0.0000 ** 
4 
46 
0.0000 ** 
13 
37 
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0.0000 ** 
49 
0.0000 ** 
9 
41 
Table 3.35: VECM and Multivariate GARCH Parameter Estimates_Joint Estimation 
rtrus table reports the conational variance-covariance parameter estimates from the joint estimation for the VECM-Asymmetric BEKK GARCH (l.l)-X model: 
, f 
R$.r = a,o + L a$lR$.I_1 + ~ fJ:rR'.I-i +YsZ t-1 + ~SRS1F.I_1 + cS.l 1_1 J-1 (3.5a) 
, f 
R,.I = an + L a 7l R$.I_1 + L fJ71R '.I-i +y,Z t-1 + ~,RSlF.I_1 + c'.r 1-1 i_I (3.5b) 
r-were R. and R,"'denote the returns of stock and futures, which are equal to I:!.P.,,, and ~", respectively. We use the multivariate version of the Schwarz Bayesian criterion (Schwarz. 1978) to 
~ermine the numbers of lags in the model, P and q. The basis at time t-l, Z.-I. (calculated as Z:-I. = ~.,-I. - P, .-1.), serves as the error correction term (ECI). 
Piven; E _[E .. ], the time-series evolution of conditional covariance matrix, H =[ h. h~'J' is assumed to follow a asymmetric BEKK GARCH(l,l)-X process: 
E,.. ..' h;,.. h,. 
Hu = CoCo + 41CiJ-iu-141 + B~ H u-lJl1 + ~1 ~ U-l'.t-1Dll + En (Zu-1i ~1 (3.9) 
~ere, c._[eu 0]; All-[au "t1]; lh_[bll b,,1]; Lh=[dll dllJ; ~=[~l OJ 
en ell all all lin b11 dn dll en ~l 
'-d [~. ] [nin(E., .. O·:].. .' \ () . N H) I"'"' ~ - I. -. ~, ' Z, .. - t 1'.,., - p. I " J, assummg Ct • .,. (0, t 
, ... ~ rmn{E .. 'OJ 
e off-diagonal elements in 41 (Bll) matrix describes the innovations (volatility) spillovers between the stock and futures markets, while the off-diagonal elements of ~l matrix captures thel 
ymmetric volatility responses of a market to another market's innovations. The above coefficients relating to the volatility transfers are indicated in bold characters. Estimates are obtained 
sing the BFGS numerical optimization algorithm and the method of quasi-maximum likelihood. Figure in parentheses (.) indicate the t-statistics. A single (double) asterisk denotes significancel 
the 5% (1%) leveL All the estimations are made using the RATS statistical software with its built-in GARCH instruction. 
CMB ell en en all au au an bll 1112 '21 1122 all au au 1iJ2 ell en et2 
AI. 00044- 00048 - .{J1XXI5 0.5181 - •. 1787 0.066' 0.4214 13727 •• L2287 ** -L1S58 ** .{J.5881· 0.0610 8.1"6 .8.1633 0.0564 39883 4.8014 ·3.4327 
____ 0.~ (5807) (.0.946) (2.619) ~.1~~~. ___ ~P!l~) ___ .1L~~~) ___ .~~_._...@9Jl_..-f6.Z~..!l-. ..J·2.1~_._J9,:213'--._.(,1!,'-~~ld ... J:~,2J~)._..JQ.1~L __ H~~ .. __ .1!.:.!...~L._ .. ~:9..:?131d._ 
AOH 00094 - ODIOO - .{J1XXI1 0.5751 - 1.3546 0.8554 03019 0.0925 - ... 1721 LUll • ·0.0917 - 0.0012 0.2466 0.0290 -0.1541 0.0152 17.8895 59.6942 • 
____ (16 ~1L 1(5.530) (-0.044) (5.~~_5.~) ___ J1I,~ __ .J!:~!!L_._ .• (6.033) (.1.557) (2.3'4) (.5.724) (ODII) (L4~_ .. (II,!3~~_J:!~J!.IJ~L_...Q2.?!.L_~_ 
AHL 00124 - 001 18·· -0.0025 - 0.3659 I.""" · •. 2457 ·09741 •• 1.7537 - 1.7215.... .1.9341.... ·19616 - .{J.41l5 0.2304 0.2487 .1.2234·· 02102·· 0.1611 * .{J.0497 *. 
(9 169)_1!)!l2L __ E~~L __ (L288) _._(~!!~L_.J:.LS%~ __ (.72lli. __ (3.157) (3.mL (.3."') (.3962) (·U73) (LlI~_m_(O·8?~~ (-6.19:4L_j~.1!?) ___ .(2)tilLd_j:2?!9L 
ALV 00023 - 00025·· 0.!Xnl 0.2544 • .•. 1419 -1 .• 753 03541 •• 0.5025 - U:J8S .... 0.4622 ** .{J.4565 - .{J.4383 - ·0.2'34 0.4581" 0.1865 0.0380 0.1468·· -0.0017 
(3 642) _ (~1691._l!! 005) ._._~~ ___ J:L"~) __ ~:~.!~L~lli._._Q.~_~~13) (l.Jlf) (.3336) (-4345)_...£1.111) _._{4.~~L._ . JQ~ ___ LU7~)_...Q.~98)_. (:0020)_ .... 
AXA 00014 - 000)5 -00030 - 00961 -1.lm" ""'111% \.1586 •• 09624 - 1.SS21 .... ...27 0.3849 - 03314 - 0.4475· -'.'011 .{Jm13 -0.0008 -0.0450 .{J1227 
(39\l(j)_. __ (0 2!l!L_l~ 165L_(I~!L __ ..J},!!~_.J:.L25~L (5.639) (90.575) (4.115) (1.712) (3.029) (6801) (2.511) (-1.34%) (-0.149) '<:.!.;.27~J:Q~_(·1.613) 
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Tablt> 3.35. VECl\I and l\Iultivariate GARC'H Parmnt>ter Estimates_Joint Estimation (continued) 
Code ell en e22 an al2 an a22 bn bl2 b21 b22 dn d12 dn du ell en e22 
AZN 00013 0.0020 ** 0.0014 -02267 0.3637 0.2319 -0.3165 -0.3037 -1.0909 -0.6943 0.1238 0.1106 0.0575 -0.2918 ** -0.2027 -6 .6823 -10.2027 * -6.7384 
- .- _(!.~l.QL ___ ... {3·7.:~.~ __ ."(!.:~~.?l. ___ J~_~·.~_~L .... __ .. Q.:s._~~L ..... __ .(~}!.~.l ... __ ... j.~.~.::5.~~L ...... __ ... _~:Q~~3.t .. _ ....... ~.~~~~.~>' ...... _ .. __ (:.!:.~.~.~L .. _ ........ j.Q.:.~.?~~ ... _ ..... JU.?.!..L. .. __ ... _(II.:~l~L .. _ . .. (-J.:.~~.~L ..... J~}.:?O_~~ .......... ~:! .. ~!'.Q1._ .. _._ .... t~.~ ~~L ..... _ ... U~~.~9.L. .... _. 
BAR 00064 ** 0.0037 * 00000 0.4102 ** 0.7247 ** 0.0631 -0.3164 0.5399 ** 1.0585 ** 0.1086 * -02294 -0 .6670 ** 0.1718 0.0800 -0 .6814 ** -0.0041 ** -00467 ** 0.0000 
(4074) (1963) (-0.000) (3.248) (8.096) (1.661) (-1.913) (2 .783) (5.141) (2.346) (-1.721) (·5 .046) (0.835) (1.589) (-4.115) (-3.556) (-2971) (-0 .000) BNP'-O ob12-**···-oDoi2···--··-6·001if-···--:0·j492""*·*·· ·~·ii":95jii··**·--:ii~034:f· -·········0~646-8···;j;;;'··--···-···O·950;(;*··········0.·4ii6T**--·- ····o~·0-i86-···---··-0~46i9·-;;.;;.·····~·Oj-8g4··;;;;·····~·iijiijo··-··· ·· -·····O~0·ii·iji·············~·Oj02·6 ··· ··········:(i002·6· --·· ·-····~·0·:07·j"i"········ ··· ·0 .. 0·44i· ..... 
(3053) (-0 .483) (0 .709) (-2 .630) (-5.350) (-1.146) (3 .852) (33.161) (3.744) (0.869) (3 .943) (-2 .712) (-0.023) (0.099) (-0 .278) (-1.217) (-1.349) (0 .621) 
BP A '-0 0055 ·;,.--;-_··0 .D042";;;-- ·0:(306-·······0-.. 6452-· __ ·········ii:"1~i"·-···-·:iiji49···········-··0j995····-··- -··-··0."28"32···············:0:2sjO·--···--······i·49·4~f··· ··- ······ ·····i":0888·**·······O · .. 6"5"42·-*--····iij7ij""···-··· · · =O~·92·99·_ ·i;; ····:ii3892·············i"2:"1"017·········_···1"1·:9095-···············2· .. ;1"621·········· 
(2818) (2577) (1.862) (1.256) (0.439) (-0.565) (0.564) (0.455) (-0.535) (0.986) (2 .784) (2.234) (0.784) (-4.070) (-1.306) (1.199) (1.158) (0764) 
BTL 0 oiii"6";;;'--"O 'OOC4";*-- ·0 .OO02··-···-··(i."2:i70- ;;.-*-·~"ii"5ii8S···**·-·=o~i7·ii" ··;;·;;·-··'0":6264···;;'·;;'··--···-··0".5876···;;;;···-· · ·-0:9SiT** ..... ·.o~4iiii-··;;; --···--O:03i7·- · ·--···~·0·."()2·7"3········-····"ii":2"j27·-···········o~iiif*········~0":2434······-····=(i636·f;;;;·· ······~·0·:ci4i7···;;.·;;.······· 0 ..... 60·0·9-...... . 
(3360) (-3 .700) (0 .236) (3.673) (-5.628) (-3.947) (4688) (4.487) (10.471) (3.214) (0 .324) (-0 .533) (l.939) (2.135) (-1.903) (-4.131) (.3370) (0 .023) 
BV A '0 ()Ol3"---0 DOC6··_··0.000C)_····-·oiT92········_··· ii:42sii··· -··-~ii~iii"9·s···-······~·0"jT~)o·······-······T.7·43f** ··-_·····i:3269··**·····-::is6if **·_·-:C7039··;.--;····=0· .. 0·45"3············iiji98S·············=o~iiio ············~6":43T3··_··········i10·Sij· ···········i2323············-·o·"o·6"if-····· 
(1.523) (0937) (.0 .006) (1.640) (1.137) (-0.148) (-0 .869) (17.187) 80(9.156) (-4.412) (-6 .784) (-0.149) (0.246) (.0.915) (.0 .885) (0 .841) (0.3681. (.0 .005) 
CA "O oo2l-··-· "0 '''0027 ·;;······-6:o000-···········0· .. 07j"2""·········· ~·ii·:0909 ················ii:-2"37"9"···;;-·····_···0":3849··;;.·;;.···········o· .. 4i44··;,;·········~·ii·:4970···*-*·········O~·46·69···;:,;······ ·· ··i3828··;;.*·····0·T2·9·4-·· · ···· · · ··· ·0·:0421i···· ···-· · · ··~o~iiii""·;;·;;······~·Oj320······ ·· ······· "2j"iig······ · · ········:oj·i84··········· ····· ·0· .. 6"0·0Q"··· ...... . 
_ (187~ .. __ .J~~4) .. ___ .i:Q.:Q9.g1_ .... _ .. ~Q:.~.~!.i.._ ..... .(!!:~~~L ....... J~:.?.~.!. ........... q}}2L. ............ _Q:.~~.~) ............. ~~.?~~~.~>. .............. (~:!~.!!. ..... _~}~P.~~~.~L. ... _ .. ~Q:~}~L ......... (II.:~~ .I) ......... ( .. ~.~~.?L ...... ~:}.:~~n ............. Q.:.~.?~.L ......... {:Q.~O'~~L. ...... j:Q.:.q.Q.QJ ... _ ••. 
CGE 
CSG 0.0021 ** 0.0011 00015 ** 0.1372 0.3009 0.2493 ** 0.0617 -0 .7856 ** -0.0070 -0.1262 -0 .9161 - ·0 .5099 ** 0.1855 0.4638 ** ·0.3299 ** 0.3581 ** 0.0813 0.0843 
(4 400) ~L!]~l _ .... .Q.:~~~L ....... Q ... ~~?) ....... _.~~.:~.I.~~ .......... j~:.~.~.n .......... JQ.~~~~ .... _ .. _ .(J~.Q~.Qt ............. (~~~~.6.L .......... (:.~:.??..~.!. ......... j.:~.Q~~~L. ...... (:~c?.Q.?.L ......... (II.:~~~>. ........... .(U?..~L .... J~j:g.O'QL ........... Q:??.D ....... _..JO :~! 1.1... ... ..(Q .. ~~8) 
DBK 00029 0.0030 0.0000 0.0978 ·0.2957 ** 0.0740 0.4574 ** -0.9307 ** -0.0273 -0.0031 ·09030 - 0.5077 * 0.2664 -0.4457 ·0.0847 0.2013 1.1809 0.0001 
_ (1 ~?!. .. _ (~1.1) ........ _ (Q.:QQQL ........ {Q:.~?~). ............ E:~~~L ......... ~:.??.~.l ........... (~:~~~~ .......... _.(~}.~§Q.~) ............. ~~.~.:~~}~ ............. (~:.~.~~) .......... (:?3.~?g.~L._ .. _~~:.Q.Qn ...... _ ... 9.:!~~ ............ (~ ... :.?~.J.L .... j:g:?~~ .............. (9.:.!}.?L ........... {q:~~~I. ............ jQPQ9).. . .. _ 
OCY 00032 0.0047 ** 00000 -0.1858 0.4378 ** 0.0063 ·0.6813 ** ·0.9066 ** -0.0873 -0.0235 -0 .7930 ** ·0.1233 0.2060 0.3671 * 0.0521 0.8444 -2.5032 ** 0.0002 
11 .9 13) _ _._Ql.?~L .. _. ~:Q :QQg1 .. _ ...... (~}.·.9..~~L ..... ..... .Q.: .I.~~t ......... ~:~.~~.L ....... .<~.~}2~L_ .......... j~~:.?~~J. ............. ~.~~!~.~~ ............... (:~:.2..~.~.L ........ ~:.?:~~)._ ...... tQ~~.?Qt ............. (11.:~?~>. ............. (~}.~.!.!. ......... .s.Q.:J.3.~t _ .......... JQ:.~.~p.J ........... {~.~.~6.~~L. ......... (QPQD.) ....... . 
DTE 00013 ** 0.0010 * 00000 0.1301 -0.0673 0.0831 0.2265 * -1.0071 ** -0.0518 * 0.0530 -0 .9201 - .0.3553 * -0.2405 0.1683 ** -0 .0269 ·0.0574 -08196 00000 
(2934) (2257) (0.000) (0 .917) (-0.758) (0.481) (2 .133) (-38.324) (-2.134) (1.085) (-23.794) (-2 .464) (-1.730) (2.599) (-0 :288) (·0.074) (-1.415) (0 .000) 
-ENI~ 0 0007- ~o ~6014··-···· '0'0025"'-' ······(ij3i7·*;;······~i:097j"" · *·*·····=ii~"ii6j····;;·;;· ···· · ·0·:95·43···**· __ · ······0-.926"2··;,;· ···_····0.·682"9··**·····-···OjIi7·2···;;;··-·····6"27lT;*-··~O·.01"79-········iijj28S···········-u:·0·ii·9·7""·········~·6: i04i·············ojj12"j"·-;;;······ ~"i:i'i283'" ····-::o~6b49-· ... 
_(~ 209) _ (-0398) .(! .09.4) . __J~ ~4.t ...... ~~~.:~~ .. L._ ... j:?:.~J.?t .. _ ...... ~£ .~.O.D .... _ .... .18.~ .. 2!.~L.._ ... ~.(II~~~}L ......... J~:.!.64) ..... __ . .s.~~?9..~L_ .. J:Q19.2L._._(II=-~~)_ .. _ ... ~:.~.~L .... j:.Q 7..1.5.L ..... _ .. (2 ~.~P..t ... (.2)~~1. .. _ (~O 660) 
ENL 
EOA 0 00 16 ** 0.0016 ** 0 -0000······_····Oj"284···_··········ii·:if62···**·······Ojii·6·6· ··-········~·6:0386·············-~O·j284··;;;;·····'· · ··0:7lioO··**-·······iii1"4··;:';······-62458··;;;;-··-_·0·.-i23T·········iijli24········ ··0:1"9·42"··········:0··2424·· .... ·····~O 6685'·' - -1 1 ri 14 *.;._. -0'.00"00 
___ ( 4630)_ (4 945.~ _ (-0000)_ • _.(~ .661 L ........ <~l~~t .......... .(~:.~.~.? ....... J.~Q:~.!~L. .......... .<:~~.9..~.?L._ ....... 59..~~.!s.}L .... j~~.o.:.~~.~) ... _ .. Q.?)9.~L._ .. ~:g~~}) .......... ~·~!3.L ..... ~.1..~2.~.L .... J~.2 5.~~L .... (:1 30~) (~3 1~). ~~O 000) 
ERC 
FTE 00017 .. 00024· ·00021 ** 
_ _ (2 134) __ (1990) __ <.4 733) 
.0 0038 -0.6763 ** 0.148"8" ·········· ii799o···;;.·;;.···········1·i364··;;;;······-ii·:sBo2"·**···-··~o~·ii6·6··;········0377i:i-········~043"i"8·;. .. - .. -0'.4648"·"'·"·0.2115 "03754 .. 
LQ027) ..... (~:6.~~L ....... ~! . .3.~.5.? .. _ .. _ .. (~.?.~~L.._ ... _.J1.~ .. ~~.?t._ ....... Q~!~~>. ..... _._(~.~:~~9l . __ J l ,?2..?)_ .. _ J:2 .P'2L ...... ~· 1.915) (l.~.~) (1 724~ 
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01174 .. 
_ Q 444) 
01612 -0 1169 .. * 
(1 792) -h3802) 
Table 3 .35: VECl\I and l\Iultivaliate GARCH Parameter Estimates_Joint Estinution (contiuued) 
Code en en en au al2 azl a22 bu bl2 b21 b22 dn dl2 d21 dn en ell eu 
GEN 
- GXW-O·oITg-;"';'-··-O'o"ii!;;-·;;---ODOOO---·--:-6Di2"3-···--···---ii~26'fC"'-""'Oj744--"'-"'--o3'93'6-'**-"'--"':0' :4io7-'··--.. ·--O-:S449-··*+·--···-iij59j···*·· .. ·······~ii.5868···;.j;···'·oj:f3r·-·· .. ·--··o~·ii'iiiT ···-.. ·--··iiji57i-··········· .. ii3·(2K·····-··· .. -i5i5i-·····--.. ·-··O~9685 .. ··-·······-:6:ooifi··-······ 
(23.922) (24564) (.0.000) (·0.054) (.1.139) (1.626) (2.755) (.1.921) (2.644) (2.033) (.3.227) (1.390) (0.063) (0.263) (1.564) (0.174) (0.101) (.0.000) 
- HAS --0 -0005'--"-0-(j02g;;;"-ODOO-6--'--o1iiT5'-'---"'-~iij72T-"'-- '''(iO·S06--.. · .. -···-·ii49·56--.j;···-.. ·-·· .. -0'§25i-;:··--.... -·i246i-*;···-··--ii·:o5ii6·-···-.. --~(I.·4164-·-·· ·· ·-· .. ~O~03if·······--··ii:ii46·ii····;·*··-· .. ·ii~266i"·;-···-:O·3·((9· .. *--····-~·rij435--··-···· .. -··f3j·43 .... -··--·~·6:oi40 .... ·--·· 
(0.615) (3.109) (.0.003) (0.128) (-I.S18) (0.707) (2.178) (2.258) (S.S32) (0.129) (.1.221) (.0.165) (3.343) (1.999) (.2.103) (.0.113) (1.861) (-0.002) HNM-- -0-6081*" ·-ri~0095**=oriOOC-·--·--6~oii5'3··---···-~ii~47·43··-···--·· ·- ii·~5-43;:-···· .. ·-···--1".069·9-*;;- ···--···-rij57-7·-; ··--···--·0:204f·---··---:ii~ii6ii4·--· .. -··-·····0j26T··-···-- ~ri·j·624···---····-~iii·ii"2"i · ··;-· · .. -··iij4111 ·· .. -·· .. ·-·T3.48.4 .. ** ... -~6:4376·····--·· ·-~6jT36··· ··-·····-~4ji95"" ........ . 
(4059) (8.672) (·0.264) (0.010) (.1.773) (0.709) (2 .606) (2.483) (0.271) (.0.S97) (0.576) (.0.801) (.2.378) (0.893) (4.D32) (.0.172) (.1.135) (·1.481) 
ING '0 OOI6-.... ·:b-om9·--··o-OiiT:f--···-~·6~i668-;;;-·· --ii~2i9·4· ... ··-···--ii·~oji9--·--· .. -~O~6·rij·9--.j;* ... ··-- .. :6:9287 -**-·····-·~0.486T·;*· .. · ·-:ii:iii95--· · ·- ·· · -- ~O-.-4642'** -·····O~38'32--;;·-···ii:ii·sif············~·iijjii9j············--Oj·9"i"4 ... ····-······~ri·:oooi-· ·· ···· .. ···-~oj-i6"i'··;;········· ·iiOi9f···-· .. · 
- -. Ji..~11L_._(~\.:.9.~D __ ... j9_·?~~.L __ j.~.~X!.Q),_ ... ____ (~:?..~!)._ ......... J~.:!~~)_ ............ ~}c9..5.J..L .. __ .. j~.~f.:?~gt __ ... ___ .j~~:.?~.~)_ ..... ___ ._J.O'~~?~>.... ..... _. __ ~}:.~~.5.) _____ . ___ J~:~.uL __ ... _j'l.:.O'.~?) ... __ ... J~.o..~ ~!~>-.. __ .. __ ~gcil:?9.t .. .. _ ...J:g.:.~.~.I.L .... _ ...j~~ __ .!9.~.L ....... _.j9 .. ~}~L __ ... . 
lLO 00009 -0 .0014 00040.... 0.2205 - -0.1249 0.OS14 0.4183 .... 0.7384 .... 0.4118 * 0.2231 ** 05187" ·0.0530 0.1669 0.0421 0.1246 1.9496 .. ·1.2083 ·2.0889 .. 
- _. - - (~.J.2It ._ .(~.U.~~ ___ .j~..:.~~!L __ ._P..;?~_'D. ...... _ ..... ~:.~:?~.?..) _ ............ ~.:.!'.~~)_ ..... __ .. j~:.5..~9L ... __ ..... _Qf.:~.~~L ... __ ... __ <.!:.~~.~)_ ... __ .. _ ..._.QI~~~~L ... _ ........ J~:.~~.~L ..... _ .J.~9.:~_~~L .......... ~:.s.?.~.t ........ _J~~~_6.t. ............ W.~9.§!... .... _ ..... J~~~L ... _ ...j~~-'.~.5.}.L ......... J~!..:~~~L __ ... 
MUV 
NDA 0 ooji-*;·-... 6~o-iii .. --.. ·-=ii:o·oTi'**---~·6~47ii--*;··· .. ·~O~2·ii'i9· ... ;·-... · .. ··ii·~46i7 .. -*;··· .. -~iij·6ii'6'" ... ···· ..... -... ·· .. 6':2i3i-;,;;:;· .. ·· .. · ... 0:3lii·9-.. ;;··-.... --ii:7264···**· .. ·--.. ·0.-60·7'3 .. ·**···-.. ·O~02-3:r-.. ·· ... · .. ·ii~·ii7·9i .. **· .. ·· .. 'ii':279i .... · .. · .... ·~Oj9·iij .. ·*· .. ..... -i584i-.... · .. · ...... ~r .. oii·.5·f ............. ~·2·:2549 .. -.. · .. · 
(4117) (1811) (.2.690) (·3.908) (·2.31S) (6.047) (·1.151) (8 .845) (28.730) (S4.610) (149.246) (0.080) (3.840) (1.103) (-2.516) (1.729) (·0.724) (-1.346) NES ·0-00 II .. - 0 ~Oi9-* .. ··--O~O'rioo--- .. -.. ·-.. 6~0757 -· ... -.. --ii~i443 .. ·· .. ·--· .. ~iijl044··· .. · .. · .. ···--0·.-0".5'54--· .. -... · ... -···-0§348 .. ·;,;*-... ---·o~"ijiii--·--· .. -···-iijij69 ... **--.... -···0.7647--*-.j; ... ···~6j":f37···--.. ·--~ii~iiii9· .. ·-·· .. · .... ~·ii"j525·· .. ··· ·· .. ···:oj6·.52····-.... · .. ·~4:2432- .. · .. -.... · .. ··:f343·C· .. · ··· .. ··~6:008-5 ...... .. 
__ Q_ 4j~L .. __ (~.1..1.~ __ ... _ ...i9-'9.~qL .. _ .. j.g.}9._6.L ............ p:.~. ~.~.t .......... <~.O'.~~~~L ........... ~g:9.5.9J ............. _.J5.9. .. ~.D .......... _ ... __ (!:.?!.~)_ ..... _ .._ ... j?~!~_~~ __ ... _ ..._ .. J6._:g.9..~2... __ ... _J:9.:~_~L .. _ ...J~~:.O'.2..S..L_ ..... J~.!~~~?~ .... _ ....... ~~9.:?9..?2... .. _ ...... J.~}_:9.~9.L ... _ ........ ~9 __ .~.5..~) .... _ ..... _J~9 .. 9.9.gL .. _ ... 
NOV 
_____ •• _. __ • __ ••• _ ••• __ •• __ ••• __ .. , __ • __ •••• • _ ••• _ ••••• _ .......... _ ••••• _ ................................................. . _ ••••• __ •• • _ ••• •• _ •••• , _ •• , •••••••••• ••• ••• _ .· ·_ ·· · · ·.· •• • __ • •• __ ••• _ ••••• _ •••••••••• M ........... ........ _ .. , __ ••••• _ ••• •• _ ••• __ ••• _ •• __ ••• __ • • • __ • • ••• _. __ •••••••••••• _ ••••••••••••••• _ ................... __ ••• _ ........ . ... _ • •• _ .. . .. _ ....... . . . _ ........................................ _ ..... _ ....... __ ..... .... _ ..... _ ........................ _ ..... _ ................. _ ..... . 
PHI 00013" 0.0047 .... ·00001 0.1875 0.S261 0.OS26 ·0.4316 .0.9138 .... ·1.1991 ** ·0.OS39 0.2619" 0.1952" 1.1418 ** ·0.1699 ·1.l403 .... ·1.1086 10.1062" -03975 
____ (2 .o8oL . (5.~5QL .. _._<::9 __ 9}_0. ...... __ .. jL?9_Qt ........... _~.~:~.?~) ............... ~.~? .~~~ __ ... _ .. ..J~.I.:.~.~~.L ............ S.~.!9}9._8.L ..... _ .. _t~.!:.~!~t .... _ ....... J.O'~~~_~~ .. _ ... ....... _ .. Qc~?g2. ........ _ .... (1_:9._?g), ..... _ ...__ (~:.~.?9 ... _ ..... j~.!~~~~l._ ....... (~?}q9.)_ ........... {~.~:~?9.), ....... _ ..... J~:. ! .?5.~ ... _ ....... ..<:.g·9~~), ..... _ .... 
RBO 00013.... -0.0006" ·00004 ·02326 - 0.2324 ** 0.2148 ** ·0.2622.... 0.9194.... 0.1234 ** 0.07S1 ** 0.8777 .... -0.0828 0.0557 O.OllO ·0.0017 .8.3114.... 5.8881"" 3.3342 
(7.058) (·2160) (·1462) (·3.787) (4.492) (4.738) (·5 .229) (476153) (220.060) (201.104) (557331) (.1.280) (0.807) (0.178) (·0.022) (·8.874) (3.932) (1402) 
- RD--O 0008- ·0 0018 .... .. ~0-bool ·· ... --··--6~1999 ... *; ..... ---iij·97·8·-**· .. ··-:-iijio69 ... ·· .. ···· .. ···o"3ii".5ii--,;;;;--.. --.. ·-O·:9684·-;·;··-···--·(I:iis·s·s····;; .. ·· .. · ... ··ii·:iio7T**-··--···o-.-68i3-*-.. ·--·~·o~oi24 ····-···· ... · i~iii7i .. *·*···· ... ·ii~iii93-·** ···~2j3·6·6 ... *-.;;· .. -- ri~oo-i·o--·---··--··o"(j607 .... "0'.0000 
(1780) (.2 .637) (-0.032) (5.539) (·3.3S0) (·1.861) (6.809) . (123233) (22.1S2) (7.684) (2.248) (-1133) (3.422) (S.320) . (~3 773) . (1.571) (0523) (-0013) 
ROG - 0 005f;''* 0 .0055 " -0 0060 ---.- 6~276T···- .. ··o:5iiij'"··-...... ·iij'j4 ..... .. ····· .. -~o .rj"99·f- .. --.. --"'-1:8829 ';"--"-"'-i~s"iij'-"'-"'-"-:i:642'j -*"-'''--·~O-9915-.. ·-·· .. ·· .. 6~95-63·"*---- .. fiij"5·7· .. ·*·;·-··~·ojl447-'-' ... ~ i··.iii50 ";";; '-i i .0150 " -.. -'13 7'919 . ·00002 
_~ __ -'2~¥L __ (2 198) .JoggQL __ ... JQ~~?_D._ .... __ ... ~:~.~t ... __ .... ~.:~.~~_ ...... _.tgp9.~L. __ ... __ .. Q.:~.U.L_. __ .. __ (!:.~~.?)_ .. __ .. _ .._<:.2.~~.?_?L ........ ..J:.Q:.~9.~L __ . __ .Q.:~~~), .. _ ... _j:J:.4J.?L_ .... j~. ~.~?~~L __ .... t~_.I .~.~) .... _ ...__ ..<g.~?~L _. (I}Q~) ........ (9. ooQ). 
SCH 00003 0.0008 00003 03557.... 0.1779 -0.IS34 ** 0.0657 0.8995 .... ·0.0399 0.07S2 * 0.9943.... ·0.0114 ·0.2614 ** 0.1639 * 0.2363 - 0.6403 ·03437 49023 
_ _ __ (068'9 __ ( 1.719) __ ~0.406) _ _S.4_~~~L .. ___ jl:~.3..~.L .. __ . (~.2..~~~?L ._ .... jg:.?~QL .... _ ..._J~~.~~_~L. __ ... _~~_~·.~~.?L_ .. _._j~~!'!!L_. __ .j~_~:.'!Q.~ ... __ ._'<'~Q .. ~~~2 .. _ .... __ ~~~:.S.~.9.L_ .. _ ..j2.~:J~_~L.. .j2 6.~8J.. . __ ... _Jo . ..-l 32), ... _( ~9g?0) (1 738). 
SHE 00008 00002 00029 *.. ·03558" 0.2S87 * 0.3274 * .0.0888 05187 .... 0.2669 * 0.4008 ** 0.6754 - 0.0262 ·0.0802 ·0.3565 ·02136 57701.... ·23205 06805 
(0895) (0.101) -' 4 343) S~2 415.) _ ... _~~:o.~~.L .... _ .. j2.~~?'?') __ ... __ .. ~~Q_~!.L .. __ . __ .Q .. ??8.L ._ .... _ ...(!:.~?'~)_ .... _ ... __ ._Q~~~_~. __ .. _ .. __ J~.~9..gL .. ___ .J9.)19L __ . __ (~~;S.~~ ... _ .. j : ~~~S_82 ._ .. j~} 0972.. ._ . .<.2 57?), (~ I o!.ZL__ (O 489) 
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T<lble 3 .35: VECl\I and l\InltivaJiate GAReH Par.um-ter Estimates_Joint Estimation (continued) 
Code ell e2l en all au a2l a22 bn bu b2l b22 dn du d2l dn ell e2l et2 
SHE 
SIE-' 000lO;;--'0~oooi*---oo-OOO--'--" o-:234i-;*'--'~'iijlf79-';;*'--~o:ii'ii5'1 "'**'--"'ii42i9"'';;''--'''--'(f:g742-·;;;;···_·····-ii-:iOJi-;:*-···_···'i·iiois-·····_···_··,-··6~887o·-;j;,;·'··· ·~-ojj"86if-· '- ·· ···-:-iiji52"·-*'--· ··=oji29·ii·-····'--'··-Ojj60·-··· .. · · -'~Ojj02T .. '·'····'···':0·X4i9-',;·;;' .. ·,_·o·:0·6oi"· .... --
(3589) (2.449) (-0.001) (5.800) (-6.141) (-3.124) (10 .817) (120 ,919) (7.450) (0.183) (65.121) (-1.458) (-2.563) (-1.236) (1.436) (-0264) (-3.406) (0002) TEF--OOO13- -'-00034**-(j'OOOO·-·--~(f0736-'-----·~·ii~452f·H'--~ii:ii6·8 .... ·-.. · .... '~'6':Oi""i7· .. --.... ·-.. --~O-.7683-·**·--· .. :ijooii--*:;-·--·jf:i9Si' .. -.. --.. ·--6~4630'-.. ·--· .. -:O:07'9S-' .... · .. ' .. ii2"s6i"'**-.. ' .. o:'iiii·ii·9·--·'--.. '~·0-:366-9 ' .. · ........ ···oj-ij2··-,; .. · __ .. ·-0'j·6ig-;J:;; .... ·-O.0000 ...... ·_-
(1487) (5.411) (-0.000) (-0.468) (-3.757) (-1.753) (-0.125) (-2.639) (-6.305) (-0.539) (1370) (-0570) (2.594) (0.004) (-1.891) (2.040) (3.057) (-0.000) 
- --'Tl --00088";;-- ·-o.ornfi .. ;;--·:-O:0023---·-·~O:466r-- .... ·-.. ·iij)52f .............. ii:·67'i'j .. ·--.... ·-.. ·Oj5i9 .. --.... ·-.. ·--~(i·02T4' .. --.. -.... ·:ii·.-0630·--.. ·--...... ~o~·ii440- .... ·-·-...... ·~·6~j';:Fi5·-.... ·-.... ~o346·0-·*;; .... ·-·ii·:4692 .. ·* -.... ·-O:·5·434 .............. ~·6:625::f* .......... O·:0·6'5T-,;*--.... ~·6:oo-45--· .. --...... 0-:0·j69 .. -,;;;-· 
(13 197) (7277) (-1.799) (-1.817) (0.463) (1.854) (1.531) (-0276) (-0.624) (-0.464) (-0.534) (-4.283) (2.260) (1.934) (-2528) (2.709) (-1.197) (10973) 
TIM .. 0 0075...... -Q0086' ;;--:-o.ooil---.. - .. ·(fj257---.. ·--·~·ii~6859":; .. · .... ~ ii:·5·99·9· ·*-·· .. -"'6Xi63' .. -.. · .. --' .... -~O,2729-'-·-.. --.. '-ii'j6i2'--' .. --'--~'i'iii5f '·' .. · .. --.... ·~·oj9i7 .. ·*-.. · .. ---o':62'89 .. -.. '--.. '-·ii:4i57 .. · .. " ..-.. ~ojii'j .......... -.... ':6:7709 .. '* .... ·-.... i36'0·i ·;;;; .... "-23i"5i .. ·*';;-· .. -~r35'ij-- ... , ... 
(5883) ,,1(3495) (-0 .862) (1.489) (-2.253) (-2.133) (1.174) (-0831) (0.585) (-1.484) (-2.504) (-0 151) (1.144) (-0.884) (-2.138) (5,362) (3.600) (-1 872) 
TU-O 0058' .. ;; -.. -0.004tr;;;---O'0003-· .. -.. --·~ojo·0f'--.. ·--.. ii·:2ii-oi-.. ·-.. "·-"ii:iii7'i"'**"--"'Oji"9-6"·--"--·"--·O-.7i7'f'*-';·"-·"-ii·:4624 .. ·;:* .. ·_ .... 'O,'iiilii-.. --·-_· .. _ .. 0·J986·_;;,;_· .. · .. o':i"i'4':f-.. · .. -·-·~'iij707-·** .. -.. ·o:'ii·5·16'--· .. --.... 6':6262'-,;·* ..-.... 4'.'1'364*;;-.... ·_·0-:9'i"08 .... · ...... _ .. ·2.5·6'0'6"--·_ .. · 
(13009) (9.862) (1.111) (-1.786) (1.829) (5.325) (0.785) (8 ,716) (7.970) (1.146) (8.519) (1350) (-3.362) (0.626) (4,848) (2 ,618) (0,657) (1,772) 
TOT - O' 0023 .... --0-0027 *;--' -0 ·0004·-.... --" Oj'i"5i .. '--· .. --'~'ii:0008- '--'·'--" o:ii46·' .. -· .... --.. (i32T9 .. --.... ·-' .. --~O-.8498 .. ';; .. ·--.. '-ii'j2i,-s'--"'--' .. -'~o:06iif .. ·--' --"'-~·1'~0245' .. *,;-.. '-~i)'3235--,;;; .... " ~·ii':5iii2--*'-- .. '-o:'4iiii· .. * .. *·-.... 6j275' ...... '--.... o'.'i168'6' .. '· .... -" .. ·:'i':io47" -.... '· .... ·~-i" '4252 .. -.. · .. ·' 
(3255) (2,895) (-1.330) (0.600) (-0.003) (1.125) (1.284) (-10.199) (1.176) (-0.770) (-9.198) (-2.599) (-2.160) (2.671) (1.676) (0.320) (-1.108) (-0.775) 
uas -·-OOOi9-;,.*-o:ooi-6';;;--.. ~0 'ooCi2-" .... --'~O-:0648-·--"'--'~'iij2"64-':;;*'-"~oIii2·f'-·" .. -·"·'6:i264",;-" .. -· .... ·"Tj81'4-';;;; .. ·--· .... ii·:4i4S .. ·**" .. --·~i'79j'ii-"*'* .. -.... ·~·1278Ci '-*;,;-" .. ~-o '.0634 ...... --"':iiT65i"-·" .. -"~o:'ii2'ii6"·-.. "· .... '~'6:Ci344 .. ·-.. " .... ·~ij-5'70 .... -· .. -.... "~·0·:0865 .. -' ...... " .."i-.i41T-.. '-.. · 
(4 155) .Q.96~L, __ J:o. .. ~:5.)_ ...... _ ..(~_~,.~~.?L_ ....... <~~:~~~>._ ....... ,j~.I.:,9.?~,?. _ .. " ...... (~" 1.~~L_ ...... ,_,,J1.?:~?'O'1. .. , __ .. _j~,~~~~>.. __ .... _ .. (~~~:.~.~)" " ' .. , __ (:??:~Q~L .. _ ..... ~~Q:O'.u)_, ...... J.~.:~~!.L ... ,,_ .. (-,.O':,~~.?) .. _ ....... J~'O'.}.??L ... , ... j~1..·.?,?J) ... _ ........ (~'O"~O'?~L., ... _,.J!}q,?) __ .. . 
UC 00007 -0.0030.... 00000 0,0658 0.2673 ** 0.3503 * 0.1093 0.6569 ** 0.0579 0.2729 ** 0,8400.... 0.0227 0.0508 -0.1276 0.1520 5.0655.... -1.1842 0,0000 (0971) (-5921) (-0.000) (0.407) (4.125) (2.433) (1.600) (10 195) (1.380) (4.659) (18.275) (0.079) (0.586) (-0.528) (1.161) (3.505) (-1.438) (-0000) 
- V"-I-V- 0 0007 ---0··0019";;--·-o·o-ooo-.. ·_·_ .. · .. o-ji59 .... ·_ .. ·_ .... iij9-00-'-.. "'-.. ~iij'53·6 .. --.. ·--'~0·j4i3' .. --.. ·--· .. --~O.045i""--"'--.. · .. ii'.-672"S'-;::; .. ·--.... l.'iioif**--.. _ ..0'JCiTi .. -;;;-· .... -O'."!-7'gT-.. ·--"·-'ii·:S494-'** .... "'O:'i4iC .. ·· ...... :0·j6i)"j' .. -""·-.. ~f7'9'6·0"*,;-_·" .. 0-:3i69--"--.. ·-0:0·056" .... -" 
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Table 3.36: VolZltility Spillovers Joint Hypoth{'sis Tests P-Values_Joint Estimation 
(This table reports the p-values associated with the Wald tests of the null hypotheses In the VECM-
IAsymmetric BEKK GARCH (l,l)-X model : 
(3.5a) 
(3.5b) 
!Where R .: and R, . denote the returns of stock and futures , which are equal to flP and flP , 
espectively. We use the multivariate version of the Schwarz Bayesian criterion (Schwarz, 1978) to 
determine the numbers of lags in the model, P and q . The basis at time t-1, Z -1 (cal cui ated as 
Z =p -p . 
-1 . -1 . -I), serves as the error correcn on term (ECT). 
Given; C = [ ~ : ] , the tim e-seri es evolution of con di ti onal covanance matrix, H = [ : '. 
assumed to follow a asymmetric BEKK GARCH(l, l)-X process: 
[ 
. i' \ ] { " rrun 't c ... ,0" . . '. 
and {=[ ]= . r I' Z . = lP ,. -p.,., I, assuming E't\ ~ . N(O,H,) 
{ ,. min '. C"", ,0) 
. IS h ] . 
h ' 
1rhe off-diagonal elements in All (Bll ) matrix describes the innovations (volatillty) spillovers between 
\:he stock and futures markets, while the off-<1iagonal elements of Dll matnx captures the asymmetnc 
volatili ty response s of a market to anoth er market's innovati ons. The above coeffi ci ents rel ating to the 
volatili ty transfers are indi cated in b old characters . Estimates are obtained using the BFGS num erlcal 
optimization algorithm and the method of quasi-maximum likelihood Figure in parentheses (.) indicate 
/the t-statistics. A single (double) asterisk denotes significance at the 5% (1%) level. All the estimanons 
are made using the RATS statistical software with its built-in GARCH instruction . 
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Table 3 .36: Volatility Spillovers Joint Hypothesis Tests P-Values_Joint Estim."Ition (contnmed) 
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Table 3.37' VECM Parameter Estimates :'md Gratlier C3tL~ahty Tests for Stoel.: and futures R~turn.<_Jomt EfllIn."loon 
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BTL Rs -0.2532 •• -02430·' -00008 0117.1 • 02434" 0 1810" -00305 .o0784 09321 •• 
(12936) 
00196 •• 
(-7837) (-676.\) (.o 018) (2243) (6J26) (472j) (-0683) 
RF 0.3637 •• 01780 • 0.1938 • 0.188.1 •• .o3606··.o 2232'· .o 2.11.1 •• 
(-I 664) 
-01782 •• 
(2800) 
0.9216·· 0014.1' 
.. ____ .. _ .... ____ ....... _____ ._ ... _ .._~5_~L)) ____ . ______ Q_~6A. ____ Q_~L. __ Q}]~ __ ~1Q) __ C:.3~JL....C:U~ .~(-~3 ~09~3)C_._~(1_3_168)~ ...Q_~ 
BVA Rs -0.1039 -0.2066 • -0.1079 -00142 0.1233 0.1691 00846 .oOO 12 12357"·0 0.134 
(-1.33.1) (-1997) (-1121) (-0.161) (1.906) (U61) (U89O) (-0013) (39 641) (-149\1) 
Ry 0.3980 •• 00669 00.110 0.0864 -03605··.o 0957 -0 064J ·01130 I 1840" 0 0887 • 
__________ .. ___ ____ .. _Q~~_~92. . _______ 1D_~q~ ________ {ll_z.~. ____ J!...Q!P2.. __ .01~?L....U241L_J:.~._"(·..:..1 ..;:;43.:..<1) __ ~. _(2 41,?L 
CA Rs -0.1796' -00423 0.0724 -0.0149 01396 • 00203 .o 1m' 00187 0.7126" -00441 
(.2401) (-0.6.11) (1203) (-0243) (1984) (U32O) (.21lj) (tl311) (23848) (-O.I9j) 
RF 0.3362 •• 02819 •• 0.2720· ' 00790 .o3.198·· -03146" -03081" 
.. ______ . __ ..... 1'!5..7}2_._. ______ .Q"9.1..!L. ____ 1~~..I2. _____ (1.}~_. ______ 1:J..!2D ___ C:i.~~C:~~z.6L_ 
CGE Rs 
CSG 
OBK 
-0.1976 •• -01391 
(-5.329) (-0791) 
·01368 
(-0981) 
00020 
(U 018) 
02708·' 0 1653 
(6271) (0948) 
01336 
(0813) 
Ry 0 . .1593 •• 0.3352 • 0.2163" 0.1110" -04849".o 2914' -0 n41 •• 
__ . ___ . __ -'1 ~8~ __ ..... __ . (2_~JJ. ____ ..\9"~~2) ___ (68~ ).!.!2. ___ ~- I.I .435) __ (:227~0.Q.I.!~L 
Rs -00304 -00 182 ·0.0097 -00167 00543 00214 00223 
(-0627) (.o321) (-0170) (-0377) (1 126) (U376) (U362) 
0..1768 ., 0.3368 ,. 0.184.1 • 0.0151 ·OJI66·· -03335" .o 1690 • 
-0 om 06652. 0 0128.1 
(-1294) __ ..QL.IEL __ (l _47!l. 
.oO.l33 
(.o 44\1) 
13106·· 00136 
(90 904) (tl707) 
-01.19.1" 13268" 
(:12 4442. _ (11348 645) 
o 0033 1.0442 •• 
(U 073) (32 461) 
.o 0444 1.0043 •• 
0.0175 
(0971)_ 
·01171 •• 
(-2841) 
00817 
291462.1 •• 
86010 
710928 •• 
93771 
66613 
148128 •• 
184 510.1 " 
109744 • 
5.17847 •• 
44198 
37 1943 •• 
849.130 " 
.134146 •• 
120096 • 
72J194 •• 
.12 8612 •• 
322928 •• 
940738 •• 
98.18447788 •• 
14336 
870434 •• 
.. --~~~ 
00091 
(4,~§'! ___ Q...1~ ___ (o~ __ '{~ __ ~.!2._C:.!. ~z.t!l_ . ..Bl92A. __ ..Q9I~ ,,(1606,) __ 
DeY 
OTE 
RF 
(U124) 
OJ722 •• 
-00.166 
(.o 790) 
.o 0361 0043.1 ·00130 00262 00026 .o 0247 
(.o75Z) (U .821) (.o281) (U40I) (UO.l.\) (.o448) 
03087·' 014.19· 
.o 1497 
(-1.703) 
-0.1.100 • 
(-1977) 
0.07.10 
(126.\) 
-0.0964 
(-17011) 
.oJ258 •• .o.3348'. .o 1243 
~~_C:~._ 
0.0.168 0.1241 00903 
(U.771) (I 548) (I 164) 
00226 09913 •• -01171 .. 
(.1641) (U436) (25 101) 
.o0839 
.J:.I~ 
01030 • 
(20.l.\) 
0.9088 •• -0 0070 
Q2. 'T182 _1.o l8 
0843.1 •• ·0 1982 •• 
(25 75.\) (·3041) 
RF 04274 •• 01608 00849 .0 .0188 -03916 •• .o 1767' .o 1530 00260 07617" 01218' 
________ (5~ ____ (I72~_l~_Q~!L....J.o 34j):::.,--_:>..:(-.I:...;47:.;..:.j) ~_C:.!.~~~ (24~Q~ 
0.8071 •• -00006 ENI Rs -0.0718 • .o 044.1 0.0194 ·0.0101 0.0631 •• 00315 -0 0104 .oOI42 
(-1074) (-1 617) (U74j) (.o.396) (3 .041) (1831) (.o677) (.o7011) (17420) (.o 207) 
R,. 03442·' 01286" -00049 -00514' -03336·' -01479·· 0012.1 00297 07858" 00324 " 
06413 
10.1.9015 •• 
.18 1697 •• 
112.139' 
512 
___ _ Q.~ __ . __ ~ 73L_..J.:OI~9L_B12~ (-5~~ _~36.L _ _ (l~2L __ .@!lI2-...Q 571)"--__ ~ 
ENL Rs 
R,. 
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T~ble 3.3 7, VEC'l\I Pammetel Estun.,t .. ~n<l Granl:er C'auswty Tests for Stock and Fulllres RehlTlU_Joml Etnm.,non [(ontmu.d) 
~ .,. w.w ,.,1 <B..: ., -4) 
Code Dep Var ~D &r It WUl_aJ.:: cr.,-f, 
EOA Rs -02153 •• 
(-4718) 
-0 1137 • 
(-2.278) 
-01171 
(-1914) 
0.D<164 
(I 033) 
01260' 01286" 00489 
(0974) 
-0 1068 • 
(-1.967) 
-Oll948 • 
(-2145) 
05792 " -01338 " 11.8768 .. 
(2522) (2813) 
Ry 0.2923 •• 0.2005 •• 0,0424 01135 • -03745" -0 1877 •• 
__________ ~08) __ JhI~?L __ ~6I!ll __ .QI~I2.~ (-3743) 
ERe Rs 
Rr 
FTE Rs 0.D356 
(0 .394) 
-00580 
(-0.667) 
0D524 
(0442) 
-OD35O 
(-0369) 
omlO 
(0.759) 
00018 
(0020) 
-00380 
(-0316) 
-0 mo •• 
(-348}) 
00256 
(0.280) 
(l528)) (.3361) 
04963 •• 
.. (12 05~;t 
10316 •• 
(14481J) 
o 1)j8 •• 
~67~ 
ODl 25 
(I n4) 
39.r11 •• 
07 5 
R,. 0.5641 .. 0.2498 •• 0.2248 0.0932 -04666" -0.2988" -0.2026 -00991 09551" 00143' 363760 •• 
___ . _______ (~!!D ____ . __ @.~:!,L __ <!.mI __ ~~ (c-4~·1O~2)~__.!(..:=-3:=:.22O)~'__.C:!~ __ (-1.079) _ .C!l.~_ _~I 99})L. __ _ 
OEN Rs 
-01357 
(-1.467) 
-0.1496 
(-1303) 
01374 
(1.344) 
0.0549 
(0.702) 
0.0929 
(0.978) 
00499 
(0459) 
-01835 
(-I 797) 
'()0684 
(-0921) 
07702·' -01390 
(25 15}) (-I 650) 
Ry 0.3274 •• 00895 0.2610" 0.1146 -03608" -01805 -02974" -01120 07346 .. 
____________ ._. ____ Q~2) _____ ~~,5)_n __ QE,5) _ ____1L~ (-3.665) (-1 .630) (-2952) C:.!...~ __ @_~ 
HAS Rs 0.0049 -00347 -0.0305 0.0688 -O.ot87 00088 00707 -O02<ll 07321 •• 
(0078) (-0564) (-0567) (1258) (-0.258) (0151) (1147) (-0441) (25 8(4) 
RF 04306 •• 01291 -0.0176 0.0976 -04447" -01467' 00443 -00377 0 nil .. 
_____________ . Q~ _______ Q.:?~!I) ___ {_:!I:!E)_~_~~__..C:!.!.~~!L_ @21~_ .. @.1O?L 
HNM Rs -0.0124 0.0831 0.1229 0.0602 -00582 -O17<ll -01015 -00537 0j43Q •• 
(-0.161) (0.679) (0 .987) (0577) (-0.787) (-131}) (-I 267) (-0456) (II 800) 
Rr 0.<ll25 •• 0.3711 • 02538 ..0 4672 •• -04659 •• -02442 • -00717 
. ______ ... ___ .. _. ___ .... Q.!!~ ___ ...Q.~~1l __ _ Q.~ 
01421 
(I 24}) (-6126) ..Q2Q~'__....I2(-20.!:002)~_-l(~-O::!..57~3) 
00121 -00028 -00014 INO Rs -0.0164 
(-0 .601) 
-0 .0164 
(-0.642) 
-0.0641 •• 
(-3.420) 
0.0429 • 
(2459) 
00263 
(1.203) (O76}) (-0306) (-0258) 
RF 0.4460 •• 0.2376 •• 0.0614 0.0837 •• -04196" -02335" -00992' -00186 
. _ ..... __ .... _______ ~~i],5)_ .. ___ ~!I!L_~_ill...28L_..._(~8~ .. i:~.B..301L- (Q 76J) 
u.o Rs -0.0067 -0 0628 -0.0027 -0 0367 00563 00467 -00459 0 0006 
Oj399 •• 
.l!Q}6...!l 
12375 •• 
(35864) 
I 1873 •• 
Q4~ 
0.9653 •• 
(l821}) 
00229 
{Il258) 
00004 
(0016) 
00879 •• 
~.I) 
-0189} 
(-I 299) 
-00021 
_(QQ.I92. _ 
-00015 
(- I 114) 
0.0274 
(1219) 
-00367 
(-I 664) 
71664 
28 6033 •• 
3m5 
57 1562 ., 
41941 
11} 6871 •• 
63622 
1525231 •• 
35987 
(-0109) (-1.152) (-0062) (-0743) (1002) (1.076) (-1421) (0013) 
Ry 0.4205" 00663 0.0074 -00165 -03521" -00968' -00500 -00320 08959" 00172 440764" 
. __ .. _. ___ .... __ .. _ ..• ___ .. _ .. _~.~. ___ ... __ Q.J~7) ___ . ___ @.!.~ __ .... J:Ql!..6L __ ~J.l_.l2_ • ..l:!l!..2) _ ___<:.!J.~(:Q188)"'_ _ ___"(:..:.17 2!YL ..Jl.97.lL..-
MUV Rs 
---_._---
._---_._---_._--_._------ - --_. __ .------_. 
NDA Rs -0.1502 
(-1.611) 
-0.0342 
(-0367) 
-0.1197 
(-I 798) 
0.1725 
(I 929) 
00478 
(0499) 
-00534 
(-0573) 
00734 
(I 163) 
Rr 0.3735 •• 0.3018 • 0.0474 0.2711" -0.4517" -03865" -00993 
___ •. _ .. ___ ._. ____ .. Q21?). ___ ..Q}~ __ ~...!) __ ..c~I!..~_J·:.~~~~68) 
NEZ Rs -0.0657 -00584 -0.0492 -00886 00192 00183 00337 
-00881 
(-1213) 
-0 1694 •• 
(-297?) 
00424 
(0247) (-0.462) (-0216) (-0508) (-0964) (0.103) (0069) (0372) 
0.3688 0.2174 0.1288 -0.0204 -0.4280 -02713 -01<ll5 -00322 
__ . ____ ' _(ll?!L _ .. {(!68t;L .... (!}~ __ @.~9) ____ <:'~!L....i-Q~~~L .<:.! 7<1)) _ (-O~31) 
NOY Rs 
PHI Rs -0.1060 • 
.-.-. --_._. __ .. -.-.. _----- -- - - ._---
-00316" -0 1323 •• -00659·' 00908 • 00018 01218 •• 
(<ll 993) 
o 0TJ7 •• 
(18 15}) 
om4" -01236· 
(25 247) (-2 4f!7) 
o n5O" 0.0443 
(I2 S:t!'). _ (I 070) 
06383 •• -0 1054 
(18 834) (-I 698) 
05558 •• 
(l16!9) 
I 4257 •• 
(169 952) 
02372 
{Il.959) 
0.0722 •• 
(S 952) (-4138 651) (-145 09J) (-22 47}) (1.97}) (1081) (-2200) 
Ry 03779 •• 02108·· -0.0373 -03950" -0.2367" 0 0323 0 1441 .. 1.3613" 03910" -0.1299 •• 
REO 
RD 
ROO 
____ .. _(I.!..~?) ___ ... C!QJ.!..1) __ .J-.!l!~ 
Rs -0.1991" -01077 0.0185 
(- 10.208) (-II 800)~8?l~~6)_._ (!,;!'-~~ _ ~.391) 
o 1901" 0 0977 -00804 -00972 1.0513" 0 0362 
(2888) (1241) (-0951) (-1444) (25 137) (105}) (-2959) (-1322) (0219) 
(-4711) 
0.0740 
( I 187) 
RF 03364'· 01786 • 0.1380 01628·' -O3<ll8" -02062'· -01961· -01770 •• 1.0132 •• 
__ __ ._Q_6!!) ___ .Q.:illI ___ ~L.~IL_.....!!.::(-5~6:!.!12)'l.-....\;(-:!.2 :..:.79'.:!.i.~'__~(-2::..!2=!7) _ <:259~ __ .Q3 85~:L 
Rs -0.1085 •• -00450 •• 0.0578" 0.0732" 0 0284 -00006 
(-5743) (-4001) (3787) (7877) (I 67}) (-1334) 
R,- 02605 •• 
Rs 
Rr 0.3441 •• 0 1884 •• 
-00112 
(-I 101) 
-00023 
(-0284) 
0.6562 •• 
(233n7) 
___ ___ ~23t) --~(3~33=D 
SHE Rs -023 14 -03752 • 
(_I 876) (-2432) 
Rr Om7' -00530 
__ QX1'-!) (:Q.4!q)_ 
-00446 0 .0400 -03165" 0 0151 00012 
Bl_61~ ~~5L ...J:.~18~ ~~ ~1~ _ 
SHE Rs 
RT 
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40604 
454757 •• 
04643 
159762 •• 
37327607 •• 
4120400 •• 
13 4616 •• 
123294 • 
Table 3.3'7: VECM Parameter Estimates :md Gran::el' Causality Tests for Stock and Futures Rptmns_JoiDt Estimation lcontinupd) 
__ '":!.1 Is 
Code DepVlII' WoW _ (11.::-.14) 
SIE Rs 
-OD614 • 
(.2.132) 
-OMl.5 
(.1.780) 
-O.D473 O.ll994·· 0.0044 0.D392 • 0.0369 1.D.S83·· 0D030 
(.1919) (3.41511) (IW3) (1.99IJ) (1.512) (419~ (1).51'> 
Rr 0.5848 •• 0.36\17 •• 0.2324 •• 0D970·· -0.5394·· -0.3852·· -O.2l21.. -0.1080·· I D199·· ~DT/I. 
__ ._. _____ . --l~~_._~_~ _ ___2~ __ "'(2.9E)=='__~(._=.:13:;..:.45:O::'>L_~(-9,-"IrT):.:.:.L_-'(':..:c7.,,-,,703)~_(l.::.3~flO3)~. ~~5",,37):.L----,(2~.J<Q)=-_ 
TEP Rs ·02271 •• -0.1632 •• 0.lXXl4 -00034 02.583·· 0.1.595'· ODI42 -00066 1.1932·' 0D072' 
(.3.467) (.2.713) (1).008) (-0.066) (3.862) (21)72) (1)2.56) (-0.132) (54812) (2247) 
Rr 0.3691 •• 0.1910 •• 02384 •• 0D611 -03119·' -0.1804·· -0.2264'. -0.0792 1.1604 •• ODII2·. 
:Jl.2230 •• 
241~U •• 
21.4537 •• 
48.7136 •• 
___ . _________ . __ {6.IQ7L_. ___ ~~ _ _.1~~ ___ ~ _ _>o.{-~5.=139)",,---,(>.::-3:.=27O):=._-,,{-4c::.c:::«l6)=<-_-.J:.1}44).~,__--,(,,-,.58=.67i)=- _-",(3c..:.41:..:.7)~_ 
TI Rs -OD.572 • -0.0728 -0D662 • 0D.536 •• 0D322 0.0785 0.0789 0.0078 • 1.om·'-O.IIXl1 191850 •• 
(.2D21) (-1.801) (.2.4.58) (3.380) (1.8..53) (1.89'> (1.523) (23.58) (23.459) (-0.41'> 
R,. 0.4488 •• 0.0998 -OD626 • 0.D392 • -0.<1648.. -0.0711 0D633 0.006.5 •• 09171·· 0D072 •• 10.5.8880 •• 
___ . ____ ._. ____ . ____ {~~ ____ .to..m ___ ~D6:J.:!. ___ Q~ __ ~ --'('-"-O~.4«J)=_ _ _"{l:.=36.=2)"-__'(=5~~ __ (""4.87=6) ____ _ 
TIM Rs -0.1334 • -0.12.55 • -OD841 0D394 0D999 0.1112 0.0.5415 0.0082 ID348" _OD101 4.111l 
(.2.38,> (.2.113) (.1..542) (1).978) (1.744) (1.838) (1.1l6l!) (0.180) (28.627) (-0.592) 
R,. 0.4377 •• 0.1188 0.1448 • _OD261 _0.4419·· _0.1068 _0.1486 • 0.0819 0.9612··-OD083 
.58001·· 
____ . ____ . _____ . ___ {~"~ ___ . ___ .Q.l!l~. ____ QJ.~_. __ _.1_!!)~_ . .c:::::.5.7~.59)~_\(.::.!.1 D8='>_-"(~.2::!..I24)=_ _ _l(1~367)~_~(22=.188)~_~(-O~329)~_ 
TU Rs ·0.4l72 •• _0.18.51·· ·ODI06 -02139 •• 03618·· OD.587 -0.0267 0.1944 •• 0.7819·· 0D337·· 3971>618 •• 
(.11.643) ( • .5929) (-025'> (.10.5.54,) (UDS/) (1.798) (-0.696) (1123'> (.57.77'> (4.007) 
RT 0.1712 •• 0.1912 •• 0.1948·· -0.1284·· _02002·· _0.3309·' _0.2162·· 0.1112" 0.76.52·· OD4lO •• 970710.74.59 •• 
_. ____ ._. ____ . _____ ._. __ {~"~!L._. ____ {~I"~22.._. ___ QL!27L __ .i.~~~._.l:..2J.33.52) {-8.592~ _ _>o.{-43_=:.3"'I3)"__>::(2,41~"'.0:.=:22)"'___'{l""363= .. 7:.:.1:::<2)_..,.C.502=D==.(4).:L-___ _ 
TOT Rs -02089 • 0.0378 0.1061 0.0685 02171 • _0.1.522· _0.1276 _0.0761 0.6.5415·· _OD.578 183630 •• 
(.2.082) (0.498') (1.103) (0.489) (2.117) (-1960) (.1247) (_0.538') (21.719) (.I23j) 
RT 02239 0.2166 •• 0.1804 0D845 _0.1854 _03126·· _0.1864 _0.0868 0.5936·· 0.0.584 109469 • 
. _. ____ .. _ .. ___ ._. ____ .. __ ._{!.:~1...Dl __ . __ .. __ (2_~.P2._. ___ (1"~L-_(\J~_-->(-~l.co.442)= _~.D2JL. _ __.B.~.--'('-"-O=.57~1)<__ _ _"(1~9~..L. (1.2415) 
UBS Rs .0.082.5 -0.103.5 ·ODS29 OID03 0.1181 0.0980 0.0303 0.0104 1.0694 •• ODl44 3.ml 
(.1.234) (.1.482) (-0.892) (0.00'> (1.790) (1.503) (0.543) (0.188) (37.949) (1).4SO) 
RT 0.4492 •• 0.2073 •• 0.1702·' 0.12.54 • ·0.4089·' -0.2101·· -0.1794·· -0.1144· 1.0.564 •• 0003 393201 •• 
_ .. _ .. _._._._._. ____ ._. ____ .. __ ._(.5"~~ __ ._. ____ .!:.2_~~..2.2 ____ .fZ~ __ ~~-':~_~_._~. ___ g.U~_._. __ (39331L-~ ________ ._. __ _ 
UC Rs ·0.1076 • _0.09.52 _OD784 0D397 0.1.587·· 0.10.57· 0.0l.50 _0.0345 0.8382·· -0.1.501·' 1.5.4111 •• 
(.1.993) (.1.781) (.1.772) (0.914) (3331) (2D.5I) (0.310) (_0.812) (1.5.700) (-3 . .519) 
RT 0.2719 •• 0.1066 •• 0.0068 0D692 -02154·· _0.0941· _0.0630 _0.0.58.5 0.8247'· 0.1297·· 369810 •• 
_. __ ._._._._ ........... _ .... _ ..... _._._. ___ .(~,~5;L._. ____ ._.(2..~!22 ..... ____ .. iUA~L. ____ Q.§~. _____ ..c~E~L __ _<;:.2_~ ___ (:!.~_. __ l:.I_-!81L ____ QL~ ___ (3~ __ . ________ . ___ .. 
VIV Rs ·0.0686 -0.2852·' -0D046 0.1092 •• 0.1042 0.2704·' _0.008.5 _0.12.5.5 •• 1.0021·· _0002 63.2.560 •• 
(.1330) (-4.547) (-0.046) (2.94$) (1.236) (41)78') (_0.08.5) (-4.21'> (38.126) (-1.223) 
Rr 0.4134 •• _0.0014 0.1487 0.1772 •• _0371.5·' _0.0003 _0.1464 _0.1872 •• 09728'· 0.1817·· 98.6784 •• 
_. ___ ..........•............... __ ._ .. _._._. ___ .!1t9J.D.. .•. _._. ___ (:9"Q..S~._. ____ .(I"~_. ____ (4.)~._. __ -1~.:.~.!L __ (:!l,'l1_I.'l __ -':.~:~~_~l!Q?L_~~ ____ Q..!.~_. ____ ._. ___ _ 
VOF Rs ·0.2166 • .0.1502 • ·0.1.514·' -0.0413 02207 • 0.1.572 • 0.0798 0.0322 1.0623·· 0.1690 29.7387 •• 
(.1.96'> (.22.58') (·2.S7?) (_0.667) (2209) (2.190) (1.264) (0..507) (27.4IjT) (1..53'> 
RT 0.3181 •• 0.1396 0.0476 0.0782 _03136·' _0.1265 _0.1241 • _0.0974 09861·· 0.269'· 18.418' •• 
. ____ ._._ .. _ ..__ ._ .. _ .. __ .. _. __ . __ .(.J)!I1.~ __ ._. _____ {I"~~!~. _____ . @~JL __ Q}~ _____ .c:~,~~~L ___ <:.1..:S.P2. ____ C:~~._l:L~_Q82.~. ___ ~~_ .. _. ______ ._. ___ _ 
VOW Rs .0.0060 _0.0707 _0.0677 .ODIOI 0.0636 0.0371 0.0.589 0.04)1 09121'· _0.1808" 2.1391 
(.0.099) (.1 DlO) (.1.281) (_021'> (1.002) (0.520) (1.07.5) (0.83'> (34.841) (.3.663) 
RT 0..510.5 •• 0.16.56 • 0D681 0.0301 _0.4463" _0.2097·· -0.0910 _0.0131 0.8851·· 0.1014 693.514 •• 
___ ._ .... _. __ .. __ .. ___ .. ___ . ___ Q"~'!l2._. ______ .~J~lL. ____ {'"lliL ___ (CI)~ _____ (~.:.~9) ___ (:.2~.5..2.2. ___ ~_J:Q..2~ ______ @!:~ ____ ~. __ ----.-.---------
N ohs: Thi. table report. the VECM estimates end Oranger causality hsts resultt from the joint estimation of for the VECM·Aoymm,!ri. BEKK OARCH (I,I)·X model: 
r _ [! ... ] [min{. -' ,0)] 
• - min {.. ,o} 
• end'· denote .ignificent level. of.5% end I'M>, reopec:Uvely. 
FigIIlI. in lho pmlllhosis (.) an tho I.tatioti: •. 
O .... rcaUlali!yleol. m bued. 011 lho Waid leoti of (He.: ~t.l- 0) aIId(H.,: _- 0); the lests slalis1i:. m i(4) diotliluted. 
t-.t.t.i.tico end Wald toota are calculated uIing White'. (1980) heteroskeduticily consistent varimceocovarian •• malnx. 
The c oinh grating VIctor Z,_l = z'X,...1 = S,...I- F,;. re.!richd to b. th.lagg.d basis in an c .... ; Rm:-I i. the lagg.d otoelt index return. 
5 •• Ih •• quation. (3 . .5e,) end (3.5b) end (39) in the hxt for the definition. oflh. remaining t."",. 
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Tabl{> 3 .38: Summru:y Results ofVECM amI MultiYaIi;tte GARCH_Jomt EstiIrulnon 
Lead-L'lg R{>iationship ElTor Correction Common F"rtor ? el~ts 
Code Stock Le"ds FutllJ'(>s Lead.s S to ck Adjl1s ts ~utuI'e s AdJlls ts Stork (6) FutUlu (1-6) 
AA '\] x + 0. 04 6 0954 
AGN 
'" 
x 0961 0039 
AHL 
'" '" 
+ + 0. 531 0469 
ALV 
'" 
x 0571 0429 
AXA 
'" 
x 0.001 0999 
AZN x x + 0614 0386 
BAR 
'" '" 
+ 0835 o 165 
BNP 
'" '" 
0.909 0091 
BPA 
'" 
x + 0.001 0999 
BTL 
'" '" 
+ + 0.426 0574 
BVA 
'" '" 
+ 0.624 0.376 
CA 
'" '" 
0.744 0256 
CGE 
CSG 
'" '" 
0.562 0438 
DBK 
'" 
x + 0.411 0 589 
DCY 
'" 
x + 0.001 0 999 
DTE 
'" 
x + + 0.381 06 19 
EN! 
'" '" 
+ 0981 001 9 
ENL 
EOA 
'" '" 
+ + 0.504 0496 
ERC 
FTE 
'" 
x + 0.533 0467 
GEN 
GXW 
'" 
x o 141 0 859 
HAS 
'" 
x + 0.995 0.005 
HNM 
'" 
x 0.001 0999 
ING 
'" 
x 0.948 0052 
LLO 
'" 
x 0318 0.682 
MUV 
NDA 
'" 
x + 0264 0736 
NES 
'" 
x 0.692 0308 
NOV 
PHI 
'" '" 
+ + 0.844 0.156 
RBO 
'" '" 
0583 0417 
RD 
'" 
x + + 0.602 0.398 
RaG 
'" '" 
0634 0366 
SCH 
'" 
x + 0.270 0730 
SHB 
'" 
x + 0.941 0059 
SHE 
SIE 
'" '" 
+ 0.963 0037 
TEF 
'" '" 
+ + 0609 0 391 
T! 
'" '" 
+ 0.967 0033 
TIM 
'" 
x 0001 0999 
TLI 
'" '" 
+ + 0.593 0407 
TOT 
'" '" 
0502 0498 
UBS 
'" 
x 0759 0.241 
UC 
'" '" 
+ + 0.464 0536 
VIV 
'" '" 
+ 0681 0319 
VOF 
'" '" 
+ 0615 0385 
VOW 
'" 
x + 0.359 0641 
, .................. ,.............. " ................................................. 
......................................................... _ ......... _w_ ....... ___ ..... ___ ... ____ ·_· ___________ .... -------.--... --.. ----.--.--.-.. -.. - .. ----.- -
'" x 
Notes . 
"'2 20 + 16 20 
1 23 .,- 23 
M{>aI\ 0.5 .. " 0 .. :;6 ~ I 
The VECM & Multivariate GARCH model in (3Ja), (3 .5b) and (3 .9) is run for each 50 pairs of cointegrated stock and futures pnces 
p-I p-I 
Rs, = L:aS..RSI_i+L:/J.srRFI_i+YsZI-I+OsRSIFI-l +cS1 
. i-I . i_I' .'
p_1 p-l 
RFI = L lXFfRSt .... + L f3Fl RFH +yFZI-1 + /)FRSIFt-1 + EFt 
. i-l . i-I ' . ' 
Co _ [CII 
C:l 
0] [~I 41 ~ 
c,~ a~l 
~,] 
all 
~=[ql %] 
~1 ~l Lh =[ 41 d:l ~] [~I 0] iii = ~ e,: 
= ( ~ =IP -P I ,I I,S,r I,F,I £t \0, N(O. H,) ( [( ]=[nUn(E ,0) ] mln( E ,0) 
A "..J" Il'ldtcates that the lagged cross-coefficIents (~Si or a.PI) III equations are lOIllUy slgntficant at the 5% level (i e, ReCJeetlon of HOI or Hoi) 
A "+" Il'ldtcates that the error-correction coefficient(')'S orm) Il'l equations IS signtficant at the 5% level (I e, Reelection ofHo3 or H ) 
The (Bs) and (B,) IS the price dtscovery eontnbutlons (i.e, weIght Il'l the cornmon long memory factor) of stock and futures, respecovely 
The calculations of the pnce dtscovery contnbutlons [(Bs) and (Bp)) are based on the formula (3 8) III the text 
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Figure 3.1: Trading Hours of the Markets (in GMT) - Stock and USFs 
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figure 3.2: VECM Adjustment Coefficient in the Stock versus futures Markets1ULL Period 
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Figure 3.4: VECM Adjustment Coefficient in the Stock versus Futures Market_P2 
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Figure 3.5: VECM Adjustment Coefficient in the Stock versus Futures Market_FULL Period_Unrestricted 
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Figure 3.6: VECM Adjustment Coefficient in the Stock versus Futures Market_Wrthout SIF 
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Figure 3.7: USF Price Discovery versus Volume 
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Figure 3,8: USF Price Discovery versus Spread 
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Figure 3.9: USF Price Discovery versus Volume Ratio 
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Figure 3.10: USF Price Discovery versus Spread Ratio 
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Appendix 3A: Overview of Main Contributions of Chapter 3 
Existing Studies This Study 
Many studies consider the price discovery ! First study to explicitly investigate the 
I 
function of derivatives contracts, but no I information transmission dynamics between 
published work focus on SSF role in price i the stocks and SSF in U.K. (i.e .. Universal 
discovery process. i Stock Futures, USF). 
-N-~~-e-~~~s--st~(ffe-s--h~~~-b~~;';-(fe-~ot~d-to--p~i-ce--~-E~~~i~~--th~-~-~tu~~ oT~~i~-t~~~-~ti~-~~i~~-p-~i~-e------
dynamics of cross-listed stocks and domestic discovery process across the cross-border 
stock markets, while some concentrate on single stock futures (e.g. USFs) and its 
the index and cross-listed stock index underlying foreign stocks for the first time. 
, 
futures. ! 
I 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------_ ... 
There is a 'learning curve' associated with Address the issue of whether USFs price 
derivatives contracts, their price discovery discovery contributions are different at the 
functions have been found to be improving different stages of their development, and 
over time; they tend to contribute more in the thus provide a direct answer to the learning 
maturity period than the introduction period. curve / market-maturity hypotheses. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1----------------------------------------------------------------.. ------... -----...... . 
Due to the nature of stock index futures ! First study to directly compare the SSF 
contracts, many studies found that they serve ! futures ability in reflecting different type of 
I 
as the primary market for exploiting / ! information (i.e., Market-wide versus firm-
! 
discovery of the market-wide information I specific news). It is believed that USFs 
that is expected to move market as a whole. ! facilitate the firm-specific information flow. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------L--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The amount of price discovery, and ! The large size of our sample enables us to 
ultimately the degree of informed trading, in i explore the impact of several market 
option markets is cross-sectionally related to microstructure (as well as contract 
the contemporaneous market conditions in design/specification) factors on the 
both stock and option, such as trading ! proportion of new information that is 
volume, transaction costs, and volatility. ! incorporated via USF markets. 
I 
-Th-e--i~t-e-~~~t-fo~-of~o;.;dTti~~~i-~~~i~~-c~-(r~~:---+-First-st~dy--t~--~;.;~iy-s~-the-T;;f~-~~-~ti~-e-~e~·s--0["--
volatility-spillovers) has significant USF by modelling the ways in which stock 
implications concerning the information and USF interact through the second 
transmission mechanism between stocks and moments, and add to the long-lasting 
derivatives markets. stabilisingldestabilising debate. 
market volatility by more than good news, 
and the price discovery role of derivatives is 
asymmetric across rising and falling 
markets. 
(and thus price discovery contribution of the 
USF contracts) vary depending on the 
I information content (i.e., positive versus , 
I 
i negative information). 
ill L-_____ =~~~_...L...-_-__ -_~-~-~ 
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Appendix 3B: The Impact of News on the Variance-Covariance Matrix 
Given the time varying variance-covariance matrix, H = [ hS •1 
1 hSF.1 
hSF,/] , the time-series 
hF,I 
evolution of HI' is assumed to follow a asymmetric BEKK GARCH (1.1)-X process: 
Following Ng and Kroner (1998), the information at time t-l and before is held 
constant, we evaluate the lagged elements of conditional variance-covariance matrix 
at their corresponding unconditional levels, e.g. hs,I = at. The objective is to evaluate 
more precisely the impact of an innovation at time t-l of a market to the volatility of 
another market at time t. We specify market 1 to be the stock, market 2 to be futures. 
1. Impact of News from USF market on Stock Market Volatility 
Expanding model (3.9) for the (1,1) elements of HI gives: 
hS,I = GI
2
1 + a(lc;,I_1 + 2allaI2cS,I_lc F,I-I + a~IC~,t-\ + bI2Ihs ,I_1 + 2bllbI2hsF,t_1 
+b~lhF,'_1 + dI21C;~,t-\ + 2dll d I2 C;S,I_IC;F,I_1 + d~IC;;,t_1 
(3.10) 
The impact of "bad news" from USF market in period t-l on the current stock market 
volatility at time t is given as: 
8hs I 2 d 2 ;; 2d d j; 8 ' = 2all a 12 CS,I_1 + 2a2\ CF,,_1 + 2 21'='F,I-1 + 11 12'=""',1-1 
CF,I_I 
(3.11) 
For simplicity, assume there is no news from stock market itself at time t- L £s,t-\ = o. 
this reduces to: 
8hs ,t 2 d2 ;; 
-----'--- \ cS,I_1 = 0 = 2a2\c F,t-I + 2 21'='F,t-1 
8cF ,,_1 
(3,12) 
When there is "good news" from USF market in period t-1, £',1-1 > 0 and ~I ,1_1 = 0, the 
impact on the current stock market volatility at time t further reduces to: 
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(3.13) 
Therefore, for a unit shock from USF to stock, the impact of a negative innoyation 
exceeds the impact of good news by the quantity 2d~1 . 
2. Impact of News from Stock market on USF Market Volatility 
Similarly, expanding model (3.9) for the (2,2) elements of HI gives: 
(3.14 ) 
The impact of "bad news" from stock market in period t-l on the current USF market 
volatility at time t is given as: 
8hr:,1 2 2 
----'-- = 2a12 a 22 £ F 1-1 + 2a]2£ S 1-1 + 2d12~S 1-1 + 2d12d22~F 1-1 8£ ' , . , 
S,I-l 
(3.15) 
Again, for simplicity, assume there is no news from USF market itself at time t-1, 
CF /-1 = 0, this reduces to: 
8hF ,1 2 2 
-....:....:..- \ £ F 1-1 = 0 = 2a]2£ S 1-1 + 2d12~S 1-1 8£' , , 
S,I-1 
(3.16) 
When there is "good news" from stock market in period t-l, Es,/-I > 0 and ~S,l-I = 0, 
the impact on the current USF market volatility at time t further reduces to: 
8hFI 2 
----'-'-\ £F 1-1 = 0 = 2a]2£S 1-1 
8£SI-1' , 
(3.17) 
Therefore, for a unit shock from the stock to USF, the impact of a negati\'e 
innovation exceeds the impact of good news by the quantity 2dl
2
2 • 
It follows from the above that "bad news" from a market in period t-l can raise the 
volatility of another market at time t, when the off-diagonal elements of D" matrix 
(d12 and d'2l) are significant. In this sense, no news, Es.t = cF,I = ~\, = ~F,I = 0, is good 
news as it leads to minimum level of uncertainty (as proxied by volatility) in the 
following period (see, for instance, Campbell and Hentschel, 1992). 
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Chapter 4 
The Hedging Performance of Universal Stock Futures 
4.1 Introduction 
In this thesis the prime concern is to examine the economic impact and performance 
of the newly established Universal Stock Futures (USF) contracts. To this end, 
chapters 2 and 3 have examined their impact on the underlying markets, and the price 
discovery role of these contracts. The research carried out in these two chapters 
demonstrates that USF trading did not undermine the underlying market, and futures 
served a useful social function by enhancing the information dissemination process. 
In this chapter we tum to an examination of the risk management function of USF 
markets by analysing the hedging performance of these contracts. 
Market participants are confronted with various risks that arise from the ordinary 
conduct of their business. Derivatives markets (such as futures and options) provide 
an efficient way in which these risks may be transferred to other individuals who are 
willing to bear them. Hedging (i.e., the trading of derivatives with the objective of 
reducing or controlling future spot price risk) is a key function performed by 
derivatives markets, and their ability to transfer risk among different investors is 
often presented as the key justification for these markets (Garbade and Silber, 1983). 
According to Kolb (2000), the opportunity to control price risk through futures 
hedging is '" ... perhaps the greatest contribution of futures markets to society" (p.8S). 
If price risk can be controlled efficiently through the futures markets then profitable 
investment opportunities involving a high level of risk can be pursued and, as a 
result, society as a whole benefits. Therefore, it is obvious that futures hedging plays 
an essential role in the economy. 
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The recent broad expansion in both the range and trading volume of futures markets 
has been accompanied by substantial interest in the theory and practice of hedging. 
For instance, since the introduction of stock index futures contracts in the early 
1980s, the trading of index futures has been growing at a dramatic pace. It is believcd 
that a major reason for its rapid growth is that it provides stock investors with a tool 
to hedge against stock price movements due to changes in market-wide conditions. 162 
While hedging with index futures is useful and cost-effective in reducing market risk 
for a diversified portfolio, they may provide an inadequate hedge if the return profile 
of the stock exposure is significantly different from that of the index as a whole. 163 
In practice, many investors may have substantial undiversified exposure to individual 
stocks. For example, an investment bank that acquires shares of a firm through 
syndication may be subject to a covenant that restricts the sale of these shares. 
Similarly, a fund manager may have a large exposure to a stock that for some reasons 
he/she does not want to close out. 164 In many cases, investors may desire hedging 
against the price movements of a particular stock rather than the whole index. 
162 A considerable amount of empirical research has been directed towards examining the hedging 
effectiveness of stock index futures. The full list is too long to provide a census, but notable examples 
using stock index futures in U.S. includes studies by Figlewski (1984), Lindahl (1992), and Park and 
Switzer (1995). Examples of studies examining UK stock index futures include Lee (1994), Holmes 
(1995), and Butterworth and Holmes (2001). The authors who have addressed this issue in an 
international context are Yau (1993), Lypny and Powalla (1998), Pattarin and Ferretti (2004). 
Choudhry (2003, 2004), amongst others. 
163 Until recently the majority of studies that have examined the hedging effectiveness of index futures 
used the spot portfolios that mimic the index to evaluate the hedging performance of these financial 
instruments. However, in reality investors do not hold portfolios that match perfectly with the index. 
Butterworth and Holmes (2000, 2001) offer more realistic insights into the risk-reduction potential of 
the FTSE 100 and FTSE Mid-250 contracts by utilizing actual portfolios held by investment trust 
companies (lTC) as the underlying spot portfolios. They show that for ITCs both contracts otTer a risk 
reduction of just 15-25%. This implies that previous studies that have examined index futures 
contracts in relation to their matching spot portfolios have clearly overstated their true risk red~ction 
potential. Along the similar lines, Laws and Thompson's (2005) study strongly supports the t()fIner 
findings. 
164 Another instance in which investors may have concentrated holdings of a particular stock is when 
they received stock shares as part of a bonus or pension plan at their workplace. Brooks et al. (200.6) 
also give some practical examples in which investors, particularly individuals, may have substantIal 
exposures to single stocks, and thus illustrate the need for single-stock futures for hedgIng purposes. 
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According to Modem Portfolio Theory, the financial risk in owning a stock can be 
divided into two components: (1) market risk (systematic risk) and (2) firm-specific 
risk (unsystematic risk). Through diversification, an investor can lower her exposure 
to firm-specific risk, but not the market risk. Stock index futures are useful for 
transferring the market risk inherent in owning a portfolio. Howeyer. they may not 
always be an effective means to hedge firm-specific risk. Single-stock futures (SSF) 
are risk-shifting instruments that meet this specific need of market participants. 165 
Indeed, the question of firm-specific or idiosyncratic risk has recently attracted much 
attention from both academic and financial communities (Campbell et aI., 2001; and 
Schwert, 2002). A growing number of studies have shown that there was an increase 
in the firm-level (i.e., unsystematic) volatility relative to the market volatility. For 
example, Campbell et ai. (2001) is the first to provide a comprehensive study of 
idiosyncratic risk for u.S. stocks. They find that there was a noticeable increase in 
firm-level volatility relative to market volatility during the period from 1962 to 1997. 
Accordingly, correlations among individual stocks and the explanatory power of the 
market model for a typical stock declined. As a result, the hedging effectiveness of 
the market-wide instruments such as stock index futures for a single stock price risk 
significantly reduced, and the need for a simple derivative product that enables 
investors to efficiently hedge against increasing idiosyncratic risk is greater than 
ever. For many years, investors have relied on options to hedge their risk exposure in 
a particular stock; however, the fact that options markets are not readily understood 
lends to the calls for a relatively simpler product such as SSF for hedging purposes. 
165 Of course, as an alternative way to hedge against a potential fall in the stock price, i.nvestors c.o~ld 
consider purchasing stock options. However, since options have more compllc~ted prlcmg 
frameworks and often are not very transparent, investors would have to pay more transactIOn costs ~nd 
margin outlays. In this context, single-stock futures represent a much cleaner and more effiCIent 
hedging tool than options (see Brooks et aI., 2006). 
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Moreover, financial markets have become increasingly global over the last few 
decades; motivating more investors to invest internationally in order to receive better 
risk-return payoffs from global equity investing. When investing globally, howe\'er. 
there are substantial currency risks involved and thus hedging against the new risk 
from investing in non-domestic stocks becomes a major concern. 
In response to these new market developments, in January 2001, LIFFE launched the 
single-stock futures contracts (under its brand name of Universal Stock Futures, 
USFs) on a total of 25 international shares trading in a dozen of different stock 
exchanges. These stocks are the leading stocks in their respective industry sectors 
and among the most actively traded shares in their respective stock exchanges. Two 
major considerations best account for the emergence of the USFs: first, it serves as a 
better tool than options/index futures to hedge against the non-systematic risk for 
individual stock; and second, cross-border futures can also reduce the currency risk 
for offshore investors due to the cash flow being limited to margin payment only.166 
As such, USFs should help with the 'cross-hedging' problem, particularly in relation 
to international portfolios and portfolios containing only a small number of stocks. 
Of course, there are some other reasons for fund managers and investors to hold 
positions in the single-stock futures rather than trading the stock index futures alone. 
For instance, theoretically, the underlying stock index may not be mean-variance 
efficient because its weights on component stocks are fixed. If it is not efficient, then 
the beta of the portfolio (i.e., the regression coefficient of the portfolio against the 
stock index) may not properly represent the true systematic risk of the portfolio. 
Consequently, it may also not be appropriate to use the index futures as a sole source 
166 Also, due to the fact that all USFs and their underlying stocks are quoted/traded in the common 
local currency, any risk arises from the unexpected exchange rate movement is expected to be 
minimal. 
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to hedge against the systematic risk of a portfolio. In this case, the optimal portfolio 
(i.e. market portfolio) may be a combination of the stock market index and some 
other stocks. If the efficient frontier can be spanned by the index and a leading stock, 
then we know that the true systematic risk of a portfolio should be represented by the 
relationship between this portfolio and a certain 'combination' of the index and that 
leading stock. Therefore, it makes sense for the fund managers to trade both stock 
index futures and single-stock futures to hedge against the true systematic risk. 167 
Despite its popularity and the additional benefits provided by the new SSF contracts, 
to date academic studies of single-stock futures (such as USFs) are very limited, and 
in particular we could identify no study of hedging strategies and hedging 
effectiveness for these important new markets. This chapter presents the first attempt 
to fill the gap. More specifically, we address the following three important issues. 
First, we examine whether Universal Stock Futures (USFs) could serve as efficient 
risk management tools in hedging against the idiosyncratic risk of individual stock 
positions, and to contribute new evidence in this strand of literature regarding a 
futures market which has some unique characteristics. To address this issue, we first 
extend the most commonly used multivariate BEKK-GARCH model proposed by 
Engle and Kroner (1995) in order to develop an improved dynamic hedging strategy; 
and then evaluate the performance of such a hedging strategy by applying variance-
reduction and utility-based performance evaluation criteria for both within-sample 
and out-of-sample periods. Second, we seek to demonstrate and explain the 
differences in the hedging effectiveness of USF contracts. To this end, we perform a 
cross-sectional analysis of factors affecting the hedging effectiveness of each USF. 
These factors include the contemporaneous market conditions (e.g. relative trading 
cost. market liquidity, and underlying volatility), futures specifications like 'contract 
167 The actual hedging efficiency of this hedging strategy (i.e. using simultaneously both USF and 
stock index futures contracts as the hedging instruments) is analysed in section 4.5.5.2. 
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size', the trading locations of underlying stocks. and the development stage of USFs. 
The regression analysis will demonstrate the relative strengths of the factors from 
these four different perspectives. Finally, we also investigate the relatil"l.! hedging 
effectiveness of USF versus stock index futures, and assess the efficiency of creating 
USF portfolios in hedging those cash portfolios that containing only a few stocks. 
Since all the stocks on which USFs are written are also component stocks of the 
stock indices on which futures already exist, it may be also possible to use stock 
index futures (SIF) to hedge. Also, for those hedgers who hold more than one 
component stocks in their portfolio, multiple hedging by USFs may not be as 
effective as SIF since there are some correlations between the returns of the stocks 
and returns of the stock indices. To our knowledge, while these questions have been 
recognised as important issues, this is the first study to compare the direct hedging 
effectiveness of USF with the cross-hedging effectiveness of index futures contract. 
Taken together, this chapter not only provides, for the first time, empirical evidence 
on the hedging performance of USF contracts but also contributes to the current 
understanding on the risk management role of futures markets in the following 
aspects. First, unlike stock index futures, the USF contracts are based on individual 
stocks which by definition can be directly traded and thus provide a unique 
opportunity to examine the hedging effectiveness of futures in which the underlying 
stock of the futures contract is exactly the same as the spot asset. This "matching 
nature" implies that USF may be a better hedging instrument in hedging the 
individual stock exposure than the market-wide instrument such as index futures. 
Our investigation of the relative hedging efficiency can thus provide a direct ans\\er 
to this important issue. Second, our examination of USF hedging effectiveness over 
different time periods, and across several markets, could give important insights on 
the hedging effectiveness of futures markets at their different stages of development. 
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In addition, the cross-border USF contracts on the non-UK stocks allow us to shed 
some light to the performance of 'international' hedging, and assess the impact of 
trading locations of the underlying stocks on the hedging effectiveness of USFs. 
Third, the relatively large sample (i.e. 50 USFs) also permits us to examine the 
dominant characteristics that determine hedging efficiency of the futures markets by 
conducting a cross-sectional analysis. Empirical results will provide policy-makers 
insights on the importance of several factors in security design and market structures. 
Finally, another important contribution of this chapter is to propose a new general 
multivariate GARCH model to estimate the dynamic hedge ratios, which 
incorporates time-varying volatility, volatility spillovers, the basis and asymmetric 
effects associated with the spot-futures covariance structure, while still allowing 
correlations between security returns to vary over time. Many recent studies have 
established the importance of (i) the deviation from the stock-futures equilibrium 
relationship (i.e. basis), (ii) the interdependence in conditional volatility, and (iii) the 
asymmetric pattern between spot and futures returns, on the variance-covariance 
structure in the cash-futures relationship which in tum have important implications 
concerning the estimations of optimal hedge ratios. 168 While some previous studies 
have employed models that capture one or more of these effects in the first and 
second moments of the stock and futures markets, there is no study that 
simultaneously allows for the above effects on the time-varying hedge ratio 
estimation process. Therefore, it is interesting to analyse whether the optimal 
hedging strategy constructed from a more flexible model that accounts for all these 
effects can produce a better hedging performance. 169 
168 See, for example. Kavussanos and Nomikos (2000), Brooks et al. (2002). Meneu and Torro (2003), 
Choudhry (2004), Lien and Yang (2004), Lien (2005a), an~ Copelan.d and Zhu (2006). . , 
169 See Appendix 4A for an overview of the main contributIons of thIs chapter to the current Iiteratun:. 
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Findings of this chapter will benefit both the academic and financial communities. 
The latter includes investors (e.g., hedgers) in developing effective hedging and 
investment strategies, especially for those who trade globally in foreign stock 
markets and for those who hold portfolios containing only a small number of stocks. 
For example, if our empirical results indicate that USFs can provide market 
participants with an efficient and cost-effective means to hedge against the stock-
specific risk, an investor can hedge the downward price of a biomedical company 
stock if the proposed new drug may have a chance of disapproval by a regulatory 
body. Market makers in the option markets can also implement their delta hedging 
strategy by using USFs, instead of the underlying stock, and save transaction costs as 
well as initial margin outlays. As the risk management function is often presented as 
the key justification for futures markets, the outcomes of our analysis will strengthen 
our understanding of the hedging function of single-stock futures in general, and for 
the specific case of USFs which remains relatively untested in the literature. 
Additionally, the cross-sectional analysis on the determinants of USF hedging 
effectiveness will offer policy-makers and exchange executives important insights on 
the importance of several factors in security design and market structure that attract 
fi . I d' . 170 hedging demand in order to ensure the success of any new manCla envatlves. 
Finally, knowledge of the hedging effectiveness of LIFFE USF contracts could also 
provide useful references for other derivatives markets which have introduced and/or 
want to launch (international) single-stock futures. For instance, it may help the 
exchange executives and market regulators in emerging markets make decisions on 
whether similar derivative products should be listed in their markets as a means of 
enhancing the risk-sharing facility in the markets. 
170 It has been argued that a necessary but not sufficient condition for the succ~ss of a .new futu.res 
contract is the existence of sufficient hedging demand for such a contract. \ f there IS suffiCIent hedgIng 
demand for the contract, then the new contract is likely to succeed (see Working, 1953: Black, (986). 
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The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 gIves a brief 
review on the theory of hedging and minimum-variance hedge ratio (MVHR) 
methodology. Section 4.3 discusses time-varying hedge ratios and outlines the 
alternative model specifications that are used in estimating the conditional time-
varying hedge ratios. Section 4.4 provides the descriptions of data. Section -+.5 
presents the empirical results including preliminary unit root and cointegration tests, 
the estimations of the proposed new general BEKK-GARCH model, the within- and 
out-of-sample hedging effectiveness evaluations for different models an analysis of 
, -
the variations and determinants of hedging efficiency, and a comparison of USF and 
index futures hedging performance. Finally, section 4.6 concludes the chapter. 
I 4.2 Theories of Hedging and the Minimum-variance Hedge Ratios 
As discussed earlier, the major reason for the existence of derivatives market is to 
provide financial instruments for market participants to reduce the unwanted risk of 
price changes by transferring it to others who are more willing to bear the price 
risk. 171 Working (1953) argues that hedging is one of the most important social 
functions of futures markets. However, although hedging is believed to be the main 
reason for trading futures contracts, the objective of hedging has been proved 
controversial. This section sets out the alternative views of the purposes of hedging 
and, following that, presents the derivation of the minimum-variance hedge ratio. 172 
171 This kind of exposure is called 'price risk' and is caused by the uncertainty of future price levels. 
However, it must note that there is another type of risk involved in hedging apart from the price risk. 
For instance, basis risk always occurs because of the short-run deviations of either spot or derivati\ es 
prices from their long-run equilibrium level. In this context, the basis risk (8) is defined as the 
variance of the difference between the spot price (S) and derivatives price (F) (i.e., B = S - F). The 
size of the basis risk depends mainly on the degree of correlation between spot and derivatives prices: 
the higher the correlation the less the basis risk. Since there is never a perfect correlation between spot 
and derivatives prices, the hedging in essence is an exchange of risk - swap price risk fo~ ba~is risk. 
The behaviour and magnitude of basis has important implications to the hedgers and the etfe~tlve.ness 
of hedges. For a hedge to be attractive, the basis risk should be significantly lower than the price rI~k. 
172 See Lien and Tse (2002) and Chen et al. (2003) for comprehensive reviews on futures hedgmg. 
Sutcliffe (\ 997) also contains a useful review of the literature on hedging stock indices with futures. 
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4.2.1 The Theories of Hedging 
The origin of the term 'hedging' is unclear, but it appears to derive from the use of 
hedges to form a protective or defensive barrier around property (see Arditti, 1996). 
The objectives for hedging are as many as there are the potential risks in the market. 
In discussing hedge theory, Sutcliffe (1997) lists three main views of the nature and 
purpose of hedging: (i) the traditional risk minimisation view, where traders are 
seeking to reduce price risk; (ii) the profit maximisation view, where traders attempt 
to profit from the expected movements of the spot and futures price; and (iii) the 
portfolio approach, where traders try to reach a satisfactory risk-return trade-off by 
diversification. Each of these interpretations is considered next. 
4.2.1.1 Risk Minimisation 
Risk minimisation refers to an investor who is exposed to a risk and wishes to 
minimise or eliminate this exposure as hislher primary goal. This is normally 
achieved by taking an additional investment whose risk cancels out the initial risk. 
The investment of both the initial asset and the security used to offset the risk of this 
asset must be at equal magnitude. The hedge ratio (i.e. the number of derivatives 
contracts bought or sold divided by the number of spot contracts whose risk is being 
hedged) is simply one-to-one. In this case, the price of the derivatives contract and 
the price of the spot asset to be hedged are assumed to be perfectly correlated so that 
the losses on one position can be completely offset by the gains on the other position. 
In other words, this traditional view assumes that hedging will eliminate price risk. 
However, in reality, there is always a small amount of risk that remains unhedged 
when hedging with derivatives. A 'perfect' hedge will only occur when the risk of 
the additional investment exactly offset the initial risk. Unfortunately, the deri\'ati\\?s 
f 
. 173 
and spot prices do not move in unison due to a range 0 economic reasons. 
173 For example, the asset whose price is to be hedged may not be exactly the same as the asset 
underlying the derivative contract, amongst others. 
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4.2.1.2 Profit Maximisation 
Working (1953) was the first to challenge the traditional risk minimisation \"iew of 
hedging, and to suggest that hedging in practice is undertaken not only for risk 
minimisation but also for other business related reasons such as profit maximisation. 
He argues, in the context of commodity futures, that 
" ... hedging is not necessarily done for the sake of reducing risk. The 
role of risk-avoidance in most commercial hedging has been 
greatly overemphasized in economic discussions. Most hedging is 
done largely ... because the information on which the merchant or 
processor acts leads logically to hedging. He buys the spot 
commodity because the spot price is low relative to the futures 
price and he has reason to expect the spot premium to advance." 
(Working, 1953, p.325) 
Under this interpretation, the objective of a hedge is not to minimise risk, but to 
make a profit from movements in the relative prices of the spot asset and derivatives 
contract (i.e., speculation on the basis). Thus Working views hedging as a form of 
arbitrage and explicitly considers the speculative aspect of hedging. Many others 
have also endorsed Working's (1953) view and argued that traders hedge to increase 
their potential profits. 
4.2.1.3 Portfolio Approach 
Based on the earlier work of Johnson (1960) and Stein (1961), Ederington (1979) 
argues that a portfolio approach to hedging is superior to both the traditional one-to-
one risk-minimising and the profit-maximising hedging interpretations. Under the 
mean-variance portfolio approach, the hedgers are assumed to be risk-an~rse and can 
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hold different positions of the cash (long) and derivatives contracts (short) in hislher 
portfolio with the objective of maximising the expected value of the utility function. 
The investors buy or sell derivatives contracts in the same way they buy or sell any 
other portfolio of assets, according to their risk-return preferences. Therefore, a 
portfolio with assets and/or derivatives contracts can be entirely or partially hedged, 
depending on the risk and return the investor wants to sustain or earn. If an investor 
wants more earnings, he/she must also be willing take a higher risk. The portfolio 
strategies offer an opportunity for the hedger to select from a range of expected 
returns (i.e. diversify) because this approach does not require a cash portfolio to be 
fully hedged in order to lock in the existing returns (Howard and D' Antonio. 1991). 
This view of hedging incorporates both risk minimisation and profit maximisation as 
the objectives of hedgers and seems to have become more popular in practice. 
/ 4.2.2 The Minimum-variance Hedge 
The earlier discussion demonstrates that, although alternative hedging strategies have 
been proposed to explain the purposes of hedging, the generally accepted view of 
hedging is that it is a means of protecting or insuring a position held in spot market. 
In spite of the restrictive assumption regarding attitudes to risk (i.e. infinite risk 
aversion), the risk-minimising approach provides a benchmark against which 
hedging effectiveness can be assessed and has been widely used in the literature (see 
Figlewski, 1984; Lindahl, 1992; Holmes, 1996; and Butterworth and Holmes, 2001). 
Therefore, the empirical analysis in this chapter is also undertaken on the basis that 
the primary purpose of hedging is to minimise the risk of a cash position. 17~ 
174 Because traditional hedge theory deviates from a practical situation and maximisatio.n hedge t~eory 
involves in speCUlative motivation (while fundamental finance assumes minimising rISk as ordll1ar~ 
investors' hedging strategy), most hedging studies take variance minimisation hedge theory as the 
empirical framework. Exceptions include lunkus and Lee (1985) and Cecche~i et al.. (.1988) ",ho llsed 
both risk minimisation and profit maximisation as the hedging objective in their empirical studies, 
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To achieve the risk minimisation objective, the hedger has to determine the number 
of futures contracts to buy or sell for each unit of spot asset on which he/she bears 
price risk (i.e. hedge ratio) that minimises the hedge portfolio risk. Johnson (1960). 
Stein (1961), and Ederington (1979) apply the principles of portfolio theory to 
demonstrate that the hedge ratio that minimises the risk of the hedged position is 
given by the ratio of the unconditional covariance between spot and futures price 
changes over the unconditional variance of futures price changes. 
Assume that an individual has taken a long position in one unit of a particular stock 
and wants to secure his existing return by taking a short position in futures market.!75 
The return on the hedged portfolio of stock and futures positions, ~H PI , is given by: 
(4.1) 
where ~ H PI is the change in the value of the hedged portfolio during time t; 
~SI = SI - St_1 and ~FI = Ft - FI_1 are the changes in the logarithm of stock and 
futures prices between time t-l and t, respectively; and h is the constant hedge ratio. 
Using the formula for the portfolio variance of two risky assets, the variance of the 
hedged portfolio returns, Var(Mf~), is given by: 
(4.2) 
where Var(~St)' Var(~), and Cov(~St'~) are the unconditional variance of 
the stock returns the futures returns and their unconditional covariance. respectively. , 
The optimal hedge ratio is the value of h that minimises the variance of the hedged 
175 Of course a hedge can be either short or long. A short (or selling) hedge involves selling ~utu.res 
contracts as a protection against a perceived decline in spot prices. For instan~e a shareholder. tearing 
that a stock price will fall, will always be a seller of futures. A long (or buymg) hedye. on the other 
hand, involves buying futures as a protection against a price increase. For illustratIOn purpose. we 
assume a short hedge in the minimum-risk framework. 
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portfolio returns (i.e. mjn[Var(Mf~)]). Taking the partial derivative of equation (-+.2) 
with respect to h , setting it equal to zero and solving for h . yields the minimum 
variance hedge ratio (MVHR), h· , as follows: 176 
h. = C a v ( Il S, , Il F, ) 
Var (IlF,) (4.3) 
In an ex post context, h· is equivalent to the slope coefficient, fJ 1 , in the regression: 
(4.4) 
Ederington (1979) shows that, within this specification, the degree of variance 
reduction achieved through hedging can be measured by the R 2 of equation (4.-+) 
since it represents the percentage reduction in the variance of stock price changes. 
The higher R 2 value implies the greater efficiency of the minimum variance hedge. 
However, several points need to be mentioned regarding to the above method of 
calculating MVHR. First, both fJ 1 and R 2 from equation (4.4) are ex-post measures 
of hedging effectiveness since they depend upon the previously explained correlation 
between the stock and futures prices, and as such they give an indication of the 
historical performance of the hedging strategy (i.e., the within-sample performance). 
In reality, hedgers use the historical hedge ratios to hedge a position in the future. 
Therefore, a more realistic way to evaluate the effectiveness of alternative hedging 
strategies is to use the out-of-sample framework (Butterworth and Holmes, 2000). 
Second, the economIC theory suggests that the pnces of the spot asset and the 
derivatives contract are jointly / simultaneously determined (see, e.g., Stein, 1961). 
Estimating the spot and futures prices separately is subject to the' simultaneous bias' 
and, as such, the estimated hedge ratio will be upward biased and inconsistent. 
176 As mentioned before, although the MVHR implicitly assumes infinite risk aversion, it is often used 
in empirical studies as it gives an unambiguous benchmark measure of hedging effectiveness. 
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Furthermore, equation (4.4) is potentially misspecified because it ignores the 
existence of a long-run cointegration relationship between spot and futures prices. 
and fails to capture the short-run dynamics by excluding relevant lagged yariables 
(Engle and Granger, 1987). Omitting both long-run and short-run dynamics in the 
spot-future system will lead to downward bias on the estimated MVHR, which could 
possibly suffer from the problem of serial correlation in the regression residuals. {~}. 
As a result, the futures position is less than optimal (see, for example, Herbst et al. 
1992; Chou et al. 1996; Lien, 1996; and Lien, 2004, amongst others). 177 
Finally, the use of PI estimated from equation (4.4) as the MVHR (h·) assumes 
that the covariance and the variance of futures returns remain constant over time. 
Clearly, this assumption is too restrictive and in contrast with the empirical evidence 
in different markets, which indicates that spot and futures are characterised by time-
varying distributions (see, e.g. Park and Switzer, 1995). The findings of these studies 
suggest that the optimal (i.e. risk-minimising) hedge ratios should also be time-
varying because the variance and covariance entering the MVHR calculations in 
equation (4.3) will adjust continuously as the new information arrives in the market. 
The preceding discussion highlights the concerns regarding to the risk reduction 
properties of the MVHR, h'*, that are generated from equation (4.4). In order to 
address these problems, several empirical studies have modelled the spot and futures 
returns as a vector error-correction model (VECM) with the GARCH error structure. 
The VECM captures both short- and long-run relationships between spot and futures 
prices, while GARCH error structure permits the second moments of their 
distribution to change over time (see Gagnon and Lypny, 1997: Choudhry, 2003). 
177 Since these two biases work in opposite directions, one may hope that they \vill offset each other 
on average, even though such a coincidence cannot be assured (Lien and Tse, 2000). 
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4.3 Time-varying Hedge Ratios and Alternative Model Specifications 
4.3.1 Time-varying Hedge Ratios 
As demonstrated earlier, under the risk-minimisation framework, the MVHR can be 
estimated using equation (4.4) where returns from holding a spot contract (~Sl ) are 
regressed on returns from holding a futures contracts (M;). The optimal hedge ratio 
( h * ) is equivalent to the slope coefficient (/31 ) in this OLS regression. Howeyer. 
because the joint distribution of spot and futures returns is time-varying. the variance 
of the hedge portfolio returns, and thus hedge ratio, will also change through time as 
the new information arrives in the market and the information set is updated. 
Given the above discussion, the variance of a hedged portfolio using a hedge ratio 
(hi) conditional on the information set available at time t-l ('If I-I ) is as follows: 
Var(M-D: /'lfl-I) = Var(MI /'lfl-I)- 2hICov(M/,M;/'Ift_I)+~2Var(M;/'lfI_I) (4.5) 
The optimal time-varying hedge ratio, h; , which minimises the conditional variance 
of the hedged portfolio returns (i.e. min [Var(~H~/'I'I_l)] ) is given by: 
hi 
* / C 0 v ( ~ S I , ~ FI / 'If I-I ) 
hi 'If (-I = V ( AF / ) ar Ll ( 'If (-I 
(4.6) 
The conditional MVHR (h;) of equation (4.6) is the ratio of the conditional 
covariance of spot and futures returns over the conditional variance of future returns. 
This ratio is similar to the conventional hedge ratio ( h * ) in equation (4.4) except that 
conditional variance and covariance replace their unconditional counterparts. 
However, since the conditional moments change as the information set is updated, 
time-varying hedge ratio may provide superior risk reduction to the constant one. 
This study addresses this issue by comparing the hedging efficiency using h· and h; . 
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4.3.2 Alternative Model Specifications 
To estimate the conditional MVHR (h;) in equation (4.6), the bivariate VECM-
GARCH models have been employed to account for the cointegrating relationship 
between stock and futures prices and the dynamic nature of their return distribution. 
The motivation behind using VECM-GARCH models in the context of futures hedge 
ratio estimation is that futures and stock prices react to the same information, and 
thus, have non-zero covariance conditional upon the available information set. 178 
Alternative model specifications that we used in estimating h; are considered in turn. 
Let St and F t denote, respectively, the logarithm of stock and USF prices at time t. 
The stock and USF returns are calculated as Rs t = St - SI_I and RF 1 = FI - F1_ 1 • , , 
The basis (i.e. spread) is defined as BI = SI - FI . A bivariate error correction model 
(VECM) for the returns is specified as the following form: 
p-I p-I 
RS,t =a so + L asiRS,t-;+ L PS;RF,t-;+YsBI-I+CS,t 
;=1 ;=1 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
This VECM specification contains information on both the short- and long-run 
adjustments to changes in stock-futures system. Specifically, Bt _ 1 serves as the error-
correction term to ensure that stock and USF prices never wander far from each 
other. The importance of incorporating a cointegrating relationship into the statistical 
modelling of spot and futures prices has been highlighted in many previous studies 
such as Kroner and Sultan (1993), Lien (1996), Choudhry (2003), and Lien (2004). 
178 A number of authors have fitted models accommodating both co integration and conditio~al 
heteroscedasticity by using a variant of the VECM-GARCH family of models (see, for example, Lien 
et aI., 2002; Moosa, 2003; Wang and Low, 2003; Floros and Vougas, 2004). 
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The conditional variance-covariance matrix of the residual vector & = (& & ) 
'I S.I' F.I • 
which is assumed to be conditionally normally distributed (i.e., \ 1// [\'( 0 H )) [;, 't'1-1 i • , • 
is denoted as: 179 
/ [ 
hs , Var(c, If,-I) == H, = ' 
hSF " 
(4.9) 
It is now well recognised that the variance of asset returns and the covariance among 
different asset returns are varying over time. To account for this statistical property. 
multivariate GARCH models are widely adopted to describe the dynamic behaviour 
of variance of spot and futures returns as well as the covariance between them. 180 
Different model specifications/restrictions on the conditional variance-covariance 
matrix in multivariate GARCH model have been introduced to overcome the 
computational difficulty and to ensure a positive definite variance-covariance matrix. 
Each model has advantages and shortcomings, and may fit into one set of data better 
than others (see Kroner and Ng, 1998; and Bauwens et aI., 2006 for the 
comprehensive reviews of many widely used multivariate GARCH models). 
Similar to chapter 3, to estimate the conditional variance-covariance matrix of the 
stock and USF returns, H = [ hs,l 
t h
SF
, 
hSF .,] , we utilise the bivariate BEKK-GARCH 
hF,I 
(1,1) model first proposed by Engle and Kroner (1995) where the time-series 
evolution of H, is described as follows: 
179 Of course, this can be further extended to cover more general error process like VECM-G:\RCH. 
with either t-distributed or skewed-t distributed shocks (see, e.g., Rao, 2000). 
180 Chan et at. (1991), Koutmos and Tucker (1996), Tse (1999), and So and Tse (200~), to name a 
few. However. most of these assume that the conditional correlation between spot and futures returns 
is constant through time. Although this assumption is implied in the cost-of-carry mod~l :nd, can 
overcome the computational difficulty, it is often rejected by the data (see, e.g., Tse and Tsul. -()()-). 
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(4.10) 
where C _ [Cll 
, 0 -
C2l 
The innovations & t in model (4.10) are the unautocorrelated residuals obtained from 
our previous VECM in equations (4.7) and (4.8). We specify market 1 to be the 
stock, market 2 to be the futures. In this specification, there are two variance 
equations and one covariance equation, with a total of 11 parameters in the 
conditional variance-covariance system, H,. The advantages of this specification are 
that it allows full interaction of conditional variances and covariance of two return 
series, and guarantees the covariance matrices are positive definite. Nevertheless, 
while this is perhaps one of the most general forms of the multivariate GARCH 
models and is widely used in the literature, it ignores the potential effect of the basis 
(i.e. deviation from stock-futures equilibrium prices) on the variance-covariance 
structure of a cointegrated system. 
Therefore, our first modification to the BEKK model (4.10) is to incorporate the 
lagged squared basis term, (Bt _ I )2, into the variance-covariance matrix (H,) so that: 
(4.11) 
and, B, = (S, - F, ) 
This model allows the short-run deviation of stock-futures equilibrium price (i.e. 
basis) to impact the conditional variances and covariance, \vhich in turn affect the 
estimation of optimal hedge ratio. We therefore term this model a °BEKK-X model' ° 
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The significance of incorporating the cointegrating relationship (as captured by the 
lagged squared basis term, (Bt _I )2) into the statistical modelling of the spot and 
futures variance-covariance system is emphasised by a number of previous studies. 
Lee (1994), for instance, applied a GARCH-X model to examine the predictive 
power of the basis/spread in forecasting exchange rate volatility. His results suggest 
that the exchange rates are more volatile and more difficult to predict when the 
basis/spread becomes larger. Ng and Pirrong (1994) also incorporated the squared 
basis as an explanatory variable into the conditional variance equations to describe 
the behaviour of metal spot and futures prices, and argued that the model that ignores 
the basis effect is misspecified. Zhong et al. (2004) investigated the hedging 
effectiveness of the Mexico IPC index futures contracts and found that the model 
which includes the basis effect has higher hedging efficiency. 
More recently, Choudhry (2006) also extended the BEKK model for the conditional 
moments with an error correction term, ECT, (i.e. BEKK-X model) and found that it 
helps to reduce the variances of some commodity markets. Given the results of above 
studies, it would be interesting to analyse whether the optimal hedging strategy 
constructed from a model that accounts for basis effects by adding the lagged 
squared basis term, i.e. BEKK-X model (4.11), can provide a better fit to the data, 
and hence, produce a better hedging performance. lSI 
181 However, Sim and Zurbreugg (2000) replaced B,2_1 with IB,-II in their GARCH-X model to 
examine the hedging effectiveness of KOSPI 200 futures contract during the Asian financial crisis 
period. Zhong et al. (2004) employed a similar method but replace B,2_1 with Bt _1 to investigate the 
hedging effectiveness of Mexico IPe index futures contract. Nonetheless, our use of the lagged 
squared basis specification rather than the lagged level or the lagged absolute value, is justified by the 
uniformly superior results ~nd is also advocated by Lee (1994. p.377). Recently Lien and Ya~g (~~06) 
further allow the basis to have asymmetric effects on variance-covarianc~ sy~t~m by separating, It mto 
positive and negative terms in examining the hedging effectiveness of SIX different currene} tutures. 
We also estimated a similar model as a robustness test. 
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Our second modification to the original BEKK model (4.10) is to introduce an 
asymmetry term, D; I; 1-1;;-1 DII ' into the variance-covariance matrix, H" so that: 
( 4.12) 
where c = [cII 0 ]. A _ [all 
, 0 ' 11-
C21 C 22 a21 
and, 
This model allows for the asymmetries that may exist in the variance-covariance 
system of the stock and USF markets to enter into the conditional variances and 
covariance equations. We name it as 'AsymBEKK model' throughout the chapter. 
The idea that the variance-covariance matrix may be asymmetric is not new. 182 
Indeed, it is now widely accepted in literature that the 'bad news' about security 
return (negative innovation) raises the conditional variance and covariance by more 
than the equally sized 'good news' does. I83 Our asymmetric modification to the 
BEKK model (4.10) is also inspired by several studies. For instances, in their 
investigation of short-term interest risk hedging, Gagnon and Lypny (1995) show 
that greater risk reduction may be achieved by accounting for asymmetries in the 
spot-futures joint dynamics. Using a similar asymmetric BEKK-GARCH model, 
Brooks et al. (2002) examine the impacts of the asymmetric volatility response on 
the optimal hedge ratios and hedging effectiveness of the FTSE 1 00 index futures. 
Their empirical results suggest that the asymmetric BEKK-GARCH model gives 
superior in-sample hedging performance, though the result of the simpler symmetric 
BEKK-GARCH model is not inferior in the out-of-sample period. 
182 There is a substantial body of literature which suggested that conditional volatility responds 
asymmetrically to news, especially at market level (see, for example, Black, 1976b; Christie, I q8~). 
More recently, this phenomenon was also found to be pronounced at the individual firm \evcl. 
183 Kroner and Ng (1998) identify three possible forms of asymmetries: (i) own-variance asymmet~). 
(ii) cross-variance asymmetry, and (iii) covariance asymmetry. The full range of possible asymmetrlcs 
can be examined only through a multivariate approach (see Brooks et aI., 2002). 
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However, the findings of Gagnon and Lypny (1995) and Brooks et al. (2002) are in 
contrast with those of Thomas and Brooks (2001) and Meneu and Torro (2003), who 
show that optimal hedge ratios are insensitive to the well-know asymmetric volatility 
and there is no significance difference in hedge effectiveness of the strategies derived 
from either symmetric or asymmetric GARCH models. In addition. the lack of 
sensitivity of hedge ratios to asymmetries is also recently confirmed by Copeland 
and Zhu (2006).184 One of the possible reasons could be due to the fact that a ratio 
between the variance and covariance tends to compensate and make to eliminate the 
asymmetric effect if a proportion is maintained between both conditional second 
moments (see Meneu and Torro, 2003). 
Recently Lien (2005a) presents a theoretical analysis for the effect of asymmetry on 
futures hedging, within the stochastic volatility framework. His analytical results 
indicate that the average hedge ratio increases with increasing degree of asymmetry. 
On the other hand, asymmetry seems to have little or no effect on hedging 
performance for both within-sample and out-of-sample cases. However, it should be 
noted that the asymmetric volatility model that Lien (2005a) considered suffers from 
several limitations such as constant correlation and the absence of spillover effects. 
The findings should be interpreted with cautions and the generality of results may be 
questionable. Since our AsymBEKK model incorporates both volatility spillover and 
the asymmetric effect associated with the spot-futures covariance structure, while 
allows correlations between two returns to vary over time, it enables us to examine 
the potential effect of asymmetry on futures hedging in a more general environment. 
184 Copeland and Zhu (2006) compare various dynamic hedge ratios with the standard OLS ~edge 
. . ..' t' (Australia German\' Japan. Kl)rea. 
ratio for futures contracts on the major stock mdex m SIX coun nes , . ' . ., 
UK and US). Their results suggest that the asymmetric GARCH refinement to computing mmmlUm 
variance hedge ratios produces little or no improvement over OLS-based methods. 
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Finally, we further extend the original BEKK model (4.10) by adding both the lagged 
squared basis term, C114Y' and the asymmetry term D'): ):' D into H such that· 
, II '=' ,-),=,,-) II' I ' • 
(4.13) 
and, 
This augmented 'AsymBEKK-X' model is perhaps the most general form of the 
multivariate GARCH model which simultaneously incorporates the time-varying 
volatility, volatility spillovers, the basis and asymmetric effects on the spot-futures 
covariance structure while allowing correlations to vary over time. Moreover, this 
flexible model encompasses all BEKK models. Specifically, it reduces to original 
BEKK model (4.10) if the elements of~l and Ell matrices are all set to zero; becomes 
BEKK-X model (4.11) when the elements of ~l matrix are equal zero; and reduces to 
AsymBEKK model (4.12) if the elements of Ell matrices are restricted to zero. IS5 
In this chapter, we consider the hedging performance of the dynamic hedge ratios 
produced by the original BEKK, BEKK-X, AsymBEKK, as well as the most general 
AsymBEKK -X models, and compare them with the hedging effectiveness for the 
constant hedge ratios generated from both OLS and VECM regression models. For 
comparison purpose, performance of the unhedged position and naive hedge ratio of 
one are also evaluated. 
18S Due to a large number of parameters involved in the estimation, we employ a two-step proced~re 
to estimate our models. The first step is to apply VECM in equations (4.7) and (4.8) and then usmg 
residuals of VECM in the formulation of alternative BEKK GARCH (1,1) models in the second step. 
Before estimating mean equations, we use the Schwarz Bayesian criterion (Schwarz. 1978) to 
determine p, the number of lags in the mean equations. Tse (1999) mentions that, because the least 
squares estimator used in VECM is still unbiased and consistent even with the presence of 
heteroscedasticity, this two-step approach is asymptotically equivalent to a joint estimation of the 
VECM and GARCH models. 
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4.3.3 Measuring Hedging Effectiveness 
To measure and compare the hedging effectiveness of each strategy. we compute the 
risk-reduction and its economic significance when the utility level is considered. 
Furthermore, we will distinguish between ex-post and ex-ante results by splitting the 
data sample in two parts. In the first one, the hedging performances are compared ex-
post whereas in the second one an ex-ante approach is used. 
4.3.3.1 The Risk Reduction 
In order to evaluate the hedging performance of different hedging strategies, we 
compute the percentage reduction in the variance of the portfolio returns from these 
strategies over both within-sample and out-of-sample periods. More specifically, 
given the following variance of the hedged portfolio of each strategy: 
(4.14) 
where h;" are the optimal (i.e. minimum-variance) hedge ratios produced by different 
models, the variance of each hedged portfolio is compared to the variance of the 
unhedged position (i.e. Var(Mt) where h: = 0 for all t), and then the variance 
reduction achieved through hedging is calculated as follows: 
1- Var(f:,.HPt/lfIt_l) 
Var(f:,.St) 
( 4.15) 
The larger the variance reduction, the higher the degree of hedging effectiveness. 
When h: in equation (4.14) is the OLS hedge ratio of equation (4.4). fJ 1 ' this hedging 
effectiveness measure is same as the R 2 of equation (4.4) (see Ederington, 1979). 
This variance-based hedging effectiveness measure is widely used in the literature. 
186 
even though it has been argued to be favouring the OLS hedge strategy. 
186 L' (2005b) h' the "inadequacy" of the Ederington effectiveness !1l\?asure (4.15) II.) len emp aSlses h' I ·t· I results demonstrate 
. ' . th th n OLS In fact IS ana \ Ica 
evaluate mInImum-varIance hedge ratIos 0 er a . , -
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4.3.3.2 The Utility-based Comparisons 
The hedging effectiveness, in terms of variance reduction. is based on the assumption 
that the investor has infinite risk aversion and is willing to forgo infinite amount of 
return for a small benefit of risk reduction. In reality, however, the in\"t~stors make 
their investment decisions based on the risk-return trade-off. From economic 
perspective, it is important to investigate whether the benefits from risk reduction 
outweigh the loss of earning from adopting a hedging strategy. One way to do this is 
to analyse the change of mean-variance utility functions. 
To this end, we adopt a utility-based criterion to investigate how a hedger's utility 
has changed from using a variety of the hedging strategies for the out-of-sample 
period in order to better understand the economic significance of portfolio variance 
reduction. Following the standard approach (see, e.g., Kroner and Sultan, 1993; and 
Gagnon and Lypny, 1995), we restrict to a special case where investor has a mean-
variance utility function. The expected utility for a hedging strategy is written as: 
( 4.16) 
where E is the expectation operator, !Vl~ is the return of the hedged portfolio, 'lit-! 
is the information set available at the beginning of the hedge. and A is the degree of 
risk aversion which is assumed to be 4 (see, e.g., Koutmos and Pericli, 1998: and 
Chou 1988' where this risk-aversion parameter is set as 4 and 4.5. respectively).187 , , 
that the OLS hedge will dominate all other hedging strategies, including those b.ase? on cointegratio.n 
and/or GARCH, as long as they are judged on the unconditional variance crtterton. H?\\ ever. h~s 
conclusion relies heavily on the assumption of no structural chang~ over samp.le pen.od. In thIs 
context, the failure of dynamic hedge to improve on OLS could be vIewed as an mdlcatlon that the 
structure is stable to justify rebalancing hedge (Copeland and Zhu, 2006). . ' . 
187 Note that the risk-minimisation hedge ratio is a special case of expected mean-varIance utility 
maximisation hedge ratio when .A = 00. To see this, expand the expected return and conditional 
. ., (4 16) . quatl'on (1 1) and (45) respectlveh. as vartance term In equatIOn . , usmg e '"to . • • 
E( IJ.Sjl/lt-l ) - hrE( I1F; /I/Ir-I) and 1'ar(t:S)'I'r_I)- :.I~C()l'(~ "r' .'1f;jl/lr_l) +,~2r co·(. V',) 'III - I )' 
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Different hedge ratios generated from different hedging models \\"ill lead to the 
different portfolio returns and variances, and thus, different level of expected utility. 
A hedging strategy can be considered as superior, in an economic sense, if its usage 
results in higher expected utility than using other hedging strategies. 
4.3.3.3 The Relative Hedging Performance 
To see more clearly the implications of the error correction mechanism, the time-
varying volatility, the basis and asymmetric effects of the spot-futures covariance 
structure on the estimations of optimal hedge ratios and hence hedging effectiveness, 
we compute a measure on the incremental risk reduction to investigate the relatil'c 
hedging performance between two different hedging strategies. For example, the 
importance of the asymmetries can be seen by the additional variance reduction of 
AsymBEKK model (4.12) over and above that achieved by the use of dynamic hedge 
based on the standard BEKK model (4.10). The improvement is calculated as: 
I _ Va r (~ H P, / A s y m B E K K ) 
V a r ( ~ H P, / B E K K ) 
(4.17) 
Positive (negative) value implies that AsymBEKK-based hedge has higher (lower) 
hedging effectiveness, in terms of variance reduction, than the BEKK-based hedge. 
Comparisons are also provided between other pairs of hedged portfolios, and for the 
changes in the level of utility of these portfolios derived from different strategies as: 
E U (!J.H P, / BEKK) - E U (!J.HP, / AsymBEKK) 
IE U (!J.H P, / AsymBEKK)1 
( 4.18) 
The utility-maximising hedge ratio (i.e.,Max[E(MlP)'I',_l)-AJ'ar(.1Hp'/'I',_I)]) is then 
h, 
obtained by setting the second-order condition of above maximising objective: 
h· = --(A 2r1 E(I1FrI'I',_)+Co\'(~,M,/'I'I_l) . If we have A = 00. the first term in the nUlll,'LI!dr 
I Var(M,/'I'I_l) 
is zero' and h· is equivalent to the minimum-variance hedge ratio (MVHR) in equation (.t.6), 
• I 
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4.4 Data Descriptions 
The dataset we use is the same as those in the previous price discovery chapter. 
Specifically, daily closing prices of 50 individual stocks and their corresponding 
futures contracts are used. I88 The sample period spans almost five years from first 
day of each USF contract listed to December 30, 2005. All the days that either stock 
or futures markets were closed are removed. The number of observations for eac h 
USF contracts varies from 1060 to 1267. To prevent the thin markets and contract 
expiration effects, a single futures price series for each USF contract is constructed 
by using closing prices from the nearest contract with rolling over at the beginning of 
the delivery month to the next nearby contract. 
Data sample is split into two periods. The first period covers from the first day of the 
sample to the day where there are 252 days left. The second period covers those last 
252 days in the sample. Using the first sample, we estimate each model and then 
compare their within-sample hedging effectiveness. The out-of-sample performances 
are based on the last one year's worth of data (i.e. the last 250 returns observations). 
Table 4.1 provides the summary statistics for the stock and USF returns and the basis 
for the within-sample estimation period. Since futures are the derivatives of stock. 
the statistics for the stock and futures should be closely correlated. From Table 4.1, 
we find that the means of all stock and futures returns are very close to zero, except 
stock NOV. For all stock and USF returns, the standard deviation is similar. 
indicating that futures market fluctuated more or less to the same extent as stock did. 
With a few exceptions, the basis has a larger absolute mean than its stock and futures 
returns and the majority of them are more stable than the returns. Nevertheless. the 
188 The list of these USFs and their underlying stocks is given in Table 3.2. 
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standard deviation of basis is larger than that of stock and futures returns in 17 cases. 
implying that the naIve one-to-one hedge strategy does not help to reduce risk. 189 
Statistics for skewness and excess kurtosis indicate significant deviations from 
normality in all series, particularly in a number of futures return and basis series. 
As a result, the Jarque-Bera test statistics also provide clear evidence of significant 
departures from normality across all the stock returns, futures returns and basis 
series. Such deviations can be, to a considerable degree, attributed to the presence of 
conditional heteroscedasticity, or volatility clustering (see Bollerslev et aI., 1992). 
The Ljung-Box Q statistics for 12 lags show evidence of temporal dependencies in 
72 percent (i.e., 72 out of 100) in the first moment of the time-series distributions. 
while for the squared returns, Q2(12) statistic is significant in almost all cases, 
implying that conditional heteroscedasticity is present in most returns series. This is 
also confirmed by the Lagrange Multiplier (LM) test of ARCH effects suggested by 
Engle (1982). Such dependencies can be modelled by GARCH type of models where 
the second moments are allowed to be time-varying. Accordingly. the use of time-
varying variances and covariance in hedging decisions is expected to produce better 
results than those obtained under the assumption of constant second moments. 
Also presented in Table 4.1 are the volatility specification test statistics of Engle and 
Ng (1993) for testing for asymmetries in the second moments of the returns series. 
The joint test statistic is significant in almost all instances verifying that yolatility 
asymmetries are present across returns and need to be incorporated into the model. 
Thus, inclusion of an asymmetric term in the models (4.12) and (4.13) is justified. 
189 Our finding that the fluctuation in the basis was generally less than. th.e range of fluctuations in th~ 
. I' h the baSIS IS almost always more stablt: futures or stock returns is consistent With the Iterature were . b . . 
. I . I I variability of the aSls IS very than the futures price or the cash pnce. Indeed, th~ re ~tlve y o~.. . 
important for hedgers as hedging is an exchange of pnce risk for baSIS nsk. 
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4.5 Empirical Results 
This section presents the empirical results of our investigation on the risk 
management function of USF contracts. We report the results in the following steps. 
The first subsection provides the preliminary unit root and cointegration tests for 
each pair of stock and futures series in order to confirm the cointegration of two 
prices series and thus provide justification to the error correction specifications. 
Then, we describe the estimation results for our VECM-AsymBEKK-X model (4.13) 
that is used to produce the dynamic hedge ratios for hedging the USF stock positions. 
In the third subsection we measure the hedging effectiveness of USF by applying 
both variance-reduction and utility-based performance evaluation criteria for the 
within-sample and out-of-sample periods. Subsequently, the time-series and cross-
sectional variations in hedging efficiency are considered for certain periods / groups 
by means of sub-period / sub-sample analysis. Following that we examine the cross-
sectional determinants of USF hedging performance. Finally, the last subsection 
investigates the relative hedging effectiveness of USF versus index futures and 
assesses the efficiency of creating USF hedge portfolio in hedging cash portfolio 
containing multiple stocks. 
4.5.1 Unit Root and Cointegration Tests 
In order to prevent spurious regression and cointegration problems, it is necessary to 
perform unit root and cointegration tests on their price and return series to \'erify 
stationarity before doing any further analysis. If the price series of stock and futures 
are non-stationary but the changes of prices are stationary, the cointcgration concept 
becomes relevant in the subsequent empirical analysis. As in the pre\'ious chapter. 
we adopt the augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test to perform unit root tests. and usc 
Johansen's (1988) methodology to test for the possible cointegration relationship. 
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The results of testing both the unit roots and cointegration are reported in Table -L2. 
As expected, the null hypotheses of a unit root for the price series are not rejected at 
the 1 % level (except eight series at 10% level), indicating that most stock and futures 
prices are non-stationary. The unit root test is also applied to the changes of stock 
and futures prices (i.e., returns). The test statistics suggest that all the stock and 
futures return series are stationary. Overall, the ADF test results indicate that most 
stock and USF prices are non-stationary whereas all returns are stationary. 
Johansen (1988) cointegration trace test statistics indicate a long-run equilibrium 
relationship between stock and futures prices in almost all instances, except for 9 
cases where no cointegration relationship was found. In these cases, not surprisingly, 
the unit root statistics suggest the basis is non-stationary. Table 4.2 also shows that, 
when a cointegration relationship exists, the cointegrating vector is close to [1. 0, -1], 
and the basis is indeed found to be stationary.190 Thus the basis (i.e. BI = SI - FI ) 
appears to be a good and meaningful summary for their cointegration relationships. 
The implication of this finding is that the short-run dynamics of price changes will, 
to some extent, be influenced by past deviations from the common stochastic trend. 
Taken together, the unit root and cointegration tests results are generally consistent 
with current literature (see Kroner and Sultan, 1993; Koutmos and Pericli. 1998) 
suggesting that the stock and USF futures prices share a stable long-run relationship. 
This in turn supports our VECM specification in equations (4.7) and (4.8). Howe\,cr, 
for those stock and USF prices that are not cointegrated, a vector autoregressive 
(VAR) model is adopted instead. 
190 The finding that most cointegrating vectors are approximately equal to (1. O. -\) suP.ports the 
. , U b' d I" thesl's') that the futures price IS the standard expectations model (I.e, 'Forward n lase ness l)PO .'
, ' I ' hI' Il'es that the basis IS a statlOnarv process average of all discounted expected spot pnces, W lIC a so Imp -' J 
(Alexander, 2001). 
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4.5.2 Model Estimation and Diagnostics 
4.5.2.1 Estimation Results 
Table 4.3 reports the estimation results of the VECM equations in (4.7) and (4.8). 
When stock and USF prices are not cointegrated, a VAR model (i.e. VECM without 
the error correction term, Bt - l ) is applied. Since the model contains a common set of 
regressors, without the loss of efficiency, each equation is separately estimated using 
Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) technique. 191 The multivariate version of Schwarz 
Bayesian criterion is adopted to determine the lags length in the mean equations. 192 
Newey and West (1987) procedure is used to calculate consistent standard errors and 
associated t-statistics under the serially correlated and heteroskedastic error process. 
VECM equations (4.7) and (4.8) produce a large number of coefficient estimates. 
However, several observations can be made across the mean equations in Table 4.3. 
First, the feedback effects between each pair of stock and USF markets are observed. 
That is, the lagged stock (futures) returns help predict current future (stock) returns. 
More specifically, when considering only statistical significant estimates, most of the 
lagged stock (USF) returns tend to have positive effects on current USF (stock) 
returns and negative effects on current stock (USF) returns. Each market exhibits, to 
some extent, a mean-reverting behaviour with a stronger degree occurring in the USF 
markets. Secondly, the lagged basis has a significant positive effect on the current 
futures returns for 26 out of 41 cointegrated markets (as indicated by significant r t ) 
suggesting that futures prices tend to move closer to stock prices. In contrast, the 
effects of lagged basis on current stock returns are insignificant for 35 out of 41 cases 
191 It is well known in the literature on cointegration between conventional l( I) process that the OLS 
estimator of the co integrating vector is super-consistent (see, for instance, Stock, 198?). . 
192 . •.. d t four lags In Similar to our previous Johansen test results, the Schwarz BayeSIan cntenon III Ica es ,~ 
the VECM equations (4.7) and (4.8) for all but a few pairs of stock and futures returns. Therefore, for 
consistency, we again estimate all models with four lags. 
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(as shown by insignificant r s ). This implies that USF market follows the moyement 
of stock market in order to maintain the cointegration relationship. 193 
Overall, the above results suggest that stock market seems to be the . dominant' 
market in the lead-lag relationship between stock and USF markets, although there is 
a bi-directional causality in many cases. This lead-lag pattern is consistent with what 
we have documented previously in chapter 3. As discussed in chapter 3, the fact that 
most USF contracts are traded far less frequently than their underlying stocks could 
cause the stock market to play the leading role in disseminating the ne\v information. 
Table 4.4 presents the Quasi-maximum likelihood (QML) estimates of our general 
AsymBEKK-X model (4.13) and their corresponding robust t-statistics. The 
convention in these estimates is that subscript 1 concerns the stock market and 
subscript 2 represents the USF market. The coefficients relating to the impact of the 
basis and asymmetries on variance-covariance matrix are indicated in bold character. 
Consistent with Q2(12) and ARCH(12) statistics (in Table 4.1), we find that there is 
some evidence of the ARCH and GARCH effects in the conditional variances of 
stock and futures markets (as captured by all & a22 and bll & bn , respectively), 
whereas the asymmetric responses to their own innovations are not as pronounced as 
Engle and Ng (1993) asymmetric volatility tests suggested (as indicated by dll & d22 )· 
However, the focus of this section is on the coefficients that describe the effects of 
asymmetries and basis on the variance-covariance matrix between these two markets, 
captured by off-diagonal elements of DII and Ell matrix (indicated in bold characters). 
193 It should also be noted that, for II cases, the Johansen (1988) cointegration trace test statistics 
indicate the prevalence of cointegration relationships but the estimated error corr~~tion coefficients (as 
reported in Table 4.3) are not significant at the conventional levels. This surprtSIng res~lt .ma) arise 
from the fact that the ECT is not the actual cointegration relationship identified b~ the statistical test. 
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As can be seen from Table 4.4, the estimates of the elements of D and E are 
II II 
significant in many instances, highlighting the importance of asymmetries and basis 
on the variance-covariance system. For example, the coefficients on the lagged 
squared basis (ell & e22 ) in the two variance equations indicate that the basis (Bt-l)2 
is significant and affects the volatility of the stock (futures) market in 20 (9) cases. 
For other cases, however, the estimated coefficients are not significant. One possible 
reason for this may be because the basis is restricted to be the exact spread, (S, - F, ) . 
To test whether our general AsymBEKK-X model (4.13) provides a superior data 
characterisation compared to the BEKK, BEKK-X, and AsymBEKK models, we 
further performed a number of model specification tests. Specifically, we examine 
each of the three simpler BEKK models to determine whether they could be rejected 
against the more general AsymBEKK-X model, as indicated by Wald test statistics. 
The final three columns of Table 4.4 report the P-values of the Wald tests. The third 
last column of this table tests the restriction to be AsymBEKK model in which the 
good and bad news affect the variance-covariance of stock and futures differently, 
but ignores the effect of basis. For 14 out of 50 cases, this model cannot be rejected. 
The final two columns of Table 4.4 show that both BEKK-X and BEKK models are 
rejected in favour of our modified general AsymBEKK-X model in all instances. 
Table 4.5 summarises the results of these restriction tests and reports the 'best-
performing' model for each pair of stock and futures series. Of the four models, the 
general AsymBEKK-X model clearly dominates any other simpler models. though 
AsymBEKK model performs marginally better in 14 stock-futures pairs. 
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These multivariate GARCH model specification tests suggest that the pursuit of a 
model that allows for both basis and asymmetry effects on variance-covariance 
matrix (i.e. AsymBEKK-X model) is important and may yield superior hedging 
performance relative to a model which ignores onelboth features which is manifest in 
the data. However, to examine how far hedging effectiveness can be improved by the 
use of a dynamic strategy generated from this general model, further investigation is 
required. One of the aims of this chapter is to demonstrate this improvement. 
4.5.2.2 Diagnostic Tests 
When modelling the conditional variance and covariance equations, it is essential to 
verify the specification is a statistically adequate representation of the data in hand. 
The diagnostic tests on the standardised residuals and squared standardised residuals 
of our general AsymBEKK-X model (4.13) indicate that it is well-specified and 
provides reasonably adequate descriptions of the daily stock and USF returns series. 
As shown in Table 4.6, the means and variances of the standardized residuals fulfil 
the requirement of zero mean and unit variance. As these results satisfy the 
Bollerslev and Wooldridge (1992) moment conditions, we can be confident that our 
Quasi-maximum likelihood (QML) estimates are consistent. In addition, the 
skewness and excess kurtosis of standardized residuals are generally 100\er than the 
ones for the raw returns series (see Table 4.1), indicating that a large proportion of 
excess kurtosis in daily returns is attributable to the conditional heteroskedasticity. 
As a result of significant kurtosis and skewness, the normality hypothesis is also 
rejected by the Jarque-Bera tests in many series. Nevertheless, since we use Q\ tL 
estimation, non-normality is not crucial, as the standard errors are adjusted to ta"'c 
into account of this non-normality. 
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The estimated Ljung-Box Q(4) and Q2(4) statistics show that the residuals 
autocorrelations have decreased significantly from the raw returns (see Table 4.1). 
Moreover, the diagnostic tests suggested by Engle and Ng (1993) to detect volatility 
asymmetries show no evidence of any remaining asymmetry, with only 5 exceptions. 
Taken together, the results of these diagnostic tests again suggest that the dynamic 
hedge ratios based on the time-varying variance-covariance matrix of our general 
AsymBEKK-X model (4.13) could outperform other simpler models. We now turn to 
an examination of this important issue using USF data. 
4.5.3 Hedge Ratios and Hedging Effectiveness 
Following the estimations of the BEKK, BEKK-X, AsymBEKK, and the general 
AsymBEKK-X models, measures of the time-varying variances and covariance are 
extracted and then used to compute the conditional hedge ratios as in equation (4.6). 
For illustration, Figures 4.1 to 4.4 present the time-varying hedge ratios for AA, 
obtained from four different BEKK models, together with the conventional hedge 
ratio generated from the OLS model of equation (4.4). It can be seen that the 
conditional hedge ratios are clearly changing as new information arrives at market. 
Moreover, dynamic hedge ratios are relatively unstable with a few extremes (perhaps 
due to structural changes), particularly for those based on the AsymBEKK-X model. 
4.5.3.1 Summary Statistics of Hedge Ratios 
The descriptive statistics of the constant and time-varying hedge ratios are presented 
in Table 4.7. The constant hedge ratios generated from OLS equation (4A) are 
smaller than that produced by VECM regression (4.7) and (4.8) for 45 of 50 stocks. 
On average, the OLS and VECM hedge ratios are 0.8281 and 0.8600. respectively. 
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This finding is consistent with the analytical results of Lien (1996, 2004) who 
demonstrate that the omission of cointegration relationship tends to produce a 
smaller hedge ratio. Nonetheless, across all 50 samples, the constant hedge ratios 
have a lower average value than their conditional counterparts. For the four time-
varying models, AsymBEKK-X hedge ratios have higher average value than other 
three simpler models, although their average variability (STD) is not the smallest. 
The results of ADF unit root tests on the conditional hedge ratios reveal that, with a 
few exceptions, the time-varying hedge ratios are stationary implying that they are 
mean-reverting (i.e., impact of a shock to the series eventually becomes negligible). 
4.5.3.2 Within-sample Hedging Effectiveness 
This section investigates whether the basis and asymmetry effects on the variance-
covariance system of stock and futures returns have any impact on the dynamic 
hedging strategies. For each stock, we evaluate the hedging effectiveness of dynamic 
hedging strategies generated from the BEKK model with four different specifications 
on the time-varying variances and covariance: (i) totally ignores the effects of both 
basis and asymmetry (i.e. BEKK), (ii) incorporates the asymmetry effects only (i.e. 
AsymBEKK), (iii) replaces the asymmetry effects with the basis effects instead (i.e. 
BEKK-X), and (iv) allowing both asymmetry and basis effects (i.e. AsymBEKK-X). 
In addition, we also compare the four dynamic hedging strategies with the constant 
hedging strategies based on either the OLS or the VECM regression models. Finally. 
the performance of the unhedged position and naIve hedge ratio of one are also 
evaluated. 
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Following the estimations of the model, we extract the time series of variances and 
covariance of stock and futures returns for each model specification and for each 
stock over the sample period. Then, the time-varying hedge ratios for each model and 
for each stock are calculated as in equation (4.6). Subsequently. a corresponding 
series of hedged portfolio returns is constructed by using the computed hedge ratios. 
To evaluate the hedging performance for a given strategy, the variances of hedged 
portfolio returns for each model specification and for each stock are then calculated. 
The percentage reduction in the variance of portfolio returns of equation (4.15) is 
subsequently applied to make the comparisons among different hedging strategies. 
The larger the percentage variance reduction, the higher the hedging effectiveness. 194 
Table 4.8 reports the portfolio variance along with the percentage variance reduction 
from adopting each hedging strategy. The results indicate that time-varying hedge 
ratios perform better, in terms of risk reduction, in 43 out of 50 stocks. 195 For the 
remaining 7 stocks, however, the constant OLS model outperforms the dynamic 
hedging strategies despite the superior statistical properties of conditional models. 196 
It is also worth noting that some hedge ratios estimated by OLS/VECM provide 
extremely small level of risk reduction (see AGN, AXA, BAR, ENI, ENL and TI) 
and are well below the variance reduction provided by the BEKK-based hedge ratios. 
194 It is worth noting that using the variance reduction (instead of the standard deviation reduc~ion) as 
a measure of hedging performance, the true extent of risk reduction may actually be overestlm.ated. 
However, for consistency and comparison with the literature on futures hedging, we use the variance 
reduction as a measure of hedging performance. 
195 However, it should be noted that the superior performance of dynamic hedging. may not 1101.d when 
transaction costs are explicitly taken into account. The benefits, in terms of varI~nce. reduction, are 
based on the assumption that the dynamic hedge ratios are updated e~ery perIo~ IrrespecI.I\·e of 
transaction costs. In reality, however, there are transaction costs which rise propo~lOnately With the. 
frequency of portfolio re-balancing. Examination of the robustness of. our results m the presenct? 01 
transaction cost is worthy of further study, but is beyond the scope of this chapte~. ., '. 
196 • h I'ttl r even negative uams In VarIal1Lt? A number of recent studies also find that t ere are very I e, 0 , b 
. . I d d B b 2005 and "006' Copeland reductIOn by using time-varying hedge ratios (see A exan er an ar osa, -.
. 'fy' d t" f GARCH hed"t? and Zhu, 2006) This suggests that additional compleXity of speci mg an es Ima. mg . b 
ratios may be justified for some hedge positions but not for others. One pOSSible r~ason rna) e 
b . bl' t'fy th e oftime-vanmg hedue ratios. ecause the underlying structure IS too sta e to JUs I e us . b 
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Nevertheless, the dynamic hedging strategies for these stocks also fail to eliminak as 
large proportion of the variability of the hedged portfolio as evidenced in other cases. 
The relatively poorer hedging performance of these USF contracts (mainly the cross-
border contracts) reflects the fact that these futures prices do not capture accurately 
the fluctuations of their underlying stocks, perhaps due to the thin trading problem or 
the breakdown of cointegration relationship. In the light of the above evidence. 
LIFFE could promote more these futures contracts (especially cross-listed futures) to 
attract more volume in order to improve the hedging effectiveness of these contracts. 
Among the dynamic hedging strategies, our general AsymBEKK-X model has the 
greatest hedging effectiveness (i.e. largest variance reduction) in 22 stocks, with an 
average percentage variance reduction of 82.87% (i.e. over 7 percentage points more 
than that achieved by OLS and VECM). The AsymBEKK model ranks second and 
provides greater variance reduction than alternative models in 11 stocks. Allowing 
for only basis effect, BEKK-X strategy also achieves better performance in 7 
instances, but the standard BEKK performs the worst among conditional hedges. 
Moreover, we also find that the naIve hedge is the worst hedging strategy since it 
substantially increases portfolio variance compared to unhedged position. in 7 cases. 
The 'superiority' of AsymBEKK-X model can also be clearly seen by the additional 
variance reduction over and above that achieved by using alternative hedges based 
on the constant and conditional models (as calculated similarly in equation (4.17)). 
Results in Table 4.9 indicate that there are incremental risk reductions from this 
I . d I (at least 35 improvements obtained). strategy compared to other a tematlve mo e s 
. . ' h h .. I edge (i e '10 46% on an~ra!!e). The reduction is largest m companson WIt t e naIve 1 . . - . ~ 
Th d f · A BEKK X model based dynamic hedges rather than the e a vantage 0 usmg sym -
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conventional OLS hedges is 13% additional reduction in portfolio yariance when \\"e 
average across 50 sample stocks, ranging from -8.380/0 in AL V to 86.14% in AXA. 
The general improvements are also observed over other dynamic hedges. although 
the average incremental risk reduction is smaller than that eyidenced in constant 
hedges. For example, if we adopt a standard BEKK model without considerino the 
e 
effects of asymmetry and basis to derive the optimal hedged strategy, an additional 
7.26% risk will be incurred on average. 
Overall, these findings suggest that, in the absence of transaction costs. the dynamic 
hedging is superior to static hedging in terms of total variance reduction; and the 
dynamic hedging strategy that incorporates both the basis and asymmetry effects on 
the time-varying variance-covariance in stock and futures markets can produce 
tangible benefits for investors who want or need to hedge individual stock exposure. 
4.5.3.3 Out-of-sample Hedging Effectiveness 
Recall that we split the sample into two periods. The first period covers from the first 
day of the sample to the day where there are 252 days left. The second period covers 
those last 252 days in the sample. Using the first sample period, we have estimated 
each model and compared their within-sample hedging effectiveness in last section. 
While the within-sample analysis of the hedging strategies gives an indication of 
their historical performance, investors are more concerned with how well they can 
perform in the future using alternative strategies. In this context, the out-of-sample 
performance is a more appropriate way to evaluate the effectiveness of conditional 
hedge ratios (see, Kavussanos and Nomikos, 2000; Butterworth and Holmes. 2000). 
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To this end, we conduct out-of-sample comparisons based on the last one year's 
worth of data (i.e. the last 250 returns) to further evaluate the performance of 
different hedge strategies. Specifically, we estimate alternative models using the first 
sample period, and then each model is re-estimated with a daily rolloyer in the 
second period. The optimal hedge ratios are subsequently constructed and the hedged 
portfolio returns are calculated. This rollover estimation is continued until the end of 
second period. As a result, a series of hedge ratios and a corresponding series of 
hedged portfolio returns for each model and each stock are obtained. Similar to the 
within-sample analysis, the out-of-sample hedging performance is also evaluated by 
computing the percentage reduction in the portfolio variance as in equation (4.15). 
The results for the out-of-sample hedging effectiveness are presented in Table 4.10. 
Similar to the previous within-sample results, our general AsymBEKK-X model also 
seems to outperform the alternative hedging strategies in majority of stocks and 
produces the highest average risk reduction across the 50 sample socks (i.e. 82.38%). 
The out-of-sample results indicate that time-varying hedge ratios perform better than 
the constant counterparts once again, but only in 35 out of 50 stocks. 197 We also find 
that the hedging effectiveness generated from the naiVe and conventional OLS hedge 
ratios have marginally improved comparing to their within-sample performance. 
Different from within-sample performance. BEKK-X model is ranked second instead 
and provides greater variance reduction than alternative models in 11 stocks. 
Standard BEKK is still the worst performed conditional hedges in reducing yariance. 
For the percentage variance improvement (reported in Table 4.11). AsymBEKK-X 
strategy offer an a\'erage incremental risk reduction of 6.40%. ~.86%, and 2.)6° 0 
when compared to BEKK, AsymBEKK, and BEKK-X strategy. respectiYeiy. 
197. d' h d" . tent wI'th the findinos of prt:\ ious stuJicy The supeflor performance of ynamlc e gmg IS consls ~ 
Several studies find that time-varying hedge lead to higher risk reduction than cons~ant hedge f\'r 
assets such as foreign currency (Kroner and Sultan, 1993) and stock index (Park and SWitzer, \995), 
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4.5.3.4 Utility Comparisons 
From a portfolio theory point of view, hedging with futures can be considered as a 
portfolio problem in which the investor use futures contracts as one more asset to 
include in their portfolio set in order to maximise utility. Ho\\"eyer, the hedging 
effectiveness measure given in equation (4.15) is based on a strong assumption that 
the investors are infinitely risk-averse and are willing to forgo infinite amount of 
return for a small benefit of risk reduction. In practice, however, most inYestors tend 
to trade-off the risk and return of an investment as the appraisal criteria. From 
economic perspective, it is important to investigate whether the benefits from risk 
reduction outweigh the loss of earning from adopting a hedging strategy. 
Therefore, to better understand the economIC significance of portfolio vanance 
reduction, we adopt an ex ante utility-based criterion to investigate how a hedger's 
utility can be improved by using the strategy generated by our AsymBEKK-X model. 
Consider a special case where a hedger has a mean-variance utility function, the 
expected utility for a hedging strategy is given by equation (4.16), repeated here for 
convemence: 
E[U(Ml~)/'l/I_I] = E[ Ml~/'l/I_I] - AVar(Ml~ /'1/1-1) 
where E is the expectation operator, Ml~ is the return of the hedged portfolio, 1jf1_1 
is the information set available at the beginning of the hedge, and A is the degree of 
risk aversion which is assumed to be 4 in this chapter. 198 Different hedge ratios 
generated from different hedging models will lead to the different portfolio returns 
and variances, and thus, different level of expected utility. A hedging strategy can b~ 
considered as superior if its usage results in higher expected utility than using othas. 
198 We have also computed our results for A values of I. 8, 10 to see how sensitive o.ur resul,ts (l) tht: 
I, . I . '1 t th nder 'lssumptlon of It.. = 4 aversion degree parameter. The results are qua Itatlve Y simi ar 0 ose u , . 
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Table 4.12 reports the out-of-sample expected utility for each model and each stock 
examined. The results indicate that the dynamic hedging strategies based on our 
general AsymBEKK-X model (incorporating both basis and asymmetry impacts) 
outperforms others strategies and produces the highest total utility for 13 out of 50 
stocks. It is also interesting to note that the difference of hedging performance (as 
compared through the expected utility level) between the constant hedges and other 
dynamic hedges becomes minimal. Another striking feature of the utility-based 
analysis is that the static hedging strategy derived from OLS model seems to perform 
almost as well as the dynamic hedging strategy generated by AsymBEKK-X model. 
This seems to be related to the typical problem of forecasting in financial markets: 
more complicated models, especially where involved large numbers of parameters, 
incorporates too much noise to deliver any improvement outside the sample period 
(see, e.g., Alexander and Barbosa, 2005, 2006; Copeland and Zhu, 2006). 
Nonetheless, if a hedger had adopted the strategies from the AsymBEKK-X model 
rather than from the OLS model, he/she would still have the utility increase in more 
than half of the hedged positions (i.e., 28 out of 50 instances), as indicated by the 
utility improvement results in Table 4.12. 
Overall, the utility-based results for hedging performance suggest that the mean-
variance expected utility-maximising hedgers can produce additional hedging 
benefits by exploiting the potential effects of basis and asymmetry on second 
moments and cross moments of stock and futures returns, corroborating the 
comparisons based on the variance-reduction criterion. The superior hedging 
performance of our general AsymBEKK-X model is not surprising given that it is 
better able to fit the data sample compared to other models (see section -+.5.2). 
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4.5.4 Variations and Determinants of Hedging Effectiveness 
In the previous subsections, we have contributed new evidence to the futures hedging 
literature by examining the hedging effectiveness of Universal Stock Futures (USFs). 
Our empirical findings suggest that, on a total variance-reduction basis and expected 
utility-maximisation basis, most USFs have served as efficient risk management 
tools in hedging against the individual stock exposures. Moreover, we also find that 
the newly proposed dynamic hedging strategy that incorporates both the basis and 
asymmetry effects on the time-varying variance-covariance structure can produce 
tangible benefits for investors who want to hedge their exposure to a stock position. 
Although our evidence is in favour of the hedging role of USF markets, there seems 
to be a considerable variation in the hedging effectiveness of these contracts across 
different underlying stocks. For example, in relation to the within-sample risk-
reduction of AsymBEKK-X hedges (in Table 4.8), the hedging performances of 50 
sample USF contracts vary significantly from 94.64% in TLI to just 19.57% in TI. 
We speculate that the trading conditions associated with individual stocks and futures 
(or markets), such as the trading systems and institutional differences of the markets 
at which underlying stocks being traded, the geographical origin of the underlying 
stock markets, the development stages of futures market, the trading characteristics 
such as relative liquidity and trading costs, and the futures contract features/designs, 
are the possible explanations for these variations. 
As mentioned before, the special features of USF contracts provide us a unique 
opportunity to directly examine whether these factors could significantly affect the 
. F I 'th underl)!ino stocks trading nsk management role a futures market. or examp e, WI = .... 
in several different markets and countries, our USF sample enables us to investigate 
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whether the USF hedging effectiveness could be influenced by the geographical 
origin of their underlying stock markets or the underlying stock trading locations. 
Moreover, it also allows us to investigate the extent to which the hedging 
performance of a futures market varies across the 'introduction/learning' and 
'maturation' periods. These are the issues we wish to address next. 
4.5.4.1 Cross-sectional and Time-series Variations 
The first issue we wish to address is whether there is any significant variation in the 
hedging effectiveness of the USFs whose underlying stocks are being traded in the 
geographically-separated stock markets (that is, whether any 'country effect' exist?). 
We address this question by partitioning the within-sample hedging effectiveness of 
AsymBEKK-X model into eight USF groups according to their underlying stock 
markets location. 
Table 4.13 presents the cross-sectional descriptive statistics on the estimated optimal 
hedge ratios (h;") and hedging effectiveness measures (as given in equation (4.15)) 
for our entire USF sample, as well as for each of the USF group. The results reported 
in this table indicate that, while our whole USF sample (on average) reduces the 
hedged portfolio variance by 82.87% with the mean h; value of 0.911'+, there is a 
considerable variation in the hedging effectiveness of different US F groups. 
Specifically, hedging with USFs written on Germany and Italy stocks can only 
achieved less than 75% of average risk-reduction, although their mean h; values are 
not necessarily the smallest. On the other hand, for those USFs whose underlying 
stocks are being traded in Spain, more than 90% average variance-reduction can be 
obtained through futures hedging. The average standard deviation of their hedging 
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performance is 0.005, which is much less than that of other USF contracts. Since the 
eight markets considered in this study have considerable differences in their trading 
systems and market structures, the finding of significant variations in USF hedging 
efficiency across these markets is, perhaps, not very surprising. OveralL the results 
suggest that there is a 'country-effect' in the hedging effectiveness of different USF 
contracts, and that the geographical origin of its underlying stock may influence the 
efficiency of a futures contract in hedging against its underlying stock price risk. 
The issue of whether the trading location of the underlying stocks could affect the 
hedging performance of USF contracts is further analysed by comparing the relative 
effectiveness of domestic and cross-listed USFs hedges (i.e. home-bias hypothesis). 
To this end, we employ a similar technique as in previous section but partition our 
entire USF sample into two groups: one includes the 10 USFs that trading on U.K. 
stocks and the other one includes all the USFs that are based on 40 European stocks. 
Cross-sectional descriptive statistics of the estimated optimal hedge ratios (h;) are 
presented in Panel A of Table 4.14. The average minimum-variance hedge ratios 
among the U.K. USF contracts is slightly larger than that of European USF contracts, 
implying that hedging of domestic stock exposures may be more effective than the 
'international' cross-border hedging. Comparison on average hedging effectiveness 
of these two different USF groups in Panel B of Table 4.14, lends further support to 
the dominance of the domestic USFs hedging. Specifically, the USF hedging in U.K. 
stocks has reduced more than 86% of average portfolio variance whereas for the 
cross-listed USFs, only 82% of average variance reduction can be achieved. 
Nonetheless, a non-parametric Wilcoxon signed rank test cannot reject the null 
hypothesis that the average hedging effectiveness of these two USF groups are equal. 
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Next, we extend our empirical analysis and further investigate the hedging functions 
of the USF markets over the different development stages. The following steps are 
involved in our analysis. First, the within-sample period of daily stock and USF 
prices is divided into two sub-periods, which are dictated by the different 
development stages of the markets. The first period is the initial introduction period 
and corresponding to the first two years of trading in our 50 USF samples. The 
second period covers the next two years of trading (i.e., maturity period). Then. the 
VECM-AsymBEKK-X model estimation and hedging effectiveness analysis. along 
the lines set out in section 4.5.3.2, are repeated and performed over the two sub-
periods to investigate the temporal variability of the futures hedging performance. 
The cross-sectional descriptive statistics of USF hedging effectiveness for the 
introduction and maturity periods are presented in Panel A and B of Table 4.15, 
respectively. As a whole, the USF markets have 82.72% and 82.84% hedging 
effectiveness in the introduction (PI) and maturity (P2) sub-periods, comparable to 
the 82.87% in the full within-sample period. While the average hedging performance 
of 50 USF contracts appears to have increased slightly over the two sub-periods, the 
Wilcoxon Z-test shows that this small increase is statistically insignificant. We also 
find that, when the figures from Table 4.15 are broken down by country groups, most 
USFs have experienced some changes in their hedging efficiency although the 
majority of these are not statistically significant as indicated by the results of Z-tests. 
View collectively, results of our sub-sample and sub-periods analyses indicate that 
there is some cross-sectional and time-series variation in USF hedging effecti\·eness. 
Differences in the underlying stocks trading location, market structure, and market 
maturity are likely causes of these variations. However. the results may also be 
d · f: t . anv far reachin ll driven by a set of different trading and contract eSlgn ac ors.. c 
conclusions cannot be drawn at this stage. As discussed earlier, the relatively lar~e 
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size of our USF sample allows us to control for these factors and formally explore 
the cross-sectional determinants of USF hedging performance in the next section. 
4.5.4.2 Cross-sectional Determinants of Hedging Effectiveness 
The results from previous section suggest that the hedging effectiveness of USF 
markets is not equal across all the stocks in our sample. They vary considerably 
through time and across contracts or markets. In this section, we perform a set of 
OLS regressions in order to identify the factors affecting the level of USF hedging 
performance. What determines the effectiveness of USF hedging? This is the 
principal question we wish to address in this section. Most of previous studies were 
unable to address this important issue because in order to do so with any degree of 
confidence requires a fairly large sample. The relatively large size of our sample, 50 
USFs in total, enables us to explore the determinants of futures hedging performance. 
Before performing the formal cross-sectional regression analysis, it would be useful 
to see visually whether the hedging effectiveness of USF contracts is related to the 
observable market variables, such as the trading volume and spread. Therefore, we 
sorted the hedging effectiveness of 50 USF contracts by (i) trading volume, and (ii) 
effective spread, in an ascending order. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 illustrate the results. 
Inspecting these two figures, it appears that the hedging effectiveness of USFs (HE) 
is negatively related to both the trading volume and the trading costs in futures 
markets (as proxied by their effective spread). 199 This is corroborated by a correlation 
analysis. In particular, the correlation between the HE and the average daily trading 
volume is -0.354, and is -0.358 for the effective spread. On the basis of these. it 
seems to suggest that the hedging performance of a USF contract may be affected by 
both the liquidity and transaction cost of the markets. 
199 Figures 4.7 and 4.8 visualize the relationships between HE and the relati~e ~rading volume .md 
. '1 t th b' 'ned In hgures -I 5 and -1.6. 
spread ratio in stock and USF markets. Patterns are sImI ar 0 e one 0 st.: ~.
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In order to obtain more detailed insights into the cross-sectional determinants of CSF 
hedging effectiveness, we perform a number of cross-sectional OLS regressions. The 
testing framework is similar to that in chapter 3 where the dependent variable is 
defined as the within-sample hedging effectiveness measure of USF contracts 
generated from AsymBEKK-X model, which is directly extracted from Table .f.8. 
We then regress these hedging effectiveness measures on a number of explanatory 
variables including factors related to the relative trading characteristics (i.e. 
VolumeRatio, TradingFrequency, SpreadRatio, and underlying Volatility), the 
futures specifications like 'ContractSize', the trading locations of underlying stocks 
(i.e. HomeMarket), and the development stage of USF contracts (i.e. AfonthsListed). 
The regression results will demonstrate the relative strengths of these factors In 
explaining the differences in the hedging effectiveness of 50 USF contracts. 
Given the relatively high correlation between some of our explanatory variables (see 
Table 3.21), we run a set of regressions including the main explanatory variables 
separately in order to avoid multicollinearity problem. In addition, we used the 
Newey and West (1987) procedure to calculate the consistent standard errors (and 
the associated t-statistics) of the regression parameter estimates in order to adjust for 
the serially correlated and heteroskedastic error process. The estimated coefficients 
of a set of cross-sectional OLS regressions are reported in columns (3) through (7) of 
Table 4.16. In all five specifications, we control for both market maturity and 
country effects, as evidenced by our findings from the sub-sample and sub-period 
analysis. In general, we find evidence that hedging performance of a USF market is 
related to the relative trading volume and bid-ask spreads in the stock and futures 
markets, and is affected by the contract size ofUSF contracts. 
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In model (1), the coefficient of VolumeRatio IS negative and statistically 
significant at the 1 % level, implying that the lower the volume of trading in the USF 
in relation to stock, the higher hedging effectiveness of the futures market. This 
result is rather surprising, but in line with previous graphical evidence in Figure 4.7. 
One possible explanation for this result is the relativelv low USF trading \·olume. 
. ~ 
When there is no trading for futures, which is not uncommon, the daily settlement 
price of USF is theoretically determined in reference to the closing stock price.2oo 
Therefore, it is not surprising to see that ex-post hedging effectiveness is greater for 
the thinly traded contracts than heavily traded contracts. For model (2), we include 
only the TradeFrequency and also find it to be statistically significant indicating 
that the ratio of each paired markets trading days does provide explanatory power on 
the variation of USF futures hedging efficiency. The coefficient of S pre a d Rat i 0 in 
model (3) is highly significant and has a priori expected negative sign, which is 
consistent with the argument that the USF markets with relatively lower transaction 
costs tend to have greater hedging effectiveness. 
From model (4), we find that the coefficient of variable Volatility (as measured by 
the standard deviation of daily stock return) is positive but statistically insignificant, 
implying that USFs hedging effectiveness is not directly related to their underlying 
stocks volatility. Finally, we find support to our conjecture that hedging effectiveness 
of a USF contract is affected by not only the relative trading characteristics of stocks 
and futures markets, but also USF contract feature. The coefficient of ContractSize 
in model (5) is negative and statistically significant. indicating that the smaller the 
size of USF contract, the greater the hedging efficiency of futures markets. 
~oo Examining the daily trading in each USF contract, we find that it is not uncommon to lind ne'l d 
single trade on a given day for some thinly traded USF contracts. 
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While the empirical analysis of this section is relatively casual, it highlights some 
interesting results and reveals that the variables measuring relative market quality 
such as the ratios of trading volume and bid-ask spread are major determinants of the 
degree of hedging effectiveness across USF contracts, and that, the hedging role of 
futures are more pronounced for the smaller sized USF contracts. 
4.5.5 Relative Hedging Effectiveness of USF and Stock Index Futures 
4.5.5.1 USF Contract OR Stock Index Futures 
In this section, we compare the hedging effectiveness of USF on its underlying stock 
position and the cross-hedging effectiveness using the stock index futures (SIF). First 
the effectiveness of USF and SIF in reducing the price risk of spot positions is 
analyzed. Then the relative hedging effectiveness of these contracts is determined. 
The rationales for doing this analysis (i.e. comparing the direct hedging effectiveness 
of USF with cross hedging effectiveness of SIF contracts) are as follows: (i) all the 
stocks on which USFs are written are also the component stocks of stock indices on 
which futures already exist, it may be also possible to use index futures to hedge; (ii) 
for those hedgers who hold more than one component stocks in their portfolio, 
multiple hedging by USFs may not be as effective as by SIF since there are some 
correlations between the returns of the stocks and returns of the stock indices; and 
(iii) it is argued that stock index futures are the major competitor to USF in terms of 
its potential use by institutional investors. Previous research has suggested that SIr is 
an effective hedge instrument for a portfolio comprising of index component stocks" 
As such, the possibility of an effective cross-hedge with SIF challenges the \"iability 
ofUSFs.201 
201 • k . d futures were used to represent the stock indo futur~s from The returns of followmg stoc m ex "" "' """) 
h h USF d IYI·ng stocks" (i) CAC-+O for France, (II) DA\ for (J~rmany. (III t e same country as t e un er . 
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Although it has been shown in previous sections that there is some difference in 
hedging efficiency between hedge ratios estimated using OLS and with other more 
sophisticated models (such as AsymBEKK-X model), we adopt the variance-
minimizing hedge ratio estimated by OLS method because the main focus of this 
section is to compare the efficiency of USP and SIP in reducing stock price risk. 
Empirically this simple approach offers a convenient performance benchmark for 
comparison purposes. Also, due to its simplicity of understanding and estimation, 
OLS hedge is widely used by market players in practice (Brooks and Chong, 2001). 
Therefore, we apply the OLS regression to estimate the minimum-variance hedge 
ratios for USP as well as those for SIP contract in hedging individual stock positions. 
The regression equations for the direct and cross-hedging, respectively, are given by: 
(4.19a) 
(4.19b) 
where subscripts USF and SIF denote the usage of USP and SIP contract as the hedging 
instrument; Pl,USF and Pl,SIF are the minimum-variance/optimal hedge ratios 
(OHR).202 Ederington (1979) demonstrates that the coefficient of determination from 
the OLS regressions, R2, can be interpreted as the proportional reduction in the 
variance of spot price changes when the futures contract is used to construct the 
hedge portfolio with minimum risk. In this context, higher values ofR2 imply greater 
degree of in-sample hedging effectiveness (HE). However, a simple comparison of 
MIB for Italy, (iv) AEX for Netherlands, (v) IBEX35 for Spain, (vi) OMX for Sweden, (vii) SMI for 
Switzerland, and (viii) FTSE 1 00 for U.K. stocks. Their daily closing price series over the sample 
~~riod are obtained from Datastream. . . . 
_(1_ As stated earlier, while the Ederington OLS methodology IS SImple and easy to use, the optImal 
hedge parameter estimates from the OLS technique will yield unbiased results only when the data 
satisfies the assumptions of homoskedasticity and no serial correlation. Preliminary regressions 
performed on the data reveal the presence of heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation. Therefore, the 
Newey and West (1987) procedure is employed to calculate consistent standard errors and t-statistics 
in order to mitigate the serially correlated and heteroskedastic error problems. 
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R2's cannot be a formal statistical test of relative hedging effectiveness of USFs and 
index futures. Therefore, we employ the procedure suggested by Nothaft et al. (1995) 
to compare statistically the hedging effectiveness of the USF and SIF contracts. 
Nothaft et al. (1995) proposed an indirect test on the equality of the residual where 
USF is the hedging instrument (8r.EF,1) and the residual where SIF is the hedging 
instrument (8SIF,I) in order to determine the statistical significance of observed 
difference in R2' s of the two regressions (i.e. hedging effectiveness of two futures 
contracts). Since equations (4.19a) and (4.19b) have the same dependent variable 
(i.e. the stock price changes, Rs ), £USF,I and £SIF,I are not independent; thus, the 
standard F -test on the null hypothesis that two residual variances are equal is invalid 
in this case. 
To proceed with the test of the null hypothesis,~:var(~)=var(8S'F)' the following 
procedure is used instead. First, two transformation variables are constructed: 
ZI,I = 8uSF ,1 + 8S1F ,1 (4.20a) 
Z 2 1 = 8 USF 1 - 8 SIF 1 , , , (4.20b) 
As a result of this transformation, the covariance between these two new variables 
establishes the following relationship between residual variances: 
Then, the test of COV(ZI,I' Z2,1) = 0 is equivalent to the testing of the equality of 
residual variances, i.e., the original null hypothesis [Ho : Var(8CEF,I) = Var(8SlF)]· 
Second, we regress Z on Z using the following OLS regression: 1,1 2,1 
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Z 1,1 = a 0 + a I Z 2,1 + U 1 ( 4.22) 
Since a l = COV(ZII' Z2 I) / var(ZI,) , a I = 0 implies that cov(Z Z ) = 0 and 
'" 1,1' 2,1 
thus var(iUsF,J = var(iSIF,I)' Therefore, a t-test of significance of a 1 IS an 
appropriate (and sufficient) test for the relative hedging effectiveness of the two 
futures contracts under study. Specifically, if a I is not significantly different from 
zero, then the two futures contracts achieve the same hedging effectiveness. If a 1 is 
significantly different from zero and it is positive, i.e., var(iUSF,,) > var(iSIF,,) , then 
SIF contracts is a more effective hedging instrument. In the case when a 1 is 
statistically negative, var(iUsF,J < var(iSIF,I) , USF is a better hedging instrument.203 
The optimal hedge ratios (OHR) and in-sample hedging effectiveness (HE) of the 
underlying stock using USF are reported in column 2 of Table 4.17 whereas the OHR 
and HE using the stock index futures (SIF) from the same country as the spot stock 
as the hedging instrument are reported in column 3 of Table 4.17. The last column of 
Table 4.17 reports the estimated parameter a I and t-statistic of the test on relative 
hedging effectiveness of the two futures contracts. The Newey and West (1987) 
procedure is used to calculate consistent standard errors and associated t-statistics 
under the serially correlated and heteroskedastic error process. 
In line with expectation, empirical results from Table 4.17 indicate that hedging with 
USF has a better performance than hedging with stock index futures. For 41 out of 
our 50 (82%) individual stock positions, the hedge based on USF contracts has a 
~03 Refer to Nothaft et al. (\995) for further discussion of the test of relative hedging effectiveness. 
Karag.ozoglu (1999) had successfully applied this statistical testing procedure to test the hedging 
effectIveness for the Explicit versus Implicit futures contracts. 
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higher hedging effectiveness (i.e. R2), though the corresponding optimal hedge ratio 
(OHR) is not necessarily larger. Average across all 50 stocks in the sample, the 
hedging efficiency improves substantially by 43.54% [(0.757-0.527)/0.527] relative 
to hedging with SIF. However, before one could conclude that USFs have constantly 
outperformed the index futures, a statistical test of the significance of the differences 
in R2 has to be performed. As stated earlier, this is equivalent to the test of the 
equality of variances of residuals from regressions with USF and SIF contracts (i.e. 
test of significance of the estimated parameter a 1 ). The last column of Table 4.17 
shows that the estimate of a 1 is negative and significant at 10% level for 40 stocks. 
This significant and negative coefficient confirms that USF contract is a better 
hedging instrument than SIF contract in hedging individual stock position within our 
sample period. 
One of the possible reasons for nine USF contracts fail to improve upon the ex-post 
hedging performance is that price movement of USF is affected by both 
corresponding spot stock and futures markets. In other words, a change in the price 
of an USF does not necessarily rely on its cash counterpart exclusively. The trading 
activities within the futures market such as the spread trading between the index 
futures and USF might also affect the price of an USF. Consequently, USF is not 
necessarily a better hedging instrument than index futures in all cases. Taking into 
account the transaction cost and liquidity for both USF and index futures markets. 
one might even favour index futures as the hedging instrument because many 
hedgers are concerned about the possible impact of large orders that can be executed 
in the market without suffering from a large price concession. 
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4.5.5.2 USF Contract AND Stock Index Futures 
The empirical results from Table 4.17 suggest that the majority of USFs exhibit 
superior hedging effectiveness in reducing the firm-specific risk which is left largely 
unhedged if we hedge the individual stock position with stock index futures alone. 
Moreover, as discussed earlier, it may also not be appropriate to use the index futures 
as a sole source to hedge against the systematic risk of a portfolio. The optimal 
portfolio (i.e. market portfolio) may be a combination of the stock market index and 
some other stocks. If the efficient frontier can be spanned by the index and a leading 
stock, then we know that the true systematic risk of a portfolio should be represented 
by the relationship between this portfolio and a certain 'combination' of the index 
and that leading stock. Therefore, it makes sense for the fund managers to trade both 
stock index futures and single-stock futures to hedge against the true systematic risk. 
In other words, it is possible that hedging effectiveness of the individual stock 
exposure can be further improved by hedging with the index futures in addition to its 
USF contract since this hedging strategy may mitigate the market risk of a portfolio. 
Utilizing the similar testing procedure in the previous section, this section analyses 
the hedging effectiveness of using simultaneously both USF and stock index futures 
(SIF) contracts, and compares the hedging efficiency of this strategy with that of 
hedging with the USF contract alone. On comparing the hedging effectiveness, we 
once again employ a statistical test based on the estimated parameter a 1 in order to 
infer whether hedging with both USF and SIF contracts is superior in reducing the 
variance of hedged portfolio prices. 
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Table 4.18 reports the optimal hedge ratios (OHR) and hedging effectiveness (HE) of 
using both USF and SIF as well as those for using USF contracts alone in hedging 
individual stock positions. From Table 4.18, it can be seen that controlling for the 
market risk with index futures does indeed improve the portfolio variance reduction. 
Adding the SIF contract to the hedged portfolio where only USF is used as hedging 
instrument leads to an improvement in hedging effectiveness for all 50 stocks, 
though the corresponding t-statistics of the test on relative hedging effectiveness of 
these two hedging strategies are not all statistically significant. Specifically, the ex-
post hedging efficiency has been further improved by 10.12% [(0.833-0.757)/0.757] 
on average. The positive and significant a 1 coefficient shown in the last column of 
Table 4.18 confirms that hedging with stock index futures in addition to the USF 
contract could improve the hedging efficiency in hedging individual stock exposure. 
Given the fact that many previous studies have shown that hedging with multiple 
futures contracts can enhance the hedging performance of a single futures contract 
(DeMaskey, 1997), it is not surprising to see that the ex-post hedging effectiveness is 
greater for the multi-futures hedging than that of using a single USF contract. 
4.5.5.3 Multiple USF Contracts OR Stock Index Futures 
Until this point, we have test for the hedging effectiveness of USF in hedging its 
underlying stock position and compare it with cross-hedging effectiveness using the 
stock index futures by assuming that each portfolio consists of one spot stock only. 
Empirical results from previous sections suggest that USF exhibits superior hedging 
effectiveness in terms of R2 for the individual stock exposure. Adding index futures 
contract to control for the market risk further improves the hedging effectiveness for 
market participants who hold only the underlying stock of USF in their portfolios. In 
reality, however, this is rarely the case. Investors may hold more than one stock in 
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the portfolio, especially for institutional investors. Thus, using multiple contracts of 
USF to hedge against the exposure in a number of stocks in a diversified portfolio 
may not be optimal. Instead, using a broader based futures contract (such as the stock 
index futures) may be a better hedge against the covariance risk within the portfolio. 
This section explores this possibility by constructing a number of cash portfolios 
consisting of three to ten USF underlying stocks, and testing the effect of hedging 
these "representative" portfolios with the equally-weighted USF portfolios on the 
variance reduction; then compared with that of hedging with index futures from the 
same trading location as the spot stocks. That is, we examine whether the formation 
of a portfolio of USFs creates a better hedge in hedging multiple stock exposures 
than hedging with index futures alone. The application of a portfolio approach in this 
section should provide useful information to both investors and market regulators. 
For instances, if our results show that the creation of such a hedge portfolio using 
multiple USFs leads to higher risk reduction than just using index futures, this 
indicates that it is possible for hedgers to create their own 'futures portfolio' to tailor 
to their stock portfolio held?04 Further, it shows how effective the created hedge tool 
is for a certain cash portfolio size (from three up to ten USFs are used to hedge). 
Additionally, it should give the exchange executives important insights in 
determining the optimal futures contract size that would attract new investors to 
utilize futures for hedging purposes. This in tum may help regulators to make 
decisions on whether the smaller E-mini/narrow-based index futures should be 
introduced as a means of enhancing risk management role of futures markets.205 
204 It has to be recognised that such hedging approach may associated with higher transa.ction ~osts 
than using index futures alone. Also, the use of multiple USFs as the hedging instrument might stili b~ 
too expensive for small retail investors, and for those with very large cash portfolio exposure where It 
may not be sufficient number of USF contracts to cover the whole range of stocks held. 
205 As a matter of fact, there are already a number of mini-sized index futures (i.e. E-mini futures) that 
have been trading in the S&P500, NasdaqlOO, DJIA, FTSE 100, HSI, and many others. 
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Once again, utilizing the similar statistical testing procedure in the previous sections, 
we analyze the hedging effectiveness of using an equally-weighted portfolio of USFs 
and stock index futures (SIF) in hedging multiple stock exposures, and compare the 
relative hedging efficiency of these two hedging strategies.206 On comparing the 
hedging effectiveness, we again employ a statistical test based on the estimated 
parameter a 1 in order to infer whether hedging with USF portfolios and SIF contracts 
is superior in reducing the variance of hedged portfolio prices. 
Table 4.19 reports the optimal hedge ratios (OHR) and hedging effectiveness (HE) of 
using the portfolio of USFs as well as those for using SIF contracts alone in hedging 
multiple stock positions. The results from Table 4.19 indicate that hedging with a 
portfolio of USFs has a better performance than hedging with the stock index futures. 
For 7 out of our 8 representative portfolios, the in-sample hedge based on an equally-
weighted portfolio USF contracts has a higher hedging effectiveness (i.e., R\ 
though the corresponding optimal hedge ratio (OHR) is not necessarily larger. The 
majority of the hedge improvements are significantly different from zero at 5% level. 
Average across all 8 cash portfolios in the sample, the hedging efficiency improves 
by 17.88% [(0.892-0.757)/0.757] relative to hedging with the index futures. 
However, the positive a 1 coefficient for the UK stocks portfolio suggests that USF 
portfolio hedge is unlikely to improve the hedging efficiency in hedging the spot 
portfolios containing ten or more stocks. These results are generally consistent with 
the empirical findings by Chiu et al. (2005) who find that the small E-mini / narrc)\\"-
based index futures are more effective in hedging the small-sized portfolios (i.e. 
usually contain about 5 stocks) than that of using the regular index futures. 
206 Eight representative portfolios are constructed in total. Each portfolio is based on the country in 
which the underlying stocks are traded: (i) 10 USFs based on stocks traded in U.K .. (ii) 7 USFs f~r 
stocks traded in France, (iii) 8 USFs for stocks traded in Germany, (iv) 6 USF,s for s,tocks .. tr~deld, I,n 
Italy, (v) 6 USFs for stocks traded in Netherlands, (vi) 3 USFs for stocks traded m Spam, (Vll) - l Srs 
for stocks traded in Sweden, and (viii) 5 USFs for stocks traded in Switzerland, 
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4.5.5.4 Summary on Relative Hedging Effectiveness 
Using OLS technique, this section investigates the ex-post hedging effectiveness of 
USF on its underlying stock position as well as for cross-hedging effectiveness using 
the stock index futures (SIF). On comparing hedging effectiveness, we emphasize 
that a statistical test has to be performed in order to infer whether USF is superior in 
reducing the variance of the stock prices. By simply comparing the regression R2's 
(i.e. coefficient of determination) is an inadequate test for the relative hedging 
effectiveness of the two futures contracts under study, and thus might be misleading. 
We employ the approach suggested by Nothaft et al. (1995) to conduct such a test 
and find the following results. First, as expected~ hedging with USF has a better 
performance than hedging with index futures for individual stock positions. Second, 
hedging simultaneously with USF and index futures further improves hedging 
efficiency compared to hedging with only USF contracts. Finally, creating an 
equally-weighted USF portfolio to hedge multiple stock portfolios is also more 
effective than that of using index futures in hedging the small-sized portfolio. 
4.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter the hedging performance of Universal Stock Futures (USF) contracts 
has been examined for the period since their listings in 2001. In the introduction to 
this thesis it was suggested that hedging is the most important function of futures 
markets and is arguably the major justification for the existence of futures contracts. 
Given its popularity and the phenomenal growth of the volume of contracts traded 
(which has actually surpassed the volume of options contracts traded in LIFFE). it is 
surprising that the hedging effectiveness of the USF contract has not previously been 
addressed. This chapter presents the first attempt to fill the gap. 
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The examination of hedging performance and hedging effectiveness is undertaken in 
three stages. In its three main sections, this chapter considers the following issues. 
Firstly, we investigated whether, and to what extent, USF contracts have served as 
efficient risk management tools in hedging against the idiosyncratic risk of individual 
stock position. To address this issue, we proposed an improved dynamic hedging 
strategy to evaluate the USF hedging performance by applying variance-reduction 
and utility-based performance evaluation criteria for both within-sample and out-of-
sample periods. Secondly, we performed a cross-sectional analysis to identify the 
factors that explain the differences in the hedging effectiveness of USF contracts. 
The factors we considered include the contemporaneous market conditions, futures 
contract specifications, trading locations of underlying stocks, and the development 
stage of USF contracts. Finally, we also compared the relative hedging effectiveness 
of USF versus stock index futures, and assessed the efficiency of creating a USF 
portfolio in hedging the cash portfolio containing only a small number of stocks. 
4.6.1 Summary of Results 
The major findings of our empirical analysis are summarized as follows: 
1. Hedging Effectiveness: Our empirical findings suggest that, on a total variance-
reduction basis and an expected utility-maximisation basis, the majority of USF 
contracts have served as efficient risk management tools in hedging against the 
individual stock exposures. Moreover, we find that the basis and asymmetry 
effects in the time-varying variance-covariance structure have important 
implications in the estimation of hedge ratio, and our proposed dynamic hedging 
strategy that incorporates both of these effects can produce additional hedging 
benefits for investors who want/need to hedge their exposure to a stock position. 
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2. Variations and Determinants of Hedging Effectiveness: The results of our sub-
sample and sub-period analysis indicate that there is a cross-sectional and time-
series variation in USF hedging effectiveness. In addition, the cross-sectional 
regression results reveal that the variables measuring relative market quality 
such as the ratios of trading volume and bid-ask spread are major determinants 
of the degree of hedging effectiveness across USFs. However, we also uncover 
clear evidence that the hedging role of futures is more pronounced for the 
smaller sized USF contracts. Thus we can reasonably infer that hedging 
efficiency of futures is driven by factors other than difference in trading costs 
and liquidity alone, contract design factor also seems to play an important role. 
3. Relative Hedging Effectiveness of USF and Index Futures: By comparing the 
hedging effectiveness of USFs and the futures on several stock indices, we find 
that hedging with USF has a better performance than hedging with index futures 
for individual stock positions. In addition, hedging simultaneously with USF and 
index futures further improves hedging efficiency compared to hedging with 
only USF contracts. More importantly, creating an equally-weighted USF 
portfolio to hedge multiple stock portfolios is also more effective than that of 
using index futures in hedging the small-sized portfolio. 
4.6.2 Implications of Findings 
Taken together, the evidence presented in this chapter strongly suggests that most 
USF contracts are effective means by which to hedge individual stock price risk. 
This is not entirely surprising given the fact that the underlying stock of the futures 
contract is exactly the same as the spot assets. However, despite the risk management 
function are performed efficiently by most USFs, the risk-reduction ability of some 
USFs contracts is much lower than others and compared poorly to that c\'idenced in 
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other commodity and financial futures markets. The poorer hedging performance is 
found to be the results of relatively lower trading volume and larger contract size in 
these contracts, which abstain users from using these futures to hedge their indiyidual 
stock exposure. As a policy implication, this suggest that the LIFFE should first 
advertise more this derivative market through marketing campaigns in order to attract 
the much needed volume in these USFs, and second, reduce the size of these 
contracts to make them more accessible and attractive to the small retail investors. 
Awareness and increased trading activity should promote the hedging efficiency. 
In addition, the comparison of alternative methods for computing more efficient 
hedge ratios indicates that time-varying hedge ratios generated from the flexible 
VECM-AsymBEKK-X models outperform both the constant hedge ratios and 
alternative specifications in reducing total portfolio risk. The implication of these 
results is that market agents can benefits from this general framework by computing 
superior hedge ratios and thus controlling more efficiently their stock price risk. 
However, in pursuing a dynamic hedging strategy it is necessary to take account of 
the additional costs that arise from frequent portfolio re-balancing. Therefore, the 
investor must weigh up the benefits of reducing risk by frequent changing of hedge 
ratios, against the increased costs associated with adopting such a dynamic strategy. 
Finally, the finding that the creation of a hedge portfolio using multiple USFs leads 
to higher risk reduction than just using index futures, indicates that it is possible for 
hedgers to create their own 'futures portfolio' to tailor to their stock portfolio held. 
This in tum may help government regulators make decisions on whether the E-mini / 
narrow-based index futures should be introduced as a means of enhancing the risk-
sharing opportunities in the markets. 
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Overall, the results shown here demonstrate that the introduction of the futures 
contract on individual stocks such as USF has given portfolio managers a valuable 
instrument by which to avoid risk without liquidating their spot position. They allo\\ 
a better match for risk management purposes than do broad-based index futures and 
enable individual components of a portfolio to be hedged without having to change 
the make-up of the entire portfolio. These should give justification for other 
derivatives exchanges to launch similar single-stock futures as a means of improving 
the risk-shifting capacity in their markets. 
4.6.3 Limitations and Direction of Future Research 
Despite the effort to conduct this research as thorough and accurate as possible, 
several points need to be made with regard to the empirical results documented in 
this chapter. First, the superior hedging effectiveness shown in many USF contracts 
may be overstated due to thin trading or illiquidity. The reason is that when there is 
no trading for stock futures, which is not uncommon, the daily settlement price of the 
USF will be theoretically determined in reference to the closing stock price.207 
Therefore, it is not surprising to see that ex-post hedging effectiveness is greater for 
the thinly traded contracts than heavily traded contracts (as shown in section 4.5.4). 
Hence, to evaluate the usefulness of the futures contract in hedging an underlying 
exposure, one should consider not only the expected hedging effectiveness of the 
futures contract but also the liquidity of the contract. In the case of USFs, it should 
be noted that despite the fact that a futures contract may display superior hedging 
effectiveness for the underlying stock, liquidity could be the more important 
consideration in the hedging decision. 
~07 As mentioned before, inspecting the daily trading activity in each USF contract, we find that it is 
not uncommon to find no single trade on a given day for some thinly traded usr contracts. 
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Second, the analysis in this chapter has not considered the issue of transaction costs. 
In reality, however, there are transaction costs which rise proportionately with the 
frequency of portfolio re-balancing. One motivating factor for future research lies in 
consideration of transaction costs. For instance, it would be interesting to see if the 
dynamic hedge ratios generated from the more flexible VECM-GARCH models 
(such as AsymBEKK-X model we proposed here) are superior to static ones in the 
presence of transaction costs. 
Third, anther concern regarding the hedging efficiency of USF contract is that they 
are traded on relatively immature markets, which could lead to pricing anomalies that 
may affect our results. In practice, an alternative approach to hedge against 
individual stock position would be to create a synthetic long USF position by 
combining a long call and a short put with the same exercise price and expiration. 
Therefore, a comparison of the hedging effectiveness between these two approaches 
(i.e. explicit versus implicit futures hedging, see Karagozoglu, 1999) would be a 
worthwhile exercise. Finally, another obvious extension is the use of a longer sample 
period for estimating the hedge ratios and for determining hedging effectiveness. Our 
sample period is limited by the length of time that USF contracts have been trading. 
Of course, further research may also be conducted for different frequency of data, 
hedge horizons, single-stock futures markets, etc. 
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R£ 939 -0.0006 0.0320 -11.104 228.030 1765000.00 ... 9.433 0.023 0.002 0.9727 ·0.6574 0.2602 2.0851 
.... __ ._._~!'!s_. __ ~~ ___ :.~~.~~ __ Jll!~._._ -1.188 ·0.582 _._...2!!l.ll!'~ ________ . ___ ._ .. ____ . __ ._ .. _ .. _. ____ .. _ .. _. __ ... __ ._ .. ___ . 
BPA R. 1016 -0.0001 0.0176 -0.418 1.889 143.47 .,. 37.408 ••• 244.396 •• , 16.573 
Rf 1016 -0.0002 0.0173 -0.505 1.947 161.77 ,.. 34.024'" 224.485'" 15.571 
-11390 
·1.4831 
-6.8747 .. . 
-6.5926 .. . 
28095 ... 
2.8738·" 
53.9964 ••• 
49.6187 ... 
Basi. 1017 -0.0003 0.0052 -0.138 0.573 13.80 ... 
BTL R. 965 -0.0005 -:0::'.0~2::476---;0:::.0;::9~8---::1::;.1-::93:----'4~9:':;.1~3-='=·';--2=3:-:.6=70=-='=-·--::22=1:-:.5:::3::-5-=·= .. ;--:-:14:-:.4::5::-6----.-=-1.-=9737=:-:';::·----:.5:-.5::8=-04-:---=: •• =,c---1.-::-85::-:Z-'-6-:'---33-.5-2-12-'''''''''' 
R£ 965 -0.0009 0.0257 -1.072 9.845 3413.90'" 28.018 ,.. 8.321 0.312 0.2237 ·1.4576 2.5943 ... 9.2312 •• 
BVA 
BuiJ 966 -0.0493 0.1058 -1528 0.614 326.70 ••• 
R. 
Rf 
939 -0.0002 0.0226 
939 -0.0002 0.0216 
0.267 1.626 98.53 ••• 16.634 
0226 1.280 61.97 ... 9.601 
392.971'" 22.309" 
387.167'" 21.894" 
·0.3010 
I 1158 
-1.8390 .. . l5590 ... 36.2130 ... 
-l2309 .. . 33035 ... 25.m5 ... 
____ B~ 940 0.0016 0.0065 -0.563_~5:.:.3472;--_-,-;1 0:::02;:-.4:-;0",';::'.;;-' -::=:;-:.-;;-==-c;:;;:--===;----:-=:--.---:==-:-;:~--...,..,.=-~:-__:_:-::-:-:c_:= 
CA RI :--9:=3~9---~0~.0~006 0.0207 0.005 2.346 185.13'" 28.138'" 469.501'" 26.769'" ·10975 -7.0175'" 4.5508 ••• 65.3604'" 
R£ 939 -0.0006 0.0203 -0.127 2.351 187.99'" 23.290" 422.318'" 24.906" ·0.7381 -6.4438 ... 5.0791 ••• 63.0694 ... 
___ .. ...!."!i!..._. 940 . .:.-0:-:'=,00C!.I=-I_0:-:.:.:00:=8~2_--:I:..:.5=75:---,8:;;.5:.::3~9 __ 2735.50'" 
CGE R. 1016 -0.0017 0.0420 0.373 5.355 98103 ··:=·-=2-:-0.-=0:::29"'·=---1"'2-:'1.-::C066 ·" 9.399 
Rf 1016 -0.0017 0.0460 0.735 15.350 8005.30'" 15.984 15l381'" 24.033" 
-16095 
1.5507 
·5.6729 ... 
·3.4674 ... 
__ ...... _. __ ~~.s._ .. !.O..!.1.._....:~~~~~ __ .. JlJl!SL __ . -8. 5~~._2.~?.:..~~!.l.. .... }~12~Il:!l!.l..~~_. ______ .. _. ___ ._._ ....... __ ... _. __ ... __ ._._. 
CSG R. 807 -0.0002 0.0282 -0.237 1857 507.88'" 35.020'" 610.352'" 26.006" 0 0648 
Rf 807 -0.0003 0.0285 -0.057 l818 490.56'" 29.813'" 623.557'" 29.126'" ·0.3927 
-6.7705·" 
·7.3801 ... 
urn 
9.0553 ... 
34.4856 ... 
868390 ... 
3.4303 ... 59.5296 ... 
3.2607'" 66.5339 ... 
.. _ .. _ .. _~~!-. __ ._8,!l.~ ___ ...:I!:~~7_._~Q3_~ __ ..:.!.:.!.!_0_.:Q.473 __ ......!2!~~~. _________________ ... ___ --,-=--,-= __________ _ 
OBK Rs 1016 -0.0005 0.0249 ·0.126 2.025 140.04'" 10.826 383.011'" 23.089" ·11669 ·6.3397'" 2.7142'" 46.5041 ... 
Rf 1016 ·0.0005 0.0243 ·0.117 2.519 215.26'" 2l222" 292.020'" 14.462 -0.2580 ·6.2583'" 2.3493" 486022'" 
._. __ ....... .!3.~!._...! .. ~!2_.....!.O'~~1-__ IlJI!~~~6 __ 2:.8_0_3 ___ ~~~~=-·-:::-::-:-:-:-:: 
OCY Rs 939 -0.0005 0.0241 -0.006 1.212 49.39'" 23.901" 408.568'" 28.846'" ·04577 
Rf 939 -0.0005 0.0233 -0.005 1.188 47.48'" 24.349" 279.620'" 18.572' 02275 
... _ ..... _ ... _~~!_ .. _._~O' ___ Q:..O.Ql_~ __ I!:.Q!~? __ !.~!.Q 5.651 1617.30 ... 
OTE RI 1016 -0.0008 0.0290 0.083 1.753 104.21'" 29.360 ••• 366.148'" 22.211" ·0.6480 
Rf 1016 -0.0008 0.0276 0.D72 1.451 71.48'" 20.067' 299.838'" 17.425 1.6918 • 
..... _._._ ... __ ~~..!..._ .. !.1J..1.?_.....:!!:.QOIO~ __ 1.082 6.480 1569.60 ... 
ENl R. 1016 0.0003 0.0168 ·0.439 1.401 91.95'" 18.896' 221.723'" 16.162 1.0221 
Rf 1016 0.0009 0.0267 14.254 323.270 3541300.00 ... 6.965 0.039 0.004 I 2821 
Basis 1017 0.0463 0.2047 2.323 3.426 1120.60 .. . 
·5.9142 ... 
-1.1637 ... 
-7.3765 ... 
·3.5942 ... 
-1.8832 ... 
0.8057 
2.1m·· 
1.4518 
4.9519 ... 
5.9238 ... 
3.9293 ... 
0.0293 
43.00D4 ... 
243954 ... 
'14.8187 ... 
47.6507 ... 
40.3755 ... 
1.7296 
--·iNL--·-R;· .. -·-967 .. · .. D~·oiioi··· .. -o~ii"i6i--·--.:ii~89-5---·-5.876--126i6ii*i.-2i560 ... 14i450-.· •• --9~-:Q4ii56-·---·:4~48S-8 •• ·---···-2.4257 •• ···-·2s.:jili-•• • 
R£ 967 0.0007 0.0275 16.172 382.230 4947900.00 ... 8.528 0.024 0.002 02021 ·1.1657 0.0979 2.2892 
.. _._._. ___ .ll~!_...l~.s_._ .. -0.0187 0.1829 2.727 5.505 2019.20 .. . 
EOA Rs 939 0.0002 0.0191 0.156 2.243 172.42'" 3lO4I'" 251.867 ••• 14.816 
Rf 939 0.0002 0.0179 0.388 2.638 254.19 ••• 28.948'" 202.696'" 13.994 
BuiJ 940 0.0005 0.0114 1.250 l644 656.67 ••• 
ERC -R;--·-80-7----0-.0-ooti--O.0445 -0.065 4.405 653.05'" 38.192'" 198.514'" 
Rf 807 ·0.0010 0.0466 -0.663 8.164 2300.30'" 19.356' 258.501'" 
15.649 
9240 
1.4902 ·3.1179 ... 
-0.2652 ·8.4820 ... 
I 5370 -3.8557 .. . 
21134 .. -2.7758 .. . 
_____ B~ __ 8~ __ -0_.0_82_2_. 0.1399 -1.210 __ '",0.",52",2:-_-,2",0",6.-:-12=:--::"::',-.-:-:=_--=:::-. 
FTE Rs 1016 -0.0012 0.0362 0.349 2.666 255.34'" 9.408 588.441'" 34.152 .. ·-0.5626--------:6.3866 .. • 
Rf 1016 -0.0014 0.0357 0.273 2.739 262.23'" 11.051 438.872 ••• 25.209" 0.0029 ·6.0926 ... 
Basi. 1017 -0.0830 . .-::0'C;07:.:2::5:-_=,0.-=727::-_..:.I",.rn:-:-:: __ -,I=34::-.5::1'--,·;:;·-:-·-:===-::-:. GEN:--"'RI==C-.!9":6:::7~-0.0004 0.0187 -0.299 2.231 179.33'" 27.792'" 646.498'" 32.837'" ·0.2212 
Rf 967 -0.0004 0.0182 -0.193 2.299 182.64'" 19.129' 587.404'" 28.999 ••• 0.1009 
·9.1633 ... 
-8.2177 ... 
4.7543 .. . 
3.8087 .. . 
6.9865 ... 
7 D450 ... 
8.5437 ••• 
7.1326 ... 
32.6006 ... 
87.0525 ... 
598697 ... 
53.7805 ... 
102.6709 ••• 
81.3952 ... 
4.9521'" 102.6038 ... 
4.9552 ... 88.4621 ... 
mew 
.-'='B= .... :::· _..:.9,:::68:......-=-0 .. 0017_. 0.0055 0.53:-6 _-75.7.23;:2 ___ --::95::-:8:::;.9::-9-=.= •• :-==;--:-;==-;;; 
R. 1016 -0.0004 0.0179 0128 2.533 217.90'" 18.615' 166.783'" 11705 -- -24569"- -7.9235 ·;;----'J4iiiO.;;-69 6147 ... 
HAS 
HNM 
Rf 1016 -0.0004 0.0176 0.145 3.062 318.16 ••• 20.366' 180.247'" 15.263 ·1 9654 .. 
Basis 1017 -0.0010 0.005~ 0.037 1.396 . __ -:-::=6:;;5 . .:.'14:'-;,"",· __ :-::--::c:::-=-:::-:-
Rs 1016 -0.0002 0.0161 -0.579 7.027 1705.20 ,.. 48.360'" 86.869'" 4.358 
Rf 1016 ·0.0002 0.0156 -0.179 3.319 374.81'" 47.517 ••• 103.169'" 4.850 
RI 
Rf 
801 0.0002 0.0193 
807 0.0002 0.0205 
0.191 
·0.058 
1.254 151.24 ••• 
5.335 961.90'" 17.286 5U04'" 4.906 
8.142 2229.30'" 28.547'" 150.400'" 23.559" 
Basi. 808 -0.0019 0.0077 6.545 131850 608190.00 ••• 
·1.1031 
-0.2909 
0.0219 
-1.3827 
-8.1914'" 4.1276'" 780965'" 
-3.6046 ... 
-3.6576 ... 
-1.3319 ... 
-8.0798 ... 
0.5523 
1.1921 
1.2663 
1.4986 
13.4626 ... 
16.5640 ... 
23.1303 ... 
660616 ... 
-~~-i'OT6---000D6 0.0300 0098 12-30---352.07'" 27.518'" 535670 ••• 31637'" I 3073 
-03385 
-59425 ... 
·0.5979 
5.6646 ... 
0.8487 
678205 ... 
15481 Rf 1016 ·0.0013 0.0365 -5.124 85.134 247240.00'" 11.642 0.032 0.003 
Basis 1017 -0.0716 0.2149 -2.158 2.677 86748 ... 
Li:Cl--R;"-96S·-:0.00ii40~210-·-0D27---i.840 113.89'" 20.231' 473.118'" 23.189" 
Rf 965 ·0.0004 0.0208 0.169 1.876 122.19'" 18.616' 375.622'" 21.930" 
·04725 
0.8245 
·6.1499 ••• 
-1.0357 ... 
5.&840 ... 
5.9387 ... 
67.8358 ... 
49.]091 ... 
Basis 966 __ .Jl.003~_OcOI 52 2.098 4.250 ---1I~I~99~.4~~0..;·:; .. ;.....:-:-:=_:_--:-:::_:·=="7=-:--;;:---==_;;_----;;-;;;::;_:;-;;; ... -__;;-;;-"';a._-;:87;-;-.12'3 ... 
MUV RI 965 ·0.0013 0.0293 -0.236 3.069 324.08'" 19.915' 454.667 ••• 25.2&5" ·2.3700 •• ·9.0522 .. , 3.6113 ... , 
Rf 965 -0.0013 0.0296 -0.223 4.514 691.88'" 31.288'" 510.525'" 27.237'" 0 1100 ·5.7980'" 3.6705'" 47.0337'" 
Bui. 966 -0.0351 0.0256 0.826 .0.02,.!.1 __ -,9~1~.8~6:.·::.:":..... _______________________ _ 
351 
TaW. 4.1: s.u-y ltalisUcs alStoek R.tlln ... Fotun. R.tnnu, lIDd B.'1Sis (eomdma.d) 
Cod. V_bl.. N ,. • K 
NDA Rs 8U7 0.0005 0.0223 -0.031 4.228 
Rf 8U7 0.0004 0.0217 0082 4 S78 
Basis 808 -0.0002 0.0117 2240 9.017 
NES Rs 8U7 -0.0001 0.0141 0090 4.827 
Rf 8U7 -0.0001 0.0143 ·OOIS 3.832 
Basis 808 O.OOIS 0.0073 2.ISO 7.138 
Sip-Bial 
JB Q(ll) cr(11) ARCH (11) (t-test) 
601.21'" 26.932 ••• 327.611'" 20.495' -0.6892 
7OB6'" 23.m" 297081'" 19.216' 
3408.80 ••• 
784.52 ,.. 18.406 342.476'" 23.885" 
-1 1960 
o U765 
493.70 , •• 27.137 , •• 480.218 ••• 33.0SS ••• -01885 
2334.70 ... 
NOV Rs 8U7 -9.4719 0.0144 0.228 2.763 263.S7"· 23.631" 239.994'" 13.446 
-0.2437 
Rf 8U7 -0.0001 0.014S 0.468 3.233 380.7S"· 17.6IS 215.498'" 12.883 
-17192 • 
Basis 808 O. 000:;,:S;-~0~.O;:O;;S72 __ -;0~.m~_~S:.:;.3~9;-1 __ ..:.1.:.;104::::.:;' SO~·-:c";;-==_-==:-:-:-=;;-:-:-:=-:-_-,.-,-__ 
PHI Rs 835 -0.0004 0.0344 ·O.OOS 0.948 30.22'" 15.822 3S6.216"· 18.701' .02452 
Rf 835 -0.0004 0.0338 0.083 0.880 26.95'" 9.716 3U7.690·" 15.869 04106 
Siz&.Bi ... (f,. 
ter., 
-6.40U7 ••• 
·6.lSS4 ... 
-4.4193 ... 
·6.0508 ••• 
-2.9685 ... 
-3.7629·" 
-5.8399 , •• 
·S.4313 ... 
3.2075·" 
J 7106 ... 
43697 ... 
69910 ... 
31200 ... 
23991 .. 
4.4996 ••• 
3.9648 ... 
48 4S41 .. . 
51 1539 .. . 
J7.sno ••• 
71.n64 ... 
18.2389 ••• 
2112312 ... 
S2-"'~87 ... 
466605 ... 
Basis 836 -0.0016 0.0U74 ·0.S86 9.32S 2969.80 ... 
RBO Rs 93;9 -'0~.0~0;;;0:;1 -~0~.0;;2~10;-~.~0~.0;:84;--2;:.7~9~8:---";2~64;:.~10;-"··"·-;3;:;2.'8 .. 62'· .. •.. ·-:4;;8;;;0 . ..,2"35;-· .. •.. ·-;3;:;2."<S;:87;-· .. ·;;·-~.0;-.6;:6;-;3-;-1----·-;6-;;.72;;:2:;;8:-0·;;;·-;-· ---'4'"'.I:-::344::-:-::-:":::'--:SS"""'679·6 ••• 
Rf 
Basis 
Rs 
Rf 
Basis 
939 0.0000 0.0202 a OSO 2.928 288.67'" 31.8SS"· 431.020'" 26.896'" ·02521 -56869 ... 34301'" 42 9~0 ... 
RD 
ROO Rs 
Rf 
_=_-,B:::uis 
SCH Rs 
SHB 
Rf 
Basis 
R. 
Rf 
940 ·0.00U7 
1016 -0.0004 
1016 -0.0004 
1017 -0.6927 
8U7 0.0002 
8U7 0.0001 
808 __ .J!!I!~ 
1016 -0.0002 
1016 -0.0002 
1017 0.0008 
SU7 0.0003 
8U7 0.0003 
0.0083 1.020 6.845 1715.20 ••• 
0.0178 ·O.S24 3.196 380.41'" 29.339'" 299.972'" 20.208' 
0.0174 ·O.S27 3.290 401.35 ••• 21.336" 253.806'" 19.170' 
0.0U71 0.998 1.506 
0.0166 ·0.0U7 2.218 
0.0169 a 176 2.186 
0.0055 1.353 4.882 
0.0233 0.105 1.641 
0.0225 0.266 1.669 
0.0066 0.10S 1.145 
210.22 ••• 
165.40 ... 9.739 
164.77'" 9.873 
1047.60 ... 
374.208'" 21.069" 
346.911'" 19.587' 
91.97'" 23.3S2" 492.702'" 28.526'" 
103.21'" 18.754' 414.588'" 21.813" 
45.56 ... 
·0.U733 
-0.1879 
-0.4217 
-0.2417 
1.0979 
1.9873 .. 
0.0160 0.015 3.194 343. 14'" 12.838 318.029'" 23.696" -0.1788 
0.0158 0.165 3.149 337.14'" 15.128 331.317'" 27217'" -1.1393 
-6.7044 .... 
-6.5622 ... 
-5.5S49 ... 
-4.4317 ... 
-6.7823 ... 
-4.8794 ... 
-5.1308 ... 
·7.1784 .** 
2.348S .. 
2.4227 .. 
1878S ••• 
3.8711 ... 
6.5924 .. . 
6.2929 .. . 
2.3173 .. 
2~138 .. 
5S.1232 .. . 
52.3714 .. . 
436423·" 
333590 ... 
90.2043 ... 
6S.m6 ... 
31.2679 ... 
S4.9136 ... 
.. _._._ .. __ -'~."~ ___ •. _~.~.-.i:.Q~Q.~88 2586 ._-;8;:-;.4;-;1:;-4 __ ..:3:.;279~.8::0-;·;;;·-;-· --=~~;-;-=;-;;;;;-;=--=:-:-:;;-;;---::-:=;;----===::-----::=,..,..-:c:----c-c-"" 
SHE Rs 939 -0.0004 0.0180 -0.636 3.862 555.91'" 24.161" 318.805'" 20.188' -0.1238 -7.0320'" 2.3962" 58.3205'" 
Rf 939 -0.0003 0.0190 -0.799 6.145 1355.40'" 30.926'" 12S.450"· 11.901 1.9048' -3.0m"· 5.2091 ... 36.1299'" 
__ . __ .. ~a,si-" _____ ~~~?8 0.0281 0.252 ·0.S09 17.22 ••• 
SIE Rs 1016 -0.0005 0.0268 0.153 0.489 11.20'" IS.38S 228.619'" 10.S35 0.05S5 
Rf 1016 -0.0009 0.0285 -1.809 23.263 18637.00'" 14.431 2.944 0.058 0.9896 
___ .. _ ...... _~_~ __ J.!!!?. ____ .O.O?~~~ -3.125 7.919 3422.0"'0-:'::-.. :-==_--,-:-:-=-:::-:--:-= __ --::-:-::-,.,...,= 
TEF Rs 1016 -0.0003 0.0215 0.276 2.078 155.42'" 17.010 161.650'" 9.648 ·2.6936 ... 
Rf 1016 -0.0004 0.0215 0.395 2.720 269.75'" 13.904 200.510'" 16.522 -0.7901 
.... ______ ... _!3_~!._ .. !.!!.~? .. __ :!.Q.?~~ .. 83 -0.010 ·1.397 65.68'" 
TI Rs 1016 ·O.OOOS 0.0234 -0.892 6.709 1620.30'" 32.683'" 113.621'" 9.236 -0.4243 
Rf 1016 -0.0015 0.0418 -21.239 544.360 10025000.00'" 2.925 O.oz5 0.002 1.0189 
-4.8458 ... 
-0.5286 
-6.6206 ... 
-5.4757 ••• 
-5.3611 ••• 
0.3828 
... _ ...... __ ... _!3.!s.i!_ .. _ ... !..~.IL .. _:I!:!~~~ .. 0.5696 1.3U7 -0.045 -:2:::29:=-.87"-::-c·::·:::·-::c:-::=;-::-
TIM Rs 837 -0.0005 0.0201 0.1U7 3.103 32S.19"· 26.m"· 183.280'" 12.187 -1.0280 -<4.0491 ... 
Rf 837 -0.0005 0.0202 -0200 2.769 263.14'" 38.268'"143.887''' 11.020 -2.2697" -6018S'" 
..... __ ........... !3.~s .. _ ... _8.~S._ ... _ .. _.:I!:_Q.2_QO .. ___ ~,~~ ___ ... _ ..!!:.~~ ___ .:!U!~ ____ .!.~~~ ______ . ____ .... _________ .. ___ .. _. ___ _ 
TLI Rs 807 -0.0002 
Rf 807 -0.0002 
____ ._._~~!. ___ ._8.!!!..._. __ :!!:.Q.2_!5 
TOT R. 
Rf 
1016 0.0000 
1016 0.0000 
0.0265 
0.0262 
0.0060 
0.0172 
0.0166 
0.392 
0.394 
0.667 
-0.241 
·0.16S 
6.2S7 
6.484 
6.S99 
1.262 
lASS 
1337.20'" 22.445" 158.734'" 18.117 
1434.30'" 22.568" 169.553'" 18.935' 
1660.30 ... 
61.37'" 31.999 ••• 305.985 ••• 20.66S· 
74.86'" 28.339'" 267.042'" 18.620' 
-3.6645 .. . 
-3.3121 .. . 
-0.2939 
-1.2462 
·9.sm"u 
·9.8440·" 
-8.0905 ••• 
-9.0170 ... 
3.1891 ... 
08147 
1.5298 
2.1279 .. 
2.4496 .. 
0.0233 
0.9912 
12933 
2.2147 .. 
2.4788 •• 
3.7765 .. . 
4.09S4 .. . 
____ .. ____ ._~!s.is ___ !..~!_?. ... -0.0001 0.0098 1.622 4.190 944.12 •• 7' • .....,., __ ,...,.,.,.. 
UBS Rs 807 0.0003 0.0191 0.248 3.716 472.58'" 28.442 ••• 489.199 ••• 27.932'" ·0.IS93 -6.3501 ... 5.4437'" 
Rf 8U7 0.0003 0.0197 -0.005 5.284 938.80'" 27.042 ••• 381.913'" 2S.U75·· 0.SS03 -5.IIIS"· 4.8314'" 
................... _ .. !3.~ ..... _ .. ~Q~ __ .. :_'!:.Q~3. __ ._~:!I)JJ._. __ :0~?~ ___ .~.:.~ .. _ .. _._ .. .?4. 76 ~ •• ____ ._ ... ____ . ___ .. ______ ._._ ... ___ . ___ .... _ ...... ______ . __ ........ . 
UC Rs 
Rf 
967 -0.0001 0.0183 
967 -0.0001 0.0177 
__ ._._ .... __ .. _~uis __ .J.~_~ ____ .:'!:.~~O'? .. __ ..!!.OIIO _ 
VIV Rs 939 -0.0012 0.0375 
Rf 939 -0.0012 0.0368 
0174 
0.331 
2.441 
-1.218 
-1.388 
4.740 
4.927 
8.505 
12.146 
12.868 
759.49'" 46.133'" 432.156'" 26.390'" 
830.86'" 36.904'" 340.346'" 20.791' 
3233.20 .. . 
5159.60 ... -5:'C6'"'.S4=0-:':·::-:":-C::-32:'C4:-O.0::1-;-8-:':·::-:"::--3:71.·007"· 
5826.90'" 52.140'" 212.830'" 21.298" 
01252 
-0.6879 
-0.5077 
0.1323 
-6.7255 ... 68899 .. . 
-5.7166 ... 5.5823 .. . 
-9.2411 ... 4.3790 .. . 
-6.3558 ... 3.9981 .. . 
35.4874 ... 
2.2017 
44.8300 ... 
37.1238 ... 
35.6431 ... 
15099 
17.91~1 .. . 
365861 .. . 
86.4S42 .. . 
92.2830 .. . 
78.5740 .. . 
91.7229 .. . 
65.1045 ... 
47.7929 ... 
856624 ... 
60.2046 ... 
96.1915 ••• 
54.2763 ... 
_____ .. _~!._ ... _~.~ .. --=.0.0021.......!!,QQ~~__ .0.419~_:,;9.~16::5,-_._2::.:84=8 . .::;00=-:-··:c:·---::-:-:-:-:-= ___ =_.-:-:..,..,... __ .....,.= ____ -:-:-:-::-::-:c:---:-:-=-=--:-:--:-c=:= 
VOF Rs 1016 -0.0005 0.0255 0.300 0.998 45.61'" 35.465'" 185.113'" 10.046 0.5013 -<4.2610 ... 3.9629 ... 36.0686 .. . 
Rf 1016 -0.0005 0.0247 0.260 0.991 42.11'" 38.594'" 178.917'" 8.500 1.4169 -2.3528 •• 3.70S8 ... 21.8728 .. . 
______ ... _ ..~~.!..._...!..O"!!_ .. .:O.00l.4.. ... _ 0.0063 -4.144_...:5~9:..:.79-=5:-.......!1.!e22~5.~30;::.0::0~·=·::-· -::-:-::-:-:-=-==:--:::-:-=-=-=---.,..=c:----. 
VOW R. 939 -0.0005 0.0237 -0.023 1.357 62.02'" 26.6S6"· 323.179'" 20.551' -1.35S0 -5.8790 ... 
Rf 939 -0.0005 0.0233 -0.240 1.908 130.19'" 30.347'" 28S.037"· 19.670' -1.0572 -1.6210 
__ .. _____ .. B~~ .. _ .. _94.~_ .. ___ .. 0,.0_Q.~6 .... _ O~o.) I~ ..... __ ._0~02_ .. ___ .. ~.722 1134.90 ... 
Notes: ........ Signi6cantal 10%, 5% and 1% level respectively 
N = number of observaJion; I" = mean; 0= standard deviaJion; S = skewness; K = excess Kurlosis; JB = Jarque-Bera test for normalily. 
ARCH (12) le.1 is the Langrange Multiplier [LM(12)] tesl for ARCH effects and dislnbuted as a r with 12 degree of freedom. 
Q(N) and Q'(N) are the Ljung-Box Q statistics which are distributed.as "l with N degree of freedom where N is the number oflags. 
The Ljung·Box statistics for N lags is calculated a. Ul,N)-'I(I'+'l)t.(pIT-/) where Pi is the .ample autocorrelation for j lag. and T is the sample size. 
The Engle and Ng (1993) volalility asymmetries tests (i.e., Sign.Bias;-Nega!ive.Size Bias, Positive·Size Bia .. and Joint Test) are also reported. 
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2.3865 .. 
01129 
38.9488 ... 
2.82ll 
Table 4.2: Unh Root and Colnt.gratlon Tell ROIIIIs 
Cod. 
AA 
AGN 
AHL 
/J.J..V 
I>J(A 
Am 
BAR 
BNP 
BPA 
BTL 
BVA 
CA 
CGE 
CSG 
DBK 
DCY 
DTE 
ENI 
ENL 
EOA 
ERC 
FTE 
GEN 
G'XIN 
HAS 
HNM 
ING 
LLO 
MW 
StockHam. 
ASN AMRO Holdings NY 
Asgon NY 
Koninklijke AIlold NY 
AllianzAG 
AxaSA 
AetraZeneca pic 
Barclays pic 
BNP Paribas SA 
BP pic 
BTGroup pic 
Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria SA 
Carrefour SA 
Alcatel SA 
Credit Suisse Group 
Deutsche Bank AG 
DaimlerChrysler AG 
Deutsche Telekom AG 
Eni SpA 
Enel SpA 
E.ONAG 
Telefonakliebolaget LM Ericsson AS 
France Telecom SA 
Msicurazioni Generali SpA 
GlaxoSmijhKline pic 
HSBC Holdings pic 
Hennes & Maurilz AS 
ING Groep NY 
Uoyds TSB Group pic 
MOnchener ROcksversicherungs Gesellschaft AG 
NDA Nordea AS 
NES Nestle SA 
NOV Novartis AG 
PHI Koninklijke Philips Electronics NY 
RBO Royal Bank of Scotland Group pic 
RD Royal Dutch Petroleum Company 
ROG Roche Holding AG 
SCH Santander Central Hispano SA 
SHB Svenska Handelsbanken AS 
SHE Shell Transport & Trading Company pic 
SIE Siemens AG 
TEF Telefon;ca SA 
n Telecom Italia SpA 
TIM Telecom Italia Mobile SpA 
TLI TeliaSonera AS 
TOT Total Fina Elf SA 
UBS UBSAG 
UC UniCredito Italiano SpA 
VfII Vivendi Universal SA 
VOF Vodafone Group pic 
VOW Volkswagen AG 
Stock 
Price 
·2.942 
·1.976 
·1.622 
-0.975 
·1.741 
·2.394 
·2.3:12 
·2.568 
·2.112 
·2.347 
·1.992 
·3.317· 
·2.118 
·1.623 
·2.220 
·2.269 
·2.511 
·2.825 
·1.600 
·1.221 
·1.631 
·1.929 
·1.429 
·2,464 
·3.456 .. 
·2.953 
·1.784 
·1.972 
·1.364 
·1.660 
·2.175 
·2.748 
·2.163 
·3.725 -
·2.211 
·1.993 
·2.189 
·2.039 
·2.508 
·2.404 
·2.129 
·2.222 
·2.404 
·2.791 
·2.600 
·2.600 
·2.864 
·1.221 
·2.325 
·2.747 
Futuro 
Price 
·2.905 
·2.485 
·2.0IJ) 
-0.852 
·3.nl-
·2.305 
·1.382 
·1.737 
·2.048 
·1.867 
·1.884 
·3.219· 
·2.170 
·1.557 
·2.174 
·2.148 
·2.440 
·3.012 
·3.139 • 
·1.173 
·1.424 
·1.901 
·1.391 
·2.388 
·3.355 • 
·2.743 
·1.911 
·2.037 
·1.430 
·1.603 
·2.176 
·2.738 
·2.123 
-3.584 •• 
·2.209 
·2.023 
·2.092 
·2.013 
·2.654 
·2.842 
·2.044 
·2.224 
·2.395 
·2.7n 
·2.518 
·2.270 
·2.792 
·1.202 
·2.307 
·2.682 
Stock 
Return 
·29.326-
·27.916-
·17.192-
·30.641 -
·28.943-
·24.542-
·29.633-
·29.090-
·21.730 -
·32.227-
·31.119-
·33.480-
·32.172-
·17.642 -
·32.651 -
·31.312·-
·34.399 -
·33.136 -
·33.n2·" 
·35.nO-
·25.692 -
·30.009 ... 
·29.935 -
·32.525 -
·33.846 -
·30.319 -
·31.490 ... 
·31.945·" 
·28.893 -
·30.079 -
·29.715 -
·27.354 -
·29.955-
-32.894 ... 
·33.036 -
·27.579-
·33.031 -
-29.863 ... 
·31.786 ... 
·31.044 ... 
·31.430 ... 
·13.583 ... 
·30.441 ... 
·29,495 ... 
·33.733 -
·25.744·" 
·29.916 ... 
·20.210·" 
·22.283 -
·29.766 -
Futurn 
Return 
·28.IBl-
·23.296 -
·16.616-
·29.372 -
·30.718 -
·24.103-
·29.924 -
·29.879-
·21.537 -
·20.675 -
·29.601 -
·32.448 -
·33.655-
·17.969-
·30.230-
·29.112-
·20.764 -
·31.714 -
·33.035 -
·33.814 -
·27.269 ... 
·29.534 -
·29.178·" 
·32.355-
·32.492-
·32.170 ... 
·31.430-
·31.976 ... 
·28.708 ... 
·29.120 .. . 
·30.522 .. . 
·27.568 -
·29.560 ... 
·31.160-
-32.129 ••• 
·28.394 ... 
·31.260 ... 
·30.300 ... 
·32.564 ... 
·29.370-
-3J.E1J5 ... 
·32.012 -
·31.432-
·22.275 ... 
·24.959 ... 
·26.096 ... 
-29.620 .. . 
·20.387 .. . 
·22.408 ... 
·29.687 ... 
Oasis 
-5.535 -
·25.667 -
·1.533 
·1.354 
·5.791 -
·4.769 -
·1.731 
·1.905 
·7.142-
·2.930 .. 
-5.849 -
·7.348 -
·28.416 -
·1.931 
-6.384 ... 
·4.335 -
·10.480 -
·3.104 .. 
·3.369 .. 
-8.026 -
·1.n3 
·1.182 
·11.337-
·6.958-
-5.424 -
·12.003 -
·2.957 .. 
·4.706 -
·1.440 
·5.964 -
·5.448 ... 
·7.704 .. . 
-8.428 .. . 
·7.223 ... 
·7.450 ... 
·5.400 -
·9.560 ... 
·5.926-
·2.497 
-3.889 ... 
·1.691 
-0.794 
·3.256 .. 
-7.486 ••• 
·5.584 -
·3.657 ... 
·7.568 ... 
·10.611 .. . 
-8.508 .. . 
·10.285 -
35.50-
121.18-
6.88 
18.55 • 
46.69-
41.31-
10.97 
11.69 
43.36-
25.17-
55.64 -
43.16-
156.48-
13.75 
59.39-
31.51-
91.67-
26.13-
25.64 -
56.69 -
21.51·· 
10.12 
83.31-
45.63-
35.79 -
83.05-
26.55 -
24.92-
13.16 
30.78 -
38.64 ... 
57.38 --
67.53 ... 
43.61-
37.76 -
34.70 -
68.36 ... 
36.24 ... 
13.01 
24.34 .. 
11.72 
12.21 
18.81· 
55.96 -
31.16 ... 
24.62 ... 
54.99 ... 
101.08 ... 
84.39 ... 
71.21-
Notes: The following ADF test regressions are run for each series, Schwarz Bayesian criterion (Schwarz, 1978) is used to determine lag length k. 
1-1 
AP.= a + Pt+ rPr-I+ 2: V'I AP._I+ P. 
"_I i_I 
ARt = a; + r Rt_1 + :E '1'1 ARt-I + Pr I-I 
.t-I 
Ai. = r i._I + 2: rl A6._1 + P.; 
i_I 
Prices series 
Returns series 
Basis series 
For brevity, this table only reports the ADF test statistic of each regression. The critical values of MacKinnon (1996) are used. 
(I, ·0.2906, ·0.9308) 
(1, ·0.0631, ·0 9735) 
(1, ·00594, -0.9922) 
(I, ·0.0471, ·09924) 
(I, ·1.2686, .07592) 
(I, ·0.0131, ·0.9952) 
(I, ·0.0244, ·09933) 
(I, 0.0138, ·10046) 
(I, ·0.0024, ·09995) 
(I, ·0.0626, ·0.9832) 
(I, 0.0111, ·10038) 
(I, ·0,4403, ·0.8295) 
(I , 0,4809 , ·12323) 
(1, ·00357, ·0.9910) 
(I, ·0.1650, ·0.9193) 
(I, ·0.0036, ·0.9984) 
(I, ·o.om, .0.9947) 
(I, ·0.0506, ·0.9927) 
(I, 0.0364, ·1.0066) 
(I, 0.7243 , ·1.2460) 
(I, ·0.0811, ·0.9877) 
(1, 0.0225, ·10057) 
(I, ·o.om, .0.9941) 
(I, ·0.0426, ·0.9896) 
(I, ·0.0066, .0.9974) 
(I, ·0.0395, ·0.9946) 
(I, 0.6936, ·10003) 
(I, ·0.0292, ·0.9940) 
(I, ·0.0146, ·09936) 
(I, 0.0187, ·1.0036) 
(I, 0.4750, ·11 194) 
(I, ·0.1331, ·0.9024) 
(I, 0.0085, ·0.9963) 
(I, ·0.0043, ·0.9991) 
(I, ·0.0484 , ·0.9882) 
(I, 0.0061, ·10041) 
(I, 0.0017, .0.9998) 
(I, ·0.0136, ·0.9967) 
(I, 0.0041, ·10013) 
The ..l"... tests the null hypothesis that there are at most r cointegrating vectors, against the altemative that the number of cointegrating vectors is greater than r 
A"." (r) = - T i In (I - i,l 
A , ... ,. + 1 
where AI is the estimated eigenvalues of the 11 matrix. Critical values are taken from Osterwald·Lenwn (1992, Table I). 
1 - (t ,1., fJ ,) are the coefficient estiamtes of the cointegrating vector where the coefficient of S. is nonna1ised to 1IIlity, III is the intercept tenn and II. is the coefficient on n 
*, -, - Significant at 10%, 5% and 1 % Isvel, respectively. 
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Table 4.3; E5timatl'5 ofdll' VECMlVAR for Stock and FllhIrl's Return5 
AA Rs -01XXl4 -0.1847 -0.114) 0.1878 0.5330·" 0.1711 0.D330 -0.2730 • -0.4163 ••• -0.1475 
(-0.398) (-I.3S5) (-0.784) (1.333) (4.507) (1242) (0241) (-1.958) (-4237) (-I.SS8) 
Rf -01XXl4 0.3438 •• 0.1182 0.3383 "* 0.5677 ••• -03204"· -0.1654 -O.4J34 ••• -0.5414 ••• 0.0014 
_. __ ._. ______ ._. ____ ._ (-0.4~.!L._._._(~.:~ ... 7QL~828) __ (~.447) . (4.893) (-l.372) _....l('-3-I::-.1=:62)::-_~(,::-l:::.928~)_~(c-4~.7~11~) __ ~(O~.o~IS)'L._ 
AGN Rs -0.0015 -OD205 0.D062 -0.0905 •• 0.D337 0.ll4J7 0.0195 ODI38 0.0078 0.04J8 
(-1.218) (-0.418) (0.132) (-2.0S7) (0.840) (l.2S4) (0.662) (0549) (0.421) (UBS) 
Rf -0.0016 0.2470 •• 0.2338 .... 0.1124 0.0682 -02464 ••• -0.1960 ••• -0.1273·· -0.0618 06819 ••• 
. _. ___ ._._. __ ._. ___ ._._._ ....... _ ....... (:!'l.:.~) ............... _.-{~:~~L .. _._~.:.~. ____ J.!:!~L_ . .....1Q~ __ (:!~:gL_~)~_>-:(-2==36O)=_--l(.:!-I.:::.J58:!':!L) _.........!(9.!.:m)~_ 
AHL Rs -0.0018 -0.1192 -0.2133 -0334) ... 0.0355 0.1871 03180 •• 0.1857 -ODI79 
(-1.06S) (-0.818) (-1.410) (-2.210) (0.246) (I.30S) (2.142) (1.249) (-0.127) 
Rf -O.D020 0.1902 -0.1624 -0.2936 • 0.034.5 -0.0899 02620 • 0.1595 -O.OO4J 
...... _ ....... _ .... _ .. _ ............. _ ....... _ ...... {:E~!) ................ _ ... {l..:~~?L_ ... _ ....... J=!.:Q~ __ ._._ . .i:.1.91~L_ .. _ . ........1Q.~ __ .....J.:Q·619L---11.742) _. (,.::.I.~OS:.:.9,,-) _--,(...::-O::;:.030:::;::t...) . ____ _ 
ALV Rs -0.0010 -0.1069 -0.2309 •• -0.1416 -0.0765 0.1318 02467 •• 0.1415 0.0554 0.034.5 •• 
( .. 1.044) (-1.400) (-2.377) (-I.4SS) (-0.966) (U74) (2.471) (1.441) (0.730) (2.078) 
Rf -0.0012 0.6583 .... 0.2447 .... 0.0533 -0.0488 -OJ763 ••• -0.1967" -OD373 0.0124 0.04l6 .... 
................... _ ....... _._ ........................... {:.!,~~~L .... _ .._ ...... {9..:~~~L. .............. .1~.l~ ... _ .. _._...1Q.:~..!!lL_. __ J.il~L ___ {:.!.629~ ___ (~1...~ ... __ .(:Q,..~~_~~.18::.:2)L......._~(>=;2.~1l~1)L......._ 
AXA Rs -0.0005 0.0751 • 0.0073 -0.0353 -0.0058 -0.0030 -0.0238 -O.OO4J 0.0130 -00038 
(-O.SIS) (1.9S3) (0.189) (-1.443) (-0.150) (-0.230) (-1.101) (-0.183) (0.603) (-0.825) 
Rf -0.0020 0.1492 •• 0.0382 -0.0138 -0.0603 -0.0330 .. 0.0366 -0.0027 0.0159 0.0380 ••• 
. _ ............ _ .......... _ .......................... _.{:l,.!.~.!L ................. {~:~.!l~2. ......... _ ..._J.Q.:~~L ...... _ .... 1:O'~~L .......... .J:Q...tI?..!) ... __ {:O·~ ___ .•. _~:Q...9!3L __ ._ (-0.07!L __ (_0.~. __ ~~ 
AZN Rs -0.0005 .. 0.0958 -0.1011 -0.0033 ·0.1689 0.1525 -0.0133 -0.0309 0.1698 -0.0294 
(-0.813) (-0.S82) (-0.592) (-0.033) (-1.290) (0.913) (-O.D78) (-0.192) . (1.306) (-0.222) 
Rf -0.0005 0.4391"· 0.3056· 0.2417 -0.0599 -03937 •• -0.3988 •• -0.2666 • 0.0754 0.1390 
.... _._ .... _ .......... _ ........................... {:!'l,~.!~L .................. ,{2.,:~!~L ............ _n.:~~~L._ ..... __ t~~~~L_ ..... _1-Q~'!.2L __ .... _(:~.:.~~L._._ ... .1:2~L_._._.J-I.7.!..Q!._. __ .~~L. __ .n.~4.~.L __ _ 
BAR Rs 0.0001 0.0148 -0.0625 • -0.0487 -0.0138 O.ot54 0.0133 -0.0300 • -0.0027 
(0.188) (0.4IS) (-1.7S4) (-1.368) (-0.442) (0.980) (0.848) (-1.916) (-0.174) 
Rf -0.0014 0.0970 -0.0729 -0.2356 .... -0.0268 0D035 0.0126 -0.0295 0.0021 
............ _._._ ....... _ ...... _ ...................... (:.Q,~~~L_ ....... _ ..... {u.m ... _._._._._J~,~~L ...... _._J:~:~~L_. __ (:Q..~ ___ . __ . __ .J'O"'Q~?L .. ____ ._{Qd14L_. __ ._!:.O""~!L _____ .JQ..!l~L _____ ._ .... __ .. . 
BNP Rs ODooo 0.0934 .... -0.0624 0.0090 0.0422 -0.0424 -0.0013 -0.0192 -0.0283 
(O.OIS) (2.115) (-1.402) (0.202) (0.949) (-1.39S) (-0.043) (-0.631) (-0.935) 
Rf -0.0007 0.2329 ...... -0.0604 0.0286 -0.0100 -0.0776 • -0.0049 -0.0037 -0.0213 
....... _ .•. _._._ ...... _._ .... _._._._ ...... _j:.!'l,~~~) ... _ ...... _._ ....... {3.:~~~~._. ___ ._'(:.Q.:~~~)_ ... _ .... _...1Q.:~~~L._._._1~L._._ . .J.:L!~~L __ ._t-Q:!.! . .1)_. __ ... _._s::.o....!~L._._.J:o.:~~. _____ ._. __ 
BPA Rs -0.0002 -0.2774 -0.1840 -0.2080 -0.1338 02227 0.0859 0.1241 0.2009 0.0142 
(-0.293) (-l.SS7) (-0.968) (-1.136) (-0.870) (1.239) (0.448) (0.673) (1.300) (0.112) 
Rf -0.0002 0.2145 0.0669 -0.1304 -0.0532 -02618 -0.1571 0.0516 0.1326 0.1702 
.......... _._ .... _ ................ _ .................. _{:!'l,~~.D ......... _._ .. _._.Q .. :~~~L_ ............. JQ,~~L .... ___ ._1:O':~~]_._._(::O':'3~~_ ... _. ___ (:1,~~~L_._. __ J:Q~_~.L_. ___ ._J.Q}~~ ..... ____ .JO"'~~L_. ___ .1!.:.~L_._ 
BTL Rs -0.0007 -0.2117 ..... -0.0453 0.0499 0.0893 0.1861 .... 0.0375 -0.1624 ... -0.0549 0.0056 
(-0.914) (-2.987) (-0.633) (0.697) (1.264) (2.7S8) (0.550) (-2.384) (-0.811) (0.739) 
Rf -0.0011 -0.0722 -0.0006 0.0125 0.0818 0.0540 -0.0140 -0.1465 •• -0.0314 0.0165 •• 
.... _._ .... _ ................... _._ ....... _ ....... _ ...I:1,~~~L .. __ ._._._J:.O':~!~L._._._._ ... (-Q:Q.~:n._. __ . ___ . .{O'}.~~L._._. __ ._.~! .. I~L._. __ ._ ... J.Q2~~L._. ___ ._.t-.Q.,~~ .. _. __ ._ . {:~E~~L .. __ ... J:o.~~L._._._Q~ __ _ 
BVA Rs -0.0003 0.0832 -0.0316 -0.0138 -0.0384 -0.0879 0.0299 -0.0679 0.0941 -02848 • 
(-0.348) (0.476) (-O.17S) (-0.081) (-0.281) (-0.478) (0.162) (-0.394) (O.68S) (-1.812) 
Rf -0.0003 0.5400 ••• 0.2414 0.1642 0.1090 -0.5137 .... -0.2431 -02186 -0.0616 -0.0249 
._ ...... _ ... _._ ......... _ ....... _ ........... __ {:!'l,~~~L_ ... _ .... _ .. J3.:!.!~) ............ _ .. q.:~Q~L .. _ ....... {I .. Q~!.L ...... __ . __ ~.Q.,B.:4 .. l) ............ _._.,..{:~,~~QL._. __ ._ .. (:.~::3?.!l .. _._ ..... _ .. LI.:~~~L_._ .... _._~:'O'.:~?~)._. ___ .. _J:Q:.!..6.?L. __ 
CA Rs -0.0007 0.0033 0.0531 0.0498 -0.0372 -0.0961 -0.0419 -0.1101 0.0325 -0.0116 
(-1.040) (0.025) (0.361) (0.350) (-0.319) (-0.686) (-0.284) (-0.774) (0.4SS) (-0.114) 
Rf -0.0007 0.5184 .... 0.2906" 0.1631 0.0437 -0.5729 ••• -0.2934" -0.1931 -0.0285 0.1574 
.................. _._ ......... _ ......... _._._ .... _{:~,Q~QL ................. _{3.:??2~ .......... __ .•. _J~.:Q~.~L .... __ ._._._,{l .. }.~~L .. _. __ ._JQ.:~lL ....... _ ... {:4,~~L .. _._._J:~""O.~ ..... _ .... _._.{:L~~)., .. _._. __ .1:O':~~L._ .. _.....1!..~_._. 
CGE Rs -0.0015 -0.2255 -0.0234 -0.0083 0.1844 .... 02179 0.0503 0.0039 -0.1072 0.1903 
(-1.163) (-1.450) (-0.169) (-0.072) (2.067) (1.446) (0.376) (0.03S) (-1.278) (1.174) 
Rf -0.0016 -0.0231 0.1209 0.1231 0.2334 ... 0.0284 -0.1138 -0.1314 -0.1582 .. 0.8977 .... 
....... _ ................ _ ...................... _._._ ... 1:.t.!PL .......... _ ... J:O':.!.~~1._ .......... _ ...... JQ.:~~~L ... _._._._._{I .. :9.!~~ ....... _ ... _._ ... E,~ ... _ .......... _ ...J!'lJ~QL .. _._._._J~.,~.! .. ~J ..... _._ .... J.:!.:.1 .. !~_ .. _. __ . ..1:!.:!Q.!L __ .JS..:.~9~L __ 
CSG Rs -0.0002 -0.0631 0.2052 0.1323 0.0387 0.0943 -0.0936 -0.1786 -0.1039 
(-0.224) (-0.452) (1.217) (0.78S) (0270) (0.6S9) (-O.S60) (-1.072) (-0.7SI) 
Rf -0.0004 0.3785 ...... 0.5680 .... 0.3087· 0.0430 -0.5425 .... -0.4562 ••• -03524·· -0.1204 
....... _ .......... _ ....... _._._._ ....... _ .......... _{:!'l,~~~L ..... _ .... _ ...... {~.:Q!.!L_ ...... _._.J.~.:~~~L .... _._ ....... _(~:~~~L._._ ... _._JQd.!.:iJ. ... _ .... _ .... _{:?~119.L ..... _ .... _J:~~~ ........ _._ ... _{:1!..~L_._.1:o.:~1~ __ . __ .. __ ._._. __ 
DBK Rs -0.0004 -0.1834 -0.1720 -0.3213"· -0.2031" 0.1646 0.1836 03184 ••• 0.1720·· 0.0997 
(-0.483) (-1.467) (-1.335) (-2.694) (-2.258) (1.296) (1.437) (2.740) (2.006) (0.899) 
Rf -0.0003 0.4278 ..... 0.2709"· -0.0626 -0.1467 • -03773 ..... -0.2434.... 0.0790 0.1156 03599 ••• 
_ ... _._ ............ _._ .... _ ....... _ ...... _._ ... ,(:!'l,~~.D ......... _ ......... _{3.:~~?l .•. _ .... _._._._.E:~~~L._._ .... _._.~:O':~~~L .• _ .... _J=LI4 .. 3L._ ... _._ ... l~.~Q~L._ .. _._J:.~!l14L. ... __ ._._J!'l.:.?P.l ____ {~~]_ (3.499) 
DCY Rs -0.0005 -0.2038 .... -0.2014 • -0.1469 -0.1037 02010 ... 0.1852 • 0.1468 0.1827 •• 0.0320 
(-0.594) (-2.148) (-1.929) (-1.453) (-1270) (2.0S4) (I.m) (1.465) (2.260) (O.sDS) 
Rf -0.0004 0.4069 .... 0.2081" 0.0382 0.0015 -0.3410.... -0.2054" -OD44J 0.0796 0.1437 •• 
............... _ ............. _ ....... _._._._._{:.Q.:~~D_ .......... _ ....... _{1:~~~)._ ....... _ .... _ ... J~.:.!!~L_._ ... _._.JQ:~!.~L_ .... _._ ... J!'l.,0.!.9.L. __ ...... _.{:.3.:1~L._ ... _ ... .J=.~,CI?.!)... .... ___ {:.Q~_:D._. ___ ll:~L._~L-.. 
DTE Rs -O.lXXl8 -0.2918 .... -0.3391 ..... -0.3867"· -0.1997" 024)3 .. 0.3097 •• 0.2809 •• 0.2070 .... 00077 
(-0.936) (-2.221) (-2.707) (-3.471) (-2.39S) (1.814) (2.48S) (2.S60) (2.599) (O.os9) 
Rf -O.lXXl8 0.2183 • 0.0210 -0.1092 -0.1004 -0.1923 -0.0190 0.0252 0.1201 0.4304 ••• 
... _._ ....... _. __ .... _ ....... _._ .... _._. __ .J .. -.Q,~.!~t .. _._ .•. _. __ (~:~Q~l .•. _ •. _._._._JQ:.~.!L._. ___ .I:!:~~1. ... ___ ...... J.:.~~L._. ___ .J.:!~~?~L __ ._ ... _.1:.D.:.I!i~_. __ ._J~_~~L (1.636) (3J97) 
EN! Rs 0.0003 -0.0580 -0.0329 -0.0336 0.0346 0.0227 -0.0045 -0.0143 0.0104 0.0004 
(0.540) (-1.628) (-0.922) (-0.941) (0.973) (1.017) (-0.204) (-0.648) (0.464) (O.1Sl) 
Rf 0.0010 0.0029 0.0048 -0.0406 -0.0060 0.0032 -0.0164 -0.0037 0.0147 ODI21 ••• 
. ___ ._ .. ___ ._._._ ....... _._._._._ .... _.JU.~~L ....... _._ .... _IO';Q~~L .... _. __ ._._JQ:~~) ... _._ ....... _._J:~2!.~L .... __ ._(-.Q)_01) __ . ___ .... _J.Q.:.~L ___ .1:.Q.:..4!l] ___ .(-O·I~L--.. -(Q 414) (2B98) 
ENL Rs 0.0001 -0.0523 -0.0168 -0.0102 -0.0273 -0.0271 -0.0098 -0.0044 0.0137 00004 
(0.191) (-1.417) (-O.4S3) (-0.276) . (-0.741) (-1.263) (-O.4SS) (-0.207) 
Rf 0.0007 0.0006 0.0095 -0.0013 0.0002 -0.0569 0.0096 -0.0164 
.---.-.-.... --_. _____ ... _._._._(Q,~~.!).,_. ____ . __ {O':QQ~~._ ..... _ ...... _.~.:!~9.L .... _. ___ J:Q:Q~Q)._._._ ... _ ... ~g.~) ___ . __ (:I.~_) ___ ..1'l~L __ J:.O·44~ 
354 
(0.637) (0.148) 
0.0111 0.0152 ••• 
(0.300.=t) __ >=.(3;.c..I11'JJ._ 
Tnble 4.3: Estimates ofdle VECM1VAR for Stock:md Futures Returns (continued) 
Code Dep Var _._.!!!_. __ . __ ._ .... _'!-!L-___ a.,z a..3 ..... ~--~~----~~--
" 
.. EOA Rs 0.lXXl2 -0.174) .. -0.1848 .... -0.1)047 0.1834 .... O.ot70 0.1372 -OD784 -0.1712 •• 
(0376) (.1.980) (-2.048) (-0.054) (2.561) (0.189) (I~ (-0.904) (.2.397) 
Rf 01lOO3 0.2816 ••• 0.0849 0.1111 0.1917·" -03687 ••• .0.1285 -0.1528 • -0.1781 ••• 
. -.--.... -.-____ ..... _~~i?ft.. ____ .~~'1.S.L __ _1!....1lEL __ ._. (1.407) ___ . ____ (2905) _._~-4.4S8) (.1.534) (-1.912) (-2.1m) 
-00370 
(-0.525) 
0.1929 ••• 
(2.973) 
ERC Rs -O.llOO6 0.1437 0.1072 -0.3711 .... -0.1289 -0.0594 -0.1383 0.2659 •• 0.1068 
(-0.388) (1374) (0.997) (-3.459) (-1.236) (-0.596) (-1.335) (2.568) (1.067) 
Rf -ODDII 0.4065 ..... 0.1107 -0.3443 ...... -0.1559 -0.3441 .... -0.1309 0.2543 •• 0.1506 
.. _._._. ___ ._. __ ._._._._._._._._._<:Q:~~l. __ ._._._._._<~,?~ __ . __ ._._._<Q._~ __ . __ . __ ._\:_j.OI?)_._. ___ ._.(:_!._~~L ____ .1:3.30.7.L._. __ ._(-1211L-_~ (1.444) 
fTE Rs -ODD10 -0.1450 -0.1977 0.0726 -0.0273 02121 • 0.1597 -0.0349 0.0755 
(-0.862) (-1.148) (-1.485) (0.547) (-0.216) (1.655) (1.192) (-0261) (0.597) 
Rf -ODD12 0.2164 .. -0.0073 02115 0.0253 -0.1378 -0.0172 -0.164;1 0.0312 
..... _._._._._._ .... _ .... __ ._._ .... _._._._._(:.!:!l~L._ .......... _.~!-'?~_._._._._ .... J::9J)~_._"'_._._JL6_~9.L ___ .... _J~_~_._ ...... _(:!...D?~ __ ... _._~.13O) __ ._1:!:~~ __ .--..J!!..2S1) 
GEN Rs -OD003 0.1270 0.1618 -0.0288 02801.... -OD679 -0.1720 -OD030 -0.2358 • 
(-0.514) (0.744) (0.973) (-0.188) (2267) (-0.394) (-I.D2S) (-0.019) (-1.919) 
Rf -011003 0.4937.... 0.3526 .... 0.0877 0.3336 ••• -0.4223"· -0.3593 ... -0.0979 -0.3004 •• 
.. _ .... _._._._ .... _._ ............ __ ._ ............ (:Q:~~.!?) ....... _ .... _ .... _ ...<~,O~L._ .... _._._ ... (~~~l _____ ...... _(Q:19.~!L_ ... _J~~L .... __ E~4..6L ... _ .. __ .. (-_2_:~.L_ ... _. __ <:Q:661). (-2.538) 
GXW Rs -0,00)4 .. 0.1985 -0.1650 0.1811 .. 0.0603 0.1911 0.0875 -0.200) 0.0574 
0.0384 ••• 
(3372) 
0001··· 
-02331 
(-1.449) 
0.1450 
J!l~ 
-0.1426 
(-0.741) ( .. 1.160) (-0.926) (1.077) (-0.433) (1.105) (0.487) ( .. 1.177) (0.408) (-1.063) 
Rf -0D004 0.3195 • 0.1911 0.3723 •• 0.0124 -03321 .. -02663 -0.3951·· -0.0045 0.0505 
.. _ .......... _._ .... _ ............. _ .......... _ .... _.J:Q:.???.1.. .... _ .... _ ...... .J!.,9.~}1. __ . __ ._ .... _(!.:..~L __ ....... _J!21~ ____ ... _(0D9!.L_ ...... __ (-I.9~ .... ___ (:l.510l _ _.1:~:'!.I!.!?) ...... _. __ J::Q.,033L ___ @.384)_ 
HAS Rs -OD002 -0.3818 ••• -02393" 0.0065 -0.0501 0.3392 .... 0.1738 -0.0193 0.1229 0.0158 
(-0.347) (-3.287) (-1.931) (0.053) (-0.460) (2.865) (1.388) (-0.156) (1.110) (0260) 
Rf -0.0002 0.0386 .0.0775 0.0422 -0.0067 -0.0589 0.0192 -0.0423 0.1058 0.1008 • 
.. _ ....... _ ....... _._._._._ .... _ .... _._._._._.J:Q}.~.1.} __ ._ ....... _. __ (Q}.~31. ... _._._._.J::9"~)L ...... ____ (Q:!~1_. __ . __ kQ.~1._. __ ._~~~~L._. ___ .. ~.J~..L_._(:l!::'l~) ___ .~~!6L __ .--1!2LDL_ 
HNM Rs 0.0003 0.1683 0.1425 0.0981 0.0854 -02421 • -0.1599 -0.1462 -0.1252 -0.2615 • 
(0.388) (1.136) (1.019) (0.788) (0.875) (-1.646) (-1.156) (-1.196) (-1.347) (-1.755) 
Rf 0D002 0.5259 ..... 0.3512·" 0.2450 • 0.1697 .. -0.5901 .... -0.3854 .... -02880·· -0.1800 • 0.2447 
..... _ ....... _._ ....... _._._ ................... _._ .... (Q:~~!lL ... _._ .... _._.J~,~?91. __ ._._._._ ... (2"~~L._ .... ___ .. (!,~1~L._. __ .. _(1~~_ .... _. __ (:~~~L._ ... _ ... J ... .2..:..~...L._. __ ._.~~).1.!l2 ____ ._0.!9.91. __ ._._Q.610L_ .. 
ING Rs -0.0006 -0.0084 0.0270 -0.1178 •• -0.0037 0.0245 .. 0.0080 0D036 0.0213 .. 0.0002 
(-0.623) (-0.168) (0.541) (-2.359) (-0.074) (0.598) (-0.195) (0.087) (0.521) (-0.035) 
Rf -0.0013 0.0569 0.0146 -0.1025 .. 00138 -0.0212 -0.0080 0.0062 0.0124 0.0100 • 
.. _._ ................... _ ................ _. __ .. __ (:.I.·.!..l.?L ...... _ ...... _._(Q,9.~1) ...... _. __ ._. __ (03~!lL. _____ (;:!.~~2L __ ...... _ ..... (!l .. :~2_._ ...... _ ... (:Q:~~~ __ .. _. __ (:Q;.~~2_._. ___ ._.JQ . Y.~L. ___ ._(Q~'!?)_. ___ ._Q..:~lL_. 
LLO Rs -0.0004 0.0610 -0.1238 -0.0446 .. 0.0328 .0D923 0.1295 -0.0176 0.0469 -0.0688 
(-0.657) (0.603) (-1.151) (-0.420) (-0.337) (-0.894) (1.190) (-0.163) (0.482) ( .. 1.406) 
Rf -0.0005 0.4355 ..... -0.0466 -0.0479 -0.0162 -0.4395 .... 0.0218 0.0016 0.0122 0.0069 
.. __ .... _ ................................. _ ....... _. __ (:Q:.?1~L ... _._._ .... _J~,~9.~)_ ... __ ._._.J::9"~~L __ . __ (;:Q,~5.~1. __ ...... _._(-.9".~~_ .... __ (:~:!4)L __ . __ (0~2_._._. __ JQ:!l1~J. ___ ._.JQ.,~L ___ ... _ .. _(OJ~L_. __ 
MUV Rs .. 0.0011 0.0215 -0.1820 -0.2278 •• -0.1941"· 0.0523 0.2149 • 02185 • 0.1990 •• 
(-1.178) (0.235) (-1.583) (-1.994) (-2.135) (0.546) (1.876) (1.957) (2.337) 
Rf -0.0012 0.8465 .... 0.4114 ••• 0.0742 -0.0257 -0.7200 .... -0.3556 ••• -0.1090 0.0350 
.. _ .... _._._._._._._._._._._ .... _ ............. H)~~L .... _ .... _ .... _(~,?~21. ... _._._._. __ (~_·.?1..lL. __ ._._._._(Q,~~s1. __ . __ . __ .(::!l".~2._._._. ___ ... (~J.~"'O __ L ... _. ___ (;:~~L_. __ ..... f:!:!l..3.!lL _____ ....... __ (Q.:~~.~L ___________ ._. 
NDA Rs 0.0006 -0.3998 ••• -0.3708 ..... -0.3372.... 0.0270 0.3578 .... 0.3762 ••• 0.2533"· -0.0766 -0.0237 
(0.732) (-3.301) (-2.916) (-2.717) (0.246) (2.922) (2.934) (2.017) (-0.688) (-0.312) 
Rf 0.0006 0.0122 -0.1877 -0.2787 •• 0.0224 -0.0379 0.1968 o.lm .. 0.0708 0.1093 
....... __ ._. __ .. __ .. ____ . __ . ____ . ___________ .. __ (Q.c?~.!L_ ... _._ .... _._(Q}_O"~.L .. _ .... _ .... J:..1_·~!l~J.. .. ____ . ___ ._(;:~,2..9.~ __ ._._ .. __ JO_:~L. __ . ___ (:Q)l~t_._ .... _._(l_~2 ____ ... _.Q.:~~~J... _______ .. (;:9~~.5.Cl.L _______ (l..:..~2 ... ___ . 
NES Rs -0.0002 -0.2383 .. -0.1318 .0.1982 • -0.1304 0.1965 • 0.0996 0.1094 0.1499 • 0.1323 
(-0.412) ( .. 2.092) (-1.104) (-1.742) (.1.398) (1.740) (0.838) (0.976) (1.663) (1.505) 
Rf -0.0002 0.3301 ...... 0.2282· 0.0216 .0.0308 -0.3803"· -02399" -0.0866 0.0509 0.3104 ••• 
.. _._._. __ ...... _ .... _._._ .... _ .... _._._ .... J:Q:~l.~2 ..... _ ............. J~,9..6..2..L._. __ .... _._(1.:?~~L_. __ ._._. __ (Q} .. 9.~1._._._ .... _.J::!l_:~.~.?L ........... _._(~~~~~L._._._ ... _(_..2.:l!6..3L._._. __ .~:Q:.:??!lL._. __ ._.JQ:17.!L __ . ___ (3..·~L._ .. 
NOV Rs -0.0001 0.0548 0.0712 -0.0460 0.0585 -0.0129 -0.0549 -0.0313 -0.0227 -0.05«1 
(-0.247) (0.354) (0.454) ( .. 0.314) (0.494) (-0.083) (-0.351) (-0.216) (-0.197) (-0.397) 
Rf -0.0001 0,3396 ..... 0.3793 .... 0.1203 0.1110 -0.4882 .... -0.3559·" -0.1752 -0.0567 0.2320 • 
.. _._ .... _._._._._._._._._._ .... _._._._._._(:Q:.~,;;.:?L_ .......... _._._(~,5.5.~1 ..................... (~ .. ~~.!L_._._._._._(~-'~~~L_ .... _ ........ (!? .. 9..~ __ . __ ._ ... (:~:~L._. __ ._J ... _~".~!.:?2. .. _._ .. _ .... _(:.!:.~..3.~L __ .. _ . .1~,S"O..2) __ ._._(!.-.?.-w.L_ 
PHI Rs -0.0004 -0.3838 .. 0.3205 -0.2627 0.1098 0354) 0.2954 02384 .. 0.1181 0.2204 
(-0.350) ( .. 1.487) (-1.250) (-1.121) (0.606) (1.372) (1.151) (1.018) ( .. 0.656) (0.918) 
Rf -0.0004 0.0864 -0.0522 -0.1453 0.1230 .. 0.1138 0.0341 0.1341 -0.1289 05733 •• 
.. _ ... _ .... _._ ....... _._ ............................. (:Q}~!lt ............. _._ ... (Q,~~~L_._._._.J:'O_~!l.?L._._ .... __ (;:Q,~~~1._._._._._._JO':.~~._ ...... _ ...... -<:~.~,;;~2_._. _______ ... JO~!.~_. ____ ._ .. (Q)~'?') ____ .. _J:-.!l-,?14L ___ (2"4482..._._ 
RBO Rs 0.0001 -0.4654 ••• -0.3269·" -0.1124 0.0286 0.4233 .... 0.3256.... 0.0205 -0.0306 -0.0630 
(0.148) (-3.389) ( .. 2.241) (-0.808) (0253) (3.044) (2.222) (0.146) (-0266) (-0.617) 
Rf 0.0001 0.0713 -0.0444 0.0271 0.1019 -0.0874 0.0198 -0.1128 -0.0886 0.1036 
.. _ ...... _ ................... _ .... _ ........ ___ ....... JQ:!l~~L_._._ .......... _(Q,5.~.~.L._ .... _._.J::9"~ .. \N ... __ ....... _ .... _(~)_9.~L ............... J'O_:~~L._._. ___ ._(:Q:~~~._ ... __ ._. ___ (Q,·.!~l._._._. __ ._(:o.~3..22 ___ . __ (:!l.2!9L ___ .1I~_--. 
RD Rs -O.!XKl4 .0.2762 .. -0.1682 .0.0347 0.1518 02568 .. 0.1183 -0.0147 -0.0908 -0.0762 
(-0.766) (-1.898) (.1.121) (-0.236) (1.149) (1.737) (0.719) (-0.099) (-0.678) (-0.839) 
Rf -0.0005 0.0894 .. 0.0614 0.0553 0.1487 -0.0951 0.0026 -O.DroO -0.0905 0.0511 
._ ...... _ .... ___ .. ________ .... _._. ___ . __ ._ ... J:Q.:8.~~.L ........ ___ .. (Q,~2..S..L ... __ ...... J:Q:~l~2 ............ _._._.JQ:.3..8..~.L. ____ ._._(l_:!~L _____ .... _J:Q:~.5.!IL_._ ... _._,,(o"g.!~L ______ (.,-Q.~.1..?) __ . __ .J:Q.,~9.!L_. __ ~~_._ 
ROG Rs 0.0002 0.0064 -0.1905 -0.0992 -0.2053 0.0219 0.1907 0.0759 0.2058 00484 
(0.370) (0.037) (.1.058) (-0.593) (-1.523) (0.126) (1.065) (0.456) (1.563) (0.330) 
Rf 0.0002 0.6073 ... 0.2832 0.2036 -0.0329 -0.5791·" -0.2899 -0.2325 0.0355 0.2603 • 
_ .......... __ ...... _._._. __ ................ _._(Q:~.!~L ... _._ ... _ ...... (~,5.~~) __ ._ ......... .1I~~L ...... _._._._.JL~~L .... _ ... _.J::9_~. __ ._._ .. _ ... (~.:'l~. __ .. _ .... _(-l .. ~)._. __ .J:!.:.4.Q.?L __ .~.E=!.L (1.788) 
SCH Rs -0.0003 -0.2983 .. -0.0035 0.0492 -0.0919 02786 -0.0417 -0.0941 0.1532 0.0718 
(-0.359) (-1.688) (-0.020) (0.294) (-0.681) (1.557) (-0231) (-0.562) (1.132) (0.473) 
Rf -0.0003 0.1484 0.2837 .. 0.1361 -0.0321 -0.1450 -0.3219 • -0.1963 0.0875 0.3284 •• 
.. _ .... _. __ ............... _. __ ....... __ ....... _(:Q).?.?.l ... _._._._._. __ (Q,~_'1.81._._. __ ._ ...... (!'!~..3.L. ... _ ... __ ..... !!l-,9.1.61. __ ._._._ ... (::93.~.~L._. __ ._.t-Q.:8.!7L ___ .J:! .. :~. __ (-1 E1l. (0.676) (J26I) 
SHB Rs 0.!XKl4 .0.2203 .. -0.3623.... .0.2683" -0.0039 0.1693 0.3342"· 02137· -0.0334 0.0493 
(0.706) (-1.867) (.2.954) (-2.250) (-0.037) (1.425) (2.699) (I.m) (-0.312) (0.671) 
Rf O.!XKl4 0.1388 -0.1907 -0.2395 .. 0.0029 -0.1925 • 0.1751 0.1635 -0.0442 0.1828 •• 
.. -.... -.---.... _._ ... _ .. _ .... _.(Q:7E.L __ .•. __ .(!~_~ .... _._. ___ .(:.!..~L_ .•. _~~~L ... _ .._ ...JQ.-~! __ (:.!._~.?L_ . ..J.I~~~l (1.391) (-0.423) (J.s.5I) 
355 
Table 4.3: Estimates of the VECM/VAR for Stock.:md Futures Returns (continued) 
Code Dep Var ... mol ,.1 fd p.s PM 
lin ~ 110 ~, 
-ODIIO -0.0963 -0.2229 ••• 0.0506 SHE Rs -OIDl4 -0.0250 0.0581 0.1592 • 0.0317 
(-0.146) (-1.223) (-2.844) (0.687) 
-0.3879 ••• 
-0.3091 ••• -0.3398 ••• 00112 
(-0.689) (-0.320) (0.708) (I94S) (0.409) 
Rf -00003 0.3588 ••• 0.2629·" 0.3039 ••• 0.1093 
._._._._._._._. ___ ._._(::Q:.lliL._._. __ ._(~..:.~ _____ (!.~ _____ £583) (1.361) (-4~_L_.~~ (-4.176) (0.147) 
SIE Rs -OIDl4 0.0206 0.0257 -0.1091 • -OD550 00052 -0.0220 0.0567 0.0603 
(-O.S28) (0.389) (0.460) (-1.946) (-IDl8) (0.102) (-0.420) (1.086) (1.232) 
Rf -O.00J9 0.3760·" 0.0959 • -0.0750 -0.0632 -02116·" -0.0816 0D351 0.0533 
T! 
.. 
00063 
(0.712) 
0.0110 ••• 
.. _. __ ... _._._._. _____ ._._. __ . __ .J:.!:.!l~L_. ___ ._.J~,9.Q6L __ ._. __ (!.:~~2_._._._._._.1:!.~) . ___ . ___ .~.!.:~~ __ ~4.026) ----1:!..~.!.?L_._(Q·6S4) _ (1.0~), __ -,Q~94:.:::9)~_ 
TEF Rs -00003 0.1297 02550 .. 0.0956 0.0363 -0.1325 -0.2957 •• -0.1321 -O.O«JI 
(-0.491) (1.D86) (1.862) (0.694) (0.300) (-1.091) (-2.173) (-0.972) (-0341) 
Rf -0.0006 0.7445 ..... 0.6066"" 0.4010 .... 0.1920 -0.7144·" -0.6355·" -0.4262." 
.. _. __ ._._._._._._ .. _ .. _._._. __ ._._._.J:Q:'!!.~~L._._._._._._.~,3..61L._._._._-14:~BL. __ .~~~ ____ ~!.!~.!L __ ~:!:.~_._(:±~. __ ._-H.!..99) 
TI Rs -OIDl4 -0.0043 -0.0237 0.0369 0.1309"· 00035 0.0040 00074 
-0.1954 • 
(-1.694) 
0.0031 
(-0.611) (-0.129) (-0.713) (1.110) (3942) (0.186) (0.213) (0.399) (0.161) 
Rf -0.0014 0.0077 -0.0414 0.0162 0.1468 •• -00073 -0.0044 0D096 0.0177 _ 
.. _._._._._._._._._._._ .... _._._._. __ (:.!:.!l~.!2 ...... _._._._._._(Q:E~L_. __ ._._.J::!l:.!i~L._. _____ (Q,W1_. ____ ~~·~_. __ ._._.~:Q3!.9L_. ___ ~:O·Im.... ___ .!Q....2.!9-L-_._~!) _____ _ 
TIM Rs -ODOO5 -0.0964 -0.2211"· -0.0093 0.1772 .. 0.0507 0.1548 • 0.0423 -0.1190 -0.0011 
(-0.686) (-1.12S) (-2.396) (-0.101) (2.116) (0.S90) (1.67S) (0.460) (-1.437) (-O.Q3S) 
Rf -0.0005 0.3471 .... -0.0056 0.0&71 0.1592 • -0.3898 ••• -0.0486 -0.0219 -0.0904 0.0364 
..... _ ....... _._ .......... _._ ..... __ ....... _ ... J:Q:~~?L_ .......... _._.~~,g.9..0L ...... _ .... _.J::!l:.9.~~L_. __ ._._(Q,9..@_. ___ ... _._Jl~.!?L_. __ (~.J1)_._._(~~. ___ ~:Q~4}L ____ (:!,~I!l) ____ J1_~~L __ 
TLI Rs -0.0003 -0.2695 -0.3877 -0.1911 -0.1836 02154 02995 0.1179 0.1540 0.1679 
(-0.362) (-1.10S) (-1.60S) (-O.SSS) (-0.990) (0.884) (1.240) (0.S28) (0.832) (O.79S) 
Rf -0.0003 0.1410 -0.0620 -0.0312 -0.1156 -0.1848 -0.0323 -0.0399 0.0802 0.4376 •• 
.. _ .... _._._._._._ .... _._._._._._._._ .... _._(:Q}~.?L_._._. __ ._._~Q,~.9..~L_. __ ._._.J::!l:~~L_._._J:Q.;~~L_._. ___ 1:O:.~~.~L._. __ J:.I!1?~L_. __ .J:O_:!~L ______ ~-O·I~ ___ . __ ~0.441) Q.109) 
TOT Rs ODOOO -0.1807 0.1625 0.2032 • 0.1905 • 0.1236 -02761·· -02621·· -0.1485 0.0435 
(0.OS2) (-l.S83) (1.336) (1.6951) (1.806) (LOSS) (-2.24S) (-2.168) (-1.393) (O.71S) 
Rf 0.0000 0.2455 ... 0.3248 ••• 0.2449·· 0.2080 •• -0.2730 •• -0.4194 .... -02772" -0.1727 • 0.1277 •• 
__ ._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._.!Q:.!l.~.1L._._._._._._._(~,~:m_._. __ ._. ___ ~_l.??.L ___ ~~,~) __ ._. ___ ~:.!l.~. ___ ~:~4~)}_. __ (:-1:~ __ . __ . J:~~~ ____ ._.1:!~~L. ___ (!!...~_ 
UBS Rs 0.0003 -0.0071 -0.0737 -0.1102 -0.0508 0.1004 0.0823 -0.0066 0.0389 0.0509 
(0.424) (-0.OS6) (-O.S4S) (-0.S2O) (-0.411) (0.814) (0.62S) (-O.OSI) (0.326) (1.123) 
Rf 0.0002 0.4244 ..... 0.0918 0.0153 0.0261 -03145 ... -0.0836 -0.1200 -0.0430 0.0921 ... 
....... _._ .... _._ ..... _ .... _ .... _._. __ .... _._(Q}.!l.~L_._._"'_._J~:.2.~71. __ ... _ .. _.(0:.6.~~L ______ ._(Q,U..?1. __ . ___ ._.(0_·~.?L. ____ . __ (:2.~.?L_._._(il..!m._._. __ (:~?.1J. ___ . __ (:Q.3S31. __ ._ . (I_~. __ ._. 
UC Rs -0.0001 -0.1877 ... -0.1963 ... -0.1275 0.1179 0.2709 ..... 0.1343 0.1418 -0.0669 -0.1037 .. 
(-0.IS2) (-2.07S) (-2.110) (-1.411) (1.474) (2.943) (1.410) (1.S32) (-0.817) (-1.6SO) 
Rf -0.0001 0.1740 •• -0.0563 -0.0828 0.0950 -0.1022 0.0124 0.0951 -0.0452 0.0735 
.. _._ .... _._._._._._._._._._ .... _._._._ .. J:Q:1?~L._._._._._J!.:.9..??1._._._._.J::!l:.!i1'?J._._._._. __ 1:Q2i!.)_. __ . ___ ~!..~.!ll._._. ____ (:U~.!lL __ . ___ (Q.:!~L_. __ ._.!~:.!l.m __ ._. ___ (:Q~~. ___ ._J.l_~1.L __ 
VIV Rs -0.0015 0.2035 0.0606 0.3826 .. 02751 • -0.1081 -0.1662 -0.4847 •• -0.3505 •• -0.5281·· 
(-1.222) (0.860) (0.272) (1.93S) (1.781) (-0.4S3) (-0.742) (-2.425) (-2.26S) (-2.223) 
Rf -00015 0.5232 ... 0.2431 0.4927 .. 0.2785 • -0.4336 .. -0.3436 -0.5950·" -0.3375·· -0.0226 
.. _._._._._._._ .... _._._._._._._._._._._.J:.!:~~.?L_._. __ ._._._(~,~~q)_. __ . __ . __ ._~UJ:~L __ ._. ___ .J~,~~?.L .... _. ___ ....(!:.~~L._._._._.!:!:.!!~L_._ ... _._(-:.!.~~2. ___ . __ ._.E.!l~~2 __ ... _._._....(~,2.3_O'L .. _ .. _.J:_O':~L. __ 
VOF Rs -0.0006 -0.4740 .... -0.4369 .... -0.0728 -0.0646 0.4200 ... 0.3678 .. -0.0760 0.0849 0.0480 
(-0.7S4) (-2.324) (-2.207) (-0.410) (-0.469) (2.056) (1.8.S1) (-0.426) (0.612) (0.242) 
Rf -0.0006 -0.0371 -0.1193 0.0951 0.0680 -0.0088 0.0437 -0.2442 -0.0473 0.4280 •• 
...... __ ...... _._ .. _ ....... _ .... _._ ....... _._(:_O'.:~.!l~>.... ............. _._(:Q)_~~_ ... _. __ ._J:~_::6~D_. __ ._ .... _._._(Q~~2.L. __ . __ (~_-s.Q~L_ ....... _._.J:Q;.g~~L._._._ ..... ~_~ __ ._. __ ._.J:!~4~)}_. _____ 1:~~:l.~~t_._. __ (?_~L __ .. 
VOW Rs -0.0005 -0.1942 • -0.3022 .... -0.2080·· 0.0008 0.2538 .... 0.2494 •• 0.1745 • 0.0372 0.0198 
(-0.694) (-1.774) (-2.760) (-2.061) (om 0) (2.322) (2.27S) (1.738) (0.482) (O.lSl7) 
Rf -0.0005 0.2974 ••• 0.0195 -0.0605 0.1018 -02222 ... -0.0469 0.0036 -0.0456 0.3465 ••• 
.. _._._._._ .... _._ ... _ ... __ ._._. __ ._._.J:Q:.~~~2 ...... _._._._ .. J~,~.~61._ .... _._._._._(0:~.!!?L_ .... _._ ~~Q,~:l.?.L _. ___ ._~!.~.?l.. __ ._. ___ .E~~~L_._. __ .J~.~~~l.. .. _._._._._.JQ:.!l.:l.!!)_._._._._J:Q!2.JL ______ ~~. ___ _ 
Note.: Thi. table reports the VECM esUmal.es for the model (4.7) and (4.8): 
Figwes in the pamnthesis (.) am the t statistics. 
", •• and .... denote significant levels of'IO%, 5% and 1 %, respectively. 
t-stati.tic. ere calculated using Newey and Weses (1987) heteroskedasticity consistent variance-covariance matrix. 
The cointegratingvector~_l = tiX,-l "S,-I. -1;-1. is restricted to be the lagged basis in all cases. 
The VAR model (i.e. VECM without the error correction tean, Bt.-J) ere estimated f'orthore stock-futures pairs thai. ere not cointegrated. 
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T .... 4..4: Q-i-1Iuiwww UlIIoIiMM(QML) &tDIata ... VuiueeJc..uw- F.tJ._tiou of AlymBEKK-X MIIIleI 
C. en en CZ2 au au au an lin lin lin lin lin d12 dn du ell en en IAsvnaBEKK BEKK·X BEKK 
AA .{I.IXr.K) .{I.1X)39 - .{I.IDJ~ 0.2903" O.14J.5 .{I.19.56 ·0.1493 1.1482 - 0.2.582 ..... .{I.2251.... 0.6161"'" 0.3308 0.4236 0.1016 -OJI028 ·L6274 -3.8197 O'65!1~ 0.4653 0.0000"'" 0.000l"· 
(.1..524) (.1.44?J (.{I.122) (2.461) (0.999) (.1.131) (.0.161) (1.5.134) (1.128) (.2223) (14948)_~.!210L __ (~~1. __ ._~:l_~~ __ (-0.~!0) _.-f..II.9IJL ___ (.LS~ ___ (O.I~ _ 
AGN O.lXr.K) - .{ID436 - O.lDJO 0.1344 - 0.1341" .{I.OOO9 .{I.OOO2 09163 - 0.16.52 0.0284 0.166.5"'" 0.43!14 **. 0.4421 **' _8.0lS0 _8.8246 8.0045 -0.0371 8.0_ 0.0131 .. O.IXXXJ ..... O.lDJO ..... 
(6.532) (-3548) (O.IDJ) (3233) (1.946) (.{I.1.51) (-0.004) (41.500) (1.!36) ---.J!.616) _(6.222) ~:.~2!1) ____ Q.:~!9J._(-0_!..~.L __ ~:.8.~L_2:..~!L __ Q~!..Sl ____ .<.-8.00!) _______ ._::;-_--::-:::===-::::::::--:::-=::::-:::::: 
AHL .{I.llI23 Oro13 O.lDJO 0.2888 .{I.11.53 .{I.4101 02212 -21l614 ..... -2.301.5..... 2.1123"'" 29.506"- _8.18ti5 -0.4813 0.0532 _8.8652 -O.18!l1i -0.1551 0.0000 0.89.51 0.0000 ..... 0.0000 -
(.{I . .wJ (0218) (oro1) (0.602) (-0.318) (.{I.88!) (0.429) (-2.880) (-3310) (4.601) (.5.008) (-0.355) (-L008) (0.881) (-0.115) (-8.776) (-0.765) (.8.002) 
ALi 0.0033- 0.0032- O.lDJO .{I.1042 02061- 02118 .{I.0491 1.007.5- -0.07"23-- .{I.0149-"-0~8653*;;-_8.54ti4-"'-·:o3ii45--0.l8Z9-·--0:0335---ToJi-3- o.ooos----OJI!lil 0.0010-- 0.0000- 0.0000"· 
(4.115) (42~.{I.805) (-I22?L_~~~.~.~P~L_~~L._J.21.0111 __ . ____ (!:.~. ____ (:! .8.5~L_S)2.:P1L __ J-L718) _ (-L20!1 ___ ~~J_~ ___ ._ ~.~! __ ~.Ii.!~.l __ ~!~l ____ .@..3J4) ____________ _ 
AXA .{I.0031 - 0.0036 0.0000 0.19~"" .{I.0399 _0.0011 0.0441 _0.9440 - -0.1182.... 0.0019 _0.1944 _8.3635"'" 0.1492 0.0076 _8.5207 H' 0.0021 "'*' O.13!1!1 '" 0.0000 0.0004 ..... 0.0000 - 0.0000 ..... 
<:~.J.?}) (1292) (-I!.OOO) ~_l)_ (.{I·~2_._~=!!:'!~ __ ..... _.~9_"~~?L_._J-3.5"~_ .. _ (-23972 _____ (0361)_~~f5·4!~ .. _~~~:.~~L __ (-6.:!gl ___ (2.~~lL-J!~~) __ .(O.8l1.!> __ .. ______ . __ . __________ _ 
0.0013"" Oro19 - 0.0000 .{I2041 - 0.0262 0.23.51.... -0.032.5 -05199 - 0.4261 .... • 15204 - 05411"" 0.8125 0.0081 _8.2670""'" ·0.2466""'" 5.8263 '" 4.!l73' -0.0380 03711 0.0000 - 0.0000-
---:::-:--::c __ (~2,:-,:.48;,:;.5),:-- (4216) (0.012) _-H33O) ____ (Q.29.~ ___ {~.:~:I9 __ ._(:Q:!l21) __ .. _ (-13.116) (9.105) (31215) (10.984) (O.lS2) (0.085) (·2.986) (-2.m) (LII65) (1.473) (-0.812) 
BAR 0.0024"'" 0.0021 - _0.0016 - .{ID889 0.0902" _0.0012 -o.oo".5T - -09721.".--o.i320""-- -0.Oi62"---0~8236"'" ·0.3546 **' 0.4631 "'*'o.iiiJIS-----~oiiii38---~D."oiiii----iLo222 ----_8.01;94---0:0000 ';;'0.0000 --0.0000 ..... 
(3.511) (~1l81) (-3.121) _ (-1.623) (L?1).L (:o..:5.~~) (.{I.428) (4.5349) (3.30.5) (-1.092) (21.181) (S.934) (6.178) (0.598) (_8.591) (-0.437) (1.494) (_8.134) 
--=B:":'NP=--70ro=:18 - 0.D006 Oro.51 .... .{I.1.511"" 02801 --- 0.0233·-;,;.;;;··-=D."446C .... -·-09141 .,..;;;- 0.8622 .. .--0.041.5-,;;;;;-0.0426 -.. --·~ci~3532"""· _8.4553 ..o.oo"i..---.oii02!1 _8.0081 ** o.OOil----o.O;""fPO~OOOI ..... -0:0000 ...... 0.0000-
(~(0.169) (49.58) (-2561) (1.461) (3.019) (-4..591) (19.260) (20.622) (3563) (1.119) (-7.591) (-L5!11i) (.0.864) (-0.010) (-2.122) (0.143) (I.!ISJ) 
---:B=-=P"""'A-----lC.{I.D024 - _0.0026 ..... -00009 ..... 0~5T4.f;;;;-D.5185··;;;;;,;~ri3.56C;,;;,;;;--::-0·.4218--- 0.9631 ..... 0.053.5 -0.0098 0.8996 - -0.382ti **' _8.3!132 H. 0.li42--D."ci992----lj~8113,_---7:a"i8i·-----ii420 -Om-l--o.1im - 0.0000-
(-1213) ....J-1.o11) (-4514) (6.468) (.5.413) (-3.126) (-4.018) (1.889) (0.442) (-0.081) (1.106) (-2.719) (-2.587) (0.753) (0.640) (LS78) (l.1l8) (0.576) 
---=B=TL:--- 0.0016·..... 0.0019 --:O-.0034-.;.;,;.t~ ..:"i324 ;;;".--·05066-·;;;···-·-·-0:0285·--··· .{I.493f".---0:&86iS"";;;;';;'--i2924 .... .---··0.0909-----:03610-..... -0.2047 **' -:0:550' ... • -i.Osif---Oj-8S4·**-0~o-iS6--··----O:08S:;---·--·::O:17i7-- ··--0'0119 ..... ---O'oooii-... ---O:OOOO--
--,,~_--'("'-'3.718~, ) (0386) (-3.494) (-~l96) ___ (!:~~.L_<.O'.~_~ ___ .J:~·~.:m ___ .j~§c~L_-.!!~:.50.5L~~~528) _(:.2.J_~L ___ (.3.~JI) __ f.3.tiS7_) __ ~!:!~.t __ .i;~ .. 23) __ ~l~~) ____ ~~!!L __ (:!:.~_ll> __ . __________________________ _ 
BVA 0.0D06 0.0016 _. 0.0000 -0.0488 -0.1864 0.1146 0.1901 0.0301 09019"'" 09819..... 0.0181 -8.1492 -I.0!!13 0.4646 **' 0.3712 **' 12.07!13 "'*' U1l4 H 0.0019 0.01.51"" 0.0000 - 0.0000-· 
_~ __ (121~_Q~(-O~._J:D.11!L .. _..J._:Q;~_!??.L __ J.O'}_~L_. __ ~o._"~PJ1_. __ .. ~Q:~Q.1.L __ . (10369) _~~43~_jQ.193L_.._f!:.!!!.L_J:!·I~L_~~~ ___ (2.6!~L ___ (2.~~_) ___ ~:~~~L ____ ~~~!L __ .. ____ . ______ . ___________ _ 
CA 0.0D48""· 0.00.51 - .{I.OOO2 0.4813 .... 0.6192 .... -0.1835.... .{I.3482 .... -0.6161 .... 02688 - .{I2184..... -1.1101..... _8.0104 -0.0212 0.4082 **. 0.3895 ·2.1717 -4.81111 * .2.JIS3 0.0020"'" 0.0000 .... 0.0000 ..... 
---:=_. (.5919) ~.814) (.{I548) (~~~L ___ (~_O'O'2 __ .. ...J:~.~~~ __ ... J~.~~.~L __ .. __ (:~?"~~L __ .. _ .._(12·40..!.l __ ._..0.:1)]) ___ J:!~~~lL ___ f!:.076) __ J:~i'_~. ___ J~~~l. _______ ~!!.~~L. __ j:.!:~_m ____ ._._~:!'~~_'9.. __ ._H_,!I!5..> __ .. _ .. ___________ . __ _ 
COE _O.OO23".{I~ .. 0.0000 02126 • 0.2161.... .{I.O.50.5 -0.0484 09080 ..... _0.0213" 0.063.5 - 09891""· _8.35lS 0.0583 0.3714'" ·0.1477" 0.5845 0.5752 0.0000 0.4231 0.0000""· 0.0000-
. (-1·1~-1.11~ __ <:0.001) _---1!.:~3) ___ Jl.92.?L __ 1:o..:.1!!2L __ .. _<--Q:~L_ ... _ ... _Q~~1~ __ . __ ... __ t:.!:~~~ ___ ~Z~.~.L_~.51.49~ _____ H;~J~t ____ <!I:~~)1 __ Q,,!I~L_~:L875) __ (1587) _ .. ___ <!'~~-'-L .. __ ~~~~L ________ ..... ___ . __ ._. _____ _ 
CSG .{I .00 16 - _0.0011.... 0.0001 .{I.0861 -0.1148"" 0.0053 0.0.590 09161 ..... -0.0689.... 0.0.594" 1.03.5.5 .... 0.0225 -0.1258 0.2470 0.3950""" 0.8335 H. 0.8075 H. 0.0437 0.002.5·'" 0.0000 - 0.0000-" 
_______ J-2~ __ ~:~;p1) ____ JQ.:~_~ ___ <~}.0.51L . ....J:~}!QL ........... JO'.,Q~~L._ .. _.jQ.~.¥.t. __ ... _ ..J~Q.~~~L __ ... _._.(::~:.!?)) ... _____ ._.J!..:1?.~.L_. __ (~9..:!.3_2.t ... _____ (!I~!.!~L_. __ ._._f.II.__~~)._. ____ ~!~~L __ ...@~7) . ____ Q.!~~!.t_ .. __ J!~~~~t ...... _ ... ~.~!L._ . _____ . ____ ... ___ ......... __ ... _ .......... ____ ....... __ ...... . 
DBK 0.0038 - O.()().{J ..... 0.0000 .{I.OO90 0.31.51.... 0.1302 -0.1.510 -1.4526""· .{I..562.5 .... • 2.2814 ..... 1.4163 ..... 0.7161 .... • 0.6704 "'*' _8.4994 **' .0.5805 "'*' -2.2421 -0.4331 _8.0002 0.6186 0.0000 ••• 0.0000 .... . 
----:0-=-:-----,:(6:.:;:2:,;:43) (6.124) _J.:9.00Q>'._(-.!l.:96OJ ___ .Q~!~.~1 ........ _ ..JO'.,6..1.~L ........ J:Q.J..5..~L_ ... _ ... ~~~..:.·1I1L_~~~t_. __ (~.:...~) ____ ~?"~~L. _____ .~~!!?_) __ ~~~!L_(-9·~ ___ .f.!!.~_. __ J.~!iIi3L_J:O~ ... ~.!IL.._J:~~~'!L._ _ ___ .. _________ ... __ .. __ 
OCY 0.0023 - O.OO~ ..... 0.0000 .{I.4J3.5 _. -0.2268.... 0..5149 ..... 0.3169 ..... 1.1.540 ..... 0.2231 ..... -1.988.5 - -1.1693..... 0.234!1""" 0.4235 H. 0.1030 -0.2110 * ·0.8952 ·0.4250 0.0000 0.6418 0.0000 .... • 0.0000 -
_--,(~3.408~ ) (3.43.:'1l_<:!!':'000) _....J.-J.E!!l_J:1:!?.31 .... __ .J~.~~O'1_ ...... __ Q:~~J.L .. _._J!.~l!.'ry __ t!~)44) __ <:~~l~12._ .. .-1:~.:..8..91.L __ . ____ ~~J..~_..{4.10~~1_~8L __ ~:.!,?}1) ____ (:!I:.!!~L __ .J:~:~l~~._. __ (:~~~~!L __ . ________________ .. __ ._. ___ _ 
DTE 0.0021""· 0.0021 ••• 0.0000 0.01O~ 0.2937·" 0.0863 -0.1486 0.9982 ..... 0.0319 .. -0.031.5 09217 .... 0.3722""'" 0.1585 _8.1206 0.0593 1.0409 1.099S 0.0000 0.8682 0.0000 .... 0.0000 .... • 
(.5.862) (.5.695) (-O.C!QQL... __ (0..5O?L. __ Q~~1 ....... _J.Q.:6.~~L .. _ .... _H_~L ___ J.~.:P.L.._._J.L~86) __ ~:I·401L_(40·3?1L._g.!~.!~>.._J!__~75) _(:0.750) ___ (!I~~L. __ <!I:..7~.!I.L ___ (II.:!.~~. ___ ~~:'!.~~t_ ______________ . 
EN! 0.0019 .... .{I.D024 - orooo 02194··· -0.8948 ..... -0.1039 .... 1.0652 ..... 0.8846 ..... 0.8.502 ..... 0.0813..... 0.0113·· -0.036!1 _8.2746 _8.168!1"'- 0.8441 0.00!l8 -0.1371... 0.0000 0.0001 .... • 0.0004"'" 0.0000 ..... 
___ (3.92~(-3.609) (01!lQL_..Q~3) __ 1:~L7p1. ...... _<.:~c~~_._ .. J~:~1~L_ .... .J~1:~~_._._....J~~~~._~.826L_~~J~ ___ .J-8.5~t~I!:!1-.!L_<:.2. 7~J. ___ ~~..s.!l)_. ___ il:~0) __ (:!~!.!.!!. ______ <!!.J.!'!~_) _ .. ____________ . ______ ._. 
ENL 0.0014"'" 0.0011 0.0019·'" 0.044.5 05446 ..... 0.046.5 -0.4604 ... 0.911.5 ..... 0.833.5 .... 0.0001 0.0221 0.0125 -8.3837 '" O.I!I2ti **' 0.2769 ·0.0041 ... • 0.013' _8.2566 .... 0.0020..... O.OOOJ .... • 0.0000-
___ ~~~--.JP..:!69) (5.612)~.133) (3.248) J~ .031) (-2.3?PL_.j!'o.?"'~_. (169.50) (0.2~.!2.. ___ J046.tY._. _____ ~.2~.J:..L!I~1 __ ~:.6lS) . _____ <!!!.7.~~L ___ ~~.!~~_~~~~~~ .... ___ (:;J..'!?l.. __ ..... ___ . _____ . ____ .... ___ . ____ . __ 
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Tale 4.4: Q-i-....... IJ8m.-l (QML) &ti.Ues.1' Vuiuu/Cenriame Etpatio .. of AlymBEKK-X Matlel(ceaiinuei) 
c.e cu en en au au an au 1It1 1It2 hn hn "'1 lin lin clu en en en IAsymBIKK BIKK-X BIKK 
EOA 00022 - 01Xl23 - O.IXXXJ ~D177 02099 - 02153 - -0.0216 0.7317 - -0.1947 -1.6373 ... ~j673 - -U13S -- -0.3416 H. -0.0140 0.1866 * -2.8832 ** -O.li31i1 -0.0068 0.0170 - 0.0000"· O.oem-· 
(6.36S) (6.268) (0.025) (~.54J) (2.413) (2573) (-0342) (2.741) (-0.724) (-750S) (-2.934) (-3.475) (-S.S97) (-0.107) (1.816) (-2.334) (-0.1i41) (-0.028) 
ERe 00027 0.0010 O.lXl3O 0.0463 0.7952 - -0.0511 -09658 _. 0.si20 ----uJ504 "·--01753--:0.0888 -:o:IilZ6 o.S804 ** -IiOloJ---~5i7!1 ** --iL0Z24 ----u.iine---::O.iiioiJ-- 0.0001..... 0.0000 - 0.0000-
(1.127) (0.118) (0538) (0.204) (2.491) (-0207) (-2.629) _____ ~.:!!4) (3.~~~ ___ @~_ (-0·~8QL __ (-0.4~l.. ___ (;~~) ___ (O~;L_.J-2·!~~L __ Q:~!!.?L ____ Jh~~L....J:~:!~9.I_ -------:---c::-.:::::::::-::::::: 
PTE 0.0018 - 0.0018 0.0024 - ~.1294 0.5007 - O.OD30 ~.6883 - 1.06.52 - 05723 - -0.0994 0.3875 .... • 0.3S09 **- 0.1421 -0.0954 -0.0441 0.0730 0.0941 0.0863 0.0040 _. 0.0000 .... 0.0000-
(3.o«J) (1.118) ,<5296) (~.849) (3.097) (OD24) (-4.637) (10.580) (4205) (-0.995) (2.7.52) (3.664) (0.486) (-1.885) (-O.ISZ) (LS88) (1.054) (2.743) 
OEM 0.0013 - 0.0018 - O.OOJO 03.544 - 0.4367 - -0.3298 - -03621 - ~.9326..... 0.0212 -0.0283 -09721---- -0.4841 ....;-~iiTiii7-----oIiii--_:a:i833-----if5ii6**.-~fii6J1-;*'..8.iiio2---0.0349-;;----0.0000 - 0.0000-
--==_--,:(3::::.732)~= (4372) (0.002~~.062) (6.23O)--.J:4.154) __ ~543) _l:28.982)----.JOA91) (-0.790) (-20365) (-~~_ (-LZ6!!L __ jl.3!!!L_J-I.~!!l-<:"~~!!.!I1 __ .J:!~!L_~o.ol!..l!l_ _ __ _ 
OXW O.lJ042 - 0.0029 - 0.0016 - -02029 -0.0578 02064 OD070 0.7068 _. ~.0891 0.2396 .... 1.0324 ..... -0.3S!l1 ** -O.OSOS -0.0338 -0.32118 * -27.1458 * -7.793' -2.3248 0.0154 - 0.0000 - 0.0000-· 
(3.287) (1982) (5324) (-0.715) (-0394) (0914) (0.057) (5244) (~.737) (2.051) (10.497) (-2.236) (-0.437) (-0.154) (-1.936) (-L!l46) (-0.710) (-0.799) 
HAS 0.0013 0.0037 - 0.0000 0D826 -03085----0218C"'-o.iT4.S- 0.6335.--i'0819 .... --0.339ti -0.1948 0.1184 -ojfii2--;-~-:-4Jl4"·**'·-~iLiijJ4"-:ii:jii4a---·-S.lm **' -ii.ooof -011139 - 0.0000 ";;;;;;-o_:_cmo ..... 
(1573) (4.29S) (-O.OD1) (0.888) (-2.392) (-2373) (0.573) (1.786) (3.687) (0.913) (-0568) (O.S98) (-U8l) (-2.6IS) (-0.1") (-0.168) (2.888) (0.000) 
HNM -0.0013 • OD017 - 0.0000 ..02292--0.6219-';;--"-02204-'--_O.736!j";;----o.836f· .. -;;;-"---o:775F· .. ---ol602----oT793-i.679s--~z.j,29-;--=ii:55i7-·--··--2Ji5D*;--:iJ.fi8!13---fii5z----o.iiiijJ--· '-'-0:9388 0.0000·- 0.0000-
(-1.815) (2.752) (ODDO) (-ID65) (195~ __ .J!.P.~L_...J:2.4~1.L. ___ <1:~~L ____ ~ __ ~.~5i.l) __ j.!:!:Q?L ____ (!:..~) ___ (-L884t __ (:~.:!.s.!IL_._J~.:.~~~ ___ (:!I:.~_IL ___ ._J!~~~ ____ ._~:.~!~>-. ___ . _________________ _ 
INO 0.0D28 - ~.II012 0.0017 ~.0068 ~3007 ..... -0.0271 0.4239 _. 0.9304 .... 05216 ..... 0.0188 0.4404"'" -0.4453 **' 0.048!1 0.8203 -0.42S!I **' 0.0002 -0.1171 * O.OISI O.OOOD - 0.0000 - 0.0000·-
(6.782) (~.766) (0518) (-O·t~~72!2._...J.:.!:.~~!..~) ___ .. _i.693.2~_ .. _ .._~6.0~ __ (1..:!~J.L_~~L....J:HA~) ___ (O.370) ___ ~~!ISL_._H~~L ____ !1! . .I!~L_. __ t.!:?.m. ____ .5!I..!'!m__ _ _____ .. _______ . 
UO 0.0016·... 0.0068"'" -0.0016 0.1551 - -0.1015 0.0354 0.3336 ..... -1.0163.... -0.9506 - 0.0659"'" 0.0706"'" 0.0!I]3 -0.1895 0.Z239 -- 0.J2SO * -1.49S8 * -0.51177 3.JOZ!I .... 0.0343 ... 0.0000 .... 0.0000-
____ (5_569) _~6.26QL_J:Q.:~1..!L __ Q.·~ ____ t.1.:.~._ .... __ CQ~~_~L._ .. __ J4:.·~1L __ {:~79.080) __ ~:~.;!}.l!L_~1.:5_2§L_ .. ~·899t __ j.!~!~1.._(-L~~) __ --fJ~!Q ___ ~!J.~~_ .. _ .. _.J::.l:.?l7). ___ ._J:~..!~~~)_. ___ {Z.!!I.~L_ ... _____ . ____________ . ___ ._ .. __ _ 
MUV 0.0039"'" 0.0038"'" 0.0002 -0.1138 0.2859.... 0.1243 _02094" 1.1465· .. • 0.2596 - -02541"'" 0.6543"'" 0.33S7 ** 0.24110 0.1770 0.2313 -0.0806 0.31113 O.5IiSS ... 0.0001 - 0.0000 - 0.0000"· 
(7.802) (6942) (1.219) (-0.915) (2.355) (0999) (-1.660) (20.652) (4.654) (-3.877) (10.555) (2.243) (0.868) (1.316) (0.858) (-8.246) (1.138) (2.528) No=-:-A-.....lO.0026-.~_:_OO26 .... --0.000.5"---- 0.i338*;;;--::o~f62r---·_:O:3544·.,;;.··O_:_2ii43-; .. -··-0"34f5---o-j232*;.---0.6485 ..... -0.6562-·;;;;;..-::O-.jjJ.---::O:~-o'10!lS--Oj3ii3----··iij4i3-·-----:2.jOgi-----ii~ij25- -0.0892";- 0.0000 ••• -0.0000 ..... 
=_-':()":~_ (-1 ~J... __ ..JQ·09~ ___ J!Q~.~ ___ .(:L~?..QL ...... __ {:?..f!~~> __ . ___ J.~:.~.Q!.L_._~c~!L_ .. _._~_~~P..!L. __ ._(6.2~. __ i!.~}..:~!.Q)._._ ... __ ~:~.!76) _--.th.~:!:!'S9 ___ ~!S8) __ ~!~ __ t_~~~~~ __ . ___ (!I.:..~!~L _______ . __ .. ___________ .. 
NES 0.0021 - 0.0027"· 0.0020"'" ~.1488 -0.0097 0.1251 0.1966 0.9993 ..... 0.2853"'" -0.0552..... 0.6242 ..... -o.S138 ** -0.6418 * 0.1763 US62 -6.2SS8 ** -1i.fi490 * 8.68!14.... 0.0000""· O.ODOO"'" 0.0000 .... 
____ ~~ (3.619L __ (5.8?~J:!;B!L_~::Q:!l~1_._ .. _ ... ~~~n. ____ .n1.~t ___ ~~mL ____ g:.~~ __ ._. __ 0.:.?J..~L. __ .{~.2~~L ___ (:~:~.!I.~2 __ ..J:.l::!.!8) ___ (O~~ ___ . ___ ~!!ll ____ ~:;!~L_ ... __ H~~.!.~) __ . __ Q~~!) __ . _____ . ______ ... __ . ___ . 
NOV 0.0027 - 0.0009 0.0000 0.3309 0.1866 -0.4293 -0.0896 0.3207 0.8682 0.6469 - 0.0611 O.43IS o.S073 -0.01172 -O.IS!lS -4.2764 -24.1887 **- 0.0001 0.0247 .... 0.0000 - 0.0000 .... • 
_=_->::(3:.=::.482) (O.7~.!L_ (-O.OQ.O) __ ~LOI41 __ .--J9..:~.1.~L __ .J:.!1.~?) ___ <::Q.32t!t (1.014) ____ (1.531) __ (~:.~'!!t __ .(.Q:92?l. ___ .!!!:I!I.!!}. __ ~~!!L __ .. tl!:!_~~L_J:~.:.~~!). ___ . ...f.!l:.~~.?1 __ . __ ... H~~I~>_ .. __ ._.!!I_.8...!!.!L ___________ . _____ .. _______ . 
PHI 0.0030 - 0.0077 ..... 0.0000 0.1480 -0.4817" -0.2130 0.4811 .. 1.1845 - 13068 _. -02265 -0.4123 -0.1983 -0.2872 -0.1021 -0.8032 3.!l274 1l.!lSSI ** -0.0006 0.1854 0.0000 .... 0.0000·-
_____ i2-=~.!L ___ ... ~.:5..m.. __ . __ (-O·OQQL. __ JQ.~J.L. ___ . .J:!:.?1.9J.._._.j:P.c6.?~L .. ___ .J!.E.~.L .... _ ... _J~"7~L __ J~.~_3.Q2_ .... _. __ <::Q,5()}L __ .. 1'O":~4§)_ ... _. __ ~::.!:~.!~ ___ ..t!__~~~._<:05~.!) __ (:.I!:!!.!~L __ ... ~I.:.~~~) __ .... _ .... _~~~'9 .. _ ... _.~:~,II.~~L_ . ___ .. _____ ..... _ ... __ ....... ___ . ___ . ___ ._ .... _ .. __ . 
RBO 0.0037 OD033 ..... 0.0019 .... -0.2226 0.1602 0.2464 -0.0408 0.1503 ~.6538 -1.0915 -0.2678 0.0464 -O.82S0 -0.4831 -0.3827 -3.9071 4.1611 -!l.4766 0.0006 .... • 0.0000 - 0.0000-· 
--,::=-__ .(1591) .t3.681) __ ~~.~_~ __ .J::Q.71§2 _____ ~Q}.~~L._._iQ.::5.!.?>_ .. __ ._.i~~?:.~L. ___ .... _ (0.0~L_.J::Q.f.51) .. ___ ~::!l.43..!> ___ {:.!!.:!Q9L. ____ Jo.:~m_ . ...J:D.0~:!:..lS8) ___ (:.I!:71~L_~-:!I:~.J.!.l. ___ 9!~~~ ____ ~~.:I~J.L _______ . _________ _ 
RD -0D278·" 0.0185 -0.0069 0.3859 .... 0.0511 -0.1330 0.2742 .... -0.1966 _0.5947 -0.7624" -0.3240 -0.0080 0.2541 -0.2487 ·0.4024 ** 0.OS!l4 **' -0.0312 0.0138 0.0003..... 0.0000 ••• 0.0000-· 
(-3.116) (1350) __ (:.!!.:!.t~_j~,~§2_ .... _ ...J9..:~_~.~ .. ____ .... (:.!.~.!!.>_ ... ___ j~}~5..L.._. ___ J:.!!.:45.~L .... __ ._J-l t+77) ___ ~.:!()~.L. __ (-0·8Q~ ____ (~~.:~~.L ___ ~!I_!L __ <:!~~~=!~!.t __ Q·09~ __ j:.!~~.!_~ __ . ___ .~:.~~72 ___ .. _____ . __________ _ 
ROO 0.D020 - 0.0021 - -0.0004 ~.2909.... -0.4133 ..... 0.1832 02401 .... -0.6943 ..... 02668 _. -0.2812 - -1.2082 ..... 0.0974 0.OS21 -0.3722 ** -0.32114 * -14.1833 **' -9.7041 ** 0.0243 0.0059"'" 0.0000 ..... 0.0000 ..... 
---'= __ (7'2~ (25?9) (-0.6~"!L __ ~:2 .4~5i.L __ J:i:mL __ .. _~!}J}L_ .. _t~:!!~L_ .... __ H].:~I4) _ .... _ ... ___ ~~,!~.5..L ... _ ..... ___ ~,!?."!~ __ ....J:25.7}~t __ .. ___ ~..:..7.~!} ___ .. __ ..!!I__~~) ___ .J:~.!~L __ (-I·~72 ____ (:?:!~!L ___ t.!:!~~l .. ____ .. ~.!!~.L _________________ . ____ .. __ ._. ___ .. _. 
SCH 0.0006 0.0014 - 0.0000 0.0766 -0.1067 02086 0.4247 ..... 12557 ..... 03301 ..... -03380..... 0.5901..... -0.5644 **. -0.7896 **' 0.76SS **' 0JI117 **. 22.3233 •• , 22.6947 **< 0.0044 0.0020..... 0.0000 ..... O.ODOO ..... 
_~_-'(.::;1.=:-::436::.:)~. ~-..Bl.003) .-J.qJ2.?:2 __ j:9cL4?L ___ ._f!J._~L_~:Q.()?) ___ ._3~?..:.mL._._ .. ___ (15,?§2.L ___ J:2~2.~.~ __ ._~~6.02.~L._<:~~!!J.0L ___ ~:~I!:.Ii~ .. ___ (11I.7~l. __ .m!~)_._ ... Q.:~!) ___ q~.I~'9 .. _ .... _ ... ~:II!~1 ... _._ _ _________________ _ 
SHB 0.0012 _00011 0.D020 -0.2118 0.0113 0.1660 0.1485 .. 0.0139 0.1332 0.9544 ..... 0.8218 .... • 0.2310 -0.2138 -0.5883 **' -0.8825 7.043] ** -0.2812 U424 0.0043"'" 0.0000 ••• ODDOO .... 
___ --->.:(0:;.:.7.::...54.:<...) _ (_0.399) J!J..!_1) __ <:.~i?2 __ ._~Q}f..'9_._. __ .. iQ~~) __ .tl.655) ____ .-JQ.:.~?P.L_ ...... JQ;.?_!!?L __ . __ .. (5.1p~ ___ ~.001) ___ .(1.:~)_. __ J:_!:~~L ___ ~4.I08) _J-O.Ii_m .... _. __ .(2:!~~L ___ J:!~!~~>.._. ___ .~.~~.!!}_ .. ____ . ______________ . __ _ 
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T .... 4.A: Q-i-Muia ... LiJoem-i (QML) &timUH fitr VariaJu:e/CenriaJwe q-mJUI of AIIymIIEKK-X Me.l (continued) 
c.ie en cn cn all au an an 'II 'u 'n 'n du liu d,:1 dt2 en en en IAsymBEKK BEKK-X BEKK 
SHE -O.1XX13 -0.0039 - 0.0000 -0.3801 - -0.2864 * 0.2215 - 0.4049 - 1.4)66 - 1.5693 - -05183 *... -0.7802 ••• 0.2074 0.6907..... 0.1202 -0.2060 0.0210 -0.051' 0.0000 0.0246 - 0.0000 - 0.0000-
(-0211) (-2281) (0.000) (-4.859) (-1.789) (5509) (4.063) (9.828) (12.169) (:2.956) ~.749) _(L088L __ ~~_._~.:.~lL ____ H~S._) _____ ~~~~~ _ _.tJ~.!~.6) __ J11.:.000) __ _ 
SIE 0.00J6 0.0014 * -O.!Dl5 -0.1067 - 0214.5 - 0.01.52 -02295 - 0.9741 - 0.0498 .. 0.0061 0.9274 - -0.2625..... -0.1172" 0.OU5 -0.1371 H -0.0158 0.098' -0.02611 0.0437 - 0.0000 - 0.0000-
(0.821) (1.863) (-1.017) (-2.033) (3.695) (0.413) (-3.48!.) (115.7~ (2.301) (0.692) (44329) (-8.720) (-L782) <1!.:?B~ ____ t_2.40!) ____ J-L~~!' ___ j!.:!08)_.~~..:..190) _______________ . __ _ 
TEP 0.D035 - 0.0011 - 0.0000 -03136 - 0.0207 0 . .5428 - 02301· -03.541 02759 1.2834 - 0.6778 0.4753 ** 0.5455'" -0.2442 -0.4700.... 0.2617"" 0.182' ..... 0.0000 0.0039 - 0.0001 - 0.0000 ••• 
(4.066) (2.150) (-0.001) (-2515) (0.169) (4276) .. ---1L~__ (-O.~ ___ (0.66~.L __ ._._Q..:~0) __ (I.5t4) __ ~.;s~~_~39) ___ (:.!~I!Q __ .. _J_b~.~.~L_. __ J3~!~) __ Q:I85)_J11~01) 
TI 0.0113 - 0.DI04 - 0.D033 - 0.6066 - 0.1273 -0.8385 - -01J668 -0.0018 0.0035 -0.0051 0.0102 -0.5286 ** -0.9366..... 0.1753 0.8357..... 0.0089 .... • 0.0014 0.0330 - 0.0000 - 0.0000 .... 0.0000-
(20.931) (21.298) J!15~!) ____ Q)45) (0579) (:!.().?~L_~~_5)__ (-0.096) __ .. ~~~._ ... _(:!I"~~ ___ (O.~_I) __ (-I~~) ___ t_~?~.I!.L. __ .(1I~~~) _____ ,J~~~~L __ . __ .~ .... _?~.IJ __ ... _. __ Q!~I?l. ___ ,J~.~1.:m .. ___ ._. ________ .... ___ ..... ________ . _______ _ 
TIM 0.0014 0.0053 - 0.0000 0.0789 -0.6900 .... -0.1532 0.6756 - -0.6549 _. -0.9389 -. -03258 0.0926 -8.3395 **. 0.3277 0.0237 -0.7708 .. 0.9536 .. 1.59oU" 0.0000 0.0366 - 0.0000 - 0.0000·-
(1.475) (4.460) (-0.000) (0.423) (-4201) (-0.792) (3510) (-3.454) (-6.053) (-1.635) (0.482) (-2.996) (0.956) (0.176) (-1.8'4) (L922) (1.888) (-0.000) 
TU 0.Q004--01Jo4o ·-'-0.0031 0.060:r-·---=O.207S---:O.l22'4 .. ----.. -0Ji734-----Tg-114---0247'ir-----0J.668 - 0.6976·** 0.4101 -O~08lS ----:O:69'2i------=-oi324-·--ii45'0- -O.4Cii' -9.469.--- --[ooio-;"--- 0.0000.......-;;-0.0000 ..... 
(0.206) (1.710) (1.407) (0.086) (-0.295) (-0.193) (0.111) (4.494) (1.595) (0950) (4.833) (0.538) (-8.10!l) (-0.1102) (-0.317) (Ll48) (-0.085) (-3.072) 
TOT -O.1XX13 -0.0036 0.0000 0.3574 -0.0900-·---.:0.1392--·-0.2753" .. ------·-0.7384· ... --.. ii~2964-------ii2400----0.6329---0.4j2i-----oS488·;*'::O~J4Ci;-;;;-:iijo74**--T950i----:i:j7oi--:O'0003--- 0'3399--------60000 - 0.0001;;;;;;; 
(-0.1.50) (-1.485) (-0.000) (1.2.50) (-0.240) (-0.643) (1.090) (04.314) (0.722) (1.315) (1.362) (l.608) (3.242) (-3.280) (-2.834) (0.871) (-0.788) (-0.000) 
UBS -0.00~ii29----0.00~-=O.006-0 -o.2ii96--0~i640----0·:0262--.... ·--·-3.0041 - -3.2718..... 2.4637 - 2.9699 - 0.2823 0.0485 il.loii4-----·0.282j----"i3S3S---f;41i---·-::O:iiiiS' -- 0.8088----ii.0000-;;.;..---o:0006--,;;; 
.-=_--,(!1~~ ___ J.L~!lL_. __ {f!:~!.~J.._(:Q,~~_._J.!!:.~!L. __ (!':Q.~m._ ... _ .. iQJ_TI.L_._(:~Q.:~~~L .. __ J:!.!.:.~~~L_. ___ <..12..~:~?lll...._._J~PJL~m __ (!I,.!..~)_~.6OCi). ___ Q.438t ___ (II.JI.!I_!L ____ M!?L __ <:'~~~ _________ . ________ _ 
UC 0.0016·· -0.0029 ••• 0.0000 -0.2042 0.2424··' 03541·** -0.0205 -0.6317 ... -0.1623 *.. -03321 - -0.7194·** 0.3280..... 0.1657 * 0.0400 0.1451 .. 3.5!104 .... ' -l.Z17' -0.0001 0.0001 - 0.0000 - 0.0000-
___ ...J.~~ __ ~~J_OJ.L.~~J.:I.41~1 __ (3.64?.L __ __L~~ .. __ ~.:Q.:~~L .. ____ J:?:.~~.~_._.J:~.o~!.~L_ ... __ ~~l~.!L_ (-14.068L __ ('!-±'..!L __ <"~.~.22.._!!~L ____ (~:.?!~_ .... ____ (~!~~1_. ___ t~!7) ___ <"'-!~_l!1!t_. _________ .. _____________ _ 
VIV 0.0027 _. 0.0021·" 0.0000 0.1121 0.0959 -0.0242 0.0041 0.9773·'" -0.0058 -0.0149 09719 ••• -0.1906 -0.3257.... -0.1269 0.0496 U873 .... , 10.0333..... 0.0002 0.0054 - 0.0000 - 0.0000-
____ --<!.960L~.:.?~ ___ ._t__0.00]L __ tO.79~ ___ .. _(Qo~?1_{~231) ____ ._._.(I!:Q:!L_. __ (~~!.~. __ .J.:!l.~L __ iO.814)_~59.1?_6J... .. ____ i!.:.~72) _._--.J:;.!!1!.21.. __ tLOl!.l.ll __ <!I~!~} __ ~~!~L ____ Q.!!!.8t ___ ~~1___ _ _______________ . _______ _ 
VOF 0.0023 - 0.0025 .*. 0.0000 -0.0357 0.0283 0.1133·* 0.0102 -1.1203 - -0.1462 *.... 0.1668 - -0.8234·- -0.20'7 .... • -0.1458 .... -0.0980 -0.1288.... -0.6407 -0.5431 0.0000 0.3638 0.0000 - 0.0000-· 
--o:=,----"(~.939) (6·~.~!.) ___ JQ:..OQ.Qt ... __ .J.:P..:.~L .. _ ... _{Q.o~Q~ ____ .. (! .. ~2QJ. .. _. ____ i!.:~L ......... ~~~_·.~.?L __ J:2§1.~.L. ____ ~8.4!!L._J~~..:?5ilL_ .. _.t!:.794L_ (-2.3.1!.21 __ (-1.57!1) . __ (:~!~~L_(:!_.!!!~~ __ (-I·.2..~~<:.~':'o ..~!!L_ _ ________________ _ 
VOW O.llO28 - 0.0030 ..... 0.0000 -02837 -. 0.0734 0.3127.... 0.0333 0.8909 _. -0.0303 -1.7750 - -0.9382"" -0.2815 **' -0.3816 u, -0.0142 0.1547 -2.9810 -2.4780 0.0000 0.6751 0.0000 ••• 0.0000-
(4355) (4525) (-0.000) <.-3.0~L_(Q·66?L __ J~.:l~?L_._._iO'.:~~L .. __ . __ . .t~:.?P..~L_. ___ J:Q,~1.~L _____ ~=.!.6..o~_J:~.~.3.P.L_ ... J·3.0~t __ J·:.3:.!~!)_ .. __ ..J~.:.!.~L ____ .JO..:!!~L ___ .(:.!:~).!L.. __ ~:!~_I~.!)_ ..... ~~_L 
rm' teble reports the parameter estimates fOr the IlUgIllented asymmetric BEKK GARCH (l,I)-X model (4.13): 
H, = Coe;, +41E'-lE~_lAll +~lH '-l~l +L11~t-l~-lDll + Ell (Z,..,\)l S;l (4.13) 
tmere, C, - [eu 0]; All_[a,.l a,.2]; lh _[~l b,.1]; Lh = [d,.l dll ]; 11;.1 = [lltl 
en ell Qn Q~l bll b:n dll dll ell e~J 
land [ ~.] [min{E,O:].. .' . ~._ _. (. ~ ,Z-(P, .. -F! .. I,assummgS,\O,. N(O.H,) ~,., mn t E ,;,0; 
~ off-clagonal elemed. in.All (Bu) mauix describes the innovations (volatilitY,) spUovers between the stock and f'uttres markets, while the off-diagonal elements of Dll matrix captures the .ymmetric -wllltilityrupc.lSe1 rf a market to another muket's innoVlllions. The coefficients relating to the a~metries end basis effects (i.e. Du and I'll) are indicated in' old characters, llimllte. are obtained wing the BFGS nl.merical optimization algorithm and the method of cpasi-maximum likelihood (QML). The robust. standard error and associated t-statistics arel alculllted wing the BoUerslev-Wooldridge (1992) eppfOllch. All the estimations are made using the RATS statistical software with its blilt-in GARCH instruction. Figure in parentheses (.) 
nclcate the robwt t-.tatistic •. *, •• end .*. denote sipticaft levels of 10%. 5% and 1%, respec:tively. 
AI}"lIl-BEKK', 'BEKK-X' and 'BEKK' are the Wald test. P-values for the restrictions I'll - 0, Dll = a and Ell = Du = 0 respectively. 
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Table 45: Sununary of BEl.:K GARCH (1,1) Model Specifiratioll Test'i 
......................... _ .... _ ............ 
A'iym-BEKK BEKK-X BEKK Best Modl:'l 
AA FAIL REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK 
AGN REJECT REJECT REJECT Asyrn-BEKK-X 
AHL FAIL REJECT REJECT Asyrn-BEKK 
ALV REJECT REJECT REJECT Asyrn-BEKK-X 
AXA REJECT REJECT REJECT Asyrn-BEKK-X 
AZN FAIL REJECT REJECT Asyrn-BEKK 
BAR REJECT REJECT REJECT Asyrn-BEKK-X 
BNP REJECT REJECT REJECT Asyrn-BEKK-X 
BPA FAIL REJECT REJECT Asyrn-BEKK 
BTL REJECT REJECT REJECT Asyrn-BEKK-X 
BVA REJECT REJECT REJECT Asyrn-BEKK-X 
CA REJECT REJECT REJECT Asyrn-BEKK-X 
CGE FAIL REJECT REJECT Asyrn-BEKK 
CSG REJECT REJECT REJECT Asyrn-BEKK-X 
DBK FAIL REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK 
DCY FAIL REJECT REJECT Asyrn-BEKK 
DTE FAIL REJECT REJECT Asyrn-BEKK 
ENI REJECT REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK-X 
ENL REJECT REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK-X 
EOA REJECT REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK-X 
ERC REJECT REJECT REJECT Asyrn-BEKK-X 
FTE REJECT REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK-X 
GEN REJECT REJECT REJECT Asyrn-BEKK-X 
GXW REJECT REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK-X 
HAS REJECT REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK-X 
HNM FAIL REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK 
ING REJECT REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK-X 
LLO REJECT REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK-X 
MUV REJECT REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK-X 
NDA REJECT REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK-X 
NES REJECT REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK-X 
NOV REJECT REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK-X 
PHI FAIL REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK 
REO REJECT REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK-X 
RD REJECT REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK-X 
ROG REJECT REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK-X 
SCH REJECT REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK-X 
SHB REJECT REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK-X 
SHE REJECT REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK-X 
SIE REJECT REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK-X 
TEF REJECT REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK-X 
TI REJECT REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK-X 
TIM REJECT REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK-X 
TLI REJECT REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK-X 
TOT FAIL REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK 
UBS FAIL REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK 
UC REJECT REJECT REJECT Asyrn-BEKK-X 
VIV REJECT REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK-X 
VOF FAIL REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK 
VOW FAIL REJECT REJECT Asym-BEKK 
Notes: 
mus table summarises the results of multivariate GARCH mo del specification tests of various BEKK GARCH (1,1) models. 
tIne best-performing models for each stock-futures pair, on the basis ofWald test stati stic, are also reported in the last column 
IA 'REJECT indicates that the model is rej ected in favour of our modified AsymBEKK-X at the 10% significance level 
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~ r_ 
sip-ala. SiR-Biao _BIao Jdool Toot 
sa.- Ku1ooIo .-.....- Q(4) Q'(4) (t-tosC) (t-tosC) (t-tosC) (F-tosC) 
Rf -00064 0.9999 
AI. RI -00066 0.9900 
-0.1847' 0.8695 :l!I.86 19071 12.0431 0.2102 0.81:11 -18816 7ll!156 
(OD33) (ODOD) (ODOD) (0.161) (0.001) (0 DII9) 
-0.1741' 0.6861 19.81 33087 75138 0J702 olm -0.7916 1.1619 
(0.044) (Om (Om (O.D69) (0006) (O.76ll 
Rf 0.D007 1.1016 
-0.1148 03363 $J$ 4.$l109· 7.567$ 0.8967 0.8$18 -1.2245 $j$71 
(O.l8$) (OD53) (OD61) (OD3l) (0.006) (0.136) 
20.4909 520.8922 9134397.91 03848 0.0016 0.9410 0.1896 -0.1880 1_ 
~~--~~--~~~--~--____ ~(O~m~~~(O~m~ .. __ -,~(O~m~ .. ~(O~~~~--~(O~~~----~~ ____ ~~ ____ ~~ ____ ~(O~~~I)~ AHL RI -O.D079 O.97riT -3.208$ 46.74l1 74472.16 $.2880' 0.1383 U314 -0.2703 -0 8443 H7~ 
(ODOD) (O.OOJ) (ODOD) (Oml) (0.710) (O.44of) 
-3.4)76 48.7492 8106738 53166' 0.1451 1.1979 -01l94J -0.6153 1.7l17 
(0.000) (Om (Om (Oml) (0703) (0.631) 
AClN -ODI25 
Rf -O.D040 
0.9954 
0.9806 
-0.1:147 03497 • 73/' 1.7876 4.4454' -OJ264 1.4259 04149 23Q4 ALV R. -0.0088 O.!l709 
Rf 0D006 0.!19D7 
(0.1 I$) (OD28) (OD2$) (0.181) (Om$) (OJDI) 
-OD4n 0D642 OJ2 1002 U613 -0.1014 1.8114 0.4823 6D254 
.--W---.---jb--.-.--:O:0026-.. -.o9iiO------- ~;:~? W~--.--~·~;~.~::, ~~ -23Jj7' --~6$84 •• --Mm--·~~--. 
Rf 0.9992 
(0.154) (ODII) (ODI4) (ODaI) (OD7O) (OD3O) 
-03660 1.4768 108J6 7.67Dl 1.7059 -1.1441 1.9269 0.8832 3.7414 
AZN R. 
(Om (Om (Om (0006) (0.192) (0.291) 
-0308.l 3.2192 452.1.l 3.7223 1.2834 -I.06.lO -06271 -0.1860 $.0334 
(ODOD) (ODOD) (O.OOJ) (OD54) (0.251) (0.169) 
Rf -O.D032 1.0012 -O.27~ 3.5496 543Dl 4.3874' 2.0312 -I.!I056 -0.2743 -03100 10.9189 • 
_. ____ .. _____ . _____ ._._. _______ ----..i1LOOO) (Om (0.000) (0936) (0.154) (1).011) 
BAR RI -O.D065 0.9904 -OD423 13942 75.8.l 3D4l4 1.746.l 0.4737 -1.4898 -OJ430 2.6874 
(0.598) (ODOD) (ODOD) (ODaI) (0.186) (0.4(1) 
Rf -O.D0D8 IDII7 -3.9726 60.6928 14$654.64 16.1479 0.033.l 1.0510 -OD2D6 -o:mo 1.4737 
_ .. _._ .... _. _________ . __ . ___ ----1llm (Om (0.000) (0000) (O.8.l,l) (1).688) 
BNP RI -0.0043 0.9933 -03$28 Im$ 17138 5441.l· 1.4646 0.6418 0.1912 -O303.l ID341 
Rf -0.D039 0.9743 
(ODOD) (ODOD) (0.000) (ODlO) (0.226) (0.793) 
-2.4945 313913 =5.62 8.047.l 0.1119 1.1I1.l -03356 -0.1607 1.7644 
BP""A:----:R=-. ---0.-1XXij- (0000) (1)m (Om (1).00$) (0.738) (0.623) 
-0.2100 03494 • 12J6 1.9443 2.856.l -03251 0.27$2 0.9796 1.169$ 
(0.007) (OD24) (O.ODl) (0.163) (0.091) (0.760) 
Rf 0.0016 0.9919 -O.2.lO3 OJI22 •• 21 ~ 2J425 3D88$ -0.7127 0.7590 1.6736 3.279$ 
.. -... - .. -.. __ .. __ .. _ ........ _ .. __ ._ ........ _ ..... _ .. _ ... __ . __ .. _. __ ~.g;I..!2 __ ~~ (Om (0.143) (0.079) (1).3$1) 
BTL RI 0.0038 O.!l99O ODI82 0.4843 •• 9.43 1.0058 10J074" -0.9792 0.6OD Ojj4) 0.9765 
Rf 0D067 
(0.819) (O.ODl) (0.009) (0316) (0.001) (0.807) 
0.9880 
-0.3060 2.7851 •• 324.93 1.9410 0.8306 -1.6943 03082 1.28.lO 3.73.ll 
(Om (0,000) (Om (0.164) (0361) (0.291) 
0.0218 0.1990 1.61 UI64 4.2498' -0.4636 1.6328 -0.7686 $Jj86 
(0.786) (0.216) (0.446) (0.113) (0.039) (O.l3$) 
Rf 0.0020 0.9858 
-O.O4l9 0AS63 83$' 1.3494 4.4782' 0.8681 1.28OD -1.1657 7.7391 
(0.610) ~__ ~5L __ ~_~~ __ . __ ~_ 
-CA-.. -.. --·-R~-.. ---·:O:iiii7---·--0·.m3·-·- 0.0683 13080 •• 67.24·' 1.6207 4.8602' -03561 0.4336 0.9432 1.0721 
(O39$) (0.000) (0.000) (0.203) (0.027) (0.784) 
Rf 0.002$ 0.9819 0.0564 1.4719 84.72 IDJ49 2.6m 0.1393 0.0766 0J4l5 0.7292 
._m_ ........ _. ___ .... ______ .. _ .. __ .. __ .. _ ...... __ .. _____ . ___ (ll~3.l ____ ...J!1.D!lO) (1).0D0) (0314) (0.106) (0.866) 
COE R. -ODODI 0.9962 0.074l 13373 76.18 um 4.2812' -0.1364 -0.5174 -0.0798 0.8688 
(0.338) (O.OOJ) (0.000) (0.216) (OD39) (0.833) 
Rf -0.0093 1.0037 03521·· 3.2389 462.33 1D435 2.1085 -0.4828 ODall -O393.l 1.00Jj 
__ ._._. ____ • ____ • ____ • ____ •• ___ m ___ • __ ~___llL~. (0.000) (0.307) ~~~ (O~ 
CSG R. -0.0069 0.9944 -0.2348" 0.8198" 29.79 8.4399 3.4920 0.1876 -0.6438 03471 0.8928 
(0.007) (O.OOJ) (0.000) (0.004) (0.061) (0.827) 
Rf -0.0021 0.9937 -0.1749· 0.$869" 1$.58 9.5469 2.8416 1.2847 -03623 -0.212$ 2.7369 
.. _m_._ .. _ .. ____ . _____ ._ .... __ .. __ .. __ ... _ .._ .. _ .. _ .. _____ .... __ !!l.~ .. _ ... ___ J!!cI!Q!L._--..1l1..D!lO)._.~~ __ L09L (1).434) 
DBK R. 0.0014 0.9844 0.0996 O.!l8O$ •• 42.13" 1J757 33809 0.1813 -0.2914 -13486 2.6747 
(0.197) (0.000) (0.000) (0.209) (0.066) (O.4<U) 
Rf 0.0091 0.9926 0.1374 0.8864 •• 36.24" 1.4274 3D9$3 1.2709 -0.$130 -O.!I052 1.8497 
m___ .. _. __ ._ .. __ . ___ .. __ __ . _______ !!l_.lJZ..lL_---.to:..~ ____ (I!.DOO)....____..to...2E! __ {tll!1.9)_. ____ . _______ . __ .. ___ .. _______ . ___ .. ___ ._. ___ !!l,6!J4) __ . __ 
DeY R. 0.0075 0.9839 -0.028$ 03805 • 5.7$ 2.6978 9.119$" 0.3301 0.2378 -1.7034 4.6254 
(0.721) (ODJS) (0.056) (0.100) (0.003) (0.201) 
Rf 0.0099 0.9843 -0.0130 0.6389 •• Jj.89·· 03232 7.1162'· 2.0861 • -0.7371 -2.1665 • $.97.lO 
• ____ .. _ .. _ ... _ .. ___ m_ .. _._ ..... _ ... _. ____ • ____ • __ .. __ • ____ ~Jlll ___ ~._._~_._~ __ ~ __ ._. __ . __ .. ________ . ___ . ___ !!l.1!!l._ 
DYE R. 0.0247 1.0000 0.0470 0.6747 •• 19.$3" 4.7179· 3.7901 0.$6D8 0.1944 -1.7169 4.1433 
(OJ43) (11.000) (0.000) (OD3O) (OD.l1) (0.246) 
Rf 0.023$ 0.9930 0.0960 0.6763 •• 20.80" 2.1276 1.0800 -O.4l6O 0.2747 -O.649D 1.6383 
.... _ .. _ .... _ .. ___ . __ .. _ .... __ ._ .. ___ .. __ .. ____ ._._._. ___ ... J.,~L~J!!!!!12 ___ ..1l!!!L (O.14$) (0.299) (06$1) 
EN! RI -0 .. 000$ 1.0046 -0.4290'· 1.4893" 12432" 0.6639 0.61.lO 1.1767 -0D371 -0.4747 23254 
(O.OOJ) (O.OOJ) (O.OOJ) (O.41$) (0.433) (OJD8) 
Rf 0.0026 0.9817 03134" 8.9330" 3374.74" 0.1428 0.8754 13587 0.1152 -0.8474 3D483 
(0.000) (O~ (0.000) (0.706) (0.349) (0.384) 
-0.7031" 42849" 8143$ 1.1718 13357 0= -0.1562 0.4l13 03438 ENL 
--::--_. __ ._--_ .. _-
R. 0.0158 0.9962 
(0.000) (O.OOJ) (O.OOJ) (0.279) (0248) (O.9.ll) 
Rf 0.0097 0.97D9 -0.2752" 8.4564'· 287$J4 2.5384 13585 0.9102 -1.1091 -0.2433 Jj34.l 
. ______ . ____ . ____ . ______ ._. ___ ~!L_..@!!!!9) _____ --.!!l..D!lO) __ to:!.!!L.__.toL~_____ (1).674) 
WA RI 0.0070 0.9945 -0.297$.. 1002" 5639" 4.4186' 1.4)79 -OD.l27 -1.2770 -IDI4l 4.9183 
(O.OOJ) (llDOD) (II.OOJ) (IID36) (O.23$) (0.178) 
Rf 0.0060 0.9937 -0.0589 0.4445 •• 8.22' 5.1m· 7 D304 1.7301 -4.0011 •• -23576 • 19.7279 
-ERC-.. -·-ib------O.OOU-·-O:-9i6-1 - W.~ ~~ •• f~l! ~:G ~f:. 0J418 -1J276 0.2734 ~~ 
(OJ09) (ODOD) (O.OOJ) (OD56) (0.033) (03$1) 
Rf 0.0013 0.9925 -O.l5.lO 3.4568 4l2.D2 3.0833 2.2694 -03051 -03142 0.8283 1.1.lO3 
FTE -0.0167 0.9873 
(0.074) (0000) (1).000) (U.079) (0.132) ~ 
0.0574 0.1095 1.06 2.0117 4.4252' 03066 0.4917 0.7356 2.6891 
(0.4$7) (0.479) (OJ89) (0.156) (O.o3$) (0.4(1) 
Rf -0.0172 0.9921 -0.000$ 0.2349 232 1.6691 2.87D6 0.4471 0.2883 0.1499 llO46 
_________ . ______ ._._ .. _._ .. ____ ~ ___ ..@!29) (0313) (Ul.~---11lR!l9) 00382 0 ~~ (0.7$2) 
GEM RI 0.0088 0.9860 -0.2809'· 1.218$ 72D9 0.8725 15.0726 0.1103 ~ 0.6282 
Rf 0.0080 O.!l906 
(O.OOJ) (O.OOJ) (O.OOJ) (0350) (0.000) (0.890) 
-0.1759' 1= ROO 2.2261 173383 -0.0394 0.4358 0.8725 1.6054 
(0.026) ~ _____ ~~ (Om (06j8J 
-0.4172 2J287 •• 298.40·' 1.1669 9.170$ 0.5991 -1.7671 0.2612 43559 Cilcw-'--RI 1.D034 
Rf -0.0160 1.0012 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ (O7.6~141 
-(1.4862 3.1084 •• 446.4l·· 0.7547 8.8203 0.D64l -2.1754 • 0.1611 
(Om (U.OOO) ~~......@W.l (0003) (1)D.l'l 
-03452 33396 •• 489.41'· 4.D826· 1.1432 2.0649 • -0.1142 -1J250 6JD4.l HAS---·"R-. ----,-0:::.00=54:-- 1.0D82 
(ODOD) (O.OOJ) (O.OOJ) (0.043) (O.28$) (0.089) 
-0.2673 2.7004 •• 318.!1O" 4.1227' 1.0563 1.1398 0.6147 -0.9837 41209 Rf -0.0077 
(O.ooll (0 .. 000) (O.~_....@.~~ (OJ4J) 
.(1.0658 3.8170 486.83'· 0= 1.7092 1.2.lO7 -1~ -I.lW 2.9414 HNM 0.0049 1.0213 
(11.448) (II.OOJ) (O.OOJ) (0370) (0.191) (O.4l1) 
-O.lru' 4.7579 759.78 0.9626 1.8$33 0.60$3 uno -04807 07842 0.9.l49 Rf 0.0118 
(00«1) (0.000) (Om (O3l?) (0.173) (0 8~ __ 
-0.2308 0.8231 37.48 6.9789 33110 0.2880 1.2581 -0.7543 43092 
(0.003) (11.000) (0.000) (0.008) (0.069) -00001 f.~ 
.l.16J4.. 10.1328 4S48.l8 39S83· O.4'n4 -0.8317 0.6589 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ (O~ 
-O.O98.l 0.6027 16.07 $.0839. 7JD22 -0.6551 1.1:116 04996 1.29:l!I 
(0.214) (O.OOJ) (O.OOJ) (11.024) (0.006) (0.731) 
-O.J467 1.1815 65.51 20410 0.7922 1.4784 -0.6687 -OJ3l6 260D 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ (O~ 
ING 
-0.0004 
Rf -0.0010 
u.o 0.0049 
Rf -0.0009 
.o.D049 
Rf 
-0.0122 
0.9792 
0.9991 
0.9974 
0.9765 
OJll64 
-0.2114'. O.!lOIO.. 39J8 0.9378 4.6110' -0.8032 1.7571 ODI61 37907 
(0.008) (O.OOJ) (0.000) (0.333) (0.031) (Ol8$) 
-0.1:111 0.8157 :l!I.29 0.8868 lJ176 -1.2522 2.1113' 1.109I $.2797 
(0.100) (0.000) (DOOO) (D~ (D.II3) (D Im __ 
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Nee-- ~-
r-.. Slp-B... Slze-B... Size-a... Jot.tr ... 
Code Dep Var .... v..-. 
NDA Rs ODm 09983 
su.-.. KuwIo .......... Ben Q(4) 0'(4) ( .. ...c) ( .. list) (t-...c) (T.W!) 
-0.1286 2.1610 158.07 1.6111 um -0.3194 _I DJ66 02j66 U333 
(0.138) (O.IOJ) (ODOO) (0.204) (0217) (0469) 
Rf ODI41 ID024 OD586 2.760.1 2.14.78 0.7927 09.1.\6 -12755 -02071 1.1122 33811 
------___________ . ____________ 11l-'-~ __ ___1l!:~ (IlDOO) ~.:mL __ _.iO_~ (Il.D) 
NES Rs ODOO5 IDOI3 -02962" 1.6Oli 97.38 3.8647' 19879 -OJ3O.I OJ\72 O.o:Jl6 O.s.m 
(0.001) (O.IOJ) (ODOO) (O~ (O.I5V) (0912) 
Rf 0D002 I D152 -0.430.1" 2.1602" 180.41 1.7281 4.0482' -I J093 06663 1.1666 24486 
-----------________________ ----1'!,~_~~ ____ ~__ @.®.. __ (Il!J44) ---L~ 
NOV Rs -ODI32 09987 -OD839 U268 •• 78.74" U904 3.1281 -0.6375 1.6198 0.6949 2.9760 
(0.334) (O.IOJ) (ODOO) (0207) (OD77) (O.39$) 
Rf -ODI47 09920 0.1037 1.3259 •• SUI" 12369 5.3392' -09952 U.l2.l 0J046 3J02.l 
-------------------------______ ~~ _____ ~.~ _____ ~~ _ _.iO~_~~.!L (OJ!') 
PHI Rs -ODII5 lD09I -0.1263 02816 494 09367 9.m4·· -O.Ol2 0.1951 -0.6360 1.6!173 
(0.138) (0.099) (O.D84) (0.333) (O.D02) (0.638) 
Rf -ODIII 0.9915 -OD996 02928 4.33 1.1011 6.1119' 0.6377 -OJ212 -05616 04586 
--.-------------___ . _______ ._. ___ . __________ ~~ ___ ~~ ____ (Ill!Jl ___ ~~ ___ (Ilp~ ______________________ ~~ 
RBO Rs -OD073 0.9880 -0.112.1 2.106.1 •• 174.'*1" 2.8994 U426 0.6m 02076 -0.8081 1.3139 
(0.161) (O.IOJ) (ODOO) (0.089) (0214) (0.726) 
Rf -OD058 09966 -0.14.18 2.3853 •• 224.49" 42918' 1D497 -0.5373 05662 -0.«158 1.3928 
..... -...... ----.. - ........ - ........ ------.-.----.---.-.... - .. --------__ 1I!:'!Z!ll _____ 1I!:~ _____ _.iO_:!!~lL_1!I_~ __ 1!I_~_ (Il707) 
RD Rs -00015 0.9904 -0.744.1" 3.18.13" 520.29" 1.4200 22237 -09.138 0.3«10 -12799 8.0714 • 
(O.IOJ) (O.IOJ) (ODOO) (0.233) (0.136) (000) 
Rf -ODO«J 09906 -0.6962" 3D097" '*12.77" 1.«149 29189 1.4331 -0.1320 -1.'*158 3.3.lOl 
_ .. __ .... ___ . ____ .... ___ . __________ .... ____________ 11!:~ __ ~~ ________ 1!IJ!!lL_~.23§.L_JJl!!?l _____________________ ....J1!~_ 
ROO Rs -0D024 0.999.1 -0D368 0.5686 •• 10.97" 1.42.15 2.7272 -0.001 OJ9.11 0.8.119 1.7687 
(0.671) (0.001) (OD04) (0232) (0.099) (0.622) 
Rf -0.0020 I D041 -ODI.l3 0.4976 •• 8.29' 2D616 3.0887 0.38.14 0.7002 02764 2.2982 
.. __ ._ .. ___ . ________ . __ .. ____________ ._11!:~ ____ ._11!:~_ .... _____ i9.:.1!.1~_. __ ~..:.~ ___ ~..:.~ __________________________ ~~_ 
SCH R. -0.0019 09924 -0.1797' Oj80.1·· 19.62" 3.7026 0.89.13 1.7442 -0.6803 -1.7377 4.0128 
(0.020) (0.000) (ODOO) (OD.l4) (0.344) (0.260) 
Rf ODOII 09970 -0.1698' 0.6000" 20.01" 394«1' 1.3832 2.3m • -1236.1 -2.0088 • 6.0767 
.... ___ ._. __ ._ .... _ .... _. ___ . __ ..... _ .... _ .... __ ........ __ .... ___ .... __ ._._1I!:Q.~.L_ .. ___ 1I!:~ __ . __ .... ____ ~..:.I!!ll ____ ~Jl~Zl.. ___ (Il;!'!ll. .... ________________ . __ . __ . ________ ._. ____ ~.~ __ 
SHB Rs -OD042 ID042 0.0023 0.7791 •• 20.26" 1.6116 2.«167 -0.3611 0.4.142 02644 0.2162 
(0.978) (O.IOJ) (O.IOJ) (0.204) (0.121) (O97$) 
Rf -OD077 IDII7 -O.D231 1.0487 •• 36.78" 32141 3.1273 -O..l996 02207 0.896.1 0.843.1 
..................... _ ........ _ ............... _._ ........ _ ........................ _. __ ......... __ ._. __ ..... ___ ~:~. ___ .. @:~ _______ ~~ ____ 1!I_l!!1l.. ____ ~_.I1ZZL. _____ ._._. __ . __ . __ .. ________________ J1!!:l9.) ___ _ 
SHE R. 0.00.17 IDOI2 -0.6960" 2.74.16" 368.38" 13729 4.02.14' 1.7403 0.1316 -0.3042 6 7lO3 
(O.IOJ) (O.IOJ) (O.IOJ) (0.241) (0.00) (ODSI) 
Rf 0.0021 0.9883 .. 02138" 22'*16" 203.32" 3j839 7.7.l29·· 0.7978 0.1059 0.8344 4 . .l4l6 
..... _ .......... _._ .... _._ ..... _._ ..... __ ... __ .. ___ ._._._._ ..... _____________ 1I!:~ .. _____ 1I!:~ _______ _.iO_~ __ J..Q.~ _____ (IlDOa_. _______ .. _____________ . ____ ~l!l!l __ 
SIE R. ODOOI lDOl2 0.0146 0.1083 Oj3 0.23.10 4.7915' 1.14.12 0.393.1 -19171 6.234.1 
(0.850) (0.414) (0.767) (0.628) (OD29) (0.101) 
Rf 0.0017 0989.1 -0.1329 1.6999 •• 124.58'· 3.3108 2.0286 -0.7364 0.7191 -1.0.l32 4.97«1 
. __ ..... _ .... ___ ... _. __ . ___ ..... ___ . ___ ..... _ ........ _ ... _____ . _______ .. @I:I8_.ll ____ ~~_. ______ _.iO_~ ____ _.iO~ ___ ~J.~ .. ___ . __ . ________ .. __________ . _______ ._....J1!:!z,4L ___ . 
m R. ..ODI02 0.9972 OD5.1.1 1.1048 •• .l1.89·· 12337 3.789.1 0.4746 0214.1 -2.1176 • 6.3760 
(0.472) (0.000) (0.000) (O.l3$) (OD.l1) (0.09.1) 
Rf -0.0127 I DO 15 -O.O!l43 0.6691 •• 20.34·' 09377 6.8343" 0.1«1.1 -0.4849 -2.138.1 • 7.263.1 
.... _ ................. _ .. __ ... _ ......... __ ..... _ ......... _ .... _ ...... _._ ..... ___ ..... _. __ .... _____ 1I!:~_ .... ___ ~,Q!!I) .. _________ 1!I..:.~. ___ .... ~_~ __ .... __ ~..:.~. ___________ .... _______ . __ . __ .... _. ______ Jl1.~_ .... __ 
Tl R. 0.0002 09868 -O..l4l0·· 3.8580" 676.91'· .12749' 3.3280 .. 1.3203 0.0.160 0.84lO 2.6069 
(O.IOJ) (0.000) (O.IOJ) (0.022) (0.068) (0.4.16) 
Rf 00098 09926 -12DS41 •• 281.1990" 3352231.78'· 4D281' 0.0183 -09048 02103 -0.3324 1.74l.l 
_ ...... _ ................ _ ........ _ ... _ .... _ .... _______ ._ .... _ ..... ______ .... ______ (O"Q!!I) .. __ . ___ 1I!:~ _________ ~..:.!!l!1l ____ ~~ ____ _.iO _ _® __________ . _____ . _______ ~~ 
TIM R. -0.0032 09979 0.0243 0.7647 •• 20.33" .1.3361' 4.141.1· 0.1957 0.4074 -0.7012 1.1060 
(O.77$) (O.IOJ) (O.IOJ) (0.021) (000) (0.776) 
Rf -0.0170 0.9.167 -0.3287" 2.3163'· 200.74" 2.6071 0.6740 -0.4253 09474 0.0934 0.9930 
_ ..... _._ .... _ .. _ ............. _ ....... __ .... __ ............. _ ..... _ .... _._ ...... __ .. ___ ._ .... ___ 1I!:Q!!I) ...... ____ 1I!:~_. ______ _.iO..:.I!l!!l.. ____ ~~ ____ 1!I..:.1!~ ____ . ___ . _______ .. _______ . _______ J1!:!I~ __ _ 
TU Rs 0.00.18 09918 0.0529 2.8144 •• 264.74" 1.1.1«1 2.7788 OD266 -0.8288 0.1422 1.0816 
(0 . .142) (0.000) (ODOO) (0283) (0.096) (0.782) 
Rf 0.0076 0.9796 0.0031 2.8466 •• 270.44" 1.7463 2.1309 0.1593 .. 0.7637 -OD.166 0.72«1 
_ .... __ . ___ .. _ ........ ___ . ___ ..... __ ........ ___ .... ______________ 1I!:~J1 __ .... __ 11l-'-1X!!!l _____ ~..:.1!!ll ____ ~..:.!...8§.l.. ____ ~.1..~ ________________________ ....J1!~ __ 
TOr Rs -0.00.14 0.9883 -02998·' 0.4114" 22.26" 2..1287 8.3.195·' 0.7.162 -1.61.10 .. 1.426.1 4.36.19 
(0.000) (0.008) (ODOO) (0.111) (0.004) (O22$) 
Rf -0.00.15 0.9725 -0.1414" 0.3277' 14.91'· 1.7103 .1.«112' 0.769.1 -1.4194 -1.0.12.\ 2.59.14 
.. __ .... __ ........ _ .. _ ... ____ .... __ . _____ .... _ ...... _ .... __ .... __ .... ___ .... __ .... "(o"Q!lJl _____ .!l!.:Q.~ .. ______ ~..:.Q9.!l.. _____ ~JllJl _____ .!!l..:.~ ___ ._ .... _ .. __ ..... _ ..... ___ ._ .. __ . ____ . ____ .... ___ .... __ J1!~ __ . __ 
UBS R. -0.0141 0.9949 -0.1515 0.2213 4.70 7 . .1664'· 0.6619 0.0348 -0.3088 0.0953 0.1694 
(0.081) (0.203) (O.O9$) (0.006) (0.416) (0982) 
Rf -0.0086 0.9894 -0.2867" 0.'*117·' 18.09" 8.4066" 19910 0D984 OD936 0.4938 06179 
·--uc-·--· ... --·R~--·--·-:O~OO3j--·· .... ·· ....... O~98ii--·----~~-;.--1~-;.------~~-•• ---~~~-;-·-&~ •. ----_T4913----iijm-----i8i44.. IW.~. 
(0.001) (O.IOJ) (O.IOJ) (0.037) (ODOO) (ODDI) 
Rf -0.00.15 0.9641 -0.1511 1.3686 •• 78.66" 1.6886 2.3229 -2.0199 • 12184 2..l729 • 6.79O.l 
---vIV·---- .... ·R;-............ --o~ri33r .. ---.. 09837--·----·~~-;.--.. ~~-..-------~~ •• ---I~~~ •• --~~~~----:O:-7ii29------iij7:ii-----:Oj936 ----~~---
(0.001) (O.IOJ) (O.IOJ) (O.IOJ) (OD61) (O2.1$) 
Rf 0.0309 0.9696 -0.3021" 1.9206" 157.59'· 16.1429'· 3..l621 -0.1747 -0.6841 -O..l962 1.9077 
--vOF·· .. ----R;-·· .. ---·O~0095------10091-----~~----~im-;.-----.iOl~-•• ---f.~---~~~-.--- 0.7217---.. --03704---- -0.8141--W~ --
(0.300) (0.001) (0.004) (0.191) (0.00) (OJ.l3) 
Rf 0.0144 1.0002 0.OS34 0.3896' 6.87· 2.0130 3.636.1 1.'*138 0.0912 -0.9781 4 . .1311 
--vOW----R;--·---·:O~0044-----o97iO-----~~----f.~\~-;.-----~5~ •• --~-1~-~~-OJ769---iiA7s,_--- _1.3028-----1fJ7~--
(O.268) (O.IOJ) (O.IOJ) (0.111) (0.061) (0.367) 
Rf -0.0028 098«1 0.0593 0.9590 •• 36.30" 2.0657 1.6931 0.8273 -ODOII -1.834) 4.1749 
_ ..____ ..... __ .. __ .... _________ ...... _ ........ ___ .... ___ . ____ . ___ 11!:~ ___ .. __ "(oJ!Q91 _________ ~_~ ___ ~..:.~ ____ .@.!.~ ..... __________ .. _________________ Cl!l9L_ 
Notel: " .. SignificlDl al5% and 1% leve~ roopeclively 
(.)-p-wt.. 
Jllq1IO-8olOio IheJI1'I" 0IIII8010(1980) DOrmoIiIy till, with plOpbebililywlue inpuelllbos ... 
Q(4) and 0"(4) ue roopeclively thelJur>8 .. BoxQ .tali.ti .. alias 4 of the .tondardiud and .quare .tondortli%ed rooidua1.. . ' 
The Engle ondNg(I993) diagno.tic t .. LI (u, Sign-Bi ... Negllive..s;.. Bill. Po,itive-Size BilO, ondJoint Toot) ore obtained &om the e.timation of tho foDowmg rol!J""on model 
zl = a+biS'~ +b3S'~B'_I+b,S':B'_1 +V, 
who" Z,' io the otllllludized ... iI .... $0- io ld=myvuioblo thtt I" lwlue of llllity if .... <0 OIIIIzelOolhoIwioe;OIIIIS,+ io l dlllllDlYvuioblo lhtt tebo.v.lue ofUDily if ... >00IIII .. 10 othmrioo. 
l!dividlllll-.t.tiolico ... 1-1 .... lOr the .. timaledcooftlciolll (i)b,in Sign Bios resl (ii)b, in Nepliw-Sile Bios reot 0IIII (iii) b, in Pt>OitiYe.Size..Biu Tell. The F-stetlllD.lhe]DUII tell thttb,~-b,oQ. 
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Table 4.7: Summary statistics otthe Constant and 11me.Varying Hedge Ratios 
~ Constant Hedge Ratios 11me Varying Hedge Ratios MEAN STO AOF OLS VECM BEKK AsyrnBEKK BEKK.X AsvrnBEKK.X BEKK AsymBEKK BEKK·X A~mBEKK.X BEKK ASYI1lBEKK BEKK.X AsvrnBEKK.X 0.9537 0.9712 0.9441 0.9410 0.9464 0.9265 0.0095 0.0691 0.0722 0.0949 ·18.466 - -8.440 - ·14.156 - ·3.839 -0.1242 0.2089 0.1849 0.1847 0.1859 0.3404 0.1418 0.1500 0.1411 0.2931 ·2.658 • ·2.696 • ·2.652 • ·2.681 -0.9552 0.9555 0.9299 0.9550 0.94aJ 0.9448 0.1255 0.1100 0.1037 0.1192 ·24.761 - ·17.630 - ·34.472- ·25.401 ... 
AJ...V i 0.8818 0.9986 0.9917 1.0081 1.0275 1.0062 0.1019 0.0639 0.0931 0.0509 -8.075 - -8.424 ... ·5.530- -6.218-1J(A 
I 
0.3040 0.3111 0.8269 0.8154 0.8772 0.8909 0.2221 0.2143 0.1721 0.1763 -8.936- ·9.454-
-6.055 - -6.468 -
ADl 0.9736 0.9998 0.9957 1.0007 0.9967 0.9954 0.0501 0.0054 0.0391 0.0175 ·7.096- ·5.323- ·5.050 ... ·5.426 ... 
BAR 0.1733 0.1705 0.5715 0.5266 0.6730 0.6693 0.2392 0.1913 0.3730 0.3751 ·17.267 - -20.806- ·1.728 ·1.429 
BNP 0.4595 0.4599 0.7025 0.7705 0.7627 0.7531 0.2510 0.2587 0.3414 0.3381 
·31.467 - ·29.769 - ·1.823 ·2.111 BPA 0.9839 0.9968 0.9743 0.9865 0.9656 0.9840 0.0517 0.0264 0.0407 0.0268 
-4.202 - ·9.467- ·7.282 - ·7.856 -
BTl. 0.8523 0.8484 0.9172 0.8704 0.8947 0.9015 0.1300 0.1445 0.1435 0.1275 ·7.551- ·18.801-
-4.550 - -4.740 -
rNA 1.0001 1.0222 1.1D35 1.0031 1.0031 1.0058 0.0493 0.0333 0.0466 0.0247 ·4.551- ·4.794- ·5.194-
-4.624 -
CA 0.9555 0.9904 0.9OOB 0.9792 0.9788 0.9788 0.0509 0.0547 0.0666 0.0676 
-5.194 - -8.229 - ·7.453- ·5.726-CGE 0.8110 0.8911 0.9507 0.9303 0.9348 0.9421 0.1164 0.1363 0.1316 0.1206 
-4.325 - ·12.542 - -4.710 - ·11.444-CSG 0.9438 0.9662 0.9599 0.9606 0.9670 0.9660 0.0524 0.0358 0.0452 0.0409 
·3.926 - -4.442 - -6.363 - ·3.713-
oBK 0.9004 1.0042 0.9748 0.9782 0.9794 0.9765 0.0918 0.0474 0.0583 0.0514 
-6.555 - ·12.487- ·12.328- ·13.625-
OCY 0.9019 0.9724 0.9624 0.9671 0.9008 0.9648 0.0064 0.0009 0.0848 0.0627 
-10.564 - -6.930 -
·7.873 -- -6.117-
oTE 0.8934 0.9981 0.9819 0.9891 1.0011 0.9849 0.0649 0.0492 0.0525 0.0456 
-5.738 - -4.498 - -3.371 .. -4.251 -
ENI 0.2905 0.2914 0.3444 0.6652 0.7970 0.7907 0.1182 0.3460 0.3096 0.3026 
-4.634 - ·28.577- ·3.859- ·3.825-
ENL 0.2863 0.2842 0.5354 0.6582 0.7580 0.7623 0.2631 0.2996 0.2586 0.2493 
-8.704 - ·23.065- -4.019 - -4.779--
EOA 0.8891 0.9602 0.9405 0.9416 0.9386 0.9424 0.1103 0.0767 0.1120 0.0674 ·7.328- -6.117- -7.351-
-4.963 -
ERC 0.8961 0.9005 0.9454 0.9570 0.9462 0.9621 0.1014 0.1029 0.0938 0.0985 ·18.505 - ·17.237 ... ·17.178- ·15.832 -
FTE 0.9771 0.9826 0.9478 0.9691 0.9710 0.9724 0.0952 0.0793 0.0770 0.0732 ·15.033 - ·17.127- ·16.815- ·17.803 ... 
GEN 0.9693 1.0006 0.9689 0.9739 0.9619 0.9707 0.0717 0.0687 0.0698 0.0749 
-4.758 - ·3.663 - -5.260 - ·3.570-
G'ffl 0.9m 0.9901 0.9927 0.9923 0.9917 0.9901 0.0422 0.0372 0.0407 0.0357 
-6.032 - ·9.963 - -5.779 ... ·7.601-
HAS 0.9700 0.9ffi9 0.9574 0.9487 0.9485 0.9443 0.0975 0.0750 0.0986 0.0877 ·10.597- ·10.339-
-6.354 - ·10.907 -
HNM 0.8317 0.9096 0.9703 0.8731 0.9558 0.9679 0.1392 0.2526 0.0857 0.0652 ·11.440-
-8.450 - -8.902 ... ·16.664 -
ING 0.6367 0.6351 0.6872 0.6735 0.6300 0.6369 0.2881 0.2720 0.2859 0.2948 ·19.185- ·25.320- ·2.932 .. ·3.433 .. 
U.O 0.9384 0.9601 0.8899 0.8921 0.8977 0.8797 0.1240 0.1219 0.1148 0.1530 
-4.200 - ·3.654 - ·3.471- ·5.764 -
MLN 0.868i 0.9772 0.9630 0.9666 0.9631 0.9653 0.1160 0.0709 0.0989 0.0693 
·7.300 - ·11.027- ·9.448- ·9.415-
NoA 0.9576 0.9649 0.9355 0.9284 0.9429 0.9327 0.0947 0.0882 0.0953 0.0915 ·5.565-
-4.481 - ·9.174- -6.702 -
NES 0.8722 0.9404 0.9255 0.9285 0.9306 0.9242 0.1019 0.0987 0.1159 0.1108 ·11.307- ·11.163- ·12.105- ·7.477 ... 
NOV 0.9100 0.9693 0.9855 0.9804 0.9700 0.9861 0.0637 0.0691 0.0904 0.0597 ·9.673- ·20.229- ·9.349- ·14.398-
PHI 0.9852 1.0046 0.9886 0.9861 0.9ffi3 0.9835 0.0576 0.0567 0.0426 0.0549 ·10.721-
-6.720 - ·4.163- ·5.160-
RBO 0.9714 0.9819 0.9781 0.9701 0.9728 0.9702 0.0667 0.0609 0.0860 0.0428 ·12.251- ·10.192- -85.1X1i .- ·5.166-
Ro 0.9881 0.9915 0.9743 0.9623 0.9559 0.9575 0.0414 0.0540 0.0724 0.0567 ·9.212-
-5.800 - ·3.809 ... -4.782 -
ROG 0.9260 0.9718 0.9764 0.9756 0.9746 0.9681 0.0422 0.0285 0.0454 0.0400 
-5.363 - ·5.544 - -6.765 - ·7.266 -
SCH 0.9940 1.0157 1.0127 1.0112 1.0163 1.00ffi 0.0645 0.0421 0.0560 0.0400 
-6.123 - -8.596 - -6.010 - -6.215-
SHB 0.9411 0.9662 0.9411 0.9444 0.9396 0.9428 0.0879 0.0681 0.1102 0.0741 ·20.069- ·18.950 - ·11.083- ·7.318 ... 
SHE 0.8440 0.8704 0.8235 0.8292 0.8219 0.8263 0.1238 0.1063 0.1263 0.1030 
-4.324 - ·3.946 - -4.466 ... -4.063 ... 
SIE 0.73ffi 0.7785 0.8739 0.9221 0.9004 0.8964 0.1117 0.1997 0.2235 0.2209 
·4.392 - ·26.331 - ·2.848 • ·3.448 ... 
TEF 0.9495 0.9637 0.9647 0.9917 0.9826 0.9920 0.0474 0.0453 0.0586 0.0448 
-5.715 - ·11.255- ·10.977 - ·13.002 -
TI O.lffiD 0.1799 0.2078 0.2060 0.4744 0.4432 0.2385 0.2399 0.3871 0.3938 -6.642 ... -6.647 - ·1.272 ·1.206 
TIM 0.8800 0.9145 0.8723 0.0048 0.8803 0.8700 0.1789 0.1689 0.1787 0.1953 ·13.272- ·11.429- ·14.366- -6.152-
TU 0.9843 0.9981 0.9885 0.9972 0.9945 0.9931 0.0519 0.0381 0.0582 0.0484 ·10.593- ·14.928- ·18.879 - ·9.564 -
TOT 0.9760 0.9919 0.9794 0.9777 0.9702 0.9762 0.0643 0.0632 0.0643 0.0613 ·7.662- ·9.019-
-6.499 - ·7.206-
UBS 0.9212 0.9360 0.9462 0.9461 0.9506 0.9443 0.0911 0.0264 0.0442 0.0560 ·11.489- ·7.851- -6.460 ... 
-8.302 -
UC 0.9210 0.9378 0.ffi58 0.6470 0.8927 0.8231 0.1513 0.1248 0.1282 0.2405 -4.244 - ·7.590-
-6.999 - -5871 -
Vf<I 0.9824 0.9974 0.9817 0.9713 0.9682 0.9658 0.0436 0.0361 0.0425 0.0443 
-5.886 - ·9.826 - -5.081 - -4.709 _. 
VOF 0.9ffi2 1.0020 0.9892 0.9880 0.9ffi5 0.9860 0.0257 0.0293 0.0350 0.0337 ·13.176 - ·3.362 .. -5.919 - -8.747 -
VCIW 0.ffi03 0.9597 0.9534 0.9463 0.9577 0.9506 O.DffiB 0.0343 0.0896 0.0459 
-8.604 - -8.432 - ·10.491- -8.727 -
A".,aga 0.8281 0.8600 0.8837 0.8911 0.9113 0.9114 0.1063 0.1032 0.1161 0.1136 -9.508 ·11.232 -9.21" -7.315 
Maximum 1.0001 1.0222 1.0127 1.0112 1.0215 1.0086 0.2881 0.3460 0.3811 0.3938 .2.658 .2.696 ·1.2n .1.206 
Mlnhnllm 0.12,.2 0.1105 0.18-49 0.18U 0.1859 o.~.,.. 0.0251 0.0054 0.0350 0.0115 ·31.467 .29.769 ~5.o06 -25.401 
NoI8. MEAN end STO a .. lIIe mean and standard deviation ofllle hedge ratio sanas 
NlF Is ilia Augmented Dickey Funartesl (Dickey and Funar. 1991) on ilia 1 ... 1 ofllle series. TheNlF ,egressions include an inlercepllerm; ilia lag length ofllleNlF lest is delermined by minimising Schwarz Bayesian crtlerion. SBC (Schwarz. 1979) 
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Table 4.8: Wlthln·sample Hedging Effectiveness 
Portfolio Variance Variance Reduction ("/0) 
Unhadged Constant Hedg. Time Varying Hedge Constant Hed!!e 
"a'ive OLS VECM BEKK AsymBEKK BEKK-X AsvmBEKK-X Naive OLS VECM BEKK 
M 0.00J713 0.00D92 0.00lJ00 0.00lJ00 0.0CDJr0 0.!lDl87 0.00lJ00 0.0lJIll8 Bl.14 87.35 87.32 87.44 
AGN 0.001267 0.(XB;29 0.001116 0.001186 OJlDi81 0.0Di48 0.0Di76 0.COl621 -581.06 11.93 6.38 46.22 
AHL 0.002401 0.00J160 0.00J155 0.00J155 0.00J148 0.00J138 0.00J172 0.00J137 93.33 93.53 93.53 93.81 
N-V 0.1DII67 0.1DJ261 0.000250 0.1DJ261 0.000263 0.000265 0.000261 0.00J271 69.87 71.15 • 69.91 69.67 
PJ(A 0.000954 0.002133 0.0Di76 0.000676 0.00J114 O.OOJlll 0.000093 0.000094 -123.55 29.11 29.10 88.09 
AZN 0.000410 0.000037 0.000037 0.001137 0.000038 0.000037 0.000038 0.000J37 91.98 91.05 91.98 91.84 
BAA 0.00J480 0.002102 0.00J405 0.000405 0.00J170 0.00J176 0.00J149 0.00J145 -338.03 15.53 15.53 64.47 
BNP 0.000480 0.00J563 0.000264 0.1DJ264 0.00J108 0.000093 0.00l083 0.00l083 -17.24 44.95 44.95 77.53 
BPA 0.00J312 0.000018 0.000018 0.000018 0.000018 0.000018 0.000018 0.000018 94.10 94.11 94.11 94.09 
BTL 0.00J606 0.000140 0.000126 0.000126 0.000112 0.000114 0.000119 0.000115 76.85 79.23 79.23 81.46 • 
BVA 0.000512 0.000046 0.000046 0.000046 0.000047 0.000046 0.000047 O.r0J046 91.10 91.10 • 91.05 91.87 
CA 0.000430 0.00:052 0.000052 0.00:052 0.000052 0.000051 0.000050 0.000051 Bl.81 88.00 87.89 67.84 
CGE 0.001764 0.000448 0.000373 0.0003B6 0.000341 0.000266 0.000276 0.000262 74.59 76.87 76.10 80.65 
CSG 0.000794 0.000071 0.000069 0.000069 0.000072 0.000070 0.000073 0.000069 91.03 91.36 • 91.31 91.93 
DBK 0.000621 0.000147 0.000141 0.000148 0.000150 0.000143 0.000143 0.00J141 76.28 77.23 76.20 75.83 
DCY 0.000579 0.000145 0.000139 0.000142 0.000139 0.000139 0.000139 0.00J14O 75.06 75.96 75.50 75.97 
DTE 0.000840 0.000239 0.000230 0.000239 0.000229 0.000231 0.000238 0.000235 71.57 72.60 71.60 72.73 • 
ENI 0.000281 0.000579 0.000221 0.000221 0.000152 0.000105 0.000074 0.000072 -106.06 21.38 21.38 45.97 
ENL 0.000259 0.000580 0.000196 0.000196 0.000136 0.000119 0.000093 0.0000B5 -123.99 24.33 24.32 47.34 
EOA 0.000365 0.000114 0.000110 0.000112 0.000113 0.000112 0.000113 0.OOJll0 68.64 69.73 69.28 68.98 
ERC 0.001986 0.000264 0.000241 0.000241 0.000258 0.000219 0.000250 0.00J209 86.70 67.88 67.88 86.99 
FTE 0.001311 0.000093 0.000093 0.000093 0.000102 0.000088 0.000092 0.0000B7 92.89 92.94 92.94 92.26 
GEN 0.00034B 0.000J37 0.000037 0.000J37 0.000039 0.000037 0.000038 OUlJ037 89.33 89.42 • 89.33 88.77 
Glm 0.000320 0.000025 0.000025 0.000025 0.000025 0.000024 0.000025 0.000025 92.29 92.34 92.32 92.31 
HAS 0.000261 0.000027 0.000027 0.000027 0.000027 0.000027 0.000026 0.000027 89.60 89.64 89.63 89.61 
HNM 0.000371 0.000093 O.mDBl 0.mDB4 0.000069 0.000077 0.000054 0.000067 74.94 76.14 77.45 61.40 
ING 0.000B98 0.000533 0.000357 0.000357 0.000200 0.000189 0.000088 0.000084 40.63 60.25 60.25 77.70 
LLO 0.000442 0.000062 0.000060 0.000061 0.000058 0.000057 0.000058 0.000061 85.94 86.32 86.27 86.76 
MW 0.000857 0.000211 0.000196 0.000206 0.000200 0.000198 0.000195 0.00J198 75.38 77.15 75.94 76.65 
NDA 0.00050D 0.000067 0.000066 0.000066 0.000065 0.000061 0.000062 0.000061 86.56 86.73 86.72 B7.03 
NES 0.000200 0.000048 0.000045 0.000046 0.000042 0.000041 0.000042 0.000040 75.93 77.60 77.12 7B.79 
NOV 0.000208 o OOOJ31 0.000030 0.000J31 0.000028 0.000028 0.000028 0.00002B B4.92 85.59 85.33 86.64 
PHI 0.001182 0.000074 0.000074 0.000075 0.000069 0.000067 0.000072 0.000069 93.70 93.73 93.69 94.20 
RBO 0.000439 0.000054 0.00:054 0.000054 0.000054 0.000053 0.000055 0.000052 67.71 Bl.79 67.78 8779 
RD 0.00031B 0.000023 0.000023 0.000023 0.000023 0.000023 0.000023 0.00JQ23 92.79 92.00 92.00 92.70 
ROG 0.000277 0.00J033 0.000J31 0.000J32 0.000033 0.000032 0.000032 0.000032 88.07 88.64 • 88.42 88.19 
SCH 0.000544 0.000045 0.000045 0.000045 0.000046 0.000045 0.000045 0.00J044 91.74 91.74 91.70 91.61 
SHB 0.000257 0000036 0.000035 0.000036 0.000035 0.000038 0.000034 0.000033 85.69 86.23 86.17 86.31 
SHE 0.000323 0.000075 0.000066 0.000066 0.000063 0.000059 0.000064 0.00J059 76.81 79.53 79.45 00.43 
SIE o.ooom 0.000334 0.000278 0.000279 0.000277 0.000279 0.000219 0.00J214 53.77 61.47 61.29 61.66 
TEF 0000462 0.000045 0000044 0.000045 0.000043 0.000042 0.000042 0.000042 91.22 91.48 91.36 91.62 
n 0.000548 0.001645 0.000488 0.000488 0.000394 0.000394 0.000402 0.00J441 -200.10 11.03 11.02 2804 
nM 0.000404 0.0lJIll8 0.000083 0.mDB3 0.000078 0.000076 0.000000 0.000076 78.15 79.41 79.34 00.69 
TU 0000701 0000038 0.000038 O.OOOJ3B 0.000036 0.000039 0.000037 0.000038 94.62 94.65 94.63 94.91 • 
TOT 0.00J296 0.00J033 0.00J033 0.00J033 0.000034 0.000033 0.000033 0.00J032 88.82 88.88 88.85 88.61 
UBS 0.000364 0000038 0.000036 0.000J36 0.000037 0.000036 0.000036 0.000036 89.54 91.20 • 91.17 89.91 
UC 0000335 0000071 0.000069 0.000069 0.000067 0.000068 0.000069 0.000066 78.7B 79.36 79.33 00.04 
vr.t 0001410 o OOJ105 0000105 0.000105 0.00J102 0.00J102 0.00J102 0.00J101 92.54 92.57 92.55 92.75 
VOF 0000651 0m0055 0m0055 0.000056 0.000056 0.000056 0.000056 0.000056 91.48 91.50 • 91.47 91.44 
VOW o 00J560 0000170 0000159 o OOJ165 0.000184 0.000159 0.000168 0.000161 69.64 71.53 7057 6722 
... .an 0.00CIM9 O.(I()().I20 0.00015-( 0_000157 0_000118 0_000112 0.000109 0.000106 41.55 75_68 75.37 80_86 
Maxhnum 0.002~01 0.008629 0.001116 0.001186 0_000681 o.o006~ 0.000676 0_000621 94.62 94.65 94.63 9UO' 
Minimum 0.000200 0.000018 0_000018 0.000018 0_000018 0.000018 0.000018 0.000018 -581_06 11.03 6_38 28_04 
H.). of'" - 0 7 0 3 
Noles This table pregents I~sample compansons Of hedging performance under alternattve model spec",calions. 
Por1l'ollo Vananc. IS"' ... nanc. 01.". hedg.d por1l'ollo In .quabon (414). The results are rounded to 6 decimal places 
vananco Reducbon II."e .. nance reducbon from "'e unhedged position with .". use olll1e alternatiVe models In equation (4.15). The results are rounded to 4 decimal places and reported as"'e percentage (%). 
An aatenok (*) denotes "'0 model WIth "'e largest .. nance reducbon. 
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Time Varying Hedge 
AsvlnBEKK BEKK-X 
87.75 • 87.44 
48.83 46.63 
94.23 92.83 
69.42 69.94 
88.40 91.22 • 
90.98 91.66 
63.40 68.95 
80.64 82.76 • 
94.21 • 94.08 
81.14 80.33 
90.92 91.88 
66.16 88.28 • 
64.91 84.33 
91.19 91.79 
76.92 76.91 
75.98 • 75.93 
72.55 71.63 
62.62 73.76 
54.16 64.10 
69.17 69.13 
66.98 67.41 
93.28 93.02 
69.25 89.11 
92.35 • 92.31 
69.59 89.66 • 
79.37 85.40 • 
76.91 91.20 
87.00 • 86.77 
76.91 77.22 • 
B7.80 B7.64 
79.51 78.95 
66.71 • 86.40 
94.30 • 93.90 
8B.02 87.56 
92.87 92.91 • 
66.29 88.34 
9175 91.67 
85.19 86.94 
81.81 • 80.18 
61.36 69.59 
90.91 90.86 
28.06 • 26.65 
81.24 • 80.18 
94.49 94.66 
66.79 88.82 
90.10 91.15 
79.81 79.28 
92.00 92.79 
9143 91.42 
71.59 • 6995 
81.76 82.60 
9U9 94_66 
28.06 • 26.65 
11 7 
A!t!nBEKK-X 
87.68 
50.96 • 
94.29 • 
68.73 
91.17 
91.07 • 
69.69 • 
82.69 
94.11 
80.96 
91.03 
88.23 
85.15 • 
91.32 
77.29 • 
75.66 
72.00 
74.43 • 
67.12 • 
69.92 • 
89.47 • 
93.34 • 
89.33 
92.35 
89.77 
81.61 
91.68 • 
86.13 
76.94 
B7.BB· 
00.15 • 
86.56 
94.19 
88.16 • 
92.B2 
88.55 
91.83 • 
B7.21 • 
81.63 
70.29 • 
91.93 • 
19.57 
B1.10 
94.64 
89.03 • 
91.17 
00.39 • 
92.84 • 
91.44 
71.35 
82_87 • 
94.64 
19.57 
22 
Table 4.9: Percentage Variance Improvement of AsymBEKK.X Hedge Compared to: 
Improvement of AsymBEKK·X over Other OHRs rio) 
Constant Hedge Time Varying Hedge 
Naive OLS VECM BEKK AsymBEKK BEKK-X 
M 4.18 .. 2.62 2.85 1.93 -0.55 1.89 
AGN 92.80 .. 44.33 47.62 8.83 4.18 8.12 
AHL 14.50 11.78 11.78 7.75 1.08 20.38 .. 
ALV -3.78 -8.38 -3.89 -3.10 -2.25 .. -4.02 
AXA 95.60 * 86.14 86.14 17.51 15.26 -0.47 
AZN 1.05 0.32 1.03 2.58 1.10 4.40 .. 
BAR 93.08 .. 64.12 64.12 14.69 17.19 2.38 
BNP 85.24 .. 68.56 68.56 22.98 10.62 -0.37 
BPA 0.19 -0.09 0.07 0.38 -1.78 0.48 .. 
BTL 17.74 .. 8.32 8.33 -2.73 -0.98 3.17 
BVA -0.80 -0.80 -0.30 1.68 .. 1.17 1.57 
CA 3.42 * 1.88 2.83 3.24 0.45 -0.44 
CGE 41.57 .. 29.72 32.19 23.26 1.65 5.22 
CSG 3.18 -0.45 0.14 4.25 1.52 5.69 .. 
DBK 4.26 0.28 4.58 6.07 * 1.62 1.68 
DCY 3.30 .. -0.32 1.58 -0.36 -0.41 -0.19 
DTE 1.51 .. -2.21 1.38 -2.70 -2.02 1.28 
ENI 87.59 .. 67.47 67.47 52.67 31.58 2.52 
ENL 85.32 .. 56.55 56.55 37.56 28.27 8.41 
EOA 4.07 .. 0.62 2.07 3.03 2.42 2.55 
ERC 20.82 .. 13.10 13.12 19.08 4.42 16.35 
FTE 6.38 5.70 5.74 14.02 .. 0.94 4.63 
GEN -0.01 -0.85 0.02 4.98 " 0.76 2.04 
GYNV 0.72 " 0.08 0.29 0.46 -0.08 0.51 
HAS 1.64 1.23 1.30 -0.44 1.68 .. -0.88 
HNM 27.43 " 16.81 19.34 2.22 11.86 -24.60 
ING 84.29 " 76.54 76.54 58.20 55.78 4.85 
LLO 1.32 .. -1.36 -1.02 -4.97 -6.74 -4.82 
MUV 6.30 .. -0.93 4.13 1.23 0.10 -1.25 
NDA 9.84 .. 8.68 8.72 6.58 0.65 1.91 
NES 17.53 " 11.39 13.23 6.39 3.11 5.67 
NOV 10.89 " 6.73 8.39 -0.56 -1.15 1.14 
PHI 7.70 7.39 7.92 .. -0.11 -1.95 4.71 
RBO 3.68 3.08 3.16 3.08 1.20 4.82 " 
RD 0.46 0.27 0.29 1.71 " -0.63 -1.22 
ROG 4.05 " -0.73 1.16 3.07 2.24 1.82 
SCH 1.19 1.15 1.67 2.71 " 0.97 2.02 
SHB 9.34 7.12 7.53 6.56 13.64 .. 2.05 
SHE 20.77 " 10.25 10.59 6.11 -1.00 7.30 
SIE 35.73 .. 22.89 23.25 22.51 23.11 2.29 
TEF 7.21 .. 4.72 5.88 3.32 0.25 0.69 
TI 73.20 .. 9.60 9.61 -11.77 -11.80 -9.66 
TIM 13.51 .. 8.21 8.52 2.15 -0.73 4.63 
TLI 0.31 -0.14 0.21 -5.07 2.79 " -0.30 
TOT 1.80 1.33 1.54 3.63 " 2.08 1.83 
UBS 6.06 " -0.26 -0.03 2.59 0.73 0.20 
UC 7.61 .. 5.00 5.12 1.78 2.90 5.35 
VIV 3.98 .. 3.59 3.87 1.28 0.63 0.66 
VOF -0.43 -0.64 -0.36 0.06 0.08 0.23 .. 
VOW 5.61 -0.65 2.62 12.59 " -0.87 4.63 
Mean 20.46 .. 13.00 13.95 7.26 4.30 2.04 
Maximum 95.60 .. 86.14 86.14 58.20 55.78 20.38 
Minimum -3.78 " .8.38 -3.89 -11.77 -11.80 -24.60 
No. of" + .. 46 36 45 40 35 18 
No. of"- .. 4 14 5 10 15 12 
Notes: This table compareds in-sample hedging pelformance of AsymBEKK-X based hedge ratios over other model specifications. 
Improvement is measured as the variance reduction from the hedged position with the use of other models In equation (4.17). 
The results are rounded to 4 decimal places and reported as the percentage (%). 
An asterisk (") denotes the model with the greatest improvement. 
" +" denotes further variance reduction of AsymBE KK-X hedge over and above to that achieved by using other models. 
" _ " denotes additional variance of AsymBEKK-X hedge over and above to that achieved by using other models. 
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Table 4.10: Out-ot-sample Hedging Effectiveness 
Portfolio Variance Variance Reduction ("10) 
Unhedged Constant Hedge Time Varying Hedge Constant Hedge 
Naive OlS VECM BEKK AsymBEKK BEKK-X AsvmBEKK.X Naive OlS VECM BEKK 
AI>. O.ocu:&l 0.00XI17 0.00XI16 0.00J016 0.000J16 0.000J16 0.00XI16 0.00XI15 81.27 82.40 82.07 81.54 
AGN 0.00J155 0.WXl22 0.00XJ.47 0.00XJ.41 0.000J55 0.000J.43 0.00J033 0.WXl22 95.75 69.49 73.60 64.40 
AHl 0.00J258 0.00J152 0.00J136 0.00J137 O.omJ9B O.otOll5 0.000426 0.00XI76 41.12 47.33 4704 61.91 
!>LV 0.00J133 0.000024 0.00J023 0.000024 0.000J20 0.000024 0.00J020 0.00J023 81.57 82.76 81.63 84.65 
AXA 0.1DI149 000Xl19 0.WXl22 0.000021 0.000020 0.000021 0.000021 0.00XI19 87.45 95.43 85.76 86.24 
AZN 0.1DI126 0.00XI12 0.000011 0.000012 0.000J12 O.OOOJll O.OOXIll O.OOXIll 90.61 90.95 90.63 90.85 
BAR 0.00J116 0.00J0:ll 0.00J083 0.00J082 0.000024 0.000025 0.1DlXJ9 O.1lXllll 93.28 " 28.65 28.84 79.34 
BNP 0.00J107 0.00XI17 0.00J037 0.00J036 0.000025 0.000023 0.0IDI19 0.00XI19 84.25 • 65.47 66.04 76.81 
BPA 0.00J133 0.00XI12 0.000012 0.000012 O.OOOXIB 0.0WXJ9 0.00XI10 0.1DlXJ9 91.33 91.61 91.45 93.86 • 
BTL 0.1DI137 0.000012 0.00J012 0.00J012 0.000J12 0.000J13 0.00XI11 0.00XI11 90.94 90.88 90.92 91.40 
BVA O.CXXIli7 0.000013 0.00J013 0.00J013 O.01Dl12 0.000J11 0.00XI13 O.00XI11 80.73 80.81 80.04 81.54 
CA O.OOOJBl 0.00XI11 0.1DI01O 0.1DI010 O.OOOJll 0.000J11 0.00XI11 O.OOXIll 87.07 87.36 " 87.16 86.33 
CGE 0.000360 0.00XI12 0.00J025 0.000016 0.000J12 O.01Dl12 0.0IDI14 0.00XI12 96.74 93.02 95.58 96.74 
CSG 0.0IllJ96 0.000024 0.00J023 0.00J023 0.000023 0.000J22 0.00XI17 0.000021 75.02 76.61 76.14 76.00 
OBK 0.000124 O.lDIOll 0.00J011 0.000011 0.000J12 0.000011 0.00XI15 O.OOXIll 91.21 91.23 91.20 90.65 
OCY 0.1DI170 0.00J033 0.000031 0.000032 0.000029 0.000030 0.00J029 0.00D031 80.85 81.86 81.37 82.67 
OTE 0.000J73 0.000024 0.00J022 0.00J024 0.000027 0.000024 0.00J029 0.1DI026 67.33 69.79 • 67.42 62.84 
ENI 0.1DI124 0.00J030 0.000045 0.000045 O.O(llll9 0.000051 0.000024 0.000030 75.40 63.30 63.65 28.11 
ENl 0.!Xlm7 0.WXJ36 0.00J04B 0.000048 0.000J41 0.000039 0.000034 0.000032 58.94 45.53 45.54 52.87 
EOA 0.000128 0.00J020 0.00J02O 0.000019 0.000J21 0.000J19 0.000022 0.000021 84.68 84.74 84.86 83.56 
ERC 0.000220 0.00J079 0.00J072 0.000072 0.000061 0.000055 0.0IDI79 0.00J044 64.06 67.27 67.08 72.24 
FTE 0.000135 0.000013 0.000012 0.000012 0.01Dl13 0.000J12 0.00XI12 0.00XI13 90.71 90.91 90.87 90.33 
GEN 0.0!llIiB 0.000016 0.000015 0.00J016 0.000J14 0.000J14 0.00XI15 0.00XI14 77.11 78.41 77.16 79.47 
GXIN 0.1DI119 0.00J003 0.00J003 0.00JOO3 0.000XI3 0.000003 0.1DIOO3 0.1DIOO3 97.26 97.29 97.29 • 97.27 
HAS 0.1DI033 0.00J015 0.00J014 0.000015 0.000011 0.000J12 O.OOXIll O.OOXIll 60.33 62.33 61.68 70.36 
HNM 0.000113 0.000014 0.000016 0.000015 0.000015 0.01Dl16 0.00XI16 0.000040 87.30 • 86.15 87.02 86.83 
ING 0.0Illl96 0.000019 0.00J02O 0.00J02O 0.000029 0.000028 0.00XI18 0.00XI19 80.23 79.05 79.14 69.36 
U.O 0.000J91 0.000031 0.00J03O 0.00J03O 0.000027 0.000025 0.1DI027 0.000024 66.28 67.54 67.25 70.39 
MW 0.1DI110 0.00J003 0.00JOO8 0.000008 O.OOOOOB O.OOOOOB 0.00J003 O. ()(lllJI3 92.62 92.49 92.88 92.95 
NOA 0.000110 0.000017 0.00J017 0.000017 0.000021 0.000019 0.000J19 0.0IDI17 84.73 84.90 " 84.89 81.25 
NES 0.01DE3 0.1DI014 0.00J013 0.000013 0.000014 0.000013 0.0IDI14 0.0IDI13 77.58 79.24 " 78.89 78.04 
NOV 0.000067 0.000027 0.00J025 0.000026 0.000020 0.000025 0.WXl22 0.00J020 60.19 63.50 61.78 69.68 
PHI 0.000183 0.000021 0.00J020 0.00J021 0.000J18 0.000018 0.0IDI18 0.00XI18 88.67 88.80 88.58 89.90 
RBO O.lXXXm 0.00JOO9 0.00JOO9 0.00JOO9 0.0WXJ9 0.00lDl9 0.1DlXJ9 0.00J009 88.79 89.02 88.97 88.88 
RO 0.000108 0.001891 0.00J293 0.000292 0.000097 0.000J48 O.OOJloo 0.00XI48 ·1647.13 ·170.22 ·169.75 10.47 
ROG 0.000134 0.00J020 0.000018 0.000019 0.000020 0.000019 0.00XI19 0.0IDI19 84.97 86.20 " 85.78 95.36 
SCH O.OOOJBl 0.00XI11 O.OOJOll 0.00J011 0.000011 0.000011 O.OOXIll O.OOXIll 86.39 86.43 86.30 86.15 
SHB 0.0Illl96 0.000021 0.00J02O 0.000020 0.000021 0.000020 0,WXl22 0.0IDI19 78.17 79.13 78.88 77.88 
SHE 0.004652 0.00J163 0.00J042 0.000044 0.000042 0.000043 0.000044 0.000J48 96.49 99.09 " 99.05 99.09 
SIE 0.000105 0.00XI07 0.00JOO9 0.000008 0.00lDl7 0.000Xl7 0.00DJ9 0.1lXllll 93.35 • 91.62 92.18 92.91 
TEF 0.000J61 0.WXl22 0.00J02O 0.000021 0.000J19 0.000019 0.00XI19 0.00XI19 64.01 66.99 65.58 68.24 
n 0.000127 0.00J025 0.00J094 0000095 0.000108 0.000109 0.00002B 0.1DI026 80.11 • 25.77 25.16 15.05 
nM 0.1DI126 0(lU)51 0.00J046 0.00J046 0.000041 0.000033 0.000041 0.000042 59.54 63.88 63.25 67.50 
ru 0.000177 0.00J028 0.00J027 o OOJ028 0.000J26 0.000022 0.000024 0.000024 84.44 84.61 84.50 95.53 
TOT 0.000119 0.00J009 0.000009 0.00JOO9 0.0WXJ9 0.000009 0.00J009 0.1DlXJ9 92.38 92.47 92.42 92.46 
UBS o 000J78 0.000018 0.000017 0.00J017 0.000J17 0.000J16 0.0IDI16 0.00XI16 76.41 7858 78.25 78.66 
UC 0000130 o 00J033 0.000031 0.000031 0.000031 0.000031 0.000035 0.000039 74.50 76.52 " 76.28 76.31 
\IN 0.00J112 0.00XI17 0.000017 o OOJ017 0.0!lXl15 0.000015 0.0IDI15 0.00XI18 84.50 84.87 84.58 86 21 
VOF o 1D1150 0.00J009 0.1DIOO9 o 00J009 00WXJ9 0.0WXJ9 0.1DlXJ9 0.00J009 94.01 94.24 " 94.10 93.83 
VlPN 0000179 0000017 0.000015 0.000016 0.000017 0.000016 0.0IDI16 0.0IDI16 90.61 91.45 " 91 14 90.49 
Mean 0.000213 0.000063 0.000032 0.000032 0.000026 O.OOOOU 0.000029 0.000021 46.69 73.35 73.24 17.91 
"~l)dnlUm 0.004'52 0.001891 0.000293 0.000292 0.000108 0.000109 0.000426 0.000076 97.26 99.09 " 99.05 99.09 
Minimunl 0.000038 0.000003 0.000003 0.00000) 0.000003 0.000003 0.00000) 0.000003 .1~7.13 .170.22 .169.75 10.47 
No. of -.- 5 9 1 1 
Notes Ttus table presents out-01-sample compansons of hedging performance under altemative model speclftcatlons. 
Por1foliO v.nlnc.ls th .... n.nc. of the hedged p0r11011o In .quaUon (4.14). The r.suns are rounded to 6 deCimal places. 
Vananc. Reduction II the 'tanance reduction from the unhedged positionwtth the use of the altemaave models In equation (4.15). The resuns are rounded to 4 decimal places and reported as the percentage (~). 
All 'sterlSk (") denote. the model wtth the la'!lost ... rlance reducUon. 
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Time Va!!in!! Hed!!e 
As~IBEKK BEKK.X 
82.27 81.68 
72.33 78.83 
66.95 -65.36 
81.90 95.03" 
95.69 86.20 
91.36 91.18 
78.43 92.05 
78.96 82.67 
93.29 92.95 
90.76 91.76 • 
83.01 80.24 
87.03 86.84 
96.79 " 96.11 
77.61 82.57 " 
91.48 • 87.90 
82.63 83.04 • 
67.42 59.95 
58.56 80.83 • 
55.31 61.06 
84.90 • 82.80 
74.86 64.18 
90.81 91.01 " 
79.60 • 77.53 
97.24 97.10 
68.76 69.89 
86.08 86.32 
70.51 81.48 • 
72.26 69.82 
92.81 92.45 
83.05 83.16 
78.99 77.28 
62.81 67.87 
89.90 89.97 
88.78 89.18 • 
55.21 7.74 
95.56 95.58 
86.50 86.64 • 
79.44 76.80 
99.08 99.06 
92.90 91.53 
69.01 • 68.57 
14.42 78.16 
69.54 • 67.27 
87.41 • 86.20 
92.28 92.49 • 
79.31 79.97 • 
76.49 7338 
8658 • 86.27 
94.15 9407 
9113 9118 
SO.04 78.41 
99.08 99.06 
14.42 -65.36 
8 11 
As~nBEKK-X 
82.56 • 
86.03 • 
70.67 " 
83.03 
87.48· 
91.40 • 
92.88 
82.42 
93.17 
91.71 
83.37· 
95.91 
96.76 
78.15 
90.89 
81.68 
64.31 
75.57 
63.52 • 
83.55 
80.05 • 
90.45 
79.51 
97.28 
71.06 " 
64.95 
79.77 
73.18 " 
93.04 • 
84.81 
78.93 
70.35 " 
90.36 " 
89.04 
55.33 • 
85.74 
86.39 
80.51 " 
98.98 
92.04 
68.26 
79.13 
66.75 
86.40 
92.46 
79.57 
69.82 
84.25 
9414 
9124 
82.38 " 
98.98 
55.38 " 
15 
Table 4.11: Out-of-sample Percentage Variance Improvement of AsymBEKK-X Hedge Compared to: 
Improvement of AsymBEKK-X over Other OHRs (%) 
Constant Hedge Time Varying Hedie 
Naive OlS VECM BEKK AsymBEKK BEKK-X M 6.86 .. 0.89 2.69 5.48 1.61 4.76 AGN 1.97 54.20 47.07 60.75 .. 49.50 33.99 AHL 50.18 44.31 44.61 23.00 11.24 82.26 .. ALV 7.88 .. 1.53 7.60 -10.57 6.25 
-13.42 AXA 0.23 14.06 .. 12.06 9.03 12.49 9.26 AZN 8.51 .. 4.99 8.24 6.02 0.50 2.59 BAR 
-5.88 90.02 .. 90.00 65.55 67.00 10.46 BNP 
-11.59 49.08 .. 48.23 24.20 16.45 
-1.46 BPA 20.85 .. 18.65 20.13 -11.19 -1.77 3.24 BTL 8.52 9.15 8.76 3.59 10.33 .. 
-0.62 BVA 13.70 13.35 16.70 .. 9.94 2.11 15.85 CA -8.96 -11.41 -9.75 -3.45 .. 
-8.64 -7.03 CGE 0.62 53.65 .. 26.77 0.76 -0.91 16.84 CSG 12.55 .. 6.62 8.46 8.98 2.42 
-25.33 OBK -3.68 -3.82 -3.52 2.57 -6.88 24.70 .. 
OCY 4.32 .. 
-1.02 1.64 -5.69 -5.49 -8.02 OTE -9.41 -18.13 -9.53 3.95 -9.54 11.11 " ENI 0.68 33.44 32.79 66.01 .. 41.05 -27.46 
ENL 11.15 33.02 .. 33.01 22.60 18.36 6.32 
EOA -7.42 -7.81 -8.69 -0.05 -8.94 4.37 .. 
ERC 44.50 .. 39.05 39.42 28.14 20.65 44.32 
FTE -2.87 -5.07 -4.67 0.76 .. -3.92 -6.30 
GEN 10.49 .. 5.08 10.28 0.19 -0.43 8.81 
GYM! 0.64 -0.40 -0.48 0.50 1.32 6.18 " 
HAS . 27.05 .. 23.17 24.48 2.37 7.36 3.90 
HNM -176.75 -153.76 -170.87 -167.D1 -152.46" -156.95 
ING -2.35 3.43 3.00 33.96 .. 31.39 -9.25 
LLO 20.46 .. 17.39 18.12 9.42 3.33 11.13 
MUV 5.63 7.25 2.22 2.52 3.13 7.70 .. 
NOA 0.54 -0.61 -0.53 19.00 .. 10.40 9.81 
NES 6.05 -1.46 0.19 4.06 -0.26 7.28 .. 
NOV 25.52 .. 18.78 22.43 2.20 20.28 7.72 
PHI 14.94 13.91 15.60 .. 4.54 4.54 3.86 
RBO 2.21 0.23 0.68 1.46 2.36 .. -1.27 
RO 97.45 .. 83.49 83.46 50.17 0.39 51.64 
RaG 5.11 .. -3.34 -0.28 2.60 1.24 1.11 
SCH 0.00 -0.30 0.60 1.69 .. -0.85 -1.88 
SHB 10.72 6.60 7.71 11.89 5.22 16.01 .. 
SHE 70.84 .. -12.75 -7.56 -12.36 -10.69 -8.85 
SIE -19.61 5.12 -1.68 -12.22 -11.99 6.03 " 
TEF 11.81 .. 3.84 7.80 0.06 -2.43 -0.99 
TI -4.94 71.89 72.11 75.43 75.61 .. 4.46 
TIM 17.83 .. 7.96 9.53 -2.30 -9.14 -1.58 
TLI 12.61 .. 11.67 12.27 6.05 -7.97 1.44 
TOT 1.08 -0.06 0.54 -0.01 2.36 .. -0.34 
UBS 13.39 .. 4.62 6.06 4.25 1.27 -2.01 
UC -18.35 -28.57 -27.23 -27.44 -28.38 -13.38 .. 
VIV -1.60 .. -4.07 -2.12 -14.18 -17.32 -14.73 
VOF 2.16 -1.72 0.71 5.01 .. -0.23 1.25 
VOW 6.66 -2.49 1.10 7.84 .. 1.18 0.60 
Mean 5.65 9.87 10.00 .. 6.40 2.86 2.36 
Maximum 97.45 .. 90.02 90.00 75.43 75.61 82.26 
Minimum -176.75 -153.76 -170.87 -167.01 -152.46 .. -156.95 
No. of" +" 36 32 37 38 30 31 
No. of" - .. 14 18 13 12 20 19 
Notes: This table compareds out-of-sample hedging performance of AsymBEKK-X based hedge ratios over other model specifications. 
Improvement is measured as the variance reduction from the hedged pOSition with the use of other models in equation (4.17). 
The results are rounded to 4 decimal places and reported as the percentage (%). 
An asterisk (*) denotes the model with the greatest Improvement. 
" + • denotes llIrther variance reduction of AsymBEKK-X hedge over and above to that achieved by using other models. 
"-" denotes additional variance of AsymBEKK-X hedge over and above to that achieved by using other models. 
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Table 4.12: UtIlity Comparisons for Out-of·Sample Hedging Performance 
UtIlity Com~arison for Out-of-Sam~le Hedlillnlil Performance .. Degree of Risk Aversion = 4 (%) Util~ Im~rovement of AsymBEKK.X over Other OHRs_De!1ree of Risk Aversion· 4 r:lol 
Constant Hedge Time Varying Hedge Constant Hedge 
Nalv. OlS VECM BEKK AsyDlBEKK BEKK-X AsymBEKK-X Naive OlS VECM 
AA -O.025B -O.02!Il -0.0226 -0.0138 -O.om -0.0214 -0.0121 • 53.21 42.00 46.69 
AGN -0.02115 • -0.0591 -0.0569 -0.0560 -0.0295 -0.0337 -O.!li65 -133.22 -12.68 ·16.73 
AHL -0.1519 -01332 -0.1340 -0.1032 -0.0919 -O.0BB6 • 
-O.095B :E.91 2B.07 2B.48 
ALV -0.0251 -O.llIB5 • -0.0247 -O.lJ344 -0.0226 -0.0266 -0.0346 -38.22 :n.77 
-40.54 
AXA -00188 0.00J3 -0.0047 -0.0033 0.0017 • 
-0.0217 -0.0020 89.44 -685.68 57.72 
AZJol -0.0122 -0.0072 -0.0113 0.0010 • 0.0007 -0.0021 -0.0022 82.:D 70.12 80.81 
BAR -0.0073 -O.07:D -0.0761 0.0001 • 
-0.0011 -0.0075 -0.0027 63.20 96.32 96.47 
BNP -O.OISO -0.0027 
-0.0021 0.0002 0.0022 • -0.0080 -0.0031 79.13 -14.89 -47.82 
BPA -0.0117 
-0.0097 -0.0111 0.0070 -0.0014 -O.Offil 0.0079 • 167.67 lBl.67 171.51 
BTL -OOI:D -0.0095 
-0.0095 -0.0059 • 
-O.017B -0.0064 -0.0069 46.65 26.79 26.74 
BVA -0.0086 -0.0085 -0.0100 -O.Offil -O.Offi7 -0.0059 -0.0043 • 51.61 49.45 59.55 
CA -0.0097 -0.0064 • 
-0.0098 -0.0111 -0.0086 -0.0173 -0.0117 -2O.:D -40.00 -19.61 
CGE -0.0125 -0.0288 -0.0181 -0.0119 -0.0056 -0.0079 -0.0045 • 64.31 64.45 75.34 
CSG -0.0244 -0.0139 • 
-0.0172 -0.0164 -0.0146 -0.0165 -0.0257 -5.66 .as.80 -49.25 
OBK -0.0100 -0.0020 • 
-0.0105 -0.0115 -0.0118 -0.0093 -0.0223 -109.48 -1011.33 -112.33 
OCY -0.0315 -0.0216 • 
-0.0278 -0.0431 -0.0263 -0.0264 -0.0599 -90.55 -177.91 -115.74 
OTE -0.0229 -0.0265 -O.022B • 
-0.0258 -0.0334 -O.02:E -O.03B3 -67.14 -44.55 -66.13 
ENI -0.0207 0.0071 • 0.0067 0.0066 -0.0466 -0.0288 -00223 -8.02 -414.20 -432.93 
ENL -0.0232 -0.0297 -0.0298 -0.0335 -0.0201 • -0.0323 -O.02B7 -23.74 3.38 3.77 
EOA -0.0191 -0.0096 -0.0156 -0.0171 -0.0200 -0.0090 -0.0090 • 53.16 6.64 42.56 
ERC -0.0779 -0.0593 • -0.0599 -0.0600 -0.1039 -0.0770 -O.07IE -0.99 -32.54 -31.33 
FTE -00095 • -0.0105 -0.0103 -0.0113 -0.0125 -0.0156 -O.0:D5 -221.94 -190.56 -196.61 
GEN -0.0146 -0.0102 -0.0142 -0.0023 -0.0009 0.0012 • -0.0172 -18.13 -66.93 -21.79 
G'INV -0.0039 -00014 -0.0024 -0.0009 -0.0020 -0.0017 -0.0007 • Bl.B7 51.00 7114 
HAS -O.om -0.0191 -0.0199 -0.0123 -0.0155 -0.0122 • -O.Ol:D 41.20 31.73 34.48 
HNM -0.0120 -0.0021 -0.0062 -0.0069 -0.0031 0.0016 • -0.0032 73.60 -49.23 49.17 
ING -0.0182 -0.0123 -0.0134 -0.0001 0.0103 • -0.0039 -00002 99.00 96.61 96.72 
LLO -0.0319 -OO29B -0.0304 -0.0166 • -O.om -0.0213 -0.0196 38.43 34.07 35.38 
MW -00061 0.0035 • -0.0056 -0.0068 -0.0049 0.0017 -0.0165 -127.29 -626.76 -2:D.39 
NOA -0.0248 -0.0202 -O.02!Il -O.03OB -0.0243 -0.0251 -0.0069 • 71.97 65.68 66.60 
NES -0.0107 0.0029 -0.0034 -0.0078 0.0078 0.0064 • 0.0060 156.15 100.14 275.69 
NOV -00262 -0.0180 -0.0223 0.0127 0.0190 • -0.0019 0.0166 163.38 192.25 174.23 
PHI -00207 -O.02ffi • -O.02!Il -0.0217 -0.0215 -0.0207 -0.0234 -13.24 -13.77 -12.63 
RBO -00082 -O.OOBI • -O.OOBI -0.0126 -0.0148 -O.OOB5 -0.0111 -35.79 -:E.80 -:E.76 
RD -1.62:D -0.1900 -0.1901 -0.0223 -0.0033 • -0.0052 -O.02ffi 96.73 89.17 89.17 
ROG -0.0197 -0.0052 • -0.0123 -0.0168 -0.0073 -O.OO9B -0.0137 :D.23 -166.75 -11.51 
SCH -00132 -00125 -0.0145 -0.0041 -0.0103 -0.0106 -0.0038 • 71.19 69.59 73.74 
SHB -0.0196 -0.0147 -0.0164 -O.OlSO -O.OlBl -0.0152 -0.0063 • 68.25 57.05 61.64 
SHE -02299 -0.0303 -0.0368 -0.0407 -O.03B9 -00437 -0.0146 • 93.65 51.81 6O.:D 
SIE -00149 -0.0101 -0.0163 -0.0038 • -O.011B -0.0140 -0.0116 22.22 -15.14 29.00 
TEF -0.0040 • -00046 -0.0044 -O.OOBI -O.OOB3 -0.0101 -0.0071 -78.51 -55.16 -62.76 
TI -00239 • -0.1675 -0.1687 -0.1865 -0.1916 -O.03B9 -OOSffi -111.52 69.7B 70.00 
TIM -00546 -0.0555 -0.0554 -0.0464 -0.0324 • -0.0411 -OO4IE 11.06 12.42 12.33 
TU -0.0195 -OOlIE -0.0190 -0.0182 -0.0172 • -O.D1Bl -0.0317 -62.61 -70.16 -67.00 
TOT -00094 -0.0069 -0.0089 -0.0017 -O.Offi7 -0.0040 -O.OOffi • 93.69 91.40 93.:D 
UBS -00182 -00079 -0.0101 -0.0103 -O.Dl63 -0.0055 • -O.OO5B 68.15 26.68 42.63 
UC -00313 -O.Dl33 -00168 -0.0086 -0.0174 -O.02!Il -O.007B· 75.05 41.06 53.47 
vro/ -00174 -00163 -00172 -0.0148 -0.0117 • -0.0146 -0.0120 :D.S7 26.26 29.97 
VOF -00094 -0.0097 -0.0097 -0.0082 -O.OO9B -0.0112 -0.0072 • 22.93 25.39 25.48 
vaw -00177 -00068 • -00137 -00192 -00209 -00125 -0.0168 5.03 -145.46 ·22.61 
Mean .0_0582 .0.0248 .0_0271 .0_0196 .0_0197 .0_0170 .0_0155 • 20_76 -50.74 10_79 
M.xlmum .0.0039 0_0071 0.0067 0_0127 0_0190 • 0.0084 0_0166 167.67 192.25 275.69 
Mlnltnum .1_6230 .0.1900 .0_1901 .0.1865 .0.1916 .0_0886 • .0_0958 .221.94 -1011.33 -U2.93 
Mo. of - ... 4 12 1 5 9 6 13 
No. of ..... 32 Z8 31 
No. of - . - 18 22 19 
Note. ThiS tlble compareds out-a1-sample utllit1 01 anemattve hedge models and presents the Ubiitt' Improvement of AsymBEKK-X based hedge ratios over other model specifications. 
Improvement I. measured II the utility changes from the hedged position wtth the use of other models In equation (4.18), The results are rounded to 4 decimal places and reported as the percentage (~) 
IVt .stanlk n donata.lII. moa.,_III. hlgh.st utility 
•• - aonata. utllrty 'mp ..... m.nt of AsymBEKK-X hodgo over and above to 11101 achieved by USing oilier modol • 
• . • denota. utltlfW' reduction or AsymBEI()(·)( hedge from that actueved by using other models 
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Time Va!!lng Hedge 
BEKK A~BEKK BEKK-X 
12.94 45.66 43.61 
-IB.59 -125.47 -97.09 
7.20 -4.30 -8.19 
-0.81 -53.62 -:U04 
39.82 -217.59 90.63 
-311.B7 -415.42 -4.41 
-5381.31 -147.79 64.:E 
-1697.78 -241.38 60.99 
12.81 649.47 2:D.31 
-18.47 60.94 -7.64 
29.75 35.71 27.56 
-5.71 -33.63 32.06 
62.43 20.65 43.51 
-39.55 -76.31 -55.57 
-94.:D -89.01 -139.68 
-39.07 -12B.25 -127.27 
-48.37 -14,46 -62.04 
-440.05 52.15 22.57 
14.35 -42.57 11.17 
47.67 55.14 0.95 
-31.03 24.:E -2.14 
-169.65 -143.96 -93.26 
-640.56 -1826.60 -1578.46 
20.52 65.92 56.70 
-6.27 15.92 -6.75 
54.18 -3.60 -303.67 
-99.39 -101.67 95.61 
-18.42 11.70 7.74 
-173.92 -27B.26 -1200.14 
77.42 71.46 72.34 
177.42 -22.51 -2B.1B 
:D.57 -12.72 965.34 
-7.96 -9.05 -13.32 
12.32 24.96 -29.Bl 
7.54 -527.55 -296.76 
lB.4O -B7.38 -40.32 
5.99 63.12 64.69 
56.06 65.25 56.4B 
64.11 62.45 66.61 
-202.65 1.56 17.59 
12.27 13.76 29.54 
72.IE 73.56 -:D.1B 
-4.69 -SO.07 -lB.23 
-74.37 -63.79 -74.65 
64.7B 91.15 6500 
43.65 64.SO -5.95 
11.63 55.14 62.51 
lB.46 -3.29 1729 
11.2B 26.46 35.21 
12.66 19.Bl -34.29 
-170.47 -'1.39 40_23 
177 "2 649_47 985.34 
.5381.31 -1826.80 -1578.46 
27 24 25 
23 26 25 
Table ".13: Descriptive Statistics ofOHRs and HE of US Fs_8 Co1lDbtes 
Mean Std Deviation 25" percentile Medi:m -:~. plTfentile A: Optimal Hed,e Ratios (OHRs) 
France (T) 0.9256 0.0821 0.9165 0.9658 0.9743 
Germany (8) 0.9611 0.0332 0.9485 0.9651 09786 
Italy (6) 0.7781 0.1799 0.7694 0.8069 0.8647 
Netherlands (6) 0.8316 0.2458 0.8593 0.9357 0.9543 
Spain (3) 1.0021 0.0089 0.9989 1.0058 1.0072 
Sweden (5) 0.9597 0.0235 0.9428 0.9621 0.9679 
Switzerland (5) 0.9577 0.0239 0.9443 0.9660 0.9681 
UK (10) 0.9149 0.1028 0.8852 0.9572 0.9855 
Whole Sample (50) 0,9114 0,1298 0,8977 0.9598 09782 
B: Hedging EfI'ectiVl'neu (HE) 
France (1) 0.8878 0.0387 0.8669 0.8903 0.9151 
Germany (8) 0.7280 0.0340 0.7020 0.7167 0.7615 
Italy (6) 0.6866 0.2516 0.6894 0.7741 0.8092 
Netherlands (6) 0.8510 0.1691 0.8843 0.9175 0.9385 
Spain (3) 0.9126 0.0050 0.9098 0.9103 0.9143 
Sweden (5) 0.8820 0.0461 0.8721 0.8788 0.8947 
Switzerland (5) 0.8735 0.0441 0.8656 0.8855 0.9017 
UK (10) 0.8653 0.0736 0.8276 0.8896 0.9135 
Whole Stunple (SO) 0.8287 0.1302 0.7801 0.8778 0.9100 
Notu: 
This table presents the cros.-sectional descriptive statistics of the optimal hedge ratios (OHRs) and the hedging effectiveness meosure. (HE) estimot.d on the 
bosis of variance-covariance coefficients in A.ymBEKK-X model (4.13) and as given by formulo (4.6) and(4.15). The I8mple con.ist of a total of.so USFs contracts including 
(1) 10 USFs based on .tock. traded in U.K., (u) 7 USF. for stocks traded in France, (Ii!.) 8 USPs for stocks trodedin Gemany, (tv) 6 USF. for stocle. trad.d in Italy, 
('" 6 USF. for .tocle. traded in Netherlands, (VI) 3 USF. for .locks troded in Spain, (vii) j USF. for .locks troded in Sweden, and (vili) j USFs for stocks troded in Switzerland. 
T3b1e 4.14: Durriptive Slalistiu of OHRs :md HE of USFs_Emopl' VS UK 
Mean Z-test Std Deviation 2~ perrl'ntill' Medi .. Ul '1~" perc4!'Dtill' 
A: Opiinll.11 Hedge Ratios 
A.I : Home Market (10 UK Stocks) 
OHR. 0.9149 0.1028 0.8852 0.9572 0.9855 
A.2 : Foreign Market (40 European Stocks) 
OHRs 0.9105 1) .0.1122. 0.1368 0.9172 0.9598 0.9763 
B: Hedging Eft'erlinnen 
B.I : Home Market (10 UK Stocks) 
HE 0.8653 0.0736 0.8276 0.8896 0.9135 
B.2 : Foreign Market (40 European Stocks) 
HE 0.8195 1) <1.4:161> 0.1400 0.7667 0.8744 0.9074 
Not .. : 
This table p .... nts CIOII8-osctiollol doscriptiYo atotistial ofthe optimal hodgo rotioa (OHRs) Old tho ~ etrectiYo .... _UlOO (HE) .. timated all the boais of~ cooflk.1IIs in 
AlymBEI<K-X modtl(4.13) Old as giYonby fbnnu1a(4.6} ODd (4.1j). Tho entile 50 USP. semple....,..plit wo two groups, 0 .. irl:lades the 10 USP. thot tndiBgOIl UK atoclol Old tho othor 0 .. iN:bJdoo aD 
the remaining USP. that buu.: 01140 Europ.on stocks. NOJl.poromotric 'WikoJDn signed rani< tost (Z,t .. t) elOllllires whether tho moen YOluo ofOHRs Old HE in Eumpeon USP. ir .igni1i:0IIIly higher. 
<. WiloaJDn 1:-t.st atatistict 
., •• , ... Sipificont at 101'.,51'. ODd 11'.1ow~ rupoctiYoly. 
l' - bipor; 1) -le",r 
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Table ~.lS: Descdptive Statistics for HE ofUSFs_8 Countries PI & P2 
MeQIl Z-test Std Deviation 25th percentile Mecmn 
A: Introduction Pedod (PI) 
France (J) 0.8873 0.0485 0.8549 0.9005 
Germany (8) 0.7080 0.0391 0.6827 06908 
Italy (6) 0.6974 0.2664 0.7031 0.7785 
Netherlands (6) 0.8453 0.1975 0.8859 09198 
Spain (3) 0.9161 0.0035 0.9144 0.9164 
Sweden (5) 0.8905 0.0406 0.8868 08889 
Switzerland (5) 0.8798 0.0427 0.8677 0.8994 
UK (10) 0.8628 0.0857 0.8432 08877 
Whole Sample (50) 0.8272 0.1405 0.n14 0.8852 
B: Maturity Period (P2) 
France (7) 0.8881 t <-O.03SS_ 0.0389 0.8668 0.8695 
Gennany (8) 0.7964 l' <-4.7S91> * .. 0.0351 0.7636 0.8001 
Italy (6) 0.6209 U <0.5636. 0.1990 0.4989 0.6623 
Netherlands (6) 0.8768 t <-O.383S. 0.0377 0.8471 0.8867 
Spain (3) 0.9000 U <1.7260- * 0.0158 0.8920 0.8998 
Sweden (5) 0.8337 U <1.2478. 0.0933 0.7801 0.7994 
Switzerland (5) 0.8430 U <1.1658> 0.0562 0.8252 0.8598 
UK (10) 0.8765 t <-0.4142> 0.0597 0.8671 0.8849 
Wllole Sample (50) 0.8284 t <-0.0497. 0.1150 0.7905 0.8624 
Notes: !his tebJe pments tM CIOIS·seCtional ~tive statistics of the hedpg effectiveness meoswes (HE) estimated on the besIs ofvariolu:e-covarionce coeflleielli. 
mAsymBElCK-X model (4.13) udas gwonbyformula(4.15}. The sample consist ofa totolof50 USF. contracto u.:1udiDg(i) 10 USFsbased onotocb bododin UK 
(ii) 7 USF. foutocu boded in Fl1UICO, (iii) 8 USF. for stocu boded in Germany, (iv) 6 USF. foulocb lreded inlloly, (v) 6 USF. foulocb Inded in Netherlalldo' • 
('V1)3 USF. for stocb boded in SpaiD, (vii) 5 USFs for .tocb traded in Sweden, and (viii) 5 USFs for stocks treded in Switzerland. 
Non-pammetrio Wi1co""n.igDod rank test (Z-t •• t) exomines whelMr the WOlI volUII of HE in Malunly period is signiflCOl\tly higher. 
< > Wi1co""n Z-Iestolalistics ; t· higher; U = lower 
.... *+* Signiflcant at lOr., 5r. and 1 r. levo~ zespoctively. , , 
Table 4.16: Detennin..:-.nts of tile USF Hedging Effectiveness 
Expec1ed 
Variable sign Modell Model 2 
Constant 1.14300 ijOjiiji 1.05149 
(4.650) (3.870) 
MonthsUsted + -0.00520 -0.00252 
(-1.120) (-0.470) 
HomeMarket + 0.03807 0.08099 
(1.320) (2.600) 
V olumeRatio -0.04401 ••• 
(-2.850) 
TradeFrequency -0.22499 
(-2.600) 
Spfe ac\Ratio 
Volatility ± 
ContractSize 
*** 
••• 
••• 
Model 3 
1.33778 ••• 
(4.950) 
-0.00530 
(-1.240) 
0.04778 •• 
(2.020) 
-0.19714 ••• 
(-3.260) 
Model 4 
1.21349 .""" 
(4.720) 
-0.00771 
(-1.530) 
0.05531 • 
(1.870) 
1.37480 
(0.792) 
.,~th percentile 
0.9172 
0.7444 
0.8'149 
0.9482 
0.9179 
0.8900 
0.9064 
0.9176 
0.9111 
0.9000 
0.8202 
0.7693 
0.8945 
0.9078 
0.9151 
0.8730 
0.9117 
0.8968 
ModelS 
1.04697 ...... 
(6.310) 
-0.00370 
(-1.210) 
0.17369 •• 
(2.270) 
-0.14684 • 
(-1.~ 
~otes: 
~he dependent variable is the hed~ng effectiveness (HE) of the USF estimated on the basis of variance-covariance coefficierts in AsymBEKK-
x: model (4.13), end as ~ven byfonnula (4.15). MonthList~ is the mmber r:£ months for which a USF has been listed in the Euronext.LIFFE 
through December 30,2005. HomsMarketis a dummy variable that takes a value of one for the U.K. USFs and zero fa the European USFs. The 
elative trading volume of USF and stock markets, VolumeRaHo, is measured as the ratio USF volume to stock volume. TradeIhqueJ'ICl is 
calculated as the average number of USF 1ntting days over the whole sample period relative to that of sieck markets. The variable ~eadRatio 
s the ratio of effective spread on the USF and the stock markets. We measure stock volatility, Volatility, as the standard deviation d daily stock 
etum. The dummy variable Comra:tSize is equal one for contracts written on U.K. end Italian based stocks which represent 1000 stocks and 
.ero for others smaller size contracts. The sample consist of a total of .sO USFs con1racts including(i) 10 USFs based on stocks traded in UK., 
11) 7 USFs for stocks traded in France, (iii) 8 USFs for stocks traded in Germany, (iV,) 6 USFs for stocks tradedm Italy, (V,) 6 USFs for stocks 
Iladed in Netherlands, (vi) 3 USF s for stocks 1raded in Spain, (vii) 5 USF s for stocks treded in Sweden. end (viii) 5 USFs for stocks t.reded in 
~witzerland Adjusted t,.statistics based on the heteroskedasticity-consistent covariance matrix as per Newey and West (1987) are in par edhe ses 
~elow the coefficients. The number in parentheses under F statistics is the probabilityvalue of signficance (i.e. P-value). 
f.., •• , ••• denote si~ficant at 10%, 5%, and 1 % respectively. 
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Table ".17: Relative Hedging Effectlven_ of the Universal Stock Future. (USF) vs Stock Index Futures (SIF) 
Spot Asset USF SIF 
Ho. of OHR HE OHR HE 
Relative Hedging 
Effe ctiveness 
Code Stock Name Observations 'A· USF).n2, 'A.).n2. It'1 I" It'1 SIF I" I m., t-81at!sties 
AA ABN AMRO Holdings NV 009 0.954 0.873 1.133 0.724 .() 5lE3 ..... 32 ••• 
AGN Aegon NY 009 0.124 0.119 1.525 0738 08900 11.60 ••• 
AHL Koninklijke Ahold NY 009 0.955 0.935 1.218 0.249 .().!ll99 -7.f£I ••• 
ALV Allianz AG 965 0.882 0.711 1.287 0.679 .().0752 .().58 
IV<A Axa SA 965 0.304 0.291 1.270 0.499 0.4113 1.78. 
AZN AslraZeneca pic 1016 0.974 0.910 0.842 0.330 '()8769 -23.10 ••• 
BAR Barclays pic 939 0.173 0.155 1.163 0.540 0.7437 6.54 ••• 
BNP BNP Paribas SA 939 0.460 0.4f£1 0.918 O.sal 0.1299 0.37 
BPA BP pic 1016 0.987 0.941 0.834 0.425 '()8861 -33.20 ••• 
BTL BT Group pic 965 0.852 0.792 0.997 0.315 '().7631 -3.36 ••• 
BVA Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria SA 939 UXXI 0.911 1.338 0.820 '().4696 -4.74 ••• 
CA Carrefour SA 939 0.955 0.880 0.002 0443 '()8210 -18.f£I ••• 
CGE A1catel SA 1016 0.811 0.789 1.456 0.349 .().7186 -2.77 ••• 
CSG Credit Suisse Group 807 0.944 0.914 1.532 0.604 '()B538 .12.30 ••• 
DBK Deutsche Bank AG 1016 0.900 0.772 1.119 0.710 '().1602 -1.67 • 
DCY DaimlerChrysler AG 939 0.902 0.760 1.028 0.654 '()2594 -2.77 ••• 
DTE Deutsche Telekom AG 1016 0.893 0.726 1.131 0.536 '()3941 -3.95 ••• 
ENI Eni SpA 1016 0.291 0.214 0.783 0.414 0.4945 1.27 
ENL Enel SpA 967 0.288 0.243 0.759 0.429 0.4029 1.92 • 
EOA E.ON AG 939 0.889 0.697 0.681 0.455 .().4485 -5.58 ••• 
ERC Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson AS 807 0.896 0.879 1.845 0.449 '()8278 -4.07 ••• 
FTE France Telecom SA 1016 0.977 0.929 1.228 0.334 .().9132 -16.60 ••• 
GEN Assicurazioni Generali SpA 967 0.969 0.894 1.035 0594 '()7719 -12.30 ••• 
G>MI GlaxoSmithKline pic 1016 0.977 0.923 0.822 0.402 .().8769 -34.30 ••• 
HAS HSBC Holdings pic 1016 0.979 0.896 0.842 0.517 .().8333 -17.80 ••• 
HNM Hennes & Mauritz AB 807 0.832 0.781 0.643 0.292 .().8323 -3.14 ••• 
ING ING Groep NV 1016 0.637 0.603 1.424 o.m 0.4104 1.26 
LLO Uoyds TSB Group pic 965 0.938 0.863 1.102 0.527 .().68B3 -11.30 ... 
MW Munchener ROcksversicherungs Gesellschaft AG 965 0.869 0.771 1.233 0.631 .().2932 -2.93 ••• 
NDA Nordea AB 807 0.958 0.867 0.874 0.400 .().8677 -10.30 ••• 
NES Nestle SA 807 0.872 0.776 0.699 0.499 .().5951 -6.37 ••• 
NOV Novartis AG 807 0.919 0.856 0.756 0.561 .().7651 -6.97 ••• 
PHI Koninklijke Philips Electronics NV 835 0.985 0.937 1.433 0.690 .().7243 -12.40 ••• 
RBO Royal Bank ofScolland Group pic 939 0.971 0.87B 1.141 0.568 .().7373 -11.50 ••• 
RD Royal Dutch Petroleum Company 1016 0.988 0.928 0.701 0.533 .().8270 -21.10 ••• 
ROG Roche HoldingAG 807 0.926 0.BB6 O.B72 0.561 .().B195 -12.90 ••• 
SCH Santander Central Hispano SA 1016 0.994 0.917 1.364 O.Bll .().5552 -7.B7 ••• 
SHB Svenska Handelsbanken AB 807 0.941 0.862 0.632 0.407 .().B523 -9.76 ••• 
SHE Shell Transport & Trading Company pic 939 0.844 0.795 0.!ll7 0.489 -O.586B -4.26 ••• 
SIE SiemensAG 1016 0.739 0.615 1.195 0.697 0.1832 0.75 
TEF Telefonica SA 1016 0.949 0.905 1.232 0.778 -0.5674 -5.50 ••• 
TI Telecom Italia SpA 1016 0.186 0.110 1.159 0.465 0.8083 8.59 ••• 
TIM Telecom Iialia Mobile SpA 837 O.BBB 0.794 1.069 0.618 -0.4636 -4.30 ••• 
TU TeliaSonera AB 807 0.9B4 0.946 0.985 0.362 '()9528 -35.00 ••• 
TOT Total Fina Elf SA 1016 0.976 0.BB9 0.634 0.394 -0.8461 -25.10 ••• 
UBS UBS AG 807 0.921 0.902 1.120 0.705 .().6934 -7.22 ••• 
UC UniCredilo Italiano SpA 967 0.921 0.794 0.956 0.526 -0.6529 -5.68 ••• 
VN Vivendi Universal SA 939 0.982 0.926 1.179 0.291 .().9648 -19.80 ••• 
VOF Vodafone Group pic 1016 0.986 0.915 1.290 0.487 -0.7891 -8.94 ••• 
.. y.9..IJ.Y.._ .... yQ!.~.~.~.~.9e.D .. A~ .......... _ ...................... _ ... _ .... __ .... _ .. _._ ... _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. ~ __ ... _._ ... _ .. _ .... .!!:~§9 __ .. _9.JJ_~_._ .. _. __ !L~ __ 0:~. __ . ..::Ql?-i3 __ .:~.1l.·~· 
Mean 0.828 0.757 1.063 0.527 
Mllxlmum 1_000 0.946 1.845 0.820 
_~!!!!~.!:'..!!! __ .... _ .... _ .... _ .... _ .... _ ... _ .. __ ... _ .... _ .... _ .... _ .... _ ..... _ .... _ .... __ ._ ... _ .. __ .... _ ... _ .... _ .... _ ...... _ .... !,g~ .. _.~..:.:! .. ~ .. ___ ... _ .... _ .. Q~~~ .... _ .... __ O':~~.!!... .. _ .... _ .... _ .... _ ... _ .. _ .. _ .. _. __ . 
No. of" + " 
No_ of ..... 
lNotes: 
9 
41 
9 
41 
trhis table presents the results of the test of relative hedging effectiveness for each USF and the stock index futures (SlF) from the same country 
as the underlying stock. The empirical results are based on the 015 regression (4.22): 
ZI,I = <Yo + IXIZ41 + Ut ; 
IXI is the slope coefficient from the regression model; where ZI) = EUsr + eSlr and Z41 = f:tJsr • E's1F ; f:usr and E's1F are the residuals of regressions 
iWhen the hedging instrument is chosen to be the USF and the SIF contracts (i.e. Rs = ~o,usr + ~l,usrRus .. + EUsr, Rs = I3o,sIT + ~,SIFRm-+ F.sIF, 
espectively). Negative IX! coefficient" 0" implies that variance of residuals when the USF contract is used is less than the case when the SIP 
ontract is used as the hedging instrument (i.e. USF contract is a better hedge than the SIP, in tenns of the portfoho nskreductton). The Newey 
and West (1987) procedure is used to calculate consistent standard errors of the regression parameter estimates under the serial correlated and 
JIIeteroskedastic error process. *, **, *** denote significant at 10010, 5% and 1% level, respectively. 
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Table •• 18: Relative Hedging Effectlvene. o'the Universal Stock Futures (USF) and BOTH USF & Stock Index Futures ISIF) 
Hedging Instruments 
S~ot Aaet USF USF AND SIF 
R.I~1Iw H.dglng 
Effoctlwn .. 
Ho. of OHR HE OHR OHR HE Cod. Stock Hame ObseMltlons IP1USF' ~, IP1USF' IP1SIF) ~) t-Statltdc:s ~ AA ABN AMRO Holdings NY B09 0.954 0.873 0.737 0345 0.895 2.51 •• AGN Aegon NY B09 0.124 0.119 0.039 1.469 0.749 9.62 ••• AHL Koninklijke Mold NY B09 0.955 0.935 0.918 O.D 0.941 1.69 • ALV AllianzAG 965 0.882 0.711 0.549 0.722 0.823 391 ••• ~ AlIa SA 965 0.304 0.291 0.180 1.054 0.587 2.94 ••• AlN AstraZeneca pic 1016 0.974 0.910 0.921 0.144 0.917 225·· BAR Barclays pic 939 0.173 0.155 0.002 1.073 0.571 5.47··· BNP BNP Paribas SA 939 0.460 0.450 0.299 0.671 0.672 2.07 •• BPA BP pic 1016 0.987 0.941 0.935 0.106 0.945 2.63 ••• BTL BT Group pic 965 0.852 0.792 0.n3 0.3)6 0.815 151 BVA Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria SA 939 1.000 0.911 0.747 0.401 0.926 2.65 ••• CA CarrefourSA 939 0.955 0880 0.878 0.144 0.009 2.27 •• CGE Alcatel SA 1016 0.Bl1 0.789 0.722 0.480 0.817 1.71 • CSG Credit Suisse Group 807 0.944 0.914 O.87B 0.170 0.917 1.29 DBK Deutsche Bank AG 1016 0.900 0.n2 0.578 0566 0.855 5.10··· DCY DaimlerChrysler AG 939 0.902 0.760 0.621 0.483 O.Em 4.35 ..... 
DTE Deutsche Telekom AG 1016 0.893 0.726 0.679 0.506 0.791 3.80 ••• 
ENI Eni SpA 1016 0.291 0.214 0.162 0.666 0.471 2.33 •• 
ENL Enel SpA 967 0.288 0.243 0.183 0.640 0.517 349··· EOA E.ONAG 939 0.009 0.697 0.708 0.316 0.766 .. «l ••• 
ERC Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson AB 807 0.896 0.879 0.826 0.314 0.886 085 FTE France Telecom SA 1016 0.9n 0.929 0.938 0.149 0.933 I.Bl • 
GEN Assicurazioni Generali SpA 967 0.969 0.894 0.866 0.179 0.902 2.32 •• 
GY:N GlaxoSm~hKline pic 1016 0.9n 0.923 0.922 0117 0.929 3.CB .... 
HAS HSBC Holdings pic 1016 0.979 0.896 0.903 0.122 0.902 1.98 •• 
HNM Hennes & Maur~z AB B07 O.B32 0.7Bl 0.n3 0.146 0.793 0.99 
ING ING Groep NY 1016 0.637 0.603 0.258 1.070 0.828 2.05 •• 
LLO Lloyds TSB Group pic 965 0.938 0.863 0.Bl0 0.288 0.883 3.41 ••• 
MW MOnchener ROcksversicherungs Gesellschaft AG 965 0.869 O.nl 0.621 0.589 0.852 434 ••• 
NDA Nordea AB B07 0.958 0.867 0.899 0.126 O.B72 1:JJ 
NES Nestle SA B07 O.B72 0.n6 0.723 0.229 0.807 3.16··· 
NOV Novartis AG B07 0.919 0.856 0.81B 0.137 0.864 1.35 
PHI Koninklijke Philips Electronics NY B35 0.985 0.937 0.857 0.271 0.946 2.57·· 
RBO Royal Bank of Scotland Group pic 939 0.971 O.87B 0.855 0.235 0.889 2.55 •• 
RD Royal Dutch Petroleum Company 1016 0.988 O.92B 0.909 0.106 0.934 2.94 ••• 
ROG Roche Holding AG 807 0.926 0.886 0.847 0.125 0.891 1.82 • 
SCH Santander Central Hispano SA 1016 0.994 0.917 0.7B2 0.347 0.928 3.47··· 
SHB Svenska Handelsbanken AS B07 0.941 0.862 0.B7B 0.100 0.868 1.40 
SHE Shell Transport & Trading Company pic 939 0.B44 0.795 0.702 0.320 0.833 2.42·· 
SIE SiemensAG 1016 0.739 0.615 0.389 0.805 0.794 2.69 ••• 
TEF Telefonica SA 1016 0.949 0.905 0.754 0.314 0.917 2.47 •• 
TI Telecom Italia SpA 1016 0.186 0.110 0.07B 1.088 0.483 6.62··· 
TIM Telecom Italia Mobile SpA B37 O.B88 0.794 0.680 0.386 0.B31 3.58 ••• 
TLI TeliaSonera AS 807 0.984 0.946 0.962 0.061 0.947 1.61 
TOT Total Fina Elf SA 1016 0.976 0.889 0.909 0.111 0.897 3.58 ••• 
UBS UBSAG 807 0.921 0.902 0.7B7 0.222 0.911 2.03 •• 
UC UniCredito Italiano SpA 967 0.921 0.794 0.n9 0.256 0.813 2.29 •• 
VIV VIVendi Universal SA 939 0.9B2 0.926 0.966 0.066 0.926 0.97 
VOF Vodafone Group pic 1016 0.986 0.915 0.893 0.259 0.926 1.42 
__ "-Qyy" __ ~I~_~!!l.~_"!.~Q. __ . ________ . ___ . ___ . ____ . ___ . __ . __ 1i~ ____ . ________ .9J~§.Q. ___ QZ1L. _____ .-.!lJ~.~ __ OA~~ __ ._E~ ______ 1_. _____ 4.16 •• ~ 
Mean 0.828 0.757 0.692 0.389 0.833 
Milxlmum 1.000 0.946 0.966 1.469 0.947 
_~.!'.!.I.!!l.!!.'_'! ..... _. __ ....... ___ ..... ____ . __ .. ___ ._ .. _._ .. ____ ... ____ ._. ___ .. _________ . __________ . _______ ._J!" 124. __ -.!,!!L ___ ._.!!.,C1.~. _____ O~~! ___ .... 9,~!!, 
... --.---~ .. -~--.-.-..•. -.-.---.-
No. of" +" 50 50 
No. of"- .. 0 0 
1N0tes: 
~his table presents the results of the test of relative hedging effectiveness for using USF alone and for using the stock index futures (SIP) from the same 
Fountry as the underlying stock as well as its USF as the hedging instrument. The empirical results are based on the OLS regresSIon (4.22): 
ZI,I = C/o + CIjZ'-I+ lit; 
~ is the slope coefficient from the regression model; where ZI,I = ~sr + f:tJsr&sJl" and Z2,t = f:tJsr - f:tJSl'&SJl"; etJsr and f:tJsr&s1l' are the residuals of 
egressions when the hedging instrument is chosen to be the USF alone and both USF & SIF contracts (i.e. Rs = flo,USF+ ~l,usrRusr+ f:tJsr. Rs = 13o,sJl" + 
f3l,usrRusr +i>1,sIl'Rslr + f:tJsmsIF , respectively). Positive CXj coefficient "+" implies that variance of residuals when only USF contract is used is more 
han the case when both USF & SIF contracts are used as the hedging instruments (i.e. hedging simultaneously with USF & SIF contracts IS a bettet 
~edge than the USF alone, in terms of the portfolio risk reduction). The Newey and West (1987) procedure is used to calculate consistent standard errors 
~f the regression parameter estimates under the serial correlated and heteroskedastic error process. *, -, *** denote slgllIficant at 10%, 5% and 1% 
evel, respectively. 
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Table 4.19: Relntive Hedging Effectiveness of II Portfolio of Universal Stock Futures (USF) and Stock Index Futures ISIF)_ CountJy Portfoli" 
Hedging Instruments 
Spot Portfolios USF Portfolios SIF 
No. of OHR HE OHR HE 
Country (no. of stocks) ObselV8tiollS (~USF) IR1 ~SIF) IR1 
France (7) 936 0.897 0.865 1.004 0.615 
Gennany (8) 933 1.070 0.693 0.924 0.756 
Italy (6) 637 0.965 0.858 0.714 0.603 
Netherlands (6) 806 1.246 0.883 0.741 0.6$ 
Spain (3) 939 1.004 0.951 1.315 0.929 
Sweden (5) 007 0.952 0.924 0.996 0.703 
Switzerland (5) 807 0.953 0.914 0.996 0.693 
Relative Hedging 
Effectiven .. 
~ t.statistics 
-0.5568 -217·· 
-0.4848 ·5.20 ••• 
-O.7!E3 -5.73 ••• 
-05262 -2.05 •• 
-02435 -3.43 ••• 
-0.7093 ·5.52 ••• 
-02023 ·128 
....................................................... y.~ .. {!.Qt ........................................... _._ ...... ___ ... ~.?.._ ... ___ ._ ....... __ Q.:~!§ ... ___ ... ~:~~_ ..... __ ~9':3"! .. __ 0.659 _. __ -'-""'--'. __ -=--'--_ 0.0297 0.10 
Mean 1.000 0.892 0.968 0.757 
Maximum 1.246 0.951 1.315 0.929 
.. ~.i.'!.!.~!!.!m! .................................................................................. _ ............................... _. __ ........... _._ .............. _ ........ _ ... I!.~~!. .... _. __ 9.~~~.~ __ .. __ . __ J!.~!..1!._ .. _ 0.603 __ _ 
No. of" + .. 
No. of·· ... 1 7 
Notes: 
This table presents the results of the test of relative hedging effectiveness for using an equally-weighted portfolio of USFs and for 
using the stock index futures (SIP) from the same country as the underlying stock as the hedging instrument. The empirical results 
are based on the OLS regression (4.22): 
Zl~ = ao + a.1Z2,t + Ut ; 
a.l is the slope coefficient from the regression model; where Zl~ = EUSF + eslF and Z2,t = EUSF· eslF; EUSF and eslF are the residuals of 
egressions when the hedging instrument is chosen to be the USF and the SIF contracts (i.e. Rs = ~ + f31Rusr + EUSF , Rs = ~ + 
f31RslF + f:SIF ,respectively). Negative eli coeffici ent" ." implies that vari ance of resi duals when the portfolio of USF contracts is used 
. s less than the case when the SIP contract is used as the hedging instrument (i.e. a portfolio ofUSF contracts is a better hedge than 
he SIF, in terms of the portfolio risk reduction). The Newey and West (1987) procedure is used to calculate consistent standard 
errors of the regression parameter estimates under the serial correlated and heteroskedastic error process. *, **, *** denote 
significant at 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively. 
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Figure 4.1: Constant vs. Time-varying Hedge Ratios for AA_BEKK 
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Figure 4.2: Constant vs. Time-varying Hedge Ratios for AA_BEKK-X 
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Figure 4.3: Constant vs. Time-varying Hedge Ratios for AA_AsymBEKK 
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Figure 4.4: Constant vs. Time-varying Hedge Ratios for AA_AsymBEKK-X 
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Figure 4.5: Hedging Effectiveness versus USF Volume 
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Figure 4.6: Hedging Effectiveness versus USF Spread 
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Figure 4,7: USF Hedging Effectiveness versus Volume Ratio 
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Appendix 4A: Overview of Main Contributions of Chapter 4 
Existing Studies This Study 
Many studies have considered the hedging i First study to explicitly investigate the 
i 
performance of derivatives contracts, but no i hedging effectiveness of SSF in the U.K. 
I (i.e., Universal Stock Futures, USF). 
! 
published work focuses on the hedging 
function of SSFs. 
-N~;;;-~~~~s--st~~W~s-h~~~-b~~n-d-e-~~t~-Zft~-----------r-E~;~i~-e--th~-p~~f~~~a~-~-e--~f-ZZi~te-~~-~tio~-~I~~----
hedging effectiveness of internationally 
cross-listed stock index futures, and 
i 
I hedging using the cross-border single stock 
I 
! futures (e.g. USFs) for the first time, and 
i 
concluded that trading location of ! assess the impact of the geographical origin 
underlying assets is important factor. ! of the underlying stocks on the performance. 
--iie-~~-Ts--~-'Ye-~~~-fng-c~~~-e-;-;sso~i-~t~d-;ith-------rA-dd~~s-s-th~-i~s~~--~{;h~th-e-~-:U_SFs--h~dii~i----
derivatives contracts, their hedging functions I effectiveness is different at the different 
have been found to be vary considerably stages of their development, and thus provide 
over time; they tend to be more effective risk a direct answer to the learning curve / 
management tools in the maturity period market-maturity hypotheses. 
than the introduction period. i 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The hedging effectiveness of futures i The large sample size enables us to explore 
I 
contracts is closely related to the the impact of several market microstructure 
contemporaneous market conditions (such as (as well as contract design/specification) 
trading volume, transaction costs, and factors on the effectiveness of hedging via 
volatility), and contract specifications like USF markets. 
contract size and settlement methods. 
--Th-e--d~~-f~ti~-;;-f;~m_-stock~f~t~-~~s-~q~iii-b~i-U-n;--rIn~~stig~t~--th~-~ffects--~rth~--b-~s-is-Tsp~~~d-------
relationship (i.e., the basis / spread) has i on optimal hedging strategies by 
significant implications concerning each ! incorporating the squared basis into the 
market volatility and co-movements, and I variances and covariance equations when 
thus affects the estimations of optimal hedge I estimating the optimal hedge ratios, and add 
ratios and hedging effectiveness. I new evidence on this important topic. 
--it--i-s--c-~;;;-~o~-iy-f~~~d-tii~t-b-~2f~~-;s--~~rs~s--------l--E~;~i~-e--irth~-;pti-~;i--h~dging--st-~;t~-gy-----------
market volatility more than good news, and constructed from the models that account for 
the models that allow the hedging ratio to be both time-varying and asymmetric hedge 
both time-varying and asymmetric tend to 
give superior hedging performance. 
1 ratios produce better hedging performance 
I 
I ! during the period when the USF markets are 
! I sufficiently mature. 
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5.1 Introduction 
Chapter 5 
Conclusions and Further Research 
The general theme of research in this thesis is the investigation of the role and 
functioning of the Universal Stock Futures (USF) market and its impact on the 
underlying stock market. As indicated in the introduction to this thesis, the success of 
a futures contract is dependent upon the contract providing benefits to economic 
agents, over and above the benefits they can get from stock market alone. If no such 
benefits exist, then market participants have no reason to trade in the futures market 
which eventually leads to loss of trading interests. The two most important benefits 
of futures markets are price discovery and risk management functions, which are 
often presented as the justification for futures trading (see Garbade and Silber, 1983). 
From this perspective, if the success of any new futures contract is to be assessed, it 
is essential that detailed investigation be carried out as regard to the performance of 
this contract in its prescribed functions and its effect on the underlying market. 
While a considerable amount of research has been directed towards examining the 
impact and performance of different financial and commodity futures markets, there 
is little evidence regarding the futures on single stocks such as USFs. Given their 
increasing usage and growing interest, it is somewhat surprising that the functioning 
of single stock futures (SSF) markets have received so little attention to date. 
Therefore, it is the objective of this thesis to fill this gap in the literature by providing 
a detailed analysis of the functioning of USF markets and their relationship with the 
underlying stock markets. In order to achieve this objective, this thesis presents three 
related empirical essays dealing with first, the impact of USF trading on the market 
dynamic and volatility of underlying stock, second the efficiency of USF markets 
with respect to their price discovery role, and third the risk management performance 
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of futures markets through hedging. The motivation for investigating these issues 
derives from the fact that these are the most important benefits and major concern of 
any futures market, and hence the findings of the thesis are of particular importance 
to those involved in trading and regulating these markets. Moreover, with the 
investigation centred on USF contracts, this thesis extends the existing empirical 
evidence to a futures market in which the underlying stock of contract is exactly the 
same as the spot asset and has contracts listed on both domestic and foreign stocks. 
In addition to providing insights for the first time for USF markets, the thesis also 
refines the methodologies used in previous studies to draw more reliable inferences. 
This purpose of this chapter is to provide the concluding remarks to the thesis. In the 
next section we summarise the main results of each chapter, while in section 5.3 we 
discuss the policy implications of our findings. Finally, section 5.4 presents some 
topics for future research which, due to space and time constraints, have not been 
investigated here. 
5.2 Summary of Findings 
In chapter 1, the two benefits (i.e. pnce discovery and risk management) that 
derivative markets in general, and futures markets in particular, provide to market 
participants are discussed; a brief description of the USF market is provided; and the 
contributions of this thesis to the literature are also identified. 
Since the major concern surrounding the futures contracts IS whether their 
introduction would enhance or harm the underlying markets. an obvious starting 
point for the empirical analysis of the functioning of USFs relates to their effect on 
the underlying stock market. Chapter 2 investigates this issue and finds that the 
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impact of futures trading on the underlying market is a complex issue which has 
often been addressed with a simple question of whether or not the level of volatility 
has changed after the introduction of futures. As shown in Antoniou et al. (2005). the 
volatility effects of futures trading can be attributed to either destabilising 
speculation or improved information flows brought by futures. To clearly understand 
the influence of futures trading, therefore, it is necessary to adopt an approach which 
can distinguish between these different causes of changes in volatility levels. To this 
end, chapter 2 investigates the effect of USF trading utilising a heterogeneous trader 
model which allows consideration not only on underlying volatility, but also on the 
extent to which futures inhibit or promote feedback trading in the stock market. 
The results suggest that the introduction of USF contracts has not had a detrimental 
effect on the underlying stock markets. While there are some changes in the 
underlying volatility level and nature, similar changes are also observed in the 
control stocks, suggesting that these changes are not induced by futures. It should, of 
course, be recognised that all the stocks on which USFs are written are also 
component stocks of the stock indices on which futures already exist, thus it may be 
expected that these stocks would be less affected by the introduction of USFs. 
Nevertheless, to the extent that USFs have impacted on wider market dynamics, the 
influence appears to have been positive, leading to a small reduction in feedback 
trading and improved efficiency following the onset of futures trading. In addition, 
the results also suggest that although there are differences in the pattern of market 
dynamics between industries they are not futures induced, highlighting the need for 
analysis of industry-based control sample before any policy implications are drawn. 
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As described in chapter 1, futures markets can be expected to play a beneficial 
economic role only if they successfully carry out their prescribed functions. The 
ability to expand and improve the information set available to market participants 
and the provision of hedging opportunities are the most important functions of 
futures trading. Chapters 3 and 4 investigate these two functions of USF markets. 
More specifically, chapter 3 looks at the part that the USF markets play in the price 
discovery process, and the factors that influence this role. The research is presented 
on three levels. The first of which examines the proportion of new information that is 
incorporated via the USF markets and finds that price discovery takes place in both 
stock and futures markets, although the USF markets on average play a relatively 
smaller role in the price discovery than their underlying stocks. The second phase of 
the analysis investigates the impact of several variables which may influence the role 
of futures in the price discovery process. The results suggest that the price 
contributions of USFs vary considerably over time and across firms, and are 
influenced by the geographical origin of underlying stock, the development stage of 
futures contract, the relative trading characteristics, the contract design and 
specifications, as well as the information types and content. The final stage of the 
analysis examines the volatility interdependence of the stock and USF markets and 
concludes that there is a bi-directional volatility spillover between two markets with 
a slightly stronger effect from the stock to the futures markets. 
Finally, the risk management function of USF contracts is investigated in chapter 4. 
In addition to examining the effectiveness of constant and time-varying hedge ratios 
in reducing stock price risk, the research investigates the factors that explain the 
variations of hedging effectiveness across USF contracts, and assesses the relati\'e 
hedging efficiency of USF and stock index futures. The major findings can be 
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summarised as follows. First, both in- and out-of-sample test results suggest that the 
majority of USF contracts have served as efficient risk management tools in hedging 
against the individual stock exposures. Moreover, we find that the dynamic hedging 
strategy that incorporates both the basis and asymmetry effects in the variance-
covariance structure can produce additional hedging benefits for investors who want 
to hedge their exposure to individual stock positions. Also the hedging effectiveness 
varies from one USF market to the other. The results of the cross-sectional analysis 
suggest that the differences in the underlying stock trading location, futures contract 
design, and market maturity are the most likely causes of these variations. As far as 
the relative hedging effectiveness is concerned, we find that hedging with USF has a 
better performance than hedging with index futures for the individual stock positions. 
In addition, hedging simultaneously with USF and index futures further improves 
hedging efficiency compared to hedging with only USF contracts. Also, an equally-
weighted USF portfolio is also found to be more effective than the index futures in 
hedging the small-sized portfolio. 
5.3 Policy Implications 
The results of the research undertaken in this thesis should provide investors, 
exchange management, and regulators some insights into possible gains and losses 
associated with trading futures on single stocks. In particular, the evidence presented 
in chapter 2 clearly demonstrates that the introduction of USFs has not impacted 
negatively on the underlying markets. On the contrary, to the extent that futures have 
impacted on market dynamics, the influence appears to have been positive. leading to 
a small reduction in feedback trading and improved efficiency. This implies that the 
public concern over the adverse impact of futures trading is not fully justified and 
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calls for further regulation on these markets (such as higher margins and restrictions 
on the issue of new contracts) is unwarranted and could even be counter-productive. 
In addition, the findings regarding the price discovery function of USF contracts in 
chapter 3 indicate that USF markets on average provide a means of enhancing 
information dissemination and contribute to the discovery of new information about 
stock prices. Therefore, market participants can use information generated by futures 
prices to guide their investment decision in the underlying stock market. The finding 
that some stocks contribute relatively more to price discovery indicates that informed 
traders are more likely to choose this market to reveal their private information. 
From a policy perspective, this is particularly important as the knowledge of where 
informed traders choose to trade and the factors influencing their choices are highly 
relevant to regulators in preventing illegal insider trades. Moreover, the investigation 
into the impact of several variables which influence USF price discovery role should 
provide exchange management with a benchmark for designing new futures contracts 
that are more conductive to the timely dissemination of the new information. 
The hedging analysis carried out in chapter 4 demonstrates that the majority of USF 
contracts perform the risk management function efficiently. This is not entirely 
surprising given the fact that the underlying stock of the futures contract is exactly 
the same as the spot assets. This matching nature implies that the correlation of the 
stock and futures prices should be high and thus the effectiveness of hedges will also 
be strong accordingly. Nonetheless, the risk-reduction ability of some USFs contracts 
are much lower than others and compared poorly to that evidenced in other 
commodity and financial futures markets. The poorer hedging performances are 
believed to be the results of relatively lower trading volume and larger contract size 
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m these contracts, which abstain users from usmg these futures to hedge their 
individual stock exposure. As a policy implication, this suggests that LIFFE should 
first promote more this derivative market through marketing campaigns in order to 
attract the much needed volume in some USFs, and second, reduce the size of these 
contracts to make them more accessible and attractive to the small retail investors. 
An increase in awareness and trading activity of more investors may promote the 
hedging efficiency of these contracts. Additionally, the finding that the creation of a 
hedge portfolio using multiple USFs leads to higher risk reduction than just using 
index futures, indicates that it is possible for hedgers to create their own 'futures 
portfolio' to tailor to their stock portfolio held. This in tum may help government 
regulators make decisions on whether the E-mini / narrow-based index futures should 
be introduced as a means of enhancing the risk-sharing opportunities in the markets. 
Overall, the research carried out in this thesis demonstrates that the USF contracts in 
general provide useful services to the economy by contributing to the information 
dissemination and risk-sharing process in the markets, and have no detrimental 
impact on the working of the underlying markets. This gives useful reference for 
investors, exchange management and regulators in other derivative markets (which 
have already introduced and/or plan to launch single stock futures) to the possible 
success of similar products in their markets, and for the evaluation of whether the 
public concern about the negative impact of SSF on underlying equity markets is 
warranted. 
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5.4 Suggestions for Further Research 
The primary aim of the research in this thesis is to investigate the economic benefits 
and costs of introducing futures on single stocks and assist to settle the controversies 
surrounding these new derivative products. In the thesis we investigate the price 
discovery and risk management functions of the USF contracts. In addition, we also 
consider how the onset of futures trading has affected the underlying stock market. 
However, it should be recognised that while this thesis has examined what is seen to 
be the most important issues in relation to futures markets, there are related research 
questions of importance which have not been addressed here due to space and time 
constraints and availability of data. For example, this thesis has not examined the 
existence (or otherwise) of arbitrage opportunities or the pricing relationship between 
the stock and futures markets. Furthermore, due to the newness of USF contracts, the 
analysis of this thesis has placed considerable reliance on the data for period 
immediately after futures introduction. As volume of trade in USFs increases it will 
be possible to undertake analysis of several issues using more recent/frequent data. 
Therefore, the aim of this section is to suggest directions in which fruitful future 
research can be undertaken to improve / enhance our knowledge in the USF market. 
Provided that sufficient and reliable data are available, an obvious extension of 
research undertaken in this thesis would involve undertaking similar investigations 
for other single stock futures (SSF) markets using the methodologies adopted here. 
This would enhance our understanding of the role and functioning of SSF contracts 
in general and provide investors and policy-makers with important information. 
Also, it would be interesting to further develop the research carried out in this thesis. 
Regarding the impact of USF trading on the underlying stock market, the 
investigation in chapter 2 suggests that there are there are differences in the pattern 
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of market dynamics between industries. Therefore, an examination of why such 
differences exist is worthy of further study. Moreover, the current study could be also 
extended to consider other possible impacts of futures trading on the underlying 
market (such as the effects on diversification potential and liquidity) in order to 
provide more references to investors and regulators. In addition, useful information 
about the impact of USF futures trading may be retrieved by investigating the 
expiration-day effect using more frequent data, such as the minute-by-minute data. 
There is also ample scope for further research in the price discovery performance of 
the market. Firstly, the empirical analysis of chapter 3 can be extended to the 
transactions in all of the relevant markets. Using the transaction data might help to 
overcome the non-synchronicity problem and allows us to identify more precise 
channels in which the new information transmit between each relevant markets. 
Examination of the simultaneous trading of stock futures, stock options and stocks is 
expected to contribute the knowledge in the area of linkages between equity 
derivatives and underlying markets. Secondly, another possible extension is to 
analyse the information flows within these markets in the periods immediately prior 
to announcements of the important corporate events. Thirdly, future research could 
also consider the impact of different investors trading activity (e.g. institutional 
investors) on proportion of price discovery in each market, and to address the 
question of from where and whom price discovery were initiated. In addition, as 
some recent studies suggest that futures contribution to information discovery is 
relatively larger in quiet periods than in volatile periods, it would be interesting to 
examine the USF price discovery role across the stable and volatile periods. Finally. 
future research could put more effort into explaining how the results documented 
here can be exploited to formulate profitable trading strategies in practice. 
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Turning next into the hedging performance of the market, one motivating factor for 
future research lies in consideration of transaction costs and see if the dynamic hedge 
ratios generated from the more flexible VECM-GARCH models are superior to static 
ones in the presence of transaction costs. Moreover, since a synthetic long USF 
position can be created by combining the call and put options with the same exercise 
price and expiration, the comparison of hedging effectiveness between these two 
approaches would also be a worthwhile exercise. In addition, as our sample period is 
limited by the length of time that USF contracts have been trading, another obvious 
extension is the use of a longer sample period for estimating the hedge ratios and for 
determining hedging effectiveness. Finally, further research may also be conducted 
for different frequency of data, hedge horizons, single-stock futures markets. etc. 
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